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BATOCRINIDA W. and Sp. 

Monocytic. THE LOWER BRACHIALS WITH WELL DEFINED INTERBRACHIALS BETWEEN THEM 

FORMING AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE DORSAL CUP. RADIALS IN CONTACT EXCEPT 

AT THE POSTERIOR SIDE, WHERE THEY ARE SEPARATED BY A HEPTAGONAL ANAL PLATE, 

WHICH IS FOLLOWED BY A SECOND ANAL BETWEEN TWO INTERBRACHIALS, 

Analysis of the Genera. 

I. 

VENTRAL DISK HIGHLY DIFFERENTIATED: THE PLATES LARGE AND 

HEAVY, FORMING A RIGID INTEGUMENT. ARMS NOT BRANCH- 

ING BEYOND THE CALYX . . .-.- - -:- += =: = 

A. ARMS BISERIAL; BASALS THREE. 

1. ANUS AT THE END OF A TUBE. 

a. Interbrachials separated from interambulacrals by 

an arch of brachials. 

Calyx biturbinate. 

Arms short, equidistant; anal tube very 

long and central; respiratory pores 

twenty, well defined . .. - 

Arms long, paddle-shaped ; anal tube excen- 

tric; respiratory pores twenty . .- 

Calyx eonicell, dorsal cup almost flat, ventral 

disk greatly predominating in height; 

anal tube central ; respiratory pores 

(WOM; G o 6 0 oa 0 5 0 

b. Interbrachials connected with patisserie 

Arms arranged in groups, the openings di- 

rected upward ; anal tube large, central. 

Calyx pyriform to wheel-shaped ; arms 

twenty ; respiratory pores not visible . 

Calyx elongate, biturbinate or subovoid ; 

arms twelve to sixteen ; respiratory pores 

ECU RM Ra TAM eae, ccm@ase! toy rij eo pfeniss 

c. Interbrachials in contact with interambulacrals at 

anal side only. 

Calyx wheel-shaped; anal tube very large, 

central; arms short, single or paired; re- 

spiratory pores twenty . - - 

46 

BATOCRINITES. 

Batocrinus. 

Eretmocrinus 

Alloprosallocrinus. 

Lobocrinus. 

Macrocrinus. 

Eutrochocrinus. 
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Calyx rotundate ; anal tube moderately 
small, about central; arm openings twelve 

to twenty; arms long, single or paired, 

often in the same species; respiratory 

pores not visible... . .. =. = 

2. Anus WITHOUT A TUBE. 
a. Calyx lobed ; arms arranged in groups. 

Calyx more or less elongate. 

Arms heavy, one from each opening. 

Arms ten, recumbent on the dorsal cup ; pin- 
mules tml 6 56 56 5 50 6 6 5 

Arms one only from each opening, erect, 

MMR IWGNAy,o o 6 59 5 6 9 9 Oo C 

Arms slender, paired ; upper arm joints 

spiniferous; posterior oral and proximal 

radial dome plates extended into spines . 

b. Calyx hemispheric or pyramidal. 
Dorsal cup from yery slightly convex to 

coneave; arms heavy. Orals and radial 
dome plates prominent. ... . 

B. ARMS UNISERIAL. 
1. BaAsALs THREE. INTERBRACHIALS NOT NuMEROUS. CoL- 

UMN ROUND. 

a. Arms delicate, joints cuneate, alternately arranged, 

only interlocking at the tips. . . . -. . 
b. Arms heavy, joints quadrangular. 

INWOGWM 6 6 a © 6 0 6 6 5 0 0 
Arms more than ten) =) eee 

2. BASALS FOUR; COLUMN QUADRANGULAR. 

Arms slender, joints cuneate; plates deli- 
cate and highly ornamented. Interbrach- 

jals and interdistichals very numerous . 

10 

VENTRAL DISK COMPOSED OF SMALL, IRREGULARLY ARRANGED PLATES, 

WITH OR WITHOUT ORALS. ARMS GENERALLY BRANCHING 

TOMI WE GAAK 9g 9 6 6 0 9 0 9 5 9 9 OD 

A. ARMS BISERTAL FROM THE CALYX UP. 

1. Basals three ; anal area wide. 
Calyx elongate, urn-shaped ; plates thin and 

elongate; arms grouped. Orals indistin- 
guishable. The column with large cen- 

iellemmls 6 5 0 5 o 0 o 8 9 9 

Calyx depressed globose, plates short and 

heavy. Arms branching, given off in 

pairs, their facets contiguous; orals gen- 

erally represented; central canal large . 
Calyx low, strongly lobed at the arm regions, 

plates thin, highly ornamented. Arms 
arranged in clusters. Central canal of 

moderate size. . .. - 

Dizygocrinus. 

Barrandeocrinus. 

Aorocrinus. 

Doryerinus. 

Agaricocrinus. 

Acacocrinus. 

Habrocrinus. 

(?) Desmidocrinus. 

Compsocrinus. 

PERIECHOCRINITES. 

Periechocrinus. 

Megistocrinus. 

Genneocrinus. 
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2. Basals four. 

Dorsal cup similar to that of Megistocrinus ; 
arms heavy, flattened on the back. . . Abacocrinus 

Geological and Geographical Distribution. 

Wumber of known species. 

(Open figures indicate American; those marked ( ), European.) 

BaTocRInDz. 

FORMATION. 
Periecl 

eas eriecho- 
Batocrinites. erinttes: 

G Oo . g 2 a a By 2.4 a a 3 4 EI < 
Qo say - | a s - | A a a i mt} | a 

) American. RES |3/-2/3/2/ 8 S/2)s/218)e]8 B/S/2\|8 |2/2/ 2 
BES |218/S/2/5/S/21S/S/2/8/ 8/8 lelsilsisisle Ses s|alslols! sls] elelal|s| ol] 8] Zio je) eals 
PA joo} S/S/F)/o/8/8] 2 1S]o]/s5/8)/e!]8 18) Si] .0 |-2)a]8 
< Blelslelslsl/S12/8/8] S813 lalelle |e eis 

AIR ISTIBISIBIS ISIS IAS /4]/ ml Jolla [slols 

Warsaw. 2 5 

4 |Keokuk. B42 a) i] a fm 1] 2/10 

= |— 3 | 
= . g 1 *g |Up. Burlington. B 3/9 4/3/3)]3 2/5) 8 l (1) 
° 

z=) a — 
g | 
 |Low. Burlington. A 9/6 2) 1 3] 3)4 ff a 
1) $ = peal Pe 

E} 
Kinderhook. 3 
Waverly. 2 4 A} i 
Chouteau. 

@ |Hamilton. 1 9|2 
2 es 
i) 

5 
Q | Up. Helderberg. |Hifel. (3) 

< Wenlock. 8 5 1 
EI RISEN Gotland. (1) 2 1(19) 1(4) (16) (6) 
| 
2 — L pees 

* | FHudson River. 2 

q 153 19/19] 1 |10) 6 | 4 | 22 11/10} 22] 2 2) TT) 12)) 2 9 

Total species 208 | (9) (1) |@) (a9)|(4)][f(as) ay} (6) 

Remarks. —The Batocrinide and Actinocrinide differ from the two 

preceding monocyclic families, Melocrinidze and Calyptocrinide, in having a 

large anal plate separating the two posterior radials and resting upon the 

basals; and as a consequence of this a hexagonal base, which is composed 
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in all but two of the known genera in both families of three equal plates. 

The orientation of these plates is uniform throughout both families, viz. : 

the interbasal sutures are directed toward the anal plate and the two 

antero-lateral radials. The anal plate in the Batocrinide is heptagonal, 

a and is followed by three plates in the first 

Sy crite ; my __ interbrachial row, viz.: a second anal and two 

WE D2 nee interbrachials; whereas in the Actinocrinidse 

5 a Oo Shine the anal plate is hexagonal, and is followed 

TBO ate Oy . only by the two interbrachials, — there being 

: @) » no second anal. We regard the presence of wo hen DQG Gy 30) a second anal within the first row of inter- 
G; 

Us O OWS brachials as of considerable morphological im- DO OFS ~ Y Cae 
; Ss GY portance. It is represented without exception 

~SBS5 oe, from the Lower Silurian to the close of the 

Devonian in all monocyclic Camerata in which 
Fic. 18. Batocrinus. 3 i 

anal plates occur; in the Kinderhook, for 
6 =basals. R=radials. «2 = special anal 

plate. i — supplementary anal. ir = the first time, we find both forms together: 

emer the Actinocrinoid with but two plates above 

the first anal, and the Batocrinoid with three. 

When there are three basals, the superior edge of the basal cup is nine- 

angled, six of the angles being salient, the others retreating, and the suture 

lines are directed to the middle of the two antero-lateral radials and the 

anal plate. By this arrangement two of the radials are heptagonal, and the 

three others hexagonal. In Compsocrinus with four basals, the posterior and 

anterior basals are pentangular, the two others quadrangular, the anterior 

radial hexangular, all others heptangular. 

The alternate bifurcation of the arms from the two main branches of 

the rays, which is characteristic of the Actinocrinide. forms another well. 

marked distinction between the two families, and is also very constant. 

Among the Batocrinide this mode of bifurcation occurs only in Gennio- 

crinus from the Upper Devonian, but there it goes along with a second 

anal; and we must regard this genus as a transition form toward the 

Actinocrinide. The paired arm structure also, although not a constant 

character, occurs only among the Batocrinidz; never among the Actino- 

crinide. Another significant fact, tending to confirm the separation of the 

two groups as distinct families, is that so far as known the Batocrinidx 

- disappear in Hurope with the dawn of the Carboniferous — except perhaps 
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Megistocrinus, of which a species may possibly exist in the Mountain Lime- 

stone of England—and are replaced by the Actinocrinide. ‘This is also 

the case in the western territories of the United States. At Lake Valley, 

New Mexico, among many hundred Camerate Crinoids collected from the 

horizon of the Burlington group, we found only one or two straggling 

Batocrinoids. 

The genera for which this family is proposed, with the exception of 

Compsocrinus, have been heretofore referred by us and others to the 

Actinocrinide, and most of the species were originally described under 

Actinocrinus. Even the genus Batocrinus was not accepted by the earlier 

writers. This was no doubt largely due to the fact that Casseday in 

describing the genus overlooked the arrangement of the plates of the anal 

area, which, as we think, forms the principal distinction between the two 

groups. He only alluded to the meeting of the distichals and palmars over 

the interbrachials, and the separation of the latter from the plates of the 

ventral disk. The importance of the structure of the anal area was pointed 

out by us in the Revision, Part II., p. 139, when we recognized the genus 

Batocrinus, but at that time we only made it the type of a subgroup under 

the Actinocrinide. 

As now defined, the Batocrinide are by far the largest family of the 

Camerata, and they have a greater stratigraphic range than any except 

the Rhodocrinide, — appearing first in the Hudson River group of the 

Lower Silurian, and continuing into the Warsaw. The family consists of 

eighteen genera, of which twelve, so far as known, are restricted to America, 

and six to Europe; while Periechocrinus and Megistocrinus occur on both 

sides of the Atlantic. Of these genera two hundred and three good species 

have been recognized, — fifty of them coming from Europe and one hundred 

and fifty-three from North America. 

There are in Europe two other genera which probably ought to be 

placed in this family, — Polypeltes Angelin, and Spyridiocrinus Oehlert ; but 

as the arrangement of the two or three proximal rings of plates in the calyx 

cannot be made out in the specimens, they may possibly belong to the 

Melocrinide. 

We have subdivided the genera of this family into two sections, which 

will considerably facilitate identification, viz. :— 
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A. 

Those in which the ventral disk is highly differentiated, the 
plates being large and heavy, and in which the arms do 

not branch beyond a minute axillary at the arm opening . . . BATOCRINITES. 

B. 

Those in which the ventral disk is composed of small, irregu- 

larly arranged plates, and the arms generally branch after 

Weenie 56 5 5 6 5 6 6 6 0 0 6 6 oo 5 5 oo JPDIRMODICISIOOIRINNIENDS, 

A. BATOCRINITES. 

BATOCRINUS Cassepay. 

1854. CassepDay; Zeitschr. der Deutsch. Geol. Gesellsch., Vol. VL, p- 237. 

1857. Prete; Traité de Paléont., Vol. IV., p. 324. 

1862. Dugsarprn and Huré; Hist. naturelle des Zoophytes Echinod., p. 142. 
1865. Mrrx and Wortuen (Subgenus of Actizocrinus) ; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 153. . 
1866. Merk and Wortuen (Subgenus of Actizocrinus); Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. I1., p. 150. 

1869. Merk and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 350. 

1873. Merxrx and Worrnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 364. 
1878. W. and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 329. 
1879. Zitre.; Handb, der Paleontologie, Vol. I., p. 370. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 162 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 336). 
1885. Sremmann; Elemente der Paleontologie, Part I., p. 157. 

1890. S.A. Mitrer; North Amer. Geol. and Palzont., p. 227. 

1892. S. A. Mirren; Ady. Sheets of the 18th Geol. Rep. Indiana, p. 23. 

Syn. Actinocrinus (in part) Suumarp, Hatt, Waite, McCuesney, and Mrrx and Wortuen prior 
to 1865, QuENsTEDT as late as 1885. 

Syn. Uperocrinus (in part) Mrex and Wortuen, 1865; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 153. 

Calyx biturbinate to subglobose; the rays not lobed. Plates heavy, the 

surface more or less convex and frequently nodose, but otherwise not orna- 

mented. Basals three, proportionally large, forming a hexagonal cup 

thickened at the lower margin, and generally projecting laterally. Radials 

very large. Costals two, small, quite frequently anchylosed; the first qua- 

drangular, almost linear; the second pentangular. Distichals and palmars 

as large as, or larger than the costals. Palmars are always represented, 

except occasionally in the anterior ray. The posterior rays frequently have 

post-palmars, which do not occur in the other rays. Arm openings equidis- 

tant, directed horizontally. Respiratory pores twenty, two above each 

interradius, and two to each interdistichal space; placed at a somewhat 

higher level than the arm openings. Arms twenty to twenty-six; in species 

with more than twenty arms the extra number is divided between the two 
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posterior rays. The arms are simple, very short, slightly incurving, and 

rounded on the back (never spatulate); the pinnules stout, deep, closely 

packed, and flattened at their lateral faces. Interbrachials separated from 

the interambulacral pieces by the overarching palmars, which form a con- 

tinuous series around the calyx; the four regular sides have rarely more 

than three, of which the first is very large, those of the second row being 

small, while some species have but one. The anal plate is succeeded by 

three large pieces, and these variously by one, two, or three interbrachial 

plates. There are neither interdistichals nor interpalmars. Ventral disk 

convex ; the plates of nearly uniform size, except the posterior oral, which 

is larger, more convex, and forms the base of the anal tube on the anterior 

side. Anal tube central, heavy and long, often reaching twice the length of 

the arms. Column stout, round; the axial canal small and pentangular. 

Distribution. — Batocrinus ranges from the Kinderhook to the lower part 

of the St. Louis group, and, so far as known, is restricted to America. 

Type of the genus: Batocrinus icosidactylus Cass. 

Remarks. — The genus Batocrinus was not accepted by Hall, White, or 

McChesney, who referred the respective species to Actinocrinus. Meek and 

Worthen were at first inclined to give it only subgeneric rank, but in 1873 

recognized it as a full genus, in which they were followed by us in 1881. 

As the best distinction between Batocrinus and Actinocrinus, Casseday pointed 

out the closure of the fixed upper brachials over the interbrachial plates, and 

no doubt this isa most excellent character, and holds good in the typical 

species of Casseday. But unfortunately, among the species which Meek and 

Worthen afterwards referred to the genus, there are quite a number in 

which this rule does not apply, and these species, which have good generic 

characters of their own, have been eliminated by us, and made the types of 

independent genera.  Batocrimus, as now restricted, differs from Hvetmo- 

crinus in having short cylindrical arms in place of paddle-shaped ones, and 

in the greater length of the anal tube. Zutrochocrinus and Dizygocrinus difter 

from both of them in the tendency of the arms to double from the same 

opening. Macrocrinus and Lobocrinus have the rays lobed and the arms 

arranged in groups; in the former the anal tube is large and central, in 

the latter short and excentric. The arms of Batocrinus are sometimes 

slightly flattened towards the tips, but never paddle-shaped like those of 

Hretmocrinus. 
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Batocrinus icosidactylus Cassepay, 

Plate XX VII. Figs. 3a, b, c. 

1854. Batocrinus icosidactylus — Cassepay ; Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. Geol. Gesellsch., Vol. VI., p. 238, Plate 
2, Figs. 1, la-c. 

1857. Batocrinus icosidactylus — Pictur; Traité de Paléont., Vol. IV., p. 324, Plate 101, Fig. 6. 

1867. Actinocrinus (Batocrinus) icosidactylus —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

1881. Batocrinus icosidactylus — W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 166. 

1885. Actinocrinus icosidactylus —QuENstEDT; Handb. der Petrefactenkunde (3te Auflage), Plate 77, 

HO, See icosidactyus —S. A. Muuner; Adv. Sheets Geol. Rep. Indiana, p. 24, Plate 4, Figs. 1-5. 

Calyx nearly as wide as high. Dorsal cup rarely more than half the 

height of ventral disk, low saucer-shaped, with a protuberant base; plates 

heavy, slightly convex, their surface smooth or obscurely granular. 

Basal cup projecting conspicuously beyond the level of surrounding plates, 

almost circular in outline; the median part deeply depressed for the recep- 

tion of the column; central perforation subpentangular. Radials short, 

partly hidden from view by the overhanging rim of the basals. First costals 

quadrangular, three times as wide as long, narrower than the second. Disti- 

chals two, a little larger than the costals. Palmars three, increasing in width 

upward and placed in longitudinal series, which are separated by well defined 

grooves. Arm openings facing laterally, forming a continuous row around 

the calyx. Arms four to each ray; their structure not known. Inter- 

brachials three (rarely four) to the interradius; the first much larger than 

the other two. The anal plate, which resembles the radials, is followed by 

three plates, and these by one or two. Interbrachials not connected with 

the plates of the tegmen, the higher brachials being in lateral contact. 

Ventral disk conical, passing gradually into a strong, almost central tube. 

The larger plates, as a rule, are extended into thorn-like projections, and 

are surrounded by smaller, slightly convex pieces. Orals quite excentric, 

four of them spinous, the posterior one merely convex. The radial dome 

plates, which are represented by plates of a first, second and third order, 

are also spiniferous. Anal tube long, heavy, and composed of convex pieces, 

among which larger thorn-like plates are scattered at intervals. Column 

round. 

Horizon and Locality. — Warsaw limestone; Spergen Hills, Ind., and 

Barren Co., Ky. 
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Batocrinus irregularis Cassrepay. 

Plate XX VII. Figs. 4a, b, and c. 

1854. Cassepay; Deutsche Geol. Gesellsch., Band VI., p. 240, Plate 2, Figs. 2a, 4, c. 
1867. Mex and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palexocr., Part II., p. 166. 
1892. S.A. Mitrer; Adv. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 26, Plate 4, Figs. 6-9. 

Resembling the preceding species, but readily distinguished by its smaller 

size, more elongate form, much greater depth of dorsal cup, by having a less 

number of arms, and the absence of spiniferous plates in the tegmen. Sur- 

face of plates smooth or slightly wrinkled, the radial ones transversely 

ridged ; suture lines distinct. 

Basal cup projecting, circular in outline, deeply excavated for the attach- 

ment of the column. Radials short, considerably wider than the costals. 

Costals small, quadrangular, twice as wide as long ; succeeded in four of the 

rays by 2 X 2 distichals, which resemble the costals in form and size, and 

support 2 X 2 X 2 fixed palmars. In the anterior ray there are two rows of 

three successive distichals followed by the free arms. Arms eighteen, the 

ambulacral openings directed horizontally. Interbrachial plates three ; the 

first larger, supporting two plates in the second range. The anal piece is 

succeeded by three plates, and one above. Tegmen high-conical, higher 

than the dorsal cup; composed of comparatively few, large, tumid plates. 

Anal tube stout, almost central; constructed of strongly nodose pieces. 

Arms and column unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. —Same as last. 

Batocrinus subzqualis (McCursney). 

Plate XXVIII. Figs. 7a, b; Sa, 6, and 9. 

1860. Actinocrinus subequalis— McCuesney, Descr. Pal. Foss., p. 17. 

1870. Actinocrinus subequalis —McCursney; Chicago Acad. Nat. Sci., p. 13, Plate 5, Fig. 7. 

1873. Batocrinus subequalis —Merx and WortuEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 
1881. Batocrinus subequalis—W. and Sp.; (Syn. of Batocrinus discoideus), Revision Paleoer., Part II., 

p- 166. 
Syn. Actinocrinus discoideus —Ha1L; 1858, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 594. 

Syn. Batocrinus discoideus —MeEK and WorTHEN}; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367, and Whit- 

field; Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1893; Vol. I., p. 14, Plate 1, Figs. 19, 20. - 

Syn. Actinocrinus formosus — Hatt, 1860; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Towa, p. 30. 

Syn. Batocrinus formosus — Mex and WortHen; 1873; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

Syn. Batocrinus equabilis— 8. A. Miuuxr, 1894; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 3, p. 25, Plate 5, Figs. 

18, 14, 15. 

47 
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Calyx somewhat biturbinate, as wide as high. The dorsal cup larger 

than the ventral disk; sides expanding gradually to the arm bases and 

forming nearly a straight line. Plates nodose, except the first costals which 

are generally flat. 

Base more than twice as wide as high, hexangular as seen from the 

bottom ; the interbasal suture lines distinctly grooved; column facet deeply 

depressed, Radials wider than long, widest at two thirds their height, exca- 

vated at the upper edges. Costals small, both together very little more 

than half the size of the radials; the first linear; the second a little longer 

and wider in the upper part. Distichals two, except in the divisions facing 

the anal side, in which there is but one, which is axillary. Palmars 2 X 20; 

but while those approaching the posterior side bifurcate again, the others 

are followed directly by the free arms. Arm facets concave, arranged in 

a continuous row around the calyx. Arms twenty-two, short, almost of 

equal width to their tips. Pinnules closely packed together, long, deep, and 

flattened at the sides. Regular interbrachials consisting of one large plate, 

sometimes followed by one or two smaller ones; the former extending to 

the top of the first distichals and even to the palmars. Anal plate consider- 

ably higher than the radials and succeeded by three large plates, and these 

by a single one. Ventral disk subconical, plates tuberculose, pomted at the 

top. Orals and first radial dome plates larger than the intervening supple- 

mentary pieces, which are quite irregular in form and size. Anal tube very 

long, sometimes extending several inches beyond the tips of the arms; com- 

posed of tumid plates. Column constructed of rather large joints with 

rounded edges; the internodals somewhat the narrowest. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and in rock of the same age in Southern Missouri. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — There is not the least doubt that Actinocrinus discoideus and 

A. formosus, both described by Hall, are identical with this species. ‘The 

former name has priority, but, being described from a crushed specimen, and 

neither the name nor the description giving a correct idea of the species, we 

are compelled to adopt McChesney’s name. The form described as Actino- 

crinus formosus differs only in the less convexity of the plates. 
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Batocrinus equalis (HAt1r). 

Plate XXVILT. Figs. 5, 6. 

1858. <Actinocrinus equalis —Hati; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 592, Plate 11, Figs. 4a, 0. 

1873. Balocrinus equalis —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

1881. Batocrinus equalis — W. and Sr.; Revision Palocr., Part II., p. 165. 

Syn. Actinocrinus doris — Hatt, 1861; Deser. New Spec. Crin., p. 15. 
Syn. Batocrinus doris —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Llinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

Closely allied to the preceding species, but differing in the greater 

number of arms. Calyx biturbinate, truncate at the bottom; the dorsal 

cup a little higher than the ventral disk; the sides abruptly spreading to 

the arm bases, which are directed horizontally ; the plates smooth, highly 

convex. 

Base short, excavated for the reception of the column, the interbasal 

sutures deeply grooved, giving to the lower end a trilobate outline. Radials 

smaller than the basals, from once and a half to twice as wide as long. First 

costals less convex than the surrounding plates, quadrangular, variable in 

size, sometimes but half the width of the radials and very short. Second 

costals wider and longer than the first. Distichals 2X2; supporting in 

four of the rays two rows of three plates, and these four arms to the rays. 

In the two posterior rays, which have from six. to seven arms, both outer 

distichals of the rays support an axillary palmar, which is followed by 2 X 2 

post-palmars ; while the two inner distichals support but 2 palmars. When 

there are seven arms, one of the post-palmars is also axillary and gives off 

two arms instead of one. Arms short, cylindrical, biserial from their bases ; 

the plates short. Pinnules long. Regular interbrachials two or three, the 

first very large. The anal area consists of five plates; the anal plate, which 

is larger than the radials, is succeeded by three plates in the second row, and 

a small piece above. At all sides the interbrachial plates are separated from 

the dome plates by the palmars, and post-palmars respectively, which form 

together with adjoining distichals and costals around the plates of the anal 

area a well defined semicircle. Ventral disk conical, gradually passing into 

the anal tube; the plates strong and convex. The orals and ambulacral 

plates are much larger than the intervening ones, which latter are com- 

paratively small and numerous at the posterior side. Anal tube central, 

its plates slightly tumid. Column similar to that of the preceding species. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Southern Missouri. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 
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Batocrinus quasillus (Merk and Worrts.). 

Plate XXVIII. Figs. 4a, b. 

1869. Batocrinus quasillus — Murx and WortuEn; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 352; also Geol. 
Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 369, Plate 5, Fig. 2. 

1881. Batocrinus quasillus —W.and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 167 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 341). 

Height of the calyx equal to its width; the ventral disk occupying fully 

one half. Dorsal cup wide at the bottom, rapidly spreading near the arm 

bases, so as to place the upper rows of brachials in a horizontal position. 

Plates extremely heavy and evenly convex. 

Basal cup three times as wide as high, hexagonal, thickened at the lower 

end; the interbasal sutures slightly indented; the bottom deeply depressed 

for the reception of the column. Radials nearly twice as wide as long, the 

upper face concave. First costal very small; the second more than twice 

as long as the first. Distichals two; followed by two rows of two palmars 

each, except in the divisions facing the anal side, where the first distichal is 

axillary and supports an axillary palmar, and this 2 X 2 post-palmars. Arms 

twenty-two to twenty-four, arranged at equal distances, openings directed 

horizontally. Interbrachials two, the upper very small, arched over by the 

palmars. Anal plate a little narrower and longer than the radials, succeeded 

by three good-sized plates, and these by a single one. Ventral disk highly 

convex, inflated near the periphery so that its sides project sometimes be- 

yond those of the dorsal cup. Orals and radial dome plates somewhat tu- 

berculous, and twice as large as the surrounding pieces which are merely 

convex. Anal tube very strong, composed of thick plates; its length not 

known. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Batccrinus lepidus (411). 

Plate XXVIII. Figs. 2 and 3. 

1860. Actinocrinus lepidus —HatL; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 33. 
1881. Butocrinus lepidus —W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 167. 

1893. Batocrinus lepidus — Wuttrrety ; Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. I., p. 16, Plate 1, Figs. 17, 18. 

A little larger than the two preceding species. Calyx wheel-shaped, 

abruptly spreading beneath the arm bases; ventral disk depressed convex, 

with a central anal tube rising abruptly from the summit. Plates smooth, 
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convex; the suture lines grooved. Basals short, thickened around their 

lower margins, and slightly excavated for the attachment of the column. 

Radials a little wider than long, concave at the upper face. Costals com- 

paratively larger than in the preceding species; quadrangular and pentangu- 

lar; the second wider than the first. Distichals two (except toward the anal 

side) ; the upper wider than the costal axillary ; followed by two palmars, of 

which the second is the larger. Toward the anal side there is but one dis- 

tichal, and the second palmar at the outer divisions of the rays supports two 

post-palmars, but only one at the inner side, making five arms to each of the 

posterior rays. Arm openings arranged at nearly equal distances ; directed 

horizontally. Respiratory pores large, placed a little above the arm bases. 

Arms heavy, short, slightly flattened on the back ; composed of two series 

of short joimts. Interbrachials two ; the first extending to the lower sloping 

faces of the first distichals. The palmars in lateral contact except at the 

posterior side, where only the post-palmars connect laterally. Anal plate 

longer than the radials; followed by three and two plates. The plates of the 

ventral disk vary in size ; the orals and radial dome plates being more than 

twice as large as the intervening pieces, which are quite numerous. Length 

of anal tube not known. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa 

and Southern Missouri. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Batocrinus Calvini Row ey. 

Plate XLVI. Figs. Sa, b. 

1890. Rowtzy; Amer. Geologist, Vol. V., p. 146. 

Calyx greatly depressed, almost twice as wide as high, with a sharp edge 

around the margin. Dorsal cup low bowl-shaped, a little higher than the 

ventral disk. Plates very slightly convex; the suture lines distinct, but not 

actually grooved. 

Basals quite small, forming a pentagon without re-entering angles; the 

columnar concavity narrow but rather deep. Radials as large as both cos- 

tals together, wider than high. First costals quadrangular, twice as wide as 

high; the second pentangular, wider than the first, but narrower than the 

radials; the upper angle quite obtuse. Distichals larger than the costals ; 

represented in four of the rays by two series of two plates, the upper ones, 
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which are much wider than the first, supporting 2x2 palmars. The pos- 

terior ray has three distichals and no palmars. Arm facets slightly concave, 

directed obliquely upward ; the ambulacral openings small and equidistant, 

except the one between the posterior rays, which is not only wider but 

a little indented. Structure of arms unknown. Regular interbrachials one 

or two, the first large, the second, if present, quite small; roofed by the 

palmars, except at the anterior side by the upper distichals. The anal plate 

supports two rows of three plates, of which the middle ones are larger than 

those at the sides; the upper one rising to the height of the first palmars, 

and arched over only by the arm bearing plates. Disk rising but little 

above the upper margin of the cup; composed of highly convex, somewhat 

tumid plates. The orals and radial dome plates —the latter of a first, 

second, and third order —larger than the interambulacral plates. Anal 

tube almost central, rather large at the base. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of the Lower Burlington limestone ; 

Louisiana, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Prof. Rowley, at Fort Smith, Ark. 

Remarks. — This species departs from the typical Batocrinus in haying 

but eighteen arms, and in the position of the respiratory pores, which are 

placed so closely to the ambulacral openings as to appear always confluent 

with them in the specimens. It approaches Dizygocrinus in its general form 

and the small size of the base. 

Batocrinus rotadentatus Rowzey and Harr. 

Plate XLVI. fig. 7. 

1891. Rowzey and Hare; Kansas City Scient., p. 102, Plate 2, Figs. 17 and 18. 

Calyx wider than high, wheel-shaped, the base surrounded by a small rim. 

Dorsal cup a little constricted above the basals, then curving rapidly outward 

to the arm bases. Surface of plates smooth, slightly convex. 

Basals large, erect, rounded at the lower end, and forming a profound 

concavity, which is completely filled by the upper stem joits; the suture 

lines deeply grooved. Radials nearly twice as wide as long, about half the 

size of the basals, but as large as both costals together; the latter quad- 

rangular and pentangular, respectively. Distichals two, short, the second 

larger than the first and axillary, except in the anterior ray, which has three 

distichals and no palmars. The other rays have four arms each, and the axil- 
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lary distichal supports 2 4palmars. The arm-bearing plates are very 
prominent, being separated by deep notches, which give to the rim, as seen 
in a dorsal or ventral aspect, a strongly dentate outline. Arm openings 
almost equidistant, directed upward. Arms eighteen, their structure not 
known. Interbrachials three; the first large, a little wider than long, the 
two upper ones small. Anal plate somewhat narrower than the radials, fol- 
lowed by three plates, of which the middle one is considerably the largest, 
and these apparently by three smaller ones. Disk nearly as high as the 
dorsal cup, the sides but very slightly convex ; composed of moderately 
large, conical plates, among which the orals are readily recognized by their 
larger size. Anal tube almost central and of moderate size. 

Horizon and Locality. — Base of the Lower Burlington limestone ; 

Louisiana, Mo. 

Types in the collection of Prof. Rowley. 

ftemarks. — We regard this species as representing a transition toward 

Lobocrinus and Hretmocrinus, and we should not be surprised if it had paddle- 
shaped arms. It resembles in general form Lobocrinus equibrachiatus, espe- 
cially the larger specimens, in which the arms show a tendency to grouping 
into pairs ; but the interbrachials are arched by the palmars— or distichals at 
the anterior side —and consist of but three plates. The species should also 
be compared with Lretmocrinus clio Hall. 

Batocrinus turbinatus (Hatz). 

Plate XX VII. Figs. 5a, b, e. 

1858. Aetinocrinus turbinatus —Hati; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 587, Plate 11, Fig. 1. 

1873. Batocrinus turbinatus —MeEK and Wortnen ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

1881. Batocrinus turbinatus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p- 168. 
Syn. Batocrinus letus Mitunr and Guriny, 1894; Geol. Surv. Illinois, Bull. 3, p. 24, Plate 5, Figs. 

10, 11, 12. 

Calyx to the base of the anal tube generally as wide as high; the dorsal 

cup one third higher than the ventral disk. Sides but very little concave, 

straight from the bottom of the basals to the plates supporting the free 

arms ; the latter plates projecting. Plates throughout the dorsal cup almost 

flat, their surfaces smooth ; the suture lines indistinctly grooved. 

Basal cup somewhat obconical, sometimes slightly thickened ; lower face 

concave and projecting over the column. Radials large, once and a half as 

wide as long, the upper face distinctly concave. First costals transversely 
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linear, smaller than the second, quadrangular with convex upper and lower 

faces ; the second pentangular, very little wider and longer than the first. Dis- 

tichals two; the upper one wider than the costal axillary; followed by two 

palmars in two series except in the division facing the anal side, in which 

there is but one palmar which is axillary and gives off two post-palmars. 

At four sides the palmars meet with their fellows of adjoining rays, but at 

the anal side only the post-palmars. Arm openings equidistant, directed 

horizontally. Arms twenty-two, short, rounded on the back; composed of 

two series of moderately long joints, distinctly interlocking. Interradials 

from one to three; the first very large, slightly elongate; the upper ones, 

if present, quite small. Anal plate longer than the radials, supporting three 

and two plates. Ventral disk low hemispherical, the plates convex. The 

orals and radial dome plates, which are more or less tumid, are separated 

by numerous small supplementary pieces. Anal tube long, subcentral, con- 

structed of convex pieces. 

Forizon and Locality. —Same as last. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Batocrinus turbinatus, var. elegans Hatt. 

Plate XXVII. Figs. 6a, 6. 

1858. Actinocrinus turbinatus, var. elegans — Haut; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL, p. 588, Plate 11., 

1881. nee turbinatus, var. elegans —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part I1., p. 168. 

More elongate than the typical form; the dorsal cup nearly twice as high 

as the ventral disk; sides convex from the top of the basals to the arm 

facets. Basal disk short, distinctly lobed and spreading outward. Radials, 

costals, distichals, and palmars arranged as in the typical form, but there 

are quite frequently twenty arms (four to each ray) in place of twenty-two ; 

and the plates forming the arm bases are less projecting. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Type in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection. 

Batocrinus Macbridei W. and Sp. 

Plate XXX. Figs. 1, 2, 3. 

1887. W. and Sp.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIII., p. 172, Plate 15, Fig. 4, and Plate 17, Figs. 11 

and 12. 

1890. S.A. Mizrer; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 228, Fig. 253. 
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The smallest known species of Batocrinus. Height of crown not exceed- 

ing 83cm. Calyx about as wide as high, the arm bases projecting. Dorsal 

cup obconical ; sides straight from the bottom to the top of the distichals, 

thence curving more abruptly outward; base broadly truncate. Plates 

slightly convex, without ornamentation; suture lines depressed. Color of 

specimens lighter than that of Rhodocrinus Kirbyi and Dichocrinus inornatus 

from the same locality. 

Basals short, forming a broad hexagonal disk, which is but very little 

excavated at the bottom. Radials considerably wider than long ; their upper 

faces concave. Costals small, quadrangular and pentangular ; the first con- 

vex below, more than twice as wide as long; the second not longer than the 

first but wider. Distichals 2 x 10; followed by two rows of cuneate palmars, 

which support the free arms. Arms twenty, comparatively heavy, rounded 

on the back, the tips slightly incurved and somewhat flattened. Inter- 

brachials three, sometimes with a small one on top; the first extending 

to the full length of the first distichals, those of the second range arched 

over by the palmars, except at the posterior side where a narrow piece 

intervenes between them. The anal plate is followed by three rather 

large pieces, and these by two and one. The ventral disk is a little lower 

than the dorsal cup, highly convex, and slightly depressed at the interradial 

and interdistichal spaces; the ambulacra elevated, and covered by several 

nodose plates of a first and second order. The interambulacral spaces are 

paved by numerous very small, convex pieces. Orals comparatively small. 

Anal tube slender, shorter than usual in this genus, extending but little 

above the tips of the arms. Column short, the nodal joints in the upper 

part large, rounded at their edges; the intervening joints comparatively 

short and narrow, contrasting strongly with the nodal ones. Toward the 

lower end the joints are more uniform. The column has been observed by 

us to its full length im several specimens, in none of which it measures 

more than six inches. It generally tapers to its distal end, where it termi- 

nates in a sharp point. The lower part, to about one third of its whole 

length, bears short lateral cirri, which are arranged singly — not in whorls. 

Fforizon and Locality. — Kinderhook group; Le Grand, Marshall Co., 

Towa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

48 
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Batocrinus poculum Minter and Guriey. 

Plate XXX. Pig. 6. 

1890. Descr. New Spec. and Geu. of Hchinod., p. 34, Plate 6, Figs. 6, 7. 

Somewhat larger than the preceding species. Dorsal cup bulging out- 

ward, spreading but little above the costals; the base not projecting; plates 

nearly flat; suture lines obscurely grooved. 

Basals short, forming a rounded shallow cup, of which the upper margin 

is deeply excavated for the reception of the radials. Radials once and a 

half as wide as long, the suture lines toward the costals concave. Costals 

large for the genus; the first generally larger than the second. Distichals 

and palmars two, as large as the costals. Arm openings at right angles to 

the axis of the calyx. Arms twenty, arranged at equal distances ; short, 

incurving, the tips slightly flattened. Interbrachials three to four, those of 

the second row comparatively large. Anal plate followed by three or four 

plates, and these by three others. Palmars in lateral contact apparently at 

all sides. Ventral disk shorter than the dorsal cup, depressed convex; com- 

posed of tumid plates. Anal tube long and heavy. Of the column only the 

upper part is known, which is similar to that in the preceding species. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Type in the collection of W. L. E. Gurley. 

Remarks. — This form is closely allied to our Batocrinus Macbride, from 

which it differs in the more globular form of the calyx, in the more flattened 

and less spreading ventral disk, and in the greater length of the ventral tube. 

Batocrinus pistillus (M. and W.). 

Plate XX XT. Figs. 4a, b. 

1865. <Actinocrinus pistillus — Meek and WortHen ; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 152. 
1868. Actinocrinus (Batocrinus) pistillus — Merk and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL, p. 472, 

Plate 16, Figs. 4a, 6. 

1881. Batocrinus pistillus — W.and Sp.; Revision Palzocr., Part IT., p. 167. 

Calyx subpyriform ; the sides of the dorsal cup rising nearly vertically 

from the base to the summit of the radials, then expanding at first gradually 

to the distichals, and thence rapidly so as to place the upper palmars and 

post-palmars in a horizontal position. Plates highly convex ; especially the 

radials, the anal plate, and the first interbrachial pieces, which are trans- 

versely nodose. 
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Basal cup trilobate, more than twice as wide as long, flat at the bottom, a 

little contracted at the upper end. Radials more than four times as large as 

the costals, a little wider than long. Costals two, all of nearly equal size, 

but the first quadrangular, the second pentangular; wider than long. Pal- 

mars in two ranges ; the upper supporting the free arms, except those next 

to the anal side, which are axillary and sustain two post-palmars; there 

being five arms to each posterior ray, and twenty-two to the species. The 

anal plate is followed by two rows of three plates each, above which the 

post-palmars meet in lateral contact. At the other interradii the first inter- 

brachials, which are almost as large as the radials, are followed by one or two 

small pieces arched over by the palmars. Arm openings directed horizon- 

tally, arranged at equal distances around the calyx, with a slight depression at 

the posterior side. Arm structure not known. Ventral disk hemispherical, 

a little shorter than the dorsal cup; composed of rather large, tuberculous 

plates of nearly the same size. Anal tube almost central, wide at the base ; 

its len¢th not known. 

Horizon and Locality. —Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

(A rare species.) 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Batocrinus tuberculatus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate XXVIII. Figs. 10a, b. 

A very graceful species, rather below medium size. Calyx higher than 

wide, gradually expanding from the basals to the top of the distichals, and 

thence more rapidly to the arm bases. Plates of the dorsal cup tuberculous, 

with well defined sharp nodes in the centre, those of the brachials forming a 

sort of interrupted obscure ridge. 

Basal cup distinctly trilobate, deeply depressed at the interbasal sutures, 

flanging outward at the lower end, and depressed at the bottom. Radials 

about as wide as long, with a large transverse node. Costals small, both 

together very little more than one third the size of the radials; the first 

smaller than the second, quadrangular ; the upper pentangular. Distichals 

two, followed by three palmars, which support the free arms. Arm bases 

directed horizontally, forming an uninterrupted line around the calyx. Arms 

twenty, equidistant, short, rather delicate, flattening at their upper ends, and 

eurving inward; their lateral margins indented, and their backs lined by two 
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rows of obscure nodes. Interbrachial plates three, consisting of a large tumid 

plate, followed by two small, slightly convex pieces, above which the three 

rows of palmars meet those from adjoming rays, except at the posterior side, 

where only the plates of the upper row are in contact. Anal plate longer 

than the radials; followed by three and three plates. Ventral disk de- 

pressed, greatly inflated above the arm bases; composed almost exclusively 

of the orals and radial dome plates, which are nodose. Anal tube compara- 

tively slender at the bottom, formed of convex, elongate pieces; its length 

not known. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species in the construction of the calyx is closely allied 

to Batocrinus pistillus, and in the arm structure resembles some species of 

Eretmocrinus. 

Batocrinus clypeatus (Hax1). 

Plate XX VII. Figs. Sa-e. 

1860. Actinocrinus clypeatus —Watt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 12, Plate 3, Fig. 12. 
1867. <Actinocrinus (Batocr.) clypeatus —Muex and Wortnen ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 150. 

1881. Batocrinus clypeatus— W. and Se.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 166. 

Syn. Actinocrinus papillatus — ati; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 29, Photogr. plates (1872), Plate 
34, Figs. 10 and 11. 

Syn. Batocrinus papillatus — Meex and WortHEN; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 
Syn. Actinocrinus tnornatus — Wat1; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 24. 

Syn. Batocrinus inornatus —Merrx and WortHEN; Geol. Rep. Mlinois, Vol. V., p. 367; and 
Whitfield, Mem. Amer Mus. Nat. Hist., 1893, Vol. I., p. 15, Plate 2, Figs. 1-3. 

Syn. Batocrinus comparilis — 8S. A. Miter, 1892; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 32, 
Plate 5, Figs. 18 to 20. 

Syn. Batocrinus aspratilis Mitten and Gurury, 1894; Geol. Surv. Illinois, Bull. 3, Plate 5, Figs. 
4, 5, 6. 

A very variable species. Calyx a little wider than long; the dorsal cup 

higher than the ventral disk, convex at the base, the sides concave. Plates 

from almost flat to moderately convex. 

Basals very small, in some cases invisible in a side view. Radials more 

prominent than any of the other plates, their median portions more or less 

tumid; they are wider than long and concave at the upper face. Costals 

quadrangular and pentangular, both together smaller than the radials; the 

first smaller than the second. Distichals two, as large as the costals, each one 

supporting 2 X 2 palmars, which are in contact laterally and support the free 

arms. Arm openings twenty, arranged at almost equal distances, the inter- 

spaces slightly grooved. Arms very short, composed of two series of short 
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transverse pieces with serrated lateral margins; the tips infolding. The 

anal plate is a little longer than the radials, and followed by three and two 

plates. The regular sides have two or three interbrachials, of which the first 

is large. Ventral disk low hemispherical, the plates more convex than those 

of the dorsal cup, and almost of uniform size. Anal tube extremely long, 

attaining in one of our specimens a length of five inches, which is nearly 

four inches beyond the tips of the arms; it is stout at the base, but very 

thin at the upper end. Column of less than medium size; the nodal joints 

a little wider than the others; near the calyx they are short and rounded at 

the edges, but they gradually grow longer and cylindrical ; at four inches 

from the calyx all the joints are of equal size and of nearly the same height. 

Hlorizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Types in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Remarks. —We have found it utterly impossible to separate Hall’s 

“ Actinocrinus” papillatus and “ Actinocrinus” inornatus from this species, 

although we took the utmost pains to do so, and had the types for com- 

parison. We have before us over one hundred specimens, which agree in 

all essential points, but differ more or less in the convexity of the plates and 

the form of the calyx. The plates in some of them are entirely smooth, in 

others distinctly convex, and while in some the ealyx is much wider than 

high, width and height are almost alike in others. Miller’s B. comparilis is 

identical with the typical form. 

Batocrinus grandis (Lyon). 

Plate XX VII. Figs. 1a, b, and 2a, b. 

1859. Actinocrinus grandis —Lxon; Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXVIII., p. 240. 

1885. Batocrinus grandis — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr. Part III., p. 113. 

Syn. Actinocrinus Wachsmuthi— Warts, 1880; 12th Ann. Rep. Terr. by Hayden (Author’s Edit., 
p- 162), Plate 40, Figs. 1a, 4, and Geol. Rep. Indiana for 1879-80, p. 142, Plate 7, Fig. 6 (not 

Actinocrinus Wachsmuthi White, 1862 == Actinocrinus scitulus ; nor Batocrinus Wachsmuthi, 
Revision Paleoer., Part IT., p. 168). 

Larger than the preceding species, and proportionally higher. Dorsal 

cup gradually expanding from the top of the basals to the top of the dis- 

tichals, thence abruptly to the bases of the free arms. Plates convex. 

Radials and distichals covered by transverse nodes, the interbrachial plates 

by round ones, which grow shorter as they approach the arm regions. 

Base broad, decidedly lobed; the plates thickened at the lower end, and 

slightly projecting laterally ; the interbasal sutures deeply grooved. Radials 
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wider than long, larger than both costals together. Costals nearly equal in 

size; the first quadrangular, wider than long; the second heptagonal, a little 

wider than the first. Distichals two, transversely arranged; those of the 

three anterior rays followed by four to five short palmars, which support the 

free arms. The palmars of the two lower rows are as large as the distichals 

and resemble them in form, the upper ones curved like arm plates and 

smaller. The two posterior rays have five to six arms, — exceptionally 

seven, —the other rays invariably four. In the two former, either both outer 

palmars of the second row are axillary, or only the one facing the anal side. 

Arms long, but comparatively thin ; rounded at the proximal end, slightly 

flattened at the distal one, and composed of two series of transverse pieces 

united by a zigzag suture, each plate covered with two delicate nodes 

arranged into longitudinal rows. Interbrachial plates: 1, 2,1. Anal piece 

narrower and longer than the radials; followed by three or four plates, and 

these by four to five others of irregular arrangement. Ventral disk hemi- 

spheric; the plates tuberculous and of similar size, except those at the pos- 

terior side which are somewhat smaller. Anal tube very long and stout, 

extending far above the tips of the arms; the plates rather large, pentagonal 

or irregularly hexagonal, and each one covered with a sharp central node. 

Column large, the nodal joints angular at their edges, and considerably 

wider than the intervening ones, which, however, increase in width as they 

pass downwards. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Crawfordsville, Ind. 

Types in the Lyon collection. 

Remarks. — This species is labeled in several collections Hretmocrinus 

magnificus, which is a totally different species. White's Actinocrinus Wachs- 

muthi is identical with this species. 

Batocrinus mundulus (Hz1). 

Plate XXX. Figs. 4a, b, and 5. 

1859. Actinocrinus mundulus — ati; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 39. 
1881. Batocrinus mundulus —W. and Se.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 167. 

Syn. Actinocrinus similis — Hatt, 1859; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 40. 

Syn. Batocrinus similis —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p- 368. 

A small species. Calyx higher than wide; the dorsal cup gradually 

spreading; its base broadly truncate; the sides straight or a little convex. 

Radials and brachials marked by transversely arranged, obscure angular 
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ridges; the margins of the plates beveled, so as to make the suture lines 

quite distinct. 

Basals short, thickened around the lower margins and forming a hexa- 

gon; the lower face excavated. Radials wider than long. First costals 

quadrangular, their length equal to half their width; the second pentan- 

gular, often smaller than the first. Distichals 22; those of the upper 

row wider and axillary, supporting 2 X 2 palmars. Arms eighteen to twenty. 

Sometimes the anterior ray has but two arms, and in place of palmars an 

additional row of distichals. Arm openings equidistant or nearly so. Arms 

of medium length, cylindrical, decidedly tapering at their tips. Anal plate 

a little narrower but longer than the radials, sustaining three and three 

plates. The first plate of the regular sides quite large, followed by two or 

three smaller ones, which are arched by the palmars. Ventral disk high, 

conical; composed of irregular, convex pieces, which pass gradually into 

the anal tube. The latter is central, stout at the base, but not very long. 

Column tapering downward, the nodal joints projecting. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa and Nauvoo, Ills. 

Type in the Mlinois State collection at Springfield. 

Remarks. — Actinocrinus similis Hall is identical with this species, except 

that it has only two arms in the anterior ray. 

Batocrinus cantonensis M. and G. 

Plate XX VII. Figs. 7a, 0. 

1890. Minter and Guriey; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. XIII. (June), Plate 6, Fig. 9. 

A rather small species. Calyx about one third higher than wide; the 

dorsal cup higher than the ventral disk, broadly truncate at the bottom, and 

straight or slightly convex at the sides. Radials and brachials extended into 

well defined transverse angular nodes; the interradial plates evenly convex ; 

the plates of the tegmen and anal tube distinctly nodose. 

Base broad but short, the lower edge sharply angular and indented at 

the suture; the bottom flat, except the middle part, which is slightly exca- 

vated. Radials considerably wider than long, their ridges directed obliquely 

downward. First costals very short, linear. Second costals pentangular, 

longer and wider than the first. Distichals 2 2; the upper ones axillary, 

giving off a palmar from each side. The anterior ray generally has no pal- 

mars, and in place of them an additional distichal. The palmars are in 
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contact with one another and with the third distichals of the anterior ray. 

Arm bases not projecting; the arm openings equidistant. Arms eighteen, 

of medium leneth, rather stout, and gradually tapering; composed of rather 

long joints, which on the back are marked by a short rounded node. Pin- 

nules long. Ventral disk constructed of irregularly arranged nodose plates ; 

and similar plates form the walls of the anal tube, which is comparatively 

strong and extends beyond the tips of the arms. Column tapering down- 

ward; the nodal joints with crenulated edges, and rather long; the inter- 

nodal joints quite narrow. 

Horizon aud Locality. — Keokuk group; Canton, Ind. 

Type in the collection of W. F. E. Gurley. 

Remarks — Miller and Gurley describe this species as having four arms 

in the anterior ray. This must be exceptional, for seven of our specimens 

show distinctly but two arms in that ray, and eighteen to the specimen. 

Batocrinus laura (Hatt). 

Plate XXIX. Figs. 5a, b, ce, d. 

1861. <Actinocrinus laura — Haut; Prelim. Deser. New Crinoids, p. 15. 

1881. Batocrinus lawra—W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 167. 
1893. Batocrinus laura — Wuirrretp; Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1893, Vol. I., p. 17, Plate 1, Figs. 

Syn. rae scyphus Mitter and Gurtey, 1894; Geol. Surv. Illinois, Bull. 3, p. 23, Plate 5, 

Figs, 7, 8, 9- 

Calyx generally higher than wide, biturbinate. Dorsal cup gradually 

and uniformly expanding to the arm bases, its sides straight or slightly con- 

cave; the plates flat and smooth. Basals not projecting laterally, forming 

a short conical cup, rounded at the lower edge. Radials a little wider than 

long, their upper faces concave. First costals less than half the size of the 

radials, quadrangular, once and a half as wide as long, the lower face convex. 

The second smaller than the first, pentangular. Distichals 2 x 2, larger than 

the costals; the second larger than the first and twice as wide as long. The 

upper supports 2 X 2 palmars, of which the second is deeply excavated, and 

forms a horse-shoe-shaped facet for the reception of the arms. Arm openings 

large, directed obliquely upwards; equidistant. Arms rather stout, of moder- 

ate length, rounded on the back. Interbrachials: 1, 2, and 1. The anal 

plate is followed by 3, 3, and 1 plate, arched by the palmars. Ventral disk 

lower than the dorsal cup, more or less conical; plates almost flat, except 

the posterior oral, which is somewhat convex. Anal tube central, of 
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medium size; extending beyond the tips of the arms. Structure of column 

unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Batocrinus laura, var. sinuosus (Hatt). 

1860. <Actinocrinus sinvosus— Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 27. Photogr. plate (1872) 34, Figs. 

1873. ee ae eee and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 

1881. Batocrinus sinuosus — W.and Sv.; Revision Palocr., Part II., p. 168. 

This form is so closely allied to Batocrinus laura that we regard it 

a variety of that species. It is said to differ in having a more pointed base, 

a deeper groove between the two posterior rays, and that the interbrachials 

of the anal side pass into the interambulacral plates, thereby approaching 

Lobocrinus. The anal tube is moderately large and almost central. 

Florizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Type in the Illinois State collection at Springfield. 

ERETMOCRINUS Lyon and Cass. 

1859. lyon and Cassepay; Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, Vol. XXVIII. (ser. 2), p. 241. 

1866. Smumarp (subgenus of Actinocrinus) ; Catalogue Paleoz. Foss. Part I., p. 369. 
1869. Merex and WortHeEn (subgenus of Batocrinus); Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 350. 

1873. Merx and Wortaen (subgenus of Batocrinus); Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 
1878. W. and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 235. 

1879. Zirren (subgenus of Actinocrinus) ; Handb. der Paleontologie, Vol. I., p. 370. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 170 (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 344). 

1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IlI., p. 113 (Proce. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 335). 
1890. S. A. Miter; North Amer. Geology und Paleont., p. 242. 

Syn. Aetinocrinus (in part), Hatt 1860 and 1861. 

Calyx more or less depressed, broadly truncate at the base; plates flat 

or nodose, the surface sometimes granulated, but generally smooth. Basals 

short, forming a broad rim, which projects conspicuously outward. Radials 

as large as or larger than both costals together. Costals two, short, wider 

than long ; the first quadrangular; the second pentangular or exceptionally 

heptangular. The higher brachials in contact laterally, and forming a 

continuous ring around the calyx. Arm facets directed horizontally; the 

ambulaeral openings arranged in groups; respiratory pores well defined. 

Arms from twelve to twenty-six. When there are more than twenty, the 

addition is made in the posterior rays, the other rays having four each. In 

species with less than twenty arms, the anterior ray has the least number. 

Species with sixteen arms always have three in the posterior rays. The 

arms are paddle-shaped, narrow and rounded in the lower parts, broad and 

49 
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flattened above; they are biserial, long, and incurving, — their tips some- 

times descending to the top of the calyx, — and are composed at their bases 

of short transverse pieces, which gradually increase in length and width 

upward. Interradials not numerous, there being from one to three plates 

at the regular sides, and from four to seven at the anal side including the 

anals. Ventral disk distinctly asymmetrical, somewhat bulging and higher 

toward the anterior side, rather flattened posteriorly. Posterior oral con- 

spicuous, large, and central in position; the anal tube excentric and often 

curving outward. Column round; the axial canal small and pentangular. 

Distribution. — Restricted to the Burlington limestone and Keokuk group, 

and, so far as known, confined to America. 

Type of the genus: Hretmocrinus magnificus Lyon and Cass. 

Ltemarks. — Meek and Worthen treated Lretmocrinus as a subgenus of 

Batocrinus, and added several forms which do not belong to it. It differs 

from Batocrinus in the broad, truncated, and projecting basals, the long, paddle- 

shaped, and incurving arms, their arrangement, the asymmetry of the ventral 

disk, and in the excentric position of the anal tube, —all of which are good 

distinctive characters. 

Eretmocrinus magnificus Lyon and Cass. 

Plate XXXVI. Fig. 3. 

1859. yon and Cassepay; Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXVIIL., p. 241. 

1881. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 173. 

(Not Bretmocrinus magnificus Quenstept ; Handb. der Palwont. (Auflage 3), Plate 77, Fig. 11= 
Batocrinus grandis). 

Syn. Lretmocrinus lyonanus 8. A. Mater; Ady. Sheets 17th Geol. Rep. Indiana, 1891, p. 59, Plate 

10, Figs. 3 and 4. 

Calyx higher than wide, biturbinate; the dorsal cup frequently shorter 

than the ventral disk; broadly truncate at the base; the sides concave, 

spreading abruptly near the arm bases. The radials and brachials in well- 

marked specimens are keel-shaped, with a prominence or node in the centre 

of each plate, in others they are simply convex ; the interbrachiai plates, in 

most of the specimens, are perfectly flat. 

Base short, extended into a broad rim, which projects considerably 

beyond the radials; it has a shallow depression at the bottom, and a some- 

what deeper one for the reception of the column, which occupies less than 

half the diameter of the lower face. Radials more than twice as wide as 

long. First costals quadrangular, about half the size of the radials; the 
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second pentangular, their sloping upper faces placed at right angles. Dis- 

tichals two, the axillary considerably wider. Palmars three, shorter than the 

distichals, in contact laterally, and so arranged that the salient angle of one 

plate rests within the retreating angle formed by the two adjoining pieces. 

Arm openings directed horizontally, arranged in groups, the interspaces 

between the rays being wider than the others. Arms twenty, exceptionally 

twenty-two, when there are five in the two posterior rays. According to 

Lyon and Casseday, the arms are four inches long, subcylindrical to one 

third their length, when they flatten and expand upwards, reaching at 

midway a width of half an inch, and a depth of one sixteenth, but higher 

up their width is reduced to one half, and they end in a rounded edge. 

The arms are biserial above the first or second free plate. The plates are 

short near the calyx, but increase in length upward. Interradials two to 

three; the first rising to one half the height of the first distichals. The 

anal interradius has six plates above the anal, arranged in two rows. 

Ventral disk high-conical, surmounted by a small, almost central anal tube; : 

the plates large and tumid. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Clear Creek, Hardin Co., Ky.; 

New Ross, Montgomery Co., Ind.; Pilot Knob, near Louisville, Ky.; and 

White’s Creek Springs, near Nashville, Tenn. 

Type in the collection of the late 8. A. Casseday. 

Eretmocrinus ramulosus (Hatt). 

Plate XX XVII, Figs. 4a, b, and 5 a, b, ¢, d. 

1858. Actinocrinus ramulosus — Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 615, Plate 15, Fig. 7. 

1881. Zretmocrinus ramulosus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleoer., Part IL., p. 173. 

Not Zretmocrinus ramulosus W. and Sp.; 1873, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 2836 = Hretmocrinus 

remibrachiatus, var. expansus. 

The largest species of this genus. In its general aspect closely resem- 

bling ZL. magificus, but more rugose; the ridges and nodes more prominent ; 

the base narrower; the ventral disk larger, and hemispherical instead of 

conical; the anal tube much smaller, being reduced to the minimum. 

Dorsal cup short, rapidly spreading, truncate at the base. Plates elevated 

and covered with sharp central tubercles; those upon the radials and 

brachials confluent, forming undulating angular ridges, which branch upon 

the axillaries and pass into the arms, producing deep depressions between 

the various divisions of the rays. The radials and brachials have two addi- 
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tional nodes, one to each side, of which those upon the radials are connected 

with the central node by a transyerse ridge. 

Basal ring slightly projecting laterally, more or less notched at the 

sutures, and moderately excavated at the bottom. MRadials twice as wide as 

long; their transverse ridges pointing downward, sometimes reaching as low 

as the truncated lower end of the basals. First costals one third smaller 

than the radials; quadrangular. Second costals generally a little wider 

than the first, and of about the same length. Distichals two, shorter than 

the costals. Palmars short, in rows of three, except in the posterior rays, 

in which the subdivision next to the anal interradius, and in large specimens 

frequently also that next to the antero-lateral rays, has two palmars followed 

by three post-palmars. Arms twenty to twenty-four; they are at the 

proximal end narrow and subcylindrical, biserial from the first free plate, 

and composed of moderately long pieces. The arms have not been found 

in position; there are found, however, along with the calyces, detached 

pieces of Hretmocrinus arms, which probably belong to this species. They 

are more robust than those of the preceding species, not as wide, and their 

increase in width is more gradual; their cross-section is semi-oval, the dorsal 

face flat and covered with four rows of nodes, of which two are close to the 

suture line, and one to each outer border. Interbrachials three; the first 

large, reaching to nearly the full height of the first distichals; the two 

others smaller and roofed by the palmars. The anal plate is followed by 

three large plates, and these by three smaller ones, which are arched by the 

post-palmars. Ventral disk bulging, larger than the dorsal cup; the plates 

large, of almost uniform size, and tumid. Anus excentric, very small, some- 

times scarcely projecting over the general surface. Column unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. —Keokuk group; Keokuk and Augusta, Iowa ; 

Nauvoo, Ils., and White’s Creek Springs, near Nashville, Tenn. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Eretmocrinus remibrachiatus (Hatt). 

Plate XX XVII, Figs. 2a, b. 

1861. Actinocrinus remibrachiatus— Hat; Prelim. Notice of New Species of Crinoids, p. 11. 

1872. Batocr. (Eretmocrinus) remibrachiatus— a1; Bull. 1., N. Y. State Museum Nat. Hist., Plate 4, 

Figs. 8, 9. 
1881, Eretmocrinus remibrachiatus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 178. 

Calyx biturbinate, about as wide as high. Dorsal cup obconical, truncate 

at the base; the sides slightly concave, spreading uniformly to the top of the 
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costals, and thence abruptly to the arm bases, which stand out horizontally, 
forming a projecting rim. The radial plates are somewhat elevated or 
rounded, while the other plates of the dorsal cup are flat and without orna- 
mentation. Suture lines indistinct. 

Basal cup short, cylindrical, wider than the column, and very little con- 
cave at the bottom. Radials twice as large as both costals together, their 
upper faces concave. Costals of about equal size, transversely arranged ; 
the first quadrangular; the second pentangular. Distichals 210, resem- 
bling the costals in form and size. Palmars 2X20 in the calyx; subquad- 
rangular, and in contact laterally. Arm facets lunate, directed outward, 
the respiratory pores small, and placed at the sides of the ambulacral 
openings. Arms four to the ray, exceptionally two in the anterior one; 
they are very long, broadly paddle-shaped, and biserial from the second 
free plate. To nearly two inches from the calyx, they are rather thin and 
cylindrical, whence they grow perfectly flat, and increase rapidly to the 
width of eight to nine mm., which is slightly reduced toward the extremities. 
The flat portions are thickest along the median line, the sides being knife- 
like with serrated edges, which turn slightly outward. At two-thirds their 
height, the arms generally curve inward until their tips touch the calyx. 
The proximal arm plates are quite short, but the plates increase to twice 
their former length as they widen. Pinnules long, composed of long, flat 
joints. Interradials, 1, 2,1; the first very large, reaching the top of the 
distichals. The anal plate is followed by three and two plates. Ventral 
disk conical, somewhat bulging, often higher than the dorsal cup. The 
plates are highly convex or conical, and of nearly uniform size. Anal tube 
slightly excentric, rather short and slender. Column small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 
Types in the University Museum at Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Femarks. — Professor Hall’s description of this species is so indefinite 
that little can be made out of it, and if it were not for his figures, which he 
distributed privately among some of his colaborers eleven years later, the 
species could not be distinguished from several others which occur in the 
same locality. He gives the number of arms as sixteen; stating, however, 

that there were imperfections in his specimen. Lither Hall described one 
species and figured another, or the number of arms given is erroneous. 
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Eretmocrinus remibrachiatus, var.expansus W. and Sp. (nov. yar.). 

Plate XXXVI. Fig.1; Plate XX XVII. Figs. 1a, b, and Plate XLIV. Fig. 9. 

Batocrinus (Hretmocrinus) remibrachiatus (Qn part)— Mrrx and Wortuen ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., 
p- 370, Plate 10, Vig. 5. 

Ervetmocrinus ramulosus (in part) — W. and Sr. ; 1878, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 236, and 1881, 
Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 173. 

Syn. Eretmocrinus cassedayanus Miuter and Gurwey, 1894; Llinois Geol. Surv., Bull. 3, p. 17, 
Plate 3, Fig. 1. 

Larger than the typical form; the ventral disk more bulging and com- 

paratively higher; the plates more tumid ; the anal tube shorter and more 

slender; the costals proportionally larger, the second frequently hexagonal 

or heptagonal owing to the comparatively small size of the first interbrachial. 

The palmars of the two posterior rays in the subdivision next to the anal 

interradius consist of but one plate, which is axillary and supports two post- 

palmars, thus giving to those rays five arms in place of four. The arms at 

their widest parts sometimes reach a width of from 18 to 20 mm.; they are 

in the majority of specimens spread out horizontally to one half their length, 

when they curve abruptly upward and inward, and fold back in a straight 

line to the calyx, forming a flat, circular disk, in which the serrated edges of 

the arms frequently interlock with those of adjoining arms. 

Horizon and Locality. — Burlington and Keokuk Transition bed; near 

Burlington, Lowa, and Henderson Co., Ills. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eretmocrinus granuliferus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate XXXIV. Figs. 5a, 6, ¢. 

This species has its closest affinities with E&. remibrachiatus, from which, 

as well as from all other species of this genus, it differs in its unique orna- 

mentation. While in that species the plates are flat and perfectly smooth, 

they are here slightly convex, and the whole dorsal cup is covered by irregu- 

lar but distinct granules or small nodes, densely crowding the surface. There 

are no ridges or striz either on the radial or interradial plates. Dorsal cup 

wider than high, rapidly spreading from the top of the basals to the arm 

regions. : 

Base broadly truncated, expanding laterally into a broad trilobate rim, 

flat at the bottom except in the middle, which to one third the width of the 

a a 
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lower face is slightly excavated for the reception of the column. Radials 
large, twice as wide as long. First costals by one half narrower and shorter 
than the radials, quadrangular; the second pentangular, wider than: the 
first. Distichals two; the upper one axillary, giving off from each side two 
large palmars, which support the arms, Arms twenty, four to each ray; 
long, incurving and biserial; at their bases they are somewhat angular on 
the back, but at an inch from the calyx they gradually flatten and increase 
in width, reaching at half length their greatest diameter —8 to 9 mm.— 
which they retain a short distance, and become reduced to 5 or 6 mm. 
at the tips. The sides of the arms are knifelike, with dentate edges, the 
median portions considerably thickest. The arm plates increase in length 
upward from 1 to 3 mm. Interradials three, in two rows; the anal plate is 
succeeded by three and two pieces. Ventral disk high, conical, passing grad- 
ually into the ventral tube, which is rather long and stout. The plates of 
the tegmen, including those of the ventral tube, are strongly tuberculous. 

Horizon and Locality. —Keokuk group ; Indian creek, Montgomery Co., 
Ind., and Canton, Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eretmocrinus minor VW. and Sp. (noy. spec.). 

Plate XXXVI. Figs. 10a, b. 

Calyx subpyriform, higher than wide. Dorsal cup constricted at the basi- 
radial sutures, thence expanding moderately with straight sides to the arm 
bases. Ventral disk semiovoid, slightly inflated at the anterior side, the pos- 
terior side somewhat depressed. The plates of the dorsal cup perfectly flat 
and smooth, those of the tegmen a little convex. 

Base broadly truncate, moderately high, slightly expanding downward, 
the lower edges sharply angular, the bottom flat and hexangular. Radials 
nearly twice as wide as long, the upper face concave. Costals comparatively 
large; the first quadrangular, a little shorter and considerably narrower than 
the radials, their upper and lower faces convex ; the second wider than the 
first and heptangular, the sides abutting against the second row of inter- 
brachials. Distichals three in the anterior ray, supporting two arms; in the 
other rays one division has three distichals, the other but two, of which the 
upper one is axillary, giving off a palmar from each side. Occasionally one 
or both antero-lateral rays have four arms in place of three. Arm facets 
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rather deeply concave, directed outward. Ambulacral openings arranged in 

groups, the spaces between the posterior rays wider than those between the 

other rays. Respiratory pores large, arranged in five pairs interradial in 

position. Arms twelve to fourteen, incurving, extremely heavy for the size 

of the species; they are biserial from the second free plate, rounded on the 

back in the lower portions, but flat and spatulate above, reaching a width of 

three times the diameter at the base. In the rounded part, the back of each 

alternate .plate in both series is covered by a small node, which does not 

extend to the flattened portions; the arms are keel-shaped, heavy along the 

median line, and knife-like at the edges. Interbrachials three to four in the 

four regular rays; the first large and wider than high; the upper smaller 

and arched by the arm-bearing brachials. At the posterior side the anal is 

followed by three and two pieces. The ventral disk consists of but few 

plates, of which the posterior oral is the largest; it is slightly convex, 

central in position, and bends upward, forming a part of the ventral tube; 

the other orals and radial dome plates are somewhat nodose. Anal tube 

excentric, large at the base, and curving to one side. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eretmocrinus depressus W. and Sp. (noy. spec.). 

Plate XXXVI. Figs. 11a, 6. 

Near Eretmocrinus remibrachiatus, but the proportions of the calyx quite 

different ; the ventral disk comparatively shorter and less bulging; the bot- 

tom of the dorsal cup considerably broader, and the arm openings directed 

obliquely upwards in place of horizontally. The dorsal cup spreads moder- 

ately from the top of the basals to the top of the distichals, thence abruptly 

to the arms; its height is equal to one third its width at the arm bases; the 

rays are indistinctly lobed. The plates vary from almost flat to distinctly 

convex ; they are without ornamentation, and the suture lines are obscure. 

Base extended outward, forming a broad, projecting rim with a sharp 

edge at the lower border; its lower face almost flat, and only one third 

of its width is occupied by the column. Radials comparatively small, a little 

wider and somewhat longer than the costals; the latter quadrangular and 

pentangular. Distichals two, the upper one axillary, giving off from each 

side two short palmars supporting four arms; the anterior ray exceptionally 
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has but two arms, and an additional distichal in place of the palmars. Arm 

openings almost equidistant ; the space between the two posterior rays some- 

what wider and more deeply grooved than those between the other rays; 

structure of the arms unknown. Interbrachials one and two, arched by the 

palmars. Anal plate higher than the radials; it supports three plates, of 

which the middle one is the longest, and is followed by an elongate piece, 

which rests between the palmars. Ventral disk shorter than the dorsal cup, 

depressed conical; the plates convex. Posterior oral central, three or four 

times as large as any other plate of the tegmen, and strongly nodose. Anal 

tube excentric and small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eretmocrinus clio (Hatz). 

Plate XXXVI. Figs. 2a, b, and Plate XX XVIT. Figs. 9a, b. 

1861. <Actinocrinus clio — Hatt; Prelim. Deser. New Crinoids, p. 1, and Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. 
VIL, p. 262, Photogr. Plate 4, Fig. 7 (1872, N. York State Bull. No. 1). 

1881. Hretmocrinus clio— W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 172. 

Considerably below medium size. Calyx a little higher than wide, grad- 

ually and uniformly expanding from the base to the top of the distichals, 

thence spreading somewhat more rapidly to the arm bases; ventral disk 

depressed hemispherical, about one fifth shorter than the dorsal cup. Plates 

from almost flat to moderately convex; the first radials and anal plate a 

little nodose. 

Base higher and narrower than usual in this genus; slightly thickened at 

the lower margins, and produced into a rim, which is rather deeply ex- 

cavated at the bottom, and extends beyond the upper limits of the column. 

Radials proportionally large, almost as long as wide, the lateral faces longer 

than any of the others. First costals small, quadrangular, a little wider than 

long. Second costals wider but not’ longer. Distichals one, large, axillary ; 

supporting two ranges of palmars with four arms, except in the anterior ray 

which has but two arms supported by two series of three distichals. Palmars 

in contact laterally with one another and with the upper distichals of the 

anterior ray, so as to form with them a continuous ring; the arm-bearing 

plates protruding, and rounded on the back. Ambulacral openings facing 

outward, equidistant, except on the posterior side, where the interspace is 

larger and slightly depressed. Arms long and incurving, slender and rounded 
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in the lower portions, flattened and broader above, increasing gradually to 

three times their width at the base. They are composed of a double series 

of short pieces, and are provided along their outer sides with small nodes, 

which in the flattened portions turn into short spines. Near the calyx every 

plate is spine-bearing, but higher up only each second or third. Regular 

interbrachials from two to four, arranged in the usual way, the anal side has 

three in the first, and two or three in the second row; the anal plate gen- 

erally a little smaller than the radials. The ventral disk is composed of 

slightly nodose plates, its anterior side higher than the posterior, the pos- 

terior oral prominent. Anal tube subcentral and slender. Column rather 

stout, the nodal joints considerably wider and longer than the intervening 

ones, and angular at their edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Towa. 

Types in the University Museum at Ann Arbor, and in the collection of 

Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eretmocrinus neglectus Mrrx and WorrHen. 

Plate XX XVI. Fig. 3. 

1868. Batocrinus (Bretmocrinus) neglectus —MeeK and WortHEn ; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 355. 
1873. Batocrinus (Eretmocrinus?) neglectus —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 377, Plate 5, 

Figs. 3a, 0. 
1877. Batocrinus neglectus —S. A. Mitten; Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 72. 
1881. Zretmocrinus neglectus— W. and Sr.; Revision Paleoer., Part I1., p. 173. 

1890. Hretmocrinus neglectus —S. A. Mitten; North Amer. Geol. and Palont., p. 243. 

Of the type of Z. clio. Calyx higher than wide; the dorsal cup inversely 

campanulate; the sides expanding gradually from the base to the distichals, 

thence curving more rapidly to the upper edges of the arm-bearing plates, 

which are slightly grooved but in contact all around; the plates regularly 

convex, especially the radials, first interbrachials, and the anal plate. 

Radials comparatively large, almost as long as wide. First costals quad- 

rangular, a little wider than long; the second frequently heptangular, wider 

than the first but not longer. Distichals one, large, axillary ; supporting two 

short palmars and four arms in each ray, unless the anterior ray, which is 

quite often the case, has but two arms, when the large distichal is followed 

by two smaller. Arm facets small, facing outward. Respiratory pores almost 

as large as the ambulacral openings ; they occupy the lower end of narrow, 

well defined longitudinal grooves, which extend up into the tegmen for quite 

a distance. Arm structure unknown. Interbrachials generally three, except 
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at the posterior side, where there are three in the first row, and two or three 
in the second. Ventral disk never as high as the dorsal cup, and in some 

specimens fully one fourth smaller. Posterior oral and radial dome plates 

more prominent and larger than the surrounding plates. Anal tube moder- 

ately large and subcentral. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the Museum of Comparative Zovlogy. 

Eretmocrinus calyculoides (Hatz). 

Plate XXXIV. Figs. La, b, 2, 3, 4. 

1860. Actinocrinus calyculoides — Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 17 ; Photogr. Plate 3a, Figs. 2, 3, 4 
(N. York State Bull. No. 1.). 

1873. Batocrinus (Eretmocrinus) calyculoides — Mex and WortHENn ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 
1881. Eretmocrinus calyculoides —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IIL., p. 172. 

Calyx below medium size, depressed subpyriform, as wide as high. 

Dorsal cup obconical, truncate at the base, the sides gradually expanding 

from the top of the basals to the height of the first palmars, whence it 

spreads abruptly outward so as to place the arm bases at right angles to 

the diameter of the calyx. Plates flat, the surface devoid of ornamentation, 

and the suture lines obscure. 

Base short, slightly lobed; the lower end somewhat projecting and form- 

ing a sharp edge; the lower face flat, except the median part which is mod- 

erately excavated for the reception of the column. Radials almost twice 

as large as both costals together, nearly as long as wide; the upper face 

concave. Distichals 3X2 in the anterior ray, and two arms; the other 

rays have 2 X 2 distichals, followed by two palmars and four arms. Palmars 

in contact laterally, very short, and curved like free arm plates, having a 

deep sulcus at each side. Arm facets proportionally large, lunate, directed 

outward, and arranged in groups, there being wider interspaces between the 

rays than between their subdivisions. Arms long, incurving, and biserial 

from their bases up. To the height of about 3 cm, they are subcylindrical, 

when they grow flat and widen gradually, reaching at two thirds their 

height a width of about 6 to 7 mm., which in the upper portions is reduced 

again to 3 mm. The arms in the flattened parts, up to their tips, are 

knife-like, sharp at both sides, and serrated along the edges; the plates are 

short near the calyx, but increase to more than twice their length as the 

arms flatten out. Interradials three, in two rows, except at the posterior 
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side, where the anal plate is followed by three and two pieces. Ventral disk 

higher than the dorsal cup, distinctly bulging at the anterior side, and hence 

shorter at the posterior. The plates flat and smooth, except the posterior 

oral which is sometimes slightly convex, and is strictly central in position. 

The ventral tube is excentric, bending obliquely upwards, so as to pass out 

frequently from between the arms. It is composed of thick, tumid pieces, 

heavy throughout, stoutest at midway, and obtusely pointed at the upper 

end, where there is a small aperture. Column small, the upper joint occu- 

pying but one third the width of the basal disk. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

Henderson Co., Ills., and Sedalia, Mo. 

Types in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, and in the Museum of 

Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks.— This species is readily distinguished by the bulging and 

asymmetrical form of the ventral disk, the stout, inflated and curving anal 

tube, and by the form of the arms, which widen more gradually than in 

any of the preceding species. 

Eretmocrinus calyculoides, var. nodosus W. and Sp. (nov. var.). 

Plate XXXIV. Figs. 6, 7, 8. 

The specimens for which we propose this variety differ from Hretmocrinus 

calyculoides in having transverse angular nodes on all radial plates, and 

rounded nodes upon the interradial ones. Its general form is somewhat 

more elongate, less spreading near the arm bases, the radials are propor- 

tionally smaller, the ventral disk less bulging ; it generally has twenty arms, 

and these do not attain the same width in the flattened portions. In all 

other respects it agrees with the typical form. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone; Pleasant Grove, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eretmocrinus matuta (Hatt). 

Plate XX XVII. Figs. 6a, b, ¢. 

1861. Actinocrinus matuta — Hatt; Prelim. Descr. New Spec. Crin., p. 14. 

1873. Batocrinus (Eretmocrinus) matuta — Merx and WortHEN ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 
1881. Eretmocrinus matuta—W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 173. 

Calyx small, subclavate, longer than wide. Dorsal cup once and a half 

as high as the ventral disk, expanding but little from the top of the basals 
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to the foot of the palmars; the latter slightly projecting outward. Surface 

of plates elevated ; the radials raised into conspicuous transverse nodes; the 

brachials keel-shaped, forming angular ridges, which branch to the bases of 

the arms ; the first interbrachials tumid, the succeeding ones almost flat. 

Base moderately high, notched at the sutures; the lower edges project- 

ing laterally, and forming a well defined rim; the bottom rather deeply 

excavated for the reception of the column. Radials very large, three times 

as wide as the first costals; the latter unusually small and quadrangular ; 

the second costals somewhat larger and pentangular. Distichals 2 x 2, of 

the size of the costals. Palmars 2 X 4, in contact laterally, except at the 

posterior side where they are generally separated by a small interbrachial 

piece. Arm openings nearly equidistant, only the space between the two 

posterior rays being a little the widest and slightly depressed. Arms long, 

slender, incurving, subcylindrical to one third their length, then gradually 

flattening and expanding to once and a half their lower width; their sides 

knife-like and serrated- along the edges. Interradial spaces somewhat 

depressed; the first interbrachial very large, supporting two small plates 

in the second row. Anal plate a little higher than the radials, and formed 

into a circular node instead of a transverse one; followed by three, two, and 

one plate. Ventral disk hemispherical, somewhat bulging toward the sides. 

Plates large and slightly convex. Between the plates at the periphery there 

are upon the surface narrow but deep vertical grooves, which lead to the 

respiratory pores. ‘The pores are large and arranged in the usual manner. 

Anal tube excentric, very long, stout, retaining the same width to near its 

upper end, where it tapers rapidly and is pierced by a minute opening. At 

about half its length, it curves abruptly at right angles, and passes out 

laterally between the sides of the arms. Column moderately large, com- 

posed near the calyx alternately of thicker and thinner joints. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of the Upper Burlington limestone, 

Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the University Museum at Ann Arbor, and in the Museum of 

Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. —The peculiar structure of the anal tube, to which we allude 

in the description, occurs in all our specimens, and has been observed also in 

a fine specimen in the Museum at Cambridge. ? 

Hall, in his Preliminary Descriptions of New Crinoids, p. 14, mentions 

a form to which he applied the name Actinocrinus matuta, var. attenuata ; but 
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as no figure is given, and the description is insufficient for identification, we 

are compelled to ignore it for the present. Even the figure given by Whit- 

field (Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, Plate 1, Figs. 23 and 24), made 

from a weathered specimen, does not aid us in distinguishing the form. 

Eretmocrinus clelia Hatt. 

Plate XXXVI. Figs. 4a, b. 

1861. Actinocrinus clelia —Hatu; Prelim. Deser. of New Spec. of Crin., p. 1, and Bost. Journ. Nat. 
Hist., Vol. VIL, p. 266. 

1873. Batocrinus (Eretmocr.) clalia—Mexrx and WortHEN; Geol. Rep. IJinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 
1881. Eretmocrinus clelia— W.and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part I1., p. 173. 

A little larger than the preceding species. Calyx about as high as wide, 

broadly truncated at the bottom, the sides of the dorsal cup gently expand- 

ing to the arm bases. Plates spinous, subspinous or nodose ; the suture lines 

slightly depressed. 

Base short ; the plates distinctly angular at their upper faces; the bottom 

broadly truncate and perfectly flat, except the central part which is slightly 

excavated for the reception of the column; the suture lines deeply grooved. 

In some specimens there is a longitudinal groove following the median line 

of the basals, which makes the base appear hexapartite, especially if the 

respective parts, as in some cases, are extended outward into spines. Radials 

of moderate size, wider than long, the upper face concave, the surface covy- 

ered with a transverse spine or node. Costals rather large; the first quad- 

rangular, convex at the upper and lower faces; the second a little wider and 

pentangular. Distichals two or three. The anterior ray, when with but 

two arms, has three distichals, the two antero-lateral rays — sometimes also 

one or both posterior rays—only two, and ‘the upper plate supports two 

short palmars. In the majority of specimens, both posterior rays have but 

three arms, and only the distichals next to the anal side bear palmars. The 

brachials throughout the calyx are provided with a sharp node or short 

spine; the plates of the two upper rows are in contact laterally. Arm 

facets large, lunate, and directed laterally ; the ambulacral openings arranged 

in groups, the interspaces between the rays being larger than those between 

their subdivisions. Respiratory pores large. Arms sixteen to eighteen, 

stout, rather long, and incurving. Near the calyx they are rounded on the 

back, but gradually increase as they flatten to twice the diameter at the 

lower end, and the plates to twice their length. Each alternate plate at 
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both sides of the arm is ornamented with a small spine, and these spines, 
which are placed along the sides of the arms, increase in length and thick- 
ness upward. Interbrachials three; the first very large and spinous, the 
two upper ones merely convex. Anal plate higher than the radials, and 
covered with a short central spine; the three succeeding plates are simply 
nodose, while the three or four small pieces above are scarcely convex. 
Ventral disk shorter than the dorsal cup, depressed hemispherical ; the orals 
and radial dome plates spiniferous; the interambulacral plates nodose. Pos- 
terior oral very large and central; anal tube excentric and quite slender. 

Column large, the plates short. The older joints are twice as wide as the 
intervening ones; the younger joints extremely short and flat at their sides. 
At 4 cm. from the calyx there are in one of our specimens seven joints to 
the internode, and these occupy only 4 mm. in length. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of the Upper Burlington limestone, 
Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the White collection in the University Museum at Ann Arbor. 

Eretmocrinus corbulis (Hatz). 

Plate XXXVI. Figs. 5a, b, c, and 6. 

1861. Actinocrinus corhulis— Hatt; Prelim. Descr. of New Crinoids, p. 1, and Boston Journal of Nat. 
Hist., Vol. VIL., p. 265. 

1873. Batocrinus (Eretmocrinus) corbulis —Mrpx and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 
1881. Hretmocrinus corbulis— W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p- 173. 

Calyx subglobose, wider than high; the dorsal cup from one third to one 
half higher than the ventral disk, broadly truncate at the lower margin, the 
width at the base equal to one half the diameter at the arm bases, the sides 
gently spreading and slightly convex. Plates nodose; the nodes upon the 
radials and brachials transversely arranged, those upon the interbrachial 
plates subcircular; the surface smooth or obscurely granulated. 

Base short, the upper margin deeply notched along the sutures ; expand- 
ing outward and downward, projecting conspicuously beyond the top of the 
column, overhanging it, and forming a broad, shallow inverted basin. In 
some specimens the basals are so deeply notched that the lower angles of the 
radials, and that of the anal plate, constitute a part of the projecting rim, 
and sometimes even enter the lower concavity. Radials short, nearly twice 
as wide as long, their nodes directed downward. First costals not more than 
half the width of the radials, short, quadrangular, twice as wide as long, their 
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lower faces convex. Second costals pentangular, in width and length resem- 

bling the first. Distichals varying from two to three, owing to the number of 

arms in the specimen; smaller than the costals. When there are four arms 

to each ray, which probably is the normal number, they consist of 2 x 2 

plates, and these are followed by 2X2 palmars; when, however, which is 

quite frequently the case, the anterior ray has only two arms, it has three 

successive distichals in both divisions. Specimens with three arms in the 

anterior ray are comparatively rare, in this case the one division has three 

distichals, the other two. Palmars short, in contact laterally, and rounded 

like arm plates, leaving longitudinal depressions at their sides. Arm facets 

large, directed outward; the ambulacral openings elongate, almost equidis- 

tant, the interspace between the two posterior rays being a little the widest. 

Respiratory pores large, separated from the ambulacral passages by thin par- 

titions, which frequently are not preserved. Arms eighteen to twenty, stout, 

long, incurving and biserial. The lower portions of the plates are rounded, 

and every third plate of both series is extended to form a short lateral spine; 

the upper portions gradually grow flat, and imerease in width to twice that 

at the bottom, but do not attain that sharp knife-like edge observed in some 

species of this genus. Interbrachials from one to three; the first very large 

rising to the top of the first distichals; the upper plates, when present, very 

minute. Anal piece higher than the radials; succeeded by three large plates, 

and these sometimes by one or two small ones. Ventral disk depressed 

hemispherical; the plates highly convex or nodose. Posterior oral strictly 

central, fully twice as large as any of the other plates, and surmounted by 

a high node. The four other orals and the radial dome plates are consider- 

ably larger and more prominent than the interambulacral pieces, some of 

which are quite small. Anal tube excentric and very slender; its length not 

known. Column near the calyx composed of high joints, angular along their 

edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 

and Lake Valley, New Mexico. 

Types in the Museum of Comparative Zoblogy, and in the University 

Museum at Ann Arbor. 

Remarks. — This species was described by Hall as having twenty arms. 

Among twenty-one specimens in our collection, which all undoubtedly be- 

long to it, there are ten with twenty arms; five have nineteen, and six but 

eighteen. The deficiency always occurs in the anterior ray. 
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Eretmocrinus leucosia (Hatz). 

Plate XXXVI. Figs. 7a, b, ¢. 

1861. <Actinocrinus leucosia —Hat1; Prelim. Deser. of New Crin., p. 1, and Boston Journ. of Nat. Hist., 
Vol. VIL, p. 261. 

1877. Batocrinus leucosia— S. A. Mitver; Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 67. 
1881. Evretmocrinus leucosia —W. and Se.; Revision Paleocr., Part Il., p. 173. 

1883. Evretmocrinus leucosia—S8. A. Mrxter; Amer. Palzoz. Foss. (Second Edit.), p. 282. 
Syn. Doryerinus confragosus S. A.Mituur, 1891; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. I., p. 34, Plate 5, Figs. 

12 and 13. 

Syn. Batocrinus Blairi 8. A. Mitimr, 1892; Adv. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 39, 
Plate 6, Figs. 7-10. 

Of the type of Hretmocrinus corbulis, but a larger species. Calyx as high 

as wide, in large specimens somewhat wider; the rays slightly lobed at the 

arm regions, and grooved at the anal side. Dorsal cup broadly truncated at 

the base; the sides uniformly spreading from the top of the basals, forming 

a straight or very slightly concave line to the bases of the arms. Plates 

moderately convex, without ornamentation, the suture lines grooved and 

quite distinct. 

Base short, projecting outward, and forming a salient, trilobate rim with 

sharp lower edges; the lower face perfectly flat except in the median part, 

which to one third the diameter at the bottom is slightly excavated; the 

axial canal large for this genus, and pentangular. Radials large, once and 

a half as wide as long, the upper face concave. First costals quadrangular, 

and small as compared with the radials; the second wider and pentangular, 

unless they are touched by the second row of interbrachials, which is excep- 

tionally the case. Distichals two, short; followed in four of the rays by two 

exceedingly short, transverse palmars, which support the arms; in the ante- 

rior ray, which has no palmars, directly by the arms. Arm facets very large, 

directed slightly upwards, and arranged in groups. The interspaces between 

the rays considerably wider than those between their subdivisions, and 

somewhat grooved, especially at the anal side. Arms eighteen, massive, 

long, incurving, and biserial from the calyx up; they are given off in pairs, 

and the two arms of each pair are suturally connected to the height of the 

third arm plate. For quite a distance from the calyx, the arms are evenly 

rounded at the back, but they grow flatter toward the tips, and increase 

some little in width. The arm plates are moderately short, and every fifth 

piece in both series is provided with a lateral spine. The spines near the 

calyx are quite short, but those in the upper regions attain a length of 4mm. 
51 
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Interbrachials one and two, the first almost as large as the radials, the two 

upper ones either arched by the palmars, or followed by an additional elon- 

gate piece, which is interposed between the palmars and connects with the 

interainbulacral plates. Anal plate narrower and higher than the radials, 

succeeded by three large, somewhat elongate plates, which support two or 

three smaller ones, and these another which rests between the arm bases. 

Ventral disk a little lower than the dorsal cup, irregularly hemispherical ; 

plates convex, the orals and radial dome plates of the tegmen larger and 

more protuberant than the intervening plates, the posterior oral nearly 

central and twice as large as the four others. The radial dome plates are 

placed near the periphery, there being three large pieces over each ray, one 

above each arm pair, except in the anterior ray, in which there is but one 

piece. Anal tube large, subcentral, composed of nodose plates. Structure 

of arms not known. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor. 

Eretmocrinus rugosus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate XXXVI. Figs. 9a, b, ¢. 

A small, well marked species of the type of Eretmocrinus leucosia. Calyx 

wider than high, distinctly lobed at the arm regions. Dorsal cup depressed, 

broadly truncate at the base; the sides, which at their lower end spread 

but very little, expand abruptly from the top of the costals, and form a 

rim, which is almost at right angles to the base. Plates highly elevated; 

the radial ones formed into conspicuous rounded ridges, which extend to 

the entire width of the plates; the interradial ones into rounded nodes. The 

surface of the ridges is covered by small, elongate prominences, forming 

longitudinal rows; the top of the interradial nodes by similar excrescences 

which have a radiating tendency. 

Basals extremely large, spreading outward and downward, and forming 

a broad rim, of which the suture lines are deeply indented at the sides and 

distinctly grooved at the lower face; the surface of the plates up to the 

column facet is covered by fine, rugose striz. Radials short, more than twice 

as wide as long. Costals narrower and shorter than the radials; the first 

quadrangular, the second pentangular. Distichals 2 X 2, smaller than the 
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costals; followed by 2X 4 palmars, except in the anterior ray, which has 

three distichals and no palmars. Arm facets large, projecting, directed out- 

ward. Arm openings arranged in groups; the interspaces between the rays 

twice as wide as the others, and slightly depressed. Arms eighteen; their 

structure is not known, but they were evidently large. Interradials one or 

two, very small, and arched by the palmars. Anal plate shorter and nar- 

rower than the radials; it is followed by three and one plate of nearly equal 

size, and by a narrow elongate piece at the arm regions. Ventral disk about 

as high as the dorsal cup, hemispherical, slightly bulging along the sides, the 

principal plates sharply nodose. Posterior oral strictly central, more spinous 

and larger than the four others; the radial dome plates arranged in groups 

of three over each ray. Anal tube excentric and very small. 

Forizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eretmocrinus coronatus (Hatz). 

Plate XX XVII. Figs. 7a, b,c. 

1860. Actinocrinus coronatus —HatL; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 28, Photogr. Plate 4, Figs. 1 and 2 
(1872, N. Y. State Bull. L.). 

1873. Eretmocrinus coronatus— Merk and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., Plate 10, Figs. 

1877. Yi coronatus —S. A. MittER; Amer. Paleoz., Foss., p. 66. 

1881. Eretmocrinus coronatus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 173. 

1890. Eretmocrinus coronatus—S. A. Mirter; North Amer. Geo]. and Palzont., p. 282. 

A somewhat aberrant form, in its general habitus approaching Dorycrinus. 

Calyx about as high as wide. Dorsal cup a little shorter than the ventral 

disk, broadly truncate at the lower end, where its diameter is equal to one 

half the width at the top; a little lobed at the arm regions. The plates are 

highly convex or nodose, the suture lines distinct. 

Basals stretched out horizontally, and sometimes hidden almost entirely 

by the overhanging nodes of the radials; they are deeply notched at the 

suture lines, forming a sort of trilobed plane, which in the central part is 

slightly excavated for the reception of a very small column. Radials moder- 

ately large, the two heptagonal ones with sharp salient angles, which fit in 

and rest within the lobes of the basal disk, and form a part of the lower 

surface. First costals quadrangular, twice as wide as long, narrower than 

the radials; the upper and lower faces straight. Second costals pentangular, 

generally a little longer than the first, and somewhat wider. Distichals two; 
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the upper one very short, leaf-like, and supporting the arms, except in the 

two posterior rays, in which the distichal next to the anal side is axillary, 

and supports on each side a single palmar, thus making the number of arms 

in these rays three, against two in the three others. Arm facets very large, 

directed obliquely upwards. Ambulacral openings elongate, arranged in 

groups, the interspaces between the rays twice as wide as those between 

their subdivisions, and at the posterior side almost three times as wide, and 

somewhat depressed. Structure of arms not known, but, to judge from the 

size of the facets, they were unusually stout, and were biserial from their 

origin. Interbrachials one, elongate, very large, arched by the arm-bearing 

brachials. Anal plate longer than the radials, the lower angle sharp and 

extending far down into the basal disk ; it is followed by three large plates, 

and there is a smaller one between the palmars, which connects with the 

interambulacral pieces above. A similar small plate occurs exceptionally 

between the distichals at the other sides. Ventral disk depressed hemi- 

spherical. The orals are raised into short spines or sharp nodes; the posterior 

one central in position, a little larger, and less spinous. The radial dome 

plates, which are fully as large as the orals, and are also extended into 

spinous nodes, are placed around the periphery; there is one of these plates 

over the anterior and each antero-lateral ray, and three over the two poste- 

rior ones; the spines are directed slightly outward, and give to the tezmen 

that peculiar coronate aspect which is so characteristic of this species. Inter- 

ambulacral plates small, and merely convex. Anal tube subcentral, very 

small at the base, its length not known. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection. 

Eretmocrinus intermedius W. and Sp. 

Plate XX XIII. Figs. 2a, b, c. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palxocr., Part II., p. 174. 

A small species. Dorsal cup broadly truncate at the bottom, the sides 

straight or slightly convex. Plates almost flat; the radial ones marked by 

indistinct ridges, which pass into the arms; the interradial plates covered 

with a small central node, and all obscurely fluted toward their margins. 

Base short, broad, slightly projecting laterally, rounded along the margin, 

indistinctly grooved at the sutures, the lower surface excavated, and to one 
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half its diameter occupied by the column. Radials large, a little wider than 

long, the upper face concave. First costals narrower and shorter than the 

radials, twice as wide as long, upper and lower faces convex. Second costals 

generally a little longer than the first. Distichals 2 X 2; followed in the 

three anterior rays by two rows of two palmars, which support four arms; 

in the two posterior rays, in one or both divisions, at one side by one palmar 

and two post-palmars, at the other by two palmars, a structure which gives 

to these rays five to six arms, or twenty-two to twenty-four to the species. 

Arms stout, long, incurving, and biserial from the second free plate; they 

gradually increase in width, being at two thirds their length more than twice 

as wide as at the base, and perfectly flat. Also the plates increase upwards 

in leneth, and their outer faces become transversely angular. Interbrachials 

two; the first very large, the other quite small. Anal plate followed by 

three and two pieces. The upper row at all five sides is arched by the 

palmars and post-palmars. Structure of ventral disk not known. 

Forizon and Locality. — Upper part of Keokuk group; Bono, Lawrence 

Co., Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eretmocrinus pregravis S. A. Mitter. 

Plate XXXIV. Figs. 9, 10. 

1892. S.A. Minrer; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 37, Plate 6, Figs. 5 and 6. 

A large, very knobby and robust species, in its ornamentation resembling 

Lobocrinus Yandelli; but the calyx more globular, less distinctly lobed, and 

with a different arm formula. Dorsal cup saucer-shaped, abruptly spreading 

from the base up, the plates heavy and covered with large angular knobs, 

some of which are arranged horizontally, others longitudinally. 

Basals short, forming a hexagon with acute angles; the lower surface 

slightly excavated for the reception of the column, and pierced by a com- 

paratively large axial canal. Radials twice as wide as long, covered with 

prominent transverse nodes, whose tips reach to the level of the lower 

margins of the basals. The node of the intervening anal is round, and the 

plate itself longer than the radials. First costals linear, less nodose than any 

of the other calyx plates, and sometimes completely flat. Second costals 

smaller than. the first, depressed pentangular; their nodes subtriangular. 

The posterior and antero-lateral rays have but one distichal in their posterior 
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divisions, which is followed by 22 palmars and two arms; but in the 

anterior divisions by 2 successive distichals and a single arm. The anterior 

ray, which has but one arm in both divisions, has 2 x 2 distichals. Arm 

facets subcircular, concave, very large, and the surface covered with radiating 

strie. Ambulacral openings quite small. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 1, 2 at the 

regular sides, and 3, 3, 2, 2 on the anal side; the upper row on a level with 

the arm bases. Ventral disk inflated, considerably higher than the dorsal 

cup, the conical upper end passing gradually into the anal tube. The plates 

of the tegmen decrease slightly in size toward the periphery, and are covered 

with sharp nodes as large as those of the dorsal cup. Orals excentric; the 

posterior one quite large. Anal tube stout and composed of large plates 

with sharp elongate nodes; it is almost central at the base, but curves a little 

to one side. Structure of arms and column unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. —Keokuk group; White's creek Springs, near 

Nashville, Tenn., Pilot Knob, near Louisville, Ky.; Barren Co., Ky., and New 

Ross, Montgomery Co., Ind. 

ALLOPROSALLOCRINUS Cass. and Lyon, 

1860. Cassepay and Lyon; Proceed. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., p. 29. 
1866. SHumarp; Catal. Paleoz. Foss. North Amer., Part I., p. 353. 

1873. Mxrx and WorrHen (in part); Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 368 (aot M. and W., 1865, Proceed. 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 164). 

1879. Zrtrex; Handb. der Palxontologie, Vol. I., p. 370. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 113 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 287). 
1890. S.A. Mrtter; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 222. 

Syn. Conocrinus Troost; List of Crin. of Tenn. (not defined). 

Calyx conical, almost flat below the arm bases. Basals three, equal. 

Costals two, but generally so closely anchylosed that the line of union is 

invisible, and there is virtually but one plate. Distichals one or more, 

either followed by palmars, or directly supporting the arms. The arm-bear- 

ing plates in contact laterally, except upon the anal side, where they are 

separated by the second anal. Arms few to the ray, arranged in groups; 

their facets very large, subcircular and deeply notched at the upper end for 

the reception of the ambulacra. The interbrachials, so far as observed, 

consist of one large plate, except at the anal side, where the first anal is 

followed by a second, which at each side has two short interbrachial pieces. 

Ventral disk conical, its upper end gradually passing into the anal tube, 

which is stout and almost central. The ambulacra subtegminal, their main 

trunks covered by superimposed interambulacral pieces, which are followed 
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by a large radial plate at each bifurcation. The orals pushed anteriorly. 

Respiratory pores arranged in ten pairs, five of them placed between tlie 

rays, the five others between their main divisions; they are well defined, 

and occupy the margin of the ventral disk, a little to one side of the ambu- 

lacral openings. 

Distribution. — The only known species occurs in the Keokuk group of 

the Mississippi Valley. 

Remarks.— The genus Alloprosallocrinus is most remarkable for the short- 

ness of the dorsal cup contrasted with the great height of the ventral disk, in 

which it resembles Agaricocrinus. The form of the arm facets in the two 

genera is also quite similar, and they probably had the same kind of arms; 

but in Agaricocrinus the anus opens out laterally, directly through the disk, 

while in Alloprosallocrinus it is placed at the end of a tube, and besides, the 

former having two well defined costals. 

Meek and Worthen’s Alloprosallocrinus euconus is a Dizygocrinus ; it resem- 

bles the former somewhat in its form, but it has two costals, the arms are 

comparatively thin, and become paired in mature specimens. 

Casseday and Lyon’s Alloprosallocrinus depressus is probably an Agavico- 

crinus ; the type specimen is too much distorted to admit a correct diagnosis. 

Alloprosallocrinus conicus Cass. and Lyon. 

Plate XLII. Figs. 14a, b, ec. 

1860. Cassepay and Lyon; Proceed. Amer. Acad. of Arts and Sci., Vol. V., p. 29. 

1866. Suumanp (Subgenus of Actinocrinus); Catal. Paleoz. Foss. (Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol, IT., 

188i. W. ee Revision Palgocr., Part II., p. 114 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 288). 
Alloprosallocrinus Gurleyi S. A. Mituer; 1891, Ady. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, 

p- 58, Plate 10, Figs. 1 and 2. 

Calyx pyramidal; the dorsal cup so flat that it is almost invisible from 

a side view; the ventral disk high and distinctly conical. Plates thick and 

devoid of ornamentation; those of the dorsal cup very slightly convex; the 

plates of the tegmen varying from convex to nodose. 

Basals small, forming an inverted hexagonal basin. Radials wider than 

high, the lower portions bending inward, and forming a part of the basal 

concavity. Costals generally so closely anchylosed that a suture line cannot 

be traced, both together are pentangular, a little wider than the radials, and 

wider than long. Distichals 2X 2, except in the posterior rays, of which the 

divisions next to the anal interradius have but one, which is axillary and 
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supports 2 < 2 fixed palmars, and these the arms. The arm-bearing plates 

are once and a half as wide as those below or above, and in contact laterally. 

Their facets are irregularly crescent-shaped, and directed slightly upward ; 

they do not occupy the middle of the plates, but lean to the inner sides of 

the rays, and leave large interspaces between adjoining rays. By means 

of this structure the arms are formed into groups as effectually as in other 

species by the interposition of interbrachial plates. The arms, which have 

not been observed in this species, were evidently quite ponderous to judge 

from the large size of their facets, and composed of two rows of short, leaf- 

like pieces, similar to those of Agaricocrinus. Interbrachials one; the plate 

large, higher than wide, and arched by the arm-bearing brachials. First 

anal plate followed by a very long second, which rises to above the level of 

the arm bases, and rests between two short interbrachial pieces. Ventral 

disk more than three times as high as the dorsal cup; the plates large and 

of about uniform size; the anal tube occupying the central part. The 

posterior oral is the largest plate of the tegmen, and, like the other orals, is 

pushed over to the anterior side. The ambulacra are subtegminal, their 

upper portions being covered with superimposed interambulacral pieces, but 

on approaching the arms by large radial plates of a first and second order. 

The respiratory pores are large, and placed at some distance from the ambu- 

lacral openings. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Pilot Knob, near Louisville, Ky.; 

White’s creek, near Nashville, Tenn., and New Ross, Montgomery Co., Ind. 

Remarks. — Miller's Alloprosallocrinus Gurleyi is a small example of 

A. conicus, in which one of the posterior rays has but two arms. 

EUTROCHOCRINUS W. and Sp. (noy. gen.). 

_ (BE well, tpoxés a wheel, xpivoy a lily). 

Calyx large, wheel-shaped, narrow to the top of the radials, thence 

spreading abruptly until the sides of the dorsal cup are at right angles 

to the axis of the calyx. Ventral disk almost flat to near the base of the 

anal tube. Basal cup deep, subcylindrical, composed of three equal plates. 

Radials larger than both costals together; the first costal transversely linear, 

the second depressed pentangular. Distichals and palmars increasing in 

width upward. Ambulacral or arm openings equidistant or nearly so; 

directed sidewise. Arms single or in pairs, biserial, rounded, very short and 

pies > 
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incurving ; pinnules closely packed. Interbrachials variable in number, 
either arched over by the higher brachials, or in contact with the inter- 
ambulacral pieces. Interdistichals frequently represented, and occasionally 
interpalmars. Anal tube stout, central and extremely long. Orals excen- 
tric ; the posterior one much larger than the others and erect, forming the 
base of the anal tube at the anterior side. Column round, with a small 
pentangular canal. 

Disiribution.—Restricted to the Upper Burlington limestone and Keokuk 
group of America. 

Type of the genus. — Lutrochocrinus Christyi (Shumard). 
Remarks. — Eutrochocrinus approaches Dizygocrinus in its arm structure, 

but differs from it essentially in other respects. In Dizygocrinus the calyx 
is subglobose, the tegmen high, the arms rather long, the anal tube short 
and slender. In Hutrochocrinus the calyx is decidedly wheel-shaped, the 
ventral disk almost flat, the arms very short, and the anal tube extremely 
long. 

Eutrocrinus Christyi (Suumanp). 

Plate XXIX. Fig. 6, and Plate XXXII. Figs. La, b, c. 

1848. Actinocrinites — Crristy’s letters on Geology, Plate I., Figs. 1 and 2. 
1855. Actinocrinus Christyi—Suumarp; Geol. Rep. Missouri by Swallow, Part IL., p- 191, Plate 4, 

Fig. 3. 
1873. Batocrinus Christyi — Mrrx and Worturn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., Plate 5, Figs. 4a, b. 
1878. Butocrinus Christyi— W. and Sr.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 231. 
1885. Actinocrinus Christyi— Quenstrpt; Handb. der Petrefactenkunde (Auflage 3), Plate 77, Fig. 4. 
1881. Batocrinus Christyi — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 166. 

(not Actinocrinus Christyi — Hatt, 1863 = Periechocrinus Whitfieldi). 
Syn. Batocrinus bishrachiatus Wurtr1etpD; Mem. Amer, Mus. Nat. Hist., 1893, Vol. I., p. 13, Plate 

2, Figs. 4, 5. 
Syn. Batyerinus altiusculus Miter and Gurxey, 1894; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 3, p. 20, Plate 5, 

Figs. 1, 2, 3. : 

Calyx large, wheel-shaped; plates thick and without ornamentation. 
Dorsal cup almost twice as high as the ventral disk; sides concave, grad- 

ually spreading to the top of the radials, and more abruptly thence to the 
arm bases; plates nearly flat. 

Basal cup large, somewhat wider than high, a little thickened near the 
lower end, and projecting laterally beyond the sides of the column; the 
bottom deeply excavated. Radials quite variable in form, but generally 
longer than wide; the upper face concave. Costals small, both together not 
more than half the size of the radials; quadrangular and pentangular. Dis- 
tichals and palmars in two rows; the latter larger than any of the other 

52 
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brachials. The upper row of palmars deeply excavated for the reception of 

the free arms, and the facet occupied by a diminutive axillary, and two small 

arm plates, which support an arm each. There are twenty arm openings, 

arranged at nearly equal distances, and directed horizontally. Arms forty, 

two to each opening; they are short, infolding, comparatively thin, and 

composed from their bases up of two rows of short transverse pieces. Pin- 

nules flattened at their sides and contiguous. Interbrachials three to five in 

three rows, the lower one large, about as wide as high, the others small and 

arched over by the palmars, which meet laterally, forming a continuous ring. 

Anal plate elongate, followed by three, three and two plates. Ventral disk 

depressed near the periphery, the median portions gradually rising to sup- 

port the anal tube. Plates convex; the orals and radial dome plates 

considerably larger than the interambulacral pieces. The orals placed ante- 

riorly ; the posterior one twice the size of the other four, directed upwards, 

and forming at the anterior side the base of the anal tube. Anal tube 

extremely long, sometimes arising to a height of four inches; thick at the 

base, but gradually tapering until it is quite slender at the upper end. 

Column of moderate size, round; the nodal joints rather high, cylindrical ; 

the internodal ones increasing to four at three inches from the calyx. 

Horizon and Locality. — A characteristic fossil of the Upper Burling- 

ton limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, and several other places in Illinois and 

Missouri. 

Remarks. — Eutrochocrinus Cristyi is very closely allied to #. Lovei, and 

unless the arms are preserved or the arm openings very perfect, it is 

difficult to separate them. That the two are evolved from a common 

type is well shown by the fact that in young specimens of E. Christy: 

one or two arms are frequently simple; while the larger ones invariably 

have two arms to each arm opening. 

Eutrochocrinus Christyi, var. trochiscus (Mex and WortTuey). 

Plate XXXII. Fig. 3. 

1868. Batocrinus trochiscus —Mprx and WortuEn; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 354. 

1873. Batocrinus trochiscus — Mrrx and WortHeN; Geol. Rep. Llinois, Vol. V., p. 372, Plate 5, Fig. 6. 
1878. Var. of Batocr. Christyi— W. and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 231, and 1881, Revision 

Paleocr., Part II., p. 168. 

Larger, and throughout more extravagantly developed than the typical 

form. Calyx more spreading and comparatively shorter, narrower at the 
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base; the upper palmars abruptly curving upwards, and deeply excavated 

to form the arm facets. Ventral disk near its periphery flat or even concave, 

the plates nearest the margin highly tuberculous, projecting outward and 

upward. Anal tube stout, composed of heavy plates, which are surmounted 

by a short central spine. Interbrachials numerous, consisting of from six to 

eight pieces at the regular sides, and of about eleven to thirteen at the 

posterior one. There are frequently also from one to two interdistichals. 

Column composed of large, rather high joints with distinctly convex edges. 

Horizon and Locality.— Burlington and Keokuk Transition bed, Des 

Moines Co., Iowa, and Nauvoo, Ills. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — This variety forms a transition between Eutrochocrinus Christyi 

and £. planodiscus. 

Eutrochocrinus planodiscus (Hatz). 

Plate XXXII, Figs. 4a, b. 

1860. <Actinocrinus planodiscus — Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 45. 
1873. Batocrinus planodiseus — Mnek and WortuEN; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 
1878. Batocrinus planodiscus —W. and Sp., Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil. pp. 231 and 233. 
1881. Batocrinus planodiscus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 167. 

Of the type of H. Christyi, but more closely approaching its variety 

Li. trochiscus, with a greater expansion of the calyx than even in that form ; 

conical in the lower portions. From the first costals to the third palmars 

the plates are arranged almost horizontally, the post-palmars decidedly curve 

upwards. Plates slightly convex, their surfaces smooth. 

Basals as in HL. Christyi. The radials comparatively smaller than in that 

species; the costals larger, especially the second. Distichals in two ranges, 

as large as, or larger than, the costals. Palmars three, supporting two rows 

of large post-palmars separated by interbrachials, interdistichals, and fre- 

quently by interpalmars. Arm openings forty, eight to each ray; support- 

ing forty apparently delicate arms. According to Hall, the species has 

fifteen interbrachials in nine ranges, nine to eleven interdistichals, and five 

to six interpalmars. A specimen in our collection has only from six to 

seven interdistichals, four interpalmars, and about eighteen plates above the 

anal piece. Ventral disk depressed, deeply concave, except the median 

portions, which support the anal tube and are conical. The radial dome 

plates are more convex and larger than the interambulacral pieces. Posterior 
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oral projecting and three times as large as the four others, forming the base 

of the anal tube at its anterior side. 

Horizon and Locality.— Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa, and Nauvoo, IIls. 

Type in the (Worthen) Hlinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — This species agrees fundamentally with H. Christyi, but has a 

much larger number of interbrachials, and numerous interdistichals and inter- 

palmars, which are unrepresented in /. Christyi, and a much greater expan- 

sion of the rim. It also differs in having a large axillary palmar, and forty 

well defined arm openings around the calyx; while ZL. Christyi with the 

same number of arms has but twenty openings, a minute axillary, and two 

arms from each opening. Phylogenetically £. planodiscus is a more adult 

form of #. Christyi, but from a classificatory standpoint must be regarded as 

specifically distinct. The development of the rim from #. Christyi with its 

twenty arm openings and double arms, through ZL. trochiscus to EH. plano- 

discus, with its forty independent arm openings, was coincident with the 

geological succession of the three forms. 

Eutrochocrinus Lovei W. and Sp. 

Plate XXIX. Fig. 7, and Plate XXXII. Figs. 2a, 6. 

1881. Batocrinus Lovet —W. and Sr., Revision Paleocr., Part II., pp. 47 and 168. 
1890. Batocrinus Lovei —S. A. Mitter; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 228. 

In its general habitus very closely resembling Hutrochocrinus Christyi, but 

a smaller species and differing essentially in the arm structure. Calyx wider 

than high, tapering abruptly to the poles, the sides convex. Plates without 

ornamentation, flat in the dorsal cup, convex on the ventral disk. 

Basals forming a large conical cup, of which the lower face is occupied 

completely by the column. Radials larger than both costals together, about 

as long as wide, a little widest at the top. First costals small, quadrangular, 

twice as wide as long; the second somewhat higher; their sloping upper 

faces forming a right angle. Distichals and palmars in two rows of two 

plates each; the latter larger than the former, and the arm-bearing second 

palmars wider than any of the other brachials. Arm openings eighteen 

to twenty, narrow, directed slightly upwards, and arranged in groups of 

four —two in the anterior ray —with a shallow depression between the 

rays. Arms eighteen to twenty, single, short but somewhat larger than in 

LE. Christyi ; composed from their bases up of two rows of very short pieces. 
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Pinnules proportionally large. Interbrachials two to three; the first quite 

large, rising to the top of the first distichals. First anal plate narrower 

than the radials; followed by two rows of three plates, which are arched by 

the palmars. Ventral disk depressed convex, the interambulacral spaces 

slightly depressed; the orals and radial dome plates considerably larger 

and more convex than the intervening plates. Anal tube composed of 

almost flat pieces; central, rising considerably beyond the tips of the arms. 

Forizon and Locality.— Lower portion of the Upper Burlington lime- 

stone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

DIZYGOCRINUS W. and Sp. (noy. gen.). 

(Atévyos two abreast, xpivoy a lily). 

Calyx depressed-subglobose, biturbinate or subconical; the ventral disk 

generally as high as the dorsal cup, and sometimes considerably higher. 

Plates smooth, granular, or obscurely striated. Basals very short, forming 

a slightly projecting circular rim or shallow basin. Radials proportionally 

smaller than in Batocrinus; the first costals quadrangular, the second pen- 

tangular or rarely heptangular. The upper brachials either form a con- 

tinuous ring around the calyx, or are separated (rarely) between the rays 

by a narrow interbrachial piece; the faces supporting the arms are excavated 

into subcircular or lunate facets, which are directed outward. Arms long 

and biserial, given off from the calyx either singly or in pairs. When the 

arms are paired, they start from a diminutive axillary, and the proximal arm 

plates and this axillary rest upon the same facet; when simple, a large 

cuneate plate takes the place of the three small pieces. Regular interra- 

dials from two to four, at the anal side five to eight. Anal tube almost 

central, slender, and rarely rising above the tips of the arms. Respiratory 

openings small. 

Distribution. — This genus, so far as known, is restricted to the Subcar- 

boniferous of America; it is represented in the Upper Burlington limestone 

by four species, reached its climax in the Keokuk group, and disappeared in 

the Warsaw limestone. 

Type of the genus. — Dizygocrinus indianensis (Lyon and Casseday). 

Remarks. — Most of the species for which we propose this genus were 

described originally by Hall under Actinocrinus, whence they were removed 

by Meek and Worthen, and placed under Batocrinus. Dizygocrinus euconus 
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was described by Meek and Worthen as an Alloprosallocrinus, and D. origi- 

narius and D. adultus, which have slightly spatulate arms, by us under 

Hretmocrinus. 

The most noteworthy feature of Dizygocrinus is presented by the struc- 

ture of the arms in their tendency to multiplication, a peculiarity in which it 

differs from all other known genera except Lutrochocrinus and Dorycrinus. 

It has been supposed that the number of arms, and their distribution 

among the rays, afforded excellent characters for specific separation, a rule 

which certainly does not apply to this genus. Among the species which we 

refer to it, some specimens have twice as many arms as others, and we find 

any intermediate number between the two extremes. If it were true that 

all these variations were of specific importance, the number of species in 

this genus would have to be increased to the number of permutations and 

combinations that would be mathematically possible out of the fourteen 

single and double numbers into which these arms may be arranged. In 

Dizygocrinus mutabilis every specimen in our collection — seven in all — 

would constitute a different species, as shown by the following formule : 

il, B dy {| B, il, 3. DDD || RD, P, PD, thy thf} aby 1h, 2A, 1, (1,2) 
Pees 2,2; 2; | 2) 2) 2; 2,2, Uy |2; 12; 2, 1, 2, | 1, 1, 2; 

2A DD yO. ao 

Of, il, th, [Labs th B OF Dh st, By ab a) D1] Da D, 
yal, 2 Dik, |) oh Dibaba oe 

, 2 , 1 1 

A careful study of these specimens shows that they all must belong to the 

same species. They have fourteen arm openings (exceptionally thirteen), 

and an equal number of arm facets; but while some of them have paired 

arms, others have single ones. In some species of this genus, the arms are 

more frequently either all single or all paired, but among them also transi- 

tion forms occur; sometimes one or two arms only being single or double, 

and again one half of them. Asa rule, the specimens with single arms are 

smaller, the arms stouter; but in other respects they resemble those with 

paired arms so closely, that they cannot be recognized from the calyx alone. 

This has induced us in some cases to refer both forms to the same species, but 

to distinguish them by an appropriate variety name. 
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Dizygocrinus indianensis (Lyon and Cass.). 

Plate XXXII. Figs. Ga, b, and Plate XXX V., Fig. 5. 

1860. Actinocrinus indianensis — Lyon and Cass. ; Amer. Journ, Sci., Vol. XXIX., p. 75. 
1873. <Actinocrinus indianensis — Murex and WortHeN; Geol. Rep. Hlinois, Vol. V., p. 341. 
1881. Batocrinus indianensis —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IT., p. 166. 
1884. Batocrinus indianensis— Queystept ; Handb. der Petrefactenkunde, Plate 7 7, Figs. 62, b. 

Calyx below medium size, biturbinate to subglobose, about as wide as 
high ; the dorsal cup a little higher than the ventral disk. The sides of the 
cup slightly convex, expanding almost uniformly from the base to the arm 
regions ; the rays well defined by undulated angular ridges following the 
median portions of the plates. In addition to these ridges, the surface 
of all radial as well as interradial plates is covered by a variety of promi- 
nences and depressions, which give to the ornamentation a hieroglyphic 
appearance. 

Basals short, slightly projecting, hexagonal in outline ; interbasal suture 
lines impressed. Radials twice as wide as long, covered with three stellate 
prominences, which, being confluent, form a transverse ridge. First costals 
quadrangular, shorter and narrower than the radials, the sides convex, the 
median ridge crossed either by a transverse node, or by a row of small tuber- 
cles transversely arranged. Second costals generally heptagonal and a little 
wider than the first, their median portions raised into small tubercles. 
Distichals rather large, nearly as long as wide; they consist in the an- 
terior ray of 4 X 2 plates, in the four others of 2 X 2, which are followed 
by 3X 2 fixed palmars. Arms thirty-six (exceptionally forty), two from 
each arm opening ; long, slightly flattened and infolding at their tips; they 
are biserial from their bases up, and the plates connected vertically by wav- 
ing sutures. The upper border of each arm plate is covered by two or more 
small tubercles, which project over the lower end of the succeeding plate, 
giving to the surface a file-like appearance. Pinnules long, cylindrical, com- 
posed of about thirteen elongate joints. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 1, and one or 
two additional pieces between the arm bases. The first plate is considerably 
larger than the others, wider than high; it is covered by a central, irregu- 
larly stellate node, surrounded by numerous small granules; the upper plates 
elongate and similarly ornamented. Anal plate a little narrower than the 
radials; followed by 3, 3, 2, and 2 pieces, which interlock with the inter- 
ambulacral plates above. Ventral disk depressed conical; the plates small 
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and tuberculous; the orals and radial dome plates a little more prominent, 

but not much larger than the others. Anal tube almost central, compara- 

tively narrow, and rising but little above the tips of the arms. Column 

rather stout, the joints rounded at their edges; the nodal joints quite 

prominent. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Crawfordsville, Ind. 

Types in the Lyon collection at Jeffersonville, Ind. 

Remarks. —Specimens in which single arms are placed between the 

paired ones are very rare in this species. Among over forty specimens 

in our collection we found but two. One of them has seventeen paired 

arms and one single one, the other twelve single and six paired ones. The 

latter specimen is so interesting that it deserves special description, and we 

give an illustration of its posterior side (Plate XXXV., Fig. 5). What is 

most remarkable is that the arms differ greatly in width and length; seven 

of the single ones are twice as strong as the three others, and one fourth 

longer; the latter three having the same dimensions as the paired ones. 

The arrangement is shown by the following formula: 

Posterior rays: 1 large, 2, 2, 2;—1 small, 1 large, 1 small, 2. 

Antero-lateral rays: 1 small, 1 large, 1 large, 1 large;—J small, 2, 1 

small, 2. 

Anterior ray: 1 large, 1 large. 

It is possible that this specimen originally had single arms, and that some 

of them were accidentally broken and replaced by paired ones. 

Dizygocrinus indianensis, var. simplex W. and Sr. (noy. var.). 

Plate XX XII. Fig. 7. 

Somewhat smaller than the typical form. In the proportions of the 

calyx, the ornamentation, and in the arrangement of the plates to the : 

top of the distichals, the two forms are almost identical; but in the form 

under consideration only two rows of the palmars are incorporated into the 

calyx, against three in the typical form; the third is a free arm plate; the 

fourth, in place of being a diminutive axillary, is large and cuneate, and sup- 

ports but one arm. There are eighteen single arms, distributed among the 

rays in exactly the same way as the double arms in the other. The arms 

have the same file-like appearance, but are proportionally a little stouter. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. Extremely rare; we have only 

seen a single specimen, which is in our collection. 
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Dizygocrinus crawfordsvillensis S. A. Mittrr.* 

1891. Batocrinus crawfordsvillensis, 8. A. Miter; Ady. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 64, 
Plate 10, Fig. 11. 

A rather small species. Dorsal cup obconical, truncated at the base, 
nearly one half wider than high, the sides almost straight ; the radials and 
brachials marked by well defined angular ridges, following the median line 
of the plates and proceeding to the arm bases; the interbrachials convex, 
covered with obscure radiating ridges. 

Basals short, extended outward and forming a small rim; columnar con- 

cavity deep, occupying one half the diameter of the lower face. Radials 
considerably wider than long. First costals quadrangular, the length equal 
to one half their width; the second pentangular, of nearly the same propor- 
tions as the first. Distichals two in the anterolateral rays, followed by five 

pulmars, which support the arms. The anterior ray has five distichals and 

no palmars; while in the posterior rays the division adjoining the anal side 

has two distichals and five palmars, and the opposite division five distichals, 

making sixteen arm openings with two arms from each opening, or thirty-two 

to the species (not twenty-four, as stated by Miller). The arms are incury- 

ing, very delicate, and so short that when recurved they reach but little 

above the summit of the disk. Regular interbrachials three, the first large, 

the others quite small. The anal interradius consists of six plates including 

the anal; three in the first row, and two in the second. Ventral disk con- 

vex, as high as the dorsal cup, the plates large and tumid. Anal tube nearly 

central. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk limestone ; near Crawfordsville, Mont- 

gomery Co., Ind. 

Type in the collection of Professor Gorby. 

Remarks. — This species resembles Dizygocrinus indianensis, from which it 

differs in the number of brachials, and in the more delicate and much 

shorter arms. 

* We give no figure of this species, as we were unable to obtain the type, and our description is made 
after Miller’s, 

53 
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Dizygocrinus facetus (Mitter and Guriey). 

Plate XXXII, Pig. 12. 

1890. Batocrinus facetus — Mituer and Guriry; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. XIII. (Authors’ 
copy, p. 35), Plate 6, Fig. 8. 

Calyx below medium size, wider than high; in ornamentation and gen- 

eral appearance resembling D. indianensis, but having less than half the num- 

ber of arms. Dorsal cup semiglobose ; the radial plates marked by narrow 

ridges, which follow the median portions of the plates. Plates convex, 

covered with irregular striz and small nodes. Suture lines grooved and 

rather distinct. 

Base very short, circular, almost resembling a stem joint. Radials short, 

nearly twice as wide as long; the upper face concave. First costals com- 

paratively large, quadrangular, as long as the radials but considerably nar- 

rower; their upper and lower faces convex. Second costals a little wider 

but not longer than the first ; heptagonal ; the upper faces obtusely angular. 

Distichals varying in number; the anterior ray having three rows, which 

support the arms; the antero-lateral ones but two, followed by two fixed 

palmars. In the two posterior rays, the axillary costal supports upon the 

side facing the anal interradius two rows of distichals followed by 2 X 2 pal- 

mars, upon the opposite side three distichals. Arm formula: #2. Arm bases 

projecting, directed obliquely upward, and separated interradially by small 

interbrachial pieces, which connect with the plates of the ventral disk. 

Arms single, long, decidedly tapering until quite slender at the tips; com- 

posed from the third joint up of two series of rather long joints. Pin- 

nules extremely long, stout, cylindrical, formed of ten to twelve joints, 

which are about four times as long as wide. Interradials: 1, 2, 1, and 

one or two irregular pieces in the arm regions. Anal plate as large as the 

radials, supporting 3, 3, 2, and 1 plate. Ventral disk depressed conical, 

the plates tumid and of regular size; anal tube slender but comparatively 

long, composed of nearly flat pieces, among which at intervals others are 

interposed bearing sharp tubercles. Column round; the nodal joints with 

rounded, strongly projecting edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group ; Canton, Ind. 

Remarks. —This species was described as having seventeen arms, which 

is abnormal, the rezular number being sixteen. Neither has it “ eleven anal 

plates.” The authors evidently mistook the lateral ends of the arm-bearing 
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brachials, which are covered with small tubercles, for distinct plates. Whether 

any multiplication of arms took place in this species is not known. 

Dizygocrinus Whitei W. and Sr. 

Plate XX XIII. Figs. 10a, b, and Fig. 11. 

1881. Batocrinus Whitei — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 169. 

Syn. Batocrinus spergenensis 8. A. Mituux, 1891, Adv. Sheets, 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 60, 
Plate 10, Figs. 5 and 6. 

Calyx small, depressed globose; the dorsal cup equal to, or but little 

higher than, the ventral disk; the arm regions slightly projecting. Surface 

of plates ornamented. The radials and brachials have along their median 

lines a well defined ridge, and at each side of this ridge, toward the sides of 

the plates, an angular node, which appears in the specimens as if forming an 

independent plate. Ridges or rows of small tubercles occur also on the 

interbrachials, some of them proceeding from the centre of the first plate 

to the radials, others to the higher interbrachials. 

Basals short, forming a projecting circular rim, with a shallow striated 

depression for the reception of the column. Radials twice as wide as long ; 

the sloping upper sides shorter than the corresponding lower ones. Costals 

considerably shorter and narrower than the radials; the first quadrangular, 

the second pentangular. Distichals 2 x 2, of similar form, but smaller than 

the costals; in the anterior ray supporting the arms; in the other rays 

followed by two rows of palmars. The upper faces of all arm-bearing plates 

are directed outward, and formed into circular, rather large facets with 

a notch at the upper end. The surface of these facets is slightly concave, 

and grooved at the inner margin. Arms eighteen, single, infolding, gradu- 

ally tapering, and constructed from the second free plate of two series of 

moderately long pieces. Pinnules very long, composed of joints three times 

longer than wide. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 1, sometimes with an additional 

narrow piece between the arms. Anal plate somewhat higher than the 

radials, and followed variously by 3, 3, and 2 plates or by 8, 2, and 1; the 

latter being generally the case in specimens from the Keokuk group, 

the former in those from the Warsaw limestone. Plates of the ventral disk 

of nearly equal size, all covered with a sharp central tubercle. Anal tube 

long, extended beyond the tips of the arms, constructed of convex plates 

interspersed with slightly nodose or spinous pieces. Column slender; com- 

posed of large and smaller joints, the larger ones with convex edges. 
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Horizon and Locality.— In the Keokuk group at Bono, Indiana, and at 

Keokuk, Iowa. Also in the Warsaw limestone at Spergen Hill, Ind., and at 

Glasgow, Barren Co., Ky., and Boonville, Mo. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Miller's Batocrinus spergenensis was described from a speci- 

men of Dizygocrinus Whitei in which the surface markings were eliminated 

by weathering. Specimens of this kind occur frequently at Spergen Hill, 

while well preserved specimens are rare. 

Dizygocrinus Whitei, var. didactylus W. and Sp. 

Plate XX XV. Figs. 12, 13. 

About the same size as the typical form, but the arms considerably 

thinner, and there are two arms to each opening when perfectly developed, 

which, however, is rarely the case. The radials and fixed brachials are trav- 

ersed longitudinally by a strong, angular ridge. The arms are given off 

from a minute axillary in the usual way, and are slender, long, and infolding. 

Horizon and Locality. — Uppermost part of the Keokuk group; Hamil- 

ton, Ills. 
Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Dizygocrinus decoris (8. A. Mruter). 

Plate XXX V. Fig. 6. 

1891. Batocrinus decoris —S. A. Mittnr; Adv. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 61, Plate 10, 

Figs. 7 and 8. 

Calyx of medium size, a little wider than high. Dorsal cup low saucer- 

shaped, less than half the height of the ventral disk. Plates of the dorsal 

cup barely convex, their surfaces covered with numerous minute irregular 

pustules, and the radials and costals marked by small angular ridges, which 

from the basals pass up to the arm bases. The sutures very slightly grooved. 

Basals quite short, anchylosed, and no suture lines visible; they merely 

consist of a thickened circular rim, which projects slightly over the top of 

the column. Radials and costals very short, both fully three times as wide as 

long. The costals support 2 x 2 distichals, and these three rows of palmars, 

of which the upper supports the arms, except sometimes in the anterior 

ray, which occasionally only has two arms given off from four successive 

distichals. All distichals and palmars are comparatively wide and very 

short, the latter in contact laterally. Arm facets nearly equidistant, large, 
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subcireular with a small notch at the upper end, and provided with a trans- 
verse, imperforate ridge. Arms single, so far as can be ascertained from the 
facets; their structure not known. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 2; the first 
large and considerably wider than high; the upper range, which sometimes 
consists of but one plate, arched by the palmars. Anal plate short, followed 
by seven or eight plates. Ventral disk conical, surmounted by a large, 
nearly central anal tube. Plates of the disk comparatively large and tumid; 
the orals somewhat larger and in contact; the posterior one erect, and 
forming a part of the tube. Ambulacral plates represented by three sharply 
nodose plates of a first and second order. 

Horizon and Locality. — Warsaw limestone ; Spergen Hill, Ind., and 
Barren Co., Ky. 

Remarks. — This species has its closest affinities with D. White: W. and 
Sp., but the cup is less deep, and the tegmen in proportion much higher, 

Dizygocrinus originarius W. and Sp. 

Plate XX XIII. Figs. a, b. 
1881. Bretmocrinus originarius —W. and Sp. ; Revision Paloer., Part II., p. 174. 

Syn. Hretmocrinus varsoviensis —WoORTHEN ; 1882, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VII., p. 806, Plate 28, Fig. 14. 

A small species of the type of Dizygocrinus White. Calyx biturbinate, as 
high as wide; the dorsal cup a little higher than the ventral disk, with almost 
straight sides and broadly truncated base; arm regions projecting, and some- 
what indented at the interradial spaces. Plates slightly convex, covered 
with obscure granules, and the radials and brachials marked by a faint longi- 
tudinal ridge, which bifurcates and sends branches to the arms. 

Basals a little larger than in any of the preceding species; forming 
a short, broadly truncated cup, with a shallow columnar. depression, the 
sides somewhat projecting and slightly grooved at the sutures. Radials as 
large as both costals together, wider than long. First costals quadrangular, 
twice as wide as long; the second a little wider and pentangular. Distichals 
two or three; the anterior ray has three, followed by arm plates; the antero- 
lateral rays two, followed by two rows of small pulmars; the posterior rays 
have two at one side, followed by 2 x 2 palmars, and at the opposite one 
three successive distichals. Arms sixteen, simple, stout in proportion to the 
small size of the species, rather short, and somewhat flattened at the tips ; 
they are composed from the second plate up of two series of pieces, which 
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grow more convex upward. Interbrachials two; the first almost as large as 

the radials; the second much smaller and arched over by the two upper 

brachials. Anal plate considerably longer than the radials; followed by 3, 

2, and 1 plate; the latter generally in contact with the interambulacral 

pieces. Ventral disk a little shorter than the dorsal cup, hemispherical, 

surmounted by a short slender anal tube; the plates convex. Column stout, 

the older joints rounded at their edges and projecting. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of the Keokuk group at Bono and 

Canton, Ind.; also in the Lower part of the Warsaw limestone at Boon- 

ville, Mo. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Dizygocrinus Gurleyi (S. A. Mrzter). 

Plate XXXIV. Fig. 19. 

1891. Batocrinus Gurleyi — Miter; Ady. Sheets Geol. Surv. Ind. (17th Rep.), p. 66, Plate 11, Figs. 

9 and 10. 
(Not Batocrinus Gurley: Rowiny and Hane, Aug. 1891). 

Of the type of Dizygocrinus originarius W. and Sp., and so closely resem- 

bling it that there is much doubt if it is a good species. The specimens from 
2”? Bono, described by us as “ Hretmocrinus” originarius, only differ from the 

Boonville ones, which Miller has referred to Gatocrinus Gurleyi, in haying at 

the regular sides three interbrachials in place of two, and six pieces in place 

of five above the anal plate. The arms are a little longer and more slender 

at their tips, the angular ridges along the rays somewhat higher, and the 

surface markings upon the plates a little more distinct. The sides of the 

dorsal cup in one of Miller’s types are concave, in the other convex; while 

they are nearly straight in the Bono specimens. We give a figure of one of 

Miller’s types for comparison. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of Warsaw limestone, Boonville, Mo. 

Type in the collection of I. A. Sampson, Esq. 

Dizygocrinus originarius, var. adultus (W. and Sr.). 

Plate XX XV. Figs. 14 and 15. 

1881. Eretmocrinus adultus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 175. 
Syn. Batocrinus mediocris —S. A. Mutter; Ady. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Ind., p. 62, Plate 

10, Fig. 9. 
Syn. Batocrinus boonvillensis S. A. Miter; ibid., p. 65, Plate 10, Fig. 18. 
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In the form of the calyx, arrangement of the plates, number of arm 
openings, and the ornamentation, almost identical with the preceding form ; 
the specimens, however, are larger, the arms paired and somewhat more 
slender. The two arms are given off from a diminutive axillary, which occu- 
pies the same facet with the proximal arm plates. Occasionally one or more 
of the arms are single, and in a very interesting specimen of D. or iginarius 
(typical form), which had evidently lost two of its single arms during life, 
these were replaced by two pairs, which are developed to only one half the 
length of the others. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Keokuk group at Bono, Lawrence 
Co., Ind., and in the lower part of the Warsaw limestone at Boonville, Mo. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer, 
fiemarks.—In the specimens which Miller described under Batocrinus 

boonvillensis and B. mediocris, the double arm structure is only partly 
developed; some of the arms being single, others paired. The modifications 
thereby produced in the arm formula probably led Miller to regard them as 
specifically distinct. 

Dizygocrinus cantonensis W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate XX XTIT. Figs. Sa, b 

Calyx depressed; the dorsal cup very short, rapidly and uniformly 
spreading to the bases of the free arms; its sides straight or slightly convex, 
the plates flat and apparently without ornamentation. 

Basals short and narrow, forming a circular ridge around the column. 
Radials comparatively small, once and a half as wide as long. First costals 
a little narrower than the radials, twice as wide as long, quadrangular, their 
lateral faces convex. Second costals pentangular, somewhat wider and 
longer than the first. That of the anterior ray supports two rows of two 
distichals, which are as large as the radials and support the arms. The 
costals of the four other rays have at one side an axillary distichal, followed 
by 2 x 2 palmars, at the other two large distichals, thus making the arm 
formula 3, 3, 2. The arm-bearing plates support at their upper facet a small 
trigonal axillary, and at each side of it an arm plate. Arms far apart, paired, 
rather long, incurving, rounded in the lower portions, but distinctly flattened 
and almost twice as wide in the upper. Pinnules rather stout and long. 
Interbrachials four to five, joining the interambulacral pieces; the anal 
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interradius consists of 1, 3, 2, and 2 plates. The ventral disk is hidden by 

the arms in all our specimens. Anal tube composed of flat pieces; it is 

rather stout and long, reaching to nearly an inch beyond the tips of the 

arms, and evidently was still longer. Column small, composed of thicker and 

thinner joints with rounded edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Canton and Edwardsville, Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species has its closest affinities with the preceding form, 

but is readily distinguished by its larger size, the more abrupt spreading of 

the dorsal cup, the greater length of the anal tube, its spatulate arms, and 

by having fourteen pairs of arms instead of sixteen. 

Dizygocrinus unionensis (WortHey). 

Plate XX XV. Figs. 16, 17, 15, 19, 20. 

1884.  Batocrinus unionensis —WortHEN ; Bull. II. of Illinois State Museum, p. 26. 

1890. Batocrinus unionensis — WoxrtuEN ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIIL, p. 84, Plate 12, Figs. 5, 5a, 

and Plate 13, Fig. 3. 
Syn. Batocrinus pulchellus —§. A. Miter; 1891, Ady. Sheets 17th Geol. Rep. Indiana, p. 68, Plate 

11, Figs. 18 and 14. 

Syn. Batocrinus Davisi— Row1ey and Hare; 1891, Kansas City Scientist, p. 116, Plate 3, Fig. 9. 

Syn. (2) Actinocrinus Caroli— Hau; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 54. 

Of moderate size. Calyx depressed; the dorsal cup shorter than the 

ventral disk, almost saucer-shaped; the upper brachials placed nearly at 

right angles to the axis of the calyx. Plates slightly convex, covered with 

obscure granules, the median portions of the radials and costals marked by 

small transversely arranged nodes, which are confluent and form ridges. 

Suture lines more or less grooved. 

Basals short, annular, slightly projecting beyond the column. Radials~ 

twice or three times as wide as long, their upper faces concave. Costals as 

long as the radials but narrower; the first quadrangular, the second pentan- 

gular or heptangular. Distichals 2 X 2, followed by two rows of palmars, 

except in the anterior ray which has three successive distichals. Pal- 

mars and distichals of similar form, and as large as the costals. Arms 

single, generally eighteen, arranged at equal distances around the calyx; 

of moderate length, rounded on the back, and biserial from the second - 

free plate. The two proximal arm plates quadrangular, somewhat wedge- 

shaped, and as large as the first palmars. Pinnules stout; their joints 
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twice as long as wide. Interbrachials two or three on the regular sides, 
three to six on the posterior; arched by the palmars. Anal plate a little 
higher than the radials, occasionally followed by two plates in the second 
range in place of three; the second anal, although present, not in contact 
with the first. Ventral disk highly convex, slightly conical, the plates 
nodose and of irregular arrangement. Anal tube slender, almost central, 
Column thin; composed of larger and smaller joints. 

Horizon and Locality. — Warsaw limestone, near Huntsville, Ala., Tate- 
ville, Pulaski Co., Ky., Boonville, Mo., and Lee Co., Va. 

The type specimen, which is from Union Co., Ills., is in the (Worthen) 
Illinois State collection. 

Ltemarks. — This species is very interesting as having sometimes in the 
posterior interradius but two plates above the anal piece, in which it shows 
a tendency toward the Actinocrinide. It also has a wide “geographical 
range, and may be regarded as one of the leading forms of the lower part of 
the Warsaw limestone, but occurs already in the Upper Keokuk beds. 

Actinocrinus Caroli Hall is very possibly identical with this species, but 
the type in the Illinois State collection at Springfield is too imperfect for 
accurate definition. 

Dizygocrinus unionensis, var. divalis (S. A. Mrurzr). 

Plite XX XV. Figs. 21, 22, 23, 24. 

1892. Batocrinus divalis—S. A, Minter; Adv. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. Missouri, p. 22, Plate IIL, 
Figs. 6 and 7. 

A little larger than the typical form; the dorsal cup more expanded, the 
ventral disk somewhat more conical, but so closely resembling it in its general 
habitus, in the form and arrangement of the plates and their ornamentation, 
that the two cannot be distinguished unless the arms are preserved. Arms 
double from their origin, thirty-six in fully developed specimens, rather stout 
and densely crowded. Arm joints of more than médium length. At the 
four regular sides, the interbrachials consist of three to four pieces, at the 

anal side of from six to eight. 

Horizon and Locality. — Associated with the preceding form at Boonville, 
Mo., and at Huntsville, Ala. 

Types in the collection of Mr. S. A. Miller, 

Remarks. — That we have here a mere variety of Dizygocrinus unionensis, 
54 
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and not a distinct species, is clearly shown by the fact that one of our speci- 
mens has but a single paired arm; in another all the arms are paired except 
one, and that we find all variations between these extremes. 

(?) Dizygocrinus Gorbyi S. A. Mitter. 

1891. es Gorlyi—S. A. Mitten; Ad. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Sury. Indiana, p. 63, Plate 10, 
fig. 10. 

Of medium size. Calyx globose, height and width as eight to eleven; 

the arm bases projecting, the ambulacral openings directed upwards. Sur- 

face of plates convex, the radials and brachials transversely angular; the 

suture lines beveled. 

Basals forming a hexagonal disk, two thirds wider than the diameter 

of the column, the plates upright, exposing a height about equal to the 

distance from the column to the upper margin. Radials very little longer 

than wide, the upper face slightly arcuate. First costals quadrangular, about 

one fourth wider than long; the second wider and longer than the first, 

two of them pentangular, the others hexangular. Distichals 2 X 10, gener- 

uly wider than long, the upper ones larger; nine of them bear a palmar; 

the one of the anterior ray supporting directly an arm. Arms nineteen, 

simple, long, rounded on the back. Pinnules composed of ten to twelve 

long joints. Regular interbrachials three; the first large, nine-sided; the 

two upper smaller. Anal side composed of nine plates; the anal plate the 

largest of the cup; followed by 3, 3, and 2 plates, which decrease in size 

upward. Ventral disk conoidal, covered with convex plates. Anal tube 

almost central, small, cylindrical ; composed of rather large, slightly convex 

plates. Column round, of medium size. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of the Warsaw limestone; Boon- 

ville, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Prof. S. S. Gorby at Indianapolis. 

Remarks. — This species needs to be compared with the type, as Miller’s 

description, from which we give an extract above, does not agree with his 

figure. This is especially the case with regard to the proportions of the 

basals, radials, and costals. The “upright” basals are not seen at all in the 

figure; the radials, and costals, which were said to be but very little wider 

than long, appear extremely short, the distichals are unusually large, and 

are followed by two palmars in the calyx, not by one as described. 
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Dizygocrinus biturbinatus (Hatz). 

Plate XX XII, Fig. 9. 

1858. <Actinocrinus biturbinatus — Hau; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 616, Plate 16, Figs. 5 and 

1873. pee ne Mexrx and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 
1881. Batocrinus biturbinatus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 165. 

Syn. Batocrinus lyonanus Minter and Guruny, 1894; Geol. Sury. Ilinois, Bull. 3, p. 18, Plate 3, 

Figs. 4 and 5. 

Calyx biturbinate, about as wide as high, the ventral disk as high as the 

dorsal cup. Plates below the arm regions flat, above slightly convex, their 

surface perfectly smooth; suture lines indistinct. 

Basals small, forming a hexangular, shallow basin, with a slightly pro- 

jecting rim at their lower margins. Radials once and a half as wide as long, 

the upper face straight. First costals quadrangular, considerably narrower 

and shorter than the radials; the second a little longer than the first and 

pentangular, their sloping upper faces at right angles. Distichals three in 

the anterior ray, two only in the antero-lateral ones. In the posterior rays, 

the divisions next to the anal interradius have two distichals, the others 

three. All divisions with two distichals are followed by 2 X 2 palmars, those 

having three directly by free arm plates. Arms sixteen (exceptionally seven- 

teen, there being sometimes an additional one in the anterior ray); simple, 

slender, pointed at their ends, and incurving; they are biserial from the 

second free plate, and provided with slender, long-jointed pinnules. Inter- 

radial spaces slightly depressed at the arm regions. Regular interbrachials 

three to four; the first very large, as wide as high. ‘The anal interradius 

contains from seven to nine pieces, the anal plate being succeeded by three 

plates, and these by three and two; occasionally there is another small plate 

above, separating the palmars, and a similar plate sometimes occurs at the 

other sides. Ventral disk subconical, and extended into a central anal tube. 

The plates are but slightly convex and of almost uniform size, except that 

the posterior oral is twice as large as any of the four others. Column 

decidedly tapering; the joints nearest the calyx nearly twice as wide as 

those two inches farther down, the former with convex edges, the others 

almost cylindrical, and there are six joints to the last internode that is pre- 

served in the specimen. 

Hforizon and Locality. — Keokuk group, near Keokuk, Iowa. 

Types in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection, Springfield. 
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Remarks. — Professor Hall described this species as having but two plates 

above the anal piece, which is certainly abnormal, as our specimens clearly 

show the presence of three plates. 

Dizygocrinus montgomeryensis WorrTHen. 

Plate XX XIII. Figs. 3, and 4, and Plate XLVI. Fig. 10. 

1884. Batocrinus montgomeryensis — WoORTHEN ; Bull. 2, Illinois State Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 25, and Geol. 
Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIIT., p. 83, Plate 12, Figs. 2, 2a. 

Syn. Batocrinus Gurleyi — Rowtxy and Hany (not 8. A. Miller), 1891, Kansas City Scient., Vol. 
V., p. 115, Plate 3, Fig. 7. 

Syn. Batocrinus Sweeti— Rowtey and Hane, 1891, ibid., p. 116, Plate 3, Fig. 8. 

Calyx of medium size. Dorsal cup saucer-shaped, lower than the ven- 

tral disk, rounded at the sides; the arm-bearing plates produced outward in 

form of tooth-like projections around the calyx. Plates from perfectly flat to 

slightly elevated, and without ornamentation. 

Basals small and short, forming a basin-shaped depression, which is com- 

pletely filled by the upper stem joint. Radials twice as wide as long, the 

upper face concave. First costals a little shorter and considerably narrower 

than the radials; the second slightly longer and somewhat wider. Distichals, 

as a rule, longer than the costals. They consist in the anterior ray of two 

series of four plates, which support the arms, the antero-lateral rays have 

2 x 2 distichals followed by three successive palmars in the calyx; while the 

two posterior rays in one division have four distichals and no palmars, in the 

other —that adjoining the anal interradius — two distichals and three pal- 

mars. The brachials of the two upper rows project outward, and are 

rounded and grooved laterally at the suture lines. Arm openings sixteen, 

the interspaces between the rays slightly widest; the arm facet semi-circular, 

and directed obliquely upward. Arms in pairs, given off in the usual way ; 

they are long, very slender, tapering, and somewhat angular on the back ; 

the joints of medium height, and their upper margins projecting over the 

lower ones of succeeding pieces. Pinnules long. Anal plate not quite as 

wide as the radials but higher, and followed by eight to nine interbrachials, 

against three or four at the other sides, those of the anal side being always, 

and those of the regular sides sometimes, connected with the plates of the 

disk. Ventral disk tumid, the centre of the plates covered with a very small 

tubercle. Anal tube slender, the plates smooth or slightly convex. Column 
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rather large for the species, the nodal joints projecting and rounded at the 

edges. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of Keokuk group, Crawfordsville, 

Ind., Keokuk, Iowa, and Pike Co., Mo. 

Type in the Ilinois State collection, Springfield. (The specimen figured 

on Plate XLVI. is the type of “ Batocrinus Gurleyi”’ R. and H.). 

Dizygocrinus montgomeryensis, var. unibrachiatus W. and Sp. (nov. var.). 

Plate XX XIII. Figs. 5, a, 6, ¢. 

The above name is proposed for a form very similar to D. montgomeryensis, 

but having single arms in place of double ones. It also closely resembles 

D. biturbinatus ; but the specimens are larger, the dorsal cup is proportionally 

shorter, the arms are longer, less tapering, and placed farther apart. 

FDorizon and Locality. — Associated with D. montgomeryensis in the Upper 

Keokuk beds, near Keokuk, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Lisbon A. Cox, and Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Dizygocrinus mutabilis W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate XXX V. Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11. 

Calyx biturbinate to subglobose ; the dorsal cup a little higher than the 

ventral disk ; the plates of the former flat, and the surface without ornamen- 

tation or other markings ; suture lines slightly grooved. 

Basals forming a low basin, hexangular in outline. Radials fully twice as 

large as both costals together ; the upper face concave. First costals very 

short, linear, the sides convex ; the second pentangular with obtuse upper 

angle. Distichals larger than the costals, increasing in width upward. They 

are represented by two ranges of three plates in the anterior ray, and also in 

one of the divisions in the other four rays; while in the opposite division 

the second piece is axillary, and supports 2 X 2 palmars, thus giving rise to 

fourteen arm openings, which bear either single or double arms. Among 

our seven specimens there is but one in which all the arms are paired. In 

the six others the paired arms are indiscriminately intermingled with single 

ones, and in three of these specimens the right antero-lateral ray consists of 

two pairs, of which one pair rests over the suture line of two adjoining pal- 

mars and not upon a distichal. Arms rounded, long, incurving, and com- 

posed of rather long transverse pieces. Pinnules flat at the surface, their 

joints rather short. Regular interbrachials three. The anal plate is consid- 
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erably higher than the radials, and supports 3, 2, and 1 plate, the latter 

resting between the arm-bearing palmars. Plates of the tegmen nodose and 

of uniform size; the anal tube rather stout, and composed of slightly convex 

pieces, which at intervals are interspersed with tuberculous pieces. Column 

decreasing in size downward, the joints long. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group ; Indian creek, Montgomery Co., 

Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. —This species resembles Dizygocrinus biturbinatus Hall, from 

which it differs in the arm formula. Specimens in which the arms all are 

single have not as yet been discovered. 

Dizygocrinus euconus (Merx and WorrHen). 

Plate XXXV. Figs. 7a, b. 

1865. <Actinocrinus (Alloprosallocrinus) euconus —M. and W.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 164. 

1873. Batocrinus (Alloprosallocrinus) euconus—M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Mlinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 
1881. Batocrinus euconus — W. and Sr.; Revision Palxocr., Part II., p. 166. 

Syn. Batocrinus subconicus —WortHEN ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIII., p. 84, Plate 13, Figs. 4 and 4a. 

In general form resembling Adoprosallocrinus. Dorsal cup very slightly 

convex, the sides spreading abruptly from the top of the basals to the arms. 

Base small, projecting, circular in outline, with a shallow depression for the 

reception of the column. Surface of plates smooth, without ridges or other 

elevations. Suture lines indistinct. Radials hexagonal, about twice as wide 

as high. First costals quadrangular, smaller than the second.  Distichals 

two, followed in the two antero-lateral rays by two rows of two palmars, and 

four single arms; while the anterior ray, which has an additional distichal at 

each side, and no palmars, has two arms. The posterior rays have palmars 

in the division next to the anal side and three arms, there being sixteen arms 

to the species. Structure of the arms unknown. Interbrachials three at the 

regular sides, and six above the anal plate, the upper row at all sides arched 

by the arm-bearing brachials. Ventral disk regularly conical, twice as high 

as the dorsal cup, composed of rather large, slightly convex pieces; the pos- 

terior oral erect, and forming the base of the anal tube. The tube stout at 

the base and nearly central. 

Horizon and Locality. — Warsaw limestone ; Spergen Hill, Ind., Union Co., 

Ills., and Taylor Co., Ky. 

Type in the Illinois State collection, Springfield. 
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Remarks. — Meek and Worthen in 1865 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 

p- 164), intimated that probably this species was generically, and perhaps 

specifically, identical with Adloprosallocrinus conicus ; but neither the one nor 

the other is the case. That species has twelve arms, and these obviously 

were given off from the calyx in a very similar manner as the arms of 

Ayaricocrinus ; while those of Dizygocrinus euconus, to judge from the size of 

the arm facets, were quite slender at their bases. 

Dizygocrinus euconus var. abscissus (Rowey and Hare). 

Plate XLVI. Fig. 9. 

1891. Batoerinus abscissus — Rowiey and Hare; Kansas City Scient.,.p. 115, Plate 3, Fig. 6. 
Syn. Batocrinus venustus S. A. Miter; Ady. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, 1891, p. 67, 

Plate 11, Figs. 11 and 12. 

This form agrees essentially with the preceding one. It is, however, 

somewhat larger, has twice the number of arms, and the third palmars are 

incorporated into the calyx, while they are free in the other. There are 

thirty-two arms in the normal state, which are rather short and slender, 

and decrease in size upwards. The arm plates are short. Ventral disk 

decidedly conical, the plates slightly convex. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of the Keokuk group, and lower part 

of the Warsaw limestone; Taylor Co., Ky., and at Boonville and Curry- 

ville, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. R. R. Rowley, Fort Smith, Ark. 

Remarks. — Rowley and Hare’s name Batocrinus abscissus was published a 

month in advance of Miller’s B. venustus. 

Dizygocrinus rotundus (Yanp. and Suum.). 

Plate X XIX. Figs. 3a-g, and 4. 

1848. Actinocrinites —Christy’s letters on Geology; Plate 1, Figs. 3 and 4. 
1855. <Actinocrinus rotundus— YANDELL and Suum.; Geol. Rep. Missouri by Swallow, Part II., p. 191, 

Plate 4, Figs. 2a, 6. 

1873. Batocrinus rotundus —Mevx and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

1881. Batocrinus rotundus —W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 168. 

Syn. Actinocrinus oblatus Haut; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 38. 

Syn. Batocrinus oblatus — Wuitr1ewD ; Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1893, Vol. 1., p.12, Plate 1, 

Figs. 21, 22. 

Form of calyx varying from ovate to depressed globose. Plates flat, the 

surface perfectly smooth, and the suture lines indistinct. 

Basals small, forming a saucer-shaped disk, hexagonal in outline, slightly 

excavated at the bottom. First costals twice their width, much narrower 
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than the radials; quadrangular. Second costals a little larger; irregularly 

pentangular, Distichals in two rows, the upper wider and obtusely axillary. 

Palmars two, the plates of the upper row smallest, constituting quite fre- 

quently a part of the free arms. Arm openings placed at equal distances, 

except the two facing the anal interradius, which are somewhat farther apart. 

Arms normally twenty, but varying from eighteen to twenty-two; rather 

short, slightly flattened at the tips. Interbrachials from three to five, in two 

or three rows; those of the second row varying in height. The anal inter- 

radius generally has four ranges; 3, 8, 3, 2, arched over by the palmars. 

Ventral disk a little shorter than the dorsal cup, hemispherical ; the plates 

rather large and of nearly uniform size. Anal tube subcentral and com- 

paratively short. 

Forizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Lowa, 

Henderson Co., Ills., Palmyra, Mo., and at all localities where rocks of that 

formation are exposed, this species being one of its most abundant and 

characteristic fossils. 

Remarks. — Dizygocrinus rotundus is the most common species of the 

Burlington group; it occurs most abundantly in the white crystalline layers 

of the middle part. The number of arms is quite variable, we have speci- 

mens with 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22 arm openings. The arms, which are rarely 

preserved in this species, are simple, there bemg but one arm to each open- 

ing in all our specimens except one, which has a single paired arm in one of 

its rays. 

-Hall’s “ Actinocrinus” oblatus is a depressed Dizygocrinus rotundus with 

twenty-two arms. 

Dizygocrinus dodecadactylus (Mrrx and Wortuen). 

Plate X XIX. Figs. 1a, b, c. 

1861. Actinocrinus dodecadactylus — Mex and W.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 131. 
1866. Actinocrinus (Batocrinus) dodecadactylus —M.and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IT., p. 205, Plate 

15, Figs. 32, b, c. 

1878. Batocrinus dodecadactylus — Mrrx and WortHeEN; ibid., Vol. V., p. 368. 

1881. Batocrinus dodecadactylus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 166. 

Probably an early phase of Dizygocrinus rotundus in a persistent form. 

It is a considerably smaller species, and has twelve instead of twenty arms. 

Calyx globular, the ventral disk as high as the dorsal cup. Plates smooth, 

suture lines moderately distinct. 

Base short, rounded, excavated at the bottom. Radials large, wider than 

long. Costals small, twice as wide as long, the upper one axillary, support- 
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ing a single row of large distichals, and these the free arms, except in the 

posterior rays, in which the plates facing the anal side are axillary, and give 

off two arms, or three to those rays. Arms delicate; composed of two rows 

of rather long joints alternately arranged. Anal plate a little longer than 

wide, contrary to the radials, which are wider than long; it is followed by 

three and one plate. The other interradii have but one interbrachial, above 

which the distichals meet. Ventral disk highly convex, composed of but 

few large plates, of which the orals occupy almost one half of the whole 

surface. They are surrounded by five large radial plates, between which 

are interposed two or three smaller interambulacral pieces. Anal tube 

nearly central, very thin and short. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Mlinois State collection. 

Dizygocrinus andrewsianus (McCuzsyey). 

Plate XXIX. Figs. 2a, b, ¢, d. 

1860. Actinocrinus andrewsianus — McCuesnny; New Palwoz. Foss.. p. 27. 
1867. Aetinocrinus andrewsianus — McCuxEsney; Chicago Acad. Nat. Sci., p. 20, Plate 5, Fig. 5. 

1881. Batocrinus andrewsianus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 165 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. 

Sci. Phila., p. 339). 

A small species. Calyx obconical below the arms, the plates smooth and 

almost flat; above the arms conical, and the plates convex, sometimes 

tuberculous. 

Basal cup low saucer-shaped, the sides not projecting ; the column facet 

small, interbasal sutures indistinct. Radials of medium size, wider than long. 

First costals small, quadrangular; the second generally heptangular, a little 

wider than the first, but not quite as long. Distichals two in all the rays; 

but in four of them the upper is axillary, and followed by a row of palmars. 

In the anterior ray, in which there are no palmars, the distichals are some- 

what larger, and the second supports the arms. Arm-bearing plates slightly 

projecting, in contact laterally except at the anal side. Arm openings 

directed outward. Arms long, infolding, rather thin, not touching each 

other laterally ; they are subcylindrical at their bases, somewhat flattened 

and wider at the top. The anal plate, which is as large as the radials and 

of a similar form, is followed by rows of 3, 3, and 2 plates, sometimes 

with an additional piece in the arm regions. The interbrachials of the four 

other sides consist of four plates in three rows. The plates of the ventral 

disk are moderately large and of nearly the same size; the anal tube is sub- 

central, rather thin and short, not extending beyond the tips of the arms. 
55 
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Fforizon and Locality. —Upper Builington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Remarks. — This species was described by McChesney as having but four 

plates in the anal interradius, and three at the other sides. In that case the 

type specimen was a very young example, in which the upper plates between 

the rays were as yet undeveloped. 

LOBOCRINUS W. and Sp. (nov. gen.). 

(AoBos a lobe; xpivoy, a lily.) 

Form of the calyx from pyriform to wheel-shaped; the rays more or 

less distinctly lobed, and the arms arranged in groups; the ventral disk 

high, conical or bulging. Plates convex, smooth, or ornamented. Basals 

three, rather large, forming a subcylindrical cup, which is thickened at the 

lower end. Radials larger than both costals together; the second costals 

frequently smaller than the first. Arm facets subcircular, concave, and in 

some species provided with a transverse imperforate ridge. Arm openings 

large, directed upward. There are no traces of respiratory pores, but they 

may have been located close to the edges of the ambulacral openings, some 

of which are a little excavated at one side. Arms one to each opening; 

short, cylindrical, and biserial from the base up. Pinnules long. Inter- 

brachials numerous, and in contact with the interambulacrals. Some species 

have interdistichals. Anal plate succeeded by two interbrachials with a sec- 

ond anal between them, and two or three additional rows of from two to 

three pieces. The ventral disk is generally large, the anal tube central, 

stout and very long. Orals well defined, being larger and more nodose than 

the surrounding plates, especially the posterior one, which is erect, and forms 

the base of the anal tube at the anterior side of the tegmen. ‘The radial 

dome plates are large and quite prominent. Column stout, round, and com- 

paratively long; axial canal small and pentangular. 

Distribution. — Lobocrinus, so far as known, occurs only in America, and 

is restricted to the Burlington and Keokuk groups. 

Type of the genus: Lobocrinus Nashville (Troost). 

Remarks. — Most species of this genus were originally described under 

Actinocrinus, but were afterwards referred by Meek and Worthen to Bato- 

ermus, and one of them to Uperocrinus. The latter name had been proposed 

as a subgenus of Actinocrinus with “ Actinocrinus (Uperocrinus) pyriformis” as 

type. By placing these species under Batocrinus, we should have to ignore 

the principal character upon which that genus was founded, for in all of 
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them the interbrachials are continuous with the interambulacral plates. 

Again Batocrinus has well defined, large respiratory pores, which are ap- 

parently unrepresented in Lobocrinus. 

Lobocrinus Nashville (Troost). 

Plate XXXTI. Fig. 1. 

1849, Actinocrinus Nashville — Troost; Catal. of Crinoidea (Proceed. Amer. Assoc. for Adv. Sci., 1849, 

1858. Ree Nashville — Hall; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part 11, p. 609, Plate 15, Fig. 4, and 

Plate 16, Figs. 4a, 6. 

1873. Butocrinus Nashville —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p- 368. 

1881. Batocrinus Nashville —W- and Se.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 167 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 341). 

1885. Actinocrinus Nashville — Quenstept; Handb. der Petrefactenkunde, Plate 77, Fig. 2. 

1890. Batocrinus Nashville — WortuEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIIL., p. 85, Plate 18, Fig. 5. 

Calyx higher than wide, urn-shaped, truncated at the base, the lower 

edge somewhat projecting laterally and rounded off. Dorsal cup higher 

than the ventral disk, distinctly lobed at the arm regions, contracted at the 

basi-radial suture, whence it spreads at first gradually, and then rapidly, to 

the arm bases, which form a projecting rim around the calyx. Plates moder- 

ately convex, without ornamentation ; the suture lines distinct. 

Basals large, forming a subcylindrical cup almost twice as wide as high ; 

the interbasal sutures slightly indented. Radials large, generally wider than 

long, their median portions raised into a transverse tubercle. Costals one 

third the size of the radials, a little wider than long ; the first quadrangular, 

the second pentangular. Distichals 2 x 10; followed by 1X 20 palmars, 

which project upward and outward, and support the arms. Arm facets 

directed upwards. Arms twenty; arranged in pairs, with deep depressions 

between the rays, and smaller ones between their main divisions. Inter- 

brachials: 1, 2, 2, 2, the last two resting between the arm bases. Anal plate, 

as a rule, a little higher than the radials; succeeded by three rows of three 

plates each. Interdistichals one, resting between the second distichals. 

Orals and radial dome plates — the latter of a first and second order — 

more or less highly convex, contrasting considerably with the small supple- 

mentary pieces surrounding them, which are quite numerous near the arm 

bases. Anal tube strong, almost central ; composed of large tumid plates, 

which gradually decrease in size upwards. Ata height of an inch and a half 

from the base, the tube has a ring of five spiniferous plates, the spines some- 

times nearly an inch long, and directed horizontally. Column stout, and, so 
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far as observed, of uniform size. To a length of about two inches the joints 

are of equal length, and there are no internodal joints. But when the latter 

make their appearance, they increase rapidly to seven to the internode, which 

seems to have been the maximum number. The upper joints, and the nodal 

ones below, are rounded at their edges, and project conspicuously beyond the 

sides of the intervening ones. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk limestone ; White’s Creek Springs, near 

Nashville, Tenn.; Button Mould Knob, Ky.; Keokuk, Iowa, and Warsaw 

and Nauvoo, Ills. 

Types in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Lobocrinus Nashville var. subtractus (Wur72). 

Plate XX XI. Figs. 2a, 6. 

1862. Actinocrinus Nashville var. subtractus — Wurre ; Proceed. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IX., p. 16. 
1881. Batocrinus Nashville, var. subtractus — W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 167. 

This variety differs from the typical form in being less strongly lobed at 

the arm regions, and in haying no spines upon the anal tube. The plates of 

the tube are but slightly convex, and each one is surmounted by a small 

conical protuberance in the centre. It also differs in the structure of the 

stem. In specimens from the Burlington limestone, and Burlington and 

Keokuk Transition bed, the proximal stem joints are shorter than the suc- 

ceeding ones, and all have an angular edge; while in the specimens from 

the Keokuk limestone proper the edge is rounded. At three inches from 

the calyx, all stem joints are nearly of uniform size. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Upper Burlington limestone and 

Burlington and Keokuk Transition bed; Des Moines Co., Iowa ; Henderson 

Co., and Nauvoo, Ills. 

Remarks. —Dr. White gives the absence of the interdistichal piece as the 

principal distinction between the two forms; this, however, is not a persistent 

character. We have a number of specimens from the true Burlington beds 

in which that plate is represented in one or more rays. 

Lobocrinus robustus W. and Sp. (mov. spec.). 

Plate XXX. Figs. Sa, b. 

A large species. Calyx about as high as wide, deeply and broadly de- 

pressed between the rays. Dorsal cup but little higher than the ventral disk, 

the sides slightly convex, constricted at the basi-radial sutures. Plates almost 

flat and without ornamentation or other markings; suture lines somewhat 

grooved. —v 
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Basals short, projecting ; forming a hexagon; excavated at the bottom. 

Radials large, wider than long, rapidly spreading to two thirds their height, 

their upper faces deeply excavated in a somewhat similar manner as the 

facets of the radials in the Platycrinide. First costals more than twice as 

wide as long, subquadrangular ; lower and lateral faces convex; the upper 

ones straight. Second costals longer than the first, their sloping upper faces 

forming an obtuse angle. | Distichals 2x2; the first one largest; the sec- 

ond, although an axillary, scarcely angular above. Palmars 2 x 2, short, 

smaller than those succeeding them; the outer ones of the second row 

separated by interbrachial plates. Arm openings directed upwards, arranged 

in pairs. Interbrachials three, of which the lower one extends almost to the 

level of the arm bases; it is extremely large, broad at the bottom, taper- 

ing upwards. There are three plates in the second row, of which the 

middle one rests upon the truncated upper face of the first, the two others 

against the adjoining sloping faces. Anal plate considerably narrower than 

the radials; followed by 3, 2, and 1 plate. Ventral disk pyramidal, sup- 

porting a nearly central anal tube of moderate width. Plates convex, nodose ; 

the orals very large, especially the posterior one. Structure of arms and 

column unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; White’s creek Springs, near 

Nashville, Tenn. 
Type in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Lobocrinus pyriformis (Suvum.). 

Plate XX XI. Pigs. 3a-e. 

1855. Actinocrinus pyriformis —Suumanp; Geol. Rep. Missouri by Swallow, Part IT., p. 192, Plate A, 
Figs. 6a, b. 

1865. Actinocrinus (Uperocrinus) pyriformis— Merx and Worrnun; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 
p- 153; also Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IT., p. 150. 

1873. Batocrinus pyriformis — Mrrx and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 875, Plate 5, Fig. 5, 
1881. Buatocrinus pyriformis —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 167. 
1889. Batocrinus pyriformis — Nevmayr; Die Stamme d. Thierreiches, p. 464, Fig. 134. 

Syn. Aectinocrinus pyriformis, vax. rudis— Mxerx and WorrnEen; 1860, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Phila., p. 131. 

Syn. Actinocrinus (Uperoerinus) pistilliformis —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. of Illinois, Vol. IT., p.151, 
Pl. 14, Fig, 8. 

Syn. Batocrinus pistilliformis —M. and W.; ibid. Vol. V., p. 367. 

A rather large and variable species. Calyx higher than wide, more or 

less pyriform, and but slightly depressed between the rays. Dorsal cup nar- 

row, and almost cylindrical tothe top of the radials — sometimes to the top 
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of the costals — whence it spreads abruptly to the arm bases. Plates heavy, 

their middle portions generally prominent, their surfaces smooth, and the 

suture lines not impressed. 

Base once and a half as wide as long, truncated at the bottom, and slightly 

spreading outward from the lower edge; column facet deeply impressed. 

Radials large, generally longer than wide, often decidedly so; rising verti- 

cally. Costals small ; the first quadrangular, not more than one fourth the 

size of the radials; the second a little wider but not longer than the first. 

Distichals 2 X 10, of the same size as the costals. Hach one is followed by 

two palmars, which either form a continuous series around the calyx, or are 

separated between the rays by a small interdistichal plate. Arm bases pro- 

jecting ; the arm openings directed obliquely upwards. Arms four to the 

ray, short, rather flat and heavy. They are composed of two rows of short 

pieces alternately arranged, which are produced laterally into slender, sharply 

pointed spines extending out from the sides of the arms. Interbrachial plates 

1, 2, 2, followed sometimes by another narrow plate. Anal plate as large 

as the radials; supporting three smaller plates in the first range, and three 

in the second, which are frequently followed by one or two other plates. 

Tegmen conical, slightly bulging ; composed of large convex or nodose 

pieces, which are continued to the anal tube. Orals excentric, and a little 

larger than the surrounding plates, especially the posterior one. The radial 

dome plates are also readily distinguished by their larger size and greater 

convexity. Anal tube almost central, very long and heavy, often rising to 

three times the length of the arms; it gradually tapers, and has at the upper 

end a minute opening. Column long, rather stout. It has been observed to 

the length of twenty inches, to which it neither increases nor decreases 

in size, and the length of the joints remains unaltered; but the edges of 

the upper ones are slightly convex, while the lower joints are strictly 

cylindrical. 

Horizon and Locality. — One of the leading fossils of the Upper Burling- 

ton limestone, and found wherever that is exposed throughout Iowa, Illinois, 

and Missouri. 

Remarks. — A. pyriformis, var. rudis, is in our opinion identical with this 

species. The original specimen was said to come from the Kinderhook group 

of Marion Co., Ills.; but we doubt it, for it is a true Upper Burlington type. 

— > 
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Lobocrinus spiniferus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate XXX. Figs. 11 and 12. 

Of the type of L. Nashville, but a smaller species. Dorsal cup generally 
a little wider than high ; from the top of the basals gradually expanding to 
the arm bases; sides concave. Plates very slightly convex, the radials sur- 
mounted by a small central node. 

Basal cup twice as wide as high, narrower at the upper end, the inter- 

basal sutures grooved, imparting to the base, as seen from the bottom, a 

trilobate outline. Radials longer than both costals together, and also broader. 

The first costals about once and a half as wide as long; the second wider 

above than below. Distichals two, of the same proportions as the two costals; 

followed by a single range of palmars, which are larger than any of the pre- 

ceding brachials, and support the free arms. Arm facets directed obliquely 

upwards. Arms arranged in pairs ; those of different rays separated at their 

bases by one or two interbrachials, those between their main divisions by a 

single interdistichal. Arms short, cylindrical, very little tapering, and curv- 

ing inward ; they are composed of two rows of transverse pieces, alternately 

arranged and slightly interlocking. Pinnules very long, in close contact ; 

composed of elongate flat joints. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 2,1; the first larger 

than any two of the others, the upper placed at the arm regions. Anal plate 

somewhat taller but narrower than the radials; followed by 3, 3, 2, and 2 

plates. The construction of the disk not visible in any of the specimens. 

Anal tube long, observed to an inch above the tips of the arms, but evi- 

dently longer. It is composed of convex, slightly nodose plates, but at a 

height nearly corresponding to the tips of the arms there are from seven to 

eight plates with sharp, slender spines, 5 to 6 mm. long, which stand out 

horizontally from the sides. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Indian creek, Montgomery 

Co., Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — There is a slight possibility that Batocrinus marinus Miller and 

Gurley is identical with this species. We were unable to make satisfactory 

comparison either with the description or figure. 
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Lobocrinus equibrachiatus (McCumsney). 

Plate XXIX. Figs. Sa, b, and Plate XLVI. Figs. 6a, 6. 

1860. Actinocrinus equibrachiatus —McCursney; New Palwoz. Foss., p. 25. 

1867. Actinocrinus equibrachiatus —McCuxsney ; Trans. Chic. Acad. Sci., p. 18, Plate 4, Figs. 2 and 5. 

1873. Batocrinus equibrachiatus —Mxrx and Wortun; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 
1881. Buatocrinus equibrachiatus — W. and Sv.; Revision Palwocr., Part IL., p. 165. 

Intermediate between Eutrochocrinus Lovei and Loboerinus pyriformis ; 

differing from the former in the much broader base, and in having the 

arm bases directed upwards and arranged in groups; from JL. pyriformis 

in the less elongate calyx, in the depressed form of the ventral disk, the 

comparatively longer arms, and in the shorter and more slender anal tube; 

and from both in being decidedly lobed between the rays. Calyx as high as 

wide; the dorsal cup one third higher than the ventral disk, broadly trun- 

cated at the base, the sides concave, gradually widening to the top of the 

first costals, thence rapidly spreading to the arm facets, which are directed 

upward. Plates of the dorsal cup perfectly flat and smooth, those of the 

ventral disk more or less convex. ; 

Basals forming a nearly cylindrical cup, more than twice as wide as high ; 

interbasal sutures indistinct. Radials nearly as long as wide, the upper end 

alittle wider. First costals quadrangular, once and a half as wide as long; 

the second fully twice as wide as long, heptangular; their upper angles 

obtuse. Distichals 2 <2, the second axillary and larger than the other 

brachials ; followed by a single row of palmars, which support the arms. 

Arm openings arranged in groups of two, the interspaces larger between the 

main rays than between their subdivisions. Arms twenty, of moderate size 

and length, frequently infolding at the top, which makes them appear 

shorter than they really are. Interbrachials from five to nine, generally 

continuous with the interambulacral plates at all sides, but always at the pos- 

terior side. Anal interradius composed of ten to fourteen pieces; the anal 

plate higher than the radials ; followed by three ranges of three plates each, 

and a few narrow pieces interposed between the arm bases. Ventral disk 

depressed conical, the plates rather large and of almost equal size. Anal 

tube nearly central, composed of tumid plates. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of the Upper Burlington limestone, 

Burlington, Iowa. 
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Lobocrinus sequibrachiatus var. asteriscus (Merx and Worruen). 

Plate XXIX. Figs. 9a, b. 

1860. Actinocrinus asteriscus —Mxexk and Worrnen ; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 885. 
1866. Actinocrinus asteriscus — MEK and WortuEN; Geol, Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 207, Plate 15, Figs. 

8a, 3, ¢. 
1873. Batocrinus asteriscus — MprK and Wortuen; Ibid., Vol. V., p. 368. 

1881. Syn. of Batocrinus equibrachiatus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 165. 
Syn. Actinocrinus equibrachiatus, var. alatus Hatt; Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 263, Photogr. 

Plate 3a, Figs. 21-23; and Whitfield; Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1893, Vol. I., p. 11, Plate 1, 
Fig. 14. 

This variety differs from the typical Lobocrinus cequibrachiatus in the short- 

ness of the calyx, the flatness of the ventral disk, in being more deeply 

lobed at the arm bases, in the larger size of the costals, and in the con- 

dition of the interbrachial and interambulacral plates, which are in contact 

at all sides. : 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Lobocrinus Yandelli (Suumanrp). 

Plate XXX. Figs. 7a, b. 

1857. Actinocrinus Yandelli—Saumarp; Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. I., p. 76, Plate 1, Figs. 

1873. Wee Yandelli — Munk and WortsEn; Geol. Rep. Llinois, Vol. V., p. 341. 
1881. Batocrinus Yandelli— W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 168. 

A large, very knobby and rugose species, Calyx depressed ; the ventral 

disk from one fourth to one third higher than the dorsal cup, the latter ab- 

ruptly spreading from the top of the basals to the bases of the free arms, form- 

ing a low cup or basin, which is followed by a conical disk. The interradial 

spaces are deeply depressed between the rays at the arm bases, especially the 

posterior one which also is wider. The surface of the plates is covered by 

prominent knobs, either transversely or longitudinally arranged. 

Base short, truncated at the bottom; the lower margins projecting out- 

wards and considerably thickened; the upper faces deeply emarginated 

toward the sutures, and the suture lines distinctly grooved, giving to the 

base, as seen from below, a decidedly trilobate aspect. The column facet 

occupies one half the width of the base, and is slightly impressed, its sur- 

face crenulated at the margin. Radials twice as wide as long; their upper 

faces a little concave; the upper sloping faces rather short. The plates 
56 
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are covered with conspicuous, transversely curved prominences, which are 

studded with two or three irregular nodes. First costals considerably 

smaller than the radials; the second smaller than the first, in some speci- 

mens pentagonal, in others trigonal. Distichals 2 x 2, larger than the cos- 

tals, especially the upper or axillary ones, which are almost as wide as the 

radials. Palmars 2 X 4, larger than the distichals. They support the arms 

invariably in three of the rays, but in the two posterior rays the second 

plate adjoining the anal side is frequently axillary and followed by postpal- 

mars. The distichals are not placed on a level with their fellows of the same 

ray, but are alternately arranged, and the same is the case with the two 

inner rows of palmars; the arm-bearing plates being placed horizontally. 

The brachials throughout the calyx are covered with elongate elevations, and 

these again by a row of small nodes. Arms twenty to twenty-two; their 

structure unknown. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 1, and 2 between the arms; 

the first wider than long, its node transversely elongate; the two of the 

second range longer than wide, and the nodes disposed longitudinally. 

The anal plate, which is longer than the radials, followed by three plates 

— the two at the sides wider than the middle one — and by three irregular 

smaller pieces, which in turn support several rows of elongate interambula- 

crals. The plates of the tegmen increase in size as they approach the middle ; 

they are heavy, proportionally large, and the centre of each is crowned with 

a small tubercle. The anal tube is almost central, stout, and apparently 

long. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Button Mould Knob, seven miles 

from Louisville, Ky. 

Types in the Yandell collection at Louisville, Ky. 

Lobocrinus longirostris (Hatt). 

Plate XXVIII. Figs. La-e. 

1858. dctinocrinus longirostris — Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IT., p. 589, Plate 11, Figs. 4c, d, 

and 2. 

1873. Batocrinus longirostris — Merk and WortHEen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

1881. Batocrinus longisrostris —W. and Sr. ; Revision Palexocr., Part II., p. 167. 
Syn. Batocrinus cassedayanus — MeEK and WortHEN; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 370, 

Plate 5, Figs. la, 6. 

Of medium size. Calyx ovate, higher than wide; the dorsal cup higher 

than the ventral disk; the arm bases a little projecting. Plates more or less 
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convex ; in some species quite prominent and the surface slightly rugose, in 

others almost flat and perfectly smooth. Suture lines grooved. 

Base short, hexagonal in outline, rounded at the bottom, the column facet 

slightly excavated, the interbasal sutures impressed. Radials wider above 

than below, deeply notched for the reception of the first interbrachial, the 

upper face concave. Costals rather large for the genus, together about equal 

to the size of the radials; the upper larger and generally heptagonal. Dis- 

tichals two, smaller than the costals, the axillaries supporting 2 X 2 palmars, 

and normally four arms to the ray; frequently, however, the anterior ray 

has but two or three arms, and an additional fixed distichal in place of pal- 

mars. Arm openings directed obliquely upwards ; the interspaces separating 

the rays a little wider and deeper than those between the openings of the 

same ray. Arms from eighteen to twenty, long, rounded on the back, grad- 

ually tapering but not infolding, and composed from the calyx up of two 

rows of transverse pieces. Pinnules long and cylindrical. Interbrachials 

from five to seven; the lower wider than long, and generally not rising 

to the full height of the second costals. There are two comparatively large 

plates in the second row, and one in the third, followed by one or two 

irregular pieces, which separate the rays at the arm bases. Anal plate con- 

siderably longer than the radials, supporting three plates in the first, and 

three to four in the second range; the succeeding ones irregularly arranged 

and interlocking with the interambulacral plates. Ventral disk depressed 

conical. Orals and radial dome plates a little larger than the interambulacral 

pieces; arranged in the usual way. Anal tube stout and very long, rising 

in some specimens as much as 6 cm. beyond the tips of the arms; the plates 

smooth. Column round, of medium size, the nodal joints rounded at the 

edges, the others considerably narrower near the calyx, but attaining the 

same width farther down. 

FTorizon and Locality. —Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and at several places in Missouri. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks.—- We regard Batocrinus cassedayanus M. and W., as a mere 

variation of this species; the plates, although more convex than in the typi- 

cal form, are arranged in exactly the same way. 
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Lobocrinus inflatus (Row1ey and Haze). 

Plate XXXIV. Figs. 18, a, b. 

1891. Batocrinus inflatus —Rowtry and Hare; Kansas City Scient., p. 102, Plate 2, Fig. 19. 

Syn. Batocrinus bulbosus — Row ey and Hare; ibid., p. 114, Plate 3, Fig. 5. 

Calyx about as high as wide, small, subglobose, slightly flattened at the 

anal side. Dorsal cup more than twice as high as the ventral disk, deep 

bowlshaped; the plates heavy, almost flat and devoid of ornamentation ; 

the suture lines somewhat grooved. 

Basals a little projecting, forming a low cup with a shallow concavity 

at the bottom. Radials wider than long, as large as both costals together. 

First costal quadrangular, small, wider than high. The second costal gener- 

ally heptangular, considerably larger than the first, wider as well as longer. 

Distichals two, rather large, those of the anterior ray, and the outer ones of 

the posterior rays, supporting directly the arms; while the inner ones bear a 

palmar on each side. The anterior rays of the type specimen are abnormal ; 

the ray to the right is formed like the anterior one, and has but two arms, 

that to the left supports palmars on both’ distichals, and has four arms.* 

Arm facets somewhat projecting and deeply concave; they point slightly 

upwards, and are arranged in groups. Interspaces between the rays wider 

than those between the main divisions of the rays, and considerably wider 

than the spaces between arms of the same division. There are no respira- 

tory pores near the arm openings. Arm structure unknown. Regular inter- 

brachials: 1, 2, 2; the first very large, as wide as high; the two upper ones 

interposed between the arm-bearing pieces, and followed by disk plates. The 

anal plate supports: 3, 3, 2, and one plate, the latter being designated more 

properly as a plate of the disk. Ventral disk small, the anal tube occupying 

almost one third of its diameter; the plates nodose, and of nearly uniform 

size, even the orals cannot be distinguished. Anal tube heavy at the base 

and central. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of the Lower Burlington limestone, 

Louisiana, Mo. 

Types in the collection of Mr. R. R. Rowley. 

* Tn another fragmentary specimen in Mr. Rowley’s collection, the right aininicel ray, the only 

one seen, has three arm openings, one above the distichals, the two others above a palmar. This is probably 
the normal arrangement, and there are fourteen arms to the species. The type of B. dudbusus curiously also 
has but two arms to the right and four to the left. 
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Remarks. —We regard Batocrinus bulbosus R. and H. as identical with this 
species, although the type specimens show slight variations. The disk of 
“ B. bulbosus” is somewhat more depressed, due perhaps to outside pressure, 
and the plates of the disk are less convex; but variations of this kind are 

known to occur within the limits of almost every species. The two speci- 
mens agree essentially in the arrangement of their plates, in the mode of 
branching of the arms, they have the same number of interbrachials, and 
these connect in both forms with the plates of the disk. 

( ?) Lobocrinus Hageri (McCursney.) 

Plate XXX. Figs. 9, 10. 

1860. Actinocrinus Hageri — McCursney; New Paleoz. Foss., p. 28. 
1867. Actinocrinus Hageri — McCuxsyey; Chicago Acad. Nat. Sci., p. 21, Plate 4, Fig. 1. 
1873. Batocrinus Hageri —Mrnx and WortnEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 
1881. Batocrinus Hageri —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IT., p. 166. 

Approaching Dizygocrinus rotundus, but the dorsal cup more conical and 
proportionally higher; slightly depressed between the rays; the anal tube 
smaller and more excentric. Plates flat, without ornamentation, and the 

suture lines indistinct. 

Basals forming a low saucer-shaped, hexagonal disk, rounded at the bot- 
tom, and excavated for the columnar attachment, which is small. Radials 
half as wide again as long. First costals quadrangular, three times as wide 
as long, the second wider than the first. Distichals in two rows, those of the 
upper row wider and axillary ; followed by 2 X 2 palmars, which support the 
free arms. Arm openings directed obliquely upwards, arranged in groups of 
four, with a slight indentation between the rays, of which that at the pos- 
terior side is considerably the deeper. Arm structure unknown. Inter- 
brachials: “1, 2, 2, 2, the upper row in contact with the plates of the 
ventral disk; the first plate smaller than usual in this genus, and fre- 
quently not reaching to the full height of the second costals. Anal plate 
a little smaller than the radials; succeeded by 3, 3, 2, and 2 plates. Ven- 
tral disk slightly grooved at the posterior side, depressed convex, the plates 
nearly flat and almost equal in size. Anal tube excentric, very narrow and 
short. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 
Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 
Remarks. —We have placed this species somewhat reluctantly under 
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Lobocrinus, from the typical form of which it differs in having a diminu- 

tive anal tube, which occasionally is reduced to a mere opening from the 

tegmen, similar to that of Dorycrinus. It departs from Batocrinus in the 

same character, and in being distinctly lobed between the rays, the plates 

forming the arm bases are separated by interbrachials, and the arm openings 

are directed upwards; in all of which it agrees with Lobocrinus. 

MACROCRINUS W. and Sp. (nov, gen.). 

(Maxpés long, «pivoy a lily.) 

Calyx biturbinate or subovoid, the plates in part elevated. It may be 

pointed out as a structural peculiarity of this genus, that the radials, anal 

plate, and first interbrachials are generally nodose, but the higher brachials 

and interbrachials almost flat and devoid of all markings. 

Basals rather large, forming a subcylindrical cup. Radials frequently 

larger than both costals together. Costals quadrangular and pentangular. 

The number of distichals variable. Arm-bearing plates in contact laterally, 

except at the posterior side, where they are separated by a small interbrachial 

plate. Arm openings directed outward. Respiratory pores in five pairs, 

placed interradially. Arms from twelve to sixteen, long, subcylindrical ; 

tips incurving and sometimes flattened, but without imereasing in width. 

Regular interbrachials not numerous; the anal plate generally supporting 

two rows of three plates, and a small piece within the arm regions. Ventral 

disk shorter than the dorsal cup, composed of comparatively few large plates. 

Anal opening at the end of an unusually long tube, reaching far beyond the 

tips of the arms; it is almost central, straight, stout at the base, but grad- 

ually tapers upwards so as to be quite slender at the end. 

Distribution. — So far as known restricted to America, and found only 

in the Upper and Lower Burlington beds, and in the lower part of the 

Keokuk group. 

Type of the genus: Macrocrinus Konineki (Shumard). 

Remarks. —The species for which we propose this genus have been 

referred successively to Actinocrinus, Batocrinus, and Eretmocrinus, but, as 

generally admitted, without agreeing with either one of them. They dif- 

fer from Batocrinus in the more elongate form of the calyx, the less number 

and greater length of the arms, and in having but five pairs of respiratory 

pores; and from Hretmocrimus in the arm structure, and in having a long, 

straight, and almost central anal tube. 

_ Ape 
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Macrocrinus Konincki (Suvum.). 

Plate XX XV. Figs. 1, 2, 3. 

1855. Actinocrinus Konincki—Suumarp; Geol. Rep. Missouri by Swallow, Part IL., p. 194, Plate A, 
Figs. 84, 4, c. 

1873. Batocrinus Konincki —Merx and WortHEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 

1877. Batocrinus Konincki—S. A. Mitten; Catal. Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 172. 

1881. Hretmocrinus Konincki —W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 173 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Phila., p. 347). 

1890. Hretmocrinus Konincki —8. A. Mizzer; North Amer. Geol. and Pal., p. 243. 
Syn. Actinocrinus urneformis — McCueEsneyY ; 1860, Descr. New Spec. of Foss., p. 23. 

Calyx urn-shaped, small, elongate. Dorsal cup one third higher than the 

ventral disk, constricted at the basi-radial sutures, whence it gradually and 

uniformly expands to the bottom of the arm-bearing brachials, which are 

directed abruptly outward. All plates of the dorsal cup are more or less 

convex; the radials, anal plate, and first interbrachials strongly nodose. 

Base rather high, wider at the lower end than at the upper; the bottom 

truncated and hexangular in outline; interbasal sutures indistinct ; the col- 

umn facet bordered by a small circular ridge. Radials large, as long as wide. 

The two costals together not more than half the size of the radials; the 

first as long as wide, or nearly so, and quadrangular; the second larger, 

more convex, and pentangular. The three anterior rays have 3 X 2 dis- 

tichals and two arms; the two posterior rays toward the anal side but one 

distichal, followed by 2 X 2 palmars, at the opposite side three successive dis- 

tichals. The two upper rows of brachials in the calyx are connected later- 

ally except at the anal side, where one or two small plates are interposed 

between them. Arm facets small; the ambulacral openings slightly grouped ; 

the space between the posterior rays wider than between the others, and 

somewhat depressed. Respiratory pores arranged interradially; they con- 

sist of five pairs, are very large, and are located on a level with the ambu- 

lacral openings. Arms twelve, biserial, of moderate length, the tips infolding; 

they are slender, slightly flattened on the back, and composed of short, nar- 

row, transverse pieces. There is but one interbrachial at the four regular 

sides, but four to six in the anal interradius. The anal plate is higher than 

the radials, and followed by three large nodose plates, and by one, two, or 

three in the next row. Ventral disk irregularly conical, the posterior oral 

pushed anteriorly, very large and more elevated than any of the other 

plates. Anal tube almost central, and composed of large, nodose pieces ; it 
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is long, stout at the base, but quite thin at the upper end. Column slender, 

the joints high. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of the Upper Burlington limestone, 

Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Washington University Museum at St. Louis. 

Macrocrinus carica (Hatz). 

Plate XXX VII. Fig. 8. 

1861. Actinocrinus carica — Hat; Prelim. Deser. New Crin., p. 10. 

1873. Batocrinus (Bretmocrinus) carica ; MEEK and WortHEn ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 368. 

1877. Batocrinus carica —S. A. Miter; Amer. Paloz. Foss., p. 71. 

1881. Zretmocrinus carica —W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 172 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 346). 

1890. Zretmocrinus carica —S. A. MituEr; North Amer. Geol. and Pal., p. 243. 

Larger than the preceding species, and more robust. Calyx longer than 

wide, ovoid; the dorsal cup one third to one half higher than the ventral 

disk. All principal plates of the calyx strongly nodose, the others flat or 

slightly convex; the suture lines obscure. 

Basals directed downward, deeply notched at the sutures, and slightly at 

the middle of each plate, so as to form six angularities or small nodes at the 

lower end of the base; the bottom forming a deep concavity, containing 

several joints of the column, Radials very large, wider than long, extended 

into a long transverse node which is directed obliquely downward. First 

costals small, almost linear, their surfaces flat ; the second are nodose, pent- 

angular, longer than the first, and somewhat wider. Distichals 3 X 2 in the 

three anterior rays; in the two posterior ones the divisions next to the anal 

side have only one distichal, which supports two palmars from each side ; the 

other divisions have three distichals and no palmars, which gives twelve arms 

to the species. The distichals and palmars join laterally ; the plates are flat, 

except the arm-bearing ones, which are rounded like arm plates and project 

outward, Arm facets a little concave, directed horizontally ; the ambulacral 

openings almost equidistant; the respiratory pores restricted to the inter- 

radial spaces. Structure of the arms not known. There is but one regular 

interbrachial plate, the anal side has three above the anal plate, all of which 

are strongly nodose. Ventral disk hemispherical, constructed almost exclu- 

sively of the orals and radial dome plates, which are large and tuberculous. 

There are at each interradius three or four interambulacral pieces, which are 

scarcely convex. Anal tube slightly excentric, rather slender, its length 

unknown. 
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Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — This rare and beautiful species is readily recognized by the 

peculiar form of its base, the large nodes upon the radials and interbrachials, 

and the flat plates in the upper part of the dorsal cup. The nodes upon the 

radials hang downward, and their extremities reach almost to a line with the 

lower end of the basals. 

Macrocrinus gemmiformis (Hatr). 

Plate XXXVI. Fig. 8. 
1860. Actinocrinus gemmiformis — Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 23 (Photogr., Plate 3.4, Fig. 6, 1872, 

N. Y. State Museum, Bull. I.). 

1873. Batocrinus (Eretmocrinus?) gemmiformis — Merk and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., 

1877. i ees §. A. Mitter; Catal. Paleeoz. Foss., p. 72. 
1881. Lretmocrinus gemmiformis — W. and Sr. ; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 173. 

1890. Lretmocrinus gemmiformis —S. A. Mituer; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 243. 

A small and delicate species. Calyx a little higher than wide. Dorsal 

cup truncate at the bottom; the sides moderately and uniformly rising to 

the arm bases; higher than the ventral disk. Plates elevated; the radials 

covered with long transverse nodes or obtuse spines, and similar elongate 

nodes, but circular in outline, are formed on the second costals, the first 

interbrachials, and the anal plate; the distichals and palmars angular on the 

back, forming distinct ridges. 

Basals produced into long spreading extensions, which overhang the 

upper part of the column, giving to the base a decidedly trilobate outline. 

Radials large, a little wider than long. Costals less than half the size of the 

radials, almost as long as wide; the first quadrangular; the second pent- 

angular. The anterior ray has 3 X 2 distichals; the four other rays have in 

one division two small distichals, followed by two palmars, in the other three 

distichals. There are fourteen arms to the species, exceptionally fifteen or 

sixteen, the odd number occurring in the antero-lateral rays. The upper 

brachials are in contact laterally except on the anal side, where they are 

separated by an elongate piece, which connects with the plates of the disk. 

Structure of arms unknown. Anal plate higher than the radials, supporting 

three large plates, and these from two to three small ones; the interbrachials 

at the four regular sides consist of two to three plates. Ventral disk hemi- 

spherical; the plates large and sharply nodose. The posterior oral forms at 
57 
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the anterior side the base of the ventral tube, which is almost central, and 

more slender than usual in this genus. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. —The specimen from which Hall made his description was 

defective, and the arm formula which he gives of the species is incorrect. 

Tt has normally but fourteen arms: 4;i; but when an additional arm is intro- 

duced, which is quite often the case, this is placed in the antero-lateral rays, 

and not in the posterior one. Hall gave the arm formula as i. 

Macrocrinus verneuilianus (Suvi). 

Plate XXX. Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18. 

1855. Actinocrinus verneuilianus — SaumaRD; Geol. Surv. of Missouri by Swallow, Part IL, p. 1933, 

Plate A, Figs. la, b. 
1873. Batocrinus verneuilianus MEEK and WortHENn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 379, Plate 4, Figs. 3 

1881. = eee verneuilianus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 173 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. 

Sci. Phila., p. 347). 
1890. Eretmocrinus verneuilianus —S. A. Mivter; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 243. 

Calyx biturbinate, higher than wide; the dorsal cup higher than the 

ventral disk, truncate at the base, its sides a little concave, the arm-bearing 

plates projecting. Surface of plates flat or very slightly convex, the radials 

and first interbrachials always more or less elevated at the median portions. 

Basals rather large, forming a hexagonal cup with erect sides; grooved 

at the interbasal sutures; the column facet deep and narrow, occupying but 

one third the diameter at the bottom of the calyx. Radials twice as large 

as the two costals together, somewhat variable in form, but generally as long 

as wide, and the lateral faces considerably longer than the upper sloping 

faces; the two heptagonal plates larger than the hexagonal ones. First 

costals quadrangular, very small, twice as wide as long; the second some- 

what larger and pentangular. Distichals two in both divisions of the anterior 

ray, and also in one division of the other rays; the other division has but 

one distichal, which is axillary, and supports 2X 2 small palmars; there 

being normally fourteen arms, with variations from fourteen to eighteen. 

First palmars in lateral contact with each other and with adjoining dis- 

tichals, except at the anal side; while the upper plates meet only their 

fellows of the same ray, being entirely free at one side. Arm openings 

directed slightly upwards; the interspace between the posterior rays wider 
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than those between the other rays, and much more depressed. Respi- 

ratory pores large, in five pairs, placed interradially. Arms long, the 

tips infolding; composed of two series of moderately long pieces. Near 

the upper end the arms, which below are rounded on the back, grow almost 

flat, however, without increasing in width, and the surface of each plate in 

well preserved specimens is covered with two small nodes which, formed into 

longitudinal rows, give to the upper part of the arm a file-like appearance. 

Pinnules long, composed of elongate joints, each one provided with a small 

hook at the upper face. Regular interbrachials from one to three. Anal 

plate higher than wide, followed by 3, 3, and 1 plate, the latter piece rest- 

ing between the arm-bearing brachials. Plates of the ventral disk almost 

flat, except the posterior oral, which is moderately convex and very large ; 

it is erect, and forms at the anterior side the base of the anal tube. The 

tube is almost central, very stout at the base, extremely long, attaining 

sometimes twice the length of the arms, and it terminates in a very slen- 

der point. The stem, which is known to a length of about 15 cm., retains 

nearly the same width throughout. To the length of about 5 cm., smaller 

joints alternate at intervals with larger ones, thence downward the plates 

gradually become uniform. The larger or nodal joints throughout the stem 

are about 1 mm. high by less than 2 mm. wide. Toward the lower end ap- 

pear cirri, given off irregularly, and only one from a plate. Axial canal 

small, pentagonal. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone. It is found wher- 

ever this bed is exposed throughout Iowa, Illinois, and Missouri, being one of 

the two most common Crinoids of this horizon, and very characteristic of it. 

Macrocrinus jucundus (M. and G.). 

Plate XXX. Figs. 13, 14. 

1890. Batocrinus jucundus—Miier and Guruey; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. XII., p. 20, 

Plate 4, Figs. 5 and 6. 

Syn. Batocrinus agnatus —S. A. Minter; Ady. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, 1891, p. 53, 

Plate 8, Figs. 1 and 2. 

A small species, the calyx subovoid. Dorsal eup higher than the ventral 

disk, truncated at the bottom; the sides moderately convex ; the arm-bear- 

ing plates projecting outward. The plates in most of the specimens are 

almost flat ; in some, however, the middle part of the radials is formed into a 
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short, transverse node, and the lower portions of the first interbrachials are 

slightly thickened. 

Basals large, constituting a short cylindrical cup, fully twice as wide as 

the column, sometimes slightly expanding at the lower end, and hexagonal 

in outline. Radials much larger than the two costals together, wider than 

lone, the lateral faces considerably longer than the sloping upper ones, the 

upper faces slightly concave. First costals quadrangular, one third wider 

than long; the second pentangular, wider and longer than the first. Dis- 

tichals 2X 2 throughout the calyx, but those of the anterior ray are suc- 

ceeded directly by the arms; while in the posterior rays, in the division next 

to the anal side, and in both divisions of the antero-lateral rays, the second 

distichals are axillary, and support a palmar from each side. Arm openings 

directed slightly upwards; almost equidistant; the arm-bearing plates in 

contact laterally, except those facing the anal side, which are separated by 

a narrow, elongate plate. Arms sixteen, moderately long, rounded on the 

back, gradually tapering to the tips, and composed from their bases up of 

two series of rather long pieces. Pinnules long, the joints elongate. Inter- 

brachials two to three, those of the second row comparatively large. At the 

anal side also, the upper plates are large for this genus; the anal plate is 

higher than the radials, and succeeded by three plates, which are as high and 

almost as wide as the corresponding single plate at the other sides; the three 

plates of the second row are fully as large as the axillary distichals. Ventral 

disk conical, the plates large, nodose, and extended into a long central tube, 

which reaches far beyond the tips of the arms. ‘The tube is stout at the 

base, but gradually tapers to a sharp point at the end, and is composed of 

similar plates as the disk. The posterior oral is pushed far out to the an- 

terior side; it is three times as large as the four others, more prominent, and 

arranged transversely. Column small, the nodal joints rather high, with 

rounded edges, and wider than the intervening ones. At 4 cm. from the 

calyx the last internode contains seven pieces. 

Horizon and Locality.— Keokuk group; Indian creek, ten miles from 

Crawfordsville, Montgomery Co., Ind., where it was found by us in large 

numbers and in excellent preservation. 

Remarks. — Batocrinus agnatus S. A. Miller, is identical with this species, 

with only two arms in the anterior ray in place of three. 

= 

~ 
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Macrocrinus lagunculus (Ha11). 

Plate XX XV. Pig. 4. 

1860. Actinocrinus lagunculus — Hat; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 41. 
1867. Butocrinus lagunculus —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 367. 
1881. Butocrinus lagunculus —W. and Spv.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 166. 

A very small species of the type of Macrocrinus verneuilianus, but the 

dorsal cup proportionally longer, and the arm openings formed into an 

almost continuous ring around the calyx. Calyx once and a half as high 

as wide. Dorsal cup conical, as high as the width at the arm bases; the 

sides a little convex. Surface of plates slightly elevated, and beveled at the 

margins. 

Basals moderately short, thickened at their lower margins, and forming a 

rim, which is not indented at the sutures. Radials longer than wide, the 

superior faces concave. First costals twice as wide as long, quadrangular ; 

second costals pentagonal, exceptionally hexagonal in the postero-lateral 

rays. The anterior ray has 3X2 distichals and two arms; the antero- 

lateral but one distichal and four arms; while the two postero-lateral 

ones, which sustain three arms, have toward the anal side a distichal and 

two palmars, and at the opposite side three distichals, making sixteen arms 

to the entire species. First anal plate as large as the radials, slightly longer 

but narrower; the second anal a little larger than the two interbrachials 

aside of it. The next row consists of two or three pieces. The four regular 

sides contain three plates, which are arched by the arm-bearing brachials, 

and also those of the posterior side. Tegmen conical, gradually passing into 

the anal tube, which is very stout; plates nodose, decreasing in size as they 

approach the arm-bases. Orals excentric ; the posterior one standing erect, 

to one side of the anal tube. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Warsaw, Ills., and Keokuk, 

Towa. 

Type in the Illinois State collection, Springfield. 
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DORYCRINUS Roemer. 

1854. F. Rormer; Archiv. f. Naturgesch., Jahrg. XIX., Band 1, p. 207. 

1855. F. Ropmer; Lethea Geogn. (Ausg. 3), p. 249. 
1869. Msrx and Worruen ; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 165. 
1873. Merrex and WortueN; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 379. 

1878. W.and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 264. 

1879. Zrrren (subgenus of Amphoracrinus) ; Handb. der Paleont., Vol. I., p. 370. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 176 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 350). 

Syn. Amphoracrinus Meek and WortueEN (not Austin, 1866), Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL., p. 209. 

Calyx decidedly bilateral, distinctly lobed at the arm regions, the inter- 

radial spaces deeply depressed and sinuous. The dorsal cup broadly trun- 

cate at the bottom, the plates heavy and frequently nodose. Basals three, 

large, their sides produced into a rim which sometimes becomes highly con- 

spicuous. Radials, as a rule, as large as the two costals together. First 

costals quadrangular; the second usually pentangular, exceptionally hexan- 

gular or heptangular, Distichals two when there are no palmars, but when 

the latter are represented, there is but one distichal, which is axillary, and is 

followed by a single row of palmars. Arms in pairs, given off from a minute 

axillary, which occupies the same facet with the proximal arm plates at each 

side, and both arms have a common ambulacral opening in the calyx. In 

species with twenty arm openings, each ray has four pairs of arms, but when 

there are less than twenty, the antero-lateral rays generally have but two 

pairs, and the anterior one from two to four. The arms are rather short, 

biserial, and more or less spinous. The spines are given off at intervals 

from the sides, and are formed by the outward prolongation of the arm 

plates. Pinnules of moderate size. The number of interbrachials is lim- 

ited, there being rarely more than three in the dorsal cup, the two upper 

ones at the level of the arm bases. The anal side is more or less flattened, 

the median line elevated, the sides grooved. It consists of a longitudinal row 

of anal plates, supporting a number of smaller pieces, which surround the 

anus. At each side of the anal row there are one or more interbrachials, 

somewhat depressed below the level of the anal plate between them. Ven- 

tral disk highly elevated; the posterior oral, and frequently also the first 

radial plates above the ambulacra, extended into low spines. Anus excen- 

tric, opening out laterally directly from the disk. Column round, the nodal 

joints largely projecting over the others; axial canal small, pentangular. 

Distribution. — So far as known, restricted to the two Burlington beds, and 

the Keokuk limestone. 
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Type of the genus: Dorycrinus mississippiens’s Roemer. 

ftemarks. — In the Revision, Part Il., we referred to this genus Dory cri- 
nus canaliculatus and Actinocrinus (Owlocrinus) concavus Meek and Worthen, 
Actinocrinus subaculeatus Hall, and A. parvus Shumard, all of which we have 
now arranged under a new genus Aorocrinus, along with Dorycrinus imma- 
turus, D. parvibasis, and D. radiatus, described by us in Vol. VIII. of the 
Geological Report of Illinois. The arms of those species, instead of being 
paired, are stouter and single, the first radial plates in the disk are not spini- 
ferous, nor in any way distinct from the surrounding pieces, and their basals 
are small and rounded at the lower margins. 

Dorycrinus mississippiensis Roemer. 

Pluite XLUL. Fig. 1, and Plate XLIV. Figs. 2, 8. 

1854. Roemer; Archiv. f. Naturg. (Jahr. XIX.), Band I., p. 213, Plate 10. 
1862. Dusarprn and Hum; Hist. natur. des Zoophytes Echinod., p, 143, Plate 3, Figs. 1-3. 
1873. Merx and Wortuzn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380. 

1831. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 179 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 353). 
Syn. Actinocrinus (Dorycrinus) mississippiensis, vax. spiniger Hau; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, 1859, 

p- 53. 

A large species. Calyx about as high as wide, asteriform in its ventral 
aspect, deeply impressed and flattened at the posterior side, broadly truncate 
at the lower end ; the ventral disk extended into six long, heavy spines ; the 
plates from almost flat to strongly nodose ; suture lines more or less grooved. 

Basals large, forming a cup which is three times as wide as long, slightly 
expanding to the lower margin, flat at the bottom, with a shallow depression 
for the attachment of the column. Radials once anda half to twice as wide 
as long, the upper face concave. First costals comparatively large, wider 
than long, quadrangular. Second costals a little larger than the first; those 
of the posterior rays generally hexangular, the others heptangular. Dis- 
tichals one to each ray division, all of them axillary ; they are as large as 
the second costals, and give off from each of their sloping sides a single 
palmar, which supports two arms. Arm openings twenty, arranged in 
groups, tho:e of the same ray equidistant, the spaces intervening between 
the rays twice as wide as those between their subdivisions, and that of the 
anal side about four times as wide. Arm structure unknown. First inter- 
brachial large, generally as wide as high; it supports two somewhat smaller 
plates, which abut against the upper costals and the distichals, and these 
are followed by two still smaller pieces, which are on a level with the 
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arm bases. First anal plate longer than the radials, the median portions 

marked by a transverse ridge, followed by a longitudinal row of four 

additional anals, and these by a moderate number of irregular pieces which 

surround the anus. The four latter anals sustain at their sides a row of 

elongate plates, which decrease in size upwards. Anal area elevated, the 

median line forming a rounded ridge, which passes up to the posterior 

oral. Ventral disk inflated, as high as the dorsal cup, pentagonal in out- 

line. The spines are long, sometimes reaching a length of 5 cm. or more; 

the other plates of the disk flat, or moderately convex. The posterior oral, 

which is represented by the central spine, is as large at its base as the other 

four orals together; the latter are pushed anteriorly. The first radial dome 

plates, which are represented by the five lateral spines are surrounded by 

five rather large plates, and these are followed downward by two secondary 

radial pieces and a large interambulacral. Anus on a level with the lateral 

spines, the opening directed laterally. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of the Keokuk group; Keokuk, 

Towa, and Warsaw, Hamilton, and Nauvoo, Ills., also found at White’s 

creek near Nashville, Tenn., and at several localities in Indiana and 

Kentucky. 

Types in the Mineralogical Museum at Breslau, Germany. 

Remarks. — Since the above description was written, we have examined 

a fine specimen in the collection of L. A. Cox of Keokuk, in which the arms 

are preserved to near their full length, and 13 cm. of the stem. The arms 

are paired and of moderate size; they are composed of rather long joints, 

which are not spine-bearing so far as observed. The column is rather heavy 

at the top, but tapers gradually from 8 mm. to 4 at the lower end. The 

first internodal joint exposed to view occurs between the eighth and ninth 

joints, but they increase rapidly in number, and soon attain the form and 

size of the nodal joints, which gradually become cylindrical and narrower. 

Dorycrinus Gouldi (Harz). 

Plate XLIIT. Figs. 2, 3, and Plate XLIV. Figs. 4, 5. 

1858. <Actinocrinus Gouldi — Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 613, Plate 15, Figs. 6z, 4, ¢. 

1873. Dorycrinus Gouldi — Merx and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380- ; 
1881. Dorycrinus Gouldi—W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 179 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 353). 

Calyx about as high as wide, crowned by six extravagantly developed 

spines. Dorsal cup obpyramidal, obscurely pentangular to the top of the 
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costals, the arm regions distinctly lobed, the interradial spaces slightly flat- 

tened below and deeply depressed above. Plates formed into high nodes, 

which on the radials and brachials are transversely arranged and sharply 

angular, but on all interradial plates are circular and pointed. 

_ Basal cup large, distinctly trilobate, three times as wide as high, the 

lower margins projecting, broadly notched along the sutures, the bottom 

deeply excavated for the reception of the column. Radials once and a half 

as wide as long, rapidly spreading to two thirds their height, the upper face 

concave. First costals half the size of the radials and quadrangular; the 

second generally heptangular, sometimes pentangular or hexangular, owing 

to the height of the first interbrachials. Distichals one, axillary, narrower 

than the costals, giving off from each side an elongate palmar; except in 

the antero-lateral rays, in which only the side of the costal toward the 

anterior ray bears an axillary, the other side two distichals, of which the 

second is twice as long as the first. The distichals and palmars have much 

the appearance of arm plates, being rounded exteriorly, so as to form a 

deep groove at each side. Arms arranged in groups, with wide and deep 

depressions between the rays. When normally developed, there are eigh- 

teen pairs: 3:1, but most of the specimens have a few single arms irre- 

gularly scattered between the paired ones. Arms thin and short, rounded 

on the back throughout their full length, their tips slightly tapering. First 

interbrachial large, generally longer than wide, its central part extended 

into a conspicuous node; the two of the second row about one half smaller; 

the plates of the third smaller still, followed by larger plates in the ventral 

disk. Anal interradius very wide, flat, and exceedingly deep at the arm 

regions; it consists of a longitudinal row of four large elongate anal plates, 

with smaller pieces above, forming a protuberance and enclosing the anal 

aperture. At each side of the second anal there is a large interbrachial, 

succeeded by several smaller ones on a level with the third anal. Ventral 

disk similar to that of D. misstssippiensis, and the plates arranged in the 

same way; the spines, however, are somewhat longer, less tapering, and 

in the larger specimens are covered at intervals along the upper portions 

by small spiniferous nodes. The secondary radial dome plates, and the 

interambulacral between them, are somewhat smaller than in that species, 

and hence the height of the disk is a little less. Anal opening on a level 

with the lateral spines; facing laterally. 

Horizon and Locality.— Middle part of the Keokuk group. Rare at 
58 
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Keokuk, and generally crushed. Good calyces are found in Barren Co., 

Ky., and very excellent specimens with arms came from Indian creek, Mont- 

gomery Co., Ind. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — it is only in very large specimens that every arm is paired, 

single arms being most generally represented in one or more rays. It is also 

interesting to note that our largest specimen not only has the arms all in 

pairs, but has in both antero-lateral rays four pairs instead of three, — the 

only exception among seventeen specimens. 

Dorycrinus cornigerus (Hatt). 

Plate XLII. Figs. 5 and 6, and Plate XLIIT. Fig. 5, and Plate XLIV. 

Figs. 6 and 7. 

1858. Actinocrinus cornigerus — Hau; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 576, Plate 9, Figs. 12a, 4, c, 

and ibid., Suppl., Plate 3, Fig. 4. 

(Not Actinocrinus cornigerus Lyon and Cass., 1859 = Aorocrinus kentuckiensis). 
1873. Dorycrinus cornigerus— Mk and WortHeEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380. 
1881. Dorycrinus cornigerus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IT., p. 179 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 353). 
Syn. Actinocrinus divaricatus Hatt; 1859, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 11. 

Syn. Actinocrinus decornis Hat; 1859, ibid., p. 13. 

Calyx wider than high; the ventral disk as high as the dorsal cup. The 

latter turbinate, broadly truncated at the base, spreading rather rapidly from 

the top of the basals to the top of the costals, and thence more abruptly to 

the arm bases. The distichals and palmars form very prominent lobes with 

well defined sinuses between the arm-bearing plates. Plates smooth and 

almost flat, the suture lines but very slightly grooved. 

Base large, the rim almost circular and without notches at the sutures; 

almost flat on the bottom, the column facet occupying but one fourth of its 

diameter. Form of radials variable; in some specimens almost as long as 

wide, in others nearly twice as wide as long, the upper face excavated. Cos- 

tals rather large; the first quadrangular, once and a half as wide as long, the 

lower face convex ; the second wider but not longer than the first ; the sides 

spreading abruptly upwards; the three anterior ones generally heptangular, 

those facing the posterior side hexangular, the sloping upper sides straight, 

contrary to those of D. quinquelobus, in which they are excavated. The pos- 

terior rays, and occasionally the anterior one, have two axillary distichals, 

which on each side support a moderately long palmar, the latter ray in the 

ee 
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majority of specimens only to the right ; while the antero-lateral rays have 

two successive distichals and no palmars. Distichals and palmars are dis- 

tinctly rounded off at the sides, like free arm plates. Arm facets semi-ovate ; 

the ambulacral openings directed slightly upwards, arranged in groups of 

four, two, and three (sometimes four in the anterior ray). The interspaces 

between the rays are wide, abruptly and deeply depressed, especially at the 

anal side, and those between the various ray divisions are deeply notched. 

Arms in pairs, two from each arm opening, long for the genus, incurving, flat- 

tened at the upper end, and every fourth plate giving off laterally from oppo- 

site sides sharp spines, 2 cm. in length. Interbrachials three, rather large, 

the two of the second row on a level with the arm bases. Anal area very 

wide, forming a low elongate ridge, grooved along the sides, which extends 

up to the posterior oral and contains the anus. First anal plate as long as 

wide, followed by two other anals of smaller size, the two latter sustaining 

an interbrachial at each side. Ventral disk hemispherical, with six long, 

slender, sharply pointed spines. The posterior oral, or plate bearing the 

middle spine, large and central, the other orals rather small and pushed 

anteriorly. The five radial spines are followed by two small secondary 

radial plates, and in rays with four arms by tertiary ones, which enclose 

an interdistichal. Anus opening out laterally, placed at midway between 

the posterior oral and the arm regions. Column very gradually sloping 

downward, with small cirri at the lower end, one to a joint, and at irregular 

intervals. The nodal joints of the upper portion of the stem are longer and 

considerably wider than those of the lower end ; they project conspicuously 

over the internodal pieces, but gradually decrease in length and width, and 

at 04 cm. from the calyx have the same form and size as the others. The 

last two internodes in one of the specimens both contain seven joints. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper and Lower Burlington limestone, Burling- 

ton, Iowa. : 

Type in the (Worthen) illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. —There can be no doubt that Actinocrinus divaricatus and 

A. decorms, both described by Hall, and afterwards placed by us under 

Dorycrinus, are mere variations of this species, as may be seen by com- 

paring a large number of specimens. The former is a very mature form, 

in which the anterior ray obtained an additional pair of arms; in the latter, 

which came from the Lower Burlington bed, one or both posterior rays have 

but three arm openings, and, as a rule, the spines are shorter. The type 
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specimen of Dorycrinus cornigerus, figured in the Iowa Report, is somewhat 

misleading by having the arm-bearing plates broken. The calyx therein 

appears narrower than it naturally is, and gives no idea of the deep sinuses 

between the arm bases. 

Dorycrinus quinquelobus (H411). 

Plate XLII, Figs. 7, 8, 9. 

1859. <Actinocrinus quinquelobus — Wai; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 15, and N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist., 
: Plate 3.4, Figs. 18, 19, and 20. 

1873. Dorycrinus quinquelobus —Mxrrx and WortHEN; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380. 
1881. Syn. of Doryerinus cornigerus Hauu— W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p.179 (Proceed. 

Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 353). 

A little larger than the preceding species and more robust; the calyx 

somewhat higher, broader at the base; the sides less spreading and con- 

vex; basals produced downward instead of outward ; costals comparatively 

larger ; the plates, as a rule, more conyex, and the suture lines more dis- 

tinct. Dorsal cup pentalobate, as high as the ventral disk, constricted at 

the basi-radial sutures; the spaces between the rays abruptly, depressed, 

and forming deep and broad notches within the arm regions. Surface of 

plates smooth. 

Basals large, broad, the margins of the plates overhanging the top 

of the column, and forming at the bottom a concavity, which is wider 

than the column. Radials once and a half as wide as long, the upper face 

the widest. First costals unusually large, almost two thirds the size of the 

radials, quadrangular ; sides and upper faces convex. Second costals penta- 

gonal, hexagonal, or heptagonal, considerably longer than the first, the upper 

sloping faces rather deeply excavated for the reception of the distichals. 

The posterior rays, and also the anterior one, have but one distichal in 

both divisions, which is short and axillary; its upper faces, like those of 

the costal axillaries, are excavated, supporting a single palmar, which is 

remarkable for its great length, being fully twice as long as wide. The 

antero-lateral rays in which there are no palmars have two distichals, of 

which the first is very short, the second as long as the palmars of the other 

rays. The great length of the arm-bearing plates is one of the best char- 

acters of this species; they bend abruptly outward, are rounded on the 

back, and are separated from each other by deep notches. Arm openings 

arranged in groups of four, two, and four; directed slightly upward. 

| 
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Arms in pairs, bifurcating on a minute axillary, which occupies the same 

face with the proximal arm plate ; they are rounded and composed of rather 

short pieces, of which in the upper portions of the arms every third or 

fourth plate is extended laterally into a small node or short spine. Inter- 

brachials three; the first twice as large as the others, higher than wide, and 

with concave sides; the two of the second row long and narrow. Anal 

area distinctly rounded, forming a low longitudinal ridge, with a deep groove 

at each side. The first anal plate is generally a little narrower than the 

radials, and followed by a vertical row of three or four higher anals, quad- 

rangular in outline, which support a subcircular mammilloid protuberance 

containing the anus. Ventral disk highly convex, somewhat inflated ; the 

posterior oral and the first radial dome plates extended into long, slender 

spines, the former central, and surrounded in mature specimens by about 

eleven convex pieces of nearly equal size, among which the smaller orals, if 

represented at all, cannot be identified. Similar pieces surround the radial 

spines, which enclose secondary radial plates. Anus at midway between the 

central spine and the arm regions; facing laterally. Column moderately 

small, composed near the calyx of narrow and wide pieces alternately 

arranged. 
Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of the Upper Burlington limestone, 

Burlington and Pleasant Grove, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Dorycrinus intermedius (M. and W.). 

Plate XLIV. Fig. 1. 

1868. Dorycrinus quinguelobus, var. intermedius —Mxrx and WortHen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 
p. 346, and Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 385, Plate 10, Fig. 4. 

Intermediate between Dorycrinus quinguelobus and D. mississippiensis, dif- 

fering from the former in its larger size, the more abrupt spreading of the 

dorsal cup, the different form of the basals, and the much greater length of 

its spines; from the latter in having invariably but two arm openings in the 

antero-lateral rays; and from both of them in the enormous size of its 

column. 

Dorsal cup rapidly and uniformly spreading from the bottom of the radi- 

als to the arms; base broadly truncated, slightly projecting, and rounded at 

the lower margin; the interradial spaces moderately depressed at the arm 
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regions, and not so deeply excavated as in some other species of this genus. 

Plates more or less tumid, their surfaces smooth; the suture lines quite dis- 

tinct. Basals large, longer than in D. mississippiensis, but not overhanging 

the column so far as in D. quinquelobus ; the sutures grooved. Radials once 

and a half as wide as long, rather deeply notched at the sides. First costals 

quadrangular, the sides convex ; considerably wider than long. Second cos- 

tals generally heptangular, sometimes hexangular ; the sides rapidly spread- 

ing upwards ; twice as wide as long. They support in the anterior and the 

two posterior rays an axillary distichal, and this from each side a moderately 

long palmar ; the two antero-lateral rays have two rows of two distichals. 

Arm openings four, two, and four, directed outward. Arms in pairs, rather 

short, curving, flattened in the upper portions, and so far as seen, their sides 

without spines. Interbrachials three, the first twice as large as the two upper 

ones, the latter long and narrow, their upper ends rising to near a level with 

the bases of the arms. Posterior interradius as wide again as the others, 

with a low rounded median ridge and a depression at each side. The first 

anal, which is longer than the radials, is followed by three other anals, of 

which the lower one is the largest; all have an interbrachial at each side, 

those of the lower row being as large as the proximal plate in the other 

four interradial spaces; the upper ones narrow, and resting within the de- 

pression at each side of the anal ridge. Ventral disk high, bulging, covered 

with six spines, of which the lateral ones in some specimens reach a length 

of 4em.; they curve downward, and taper gradually to a point. The me- 

dian spine is straighter and somewhat shorter than the others. The anus 

occupies the middle part of a small, subcircular protuberance, composed of 

from six to eight pieces; it opens out laterally, and is placed on a level with 

the lateral spines. Column extremely large, fully twice as thick as that of 

D. mississippiensis although that is a larger species; nodal joints long, 

rounded at the edges, and one third wider than the intervening ones, 

which are quite short. 

Horizon and Locality. — Transition bed between the Upper Burlington 

and the Keokuk beds. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 
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Dorycrinus missouriensis (Suumarp). 

Plate XLII. Fig. 6, and Plate XLV. Figs. 13a, b, c, and 14. 

1855. Actinocrinus missouriensis —SHUMARD; Geol. Surv. of Missouri by Swallow, Part II., p. 190, Plate 
A, Figs. 4a, 4, c. 

1873. Dorycrinus missouriensis —Muex and Wortuxn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380. 

1881. Dorycrinus missouriensis —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p: 179 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. 

Sci. Phila., p. 353). 

Syn. Actinocrinus desideratus Hatt; 1861, Prelim. Descr. of New Paleoz. Foss., p. 2, and Boston 
Journ. of Nat. Hist., p. 353. 

Syn. Dorycrinus desideratus —Menx and Wortnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380. 

A variable species, remarkable for the extravagant development of its 

basal plates. Besides it differs from other species of this genus in the com- 

paratively greater height of the dorsal cup, and the abrupt spreading of the 

distichals and palmars, which stand almost at right angles to the radials and 

costals. Calyx a little longer than wide; the ventral disk from one fifth to 

one fourth shorter than the dorsal cup. Plates thick, from almost flat to 

strongly nodose, the nodes upon the radials transverse and most conspicuous. 

Base extremely large and heavy, spreading abruptly outward; its dia- 

meter in extreme cases equaling the width of the dorsal cup at the arm 

regions, and reaching a depth as much as 15mm.; interbasal sutures gener- 

ally grooved and frequently notched. Radials about as long as wide; the 

sides nearly parallel; subquadrangular in outline; the sloping upper faces 

very short; the upper face concave. Costals very small, both together not 

more than half the size of the radials; their surfaces almost flat; the first 

quadrangular, twice as wide as long; the second one no longer but some- 

what wider, and pentangular. The posterior rays have but one distichal, 

which is quite small and axillary, and gives off from each side a single 

palmar. The antero-lateral rays have two distichals, of which the second is 

twice as long as the first; the anterior ray generally has two distichals to 

the left and one to the right, followed by palmars; but this ray also occa- 

sionally has no palmars, and two distichals in both divisions. The arm- 

bearing plates, whether distichals or palmars, are twice as long as the 

preceding plate. The arms normally consist of fifteen pairs, arranged 

in groups of 4, 2, and 3, with wide and deep interspaces between the 

rays; they are short, rather stout for the genus, and bifurcate on a small 

trigonal axillary, which occupies the same facet with the proximal arm 

plates. Arm joints of medium size, and each fourth piece is produced 
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into a small lateral node. First regular interbrachials large, as wide as 

long, and tuberculous; followed by two smaller elongate, flat pieces which 

rest between the arm bases. Anal plates three, longitudinally arranged ; 

the first as large as, or larger than, the radials; the two others somewhat 

smaller, supporting a subcircular mammillary protuberance, which is com- 

posed of comparatively few large plates, and is pierced by the anus. The 

posterior interradius has only two interbrachial plates, one to each side of 

the second anal. Ventral disk sub-hemispherical, covered with five long, 

slender spines. The posterior oral, which in other species is represented by 

a central spine, is here nodose, and three times as large as the others. In 

rays with four arm openings the spme-bearing plates are followed by two 

double rows of rather large alternate pieces; but in rays with two arms 

they are followed by two single rows, the single as well as the double rows 

enclosing a large subtrigonal interdistichal. Anus directed laterally, and 

placed at midway between the posterior oral and the arm regions. Column 

comparatively small, the facet for its reception deeply depressed, occupying 

in different specimens from one sixth to one tenth the diameter of the basal 

disk. 

Horizon and Locality. —Upper Burlington limestone; Palmyra, Marian 

Co., Mo., and Burlington, Iowa. 

Dorycrinus Roemeri Merk and WortHEN. 

Plate XLV. Figs. 15a, b. 

1868. Merk and WortHen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 346. 
1873. Mex and Worrnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 383, Plate 10, Fig. 3. 
1881. W. and Se.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 180. 

Of the type of D. missouriensis. Calyx a little longer than wide, lobed 

at the arm bases, the dorsal cup obconical, nearly twice as high as the 

ventral disk, gradually spreading to the top of the costals, thence abruptly 

to the arms. Plates heavy, convex to nodose; the suture lines not grooved. 

Basals somewhat expanding downward, truncated and moderately con- 

cave at the bottom, about twice as wide as high; the interbasal sutures 

slightly notched. Radials one third to one half wider than long, thickened 

in the middle into moderately prominent, rather obtuse, transverse nodes. 

Costals convex, quadrangular and pentangular; the first rather large, wider 

than long, the axillary a little wider in proportion. The latter supports 

upon its sloping upper faces in the anterior and both posterior rays an axil- 
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lary distichal, which in turn gives off two palmars, one to each side; while 

in the antero-lateral rays only the face toward the posterior rays bears an 

axillary, the opposite face two distichals, which are frequently anchylosed so 

as to form one large piece. The distichals and palmars are rounded off later- 

ally, and resemble free arm plates. Arm openings directed horizontally, ar- 

ranged in groups of 4, 3, and 4; the interspaces between the arms of the same 

ray narrow and slightly grooved, those between different rays much wider 

and deeply depressed. Structure of arms unknown. Regular interbrachials 

three; the first large, about as wide as high and tuberculous, the two others, 

which are on a level with the arm-bearing plates, small, elongate and flat. 

Posterior interradius very wide; it consists of a longitudinal row of three 

anal plates, of which each succeeding plate is one half larger than that below, 

and four interbrachials, two at each side of the anal series. The upper anal 

plate supports a very conspicuous oval protuberance, which extends promi- 

nently outward, and projects upward frequently beyond the central part 

of the disk, giving to the calyx an asymmetrical aspect. Ventral disk 

depressed hemispherical, crowned with five radial spines; the posterior oral, 

as in the preceding species, being merely convex or conical. The arrange- 

ment of the orals in this species is more symmetrical than usual in this 

genus, although the posterior one is not only larger than the others, but 

pushed in slightly between them. The spines, which are comparatively 

short, taper rapidly, and are succeeded toward the arms by two small second- 

ary radial plates, and each of them by still smaller tertiary plates, which 

enclose a small interambulacral. The anus opens out laterally, and occupies 

the median part of the anal protuberance. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of Upper Burlington limestone ; 

Burlington and Pleasant Grove, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — This species differs from D. missowriensis in the more conical 

‘form of the dorsal cup, in its much narrower base, in the extravagant 

development of its anal area, and in having an additional arm in all three 

anterior rays; all of which are constant characters. 

59 , 
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Dorycrinus subturbinatus (M. and W.). 

Plate XLII. Figs. 10a, b. 

1860. Actinocrinus (Amphoracrinus) subturbinatus — Merk and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Phila., p. 388. 

1866. <Amphoracrinus subturbinatus —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. LIlinois, Vol. IL, p. 212, Plate 15, Figs. 

4a, b. 

1873. Dorycrinus subturbinatus —M. and W.; ibid., Vol. V., p. 380. 
1881. Dorycrinus subturbinatus — W. and Sv.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 179. 

A small species, in the form of the calyx resembling D. mississippiensis. 

Dorsal cup broadly obconical; the sides straight from the column to the 

arm bases, with a shallow depression at the interradial spaces; the rays not 

so distinctly lobed as usual in this genus; plates flat, and devoid of orna- 

mentation or other markings. 

Basals small, forming an obconical cup, rounded at the lower end; the 

column facet narrow, occupying the full width of the lower face. Radials 

a little wider than long, fully twice as wide as both costals together, the 

upper face concave. First costals quadrangular, as wide again as long. 

Second costals wider than the first, generally quadrangular, exceptionally 

hexangular or heptangular. They support in the anterior and posterior 

rays an axillary distichal, and this, in turn, a small palmar from each side; 

while the antero-lateral rays have two distichals and no palmars. Inter- 

brachials one and two; the first large, as wide as long, the two others as 

long but one half narrower. Anal side very wide, a little bulging at the 

arm regions, incurying above, and elevated at the median line. It consists 

of three hexagonal anal plates, the first as large as the radials but somewhat 

longer and narrower; the other two decrease in size upward, and are fol- 

lowed by a number of smaller plates arranged around the anus. The anals 

from the second plate up sustain at each side an interbrachial, the lower 

pair of which being nearly as large as the corresponding single plate of 

the regular sides, the upper ones being much smaller. Ventral disk de- 

pressed-convex, somewhat inflated along the sides, flattened on top. The 

surface is covered with six spines, which are short, coming rapidly to a point. 

The middle spine occupies nearly the centre of the upper face, the lateral 

ones are placed almost vertically to the arm bases. Arrangement of orals 

and radial plates as in the preceding species. Anus at midway between the 

posterior oral and the base of the arms, directed laterally. 
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Horizon and Locality. — In the lower part of the Upper Burlington lime- 

stone, not found above the white crystalline bed, Burlington, Towa. 

Type in the Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Dorycrinus unispinus (H4:1). 

Plate XLV., Fig. 12. 

1861. Actinocrinus unispinus— Hatt; Prelim. Desc. New Crinoids, p. 2, and Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist. 

p- 270. 

1873. Dorycrinus unispinus — MrEK and WORTHEN ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380. 

1881. Dorycrinus unispinus — W. and Sv. ; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 180. 

Syn. Actinocrinus trinodus Hat; 1858, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 575. 

Calyx moderately spreading to the top of the second costals, and thence 

more abruptly to the arms; it is distinctly truncated at the base, and, as 

seen from above or below, somewhat pentalobate at the arm regions. Ven- 

tral disk depressed convex, one fourth to one third shorter than the dorsal 

cup, and crowned by a single large spine. The plates of both hemispheres 

are not ornamented; they are virtually flat, with only the apparent convex- 

ity due to the slight grooving of the suture lines. 

Basals forming a short cup, subcylindrical in outline, often slightly 

spreading to the lower margin, excavated at the bottom enough to enclose 

the two proximal stem joints, and pierced by a small pentangular canal. 

Radials a little wider than long, as large as the two costals together, the 

upper face concave. First costals quadrangular, nearly twice as wide as 

long, upper and lower faces convex. Second costals a little wider and 

longer. Number of arms exceedingly variable, with consequent variation 

in the distribution of the distichals and the presence or absence of palmars. 

The anterior and two posterior rays have either three or four pairs of arms ; 

in the latter case there is but one distichal in both divisions, succeeded by 

2X 2 palmars, but if there are three pairs, the two divisions next the anal 

interradius have no palmars. The two antero-lateral rays rarely have more 

than two pairs of arms, and 2 X 2 distichals. Arm openings directed out- 

ward, arranged in groups; those of the same ray separated from those of 

adjoining rays by a deep depression. Arms incurving, rather stout for the 

genus, flattened in their upper parts and serrated at the edges, but without 

increasing materially in width. Regular interbrachials three, rarely four, 

the upper row on a level with the arm bases. Posterior interradius wider, 

formed at the upper end into a longitudinal ridge with a deep groove at 
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each side, reaching up to the posterior oral. It is composed of a series 

of four to five anal plates, longitudinally arranged ; the first larger than the 

radials ; the second interposed between two interbrachials; the third occupy- 

ing the arm regions; the upper one followed by numerous irregular, small 

pieces, forming a tumor-like inflation which is pierced by the anus. Posterior 

oral central and drawn out into a long, sharp spine, which sometimes exceeds 

in length the height of the calyx. The other orals are somewhat tumid, as 

also the primary radial dome plates ; while the interambulacral plates are 

almost flat. Anus placed at half way between the arm bases and the posterior 

oral, opening out laterally. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa 

(a rare species). i 

Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor. 

Remarks. —“ Actinocrinus” trinodus Hall is an abnormal form of this 

species, the radial dome plates of the two posterior rays, as in the case 
? of “ Actinocrinus”’ tricornis, are produced into spines. In the Revision, 

Part IL, we erroneously placed this form under “ Doryerinus” symmetricus. 

Dorycrinus unicornis (0. and Suvm.). 

Plate XLV. Figs. Sa-e, 9, 10. 

1850. Actinocrinus unicornis— Owen and Suumarp; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. II. (new ser-), 

p- 67, Plate 7, Fig. 12; 1852, U. S. Geol. Surv. Wisc., Iowa and Minn., p. 593, Plate 5.4, 

Figs. 12a, 6. 
1858. Actinocrinus unicornis —Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL, p. 568, Plate 10, Figs. 5a, J, c. 

1873. Dorycrinus unicornis— Meek and Worruen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380, Plate 6, Figs. 

Ne Dy . 

1881. Dorycrinus unicornis— W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 180. 
1890. Dorycrinus unicornis —S. A. Miter; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 241, Fig. 294. 

Syn. Actinocrinus tricornis — Hatt; 1858, Geol. Rep. Towa, Vol. I., Part IT, p. 569. 

Syn. Doryerinus tricornis — WuitF1Etp, 1893, Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. New York, p. 19, Plate 

II., Figs. 6 to 8. 
Syn. Actinocrinus pendens — ati; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 31. 
Syn. Dorycrinus pendens — WurrrretD; 1893, Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, p. 18, Plate 2, 

Fig. 8. 

Syn. Dorycrinus lineatus 8. A. Miter; 1881, Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist. (December), Plate 7, 

Figs. 3, 3a. 

Syn. Dorycrinus inflatus Rowiey and Hare; 1891, Kansas City Scient., p. 114, Plate 3, Fig. 4. 

Calyx spheroidal, broadly truncate at the lower end, moderately spread- 

ing to the top of the costals, thence abruptly to the base of the arms. Ven- 

tral disk almost as high as the dorsal cup, inflated at the posterior side, and 

crowned by a long central spine. Plates of the dorsal cup highly elevated ; 
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those of the radial series formed into conspicuous, angular, transverse nodes, 

the interradial plates into large rounded or pointed tubercles. 

Base small, short, hexangular in outline, slightly notched at the suture 

lines, excavated at the bottom to enclose one or two joints of the column. 

Radials a little wider than long, the length of the lateral margins about equal 

to the width of the upper and lower faces; the upper sloping faces small. 

The nodes of the plates directed obliquely downward, and their extremities 

reaching the level of the lower face of the basals. First costals short, quad- 

rangular, more than twice as wide as long. Second costals a little longer, 

pentangular or subtriangular, their lateral faces short. Distichals larger than 

the costals, there being two in the three anterior rays, which directly support 

the arms. In both posterior rays, the division facing the anal interradius has 

but one distichal, followed by two series of two palmars; while the other 

division has two distichals and no palmars. Arm bases projecting, indented 

at the sides, the interspaces between the rays wider than between their sub- 

divisions, and the space between the posterior rays still wider. Arm facets 

large and lunate, the ambulacral openings facing outward. Arms in twelve 

pairs, long, stout, infolding, rounded at their bases, flattened and wider in the 

upper portions, and composed of two series of moderately short pieces, which 

grow longer upward. Some of these pieces are produced at the outer side 

into small nodes, which higher up in the arms turn into short, quite conspicu- 

ous spines. Near the calyx only every third plate bears a node, but through- 

out the flattened portions of the arms every other plate. Interbrachials three ; 

the two upper ones elongate, resting between the arm regions. The plates 

of the posterior interradius consist of five or six large anal plates longitudi- 

nally arranged, of which the two upper take part in the ventral disk; and 

two interbrachials, one at each side of the second anal. The upper anal 

plate supports a number of small, irregular pieces, forming together a turgid 

elongate area, which near its upper extremity contains the anal opening. 

Plates of the ventral disk highly convex, sometimes conical, covered in well 

preserved specimens by small vermicular granules, except those surrounding 

the anus, which are perfectly smooth and almost flat. Orals large; the pos- 

terior one central, and extended into a long, slender spine. The food 

grooves are covered by three large plates of a first and second order, of 

which sometimes the primary plate in one or both posterior rays is spinous, 

while in most specimens these plates are no more tumid than the three others. 

Approaching the arm openings there are two secondary radial plates, which 
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enclose a large interdistichal. Column composed of large and small joints, 

the larger or nodal joints increasing in width downward, and at 4 cm. from 

the calyx are twice as wide as the intervening pieces; they are also much 

longer and angular at their outer edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

Sedalia, Mo., and Lake Valley, New Mexico. This is one of the most char- 

acteristic species of the lower Burlington division. 

Remarks. — Actinocrinus tricornis and A. pendens, both described by Hall, 

are undoubtedly specifically identical with Dorycrinus unicornis. In the first 

the posterior radial dome plates are extended into spines ; in the second the 

nodes of the radials and first anal plate are “ elongate and subclayate, being 

contracted in the middle, and swelling out at the extremities.’ Among this 

variety also we find specimens with one, two, or three spines upon the ven- 

tral disk, which are comparatively longer in young specimens. In the speci- 

mens from Pike Co., Mo., described by Rowley and Hare as Dorycrinus 

inflatus, the plates of the dorsal cup are less angular than usual in this 

genus. 

AOROCRINUS W. and Spr. (nov. gen.). 

(“Awpos immature, xpivov a lily.) 

The species small. Form of the calyx and arrangement of the plates 

similar to Dorycrinus. As in that genus, the arms are arranged in groups, 

and vary in number among the rays, the anterior ray generally having 

the fewest. The arms are stout and packed closely together, there being 

invariably but one arm from each ambulacral opening in the calyx. The 

ventral disk, as a rule, is shorter than the dorsal cup, the plates are smooth 

or slightly convex, except the posterior oral, which is more or less elevated 

and frequently tuberculiform, but not actually spmous. The ambulacra are 

tegminal, and covered with two rows of small pieces. The anal area is com- 

posed of small plates, generally forming a protuberance or low ridge, which 

slopes downward almost in a straight line from the edges of the posterior 

oral to the first anal plate. The anus is placed near the upper end, and 

faces laterally. 

Distribution. — This genus occurs in America in the Hamilton, Kinder- 

hook, and in both divisions of the Burlington group. It survived to the 

Keokuk group, where it is represented by only a single species. In Europe 

it is possibly represented by “ Actinocrinus” prumiensis Miiller, from the De- 
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vonian of the Eifel, and there is another species at Colle, Spain, at a horizon 

which is generally recognized as Upper Devonian. 

Type of the genus: Aorocrinus immaturus W. and Sp. 

Remarks. —The species for which we propose the genus were referred 

heretofore by us and others to Dorycrinus, except Aorocrinus Cassedayi which 

had been placed under Gennceoerinus. It approaches Doryerinus, differing 

from it, however, in having single arms, and in not having the long spines 

upon which Roemer principally formulated his genus. 

Aorocrinus precedes Dorycrinus in time, and has essentially the character- 

istics of an immature Dorycrinus. The peculiarities of that genus are fore- 

shadowed, but have not acquired their full development. 

Aorocrinus immaturus W. and Se. 

Plate XLV. Figs. 4a, 0. 

1890, Dorycrinus immaturus — W. and Spv.; Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. VIII., p. 175, Plate 16, Fig. 5, and 
Plate 17, Figs. 6 and 17. 

1890. Dorycrinus immaturus —S. A. Mutter; N. Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 240, Fig. 290. 

Below medium size; crown measuring from 30 to 40 mm.; height of 

calyx from 10 to 14, by 10 to 12 wide. Dorsal cup higher than the ventral 

disk, gradually spreading to the arm bases, the sides a little convex. Teg- 

men depressed conical, crowned with a subcentral elongate node or short 

spine. Plates of the dorsal cup moderately convex, their surface more or 

less rugose, the suture lines distinctly grooved. Color of specimens rather 

dark. 

Basals short, somewhat projecting beyond the column, their lower ends 

bending abruptly inward and forming a well defined concavity. Radials 

large, almost as wide as long, the lower margin but slightly convex, the 

upper face concave in the middle and truncated at the outer sides. Cos- 

tals very short, and not much more than half the width of the radials; the 

first quadrangular ; the second pentangular. Distichals 2 X 2, in form re- 

sembling the radials, but only half their size. In some specimens all the 

second distichals are axillary and support palmars, in others those of the 

anterior ray support the arms, which vary in number from eighteen to 

twenty. Arms stout, single, biserial, and arranged in groups, the tips 

incurving and flattened; the interspaces between the rays deeper than 

those between their subdivisions, and in the anal interradius nearly three 
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times as wide. Interbrachials three; the first very large, as wide as high, 

the two upper quite small. They are followed by two still smaller pieces, 

which are on a level with the arm bases, and these by equally small inter- 

ambulacral plates; there being no interdistichals in the dorsal cup, but several 

in the tezmen between the ambulacra. First anal plate much longer than 

the radials, and the largest plate of the dorsal cup. It is followed by three 

or four higher anals, longitudinally arranged, which decrease rapidly in size 

upward, each one having an interbrachial at the sides. There are numerous 

plates above, which form a longitudinal ridge with a deep suleus at each 

side. The anus, which is placed at the upper end of this ridge, opens out 

laterally. Orals a little more convex than any of the other plates of the 

teemen; the posterior one very large, its size equal to that of two of the 

others, and generally extended into a short spine. Food grooves covered by 

a few alternately arranged medium-sized plates, which are more prominent 

than the interambulacrals, especially on approaching the arms. Column com- 

paratively short, gradually tapering, and terminating as a fine thread ; its 

whole length being from 7 to 9 cm. The joints throughout are moderately 

long toy) 
stem distinctly rounded at their margins, and project conspicuously over the 

and increase in length downward. They are in the upper part of the 

younger joints; but at the lower part cylindrical and of equal width, giving 

off toward the end at irregular intervals, and at different sides, rather stout 

and long cirri. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kinderhook group; Le Grand, Marshall Co., 

Towa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Aorocrinus radiatus W. and Sp. 

Plate XLV. Fig. 1. 

1890. Doryerinus radiatus— W. and Sv. ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VII, p. 176, Plate 17, Figs. 5, 5a. 

1890. Dorycrinus radiatus 8. A. Miruer; N. Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 240. 

Resembling the preceding species, but having a different arm formula, and 

radiating ridges upon the plates. From the radials two low, rounded ridges _ 

pass out to the basals, two to adjoining radials and the first anal plate, and 

one to the first interbrachials. The latter plates have nine ridges, two meet- 

ing with those from the radials, the others, which are somewhat smaller, with 

the costals and the interbrachials of the second range. The ridges are well 

a 
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defined next to the margin of the plates, but are indistinct, or disappear 
altogether, in the middle portions. Color of specimens lighter than in the 
last species. The calyx up to the arm regions is obconical, wider than high, 
and a little convex at the sides. 

Basal cup short, projecting laterally, and forming a rim which is slightly 
excavated at the bottom. Radials somewhat shorter than those of Aoro- 
crinus immaturus, the costals proportionally longer. he distichals vary in 
number; in the anterior ray there are 2X2 in the calyx, followed by 
free arm plates; the other rays have two in one division, but only one 
in the other, which is axillary and followed by palmars; exceptionally in 
the posterior rays the first is axillary in both divisions, but generally only 
that next to the anal side. Arms fourteen, rather stout, rounded on the 
back, and quite long ; they are composed of two or three cuneate plates, 
which interlock and are followed by two series of transverse pieces, united 
by parallel sutures. Interbrachials six in three ranges ; the first plate is 
large and extends to the top of the costals. There are three much smaller 
plates in the second range, and two in the third, the latter on a level with 
the arms. Anal area very wide, the first plate as large as the radials, the 
three succeeding plates fully equal in size to the single plate at the four 
regular sides, the middle plate being a little the largest. These plates are 
followed by numerous smaller ones, which take part in the ventral disk. 
Construction of the tegmen and position of the anus unknown. Of the 
column nearly three inches are preserved in one of the specimens; it is de- 
cidedly tapering, the nodal joints high and projecting. So far as observed, 
the stem changes but little its general habitus, As it decreases downward 
in width, the internodal joints retain nearly the same proportions to the 
adjoining nodal ones as close to the calyx. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 
Lypes in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Aorocrinus parvibasis W. and Sp. 

Plate XLV. Figs. 3a, b. 

1890. Dorycrinus parvibasis —W. and Sp.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIII., p. 177, Plate 17, Figs. 7 and 
9, 9a. ° 

1890. Dorycrinus parvibasis —S. A. Mintz; N. Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 240. 

A small species. Calyx oblate-spheroidal, excavated at the bottom. 
Dorsal cup in form of a basin that rests upon the basals and portions of 

60 
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the radials; wider than high, and spreading but little at the sides. Plates 

moderately convex, without ornamentation ; suture lines well defined, with a 

small pit at each angle of the plates. Color of specimens as in A. immaturus. 

Basals forming a disk, which rests within a shallow concavity formed by 

the united radials, and not visible in a side view. Radials large, heptagonal, 

narrow below and wide above, the lower end curving inward. Costals small, 

nearly of equal size. Distichals unevenly distributed among the rays, the 

three anterior rays having from two to three in the calyx, which are fol- 

lowed by free arm plates; the two posterior rays, in the division next to 

the anal side, but one, which is axillary and followed by two fixed palmars; 

the opposite side having three distichals, thus making fourteen arms to the 

species. Arms arranged in groups, the space between the posterior rays 

much the widest; they are quite robust, tapering at the end, rounded, and 

biserial except one or two cuneate pieces at the base. Interbrachials in two 

ranges; the first very large, reaching the top of the costals, and touching the 

distichals, the others small, resting between the distichals. A third range is 

on a level with the arm bases, and followed in four of the areas by four to 

five interambulacrals. Anal area very wide, elevated alone the median line, 

deeply grooved at each side, so as to form from the distichals to the posterior 

oral a longitudinal ridge, which is most prominent in the upper part around 

the anus. First anal plate larger than the radials, longer than wide; the 

second, and the interbrachials at the sides, as large as the corresponding 

- single plate of the other areas; the plates above small and irregular in 

their arrangement. Tegmen depressed convex. Orals large; the posterior 

one extended into a thick, elongate node, and twice as large as the others, 

which are moderately convex. Anal opening directed laterally. The food 

grooves and their branches, respectively, are covered by a single plate. The 

stem apparently was longer than in the two preceding species, and less taper- 

ing. The nodal joints are a little wider than the intervening ones, which 

increase very rapidly in number, there being six to the internode at an inch 

from the calyx, which appears to be the maximum number. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

f 

: 
| 
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Aorocrinus canaliculatus (M. and W.). 

Plate XLV. Figs. 6a, 6. 

1869. Doryerinus canaliculatus —Mernx and Wortuen ; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 166. 

1873. Doryerinus canaliculatus —Mxrrx and Worrnun; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 381, Plate 6, 
Fig. 4. 6 

1881. Dorycrinus canaliculatus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 179 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. 

Sci. Phila., p. 353). 

Calyx below medium size, its height a little less than the width at the 

arm bases, the dorsal cup shorter than the ventral disk; the former with 

broadly truncated bottom and moderately spreading sides; the latter de- 

pressed conical. Plates of the dorsal cup convex, roughened by a peculiar 

shallow pitting, which extends over the entire surface, but is more conspicu- 

ous around the margins of the larger plates, to which it imparts a slightly 

crenate appearance; suture lines deeply canaliculated. The plates of the 

ventral disk are less convex, but also defined by canaliculated sutures, and 

roughened by a pitting like that in the dorsal cup. 

Basals extremely small ; only their outer angles visible in a side view ; 

subhexagonal in outline, with small lateral notches at the sutures; the col- 

umn facet occupying two thirds the depth of the plates. Radials once and 

a half as wide as long, the extreme lower end bending inward to meet the 

basals. First costals quadrangular, fully one half smaller than the radials, 

and about once and a half as wide as long; the second quadrangular and 

somewhat wider and longer. Distichals 2 X 2, as wide as the first costals 

but still shorter. In the posterior rays both upper distichals are axillary, and 

each one supports two palmars; in the anterior ray only the one to the right 

is axillary, the other bears a single arm; the antero-lateral rays have no 

palmars in either division, and but two arms. Arm openings arranged in 

groups with rather wide interspaces, of which that at the anal side is almost 

three times as wide as the others. Arms sixteen, one from each opening ; 

rather heavy and long, incurving, their upper ends flattened and distinctly 

serrated at the outer edges. Pinnules closely packed together; their joints 

but little longer than wide. First interbrachial almost as large as the ra- 

dials ; it is followed by two plates in the second, and two in the third range, 

the latter on a level with the arm bases, and in contact with the interambu- 

lacral pieces. The first anal plate supports three additional anals in a longi- 

tudinal row, which rapidly decrease in size upward, and each one of them is 
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placed between the two interbrachials. The plates of the ventral disk are 

rather small, the posterior oral excepted, which is quite large, tuberculiform, 

and central in position. The anus is placed a little above the arm regions ; it 

is surrounded by numerous small plates, and opens out laterally. The am- 

bulacra apparently are roofed by small covering pieces. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Aorocrinus subaculeatus (H4t1). 

Plate XLV. Figs. 7a, b. 

1858. Actinocrinus subaculeatus —Hat; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 570, Plate 10, Figs. 2a, d. 
1873. Dorycrinus subaculeatus —Menxk and WortuEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 380. 
1881. Doryerinus subaculeatus — W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part I., p. 180(Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 354). 

A small and very rare species. Dorsal cup symmetrically semiglobose ; 

the tegmen abruptly conical, with an acute spiniform plate at the top. 

Plates delicate, flat (their natural curvature excepted) and perfectly smooth ; 

the suture lines obscure. 

Basals in form of an inverted cup, very small, and frequently not visible 

in a side view. Radials almost as long as wide at the upper end, the lower 

end considerably narrower and bending inward. Both costals together equal 

to the size of the radials; the first quadrangular, fully twice as wide as long; 

the second pentangular and wider as well as longer. Distichals 1 X 2; those 

of the posterior rays axillary, and followed by two single very small pal- 

mars. In the antero-lateral rays only that next to the posterior ray is axil- 

lary, the other subquadrangular; the former supporting two small palmars 

and two arms, the latter a single arm. The same structure prevails in the 

anterior ray, in which the distichal to the right supports the two arms. The 
arm-bearing plates somewhat projecting. Arm openings directed laterally, 

arranged in groups, the spaces between the rays depressed, that of the anal 

side deeper and wider. Arms fifteen; their structure not known. The first 

anal plate is longer than the radials and fully as wide ; it supports three large 

plates in the first range, and three much smaller ones in the second. The 

plates above are small and irregularly arranged, forming a flattened area, 

which extends to the posterior oral. The interbrachials of the other areas 

consist of three plates in the dorsal cup, and two between the arms, which 

latter insensibly connect with the interdistichals. The anus is placed half 
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way between the large oral and the arm regions, and opens out laterally. 

Structure of arms and column not known. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — Closely approaching Aorocrinus parvibasis, which has a simi- 

lar base, and resembles it in its general outline; that species, however, has a 

very different arm formula, and the plates of the calyx are distinctly convex. 

Aorocrinus parvus (Suum.). 

Plate XLV. Figs. 11a, b. 

1855. Actinocriaus parvus —SuuMaRD; Rep. Geol. Surv. Missouri by Swallow, Part IT., p. 193, Plate 4, 

Fig. 9. 
1881. Dorycrinus parvus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 179 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 353). 
Syn. Actinocrinus symmetricus —Haty, 1858, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 574, Plate 10, 

Figs. 8a, 6. : 
Syn. Doryerinus amenus—S. A. Mitrer; 1891, Geol. Surv. Missouri by Arthur Winslow, Bull. L., 

p- 35, Plate 4, Figs. 5 and 6. 

A small species. Calyx rotund ; the dorsal cup higher than the ventral 

disk, slightly obconical; the peripheral portions abruptly projecting outward, 

and distinctly lobed; the interspaces between the rays broadly and deeply 

excavated, and there are smaller excavations between their main divisions. 

Plates flat and without markings, except an obscure longitudinal ridge upon 

the costals and distichals. 

Basals rather large, forming a broad, shallow cup with a narrow excava- 

tion at the bottom. Radials very large, almost as long as wide; the trun- 

cated upper faces as wide as the upper face. First costals quadrangular, 

once and a half as wide as long, the second quadrangular, smaller than the 

first. Distichals one or two. All divisions in which palmars are represented 

have but one distichal, but those in which they are wanting have two. The 

anterior ray invariably has but two arms, the two posterior ones from three 

to four, and the antero-lateral rays from two to four, frequently the left 

having more than the right, or vice versa. The number of fixed palmars 

varies from one to two, and large specimens generally have a small inter- 

distichal. Arm openings directed slightly upwards, and arranged in groups 

of two or one. Arms one from each ambulacral opening in the calyx; they 

are short, heavy, biserial; their plates moderately short, and every fourth 

piece extended into a well defined lateral spine. Interbrachials five to seven: 
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1, 2, 2,2; the two upper on a level with the arm bases. Posterior area 

extremely wide, its median line rounded but not ridged. First anal plate 

followed by three large plates, and these by three smaller ones, which sup- 

port numerous others without definite arrangement. The plates of the 

teemen are flat, except the posterior oral, which is slightly convex and 

central in position; the four other orals are pushed anteriorly, and are 

surrounded in large specimens by irregular perisomic plates. In smaller 

specimens, their outer edges abut against a large radial dome plate, from 

which two rows of covering pieces at both sides pass out to the arms. The 

anus is placed half way between the summit and the arm bases, and opens 

out laterally. Column small; composed near the calyx of wide and narrow 

joints. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlmgton limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

and at the same horizon at several localities in Missouri and Illinois. 

Remarks. — The arm formula of this species varies exceedingly. Among 

seventeen specimens there is one with + arms, five with +4 arms (this is 
3 

the arm formula of “ Actinocrinus” symmetricus Hall), six with ©% (as in 

S. A. Miller’s Dorycrinus amenus), one with 4, and four with = arms. As 

a rule, large specimens have more arms than smaller ones, and the specimens 

with ten arms are without exception small. The specimens are identical 

otherwise, and this proves most conclusively that the number of arms, m 

this group at least, cannot be made a specific character unless accompanied 

by other structural differences. Such, however, do not exist in Dorycrinus 

amenus Miller, nor in Actinocrinus symmetricus Hall. 

Aorocrinus spinosulus (Hart). 

Plate XLII. Fig. 4, and Plate XLIV. Figs. Sa, b. 

1859. Actinocrinus spinosulus — Hau; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 52. 
1881. Dorycrinus spinosulus — W. and Se.; Revision Paleocr. Part II., p. 180. 

Syn. Dorycrinus Kelloggi— Wortnen ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VI., p. 518, Plate 29, Fig. 8. 

A small species. Dorsal cup obconical, strongly lobed at the arm regions, 

truncated at the base; ventral disk almost flat and without spines. Plates 

devoid of ornamentation, a little convex, the suture lines grooved. 

Basals large, forming a cylindrical cup, excavated at the bottom. Radials 

very large, longer than wide, the sloping upper faces short. First costals 

hexangular, of more than medium size, one third wider than long. Second 
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costals pentagonal, a little larger than the first, their sloping upper faces in 

all the rays supporting an axillary distichal, and this two small palmars, 

which among themselves, and with the two of the opposite side of the ray, 

are in contact laterally. Arm openings small, four to the ray ; arms simple, 

very short and delicate. Interradial spaces wide and deeply depressed 

between the free rays. Regular interbrachials 1, 2, 3, decreasing in size 

upward; the first not larger than the first costals; the two of the second 

row somewhat smaller; those of the third narrow, occupying the depressions 

between the rays. The interbrachials are followed by three or four minute 

interambulacral pieces which meet the orals. Anal interradius extremely 

wide, the interspace at the arm bases twice that of the other rays, There is 

a vertical row of four anal plates, followed by a number of irregular pieces, 

which form an almost flat area and enclose the anal opening. At each side 

of the second anal plate there is a good sized interbrachial, and to each side 

of the second are two smaller pieces. Orals large, occupying fully one half 

the surface of the disk; they are convex, sometimes conical but not spin- 

ous; the posterior one is a little larger than the four others and pushed in 

between them, but, as a rule, the orals of this species are more symmetri- 

cally arranged and proportionally larger than usual in this genus. The 

primary radial dome plates resemble the orals in form and size, and occupy 

the outer end of the lobes. Anal opening directed laterally, and placed 

almost on a level with the arm bases. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group, Keokuk, Towa, and Nauvoo, Ills. 

Type in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — We regard Dorycrinus Kelloggi Worthen as identical with this 

species, from which it was said to differ in the number of arms. That species 

was described as having but three arms in one of the antero-lateral rays, 

a structure which clearly indicates an irregular development of the rays. 

Aorocrinus spinosulus is closely related to A. parvus Shum. from the 

Burlington group, and its structure indicates that it is a descendant of 

that species, but sufficiently differentiated to be ranked as a good variety, 

if not as a full species. 
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Aorocrinus elegans (S. A. Mizrer). 

Plate XXXIV. Figs. 17a, b. 

1892. Doryerinus elegans—S8. A. Mitten; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 17, Plate 3, 
Figs. 4 and 5. 

A moderately small species, calyx obconoidal, as wide as high, the base 

truncated, the sides almost straight, and not grooved between the rays, 

except the anal side which has a depression at the arm regions. The 

plates slightly convex but without ornamentation ; the suture lines some- 

what channeled. 

Basal cup rather high, subcylindrical, the interbasal sutures slightly 

notched at the bottom; the column facet deeply depressed, and occupying 

half the diameter of the cup at the lower end. Radials a little spreading, 

larger than both costals together, and generally as long as wide, their lateral 

faces longer than the upper. Costals small, variable in form and size, some of 

them quite narrow and almost as long as wide, others almost twice as wide as 

long; the first quadrangular, the second pentangular, hexangular or heptan- 

gular, owing to the height of the adjoining first interbrachial. Distichals two, 

as large as the costals and of similar form. Palmars but one row in the 

calyx. Arms four to the ray; their structure not observed, but they evi- 

dently were simple, to judge from the arm openings. Regular interbrachi- 

als three ; the first rather large, and about as high as wide; the two of the 

second row less than half the size of the first, and one of them generally 

a little larger than the other, both separated from the plates of the disk 

by the palmars, which meet above. Anal plate of the size of the radials; 

followed by three plates, which are almost as large as the first interbrachial 

of the regular sides. There are three smaller plates in the third row, and 

these are succeeded by a very large elongate plate, which forms the bottom 

of the depression at the arm regions. Ventral disk very slightly convex, 

almost flat, and composed of but few large plates. The orals decidedly 

asymmetrical in their arrangement, the two postero-lateral ones forming 

a straight line with the posterior one; they are very large and occupy 

almost one half of the disk. The ambulacra represented by one large plate, 

followed by two somewhat smaller ones of a secondary order. The inter- 

ambulacral plates consist of only two very narrow, elongate pieces. Anus 

subcentral, in close proximity to the posterior oral, directed upwards, and 

placed in the centre of a short protuberance. 
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Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, near Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. F. A. Sampson, Sedalia. 

Remarks. — The obconical form of the cup, and the almost flat disk, are 

the leading characters of this species, in which it approaches A. spinosulus 

Hall. However, the calyx of that species is deeply grooved at all sides, and 

the rays are separated by numerous interbrachial plates which pass up to 

the plates of the disk. 

Aorocrinus helice (Har). 

Plate XLV. Figs. 2 and 8. 

1864. Actinocrinus helice— Watt; 17th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 53. 
1878. Actinocrinus helice— Hatt; Geol. Surv. Ohio, Paleont., Vol. II., p. 163, Plate 11, Figs. 5 to 8. 

1881. Agaricocrinus helice —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 112 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila. p. 286). 

Syn. Actinocrinus helice, var. eris Haut; Geol. Surv. Ohio, Paleont., Vol. IL., p. 164, Plate 11, 

Figs. 9 to 10. 

Syn. Ayaricocrinus eris — W. and Sp.; 1881, Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 112. 

Approaching in the form of the calyx, and the stoutness of its arms, 

some of the aberrant smaller forms of Agaricocrinus. Calyx wider than 

high, the summit crowned with an elongate node or short spine. Dorsal cup 

short, rapidly spreading to the arm bases, rounded at the bottom, the lower 

margins of the radials bending inward and taking part in the truncation at 

the bottom. Surface of plates nodose, the radial ones transversely angular, 

the interradial ones with obscure radiating ridges along the margins. 

Basals small, arranged almost horizontally ; only small portions of them 

being exposed in a side view; the interbasal sutures deeply channeled at 

the lower end. Radials large, rapidly spreading upwards; the upper face 

slightly notched at the sides. First and second costals together smaller 

than the radials; the first quadrangular, the second pentangular. Distichals 

short, consisting in the anterior ray of three rows of plates in the calyx, of 

which those of the first row are somewhat larger than the two of the suc- 

ceeding ones, the latter being as short as the free brachials above, and like 

them rounded on the back. In the posterior rays both first distichals are 

axillary, and support from each side two short fixed palmars. In the two 

antero-lateral rays normally the distichals next to the posterior rays are 

axillary and support palmars, the others are followed by other distichals ; 

it occurs, however, also that none of them are axillary or both of them; the 

number of arms thus varying from twelve to sixteen. Arms rounded on 
61 
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the back, very stout, widest at midway, somewhat tapering at both ends, the 

tips infolding. The free arm plates are elevated in the centre, and produced 

into transverse angular ridges, which in the upper part of the arm are broken 

into nodes. There is but a single interbrachial at the regular sides; the 

anal side has two, which enclose a second anal. The first anal is a little 

longer than the radials. The exact arrangement of the plates in the tegmen 

cannot be accurately ascertained from any of the specimens. Column com- 

paratively strong; the nodal joints a little highest and widest, and rounded 

at their edges. 

Forizon and Locality.— Waverly sandstone; Richfield, Summit Co., and 

Royalton, Cuyahoga Co., Ohio. (Fig. 2 is made after Hall, Fig. 5 drawn from 

a gutta percha cast made in a natural mould.) 

Aorocrinus concavus (Meex and WorrHEn). 

Plate XLII. Figs. 13a, b, ¢. 

1861. Actinocrinus (Amphoracrinus) concavus — MurK and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 
9 

1865. Pe een (Spherocrinus) concavus —M. and W.; ibid., p. 154. 
1865. Actinocrinus (Celocrinus) concavus—M. and W.; ibid., p. 278. 

1866. Celocrinus concavus—M. and W; Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. IL., p. 215, Plate 15, Figs. 10a, 4, c. 

1881. Dorycrinus concavus —W. and Spv.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 179 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 353). 

A small species. Calyx subglobose, wider than high; the ventral disk 

almost flat. The sides of the dorsal cup rise nearly vertically from the 

middle of the radials to the arm regions; the lower half curving abruptly 

inward, and forming with the basals the bottom of the cup. The plates are 

nearly flat and devoid of ornamentation. 

Basals small, spreading almost horizontally, and forming a shallow in-. 

verted basin, which is slightly notched at the sutures. Radials extremely 

large, fully twice the size of both costals together. Costals very small, quad- 

rangular and pentangular. Distichals 1 X 2, supporting the arms, except in 

the posterior rays, in which the divisions next to the anal area support pal- 

mars, and there are three arms to the ray in place of two in the others. Arm 

openings small, directed outward; the structure of the arms not known. 

The interbrachials consist of one large plate and two smaller ones, the latter 

being on a level with the arm bases. First anal larger than the radials ; 

followed by three rows of three plates each, which decrease in size upwards, 

and connect with the anal opening. Tegmen very short, a little depressed 
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at the anal side, and composed of but few, rather large pieces, among which 

the orals are well defined. ‘The posterior oral is central, larger than the 

surrounding ones, and more convex. The anus opens out obliquely upwards. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — This species is readily distinguished from allied forms by the 

concavity of the basals, the curvature and extremely large size of the radials, 

the vertical position of the fixed brachials, and the flatness of the tegmen. 

It was at first referred by Meek and Worthen to Amphoracrinus, but they 

afterwards regarded it as the type of a new genus, for which they proposed 

the name Spherocrinus, which, being preoccupied by Roemer, was changed 

into Celocrinus. 

Aorocrinus Cassedayi (Lyon). 

Plate XLII. Figs. 11a, 6, and 12. 

1860. Actinocrinus Cassedayi — Lyon ; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 410, Plate 4, Figs 3, 3a. 

1881. Genneocrinus Cassedayi —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 161. 

(2) Syn. Actinocrinus cauliculus —Haui; 15th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 132. 

(2?) Syn. Actinocrinus calypso — Hatx; ibid., p. 133. 

Calyx small, width across the arm bases slightly exceeding the height, 

broad at the bottom, constricted at the basi-radial sutures; the interradial 

spaces deeply indented at the arm regions, especially at the anal side, which 

gives to the distichals and palmars the appearance of arm plates. Plates of 

the dorsal cup strongly convex, the surface covered with radiating ridges, 

which enter only the margin of the plates. 

Basals large, short, forming a broad rim with sharp marginal edges, which 

are notched at the sutures; the lower face a little concave, and the median 

part somewhat excavated for the reception of the column. Radials com- 

paratively large, but smaller than the basals; wider than long. First costals 

about half the size of the radials ; the second generally smaller than the first. 

Distichals 2 X 10, the upper axillary and followed by two rows of palmars ; 

the latter, as well as the distichals, curved like arm plates, and projecting con- 

spicuously over the interradial spaces. Arms twenty, four to each ray. In- 

terbrachials four to six; two in the second row, two or three in the third, and 

two between the arms, the latter connecting with the interambulacral pieces. 

Anal interradius considerably wider; the first anal followed by three plates, 

all somewhat smaller than the first interbrachial of the other sides; and these 

by a large number of minute, irregular pieces, forming a rounded, almost 
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vertical ridge, which extends above the arm regions, enclosing the anal 

opening, which is directed laterally. Interdistichal spaces deeply grooved, 

and occupied by a single minute piece. Ventral disk low, slightly convex, 

pentangular in outline. The ambulacra are tegminal and raised above the 

general level of the disk ; the food grooves covered by two rows of compara- 

tively stout pieces with a large nodose plate above each bifurcation. Pos- 

terior oral proportionally large, extended into an elongate node; the four 

others barely convex. Column small; the axial canal minute. 

Forizon and Locality.— Hamilton group; Louisville, Ky., Clark Co., 

Ind., and Alpina, Mich. 

Types in the Knapp collection at New Providence, Ind. 

Remarks. — From Hall’s descriptions it seems to us probable that his 

Actinocrinus cauliculus, A. precursor, A. pocillum, and A. calypso, from the 

Hamilton group of the State of New York, are all or in part identical with 

this species. As neither one of them is figured, and the types in the State 

Museum of Albany are not accessible to us, we are unable to make the neces- 

sary comparison. In 1881 we erroneously placed this species under Genneo- 

crinus. A subsequent comparison with the types shows clearly that it has 

essentially the characteristics of Aorocrinus. 

BARRANDEOCRINUS Avnceniy. 

Plate VIIL. Fig. 1. 

1878. AncEti; Iconogr. Crin. Suec., p. 7. 

1885. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 125. 

The calyx in perfect specimens is invisible, being completely enveloped 

by the arms and pinnules, which hang down over it ; and the specimens, when 

all the arms are in place, have a superficial resemblance to a Blastoid. The 

calyx is composed of comparatively few plates, and resembles Doryerinus in 

the form of the dorsal cup, from which it differs essentially in the structure 

of tegmen and arms. 

Basals three, large. Radials quite irregular in outline; the posterior 

ones pentangular, the anterior one hexagonal, and the remaining two hep- 

tagonal. Costals two, the axillary very small, subtriangular, its upper angle 

sharply pointed. Distichals apparently but one in the calyx. Arms ten, 

very heavy, biserial, folding outward and recumbent over the calyx, cover- 

ing the latter completely, and leaving of the arms only the pinnules exposed 
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at the outer surface. The pinnules form a longitudinal roll alone the sides 

of each arm; they are closely packed, and their ends infold over the food 

vrooves from the sides. In the fossil state the dorsal surfaces of the pin- 

nules are exposed to view, but in the living crinoid they evidently were 

capable of straightening out to expose their ventral surfaces, and to open the 

food groves of the arms to the water. The pinnules are composed of very 

deep, elongate joints; they are contiguous at their proximal ends, and so 

regularly arranged that it appears as if they might have been connected 

laterally for a part of their length, only the upper parts being movable. In- 

terbrachials one; large ; followed by two smaller ones, which meet with the 

plates of the disk. The anal plate rests upon two basals; it is nine-sided, and 

succeeded by three and two plates. Of the construction of the tegmen very 

little is known, it being generally concealed by the lower pinnules; but 

from appearances it was composed of large, subspinous orals, asymmetrically 

arranged, which alternated with five similar plates evidently representing 

radial dome plates. Anus excentric, opening directly through the disk. 

Column stout, circular. 

Distribution. — Restricted to the Upper Silurian, and hitherto recognized 

only in Gotland, Sweden. 

Type of the genus: Barrandeocrinus sceptrum Angelin. 

Remarks. — Through the kindness of Dr. G. Lindstrém and the great skill 

and intelligence of Mr. Liljevall, we were enabled to procure a series of draw- 

ings made from specimens in the National Museum at Stockholm, by means 

of which the details of structure of this extraordinary Crinoid are shown very 

completely. (Plate VIII., Fig 1.) Although superficially presenting unique 

characters, it is a true Batocrinoid, and we find no necessity of recognizing 

for this genus a distinct family. The recumbent arm feature is found among 

the Hexacrinide, and also in one species of the Acrocrinidz, in which it is 

as marked a character as in Barrandeocrinus, but in Acrocrinus and the other 

forms with recumbent arms — except Barrandeocrinus —the pinnules are 

stretched out, and their ventral surfaces are exposed instead of being folded 

over the ventral surface of the arm. 

Our generic description was made to agree with the Swedish form, and 

may have to be slightly modified should additional species be discovered 

hereafter. It is possible that the specimen figured and described by S. A. 

Miller in the 18th Report of the Indiana Geological Survey, p. 31, Plate 5, 

Figs. 13 and 14, under Cylicocrinus canaliculatus may belong to this genus. 
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We have not seen the type specimens, and neither Miller’s figures nor his 

description enable us to make a satisfactory comparison. If it should prove 

to be the type of a new genus, the proposed name Cylicocrinus cannot be 

used for that form, as it was preoccupied in 1855 by Joh. Miiller for a 

Devonian genus. Miiller made the name “ Culicocrinus,” which has the same 

derivation as Cylicocrinus. 

AGARICOCRINUS (Troosr) Hatt. 

1850. Troost; List. Crin. Tenn. (Proceed. Amer. Ass. Adv. Sci.), p. 60. 

1858. Hau (Subgenus of Actinocrinus); Geol. Rep. lowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 560. 

1861. Harn (Subgenus of Amphoracrinus); Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL, p. 280. 
1866. Merx and WortHen (Subgenus of Actinocrinus); Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 210. 

1873. Mxrex and WortHEN (Subgenus of Amphoracrinus) ; ibid., Vol. V., p. 499. 

1879. Zrrret (Subgenus of Amphoracrinus) ; Handb. der Paleont., Vol. I., p. 371. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palxocr., Part II., p. 109 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 283). 

Calyx conical or depressed globose; the lower face concave, flat or 

broadly convex. Basals three, small, arranged horizontally, and forming 

a hexagon, which is partly covered by the column. Radials rather small. 

First costals quadrangular, rarely hexangular; the second pentangular or 

hexangular according to the height of the mterbrachials. Size of the second 

costals and first distichals extremely variable, sometimes the former being the 

largest plates of the calyx, and sometimes the latter. Arms two to four to the 

ray; the arm facets of the same ray contiguous, but each arm having a sep- 

arate ambulacral opening; the arm bases of adjoining rays separated by 

interbrachials. The earlier species have two arms to the ray, but most of the 

later ones three—some of them four —in the posterior rays, and two in the 

others. When there are but two arms, the first distichals are followed by 

a moderately short, somewhat cuneate second plate, which bends inward 

like an arm plate, and this again by two rows of short, heavy arm plates, of 

which the proximal one, and frequently those of the two succeeding rows, 

are in contact with their fellows of adjoining arms. The arm plates inter- 

lock with those of the opposite row, and the inner ones with the proximal 

distichals, which are also alternately arranged among themselves. Arms 

long and ponderous, heaviest at their bases, whence they taper gradually to 

the tips. Interbrachials three or more; in size as variable as the costals and 

distichals, but all of them narrow and long. In some species the first plate 

rises almost to a level with the arm bases, in others only to the middle of 

the first costals, and in this case the two plates of the second range are 
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extremely long. First anal considerably longer than the radials, and much 

narrower at the upper end; it supports an elongate second anal, and at each 

side a large interbrachial; the succeeding plates are much smaller, and form 

a more or less protuberant area, which extends to the posterior oral, and 

contains the anus, which opens out laterally. Ventral disk conical or hemi- 

spherical, the interradial spaces somewhat depressed. Oral plates large and 

prominent; the posterior one larger than the other four, and central, either 

in contact with the latter, or separated from them by small perisomic plates. 

The food grooves covered by superimposed interambulacrals, and toward the 

margin of the tegmen by one or more large radial plates. Column long, 

composed of large and smaller pieces; the axial canal rather small and 

pentalobate. 

Distribution. — Known only from the Mississippi Valley, where it occurs 

in both Burlington beds, and also in the Keokuk group. 

Type of the genus: Agaricocrinus americanus. 

Remarks. —This genus is most remarkable for the depression of the 

dorsal cup, of which in the typical form only the arm facets and portions 

of the interbrachials can be seen in a side view, the lower parts being flat or 

more or less concave. Another good character is furnished by the distichals, 

which, taking the form of arm plates, curve inward and interlock with one 

another; and last but not least, by the ponderous, gradually tapering, 

biserial arms, and the elongate form of the interbrachials. In all of these 

Agaricocrinus differs essentially from Aorecrinus and Dorycrinus, with which 

it has certain affinities. It has been most frequently confounded with 

Amphoracrinus, to which in some species it has a superficial resemblance in 

the form of the calyx; but the arm structure and position of the anus in the 

two genera are different, and, in the typical forms, Amphoracrinus has only 

two plates in the row above the anal plate. For specific separation we 

rely upon the variations in the proportions of the interbrachial plates, and 

the form and size of the costals and distichals, as the best distinctive char- 

acters. The number and distribution of the arms, the form of the anal area, 

and the condition of the oral plates, are also important. 
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Agaricocrinus Americanus (Rormer). 

Plate XLII. Figs. 1, 2a, b. 

1855. Amphoracrinus americanus —Rormer; Lethea Geogn. (Ausg. 3), p. 250, Plate IV., Figs. 15a, 4. 

1865. Agaricocrinus americanus —Suvmarp; Trans. Acad. Sci., St. Louis, Vol. II., p. 351. : 

1881. Ayaricocrinus americanus — W. and Sv.; Revision Paleoer., Part IL. p. 111. 

(Not Amphoracrinus americanus QuensteD?, Handb. der Petrefactenkunde [Aufl. 3], p. 957, Plate 77, 
Fig. 7,= Agaricocrinus Wortheni Hall.) 

Syn. Agaricocrinus dissimilis S. A. Mizuyn; Adv. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Survey Indiana, p. 55, 
Plate 8, Fig, 11. 

Calyx hemispherical, more or less deeply excavated at the bottom. The 

upper half of the interbrachials and the arm facets are the only parts of the 

dorsal cup visible from a side view; the basals, radials, and costals occupy 

the basal concavity, and the distichals and palmars stand more or less at 

right angles to the vertical axis of the calyx. All plates of the dorsal cup 

show a slight tendency to become convex, and the suture lines are moder- 

ately distinct. 

Basals very small, and covered completely by the upper stem joint. 

Radials small, very little larger than the first costals; their extreme lower 

edges bending abruptly inward to form the concave base. First costals 

quadrangular with convex sides. Second costals and first distichals larger 

than the radials, and their surface generally somewhat more convex than 

that of the plates below. The first distichal of the three anterior rays, in 

which there are two arms, is followed by a cuneate second, which interlocks 

with the first, and with the three lower arm plates of the inner rows. In 

the two posterior rays, which have three arms — exceptionally four — the 

divisions next to the anal side have but one distichal and two palmars. 

Arms heavy at the base, but tapering all the way up to the tips, where they 

end in a sharp point. They are composed of two rows of short joints, with 

slightly convex outer faces, which give off rather stout and long pinnules. 

Interradial spaces somewhat depressed at the arm bases; the anal side very 

much the widest. First anal plate longer than the radials, and longer than 

wide; it is followed by a second anal and two interbrachials, one at each 

side, the latter rising almost to a level with the arm bases, and beyond the 

upper end of the second anal. The next row generally consists of two short 

plates, which are succeeded by numerous small, irregularly arranged, convex 

pieces, which form a large, abruptly protruding lateral anal protuberance, 

with the opening in the middle. First interbrachial of the regular sides 

3 
C 
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narrow and very long, curving abruptly from the basal concavity to the 

upper edge of the dorsal cup, then tapering and rising somewhat beyond 

the second interbrachials which lie at both sides of it; the latter forming 

extremely narrow strips, which rest against the curved up lateral faces of the 

second distichals. Ventral disk subpyramidal, the interradial spaces sliglitly 

depressed; plates highly convex, except the interambulacral pieces, which are 

almost flat and considerably smaller. Surface of the plates finely granulose. 

The posterior oral, which is as large as any two of the others, and slightly 

excentric in position, is surrounded by eight plates: viz., the four smaller 

orals, two large anal pieces, and two radial dome plates of almost the 

same size as the orals. Near the periphery there is over each ray another 

large radial plate, and over the posterior ray toward the anal side a second 

smaller one, which is wanting in the rays with two arms. ~ The interam- 

bulacrals consist of five to six pieces, and two other plates overlie the 

ambulacra. _Column comparatively narrow; the nodal joints slightly wider, 

with convex outer faces. 

Forizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; White’s creek, near Nashville, 

Tenn., and Pilot Knob, near Louisville, Ky. 

Type in the Mineralogical Museum at Breslau. 

Remarks. — This species is remarkable for the extreme length of its first 

interbrachial pieces, rising as they do to the top of the dorsal cup, and the 

great tumidity of the anal area, which, together with the form of the calyx, 

distinguishes it readily from the other species. 

In 1878* we placed Agaricocrinus bullatus Hall, A. excavatus Hall, and 

A. nodosus Meek and Worthen as synonyms under this species. Since then 

we obtained a large number of additional specimens, especially from the 

typical locality, which show that these forms can be specifically separated. 

Agaricocrinus Americanus, var. tuberosus (Hatz) W. and Sp. 

Plate XL. Fig. 6, and Plate XLII. Fig. 4. 

1850. Troost; List of Crin. Tenn. (Proceed. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Cambr. Meet., p. 60). 
1850. Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 617, Plate 16, Figs. 2a, 4, c. 

The specimens for which we propose this variety have been generally 

regarded as synonymous with A. americanus. A comparison, however, of 

* Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 240. 

62 
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authentic specimens from White’s creek near Nashville, Tenn., Roemer’s 

typical locality, with those from Iowa and Illinois, which Hall described 

and figured as Agaricocrinus tuberosus, shows that the latter are sufficiently 

distinct to be recognized at least as a variety. The two forms resemble each 

other in their general outlines, but the lower face of the calyx in the Iowa 

specimens is considerably more concave; their first interbrachials shorter 

and not visible in a side view, or but very slightly ; the plates of the dorsal 

cup are somewhat more convex, and the anal area is less tumid, and not so 

abruptly protruding as in the typical form of A. americanus. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group, Keokuk, Iowa, and at Hamilton, 

Nauvoo, and Niota, Ills. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Agaricocrinus Wortheni Hatt. 

Plate XX XIX. Fig. 9, and Plate XL. Figs. 5a, b, c, d. 

1858. Hatz; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 619, Plate 16, Fig. 1. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 118 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 287). 

A large species. Calyx depressed pyramidal, pentagonal as seen from 

above or below, the anal side broadly and deeply excavated, and the posterior 

rays distinctly lobed. The plates of the dorsal cup to the middle of the 

second costals placed within a deep concavity, which contains not only the 

basals, radials and first costals, but the whole of the first interbrachials and 

parts of the second. All succeeding plates of the dorsal cup are stretched 

out almost horizontally, and only the arm facets and the third row of inter- 

brachials are visible in a side view. The plates within the concavity are 

perfectly flat; while all radial plates from the second costals up are more or 

less convex. 

Basals slightly projecting beyond the column. Radials nearly as long as 

wide. ‘The first costals fully as large, or even larger than the radials; hex- 

agonal, their upper angles truncated by the second interbrachials. Second 

costals about twice as large as the first; wider, but not as long. First dis- 

tichals almost as large as the upper costals, their width much greater. The 

second distichals, when represented, are wider than the first, but half their 

length. The posterior rays, which have three or four arms, have but one 

distichal in one or both divisions, which supports on each side a rather large 

palmar, and this, which is formed like an axillary, is followed by the two 

rows of arm plates. Arms twelve to fourteen, long, stout, tapering; com- 
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posed of two series of ninety or more joints to each series. Interbrachials: 

1, 2, 3; the first very short and small for the genus, not rising to the full 

height of the first costals; the two of the second row twice as long as the 

first and very narrow; the plates of the third range quite variable in form 

and size, and partly interambulacral. First anal plate larger than the radials, 

and longer than wide; deeply truncated at the upper angles for the support 

of two large, elongate interbrachials, which enclose a narrow second anal, 

There are four to five plates in the next range, which are followed by nume- 

rous small, irregular pieces, forming a flattened area containing the anus, 

which is directed obliquely upwards; the plates of this area grow smaller as 

they approach the anus, which is located midway between the posterior oral 

and arm regions, and opens out laterally. Ventral disk depressed conical; 

the orals and radial dome plates large and covered with heavy rounded 

nodes, which extend over the whole surface of the plates; the intervening 

pieces are comparatively small and but slightly convex. Posterior oral 

extremely large, and separated by small perisomic plates from the other 

four, and similar plates are interposed between the latter, so each oral is 

isolated. There is one large radial dome plate over each anterior ray, and 

two over each posterior one, the second plate being placed above the division 

with two arms. The interambulacral plates are quite numerous, and cover 

over the origin of the ambulacra. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of the Keokuk group; Keokuk, 

Towa, and Hamilton, Ills. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Ftemarks. —This species is readily distinguished from A. americanus by 

its larger size, the hexangular form of the first costals, the different arrange- 

ment of the interbrachial pieces, the isolated condition of the orals, and the 

flatness of the anal area. 

Agaricocrinus excavatus Hatt. 

Plate XX XIX. Figs. 3, 4, 5. 

1861. <Agaricocrinus excavatus — Hau; Prelim. Deser. New Spee. Crin., p. 3. 

1861. Agaricocrinus (Amphoracrinus) excavatus— Hat; Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist. Vol. VIL, p. 282. 
1877. Amphoracrinus excavatus—S. A. MruvEer; Catal. Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 70. 

1893. <Agaricocrinus excavatus —WuitFIELD; Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 1893, Vol. 1., p. 26, Plate 2, 

Figs. 14, 16. 

Smaller than the two preceding species. Calyx pyramidal, a little wider 

than high; the radial portions projecting outward and downward so as to 
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produce depressions at the interradial spaces. Bottom of the dorsal cup 

deeply excavated to the middle of the second costals, the distichals thus 

forming the base upon which the calyx rests. All plates within the con- 

cavity are flat; while the distichals are more or less convex, and sometimes 

covered with indistinct transverse angularities. 

Basals small, more deeply depressed than the surrounding plates, and 

hidden from view by the column ; the axial canal moderately small and pent- 

angular. Radials more than twice as wide toward the upper end than at the 

lower; the lower margins inflected to form the basal concavity. First costals 

one half wider than long, the upper face wider than the lower; they are 

quadrangular in outline, although frequently one or both upper angles are 

slightly truncated by the second interbrachials. Second costals as large as 

the radials or larger, six to eight-sided. Distichals 2 X 2, twice as long 

as the arm plates, interlocking with their fellows of the opposite division, 

and with the arm plates to the third row. Arms two to the ray, long, 

very heavy in the lower portions, but gradually tapering until quite thin 

toward the extremities. Interbrachials three ; the first comparatively short, 

often not reaching the top of the first costals; the two succeeding ones un- 

usually long and extremely narrow, rising from within the basal concavity to 

a level with the arm bases; these plates support three elongate, moderately 

large interambulacrals, which are followed by six to eight smaller ones. First 

anal higher than the brachials; supporting on its sloping upper sides two 

rather large interbrachials, and on the middle face an elongate anal piece ; 

the next row generally consists of four plates, which rise to the height of 

the arm bases. Ventral disk depressed pyramidal in its anterior aspect, the 

posterior side greatly protruding outward and upward, and formed into a 

large anal process, which rises beyond the top of the posterior oral, and from 

4 to 6 mm. above the plane of the ventral disk. It is narrower at the base 

than at the upper end, and somewhat depressed around the anus, which 

opens obliquely upwards. Orals and radial dome plates large and tuber- 

culous ; the former in contact laterally; the latter separated from one an- 

other, and from the orals, by small perisomic plates. Column small for the 

size of the species. 

Horizon and Locality.—Uppermost part of the Upper Burlington lime- 

stone; Burlington, Augusta, and Pleasant Grove, Iowa. 

Remarks. — This species is readily distinguished from A. americanus by 

the very different size, form, and arrangement of its interbrachial plates, 
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and the more extravagant form of the anal protuberance. A. Wortheni is a 

much larger species, and its anal area throughout is perfectly flat. 

Agaricocrinus nodosus Merk and WorrHen, 

Plate XLII. Fig. 9. 

1869. Merex and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 167. 
1873. Merk and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 397, Plate 10, Figs. 7a, 0. 

Closely resembling A. ercavatus, and perhaps a mere variety of that 

species. It agrees with it in the general form of the calyx, the convexity 

of the dorsal cup, and the form and arrangement of the basals and radials; 

the first costals, however, are somewhat shorter, and always quadrangular 

owing to the greater length of the first interbrachials; while the second cos- 

tals for the same reason are generally octagonal. The latter plates, like the 

first interbrachials, are larger, and their upper portions, which do not take 

part in the basal concavity, are strongly convex or even nodose. Also the 

first distichals, which next to the axillary costals constitute the largest plates 

of the calyx, are decidedly convex, and so to some extent are the inter- 

brachials of the second row, which are narrow and rise to a level with the 

arm bases. Second distichals small and cuneate, not extending out to the 

full width of the first, the outer ends being occupied by the succeeding arm 

plate, which meets it from the opposide side. The posterior rays have 

toward the anal side but one distichal, which is axillary, and supports 

from each side a palmar. Arms twelve, not quite as stout as in A. exca- 

vatus, and the anal process less protuberant. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of the Upper Burlington limestone, 

Pleasant Grove, Des Moines Co., Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — This and the preceding species were placed by us in Part II. 

of the Revision (p. 112) with Agaricocrinus americanus. with which they both 

haye close affinities. 

Agaricocrinus bullatus Hatt. 

Plate XLI. Figs. 2a, 6, ¢, d. 

1858. Har; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 562, Plate 9, Figs. 1a, 3. 

Syn. Agaricocrinus pentagonus —Hatt, 1860; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 57; and Whitfield, 
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, 1893, Vol. I., p. 25, Plate 2, Figs. 17, 18. 

Of medium size. Calyx depressed pyramidal, distinctly pentangular 

below the arm bases, and rather deeply concave at the bottom. The con- 
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cavity is formed by the basals, radials, and the lower portions of the first 

interbrachials, which are stretched out horizontally, and form the flat bottom; 

the first costals constitute the sides, while the second costals and the upper 

portions of the interbrachials deflect outward and slightly upward, and form 

the rim upon which the calyx rests; the latter plates are a little convex, 

those within the convexity are flat. Suture lines well defined. 

Basals concealed by the column. Radials nearly as long as wide, the 

lower margins deflected to form the columnar depression. First costals 

quadrangular, nearly twice as wide as long, bending abruptly upwards on. 

their lower margins; the second larger and throughout wider than the first, 

often larger even than the radials. First distichals quite variable, in some 

specimens almost twice as large as in others; they are succeeded by a single 

cuneate plate, or by two pieces, the edge of the one overlapping the other. 

Arms ten; contiguous to the third plate above the axillary; stout, but 

shorter than in any of the preceding species. First interbrachials sub- 

ovate, very large, sometimes twice as large as the radials; they rise to 

the middle of the first distichals, where they are followed by two long, 

very narrow pieces, which reach up to the level of the arm openings. 

The first anal, which is narrower and higher than the radials, supports 

three large plates, the middle one narrower than the two outer, and there 

are three others in the next range. Posterior oral somewhat excentric, 

leaning to the posterior side, very large and strongly nodose; it is sur- 

rounded by nine or ten plates consisting of the smaller orals, which are less 

tumid and of but half its size, two somewhat smaller radial plates, and three 

to four small, almost flat, supplementary anal pieces. The radial plates near 

the outer margin of the disk are somewhat larger than the smaller orals. 

Interambulacral plates not numerous, there being rarely more than five to 

each side. Anal area wide and flat; the anus placed midway between the 

arm regions and the summit of the posterior oral; the opening directed 

laterally. Column very small compared with the size of the species; joints 

of almost uniform width; axial canal pentangular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and at the same horizon in Illinois and Missouri. 

Type in the Illinois State collection at Springfield. 

Remarks. — This species resembles A. Worthen’ Hall, in general outlines, 

and has a similar flattened anal area, but the latter is a much larger species, 
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has a different arm formula, and the orals are separated from one another by 

supplementary plates. 

Hall’s A. pentagonus is undoubtedly synonymous with this species. The 

type specimen is unusually high and narrow, and this accounts for the 

narrowness of its first interbrachial plates. 

Agaricocrinus splendens 8. A. Mizzrr. 

Plate XL. Figs. La, 6, ¢. 

1891. S. A. Mizrer; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. XTIL., Plate 4, Figs. 1 and 2; also 17th Rep. 
Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 55, Plate 8, Fig. 10. 

Syn. Agaricocrinus indianensis 8. A. MituER; ibid., p. 53, Plate 8, Fig. 5. 
Syn. Agaricocrinus Gorbyt S. A. Minter; ibid., p. 54, Plate 8, Fig. 9. 

Smaller than any other species from the Keokuk group. Calyx depressed 

pyramidal, width and height as five to three, distinctly pentalobate across the 

arm facets, the interradial spaces wide and rather deeply excavated. Dorsal 

cup deeply concave to the top of the first distichals, the second distichals and 

proximal arm plates spreading outward with a slight upward tendency. 

Plates almost flat ; suture lines moderately well marked. 

Basals hidden by the column. Radials small. First costals as large as 

the radials, quadrangular, as long as wide or even longer; the second hep- 

tangular, about as long as the first but considerably wider. Distichals decid- 

edly long for the genus; the second followed by two series of transverse 

arm plates, except in the two posterior rays where in the division approach- 

ing the anal side the arm plates are supported by the first palmar. Arm 

facets contiguous to the second or third arm plate, directed slightly upward. 

Arms twelve, stout at their bases, slender at their tips. Pinnules long and 

heavy, composed of short joints. Interradial spaces a little sloping, so as to 

give some prominence to the radial portions. First interbrachial elongate, 

rising to the middle of the second costals, where it is followed by two nar- 

row plates of the same length as the first, and a third plate which rests 

between the lateral extensions of the proximal arm plates. First anal plate 

a little longer than the radials; it supports three large plates, of which the 

middle one is longer than the two at the sides; they are followed by a large 

number of irregular rows of from four to five pieces, which form a rounded 

ridge, extending from near the bottom of the calyx to the summit of the 

posterior oral, and which is somewhat inflated in the middle around the anal 

opening. The posterior oral is highly convex, almost as large as the other 
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four together ; it is separated from the latter, and these from one another, 

by rather large supplementary pieces, even in the smallest specimens. Simi- 

lar plates intervene between the orals and radial dome plates, and pass over 

the ambulacra. The radial dome plates, which are comparatively small, 

occupy the margin of the tegmen. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group, Indian creek, Montgomery Co., 

Ind., where large numbers of excellent specimens were obtained. 

Remarks. —The construction of the tegmen is the most characteristic 

feature of this species. The isolated orals, protruding anal ridge, and the 

small radial dome plates, separate it at once from allied forms. The posterior 

rays occasionally have four arms, but the other rays never more than two, 

and on a specimen of this kind Miller's Agaricocrinus Gorbyi is based. 

Agaricocrinus Whitfieldi Hatt. 

Plate XLII. Fig. 3, and Plate XLII. Figs. Sa, 6. 

1858. Hat; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 621. 

1860. Hatz; Ibid., Supplement, Plate 3, Fig. 5. 

1873. Merk and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 499, Plate 12, Figs. la, 6, and Plate 15, 

1881. W. Eee Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 113. 

Calyx rather large, depressed subhemispherical; the dorsal cup deeply 

concave, so that the lower end of the calyx rests upon the first distichals. 

Basals entirely hidden by the column. Radials small, wider than long, 

hexangular. First costals slightly smaller than the radials, quadrangular or 

pentangular, rarely hexangular; the second costals varying from pentan- 

gular to heptangular, and considerably larger than either radials or first 

costals, especially wider. First distichals very large, of unequal size; the 

second shortest, and followed by the biserial arms, except in the posterior 

rays, in which the divisions next to the anal side have palmars from the first 

distichals. Arm facets large; the arm structure unknown. First inter- 

brachials short, rising generally to the middle of the first costals, but some- 

times touching the second; plates of the second row very long and narrow, 

curving abruptly upward to half the height of the arm facets, where they 

are followed by still narrower ones, which in part are interambulacral. First 

anal narrower than the radials; the two plates at the sides of the second 

anal, which are much longer than the first interbrachials of the other sides, 

on a level with the lower part of the distichals; the next row consisting of 
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five smaller plates, which are succeeded by numerous others. - Ventral disk 

low hemispherical, the plates perfectly flat, except the first radial dome 

plates, which are slightly nodose, very large, and placed near the arm bases. 

Orals in contact laterally; the posterior one central, twice as large as the 

others, and interposed between them. Interambulacral plates very numer- 

ous, and forming a continuous ring around the orals, covering completely 

the disk ambulacra; those of the anal side are somewhat smaller, and as 

numerous as all other interambulacral plates together. There being no 

anal ridge, the plates of the posterior area grow smaller as they approach 

the anus, which is excentric and directed obliquely upwards. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Green Co., Ills., and Keokuk, 

Towa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — This species differs from all others of the same horizon in 

the peculiar structure of the disk. It is only found in the shaly layers, 

which constitute the middle part of the Keokuk group, and good specimens 

are extremely rare. 

Agaricocrinus nodulosus WorrTHEn. 

Plate XL. Fig. 2, and Plate XLIIL. Figs. 7a, b. 

1891. Geol. Rep. Iliois, Vol. VIII, p. 94, Plate 13, Figs. 1, la. 

Calyx broadly pyramidal with slightly concave sides. Its lower face 

deeply excavated to the middle of the first distichals, forming a rounded, 

inverted cup, of which the posterior side 1s deeply notched, while the margin 

toward the other sides inclines but very little. The calyx, when placed upon 

its dorsal side, rests upon the distichals, and while the interbrachial plates of 

the four recular sides almost touch the bottom, those of the anal side are 

more remote, leaving, when viewed from the side, a large, triangular vacant 

space. The plates occupying the basal concavity, comprising the basals, 

radials and costals, are perfectly flat; the distichals and palmars, however, 

which form its surrounding margin, are more or less convex, and the bases 

of the arms almost touch the bottom of the calyx. 

Basals rarely visible beyond the column. Radials somewhat irregular in 

size, the posterior ones generally longer than the others. First costals 

quadrangular, once and a half as wide as long, their lateral faces convex; the 

second as large as the radials and pentangular. Distichals quite variable in 

form and size, as well as in number among the rays. In the anterior ray, 
; 63 
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which generally has but two arms, there are 3 X 2 distichals; while in the 
rays with three or four arms, the second distichal is axillary in one or both 
divisions, and is followed by two rows of palmars. Arms 4,1, exceptionally 
three in the anterior ray, which are free above the second palmar, or third 
distichal respectively, and they are heavy, long, and tapering. Pinnules 
stout, composed of joints which are nearly three times as long as wide. First 
interbrachial narrow and long, rising to the middle of the first distichals; the 
two plates of the second range as long as the first, but only half as wide. First 
anal longer than the radials, and longer than wide; the second anal elongate, 
widest at the upper end, the interbrachials at the sides widest in the middle,’ ” 
all curving from within the lower concavity abruptly upward. Anus in the 
middle of an oval shaped protuberance, opening obliquely outward. Orals 
in contact laterally ; all convex, the posterior one a little the largest. The 

ambulacra are represented not only by the usual number of radial dome 

plates, but by additional plates, either placed in one or two series. Rays with 
three arms have a single large secondary radial dome plate at one side, but 

those with four arms have one at each side. The interambulacral spaces are 

somewhat depressed, and are occupied by a few small, irregular plates. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa, Jersey Co., Ills., 

Montgomery Co., Ind., White’s creek, Tenn., and Canton, Ind. 

Types in the Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — Differing from all preceding species in the greater number 

of arms, and in the form and proportions of the calyx. 

Agaricocrinus nodulosus, var. Macadamsi (Wortuen), 

Plate XX XIX. Fig. 6. 

1891. <Agaricocrinus Macadamsi WortHEN; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIIL., p. 94, Plate 13, Figs. 2, 2a. 

The specimen for which Worthen proposed the above name, agrees in 

the most essential points so closely with A. nodulosus, that we think it is only 

a variety. Yet there are some differences; the specimens as a rule are 

larger, and differ considerably in the form of the calyx, which is high-hemi- 

spherical, as opposed to depressed subpyramidal in the other. The sides of 

the ventral disk are inflated below, the top being almost flat, and the orals 

are larger and but very slightly convex. In the structure of the dorsal 

cup the two forms are almost identical, and they have the same number of 

arms. 
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Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Hamilton, Ills., Keokuk, Iowa, 

and Montgomery Co., Ind. 

Type in the Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Agaricocrinus crassus WerTHERsY. 

Plate XX XIX. Figs. 2a, b, and Plate XL. Fig. 4. 

1881. Wersersy; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. 1V., p. 178, Plate 5, Wigs. 1, la, 0. 

1885. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 105. 

A large and robust form; calyx more distinctly lobate than in any other 

species of this genus. Dorsal cup almost twice as wide as high, its base but 

very little concave, the second row of interbrachials abruptly bent upward, 

and the brachials above the first costals inflected, which combined gives to 

the calyx a decidedly stelliform aspect. Plates massive and a little convex ; 

suture lines moderately distinct. ; 

Basals covered by the column. Radials quite irregular, the two posterior 

ones fully one half longer than the others, all hexagonal in outline, their 

extreme lower ends bending inward to form the sides of the basal concavity. 

First costals as large as the radials, generally quadrangular, the lower face 

narrower than the upper, and about equal to the length. Second costals the 

largest plates of the dorsal cup, twice as wide as long, and as a rule hepta- 

gonal, rarely pentagonal or hexagonal. The number of distichals varies 

considerably ; all ray divisions with palmars have but one distichal, which, 

being axillary, is followed by 2X 2 palmars; those without palmars have 

two successive distichals, which are from three to four times as long as the 

lower arm plates. Arm facets of the same ray contiguous to the third arm 

plate, and directed horizontally. Arms three to four in the two posterior 

rays, in the other rays their number is limited to two. Interradial spaces 

comparatively wide, especially at the anal side; the first interbrachial gen- 

erally rises to the middle of the second costals, and is elongate, bending 

slightly upward. Of the second range of interbrachials only the lower end is 

visible in a dorsal aspect; they are rather broad, extend to a level with the 

arm openings, and are followed by a number of from eight to ten interambu- 

lacral pieces, one or two of them covering over the ambulacra. First anal 

plate longer than the posterior radials; the three plates above almost as 

wide as the corresponding single piece of the other sides; the next row 

consists of four or five smaller plates, and these are followed by numerous 

irregular pieces forming a slightly elevated area, which at midway between 
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the arm regions and the summit of the posterior oral is pierced by the anal 

opening. Orals in contact laterally, large and highly convex; the posterior 

one twice as large as the smaller orals, or larger and equally tumid. 

Aorizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa; Barren and 

Metcalf Cos., Ky.; White's creek near Nashville, Tenn., and Indian creek, 

Montgomery Co., Ind. 

Types in Professor Wetherby’s collection. 

Remarks. —'This species is readily recognized by its stellate form, the 

very slight concavity of the dorsal cup, and by the form and arrangement of 

the plates. 

Agaricocrinus elegans Weruersy. 

Plate XL. Figs. 3a, b. 

1881. Wertsersy; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV., p. 179, Plate 5, Figs. 4, 4a, b. 
1885. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IIT., p. 106. 

Nearest to A. crassus, but smaller and less robust. Calyx depressed, 

pentalobate in a dorsal aspect, with rather deep recesses between the 

rays; the base moderately excavated. Plates of the dorsal cup slightly 

tumid, basals and radials excepted; the principal plates of the ventral 

disk highly convex. 

Basals hidden by the column. MRadials smaller than the costals. First 

costals quadrangular, hexangular or heptangular, as wide as long; the sec- 

ond costals wider than the first, and about as long. First distichals axillary 

in one or both divisions of the posterior rays, supporting 2 X 2 moderately 

large palmars; the other rays have two successive distichals, which imterlock 

with those of opposite series, and with the arm plates above. Arm facets 

tending slightly upward, confluent to the second arm plates. Arms three to 

four in the posterior rays, and two in the other rays. First interbrachials 

comparatively short, generally rising to the first costals, sometimes to the 

second. The plates of the second row long, reaching to near a level with 

the arm openings; they support a row of three or four smaller plates, which 

are partly interbrachial, partly interambulacral. Anal area extremely wide ; 

the first plate narrower than the radials, and but very little longer, the three 

succeeding ones almost as large; the latter support three smaller plates, and 

these numerous other plates, which form together a longitudinal, shghtly 

elevated ridge, which at half way to the orals is pierced by the anus. Ven- 

tral disk pyramidal. Orals large and highly convex, the posterior one in 
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contact with the others. The radial dome plates as large as the orals, and 

represented in the posterior rays by plates of a first.and second order, in the 

other rays by a primary plate only. Interambulacral spaces depressed, the 

plates almost flat. Column proportionally large. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa, and Niota, Ils. 

Type in the collection of Professor Wetherby. 

Remarks. — Wetherby’s description is so general and indefinite, that a 

satisfactory identification of the species is impossible without a comparison 

with the type, which is not available at present. 

Agaricocrinus conicus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). — 

Plate XX XIX. Figs. 7, 8. 

Of medium size. Calyx conical, rather high, width and height as 6 to 5; 

in its dorsal aspect irregularly pentalobate, the recess between the posterior 

rays twice as wide as between the others, and the rays themselves stronger 

and projecting out farther. Dorsal cup moderately excavated to the middle 

of the first costals; plates slightly convex; suture lines distinct. 

Basals concealed by the column. Radials varying in size, the two poste- 

rior ones larger than the others. First costals considerably wider at the top 

than at the bottom, their length equal to, or exceeding, the lower width; three 

of them hexangular, the two posterior ones pentangular. Second costals pen- 

tangular, as long as the radials and twice as wide; the posterior ones hexan- 

gular. The distichals in the posterior rays consist of a single plate, which is 

as large as the second costals, and axillary; supporting 2 X 2 palmars, which 

are twice as long as the arm plates. Rays with but two arms have two suc- 

cessive distichals, which in form and size resemble the palmars. Arm facets 

directed horizontally, contiguous to the second row of arm plates. Arms 

broadly spreading, and moderately heavy at their bases. Interbrachials short, 

rarely reaching the top of the first costals; the two plates of the second row 

as long as the first, and almost as wide, the three of the third smaller. First 

anal plate smaller than the posterior radials, but shorter than the second 

costals ; the interbrachial plates enclosing the latter rather large, rising to 

the second costals; they are followed by three as wide but somewhat shorter 

plates, and numerous others, which together form a flat area with a slight 

swelling around the anus. Posterior oral as large as the others together, and 

in contact with them. The food grooves hidden by superimposed interam- 
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bulacral pieces, with occasionally a larger covering plate among them. 

Interambulacral plates very numerous and comparatively flat; anal open- 

ing lateral. 

Horizon and Locality — Keokuk group; Indian creek, Montgomery Co., 

Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — The specimen on Plate XXXIX., Fig. 7, is exceedingly inter- 

esting as having on three of its arms well defined cysts, similar to those pro- 

duced in recent Crinoids by Idyzosfoma, and it appears as if portions of the 

parasites are still preserved on the fossil. This is the first instance where 

such cysts have been noticed on the arms of Paleozoic Crinoids. 

Agaricocrinus inflatus Hatt. 

Plate XLI. Figs. Ia, b, c, d. 

1861. Agaricocrinus inflatus — Hatt; Prel. Des. New Pal. Foss., p. 4. 

1861. <Agaricocrinus (Amphoracrinus) inflatus — Hawt ;. Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL, p. 284. 
1877. Amphoracrinus inflatus —S. A. Mituer; Catal. Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 70. 
1881. Agaricocrinus inflatus — W. and Sr.; Revision Paleoer., Part IL., p. 112 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 286). 

A robust species, in form approaching Amphoracrinus ; the symmetry 

extremely irregular. Calyx as high as wide and obscurely pentalobate; the 

interradial spaces at the arm regions slightly impressed. The whole lower 

face of the calyx flat or concave ; the second interbrachials, the upper edges 

of the first, and the arm facets the only parts of the dorsal cup visible 

in a side view. Ventral disk highly elevated, broad at the top, and enor- 

mously inflated at the posterior side. The plates throughout the calyx 

are but slightly convex, barely enough to bring out distinctly the suture 

lines; only the posterior oral is more or less nodose, and sometimes 

subspinous. 

Basals hidden within the column concavity ; axial canal sharply pen- 

tangular. Radials a little wider than long, the sides rapidly spreading, the 

lower end thickened, forming a circular ridge around the columnar depres- 

sion. First costals fully twice as wide as long, quadrangular, three of their 

sides convex, the upper straight. Second costals wider, and sometimes longer 

than the first, the sides spreading abruptly. Distichals 2 2; the plates 

short and cuneate, meeting laterally with their pointed ends, their wider 

faces directed to the outer sides of the rays, whereby the facets of the con- 

fluent arms are brought into an even line; contrary to the case of other 
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species, in which they meet at an angle. Arms very long and heavy, less 
tapering than usual in this genus. First interbrachial large, suboyate, the 
upper end curved, rising to one fourth the height of the arm facets ; it is 
followed by two or three smaller, elongate pieces, of which the third, when 
present, is wedged in from above between the other two, frequently without 
touching the first plate. First anal higher and narrower than the radials, 
supporting a second anal and two rather large interbrachials, Ventral disk 
strongly inflated at the anal side, the anal opening directed upward, located 
in the middle of a flattened area, which extends beyond the summit of the 
posterior oral, making that side of the disk lean out of a perpendicular be- 
yond the line of the dorsal cup. The plates in the lower part of the tezmen 
are perfectly flat, some of the upper ones slightly elevated, but not nodose, 
except the posterior oral. This plate which is extremely large and excentric, 
is pushed with the other orals to the anterior side, and stands erect, forming 
a part of the lateral walls of the calyx. The radial dome plates cannot be 
distinguished from the interambulacrals, and probably in some cases were 
not exposed at all. Interambulacral plates quite numerous, especially on the 
anal side. Column rather large, the nodal joints a little wider and with 
rounded edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Towa. 
Type in the White collection in the University at Ann Arbor. 
Remarks. — The enormous inflation of the posterior side, making the 

whole calyx sometimes appear to lean to one side, the excentricity of 
the orals, and the flatness of all the plates, distinguish this species quite 
readily from all others of the genus. 

Agaricocrinus planoconvexus Hatt. 

Plate XX XVIII. Figs. Ga, b, e. 

1861. <Agaricocrinus planoconverus —Hati; Prelim. Descr. Paleoz. Crin., p. 3. 
1861. Agaricocrinus (Amphoracr.) planoconverus — Hatt; Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VII., p. 280. 
1870. <Amphoracrinus planoconverus —S. A. Mitter; Catal. Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 70. 
1881. <Agaricocrinus planoconvecus —W. and Sp. ; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 112: 

Syn. Ayaricocrinus decornis Rowtey and Harr, 1891, Kansas City Scient., p. 117, Plate 3, Fie. 10. 
Syn. Agaricocrinus Blairi 8. A. Miner; 1892, Adv. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 21, 

Plate 3, Figs. 12, 13, 14. 

This species probably has its closest affinities with A. inflatus, but its 
calyx is smaller, proportionally shorter — the height and width being as 3 to 
5 —and less inflated at the posterior side. It is distinctly pentangular in a 
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dorsal view, and the bottom part is wholly or partly excavated. The calyx, 

when placed in an upright position, rests either on the costals or distichals, 

and leaves very little of the dorsal cup but the arm facets and second range 

of interbrachials exposed in a side view. Plates of the dorsal cup flat, and 

suture lines obscure; those of the tegmen flat also, but their sutures are 

somewhat depressed. 

Basals hidden from view, forming the bottom of the column concavity. 

Radials longer than wide, rapidly spreading. First costals rather large, 

quadrangular, their upper faces wider than the lower; the second shorter, 

twice as wide as long and pentangular. Distichals two in the calyx, very 

short, especially the upper, which has a subcircular facet, and at the 

ventral side is deeply notched by the ambulacral groove. Arm facets large, 

and those of the same ray directed at right angles. Interradial spaces 

somewhat contracted at the arm regions; the first plate fully twice as 

long as wide, and attenuate at the upper end; the two of the second 

range quite narrow, resting against the first distichals, and rising to a level 

with the arm openings. First anal plate one third narrower than the 

radials and slightly longer; the second anal narrow and long, narrower at 

the lower end than at the upper; the plate at each side widest across the 

middle. Ventral disk low hemispherical ; the posterior side slightly inflated, 

but forming no ridge or lateral groove. Anus in close proximity to the pos- 

terior oral, the opening turned obliquely upward. Posterior oral the only 

plate of the teemen which is convex; the other orals and the radial dome 

plates being not only flat but comparatively small; the former somewhat 

pointed at the outer end. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor. 

Remarks. —The depressed form of the ventral disk, the flatness of its 

plates, the absence of any anal ridge, and the shortness of the costals and 

distichals, are the most characteristic features of this species. 

A. decornis Rowley and Hare, and A. Blaivi §. A. Miller, of which we 

examined the types — the former in the collection of Mr. Rowley, the other 

in that of Mr. F. A. Sampson — are identical with this species. The latter 

was described from the Chouteau group, but the color of the fossil and the 

matrix seem to indicate that it came from the Lower Burlington limestone. 

The subquadrangular outline of the calyx, to which Miller alludes as a spe- 

cific distinction, is caused by the abnormal anterior ray of the specimen, in 
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which one of the arms is undeveloped, a peculiarity which we have observed 

occasionally also in other species of this genus. 

Agaricocrinus Sampsoni 8. A. Mriuzr. 

Plate XLVI. Fig. 5. 

1892. S. A. Mitrer; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Sury. Indiana, p. 20, Plate 3, Fig. 8. 

A moderately small species, remarkable for its massive arms, which are 

proportionally heavier than in any other species known to us. Calyx appar- 

ently short; the dorsal cup slightly convex; the basal portions flat or very 

little concave; the interradial spaces rapidly curving upwards, so as to give 

to the cup a pentangular outline. 

Basals small, but extending beyond the sides of the column. The radials 

the largest plates of the calyx, wider than long; their sloping lower faces 

more than twice as long as the corresponding upper ones. First costals sub- 

quadrangular, short, but longer than figured by Miller. Second costals 

a little longer than the first, irregular in outline, the upper angle obtuse. 

Distichals one, as large as, or larger than the axillary costals, more than 

twice as wide as long, wedgeform, the larger outer ends bending inward. 

Arms two to the ray, massive, gradually tapering, biserial from their origin ; 

those of the same ray suturally united as high as the second row of plates; 

the arm joints rather long and slightly convex. Regular interbrachials one, 

moderately large, pentangular, a little longer than wide. Anal plate one 

third narrower than the radials, but somewhat longer; the three plates of 

the second row narrow; the two outer ones cuneate, their wider ends resting 

against the sloping upper faces of adjoining radials; the sides of the middle 

plate almost parallel. Ventral disk not visible in the specimen. 

Horizon and Locality. — Chouteau limestone, near Chouteau Springs, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. F. A. Sampson. 

Remarks. — The type specimen, which Mr. Sampson was kind enough to 

send us for examination, lies upon a slab with its arms spreading horizon- 

tally, so that its whole ventral side is covered by matrix. We regard 

Agaricocrinus germanus and A. chouteauensis, both described by Miller, of 

which only the calyx is preserved, as identical with this species; the former 

being a young specimen, the latter. a more adult one. 

64 
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Agaricocrinus bellatrema Hatt. 

Plate XLI. Figs. 4a, b, ¢, d. 

1861. <Ayaricocrinus ornotrema* — Hat; Prelim. Deser. New Paleoz. Foss., p. 3. 

1861. <Agaricocrinus (Amphoracrinus) bellatrena— Hatt; Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VII., p. 281. 
1877. Amphoracrinus bellatrena —S. A. MitteR; Catal. Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 70. 

1881. <Agaricocrinus ornotrema —W. aud SP. ; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 112 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. 

Sci. Phila., p. 286), and Whitfield, 1893, Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, Vol. L., p. 24, 
Plate 2, Figs. 19, 22. 

Calyx subpyramidal in its anterior aspect; the posterior side inflated and 

strongly protruding; the base completely flat or very slightly convex, and 

distinctly pentangular in outline. 

Basals hidden by the column, the latter resting within a small concavity 

formed by the lower margins of the radials; axial canal pentalobate. Radials 

wider than long. The first costals smaller than the second and quadran- 

gular; the latter about twice as wide as long, pentangular, not larger than 

the radials. Distichals 1 x 2; the plates cuneate, short, and followed by 

two series of short arm plates. Arm facets very large, and those of the 

same ray contiguous up to the third plate. Arms ten, quite heavy at the 

base, but gradually tapering and ending in a sharp point. Pinnules long 

and stout; their joints twice as long as wide. First interbrachials the 

largest plates of the calyx, and the only ones of the dorsal cup which some- 

times are slightly convex; subovate, reaching to one half the height of the 

arm facets, and supporting two narrow pieces, which rise to a level with 

the arm openings. First anal plate longer and generally narrower than the 

radials; the second anal somewhat smaller, the two interbrachials to each 

side of the same form as the corresponding single plate of the other inter- 

radii, but from a third to a half smaller. The next row consists of three 

plates, of which the two outer ones, in part at least, are interambulacral. 

The ventral disk at the posterior side bulges considerably upward and out- 

ward, forming an inflation which, owing to its large size, disturbs consider- 

ably the general symmetry. The median portion of this inflation, the part 

containing the anus, consists of a subovoid, flattened area, which is directed 

obliquely upward. The space is covered by small plates, and these in turn 

are surrounded by eight or ten moderately large, strongly nodose or sub- 

clavate pieces, a structure which gives to the anal area, and in fact to the 

* The name Agaricocrinus ornotrema was originally given to this species, but not being properly formed, 

was afterwards changed by Hall to 4. dellatrema. 
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whole calyx, a peculiar and unique character, Posterior oral strongly 

nodose, and almost as large as the four others together; it occupies a slant- 

ing position, leaning over to the anterior side, where it occupies a lower level 

than at the posterior side. The smaller orals and radial dome plates highly 

convex, about twice as large as the intervening perisomic plates. Interam- 

bulacral pieces seven to nine to each side, slightly convex. The column, 

which has been observed to the length of nearly eighteen inches, retains the 

same width to the end. The nodal joints throughout are considerably wider 

and longer than the intervening ones, and at about 10 cm. from the calyx 

the internodes have increased to six joints, which is probably the largest 

number in this species. Farther down on the stem, larger and smaller joints 

alternate with one another. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington and 

Pleasant Grove, Iowa. 

Type in the White collection at Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Remarks. — This species is readily distinguished by the peculiar construc- 

tion of the anal area, the asymmetry of the calyx, and the flatness of the 

dorsal cup. 

Agaricocrinus bellatrema, var. major W. and Sp. (nov. var.). 

Plate XLI. Fig. 5. 

This form differs from the typical A. bellatrema in the size and form of 

the calyx, which is larger and depressed-spheeroidal in place of subpyramidal, 

the dorsal cup being slightly more convex, and the ventral disk shorter. As 

a rule, the plates of both hemispheres are more tumid, but especially those 

of the ventral disk, which throughout are sharply nodose, the interambu- 

lacral pieces as well as the others; and all plates, excepting the posterior 

oral, are of about uniform size. The plates of the dorsal cup are but very 

slightly convex. The construction of the anal area is the same as in the 

typical form. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Described from three specimens in the collection of Wachsmuth and 

Springer. 
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Agaricocrinus stellatus Hatt. 

Plate XX XVIII. Figs. 7a-e. 

1858. Hat; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 564. 

1881. W. and Sr.; Revision Paleoer., Part IL., p. 113. 

Syn, Agaricocrinus geometricus Hatt; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 56. 

A small species, resembling A. bellatrema in the form of the dorsal cup, 

and A. dullatus in the construction of the tegmen. Calyx subpyramidal, 

wider than high, and distinctly pentangular across the arm facets, the sides 

a little constricted. Lower face of the dorsal cup somewhat convex, the 

basals and radials a little concave, or the radials stretched out horizontally 

and only the basals depressed. Plates flat, with shallow grooves along the 

suture lines. 

Basals sometimes extending beyond the column. Radials about as wide as 

long, the upper face twice as wide as the lower. First costals a little smaller 

than the radials, quadrangular, wider than long, and the upper face wider 

than the lower. Second costals pentangular, exceptionally hexangular or hep- 

tangular, generally a little wider than the first. Distichals 2 2 in the calyx; 

the upper one followed by two series of free brachials. Arm facets large, 

directed horizontally or nearly so; those of the same ray forming an angle 

of 60°. Arms ten, stout, gradually tapering, and composed of rather long 

joints. Interbrachials one and two; the first rising generally to the top of 

the first distichals; the two of the second row, which are narrow and long, 

come to a level with the arm openings. First anal much longer than the 

radials, followed by two rows of three plates. The upper part of the anal 

area is composed of irregular pieces forming a well defined ridge, which 

near its upper end contains the anus. Posterior oral large and spinous, 

the four others and the radial dome plates highly convex; interambulacral 

pieces almost flat. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower layers of the Upper Burlington limestone ; 

Burlington, Iowa, and at several places in Ilinois and Missouri. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Agaricocrinus convexus (Hatt) W. and Sp. 

Plate XX XVIII. Figs. 1a, b. 

1860. Agaricocrinus pentagonus, var. converus — Haut; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Towa, p. 58. 

1861. <Agaricocrinus convexus— W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 112. 
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A very different species from A. pentagonus, to which it has been referred 

by Hall, in some respects approaching Amphoracrinus. Calyx pentalobate, 

indented between the rays. Dorsal cup depressed saucer-shaped; the ven- 

tral disk irregularly hemispheric, bulging at the posterior side. The plates 

of the former flat, the radials and first interbrachials sometimes a little con- 

cave; those of the tegmen more or less tumid; suture lines distinct but not 

actually grooved. 

Basals hidden by the column. Radials large for the genus, as long as 

wide; their lower margins deflected to form the column concavity. First 

costals quadrangular, once and a half as wide as long; wider above than 

below; three of its faces convex, the upper straight. Second costals not 

longer than the first but wider, the upper angle quite obtuse. Distichals 

two, short and wide; the upper one cuneate and followed by two rows of 

alternately arranged arm plates. Arms two to the ray, not quite as heavy as 

in some of the preceding species; gradually tapering. First interbrachials 

very large, rising to the first distichals; width and length as three to four. 

They are followed by two elongate plates, and these by a moderately large 

number of interambulacral pieces. Anal side very wide. ‘The first anal 

longer than the radials, but not as wide; supporting three plates, which are 

remarkable for their width, being almost as wide as long. The next row 

consists of four to five small pieces, which support in the disk numerous 

others of irregular form. The pentamerous symmetry of the ventral disk is 

considerably disturbed by the large anal area, which bulges conspicuously 

from aboye the arm regions to the posterior oral; it is, however, unlike that 

of A. bellatrema, being composed of almost flat pieces, and bordered by 

a shallow groove at each side. Anal opening directed obliquely upwards. 

Posterior oral excentric, being pushed over to the anterior side; it is as 

large as three of the others together, and strongly nodose, while the others 

are but little convex. The radial dome plates, if represented at all, were 

small, not much larger than the interambulacrals, which in this species are 

quite numerous. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Remarks. — Hall described this species as a variety of Agaricocrinus pen- 

tagonus as follows: “ Base convex; arms small; all the plates of the dome 

tuberculous.” Not only is this description insufficient, but it is partly incor- 

rect; the plates of the tegmen being convex but not tuberculous. The pres- 

ent description was made from a specimen in the collection of Wachsmuth 

and Springer. 
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Agaricocrinus Coreyi (Lyon and Cass.). 

Plate XX XIX. Wigs. 1a, b. 

1860. Actinocrinus Coreyi— Lyon and Cassepay; Amer. Journ. Sci. (sec. ser.), Vol. XXIX., p. 76. 

Syn. Agaricocrinus Springeri — Wurte, 1881; Bleventh Ann. Rep. Geol. and Nat. Hist. of Indiana, 
p- 363, Plate 40, Figs. 2, 3, 4. 

Of more than medium size. Calyx a little shorter than wide. Dorsal 

cup rather high for the genus, but somewhat lower than the ventral disk, 

saucer-shaped, truncated at the bottom, the sides convex. Plates elevated, 

sometimes a little angular, their surface smooth; suture lines distinctly 

grooved. 

Basals rather small; on a level with the radials, and forming a hexagon, 

which is almost completely hidden by the column. Radials stretched out 

horizontally, except the uppermost part which bends slightly upward; they 

are twice as large as both costals together, and one third wider than long ; 

their upper faces excavated and broader than the width of the plate at the 

bottom. Costals twice as wide as long, the first quadrangular, the second 

pentangular and frequently smaller than the first. Distichals two in the 

calyx, very short; the first wedge-shaped ; the second linear, followed by 

leaf-like cuneate pieces, which interlock from opposite sides. Arm facets 

lunate, unusually large and directed horizontally. Arms unknown, but ap- 

parently very stout. First interbrachial large, generally longer than wide, 

followed at the arm regions by two elongate pieces in the second row, 

and these by seven to eight interambulacral plates. First anal plate con- 

siderably longer than the radials, and forming with the two succeeding ones 

a vertical row; second anal about one half the size of the first, the third very 

much smaller. Both these plates rest between two interbrachial pieces, of 

which those in the first row are very large, but those of the second quite 

small. Ventral disk pyramidal, pentangular in outline, the plates convex. 

Posterior oral conical, central in position, and three times as large as the 

four others. Interambulacral plates rather numerous, about one fourth the 

size of the smaller orals. The rays are surmounted by a large radial plate, 

placed close to the lower margin of the disk. Anus excentric, directed ob- 

liquely upward, and occupying the upper end of an elongate, distinctly 

rounded area, composed of small, smooth, irregular pieces. : 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Hardin and Allen Cos., Ky., and 

Vermilion Co., Ind. 

Type in the Lyon collection. 
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Agaricocrinus brevis (Hatr). 

Plate XX XVIII. Figs. 2a-e. 

1858. Actinocrinus brevis —Ha.t; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 567, Plate 10, Figs. 3a, 3. 

1881. Agaricocrinus brevis —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 112. 

Syn. Actinocrinus corniculus — Hatt, 1858, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. L., Part IL, p. 566, Plate 10, 
Figs. la, 4, ¢. 

A small and delicate species. Calyx wider than high; dorsal cup and 

tegmen of the same height. The lower part of the dorsal cup to the top of 

the radials slightly concave, thence spreading rather abruptly to the arm 

bases; the interradial spaces slightly depressed and somewhat contracted at 

the arm regions. All plates below the arm regions thickened, and rising 

above the suture lines in nodose or tuberculous extensions, with short, incon- 

spicuous ridges reaching to the sides of the plates, where they meet with 

the ridges from adjoining plates. 

Basals small, forming the bottom of the column depression. Radials 

a little longer than wide, their ridges occupying only the upper end of the 

plates, the convex lower part being perfectly smooth. First costals small, 

quadrangular, the sides convex; the second pentangular, shorter than the 

first but wider. Distichals 2 < 2, very short, supporting the arms. Arm 

facets large, subcircular; the ambulacral openings larger than usual in this 

genus. Arms ten, heavy, slightly increasing in thickness to half their height, 

then tapering gradually, and ending in a sharp point. First interbrachials 

large, nearly as wide as long, rising to the top of the first distichals; the two 

plates of the second row very narrow, three times as long as wide. First 

anal plate a little narrower than the radials; the three plates above, which 

are almost as large as the corresponding single plate of the four regular 

sides, are followed by four or five small pieces, and these by numerous rows 

of still smaller ones, which form a ridge, with a well defined groove at the 

sides. Ventral disk comparatively short, hemispherical, with a large plate 

in the centre. This plate, which represents the posterior oral, and is almost 

as large as three of the other orals, is surrounded by eight slightly convex 

plates, four of them orals, two overlying the posterior ambulacra, and two 

the anal side. The radial dome plates, which are so prominent in other 

species, either are unrepresented, or cannot be distinguished from the inter- 

ambulacral pieces, which are of moderate size, and only sufficiently tumid to 

bring out distinctly the suture lines. Anus directed laterally, located half 

way between the arm openings and the summit of the posterior oral. 
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FTorizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, lowa, 

and southern Missouri. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Agaricocrinus fiscellus (Hatt). 

Plate XXX VIII. Figs. 3a, b, c. 

1861. Actinocrinus fiscellus — Hatu; Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL., p. 272. 

1881. <Agaricocrinus fiscellus W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 112. 

Of the same size as A. brevis, and so closely resembling it that it is ques- 

tionable whether it is not a mere variety of that species. It differs somewhat 

in the proportions of the calyx, the dorsal cup being comparatively higher, 

and the tegmen shorter. It is also more distinctly pentalobate, the mter- 

radial depressions at the arm bases being deeper. In the ornamentation of 

the plates the two species are similar, if not identical. In the form under 

consideration, the plates to the top of the radials are horizontal, and those 

above curved abruptly upwards, with little increase in the width of the calyx. 

The basals form a hexagon with a shallow depression in the centre for the 

reception of the column, leaving the outer margins of the basal disk exposed. 

Radials wider than long, the upper part a little nodose, but without ornamen- 

tation. There are two distichals in both divisions of the three anterior rays, 

and also in one of the divisions of the two posterior ones; while the divisions 

next to the anal side have but one, which is axillary and supports at each 

side a short palmar, making three arms to these rays against two in the 

others. The arm facets are smaller than in A. brevis; the arms not quite 

so heavy, but apparently a little longer. Tegmen very short, depressed 

hemispherical ; the posterior oral large and sharply conical; the other plates 

slightly convex. The anal area is formed as in the preceding species, but 

is somewhat more bulging. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor, Mich, 

Agaricocrinus pyramidatus (Hatt). 

Plate XX XVIII. Figs. 4a, b, e, and 5a, b, e. 

1858. <Actinocrinus pyramidatus —Hati; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IT., p. 565. 

1881. Agaricocrinus pyramidatus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., p. 112; and 1893, Whitfield, Mem. 
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. I., p. 23, Plate 2, Figs. 23 and 25. 

Syn. Agaricocrinus corrugatus Hatt; 1861; Prelim. Deser. New Palzoz. Foss., p. 4, and Boston 

Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 283. 
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Another small species of the type of A. brevis, but its calyx shorter and of 

somewhat different form, being about twice as wide as high, and pyramidal 

in outline. Dorsal cup sharply pentangular and distinctly flattened at the 

bottom. When placed on end, it rests upon the costals, the basals and radials 

forming a shallow, funnel-shaped concavity, and the distichals bending 

slightly upward. The costals and distichals curve to the sides, so as to 

form a depression at the interradial spaces, and each plate has a narrow, 

transverse, angular ridge. The suture lines are distinctly grooved. 

Radials rapidly spreading; their upper faces twice as wide as their 

lower, the upper end thickened, corresponding to the transverse ridges 

of the brachials. First costals very short, more than twice as wide as 

long; the second a little wider and longer in proportion. Distichals almost 

as short as the free arm plates; the second considerably wider than the first, 

and followed by two series of arm plates, of which the two inner series of the 

ray interlock with the second free plate, 7. e. fourth plate from the axillary. 

Arm facets large, confluent, and those of adjoining rays almost in contact. 

Arms ten, massive at the bases, quite thin at the extremities; composed of 

two rows of short parallel joints, with transverse, obscurely angular ridges. 

First interbrachials large, attenuate at the upper end, their surfaces convex ; 

the two of the second range long and extremely narrow. The first anal, 

which is fully as long but not as wide as the radials, is followed by three 

elongate plates, and these by a large number of irregular pieces, forming 

a slightly rounded, ridge-like elevation, with a groove at each side. Anus 

close to the posterior oral, opening out obliquely upward. Ventral disk 

depressed pyramidal ; the orals and radial dome plates distinctly convex, the 

interambulacrals almost flat. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Types in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, and in the University 

Museum at Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Agaricocrinus gracilis M. and W. 

Plate XLI. Figs. 8a, b, ¢. 

1861. Merxrx and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 135. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 112. 

Somewhat smaller than A. brevis; the calyx wider than high; in its 

ventral aspect decidedly pentangular with concave sides. Dorsal cup de- 
65 
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pressed, the bottom concave to the middle of the first costals, which together 

with the first interbrachials and second anal plate are geniculated, or ab- 

ruptly bent upward, and swollen so as to form a circle of hemispherical 

nodes around the margin of the concavity; the upper portions being almost 

vertical. Ventral disk depressed pyramidal, with a short conical spine at the 

summit. Surface of plates throughout the calyx finely granulose, and suffi- 

ciently convex to bring out the suture lines. 

Basals hidden from view, occupying the bottom of the column concav- 

ity. Radials about as wide as long, all hexangular in outline. First 

costals slightly larger than the radials and quadrangular; the second not 

longer than the first, but often considerably wider, and provided with an 

obtuse mesial ridge, which connects with the prominences upon the first. 

- The distichals from the second up are free. The arm facets have a slightly 

upward tendency, and those of the same ray are placed at right angles; 

arms a little longer and more slender than in A. brevis. Interradial 

spaces wide and somewhat depressed in the upper portions, a little con- 

tracted at the arm regions. First interbrachial large, curving abruptly 

upward; followed by two elongate pieces, and a small quadrangular one, 

the latter occupying the arm regions. The interambulacral plates consist of 

five or six pieces. The two lower anals vary considerably in size; the first 

being in some specimens not longer than the radials, in others almost twice 

as long. In the latter case the first takes part in the circle of nodes which 

form the lower margin of the calyx, in the other it occupies together with 

the radials the lower concavity, and the second anal is nodose and forms 

a part of the circle; the interbrachials at the sides of the second anal are 

elongate and widest in the middle. The next row consists of three smaller 

plates, which are succeeded by numerous irregular still smaller ones, forming 

an almost flat area. Anus directed laterally and placed low down, a little 

above the arm openings. Posterior oral large, high conical or subspinous ; 

the four others are scarcely elevated. The radial dome plates somewhat 

projecting and moderately convex. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zoblogy. 

Remarks. — The circle of tumid plates at the lower margin of the calyx 

distinguishes this species from all others. 
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HABROCRINUS Angelin. 

Subgenus ACACOCRINUS W. and Sp. 

(‘Akaxos simple, xpivoy a lily.) 

Calyx short, cyathiform. Basals three, equal. Radials rather large. 

Costals two. The distichals giving off the arms, which remain simple, and 

are composed of cuneate pieces alternately arranged, interlocking or not. 

Interbrachials in contact with the interambulacrals. Anal side wide, com- 

posed of numerous plates arranged in longitudinal rows, of which there are 

generally three. Interdistichals not observed. Structure of ventral disk 

and form of anus not known. Column round and large. 

Distribution. — Only known from the Niagara group of Indiana. 

Type. — Acacocrinus Elrodi. 

Remarks. —We attempted at first to place the following two species 

under Carpocrinus, but were unable to do so. Joh. Miiller proposed this 

genus for “die mit den Actinocrinus bisher vereinigten Crinoideen, denen 

auch das unregelmiissige imterradiale aller wahren Crinoideen fehlt.” His 

definition does not apply to Carpocrinus simplex, Miiller’s type, if Angelin’s 

and Zittel’s identifications are correct, for it has, according to their state- 

ments, an anal plate interposed between the radials. This, it seems to us, dis- 

qualifies Miiller’s name from further use, and it will have to be replaced by 

Habrocrinus Angelin. But from this, and from the subgenus Desmidocrinus, 

our form differs, at least the typical species, in having cuneate interlocking 

arm pieces in place of transverse single joints in Habdrocrinus, which we think 

is sufficient to separate the two forms subgenerically, as all other species of 

Habrocrinus have rectangular arm plates. 

Acacorinus Elrodi* W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate XXXIV. Fig. 16. 

A small species, not over 24 mm. from the top of the stem to the top of 

the arms. The plates of the dorsal cup a little convex and smooth; the 

median line of the costals and distichals slightly angular. Basals forming a 

rather large obconical cup, truncated at the end. Radials very large, as 

long as wide or a little longer, larger than the two costals together, the 

upper face concave. Costals wider than long; the second smaller than the 

* Named in honor of Dr. Moses N. Hlrod, one of the pioneer geologists of Indiana, who collected the 
only known specimen. 
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first. Arms moderately lone, filiform at their upper ends; composed of 

cuneate joints, interlocking to biserial. Pinnules comparatively strong, and 

composed of very long joints. Interbrachials: 1, 2,2; the first considerably 

larger. Anal side very wide; the first anal smaller than the radials, fol- 

lowed by a series of four other anals longitudinally arranged, and having 

at each side, and in contact with them, rows of 1, 2, and 2 plates. 

Horizon and Locality. —Niagara group; Hartsville, Bartholomew Co., 

Ind. 

Type in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Acacocrinus americanus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate XX XIV. Figs. 15a, b. 

Dorsal cup obconical, wider than high; the sides convex, spreading more 

rapidly from the top of the basals to the top of the radials; the interradial 

spaces flattened and the cross section obscurely pentangular. Plates but 

very little convex, their surfaces apparently smooth, the suture lines not 

grooved. Basals forming a shallow, slightly spreading cup. Radials as 

large as both costals together, a little longer than wide; the upper face 

concave. First costals generally quadrangular, the posterior ones occasion- 

ally pentangular ; the second costals pentangular or hexangular, the angle at 

the upper face very obtuse. Distichals one only preserved in the specimen, 

quadrangular in outline,as lone as the costals but much narrower. First 

interbrachial almost as large as the radials, and about as wide as long; the 

second row consisting of two much smaller plates. Anal plate somewhat 

smaller than the radials, and the three plates above not more than half the 

size of the first interbrachial of the recular sides; the succeeding row con- 

sisting of three pieces of the size of the distichals. All other parts unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Niagara group; St. Paul, Ind. ; 

Type in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

COMPSOCRINUS S&S. A. Miter. 

1883. S.A. Mitter; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. VI., p. 233. 

Syn. Glyptocrinus (in part) —MrtiER ; 1881; ibid., Vol. TV. (April number), Plate I., Fig. 6. 
Syn. Mariacrinus (in part) — W. and Sp.; 1885, Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 104 (Proceed. 

Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1885, p. 326). 

Tn its general habitus resembling Glyptocrinus, but having an anal plate 

between the radials, and only four basals. Basals large, unequal, two of 
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them angular above, the other two truncated, one of the latter support- 

ing the first anal, the other the anterior radial. Radials generally wider 

than the two costals. Distichals two when palmars are represented, but 

five or more if these are wanting. In the latter case a stout pinnule 

from the second distichal takes the place of an arm, and the plate above 

is not pinnule-bearing. Arms long and slender, composed of cuneate single 

pieces. Pinnules stout, given off alternately from opposite sides. Inter- 

brachials, interdistichals, and interpalmars numerous; the anal side wider, 

with a longitudinal row of anal plates, followed by a strong ridge. Ventral 

disk composed of minute irregular pieces. Position of anus unknown. Col- 

umn quadrangular ; axial canal small, pentangular; the angles interradially 

disposed. 

Distribution. — Upper part of the Hudson River group of Ohio. 

Remarks. — Compsocrinus Harrisi, the type of the genus, was originally 

described by Miller under Glyptocrinus, and. nothing was said of the first 

anal forming a part of the radial ring. Neither was this noticed in 1883 

in Miller’s generic description of Compsocrinus, but his diagram shows it, and 

he also stated it in the revised specific description. The structure was over- 

looked by us in 1881 when we referred the species to Muriacrinus. Since 

then we have discovered that Miller’s “ Glyptocrinus”” miamiensis also belongs 

to this genus, having a quadrangular stem, and four basals supporting six 

plates. 

Compsocrinus Harrisi S. A. Mitter. 

Plate XXTI. Figs. Sa, b. 

1881. Glyptocrinus Harrisi—S. A. Mitten; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. TV. (April number), Plate 
1, Figs. 4, 4a. 

. 1883. Compsocrinus Harrisi— 8. A. Miturn; ibid., Vol. VI, p. 234, Plate 11, Figs. 4, 4a. 
1885. Muariacrinus Harrisi— W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part III, p. 104. 

A small highly ornamented species. Calyx higher than wide; rapidly 

expanding to the middle of the first costals, less spreading above ; interradial 

areas depressed. Surface covered with prominent ridges, arranged into well 

defined stars with intervening triangular depressions. Radial ridges wide 

and prominent, occupying one half the width of the plates, rounded on the 

back, and wider at the ends of the plates than at the middle. The ridges 

toward the interbrachials lower and flattened at the top, but like the radial 

ridges stoutest near the suture lines, a peculiarity which is also found at the 

interdistichals and interpalmars. 
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Basals small, only their upper angles exposed beyond the column. Radi- 

als and costals nearly of uniform size. Distichals two, a little smaller than 

the costals. Palmars five or six in the calyx, comparatively large, very 

gradually decreasing in size; succeeded by free arm plates of the same 

order. Arms twenty, not branching, slender, cylindrical, composed of short 

cuneiform pieces. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 3, 2, 2, 2, ec. ; the anal side wider, 

containing a longitudinal row of anal plates marked by a strong ridge. 

Interdistichal and interpalmar areas unusually large, the former composed 

of five or more rows. Construction of ventral disk not known. Column 

quadrangular, with rounded angles and slightly concave sides. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of Hudson River group, Waynes- 

ville, O. 

Type in the collection of I. H. Harris, Esq., at Waynesville. 

Compsocrinus miamiensis (S. A. Mritzr). 

Plate XXT. Figs. 7a, 0. 

1882. Glyptocrinus miamiensis —S. A. Miter; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. V., Plate 1, Fig. 1. 
1883. Glyptocrinus miamiensis— W. and Sp.; Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXV., p. 265. 

1883. Glyptocrinus miamiensis—S. A. Mitter; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. VI., p. 224. 

1885. Glyptocrinus miamiensis —W. and Sp., Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 104. 

Calyx elongate; the rays followed by strong ridges, which occupy one 

half the width of the plates. There are no ridges upon the interbrachials 

or upon any of the other plates, the surface of the calyx is covered with 

minute, irregularly arranged pustules, which are not readily seen except 

under a magnifier. 

Basals moderately large, forming a good-sized cup; the posterior one 

largest and broadly truncated above; the truncate face of the anterior 

one somewhat narrower; the two others forming a right angle. Radials 

and costals of about equal size, but in the former the proximal side is 

angular, in the others the distal. The posterior rays have two large dis- 

tichals, followed by three to four palmars which support the arms; the 

three anterior rays have from four to five distichals in the calyx and no 

palmars, giving fourteen arms to the species. Interbrachials: 1, Dp Oy Oy Pap 

ete. The anal side has an additional row of anal plates following the median 

line. Structure of ventral disk and anal opening unknown. Column ob- 

scurely quadrangular, with a small pentangular canal. 
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Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Hudson River group; Waynes- 
ville, O. 

Type in the collection of I. H. Harris, Esq., Waynesville. 

B. PERIECHOCRINITES. 

PERIECHOCRINUS Avszun. 

1842. Austin; Aun. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. X., p. 109 (no definition). 
1843. Austin; ibid., Vol. XI., p. 203. 
1843. Morris; Catal. Brit. Poss. (Hd. 1), p. 56 (Hd. 2, p- 86). 
1855. McCoy; Synops. Brit. Paleoz. Foss., p. 56. 
1857. Picrer; Traité de Paléont., Vol. LV., p. 323. 
1859. Murcutson ; Siluria, p. 536. 

1862. Dusarpry and Hupé; Hist. Natur. des Zooph. Echin., p. 137. 
1878. AncxEtin ; Iconogr. Crin. Suec., p. 6. 

1879. Zrtte1; Handb. der Palxont., Vol. I., p. 369. 
1881. W. and Sp. ; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 127 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 801). 

Syn. Actinocrinites —J. 8. Miner; 1821, History of the Crinoidea, p. 116. 
Syn. Actinocrinus — Pururrs ; 1839, Mureh. Silur. Syst., p. 673, Plate 18, Fig. 4. 
Syn. Trochocrinites — Portiock; 1848, Geol. of Londonderry, p. 345. 
Syn. (?) Pradocrinus — De Vurnevit; 1850, Bull. Soc. Géol. France (ser. IT), Vol. VIL, p. 184. 
Syn. Geocrinus — D’Orsieny; 1850, Prédr. de Paléont., Vol. L., p. 46. 
Syn. Saecocrinus —Troost; 1850; List of Crin. Tenn. (no description). 
Syn. Saccocrinus —Hati; 1852, Paleont. N. York, Vol. IL., p. 205. 
Syn. Pyzidocrinus — Miter; (in part) ; 1857, Neue Hchin. Lill. Kalk., p- 253. 
Syn. (?) Zrochocrinites —Panper, 1858, Helmerson’s Geol. Bemerk. auf einer Reise in Sweden, etc., 

p. 20. 
Syn. Saccoerinus —F. Roumer; 1860, Silur. Fauna West Tenn., pp. 42-44. 
Syn. Actinocrinus (Uegistocrinus) Hatt ; 1861, Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 271. 
Syn. Actinocrinus (Pradocrinus) —M. and W.; 1861, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 183. 
Syn. Actinocrinus — Hatt, 1863, Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. V., p- 196. 
Syn. Megistocrinus —Wincu. and Marcy; 1865; (not O. and Su.), Mem. Bost. Soe. Nat. Hist., I, 

p- 87. 

Syn. Actinocrinus (Saccocrinus) —M. and W. ; 1869, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. TIT, pp. 347 and 470. 
Syn. Wegistocrinus (Saccocrinus) M. and W.; 1873, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 397. 
Syn. Saecocrinus— Hawt; 1879, 28th Rep. N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist. (Revised Ed.), p. 127. 
Syn. Saccocrinus —S. A. Minter — Journ. Cincin, Soc. Nat. Hist. of 1881 and 1882. 

Calyx large, elongate, bell- or urn-shaped, Plates thin, and their surfaces 
smooth or delicately sculptured; the radial plates generally having a ridge 
passing from plate to plate, which increases in prominence upwards until it 
becomes identified with the free arms. 

Basals three, equal, forming a deep cup; column facet wide. Radials 
and costals long and narrow; constricted at their upper and lower faces, 
sometimes connected merely by the point of an angle. Costals two, hex- 
angular and heptangular. Distichals in two to four rows; supporting from 
two to six palmars, except in a few cases where the arms are free above the 
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distichals. Arms branching in the biserial state; long, slender, rounded ; 

constructed from their bases up of a double series of interlocking pieces. 

Pinnules slender, closely contiguous. Interbrachial and interdistichal spaces 

long and narrow, composed of a large number of plates. First interbrachial 

larger than the succeeding ones; supporting numerous rows of two plates each 

— rarely three, and only in the upper rows — which pass imperceptibly into 

interambulacral pieces. Anal interradius very wide; the first anal similar 

in form to the radials; there are three plates in the next range, and four to 

six in the succeeding ones. Interdistichals present, and variously repre- 

sented by from three to six rows. Ventral disk depressed, from moderately 

convex to almost flat; composed entirely of small, irregularly arranged plates, 

apparently without orals or radial dome plates, except close to the arms, where 

sometimes the covering and side pieces enter the margin. Anus subcentral. 

Column large, cylindrical ; axial canal moderately wide and circular. 

Distribution. — Periechocrinus is found in the Niagara group of America, 

and its equivalent in England and Sweden. It also occurs slightly modified 

in the Upper Devonian of Spain, and in the Lower Subearboniferous of the 

Mississippi Valley. 

Type of the genus: Periechocrinus moniliformis (J. 8. Miller). 

Remarks. — Austin’s definition of Periechocrinus is not as clear as could be 

wished, but it is enough to indicate that he refers to a group of Crinoids of 

which J. S. Miller’s well known Aetinocrinus moniliformis is the type. The 

species are remarkable for their elongate, sac-like form, the thinness of the 

plates, the great length and slender form of the radials, the width of the anal 

interradius, and the branching of the biserial arms, substantially the same 

characters upon which afterwards Hall undertook to separate the genus 

Saccocrinus. 

In the Revision, Part II., we placed under Periechocrinus not only the 

species which had been referred to Saccocrinus, but several others from the 

Lower Carboniferous which had been described variously under Actimocrinus, 

Megistocrinus, Saccocrinus, and Pradocrinus. These species, which embrace 

Actinocrinus (Megistocrinus) Whitei Hall, Actinocrinus (Pradocrinus) amplus 

M. and W., and Actinocrinus tenuidiscus Hall, resemble Periechocrinus in 

general habitus, but come from a very different geological horizon, have 

a less elongate calyx, and proportionally shorter plates. They differ still 

more from Megistocrinus by the thinness of their plates, and by having 

radial ridges. These species we have marked with a query, as it is pos- 
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sible they may have to be separated subgenerically, perhaps under 

Pradocrinus. 

The anus of Periechocrinus is rarely observed, and throws no light on the 

relations of the genus. P. moniliformis was probably provided with a short 

anal tube, while most of the other species seem to have had a mere 

protuberance. 

Pradocrinus de Verneuil (1850) is possibly identical with Periechocrinus, 

and also Geocrinus d Orbigny, which was proposed in the same year. Johannes 

Miiller referred Pradocrinus to Pyxidocrinus, under which he proposed to em- 

brace all -Actinocrinidee possessing interdistichals. Angelin identified Zyocho- 

crinites Pander with Periechocrinus ; while Bigsby took it to be a synonym of 

Glyptocrinus. The name Trochocrinites was preoccupied by Portlock in 1848, 

but Z’. evis, the only species referred to it, was described from an imperfect 

specimen, and its relations cannot be accurately determined. Hall’s Actino- 

crinus semiradiatus, which is known only from natural casts, and which we 

formerly referred to Periechocrinus, is possibly a Macrostylocrinus. S. A. Mil- 

ler’s Saccocrinus Gorbyt, from Decatur Co., Ind., is described from a cast, and 

it is doubtful if it belongs to this genus. 

Periechocrinus speciosus (Hatr). 

Plate L. Figs. Ga, b. 

1862. Stecocrinus speciosus —Hat.; Paleont. N. York, Vol. II., p. 205, Plate 46, Figs. 1, 2. 

1881. Periechocrinus speciosus— W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 133. 

Rather large. Calyx elongate; sides but little convex; greatest width 

across the first distichals; plates smooth, even without the usual radial 

ridges. 

Basal cup very deep. Radials and costals once and a half as long as wide. 

decreasing in size in ascending order, their upper and lower faces exceed- 

‘ingly narrow, the upper sloping faces of the radials unusually short. Dis- 

tichals four; the first about half the size of the first costals; the second 

much smaller; the upper ones, which are followed by free arm plates, short 

and quadrangular. Arms branching a little above the calyx, and twice again 

higher up; they are proportionally thin and taper gradually to the tips. 

Interbrachials rather large; the first followed by five or six ranges of two 

plates each. Interdistichals in three or four rows. Construction of the anal 

side not known, nor the structure of the teemen. Column round ; the nodal 

joints slightly projecting; their edges covered with a row of small nodes, 
66 
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those of the intervening joints angular; the axial canal rather large and 

circular. 

Florizon and Locality. — Niagara group, above the shales ; Lockport, N. Y. 

Types in the American Museum at New York. 

Remarks. — P. speciosus, which was made by Hall the type of Saccocrinus, 

is the only known American Periechocrinus in which the second bifurcation 

takes place in the arms. 

Periechocrinus Whitfieldi (Hatt). 

Plate LI. Figs. 1, 2a, b, 3, 4. 

1863. Actinocrinus Christyi— Haun; Trans. Alb. Inst., Vol. IV., p. 196. (Abstr., p. 2), not Actinocrinus 

Christyi Shum., 1855. 

1868. <Actinocrinus Whitfieldi — Hatt; 20th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist. (Doe. Edit.), p. 326. 
1863. Saccocrinus Christyi— Merk and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IIL., p. 347, Plate 5, Fig. 1. 

1870. Actinocrinus (Saccocrinus) Whitfieldi— Hair; 20th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist. (Revised 

Ed.), pp. 370 and 430. 
1877. Saccocrinus Christyi —S. A. Mutter; Catal, Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 90. 
1879. Saccocrinus Christyi— Hatt; 28th Rep. N. Y. State Cab, Nat. Hist. (Revised Ed.), p. 127, Plate 

13, Figs. 12-20. 
1881. Periechocrinus Christyi —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 132. 

1881. Saccocrinus Christyi — Hatt; 11th Ann. Rep, Indiana, p. 254, Plate 12, Figs. 12-20, Plate 15, 
Figs. 3, 4. 

A moderately large species. Calyx subovate ; the dorsal cup urn-shaped, 

its sides convex and but slightly spreading below the arm bases; the ventral 

disk low hemispherical, the plates thin and flat, the radial ridge proceeding 

from the middle of the radials to the arms rather obscure. Surface of plates 

finely granulose, the granules arranged in excentric lines, parallel to the 

margins of the plates. 

Basals large, more rapidly spreading than the succeeding plates. Radials 

and costals decreasing in size upwards; the radials nearly three times as 

large as the second costals, and longer than wide, the upper and lower faces 

much smaller than any of the others. Distichals two, of the size of the sec-- 

ond costals, supporting two or three small palmars, which are succeeded by 

the arms, the structure of which is not known. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 2, 

sometimes with a sixth row within the arm regions; the plates, as a rule, 

are longer than wide, and agree in size with adjoining brachials. _ Interdis- 

tichals 1, 2, 2; the lower one larger, resting between the first distichals. 

Anal interradius very wide; the anal plate of equal width with the radials, 

but not quite as long; the three plates of the second row longer than wide; 

the middle plate the narrowest; the third row also consists of three plates, 
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and is followed by other rows of five or six pieces. Ventral disk payed by a 

large number of small, smooth, irregular plates, apparently without orals, 

but small covering and side pieces enter the margin. Column near the calyx 

composed of very short pieces; central canal of medium size. 

Horizon and Locality. — Niagara group; Waldron, Ind. 

Remarks. — Megistocrinus marcouanus and M. infelicx Winch. and Marcy, 

which Hall has regarded as identical with this species, are probably distinct. 

Periechocrinus marcouanus (Wincu. and Marcy), 

Plate L. Figs. 7a, b, and Plate LI. Fig. 5. 

1865. Megistocrinus marcouanus— WINCHELL and Marcy; Mem. Boston Soe. Nat. Hist., Vol. 1, p. 87, 

Plate IL., Fig. 5. 

1879. Syn. of Saecocrinus Christyi— Haut; 28th Rep. N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist. (Revised Ed.), p. 127. 

1881. Swecoerinus marcouanus —S. A. Mittr; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV., p. 167, Plate 4, 
Figs. 1, la. 

1885. Periechocrinus marcouanus (?)— W. and Spr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IIL., p. 106. 

A very large and elongate species; the calyx sometimes reaching a 

length of 75 mm. by about 40 mm. in width across the arm bases; form 

subovoid, the width greatest at the top of the second costals, whence it con- 

tracts to the third distichals, there expanding again to the arm bases. Inter- 

brachial and interdistichal areas somewhat flattened or faintly depressed, 

producing a sort of angularity along the median line of the radial series, 

without forming an actual ridge until close to the arms. Surface of plates 

smooth, the suture lines not grooved. 

Basals comparatively small, forming a saucer-shaped, hexagonal cup. 

Radials and costals of nearly the same size and of similar form, their lat- 

eral faces concave to receive the convex sides of adjoining interbrachials. 

Second costals as long as the first, and nearly as wide; the upper and lower 

faces in both of them narrow ; the upper sloping sides longer than the lower. 

Distichals three, decreasing in size upwards; the first nearly as long as the 

costals, and almost as wide, its upper face quite narrow; the second of the 

same proportions but smaller; the third much shorter. Palmars numerous, 

comparatively small, shorter than wide, those of the same divisions in lateral 

contact. Arms four to the ray, arranged in pairs; their first bifurcations 

close to the calyx. Interbrachial spaces long and narrow; they consist of one 

plate in the first row, followed by from ten to twelve ranges of two plates 

each, which meet the plates of the tegmen. Anal interradius very wide ; 

first anal plate a little shorter than the radials, but wider at the upper face ; 
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the three plates above succeeded by three plates, and numerous other plates 

irregularly arranged in rows of from five to six pieces each, which grow 

smaller as they approach the tegmen. Upon the ventral disk there is a well 

defined anal ridge, which ends in a subcentral proboscidiform protuberance 

with the anus at the upper end. Interdistichals consisting of a rather large 

plate resting between the sloping upper faces of the first distichals, and six 

or more rows of two plates each, the upper ones resembling the plates of the 

tegmen. Tegmen almost flat ; composed exclusively of small polygonal 

plates. In the casts there appear upon the surface ten well marked ridges, 

which represent grooves in the test for the reception of the ambulacra. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Niagara group; near Chicago, Ills. 

Remarks. — It probably occurs also at Waldron. Among the specimens 

which we refer to it there is one in which large portions of the arms are pre- 

served. They branch at about 18 mm. above the calyx, and one of the 

branches again at about 25 mm. above the first bifurcation. Whether 

any additional bifurcation takes place in this species, cannot be ascertained, 

as the arms are broken at 65 mm. from the calyx. The arms are composed 

of two rows of short, transverse pieces, very regularly arranged. 

Periechocrinus necis (Wiycu. and Marcy). 

Plate L. Figs. La, b. 

1865. Megistocrinus necis — Wixcurtt and Marcy; Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., p. 110, Plate 2, Fig. 6. 
1881. Saccocrinus necis—S. A. Miter; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV., p. 172, Plate 4, Figs. 

1885. Sees necis — W. aud Sp.; Revision Palxocr., Part III., p. 106. 

A shorter species than the preceding. Calyx pyriform, not much higher 

than wide ; obconical to the top of the second radials ; greatest width a little 

above the second costals, whence it contracts rapidly to the arm bases, at 

which the calyx is reduced to two thirds its former width. Surface of plates 

smooth, with slight angularities following the radials, giving to the cross- 

section a somewhat pentangular outline. 

Basals of medium size, more rapidly spreading than the parts above. 

Radials and costals occupying two thirds the height of the calyx, nearly of 

equal size, longer than wide; their upper and lower faces wider than usual 

in this genus. Distichals two; the first plate one third smaller than the 

costals ; the second as much as one half. Palmars two or more, small, and 

between them are interposed 1, 2, 2, small interdistichals. Interbrachials 
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rather large, decreasing gradually in size ; disposed generally in six rows, of 

which the upper ones are irregular and not readily recognized; the first plate, | 

which has the size of the first costals, supports two plates in the second row, 

and three in the succeeding ones. Anal interradius wide, the first anal plate 

as large as the radials; succeeded by three plates, the middle one the smallest, 

and four or five plates in the rows above. Tegmen almost flat, its diameter 

remarkably small, owing to the constriction at the upper regions of the dorsal 

cup. In the casts there are no traces of disk ambulacra, and nothing to 

indicate the presence of orals in this species; the whole surface is covered 

by the impressions of small, irregular plates, surrounded by what appears to 

represent the arm openings, which were apparently arranged in groups, 

forming a circle around the disk. The exact number of primary arms could 

not be ascertained from the specimens, but we have reason to believe there 

were eight arms to the ray. Anus subcentral, apparently not large. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Niagara group, near Chicago, Ills. 

Periechocrinus infelix (Wi1ncn. and Marcy). 

Plate L. Figs. 2a, b, c, d. 

1865. WMegistocrinus infelic — Wixcnett and Marcy; Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., p. 110, Plate 2, Fig. 7. 
1879. Syn. of Succocrinus Christyi — Hawt; 28th Rep. N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 127. 
1881. Saecocrinus infelizm —S. A. Mitten; Journ. Cinciu. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. LV., p. 260, Plate 6, 

Figs. 2, 2a, b. 

1885. Periechocrinus infelix (2) — W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 106. 

Syn. Saccocrinus Egani —S. A. Minter; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV., p. 173, Plate 4, 
Figs. 4, 4a. 

Smaller than the two preceding species. Dorsal cup somewhat obconical, 

higher than wide; sides convex, abruptly spreading from the basals to the 

top of the radials; the upper regions almost cylindrical, sometimes a little 

spreading; surface of plates slightly convex, and covered with obscure 

radiations. 

Basals small, forming a shallow pentangular cup. Radials and costals 

rising to three fourths the height of the calyx; the radials much wider than 

the first costals, about as wide as long, and the sloping upper faces almost as 

short as the upper face; the first costals, as a rule, a little larger than the 

second. Distichals two, one third smaller than the preceding axillary. Pal- 

mars two, small. Interbrachial and interdistichal areas somewhat grooved at 

the upper ends. Interdistichals disposed in six to seven rows; the first as 

large as the first costals, with obtuse upper angle and long lateral faces, great- 
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est width about one fourth its height; succeeding plates in rows of two, the 

upper ones small and irregularly arranged. Anal interradius wide, de- 

pressed between the arm bases, and forming at the ventral surface a rounded 

ridge, which connects with the anus; the plates very numerous and irregu- 

larly arranged. Interdistichals generally 1, 2,2. Ventral disk low-convex, 

the interambulacral spaces depressed, the plates nearly flat. The food 

grooves in the cast are delineated by prominent ridges, which bifurcate half 

way out to the arms, and again close to the arm bases, giving off in the 

calyx four arms to the ray. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Niagara group, near Chicago, Ills. 

Remarks. — This species was regarded by Hall as a synonym of Periecho- 

crinus Whitfieldi, bat we agree with Miller that the two forms are distinct. 

The plates of P.Whitfeldi are flat and finely ornamented, those of P. infelix 

convex and without ornamentation ; the radials of the former possess promi- 

nent ridges, which are wanting in the other. We disagree with Miller, 

however, as to his “ Saccocrinus”’ Egani, which we take to be identical with 

P. infelix. 

Periechocrinus urniformis (S. A. Mier). 

Plate L. Figs. 5a, b. 

1881. Saccocrinus urniformis —S. A. Mitten; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. 1V-, p. 170, Plate 4, 
Figs. 2, 2a. 

1885. Periechocrinus urniformis (2) — W.and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part IIT., p. 106. 

Syn. Saccocrinus pyriformis —S. A. Mituer; 1882, Journ. Cincin. Soe. Nat. Hist., Vol. V., p. 81, 
Plate 3, Fig. 3. 

Syn. Periechocrinus pyriformis (2?) —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IIL, p. 106. 

Only known from internal casts. Calyx large, ovoid; greatest width 

across the arm bases, which are somewhat projecting; plates gradually 

decreasing in width upwards. 

Basals small, forming a rather low cup. Radials and costals nearly of 

equal size ; their width across the middle equal to their height; the upper 

and lower faces less constricted than in the preceding species. Distichals 

two, the first one fourth, and the second as much as one half, smaller than 

the costal axillaries. Palmars two, small. Interbrachial and interdistichal 

areas on a level with surrounding brachials, except close to the arm bases, 

where they form rather wide, well marked depressions, which are continued 

upon the tegmen. First interbrachial of about the same size as the first costal, 

but pentangular in place of hexangular; succeeded by six to seven rows of 
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two plates each. Interdistichals, 1, 2, 2; the first resting within the notch of 

the first distichals. Anal side remarkably wide. The anal plate, which closely 

resembles the radials, followed by three rather large plates, and these by 

three smaller ones and an elongate plate at each side, which latter rise to 

the top of the plates of the third row, so that the second and third rows to- 

gether contain eight plates. This arrangement, however, is not invariable ; 

there are some specimens in which these rows have five plates each, and the 

plates above, on approaching the tegmen, form a rounded, conspicuous ridge, 

which connects with the anus. The course of the ambulacra is indicated in 

the casts by well marked ridges, which branch twice upon the surface, 

and show that there was a third bifurcation in the calyx. Ventral disk 

hemispherical, composed: of rather uniform pieces of moderate size. Anus 

subcentral. i 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Niagara group; Chicago, Ills. 

Remarks. —We have carefully compared Miller’s types of his “Sacco- 

crinus” pyriformis with the types of Periechocrinus urniformis, both in the 

collection of Mr. Egan of Chicago, and came to the conclusion that the dif- 

ferences pointed out in the descriptions are not constant, and are to a large 

extent imaginary. 

(2) Periechocrinus ornatus (Hatz). 

Plate L. Figs. 3a, b, and Plate LI. Fig. 7. 

1875. Saceocrinus ornatus —Hatx; Geol. Rep. Ohio, Palzont., Vol. IL., p. 126, Plate 6, Figs. 7 to 9. 

1881. Periechocrinus ornatus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 182. 

Syn. Swecocrinus Benedicti —S. A. Miuter; 1892, Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Sury. Indiana, p. 29, 

Plate 5, Figs. 1 and 2. 

A smaller species than the preceding one. Calyx obovate; the dorsal cup 

elongate urn-shaped, obscurely pentangular in the upper portions, the rays 

at the arm bases widely separated, especially upon the posterior side. Plates 

highly elevated, subconical, with deeply channeled sutures; the surface cov- 

ered with coarse rugosities or irregular protuberances, meeting in the centre 

of the plates, and passing out to the edges. 

Basals rather large, forming a moderately spreading cup. Radials and 

costals higher than wide, gradually decreasing in size; the former consid- 

erably larger than the costals. Distichals free from above the third plate. 

Arm structure unknown. Interbrachials in five rows; the first plate as large 

as the first costal; there are two in the second range, and five in the three 
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upper ones together, the latter meeting the interambulacral pieces. Inter- 

brachials apparently three. Ventral disk rather depressed near the outer 

margin; the central portions gradually rising to a good-sized anal tube, 

composed of moderately large, convex plates similar to those forming the 

tegmen. 

Horizon and Locality. —Niagara group; Yellow Springs, O., and St. Paul, 

Shelby Co., Ind. 

Remarks.+— This species departs from the others in having a large anal 

tube, a character which in other groups has been regarded of generic im- 

portance, and we should propose for it a new genus if we were better 

informed as to the anal structure of the other species. 

Periechocrinus tennesseensis (HAtr). 

Plate L. Fig. 4. 

1850. Swecocrinus tennesseensis —Troost MS. 
1875. Saccocrinus tennesseensis —Haut; Geol. Rep. Ohio, Paleont., Vol. II., p. 125, Plate 6, Fig. 10. 

Syn. Saecocrinus speciosus — RoEMER (not Hair); Silur. Fauna des Westl. Tenn., p. 42, Plate 3, 
Figs. 3a, 4, ¢. 

Of the type of P. speciosus Hall, but the third division of each ray takes 

place in the calyx and not in the arms; and it has twenty primary arms in 

place of ten. Dorsal cup elongate obconical, one fourth higher than wide, 

slightly inflated at two thirds its height. Arm bases conspicuously projecting, 

deeply depressed between the rays and their main divisions; the depressions 

of the anal side widest and deepest. Surface of plates smooth, with a faint 

longitudinal elevation along the radial series, which at the top of the dorsal 

cup widens to the full width of the arms. 

Basals forming a somewhat conical cup. Radials much larger than the 

costals; the latter considerably narrower, and but little longer than wide. 

Distichals two, half the size of the preceding axillary, as wide as high. Pal- 

mars still smaller, rounded like arm plates. Arms thin, cylindrical, arranged 

in pairs, biserial from their origin. Interbrachial areas composed of five or 

six rows; the plates arranged as in the preceding species, including those of 

the anal side. Ventral disk constructed of a number of polygonal plates 

without definite arrangement. Anus subcentral. 

Horizon and Locatity.— Niagara group; Decatur and Perry Cos., Tenn., 

and Yellow Springs, O. 

Remarks. — The type specimen, collected by Dr. Troost, came from De- 
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eatur Co., Tenn., and there is but little doubt that the one described by 
Roemer, and provisionally referred by him to Saccocrinus speciosus Hall (Silur. 
Fauna West. Tenn., Plate 3, Fig. 3), represents the same species. We have 
in our collection several specimens from that locality with four arms to each 
ray, but none with three in the posterior rays, as shown in Roemer’s figure, 
which is said to be a restoration. The specimen described afterwards by 

Hall is a natural cast in the Ohio State Cabinet. 

Periechocrinus Howardi (S. A. Mriter). 

1892. Saccocrinus Howardi —S. A. Mituer; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv., Indiana, p. 30, Plate 5, 
Figs. 3 and 4. 

A small species. Calyx higher than wide, broadly truncated at the base, 

and but slightly expanding, so as to be almost subcylindrical to near the 

arm bases, which bend abruptly outward. Plates tumid, without ornamen- 

tation ; suture lines beveled. 

Base short, forming a broad rim, which is squarely truncated at the bot- 

tom; its diameter equal to two thirds the greatest width of the cup. Radials 

more tumid than the other plates, about as wide as long. First costals two 

thirds the size of the radials; the second much smaller. Distichals three, 

directed almost at right angles to the axis of the calyx; supporting the free 

arms. Arm openings ten, arranged in pairs, each pair separated by numer- 

ous interradial plates, which connect with the plates of the tezemen.~ Inter- 

radial areas composed of two or three large tumid plates, followed by smaller 

ones. In the type specimen there is but one large plate in the second row 

at the regular sides, probably the usual two being consolidated. Anal area 

much wider and somewhat flattened, the plates rising almost vertically. Anal 

plate followed by 3, 3, and 5 interbrachials; those of the latter row irregu- 

larly arranged. Ventral disk almost on a level with the arm bases, only the 

central part a little convex; composed of numerous small plates without defi- 

nite arrangement. The anal opening marginal. 

Horizon and Locality. — Niagara group; St. Paul, Shelby Co., Ind. 

Remarks. — Being unable to obtain the type specimen, our description is 

made after Miller. 

67 
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(?) Periechocrinus Whitei (Hatt). 

Plate XLVI. Figs. 1, 2, 3, and Plate LI. Figs. 9, 10. 

1861. Actinocrinus (Megistocrinus) Whitei— Hari; Prelim. Deser. New Crin., p. 2, and Bost. Journ, Nat. 

Hist., p. 271. 

1873. Megistocrinus (Saccocrinus) Whitei—Mexx and WoRTHEN ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 397, 

Plate 6, Figs. la, 4, ¢. 

1877. Megistocrinus Whitei—S. A. Mitter; Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 83. 

1881. Periechocrinus Whitei—W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 1383; and Whitfield; Amer. 

Mus. Nat. Hist., 1893, Vol. L., p. 27, Plate 2, Fig. 29. 

Syn. Actinocrinus (Pradocrinus) amplus —Mxnx and WoRTHEN ; 1861, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 

p. 133, also 1868, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IIL. p. 470, Plate 16, Fig. 2. 

Syn. Actinocrinus amplus — 8. A. Mitr; Amer. Paleoz. Foss., p. 66. 

Syn. Periechocrinus ainplus— W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part I1., p. 131. 

Calyx depressed bell-shaped, height and greatest width nearly equal; 

tegmen flattened or depressed convex; plates thin, and without ornamenta- 

tion; radial ridge but faintly indicated. 

Basals forming a shallow basin, abruptly truncated at the bottom for the 

reception of the column; the latter occupying two thirds the diameter of the 

base. Radials large, length and width subequal, their upper lateral faces 

shorter than the corresponding lower ones. First costals scarcely more 

than half the size of the radials, proportionally a little longer, and hexan- 

gular; second costals much smaller than the first, and pentangular. The 

latter support four distichals, which according to the age of the specimen are 

either all fixed or in part free. The distichals short, even the first which is 

twice as long as the succeeding ones. Arm facets projecting, arranged in 

pairs, the spaces between the rays twice as wide as those between their main 

divisions. Arms long, gradually decreasing in size upwards, very delicate at 

the top, biserial above the first to the third distichal. Pinnules long, closely 

packed and rather stout; their joints twice as long as wide. First inter- 

brachial as large as the first costals or larger; supporting two smaller plates 

in the second range, three in the third, and a number of irregular pieces 

above. Anal interradius very wide; each one of the three plates resting upon 

the first anal almost as large as the one plate of the regular sides. They are 

followed by three smaller pieces, and these in large specimens by as much as 

twenty or more plates, of which the upper row connects with the plates of 

the tegmen. The disk plates are small throughout, and closely resemble the 

interambulacral plates of some Pentacrinide. Anus excentric, rising but 

little above the general surface of the tegmen. Column stout, the joints 
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quite uniform; their upper and lower faces striated at the margin, and 

smooth in the middle; axial canal of moderate size. 

Horizon and Locality.—In the Kinderhook group at ‘Le Grand, Marshall 

Co., Iowa, and in both divisions of the Burlington group at Burlington and 

other places. 

Remarks. — There can be no doubt that the specimens of the three beds 

represent one and the same species, although differing considerably in size. 

In the Kinderhook group the specimens are smaller, and only a single dis- 

tichal takes part in the calyx, while in the Burlington two or three of them 

are incorporated, and the specimens have proportionally more interbrachial 

plates. 

(2) Periechocrinus tenuidiscus (Hatz). 

Plate XLVI. Fig. 4, and Plate LI. Fig. 6. 

1861. (°) Actinocrinus tenuidiscus —Haxu ; Prelim. Descr. New Crin., p. 14. 

1877. Actinocrinus tenuidiscus — 8. A. MiiER; Catal. Paleoz. Foss., p. 68. 

1881. Periechocrinus tenuidiscus —W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 133. 

Closely allied to the preceding species, and perhaps a mere variety of the 

same. Dorsal cup more compressed, and distinctly rounded, the arm bases 

less projecting, and the plates ornamented. The plates of the dorsal cup 

covered by broad, ill-defined ridges passing out from near the middle of the 

plates to the margins, where they meet the ridges of adjoining plates. The 

ridges following the brachials more prominent, especially as they approach 

the arm bases. A similar ridge follows the median line of the anal area. 

The surface of the plates is beautifully marked by very fine radiating wrink- 

les; the plates very thin at their outer margins, and but little thicker in the 

middle. 

Basals forming a low hexagonal basin, with a slightly projecting rim at 

the bottom; the column facet somewhat concave, occupying one half the 

diameter of the cup. Radials large, nearly as long as wide ; the costals con- 

siderably smaller, decreasing in size upwards in the same proportions as the 

radials and first costals. Distichals, so far as observed, two or three in the 

calyx; the two upper ones curved like arm plates. First interbrachial as large 

as the first costals, and as wide as long, those of the second row equal to the 

second costals; the second row has two or three plates, and the succeeding 

ones three or four. Anal interradius very wide; the first anal plate smaller 

than the radials; the three plates overlying it as large as the first inter- 
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brachial of the regular sides; succeeding rows generally containing five plates. 

Interdistichals one. Structure of tegmen and arms not known. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

MEGISTOCRINUS 0. and Suum. 

1852. Owen and Suumarp; U.S. Geol. Rep. Iowa, Wisc. and Minn., p. 594. 

1858. Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 479. 

1869. Mewxk and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 163. 

1873. Merrx and Wortnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 393. 

1879. Zirren; Handb. der Paleont., Vol. L., p. 371. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 135 (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 309). 

1890. S.A. Minter; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 260. 

Specimens generally large; the calyx depressed, wider than high ; 

flattened on the bottom, and sometimes excayated; the plates heavy. 

Basals three, closely anchylosed and not divisible, forming together a thick 

hexangular plate, pierced by a large canal. Radials generally spread out 

horizontally, wider than long, and all hexagonal in outline. Costals of a 

similar form to the radials, and almost as large. The number of brachials 

participating in the calyx is quite variable among the species; im some of 

them the rays are free from above the distichals, while im others palmars, 

and exceptionally post-palmars, are incorporated. Arms biserial through- 

out, branching, and gradually diminishing in size upwards. Pinnules small 

and rarely preserved. The food grooves of the arms covered by two rows 

of covering plates, bordered on each side by a series of well defined side 

pieces, which in some species enter the tegmen. Interbrachials numerous 

and in contact with the interambulacral pieces. Anal area very wide; the 

three plates of the first interbrachial row large, and followed by several 

ranges of from four to six pieces. Ventral disk low hemispherical, the 

orals and radial dome plates often isolated by small perisomic plates, which 

increase in number with the growth of the individual. Anus excentric, 

sometimes marginal. Column very large and long, with strong cirri at the 

distal end; the central canal wide and pentalobate. 

Distribution. — This genus appears in America in the Corniferous, survives 

the Hamilton and Kinderhook groups, and disappears before the close of the 

Upper Burlington. In Europe it is probably represented by “ Actinocrinus” 

globosus Phillips, from the Mountain limestone of England. 

Type of the genus: Megistocrinus Evans. 
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Remarks. —We have not been able to trace the type of Megistocrinus 

Knapp, having searched for it in vain in the Knapp collection at New Provi- 

dence, Ind., and in the Lyon collection; and we omit describing it, as the 

figures in the Proceed. of the Soc. Nat. Sci. Phila. are somewhat misleading, 

The branching of the arms in their biserial state, whereby there are 

two rows of interlocking joints below the first bifurcation, as it occurs in 

this genus and in Periechocrinus and Abacocrinus, is very characteristic of 

the three genera, which are otherwise well distinguished from each other. 

This arm structure occurs also in Aetinocrinus when there is a bifurcation 

beyond the calyx, and in some of the Rhodocrinidex. 

Megistocrinus Evansi 0. and Suvum. 

Plate XL VII. Figs. 1a, 6, 2a, b, 8, 4a, b, da, b, e. 

1850. Owen and Suumarp; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., Vol. IT., p. 68. 

1852. Owen and Smumarp; U.S. Geol. Surv. Wisc., Iowa and Mimn., p. 594, Plate 5.4, Figs. 8a, 3. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palocr., Part II., p. 137. 

Syn. Aetinocrinus brevicornis — Hatt; 1858, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL. p. 571, Plate 10, 
Figs. 4a, 6 (Megistocrinus brevicornis W. and Sp.). 

Syn. Aectinocrinus superlatus — Haiti; 1858, ibid., p. 572. 

Syn. Actinocrinus minor — Hat; 1858, ibid., p. 573. 

Syn. Megistocrinus plenus — Waite, 1862, Proceed. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IX., April number 
(Author’s Ed., p. 16). : 

Syn. Megistocrinus parvirostris — MEEK and.WortHEn ; 1869, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 165, 

and Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 396, Plate 6, Fig. 7. 

Attaining very large size. Calyx wider than high, truncated to near the 

top of the radials; basi-radial sutures broadly and deeply channeled ; basals 

more or less depressed, rarely rising beyond the plane of the radials; sides 

of the dorsal cup evenly spreading to the top of the costals, and more 

abruptly thence to the arm bases. Plates heavy, a little convex, the surface 

smooth or slightly corrugated, the suture lines deeply canaliculate. 

Basals closely anchylosed ; horizontal, rounded off toward the basi-radial 

sutures, forming a nearly flat hexagon pierced by a large pentalobate canal ; 

the column occupying about one half its diameter. Radials wider than long, 

all hexagonal in outline ; their lower faces parallel with the upper; upper 

and lower sloping faces about equal. First costals hexagonal, as long as the 

radials, but somewhat narrower; the second smaller and pentangular. The 

axillary costal supports at each side two large distichals, followed by palmars, 

of which the two proximal ones at either side of the axillary are nearly as 

long as wide, comparatively large, and those of the same ray interlock at 
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the inner sides. They are succeeded in full grown specimens by two series 

of plates of the same order, which to the fifth or sixth rows are incorporated 

into the calyx. There are ten pairs of very large arm openings directed 

upwards, of which those of the same pair are contiguous, while those of 

adjoining pairs are placed apart, being separated by well marked depressions. 

In young specimens, the arms are free above the second distichal, and there 

are but five pairs of arm openings, which are arranged as the ten in the 

older ones. Between these two forms there are others of intermediate stages 

in which, although having as yet but ten openings, these are arranged 

singly — not in pairs —and their axillary distichals form the uppermost 

plate of the ray in the calyx. Arms long, rather stout, frequently dichot- 

omizing. Interbrachials in large specimens: 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 2, with slight 

variations in the upper rows; interdistichals, 1, 2, 3, 2; anal interradius: 1, 

3, 4, 5, 7, and a number of smaller plates above. The smallest specimen 

under examination has but 1, 2, 2 interbrachials, a single very minute inter- 

distichal, and 8, 4, and 5 plates above the first anal. Tegmen low hemi- 

spherical to almost flat, with distinct plications toward the outer margin 

— corresponding to the rays and their main divisions — and a slight groove 

at the anal side. Posterior oral highly convex, conical, or even spinous, and 

sometimes as large as the four others together, from which it is separated by 

several rather large, tumid plates, and in the larger specimens by very small, 

irregular, flat pieces of subsequent growth interspersed between the larger 

ones. The smaller orals and radial dome plates are surrounded by similar 

plates, which increase in number, as well as in size and convexity, with the size 

of the specimen. In the smallest examples before us there are five minute, 

isolated pieces, interposed at the ends of the inter-oral sutures, and the orals 

are still in contact among themselves and with the radial dome plates by 

small surfaces. In the next largest specimens, the interposed plates, although 

yet very small and flat, are united laterally so as to separate the orals, as 

well as the radial dome plates. In the largest specimens, the interposed 

plates are not only larger but also convex, and hundreds of secondary disk 

plates are introduced between them over the whole surface, resembling in 

form and character the primary ones in their earlier phases. Such pieces 

are found also in vast numbers near the outer margin, decreasing in size as 

they approach the arm openings. The radial dome plates—7. e. covering 

pieces — are very irregularly developed, some rays having but a single plate, 

others four or five, and while some of them are isolated, others are in con- 
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tact and alternate with one another. Anus at the end of a proboscidiform 
protuberance, within the arm regions or a little above or below. Column 
large and long. In a large specimen it was found preserved to a length 
of three feet, but evidently was considerably longer ; it gradually increased 
its diameter from 14 mm. at the top to 24 mm. at the distal end. Near the 
calyx, the nodal joints, which at their edges are rounded and somewhat un- 
dulating, project conspicuously over the youngest and those of intermediate 
growth, but farther down on the stem the latter attain the size of the oldest, 
and a wider joint always alternates with a narrower one. Toward the dis- 
tal end all the joints become of the same length and width, their proximal 
and distal surfaces are covered with fine radiating strie, and the lines of 
union are zigzag. Central canal extremely large, occupying one third the 
diameter of the joint, and obscurely pentalobate. The lower end of the 
column has not been observed, but from detached parts, which undoubtedly 
belong to this species, it appears that it was provided for quite a’ distance 
with long and stout branches, which were perforated by a canal of elon- 
gate form. 

Horizon and Locality. — Found in both divisions of the Burlington group 
up to the white crystalline layers of the upper bed; Burlington, Iowa, and 
Henderson Co., Ills. 

ftemarks. — The size of this species is extremely variable. Among the 
fifty-two specimens under examination, the calyx varies from 5 to 65 mm. 
in length, and from 7 to 85 mm. in width. Asa rule, the specimens from 
the Upper Burlington division are a shade larger, yet White's type of 
Megistocrinus plenus, the Upper bed form, in the Museum of Comparative 
Zoblogy, is considerably smaller than the largest specimens from the Lower 
bed. MM. plenus was said to differ “by its convex base, prominent basal 
plates, channeled sutures, and the proportions of the body plates;” but 
neither one of these distinctions will stand when a large number of speci- 
mens are compared. The basals are not prominent in any of them — not 
even in the type —and the suture lines are not more channeled than they 
are in specimens from the Lower bed.  Actinocrinus minor, A. superlatus, and 
A, brevicornis, which we have always held to be one species, represent earlier 
stages in the development of Megistocrinus Evansi, as we suggested in the 
Revision (Part IL, p. 138). “ Actinocrinus” minor with fewer anal plates, and 
the anal aperture much lower on the posterior side, represents the youngest 
form of the species, and A. superdatus and A. brevicornis a transition between 
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the young and the adult. The two latter are said to differ in the number of 

interbrachials, in their surface markings, and the condition of the posterior 

oral, whether spinous or not, —characters unreliable for specific separation. 

Megistocrinus parvirostris M. and W., which is comparatively small, and of 

which the anus is described as located below the arm bases, is the younger 

stage of “ Megistocrinus plenus,’ both coming from the Upper bed. The 

position of the anus in this species is quite variable, beg sometimes be- 

low the arm regions not only in the smaller specimens, but frequently also 

in the larger ones. : 

This species is interesting for the light it throws upon the growth of 

the individual. In the smallest, and, as we think, youngest specimens, 

there are but two arm openings, the brachials being free above the second 

distichals, and remaining to a large extent in the condition of arm plates. 

The larger and more mature specimens, with the interbrachials increased to 

more than twice their previous number, have four arm openings, and the 

biserial distichals and palmars, the latter as far as to the fifth row, form part 

of the calyx walls. The tegmen in its earlier form is composed of but few 

plates, and the orals are in contact among themselves and with the radial 

dome pieces. Gradually with growth small supplementary pieées were intro- 

duced, and between these, which increased in size, were interposed in turn 

hundreds, and even thousands, of minute secondary pieces, still more increas- 

ing the capacity of the calyx, and encroaching upon the ambulacra so as to 

leave but a few isolated ambulacral plates exposed at the surface. 

Megistocrinus Evansi var. crassus (WuHI!T®). 

1862. Wuuite; Proceed. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IX., p- 17. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 137. 

Calyx very large, differing from MJ. Hvansi in the massiveness of its 

plates and the greater depression of the base. The radials are formed into 

high, broad knobs with deep channels along the interradial and _basi-radial 

sutures, and their surfaces are covered with coarse irregular corrugations. 

The nodes of the brachials and interbrachials are more conical. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 
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Megistocrinus nobilis W. and Sp. 

Plate XLVII. Figs. 6, 7, Sa, b, and Plate LI. Fig. 8. 

1890. W. and Sr.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIII., p. 169, Plate 16, Figs. 6 and 7. 

1890. S. A. Minter; North Amer. Geol. and Palzont., p. 260. 

Syn. Megistocrinus parvus W. and Sr.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIIIL., p. 171. 

Somewhat smaller than the preceding species. Calyx subglobose, nearly 

as wide as high; the tegmen depressed hemispherical. Dorsal cup to the 

middle of the radials slightly flattened, but still convex; the costals and 

proximal distichals gently curving ; the higher brachials bending outward 

and curved transversely, forming ten lobes around the calyx, correspond- 

ing to the main divisions of the rays. Plates heavy, a little concave ; suture 

lines somewhat grooved, those between the basals and radials deeper than 

the others. 

Basals small, forming a hexagon, of which only a narrow rim is visible 

beyond the column. Radials hexangular in outline, a little wider than long, 

the upper and lower lateral faces of equal length. First costals as large as 

the radials; the two posterior ones pentangular, the others hexangular. 

Second costals smaller than .the first, and pentangular. First distichals as 

large as the axillary costal; those of the second row somewhat smaller; suc- 

ceeding distichals biserial, the plates alternating, and decreasing rapidly in 

length upward. There are four platesin one series and five in the other, 

both followed by two series of short transverse palmars, which to the third 

plate take part in the calyx, and bifureate again above the fifth or sixth. 

Arm facets arranged in ten pairs, large, and directed upwards. Arms short 

in proportion to the size of the calyx, bifureating three or four times, the 

tips infolding ; they are robust at their bases, but diminish in size with each 

bifurcation, and are composed of moderately short pieces. Pinnules short 

and rarely preserved. Regular interbrachials in five or six ranges: I, 2, 2, 

3, 8, 2, with slight variations. Interdistichals in three or four rows; the 

first generally resting upon the second distichals, rarely upon the first. The 

first anal plate longer than the radials; the three plates above as large as 

the first interbrachial of the other sides; followed by four or five plates, and 

these by numerous others of indefinite arrangement. Ventral disk from 

almost flat to moderately convex; the plates flat, of almost uniform size 

and irregular arrangement. The orals, if represented at all, indeterminable, 

68 
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as also the ambulacral plates, except near the outer margins of the tegmen, 

where well defined covering and side pieces are on a level with the interam- 

bulacrals ; and similar pieces occur along the arms. The covering plates are 

quite regular in their arrangement, forming a sort of ridge with a row of 

side pieces at each side. Anus excentric, at the top of a short, rounded or 

conical protuberance. Column large, giving off heavy branches at the distal 

end; it increases but little in width, and is composed throughout of alter- 

nate thick and thin joints. Central canal moderately large, obscurely penta- 

lobate, and proportionally wider at the lower end. 

Fforizon and Locality. — Kinderhook group; Le Grand, Marshall Co., 

Towa. 

Type at Pasadena, California, but authentic specimens are in the 

collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Megistocrinus parvus has the same affinities with WZ. nobilis as 

“ Actinocrinus” brevicornis with Megistocrinus Evansi, and we regard it a 

young stage of that species. The arms are free above the distichals, and 

it has less interbrachial plates. The specimen, Plate LI., Fig. 8, is some- 

what abnormal, having but one costal in two of its rays. 

Megistocrinus latus (Hatt). 

Plate XL VILL. Figs. 3a, b. 

1858. Haru; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 480, Plate 1, Figs. la, 4. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paloer., Part IL., p. 138. 

A large species. Dorsal cup short, about twice as wide as high, abruptly 

depressed at the bottom; the sides expanding upwards; arm bases slightly 

projecting; plates flat and without ornamentation; suture lines grooved. 

Basals closely anchylosed, rather large, located at the bottom of an 

inverted cup, which is a little wider than the column. Radials about as 

wide as long; their lower ends abruptly curved to form the sides of the 

basal concavity, the other portions spreading horizontally and constituting 

the bottom of the calyx. First costals generally longer than the second. 

Distichals im the antero-lateral rays three, supporting two arms; the other 

rays have a single axillary, followed by several palmars with four arms to the 

ray. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 5, 5, and some small pieces between the arm 

bases. The first anal plate, which is a little narrower than the radials, is suc- 

ceeded by three plates, and these by numerous irregularly arranged pieces, 
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which decrease in size upwards. Interdistichals one or two, placed longitudi- 

nally. Ventral disk hemispherical; the plates nearly flat and of irregular 

arrangement; orals and radial dome plates a little larger and convex. 

Anus subcentral. Column strong, the axial canal large and obtusely pen- 

tangular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group, New Buffalo, Lowa. 

Megistocrinus Farnsworthi (Ware). 

Plate XLVIIL. Figs. 4a, b. 

1876. Wuire; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 29. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 138. 

Of moderate size. Calyx subglobose, nearly as high as wide; the lower 

portions of the dorsal cup to the middle of the first costals truncated, the 

sides almost at right angles with the base, very slightly expanding to the 

arm bases, the latter somewhat projecting; the plates convex and without 

ornamentation. 

Basal disk proportionally large, slightly projecting; the central part 

a little excavated for the reception of the column; axial canal rather large 

and obtusely pentangular. Radials horizontal, smaller than the costals. 

First costals abruptly curved ; the lower end of the plates on a level with the 

radials, the upper ends vertical. Distichals three in the two antero-lateral 

rays; in the three other rays but one, which being axillary is succeeded by 

24 palmars. Arms sixteen, arranged in groups of two and four; the arm 

bases a little projecting. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 3, followed by several 

smaller pieces between the arm bases. The first anal plate, which is a little 

narrower than the radials, sueceeded by rows of three, four, and six pieces, 

with numerous irregularly arranged plates above. Interdistichals two to four, 

the lower one sometimes touching the costal axillary. Ventral disk high, 

slightly conical; composed of rather large pieces. Orals completely isolated 

by supplementary pieces; they are larger than the surrounding plates, but 

not more prominent. Anus subcentral. 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group ; Solon, Towa. 

Types in the Museum of the State University at Iowa City. 
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Megistocrinus depressus (Hatt). 

Plate XLIX. Figs. 2, 3, and 4a-d. 

1862. Hari; 15th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 134. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 137. 

Syn. Megistocrinus ontario Haut, 1862; 15th Rep. N. Y. State Cab., p. 136. 

As large as the preceding species. Calyx depressed, wider than high ; 

the dorsal cup basin-shaped ; the bottom part to the middle of the first cos- 

tals — sometimes higher — flattened but not excavated; the sides slightly 

expanding to the top of the distichals, thence curving outward and forming 

a short rim, from which the free arms are given off in pairs. Plates flat or a 

little concave, thickened around their outer margins, and in well preserved 

specimens covered by numerous very fine, somewhat irregular strize, which 

are more pronounced near the suture lines; the middle of the plates 

sometimes slightly elevated, and the surface covered with small irregular 

pustules. 

Basals small, only the points of the outer angles visible beyond the 

column ; almost flat, and on a level with the radials; the axial canal large 

and indistinctly pentagonal. Distichals from one to three in the calyx. 

Three of the rays have a single distichal in both divisions, which is axillary 

and followed by 2 x 2 short palmars, the other rays two additional distichals 

and no palmars. Arm openings sixteen, arranged in eight pairs. The median 

lines of the higher brachials are ornamented with indistinct, longitudinal 

ridges, covered by similar striz as the other parts of the plates. Inter- 

brachials: 1, 2, 3, with two or three irregular rows above, which meet the 

interambulacral plates. First anal plate, which is a little larger than the 

_ radials, followed by 3, 4, and 4 pieces, and these by a number of smaller 

ones. Interdistichals one to three, arranged longitudinally; the rays with four 

arms generally having three, the others not more than two. Ventral disk 

depressed-convex ; the food grooves marked by ridges, which diverge to the 

arm bases; the surface is covered by rather large, flat, irregular pieces 

enclosing the orals and radial dome plates, which are but little larger than 

the rest of the plates. Posterior oral in contact with the others, central and 

spiniferous, while the other four are generally flat. Anus excentric. 

Forizon and Locality. — Hamilton group; Western New York and 

Louisville, Ky. 
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Remarks. —We had for comparison a number of specimens from the 
American Museum at New York, some of which Prof. Hall had labeled 
M. depressus, others M. ontario. These specimens, in our opinion, differ only 
in the greater or less depression of the calyx from outside pressure, and 
in the greater convexity of their secondary radial dome plates, which in some 
specimens are strongly tuberculous, in others almost perfectly flat. 

Megistocrinus nodosus (Barris). 

Plate XLIX. Figs. 5a, b. 

1878. Barris; Proceed. Davenp. Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. IL., p- 285, Plate 11, Fig. 4. 
1885. Barris; ibid., Vol. 1V., p. 99, Plate 1, Fig. 8 and Plate 2, Fig. 2. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 138. 

A large species. Dorsal cup broadly urn-shaped, the truncated part 
embracing basals, radials, and first anal plate, which are in about the same 
plane ; the sides of the cup, which rise from the lower end of the first costals, 
slightly convex, expanding near the arm bases. Plates without ornamenta- 
tion ; but the costals and the interbrachials of the two proximal rows are 
somewhat nodose, while the radials are slightly convex, and the distichals 
and upper interbrachials almost flat. 

Basal disk but very little projecting beyond. the column, the column facet 
excavated and surrounded by a well defined circular rim. Radials and 
costals increasing in width upwards; the radials longer than wide; the 
costals wider than long. The higher orders of brachials arranged as in the 
preceding species. Arms sixteen from the calyx; long, slender, bifurcating, 
and composed of a double series of interlocking pieces. First interbrachial 
as large as the first costals; followed by three or four rows of two plates 
each. First anal plate succeeded by 3, 4, 4, and 3 plates. Interdis- 
tichals two to three. Teomen highly convex, somewhat inflated posteriorly, 
the interradial and interaxillary spaces deeply grooved from half way down 
to the arm regions ; the posterior groove broadest and deepest; the surface 
paved by numerous irregular pieces, among which the orals are larger, 
subspinous, and not in contact; the radial dome plates strongly nodose. 
Anus subcentral. Column large. 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group ; Davenport, Iowa, and Alpena, 
Mich. ; 

Types in the Museum of the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences. 
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Megistocrinus multidecoratus (Barnis). 

Plate XLIX. Fig. 6. 

1885. Megistocrinus nodosus, var. multidecoratus — Baris; Proceed. Davenp. Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. LY. 
p- 100, Plate II., Figs. 3 aud 4. 

1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 1138. 

This species agrees in the general form and the arrangement of the 

plates closely with JZ. nodosus, but differs essentially in the extent and char- 

acter of its ornamentation. The plates, instead of having a single central 

node, are covered by series of nodes, and these are not restricted to a few 

plates as in that species, but cover every plate of the calyx. The nodes are 

as arule well defined, but of irregular size and without definite arrangement, 

and they vary in number in different plates; the radials, costals, and first 

interbrachials have from five to twelve, which are arranged in rows; while 

the higher brachials seldom have more than two or three at the most. The 

plates of the tegmen are also highly ornamented, each one bearing a central 

node, from which rows of smaller nodes radiate to the angles. It may be 

further stated that in this species the dorsal cup is less flattened at the bot- 

tom, the radials are proportionally larger, and the first costals take part in 

the lateral walls, and not in the truncated lower portions. Number of arms, 

position of anus, and form and arrangement of orals and radial dome plates 

as in the preceding species. 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group; Alpena, Mich. 

Types in the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences. 

Remarks. —We regard this form as a good species, and not a variety of 

M. nodosus as supposed by Barris; the differences are very marked and con- 

stant. We examined a large number of specimens of both forms, and 

experienced no difficulty in distinguishing them promptly. 

Megistocrinus rugosus Lyon and Cass. 

Plate XL VIII. Figs. 6a, b, c. 

1859. Lyon and Cass.; Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXVIIL., p. 243. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IT., p. 138. 

Calyx depressed, its height to the base of the anal tube one third less 

than its width. Dorsal cup shallow basin-shaped, yet considerably higher 

than the tegmen, three times as wide as high, truncated to the middle of 
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the first costals and first interbrachials, then curving abruptly upward, widen- 

ing a little in the upper part. Surface of plates, except basals and radials, 

strongly nodose, the nodes cut up by irregular grooves or coarse wrinkles, 

which give to the species an extremely rugged appearance. 

Basals small, flat, disk-like, slightly depressed, only the points of the 

angles projecting beyond the column; central perforation large and pentalo- 

bate. Radials, first costals, and first anal plate hexagonal and of nearly 

the same size; the second costals pentagonal, hexagonal, or heptagonal, 

owing to the height of the interbrachials of the second row. Distichals 3 X 2 

in the antero-lateral rays, decreasing in size; the lower one almost as large 

as the preceding axillary. The three other rays have but one distichal, and 

2 or 3 X 4 fixed palmars, of which the upper one is short and curved like an 

arm plate. Arm openings sixteen, arranged in groups of two and four; the 

arm structure not known. Interbrachials: 1, 2,3,3,3. Anal plate followed 

by rows of 4, 5, and 4 plates, and a few irregular pieces at the arm regions. 

Ventral disk depressed-subconical; composed of numerous convex pieces; 

the orals and radial dome plates large and spinous, and all isolated. Anal 

tube excentric, strong at the base; consisting of slightly elevated pieces with 

spine-bearing larger ones interspersed. Column unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group (Corniferous), Clark Co., Ind., and 

Louisville, Ky. 

Megistocrinus concavus WacusMuTH. 

Plate XL VILL. Figs. 5a, }, ¢. 

1885. Wacusmura; Proceed. Davenp. Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. IV., p. 96, Plate 1, Figs. 5, 6, 7. 
1885. W. and Se.; Revision Palsocr., Part III., p. 112. 

A rather aberrant form of the genus. Calyx wider than high, the ventral 

disk higher than the dorsal cup; the latter very shallow, abruptly depressed 

to the top of the radials; the first costals spreading horizontally, and form- 

ing a wide and deep inverted cup; the second bending abruptly upward so 

as to place the upper part of the calyx almost at right angles to the trun- 

cated lower part. Plates heavy, and except the basals, radials and first anal 

plate, which are flat or a little concave, produced into broad, very prominent 

knobs. 

Basals of mediurn size, forming a hexagonal disk, which occupies the 

bottom of the concavity. Radials comparatively small, slightly bending 

upwards, and constituting together with the lower margins of the first costals 
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the sides of the inverted cup. Costals large, their knobs very prominent, 

and arranged with those of the first interbrachials into a circle, which sur- 

rounds the concavity. Distichals rather large, consisting in the antero-lateral 

rays of two or three plates, which form the bases of two primary arms; the 

three other rays have a single plate, which is axillary and supports two pal- 

mars from each side and two arms, thus making sixteen primary arms to the 

species. The arms are not preserved in the specimens, but, to judge from 

the size of their facets, were moderately stout. Interbrachials disposed in 

rows of one, two, and three pieces, so arranged as to form, together with the 

first and second costals, respectively, two well defined circlets of plates 

around the radials. Anal interradius considerably wider, and made up of 

a greater number and smaller plates. Ventral disk highly elevated, sub- 

conical; the orals and radial dome plates larger than the surrounding plates, 

and extended into short spines; the surrounding plates tuberculous. Anus 

almost central. Column of medium size; the axial canal wide and obtusely 

pentangular, 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group; Alpena, Mich. 

Types in the Museum of the Davenport Academy, and in the collection 

of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Megistocrinus spinosulus Lyon. 

Plate XLVIII. Figs. 1a, b,c, and 2. 

1861. Lyon; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 413, Plate 4, Figs. 7a, b. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 138. 

Syn. Megistocrinus pileatus —S. A. Miuter, 1879; Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IL, p. 114, Plate 

10, Figs. la, &. 

Of the type of IL rugosus, but having eight arm openings to the ray, 

which are arranged in a continuous row around the calyx, and not in 

groups; the basals slightly projecting instead of concave, the radials more 

depressed, and the anal tube more excentric. Calyx short in proportion to 

its width, which at the arm bases is almost twice its height; truncated to the 

middle of the second costals. The latter plates, and the interbrachials of the 

second row, are extended into very conspicuous tubercles, and somewhat 

shorter tubercles mark the first distichals and the interbrachials of the third 

row; all other plates above and below are slightly convex, except the radials, 

which are a little concave. The sides of the dorsal cup stand almost at 

right angles to the base, expanding slightly to the arm bases. Ventral disk 

low, a little convex, somewhat bulging at the posterior side. 
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Basals very small, slightly projecting laterally, and notched at the sutures, 

the column facet depressed and surrounded by a circular elevated rim. 

Radials generally wider than the first anal plate, forming a shallow depres- 

sion; the calyx resting upon the first costals and first interradials. Costals 

larger than the radials, about as wide as long. Distichals axillary, as large 

as, or larger than, the second costals; followed by a row of axillary palmars, 

and these by a row of post-palmars, which are directed outward, and support 

eight primary arms to the ray, forming an uninterrupted line around the 

calyx. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 2, 1,1, the two upper very small. The plates 

of the first row, together with the first costals, forming a circlet, around 

which another circlet is formed by the second row of interradials and second 

costals. Anal interradius wider; the first anal supports three plates, which 

are a little narrower than the single plate at the other sides, and there are 

4,5, 3,2 and 2 pieces above. - Interdistichals two, arranged longitudinally. 

Tegmen composed of a great number of irregular pieces. Orals not in con- 

tact, somewhat larger than surrounding plates, but not otherwise distin- 

cuished ; placed between the centre and margin of the tegmen. Anus more 

excentric than in any other Devonian Megistocrinus, with the possible excep- 

tion of IZ abnormis. Column unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group; Louisville, Ky., and Colum- 

bus, O. 

Types in the Lyon collection at Jeffersonville, Ind. 

Remarks. — This species differs from all others of this genus in having 

eight primary arms, and in not haying them distributed in groups. It has. 

the third bifurcation in the calyx, which in other species takes place in the 

free arms. 

Miller’s Megistocrinus pileatus from Columbus, O., we take to be identical 

with this species. That his specimen has but six and seven arm openings in 

the posterior rays, while others have eight, proves nothing to the contrary ; 

the specimen very probably was not quite mature, and represents a transi- 

tion between our still younger specimen from the same locality with only 

five and six arm openings to the ray (Plate XLVIII., Fig. 2), and the larger 

Louisville specimen (Plate XLVIII., Figs. la, 6, c) with eight primary arms 

all around. 

69 
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(?) Megistocrinus abnormis (Lyon). 

Plate XLLX, Figs. 1a, 6, ¢. 

1857. Actinocrinus abnormis — Lyon; Geol. Rep. Ky., Vol. III, p. 479, Plate 4, Figs. 1, 1a, 0. 

1865. Megistocrinus abnormis — SuumMarD; Catal. Paleoz. Foss. N. Amer., p. 380. 

1881. Megistocrinus abnormis— W. and Spv.; Revision Palxoer., Part IL., p. 137. 

This species is remarkable for the large lobes at the arm regions, which 

give to the calyx a distinctly pentalobate outline, with deep interradial 

notches. Dorsal cup saucer-shaped, a little flattened at the bottom; the 

plates thin, flat or slightly concave, and devoid of ornamentation. 

Basals in the same plane with the radials, forming a flat hexagonal disk, 

of which only a narrow margin is visible beyond the column; central canal 

large and obtusely pentangular. Radials and costals nearly of equal size. 

- Distichals 3 X 2 in the two antero-lateral rays, supporting the arms; the 

three other rays have an axillary in each division and 2 X 4 palmars. Prim- 

ary arms sixteen; arranged: 22, Interbrachials: 1, 2, 3, 3,3; the first as 

large as the radials; those of the second row about the same size as the 

distichals; the plates of the third row considerably smaller; the middle 

pieces of the fourth row often located in the tegmen. Interdistichals one or 

two; there are generally two in rays with four arms, and the lower one 

rests upon the truncated middle part of the preceding axillary, but where 

there is but one it occupies the notch between the first distichals. Anal 

interradius extremely wide and somewhat flattened; the first anal, which is 

fully as large as the radials, often supports four plates in the first row, and 

five to seven in the second and third. Tegmen highly convex, composed of 

medium sized, irregular, flat pieces, the ambulacra marked by ridges, and 

the interambulacral spaces by depressions. Orals in contact; the posterior 

one and the radial dome plates strongly tuberculous or subspinous, forming 

siX conspicuous prominences upon the surface. Anus located a little above 

the arm bases, opening out through the flat surface of the tegmen. 

Horizon and Locality. — Corniferous; Louisville, Ky., Clarke Co., Ind., : 

and Marian Co., Ky. Very abundant in some localities, but good specimens 

quite rare. 

Types in the Lyon collection. 

Remarks. — This is not a typical Megistocrinus, and we have referred it 

with much hesitation to that genus. It departs from the typical form in the 

wide and deep depressions at the arm regions, in the flattening of the anal 
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area, and in the form and position of the anus, in all of which it resembles 

Aorocrinus. Lyon’s type is in an abnormal condition, and we have figured 

other specimens in place of it. It has but four arm-bearing rays, the postero- 

lateral ray apparently having been injured during the life of the Crinoid, 

and the space from the first axillary up being filled by abnormal growth. 

Besides the left antero-lateral ray has four in place of two primary arms. 

Whether the arms of this species are branching is not known. 

GENNOCRINUS W. and Sp. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palocr., Part II., p. 160 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 334). 

1891. S. A. Mrtter; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 247. 

Syn. Actinocrinus (im part). 

Calyx distinctly lobed ; the interradial spaces extremely wide, and deeply 

indented at the arm regions. Plates thin, their surfaces ornamented with 

radiating striz. Basals three, small; the axial canal large and pentalobate. 

Radials and costals of similar form, but decreasing in size upwards; the first 

costal hexagonal, the second heptagonal. The branching of the rays above 

the distichals is from alternate sides, the second plate of the two main divi- 

sions giving off at one side an arm, at the other brachials of a higher order, 

the last axillary supporting two arms. The different rays have the same 

number of arms, which is eight, so far as observed. Interbrachials quite 

numerous, and the upper ones in contact with the interambulacrals; the first 

is followed by two or three in the second row — which are larger than usual 

in the Batocrinidse — and these by three or four smaller ones. The first 

anal plate supports a second, which has an interbrachial at each side, and 

there are several rows of four or more plates above. The tegmen is com- 

posed of rather small plates, and rises but little above the dorsal cup; the 

surface is undulated, bemg grooved and indented interradially, and distinctly 

raised all along the food grooves, which are covered by two rows of alternate 

pieces. Orals proportionally small, the posterior one a little the largest. 

There is no anal tube, the anus being represented by a small, excentric 

opening, passing out directly through the tegmen. 

Distribution. — Restricted to the Hamilton group of America. 

Type of the genus. — Genneocrinus kentuckiensis (Shumard). 

Remarks. — This genus, in the branching of the rays, grouping of the 

arms, form of the tegmen, and in the simplicity and position of the anus, 
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closely resembles Physetocrinus, but that, having no anal plate in the first 

interbrachial row, is an Actinocrinoid. 

Genneocrinus kentuckiensis (SHumanp). 

Plate XXXIV. Migs. 11, 12, 13. 

1866. <Actinocrinus kentuckiensis —Suumarp; Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. IL., p. 345. 

1881. Genneocrinus kentuckiensis — W. and Sr.; Revision Palzoer., Part-IL., p. 161. 

Syn. <Aetinocrinus cornigerus yon and Cassepay, 1859 (not Hatt, 1858); Amer. Journ. Sci. 
(a. series), Vol. XXVIII., p. 238. 

Syn. Actinocrinus nyssa Haut, 1862; 15th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Albany, p. 129. 

Of medium size. Calyx wider than high, decidedly lobed at the arm 

regions, and the arms given off in clusters. Dorsal cup semiglobose; the 

surface covered with well-defined striz proceeding from the centre of the 

plates to their margins. There is a ridge to each face of the plates, and 

another to each angle, which meet with similar ridges from adjoining plates, 

and form with them all sorts of triangles. The ridges following the rays 

increase in prominence as they approach the distichals, and attain at the 

arm bases almost the width of the arms. 

Basals very short, slightly projecting laterally, forming a thin trilobate 

rim, which is flat at the bottom. MRadials and costals as long as wide, de- 

creasing rapidly in size upward; the second costals less than half the size of 

the radials. Distichals 2 X 10, comparatively small, wider than long; the 

second ones axillary, supporting 2 X 4 palmars, of which the two of the 

outer sides are followed by one arm, the two inner ones by two arms, the first 

plate taking part in the calyx. There are eight arms to each ray, in close 

contact; while those of different rays are far apart. Whether there is any 

branching in the free arms is not known, Interbrachials: 1, 2, 4 (some- 

times 1, 3, 4); sueceeded by one or two rows of smaller pieces, of which the 

upper interlock with the interambulacral plates. The first anal piece sup- 

ports three large plates in the first row, five in the second, and five or more 

in the third. Interdistichals three in two rows. Ventral disk depressed- 

convex; the interambulacral plates together with the interbrachials form 

wide and deep recesses around the calyx, while the radial portions project 

conspicuously upward and outward. All plates of the tegmen of nearly uni- 

form size, and each one covered with a small central tubercle. Orals com- 

paratively small, even the posterior one, which is central, being but little 

larger than the other plates. Ambulacra covered by two rows of alternating 
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pieces, with a larger one at each bifurcation. Anus located at midway be- 

tween the summit and the periphery. Column occupying two thirds the 

width of the base ; axial canal large and pentalobate. 

Horizon and Locality.— Hamilton group, Louisville, Ky. 

Types in the Knapp collection at New Providence, Ind. 

Remarks. —S. A. Miller, in his North American Geology and Paleon- 

tology, undertakes to reinstate Lyon’s prior name Actinocrinus cornigerus, 

which he changes into Genneocrinus cormgerus. The species was originally 

described as Actinocrinus cornigerus, which Shumard, finding the name preoc- 

cupied by Hall, changed into Actinocrinus kentuckiensis, by which it is labeled 

in most of the collections. That the species was referred afterwards to a 

different genus, does not restore the former name. 

Gennezocrinus eucharis (Hatt). 

Plate XXXIV. Fig. 14. 

1862. <Actinocrinus eucharis — Hat; 15th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 180. 
1881. Gennwocrinus eucharis— W. and Spr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 161 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 335). 

We were unable to obtain for examination typical specimens of this 

species, but from the description it appears to us that this form is very 

closely allied to Genneocrinus kentuckiensis, with which it agrees in the form 

of the base, arrangement of the brachials, and the number of arms. Accord- 

ing to Hall, it is said to differ somewhat in the ornamentation. The ridges 

which traverse the ray form a sharp carina, with strong nodes on the first 

costals; while on the centres of all the other plates there are low angular 

nodes. Hall notices also a slight difference in the form of the dorsal cup, 

but this is not borne out by the description. We are inclined to regard this 

species as identical with the preceding one. 

FDorizon and Locality. — Shales of the Hamilton group, Western New York. 

Type in the New York State collection at Albany. 
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(Emended and restricted by W. and Sp.). 

Monocyciic. THE LOWER BRACHIALS WITH WELL DEFINED INTERBRACHIALS BETWEEN 

THEM, FORMING AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE DORSAL CUP. RaADIALS IN CONTACT 

EXCEPT AT THE POSTERIOR SIDE, WHERE THEY ARE SEPARATED BY A HEXAGONAL 

ANAL PLATE, WHICH IS FOLLOWED BY TWO INTERBRACHIALS WITHOUT A SECOND 

ANAL. BASALS FORMING A HEXAGON. 

Analysis of the Genera. 

Basals 3, equal. Arms biserial, branching alternately from the main divisions of the rays. 

A. ANUS AT THE END OF A TUBE. 
1. Interbrachials connected with the interambulacrals. 

a. Calyx lobed, interradial spaces depressed. 

Anal tube long, central. The branching in the calyx 
above the distichals at alternate sides from every 
second or third plate. Bifurcations of the free arms, 
ifany, at longintervals . . . B 0 See Actinocrinus. 

Rays produced into arm-like tubular oxtionsions, rising to 

the full height of the crown, giving off arms from 
altermatesides) 5 = 4 6 4 9 9 8-5 ss) Steganocrunius. 

Anal tube short, excentric. Ventral disk largely pre- 

dominating over the dorsal cup. Rays widely sepa- 
rated. Arms heavy, generally bifurcating in the free 
state, the branches divergent. . . . . . - «+ - Amphoracrinus. 

2. Interbrachials not connected with the interambulacrals. 

a. Calyx not lobed, arms about equidistant, given off in a more 

or less continuous ring around the calyx ; anal tube long, 

central. Bifurcations beyond the costals from every brachial 

in the calyx ; arms simple. 
Arms directed upward. Ventral disk conical, gradually 

passing intothetube ... . : Mass Cactocrinus. 

Arms very numerous, their lower anise Birectiadl out- 
ward, incorporated into the calyx, and forming a broad, 
TEMS, COMMONS WH 6 6 9 56 5 9 5 5 0 9 Teleiocrinus. 

B. ANUS WITHOUT A TUBE. 
All bifurcations in the calyx given off from the first brachial 

of successive orders. 
Interbrachials connected with the interambulacrals ; in- 

terspaces between the rays and their subdivisions 
channeled; arms arranged in groups; ventral disk 
hemispheric, anus excentric - . - -. =. + - =. #Physetocrinus. 
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Interbrachials not connected with the interambulacrals 3 
brachials from the distichals or palmars up extended 

into a broad, flanging rim as in Zeleiocrinus ; arms very 

numerous; ventral disk low, composed throughout of 

561 

very small, irregular pieces; anus subcentral . . Strotocrinus. 

Geological and Geographical Distribution. 

Number of known species, 

(Open figures indicate American ; those marked (), European.) 
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Nors.— There are many synonyms among the forms described by de Koninck and other European 
writers under Actinocrinus ; others will have to be referred to different genera. 

Remarks. — The relations of the Actinocrinids and Batocrinidse with 

other Camerata, and the distinctions between these two families, have been 

sufficiently pointed out in connection with the Batocrinida. The absence of 

an anal plate between the two interbrachials of the first row, and the alter- 

nate mode of bifurcation of the arms, will always distinguish an Actinocrinoid 

from a Batocrinoid. 

The Actinocrinidze were a short lived family, appearing first in the 

Waverly group, and culminating in the large and striking forms of the 
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Keokuk group, beyond which no vestige of them has been seen. There are 

about sixty American species, and perhaps twenty from Europe, where it 

occurs also only in the Mountain Limestone. 

Fig. 19. Actinocrinus. 

(Explanation of the letters as in Fig. 12.) 

ACTINOCRINUS J. 8 Mitter. 

(Restricted.) 

1821. J. S. Mizner; a History of the Crinoidea, p. 94. 
1844. McCoy; Synops. Carb. Foss. Ireland, p. 181. 

1844. Ds Kontncx; Description Anim. Foss., p. 49. 
1853. Dr Kon. and Lr Hon; Recher. Crin. Terr. Carb. Belgique, p. 123. 

1855. F. Rormer ; Lethea Geogn. (Ausg. 3), Jahrg. XIX., p. 246. 
1857. Preven; Traité de Paléont., Vol. IV., p. 323. 

1866. Merx and Worturn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. I1., p. 147. 
1873. Merrx and Wortuen; ibid., Vol. V., p. 341. 

1878. Zirrei; Handb. d. Paleontologie, Vol. I., p. 369. 

1881. W. and Sp. ; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 188 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 312). 
1889. S. A. Mixer; N. A. Geol. and Paleont., p. 216. 

Syn. Blatrocrinus 8. A. Mitten; Ady. Sheets 17th Rep. Ind., p. 69. 
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Calyx distinctly lobed at the arm regions, the higher orders of brachials 

forming, together with the ambulacral plates overlying them, five more or 

less prominent calicular extensions, or brachial lobes, from the two divisions 

of which the free arms are given off by alternate bifurcation from every 

second or third plate. The plates of the dorsal cup are ornamented by radi- 

ating ridges, which often meet in a node. Basals three, rather large, forming 

a well defined cup. Radials larger than any of the succeeding plates. Cos- 

tals two, the first hexangular — exceptionally quadrangular. Distichals all 

axillary ; supporting at their outer side an arm, at the inner from two to three 

palmars. The succeeding bifurcations take place in a similar manner; each 

successive order of brachials consists of two or three plates, of which each 

axillary supports an arm at one side, and two or three post-palmars — accord- 

ing to species — at the other, and so on to the last bifurcation in the calyx, 

which gives origin to two arms. When there are only four arms to the ray, 

the last bifurcation is on the distichals, and there is of course no alternation. 

The arms are given off alternately from opposite sides in almost the same 

way as the pinnules from an arm with a succession of syzygies; but in 

Actinocrinus the sides of the proximal arm plates are suturally united with 

the plates which support the succeeding order of brachials. Arms biserial, 

and frequently branching once or twice after becoming free; the pinnules 

long, and their proximal joints armed with a small hook, projecting from 

the middle of the plates. The interbrachial spaces on approaching the 

arm regions are widely and deeply depressed; they are occupied by numer- 

ous plates, which meet with the interambulacral pieces above, and in some 

species take part in the formation of the brachial extensions. The anal side 

is the widest, containing one large plate in line with the radials, which is 

followed by two interbrachials; the anus is located at the distal end of a 

strong tube, which rises abruptly from the summit of the tegmen. Orals 

rather small and excentric. The ambulacral plates either consist of two rows 

of large covering pieces, which pass out from between the orals and follow 

the branching of the food grooves, or are represented by large single plates 

of a first and second order, succeeded by small covering pieces, which meet 

with those of the free arms. Column round, the axial canal small and 

pentangular. 

Distribution. — Restricted to the lower part of the Subcarboniferous or 
Mountain limestone. In America it makes its appearance in the Waverly 
group, where it is represented, so far as known, by a single species; it reached 

70 
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its culmination in the Upper Burlington limestone and Keokuk group, where 

it became extinct, being the last survivor of the family. In Europe it is 

represented at Tourney, Belgium, in the Yorkshire regions of England, and 

at Waterford, Ireland ; but no trace of it has been found in the higher Car- 

boniferous rocks of Scotland or Russia. 

Remarks. —The genus Actinocrinus was made by the earlier writers on 

Crinoids a receptacle for all—or nearly all— Camerata with a monocyclic 

base, and in which an anal plate was introduced within the radial ring. This 

accounts for the fact that the number of species referred to it reaches nearly 

three hundred. The first departure from this rule was made by Austin in 

1843, who introduced the genera Amphoracrinus and Periechocrinus ; and 

although his descriptions were meagre and partly incorrect, he gave well 

known types for both forms, so that they could be readily identified. Owen 

and Shumard followed in 1852 with Megistocrinus, and F. Roemer in 1854 

with Dorycrinus. In the same year Casseday proposed the genus Batocrinus, 

and in 1859, in company with Lyon, Hretmocrinus. But all these genera, 

with the exception of Megistocrinus, were ignored by Hall, who from 1859 

to 1861 described a great number of new species of this group. A more 

important step toward a better understanding of this group was taken by 

Meek and Worthen, who not only accepted the genera theretofore proposed, 

but introduced three. new ones, viz., Steganocrinus and Strotocrinus in 1866, 

and Physetocrinus in 1869, which also are now generally accepted. After- 

wards we proposed the genera Genneocrinus and Teleiocrinus, and in 1881 the 

number of species retained under Actinocrinus, after deducting numerous 

synonyms, was reduced to less than fifty. But even these species were 

susceptible of division into two sections, as already pointed out in 1866 by 

Meek and Worthen, viz., 

A—species in which the higher brachials, sometimes from the second costals up, are 
grouped together, so as to form five protuberant lobes, from which the arms are 

given off from alternate sides. 
B—species in which the arm bases are arranged in a continuous series around the calyx, 

i. é. the interbrachials are separated from the interambulacrals by the arm-bearing 

brachials. 

These differences we regard as amply sufficient for generic separation. 

Tn addition to them there is a constant difference in the number of brachials 

beyond the costals, — the higher orders of brachials in all species of section 

A consisting of two or three plates, while each such order in those of sec- 
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tion B is composed of a single plate. In this respect the genus Actinocrinus, 

as now restricted to the species of section A, differs from all the other genera 

of the family, one or two species of Steganocrinus excepted. 

A consultation of J. §. Miller’s Natural History of the Crinoidea, p. 94, 

shows clearly that his description applies only to section A. He says: 

“When the arms deprived of their fingers project laterally from the sub- 

globose body at the summit of the column, they bear some resemblance to 

the rays or spokes fixed in the nave of a wheel.” This is quite character- 

istic of the typical species Actinocrinus triacontadactylus, and there cannot be 

the least doubt as to which group should retain the name. For the species 

of section B we propose elsewhere the genus Cactocrinus. 

Actinocrinus urna, and A. Humboldti Troost, are catalogue names. A, viati- 

cus White, which is probably closely allied to A. tenwisculptus, is not 

sufficiently well preserved for description. §. A. Miller’s new genus Blairo- 

crinus is identical with Actinocrinus as now restricted. His Actinocrinus seda- 

liensis is described from a very imperfect specimen, and the casts which he 

refers to that species very probably belong to a different species. 

Actinocrinus multiradiatus Saumarp. 

Plate LIL. Figs. 3, 4a, b, 5 and 6. 

1857. Snumarp; Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. I., p. 75, Plate 1, Fig. 5. 

1858. Hawi; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 579, Plate 10, Fig. 9. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 144. 

Calyx of medium size, distinctly lobed from a summit or basal aspect. 

Dorsal cup to the top of the first costals slightly convex, and one fourth to 

one third higher than from there to the base of the anal tube; the second 

costals curving abruptly outward. Distichals and palmars horizontal and 

rounded on the back. They form, together with the plates of the tegmen 

overlying them, brachial extensions of the calyx; while the interradial 

plates between them follow the general curvature of the calyx. Plates of 

the cup highly ornamented with strong, somewhat undulating ridges, which 

in sets of from one to four run from near the middle of the plates to the 

outer margins, where, crossing the sutures, they unite with those from 

adjoinmg pieces, and form a number of sets of from two to three concentric 

triangles. The radials generally have above the centre of the plates a trans- 

verse node, from which four prominent ridges proceed to the basals; three 
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others pass out to the costals and first interbrachials, and from one to three 

to the other plates; but only those of the middle series are continuous, the 

two at the sides which form the inner triangles, when present at all, being 

interrupted and less distinct. 

Basals large, forming a broad cup, with rapidly: expanding sides; the 

lower margins projecting over the top of the column, somewhat thickened, 

and slightly notched at the sutures; the axial canal sharply pentangular. 

Radials large, longer than wide, the sloping upper faces much smaller than 

the lateral ones. First costals nearly as long as wide, scarcely half the size 

of the radials, and hexangular; the second costals from one third to one 

half smaller than the first. Distichals small, twice as wide as long, axil- 

lary; their sloping outer faces support an arm, which becomes free from the 

second plate, the inner faces two palmars (rarely one or three), of which the 

upper is axillary and gives off a single arm at one side, at the other post- 

palmars and two arms. Arms forty, of moderate size, simple through- 

out, slightly tapering, and somewhat flattened toward the extremities; the 

plates transversely angular. Pinnules long, their two or three proximal 

joints covered with small hooks. First interbrachials a little larger than the 

first costals, supporting two plates, followed by four, of which the two lower 

are in part interambulacral, and the upper ones touch the orals. . Occasion- 

ally there are two additional plates between those of the second and third 

rows. Anal interradius very wide; the anal plate succeeded by two plates 

in the first, three in the second, and five in the third row; those of the 

latter, which occupy the equatorial zone, are followed by irregular pieces im 

the tegmen. Tegmen very short; the plates moderately large, slightly 

convex, their surfaces rugose. Orals comparatively small, especially the 

posterior one, which is smaller than the others, and is placed at the side of 

the anal tube. Tube nearly central, long, heavy throughout, and frequently 

curving; the plates sharply nodose and transversely arranged. The ambu- 

lacral plates, covering the calycine extensions, decrease in size outward, 

and are immovable; those of the first and second orders consist of large 

single pieces, but those of the higher orders of two rows of plates. Col- 

umn proportionally small, composed in the upper part of thicker and 

thinner joints, the former widest at the top; but at 50mm. from the calyx 

all joints have nearly the same dimensions. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 

Quincy, IHs., Hannibal, Mo., and other places. 
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Actinocrinus lobatus Hatt (not Worrnen). 

Plate LIT. Figs. 1a, b, and Plate LIV. Fig. 3, and Plate LV. Figs. Za, b. 

1860. Hata; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 51. 

1881. W. and Spe.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 144. 

(2?) Syn. Actinocrinus unicarinatus — Hai; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, 1860, p. 48. 

Larger than the preceding species; the lobes of the calyx more promi- 

nent; the interradial spaces deeper, and formed into pitlike depressions, 

which extend from the upper part of the first interbrachial to near the orals, 

reducing the width of the tegmen, with the brachial lobes removed, to the 

diameter of the dorsal cup at the radials. The dorsal cup rises moderately 

to the top of the first costals, above which the brachials take an almost hori- 

zontal position to the bases of the free arms. The lobes are narrower at the 

proximal than at the distal end, and at the back of the costals distinctly 

angular, their sides bending abruptly upward to meet the small interbrachial 

pieces interposed between them. In the lower part of the calyx, below the 

lobes, the plates are slightly tumid, having small central nodes, of which 

those upon the radials and costals are most prominent and transversely 

arranged. From the nodes, sets of parallel ridges proceed to the outer 

margins; but these, although quite distinct between basals and radials, are 

more or less obscure between the other plates. 

Basals proportionally large, forming a broad cup, twice as wide as high, 

notched at the sutures, and thickened around the lower margins. Radials 

very large, longer than wide, the upper face narrower than any of the 

others. Costals small, the two together less than one half the size of the 

radials; the first as wide aslong; the second as wide as the first, but 

shorter. Distichals nearly one third smaller than the upper costals, all 

axillary. They support at the outer side an arm, which is free from the 

second plate; at the inner side three palmars, which give off an arm to the 

inner side of the ray, and to the outer two post-palmars with two free arms 

from the axillary. Arms forty (not twenty-five as described by Hall), moder- 

ately heavy, and branching in their free state. Interbrachials numerous ; 

the first as large as, or larger than, the first costals; the two of the second 

row one half smaller; there are other irregular plates overlying them, which 

meet the orals, and are in part interambulacral. Anal interradius the widest, 

and the plates still more numerous. The central part of the tegmen is almost 

flat, and raised but little above the top of the lateral extensions; its plates 
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convex. Orals separated by perisomic plates, and larger than the surround- 

ing pieces; the posterior one subcentral, wider than high; the others some- 

what larger and elongate. Covering pieces of first and second orders 

irregular, and difficult to distinguish from the superimposed interambulacrals, 

but those of the higher orders are regularly arranged in two rows. Anal 

tube nearly central. 

Horizon and Locality. — Transition bed between the Burlington and Keo- 

kuk groups. Pleasant Grove, Iowa, Nauvoo, Ills., and Canton, Washington 

Co., Ind. : 

Remarks. — The specimen figured by Worthen as Actinocrinus lobatus 

Hall, in the Geological Report of Illinois, Vol. VIII., Plate XIL., Fig. 8, is 

a small example of Actinocrinus magnificus W. and Sp. 

Actinocrinus verrucosus Hatt. 

Plate LI. Figs. 2a, 6, c. 

1858. Hatz; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 578, Plate 10, Figs. 7a, 5. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IT., p. 146. 

Syn. Actinocrinus asterias McCursney ; Descr. New Spec. of Foss., p. 13, and Trans. Chicago Acad. 
Sci., Vol. I., p. 9, Plate 5, Fig. 6. 

Approaching in size the two preceding species, but differing widely in the 

proportions of the calyx, the greater convexity of the plates, and their sur- 

face markings. Calyx distinctly lobed, its height from the base to the foot 

of the anal tube about equal to the width at the ends of the brachial exten- 

sions. The’sides of the dorsal cup spreading uniformly to the top of the 

first costals, thence abruptly outward, bringing the plates forming the 

brachial extensions into a strictly horizontal position. The plates between 

the lobes are raised slightly above the general surface of the plates be- 

low, forming a low rim around the upper margins of the dorsal cup, differ- 

ing in this from the two preceding species, in which this part is impressed, 

and the brachial appendages are more prominent. Tegmen almost as high 

as the dorsal cup; pyramidal, rising evenly from the outer margins of the 

lobes to the summit. Plates of the dorsal cup tumid, and the middle of the 

radials, first costals, anal plate, and first interbrachials, elevated into a promi- 

nent node, which, except on the interbrachials, is transversely disposed. 

From the nodes of the radials and anal plate sometimes two rounded ridges 
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pass out to the basals, and single ones to the interbrachials and costals ; but 

these ridges, if present at all, are more or less obscure. 

Basals moderately large, forming a low cup, which is deeply notched at 

the sutures, and thickened at the lower margins so as to form a broad rim, 

which projects outwards and downwards. Radials generally a little longer 

than wide. First costals half the size of the radials, a little wider than long; 

the second one half smaller than the first, and twice as wide as long. Dis- 

tichals one, quite small, giving off from the outer side an arm, from the inner 

two palmars. The latter support an arm at the inner side, and two post- 

palmars with two arms at the outer. Arm facets with transverse, imperforate, 

articular ridge. The respiratory pores small, and placed so close to the am- 

bulacral openings that the intervening walls are rarely intact. Arms forty, 

moderately heavy, simple throughout, and biserial from the second or third 

plate. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 4, 5, followed by other plates in the 

tegmen ; those of the third and fourth row placed between the lobes, and in 

part interambulacral. Anal plate smaller than the radials; followed by 2, 3, 

4, or 6 plates, and by numerous smaller pieces in the tegmen. Plates of the 

tegmen sharply nodose and rather uniform in size, except the lower interam- 

bulacral pieces, which are somewhat smaller. Orals and radial dome plates 

‘indeterminable. Near the arm bases small covering pieces can be recog- 

nized. Anal tube almost central, large and heavy throughout; formed of 

rather large nodose plates, which are intermingled by small almost flat ones. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Monmouth and Quincy, IIls. 

Actinocrinus scitulus Mrrx and WortuHen. 

Plate LV. Figs. 5, 6a, b. 

1860. M. and W.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 386. 
1866. M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL., p. 202, Plate 15, Figs. 7a, 6. 

1881. W. and Sp. ; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 145. 

Syn. Actinocrinus rusticus Haut; 1861, Deser. New Spec. of Crin., p. 2. 

Syn. Actinocrinus Sillimani M. and W.; 1861, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 134. 
Syn. Actinocrinus Wachsmuthi WurrE; 1862 (not 1879), Proceed. Bost. Acad. Nat. Sci., Vol. IX., 

p. 15. 

Rather below medium size. In the form of the calyx approaching 

A. verrucosus, but the brachial extensions shorter, the interspaces nar- 

rower, and the interbrachials less numerous. Dorsal cup obconical, its 
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sides expanding regularly from the base to the top of the costals, the higher 

brachials horizontal. Ventral disk depressed convex, occupying about one 

third the height of-the calyx. Surfaces of plates somewhat variable, but, 

as arule, the radials and anal plate strongly nodose, the nodes transversely 

arranged, covering the whole strface of the plates, and extending obliquely 

outward. From the sides of these nodes indistinct ridges or angularities 

pass out to the costals, giving to the section of the cup an obscurely pen- 

tangular outline; similar ridges proceed to the basals. The first imter- 

brachials are marked with very prominent rounded tubercles, rising 

abruptly at the middle of the plates, while the higher interbrachials are 

nearly flat. 

Base short, deeply grooved at the sutures, and notched at the lower 

margins, presenting three well marked lobes, which, hanging downward, 

enclose the proximal stem joints. Radials nearly as large as both costals 

together, and as wide as long. First costals hexangular; the second wider 

than long, and generally smaller than the first. Succeeding brachials small, 

exteriorly rounded, with deep longitudinal grooves at the sides. Distichals 

all axillary, their sloping outer faces giving off an arm, the inner ones of both 

ray divisions two palmars, and these again an arm from the one side, and 

two post-palmars from the other, of which the axillary supports two arms. 

Arms forty (not twenty as supposed by Hall, nor thirty as given by Meek 

and Worthen); long, rounded, not branching in their free state, and not 

tapering at the extremities. Interbrachial spaces slightly flattened; they 

consist at the regular sides of 1, 2, and 4 plates, the latter row on a level 

with the arm openings, and at the anal side of 2, 3, and 5 pieces. Plates 

of the tegmen of medium size; the orals, which are slightly the largest and 

not in contact with each other, placed at some distance from the summit. 

Ambulacral plates of first and second orders represented by large single 

plates, those of the higher orders by rows of small covering pieces. Anal 

tube central, and of moderate size. 

Horizon and Locality.—Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 

and at the same horizon in Missouri and Illinois. 

Types in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection, Springfield. 
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Actinocrinus pernodosus Hatt. 

Plate LV. Figs. 2a, b. 

1858. Hat; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II, p. 608, Plate 15, Figs. 3a, 4, and Plate 16, Fig. 7. 
1881. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 145. 

Nearest to A. verrucosus, but of larger size, the plates heavier and de- 

cidedly more nodose. Calyx a little higher than wide, uniformly spreading 

from the broadly truncated base to the top of the second costals, whence the 

rays spread obliquely outward. The interbrachial spaces curve slightly 

inward, and form deeply depressed areas, which give to the calyx from a 

ventral aspect a strongly pentalobate outline. Tegmen short, depressed 

convex. Plates of the dorsal cup massive and highly elevated, the surfaces 

rising obliquely from the suture lines to near the centre of the plates, and 

thence abruptly to their summits, there forming conspicuous nodes, which 

upon the radials and brachials are transversely arranged. From these 

nodes, broad ridges proceed to adjoining plates, two — exceptionally three — 

from the radials to the basals, while there is but one between the other 

plates. These ridges and nodes give to the surface a rugose and rough 

appearance. 

Basals large, projecting outward, and forming with their lower margins a 

strong rim around the top of the column, which is deeply notched between 

the plates. Radials as long as wide, or longer; their sloping upper faces 

much shorter than the lateral ones. First costals less than half the size of 

the radials, nearly as long as wide; the second as wide as the first, but only 

half as long. Distichals small, giving off an arm to one side, and two pal- 

mars to the other; the latter supporting on their axillary two arms, which 

are free from the second plate. Distichals and palmars quite short, angular 

on the back, and separated from adjoining brachials of the same ray by deep 

erooves, formed by the incurving sides of the plates. Arms six to the ray, 

stout, long, and apparently simple throughout. Regular interbrachials: 1, 

2, 3, followed by a number of smaller plates, which gradually pass into 

interambulacrals, and decrease in size upwards. The anal plate, which is 

smaller than the radials, is followed by 2, 3, and 5 pieces. There are no 

interdistichals between the main divisions of the rays. Orals and all ambu- 

71 
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lacral plates large and spinous, the interambulacral plates small and flat. 

Anal tube central and apparently large ; its length unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. —Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa, and Nauvoo, 

Hamilton, and Warsaw, Llls. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Actinocrinus Lowei Hatt. 

Plate LIV. Fig. 2. 

1858. Hat; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IT., p. 611, Plate 15, Figs. 5a, 6. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part I1., p. 144. 

Syn. Actinocrinus brontes Hatt; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 47. 

A large species, generally found in a flattened or crushed condition, 

which makes it difficult to ascertain the actual form of the calyx, though 

it seems to be near that of A. pernodosus; but the brachial extensions are 

larger, their plates proportionally longer, the interbrachial depressions 

deeper, and the tegmen higher. Besides, it has eight arms to the ray 

in place of six. The ornamentation is nearly the same as in that species, 

but somewhat more symmetrical; the plates are thinner, and the central 

nodes less prominent. 

Basals large, forming a slightly spreading cup, a little thickened at the 

sides, rounded on the lower margins, and the place for the attachment of the 

column slightly excavated. Radials large, as long as wide, or longer. First 

costals generally hexagonal, less than half the size of the radials. The 

second costals smaller than the first, directed obliquely outward, and in- 

curving at the sides to form the bases of the brachial extensions, which 

from the distichals extend horizontally to the bases of the free arms, widen- 

ing outwards. The brachials of the higher orders are comparatively large, 

slightly nodose on the back, the sides incurving and deeply grooved, espe- 

cially between the main divisions, where the grooves are also wider, and have 

at the bottom a longitudinal row of three or four interdistichals. Distichals 

wider than the costals; all axillary, giving off at their outer sides an arm, 

which is free from the third plate, at the inner two palmars, which from the 

axillary support the second arm and two post-palmars, of which the upper 

one bifureates again, and sustains two arms. The arms themselves have not 

been observed. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 3, 8; the outer ones of the 
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fourth row extending far out on the brachial extensions. There are numer- 

ous other interradial plates above, but these take part in the teemen. The 

anal piece supports two plates in the first row, two in the second, and 

numerous other plates above. Ventral disk depressed convex, somewhat 

bulgig above the rays; the orals and ambulacral plates sharply nodose ; 

the interambulacrals almost flat. The orals are not in contact, being separ- 

ated by small, flat pieces. Ambulacral plates arranged in alternate rows, 

which bifureate from a large axillary, and form secondary and tertiary rows 

toward the arms. Anal tube nearly central. 

Horizon and Locality.— Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa, and other places 

in Missouri and Illinois. 

Actinocrinus jugosus Hatt. 

Plate LIV. Fig. 1. 

1860. Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 49. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part IT., p. 144. 

A large species, also always found in a crushed condition, so that its 

form cannot be accurately ascertained. It seems to be nearest to A. Lowei, 

which it resembles in the mode of ornamentation, but from appearances the 

calyx is more elongate, the plates thinner and more evenly proportioned, 

the brachial extensions less prominent, the interbrachial spaces considerably 

narrower, and the higher brachials of the calyx much shorter and smaller 

generally, indicating also that the arms were much thinner. Plates convex, 

traversed by ridges which meet in nodes at the centres; the nodes of the 

radials, costals, distichals and anal plate transverse, those of the inter- 

brachials round. From those of the radials four ridges pass down to the 

basals, three others upward to the first costals, and sometimes the same 

number runs to the second costals, but there is never more than one ridge 

between the other plates. 

Basals forming a wide cup, with a slightly projecting, smooth collar at 

the lower end, and deeply grooved at the interbasal sutures. Radials and 

both costals longer than wide; the latter about one half the size of the 

radials. Distichals a little smaller than the costals, nearly as long as wide, 

and all axillary, giving off an arm to one side, and two palmars to the other. 

The two lower fixed arm plates are nodose, as wide as long, and as large as 

the palmars of the opposite side, of which the second is axillary, and gives 
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off another arm and two post-palmars with two arms. The second arm is 

free from the second plate, the two upper ones from above the first. Higher 

brachials separated by deep longitudinal grooves, formed by the lateral in- 

curving of the respective plates; post-palmars very short, resembling free 

arm joints. Structure of the arms unknown. Interbrachial spaces narrow, 

the plates of the regular sides arranged: 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3; the anal plate, 

which is smaller than the radials, is followed by 2, 3, 4, and several higher 

rows, of which the exact arrangement cannot be ascertained. Interdistichals 

three or four; rather large. The form of the tegmen is given by Hall as 

“conical, rising gradually from the arm bases to the base of the central 

proboscis.’ This appears so in the flattened specimen, but we doubt if its 

natural form was conical. Plates around the summit moderately large and 

tuberculiform, those covering the brachial extensions somewhat smaller, the 

interambulacral pieces still smaller and but slightly convex. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Actinocrinus multiramosus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LIM. Fig. 1, and Plate LV. Fig. 3. 

(2) Syn. Actinocrinus grandis 8. A. Mitte, 1890 (not Lyon 1859) ; Dese. New Genera and Spec. of Echinod., 

p. 25, Plate 5, Fig. 1, and Plate 6, Fig. 1. 

A large species of the type of A. Lowei Hall, with which it closely 

agrees in the mode of ornamentation; differing, however, in the more slender 

form of the calyx, the number of palmars and distichals, in being less dis- 

tinetly lobed, and in having within the calyx three bifureations in place of 

four. Calyx obconical to the top of the first costals, broadly truncated at 

the base; the distichals and higher orders of brachials given off in clusters, 

bending outward and obliquely upward to the bases of the free arms; the 

interbrachial spaces deeply depressed, and the interspaces between the 

main divisions of the ray deeply grooved. Ventral disk depressed-convex, 

occupying from one fourth to one third the height of the calyx, and sur- 

mounted by a strong tube which rises abruptly from the summit. Plates of 

the dorsal cup heavy and convex, their surfaces covered with sets of well 

defined ridges which traverse the suture lines, and also by large nodes. 

The nodes are placed near the middle of the plates, and those upon the 
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radials, first costals and anal plate are transversely elongate, and occupy 
nearly one fourth the surface of the plates; while those upon the inter- 
brachials, which have a circular outline, are proportionally smaller. There 
are generally three ridges between the radials, basals and costals, but these 
are not continuous, extending only to the margins of the nodes; two proceed 
to the first interbrachials, while the other plates up to the brachial extensions 
are connected by single rows. Suture lines distinct. 

Basals large, forming a broad and deep cup, which at its lower margin is 
distinetly notched; the lower edges of the plates expanding, and forming 
a smooth, thickened, trilobate rim, which stands out conspicuously from the 
column. Radials as wide as long — in very large specimens proportionally 
longer — more than twice as large as both costals together; the lateral 
faces longer than the sloping upper ones, First costals nearly as wide as 
long, and hexangular; the second very short, sometimes less than half the 
length of the first, and obliquely angular above. Distichals small, all axil- 
lary, giving off from one side an arm, which is free and biserial from the 
second plate, and generally simple throughout; from the other side three 
palmars, which support two arms, which both bifurcate once or‘twice in their 
free state at some distance from the calyx. Arms long, moderately heavy, 
rounded on the back, and nearly as thick at the distal end as at the proximal. 
Arm joints short and slightly convex. Pinnules rather thin, and only their 
three or four proximal joints are provided with small hooks. Interbrachials: 
I, 2, 3, followed by a number of others in the equatorial region; the first as 
large as the first costals, those of the second and third rows smaller. Anal 
plate somewhat shorter than the radials; supporting two plates in the first, 
three in the second, and four to five in the third row. Tegmen composed 
of slightly convex, moderately large pieces. Orals in contact, the posterior 
one small and placed transversely; the others larger than any of the sur- 
rounding plates, but otherwise not distinct; they are elongate, and narrowest 
at the lower end, leaving notches, which enclose the first radial dome plate. 
The latter is followed by two plates of a second order, and these by alternate 
rows of minute covering pieces. Anal tube extremely long, extending far 
out above the tips of the arms, and heavy throughout; the plates strongly 
tuberculous and sharply pointed at the top, some of them larger and sub- 
spinous. Column large at the upper end, but tapering distinctly downward. 
The nodal joints near the calyx considerably longer and wider than the 
intervening ones, and angular at the edges, but gradually with their decrease 
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in width they grow shorter and cylindrical, while the others relatively 

increase in size. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Indian creek, Montgomery Co., 

and Canton, Washington Co., Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Of this large and beautiful species we obtained at Indian 

creek and Canton over forty specimens, most of them in excellent preserva- 

tion, with the arms attached; and it is very remarkable that nearly one half 

of them have either a Plutyceras attached to the tegmen, or a specimen of 

Onychaster between the arms and coiled around the anal tube. This, so far 

as we know, is the first instance in which a Plutyceras has been found in 

contact with a Crinoid with a long anal tube; in all cases heretofore noticed 

the Crinoid had an anal opening directly through the tegmen, and the 

Gasteropod was fastened invariably with the anterior portion of the shell 

over the opening.* This led to the supposition, for which there seemed to 

be good reasons, that the Mollusk obtained its nourishment, in part at least, 

from the excrements of the Crinoid. This, however, was impossible in the 

case before us, where the anal tube, with the anus at the distal end, extends 

out far beyond the tips of the arms, and, so far as observed, bends abruptly 

to one side, so that neither the opening nor the refuse matter could have 

been in contact with the Mollusk. 

In more frequent association with this Actinocrinus is the Onychaster, and 

it is worthy of note that this species of Ophiuran is rarely found by itself. 

Nor has it been observed at Indian creek on any of the other Crinoids, while 

at Canton it appears also on most of the specimens of Scytalocrinus robustus 

(Hall), a species with a large ventral tube, and the anus located far down at 

the anterior side; but with this exception we have not seen it on any other 

species. The fact that this Ophiurid is only found associated with certain 

species, and there always under similar conditions, and the frequency of this 

occurrence, would seem to indicate that the position between the arms of 

these Crinoids was its favorite resting place, in which it either found protec- 

tion, or some special facility for obtaining nourishment. Nobody, however, 

who is acquainted with the anatomy of the Crinoids, and their mode of liy- 

ing, will entertain for a moment the notion that the Crinoid preyed either 

on the Ophiurid, or on the Gasteropod, as suggested by the earlier writers. 

* See Synopsis of Amer. Carbon. Calyptraide. By Charles R. Keyes. Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila, 
1890, p. 154, 
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It is quite probable that Miller’s Steganocrinus Benedicti* belongs to this 
species. Its arms are given off in exactly the same manner, and it has the 
same style of ornamentation, only the calyx appears to be a little shorter 

than is usual in that form. We doubt if it is a Steganocrinus, for the brachials 

of each ray, according to the figures, are in sutural contact laterally to the 

base of the free arms, instead of being given off from the sides of tubular 

appendages extending to almost the tips of the arms. It is also possible that 

Miller's Actinocrinus grandis is identical with our species. His description is 
insufficient for accurate comparison, and his figures show the rays only to 

the first palmars. Besides the name was preoccupied by Lyon in 1859.+ 

Actinocrinus magnificus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LIL. Fig. 2. 

Syn. Actinocrinus lobatus WortHEN (not Hall), 1890, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIII., Plate 12, Figs. 8, 82. 

As large as the preceding species. Calyx apparently higher than wide, 

broadly truncate at the base, slightly constricted at the top of the second 

costals, and more deeply at the interbrachial spaces. The brachial lobes 

directed obliquely upward, not very prominent, and beginning from the 

upper end of the distichals, so that there are actually two lobes to each ray, 

separated by a deep sulcus, with a few interdistichals at the bottom. Plates of 

the dorsal cup proportionally thin and slightly convex, their surfaces marked 

by ridges, which are not mere surface elevations, but folds in the substance 

of the plates, and which gradually disappear as they pass inward. The 

surface of the ridges is covered by rows of obscure nodes, which produce 

a beautiful ornamentation ; the middle of the plates is smooth or slightly 

tumid, except upon the radials, which have low, transverse elevations, from 

which three or four parallel ridges or folds pass out to the basals, while 

there is generally but one between the other plates. 

Basals very large, forming a deep and broad cup, almost as high as wide 

at the bottom; the lower end not thickened nor projecting over the top of 

the column. Radials large, as long as wide, or a little longer; the costals 

one half smaller, hexangular and heptangular, the second one nearly as 

large as the first, and both as long as wide. Distichals all axillary, slightly 

* Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. of Indiana, p. 27, Plate 4. 
¢ Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXVIIL., p. 240. 
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convex longitudinally, one fourth smaller than the costals, and as wide as 

long. They support at their outer sides an arm, which from the second or 

third plate is free and biserial; and from the inner side three palmars, which 

give off two arms. There are six arms to each ray from the calyx, but 

these generally branch once again in their free state, rarely twice. Arms not 

quite as long and stout as in A. mulfiramosus, and more rapidly tapering ; the 

pinnules stronger. The latter are composed of eight or nine very long joints, 

of which only the two proximal ones have hook-like processes. Regular 

interbrachials : 1, 2, 3, 4, 3 — sometimes three in the second row — the first 

larger than the costals, the succeeding ones decreasing in size upwards. 

Anal plate a little smaller than the radials, and followed by 2, 3, 5, and 

numerous other irregular plates. The form of the ventral disk cannot be 

ascertained, both type specimens being flattened, but it was probably de- 

pressed conical. The plates are rather large, strongly convex, rounded at 

the top, and nearly uniform in size. Nothing is known of the anal tube. 

Column very large near the calyx. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Indian creek, Montgomery 

Co., Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species differs from the preceding one, and all others of 

the Keokuk group, in the thinness of its plates, and in having the ridges 

upon the surface produced by folds in the plates. The second costals are 

much larger, and while in the other species the brachial extensions begin 

above or below the second costals, they commence in this at the top of the 

distichals. 

Actinocrinus Griffithi W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LIT. Fig. 7. 

Of medium size. Calyx higher than wide, the brachial extensions nar- 

row; interspaces wide. Dorsal cup three times as high as the ventral disk, 

decidedly swelling across the middle of the radials and anal plate, where the 

section is distinctly angular, and wider than at the top of the first costals. 

Plates rather delicate, covered with ridges, which meet at the middle of the 

plates within asmall node. There are four such ridges between the radials 

and basals, of which the two middle ones are the most conspicuous; one or 

two form a continuous ring around the radials and anal plate, while there is 
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generally but one between the other plates; none, however, above the sec- 

ond costals and second interbrachials. The ridges passing up the costals are 

most prominent, and the plates themselves longitudinally angular, their sides 

being almost even with the flattened interbrachial areas, which gives to this 

part of the calyx a peculiarly angular aspect. 

Basals large, forming a deep cup expanding at both ends, the plates hay- 

ing a projecting rim or transverse ridges around their lower margins, which, 

being truncated toward the sutures, give to the lower face of the cup a tri- 

lobate outline. Radials large in proportion to the plates above. First cos- 

tals less than half the size of the radials ; the second one third shorter than 

the first, and directed obliquely outward. Distichals all axillary, quite small, 

angular on the exterior, their lateral ends bending inward. They support an 

arm at one side, and three palmars at the other, above which there are four 

more bifurcations, all taking place from the third plate respectively, giving 

off an arm to one side, which alternates with the arm of the preceding order, 

except the upper series, which supports two arms. The main arms, as well 

as their lateral branches, are quite delicate, the former uniserial to the fifth 

bifurcation, the latter biserial from their origin. Regular interbrachials: 1, 

2, 4, followed by a few smaller plates, which are on a level with the arm 

bases, and rest against the orals. Anal plate considerably smaller than the 

radials, and supporting two plates in the first row, three in the second, and 

five or sixin the third. Interdistichals unrepresented. Tegmen depressed- 

convex, with a strong anal tube rising abruptly from the summit; the plates 

tuberculous. Orals larger than the interambulacrals, and separated from 

each other by the ambulacral plates, which are large, and pass out between 

them in two well defined alternate series, diminishing toward the arms, and 

branching outward. Column of moderate size; the nodal joints somewhat 

thickest, and rounded upon the edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Upper Burlington limestone ; 

Burlington, Iowa, and Pleasant Grove, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. —'Vhis species in its arm structure approaches the genus Ste- 

“ganocrinus, and is also interesting for its regularly arranged, large covering 

pieces, which pass out between the ambulacra. It is named in honor of Dr. 

Horace G. Griffith, of Burlington, who, with a liberality for which we have 

been often indebted to him, presented us one of the type specimens. 
en 72 
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(?) Actinocrinus chouteauensis 8. A. Mitzer. 

Plate XLVI. Figs. 11a, b. 

1892. (°) Actinocrinus chouteauensis —S. A. MittER; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Sury. Indiana, p. 18, 
Plate 3, Figs. 9 and 10. 

Of medium size. Calyx as wide as high, the dorsal cup three times as 

high as the disk, pentangular at the arm bases; the sides very slightly con- 

vex to the top of the costals, then rapidly spreading to the arms. Plates 

without ornamentation, convex and a little tumid ; the suture lines depressed. 

Basal cup moderately large, gradually spreading ; the interbasal sutures 

well defined ; axial canal large. Radials as long as wide (one of them in the 

type a little wider than long) ; the lower end of the two heptagonal ones dis- 

tinctly angular. Costals considerably narrower than the radials, nearly as 

wide as long; the first hexangular; the second generally hexangular, and 

partly smaller than the first. Distichals one, small, twice as wide as long. 

Palmars one preserved in the specimen, very short. Arms apparently four, 

the arm openings directed obliquely upwards and arranged in pairs. Regular 

interradials 4 to 5; decreasing gradually in size upwards. Anal plate as 

long as, but narrower than, the radials, supporting 2, 4, and 2 plates. Ven- 

tral disk convex, the plates large and nodose. Orals large, asymmetrically 

arranged, the posterior one smaller than the others, and pushed in deeply 

between them. Ambulacral plates three, large, two of them of a second 

order. Interambulacrals three or four, in contact with the interbrachials. 

Anal tube subcentral, its length unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Referred to the Chouteau limestone, near Sedalia, 

Mo. ; but the color of the fossil and of the matrix leaves but little doubt that 

it came from the Lower Burlington. 

Type in the collection of F. A. Sampson. 

Remarks. —This species was described from a single specimen, which had 

only the calyx preserved, and the ventral disk was partly covered by matrix. 

On removing this, we found Miller’s ideal figure of the disk (his figure 10) 

to be incorrect, inasmuch as the so-called large plate adjoining the posterior 

oral is only the base of the anal tube, as shown by our figure. 
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Actinocrinus tenuisculptus McCursyey. 

Plate LV., Figs. 4a, b. 

1859. McCuxsney; Descr. New Spec. Paleoz. Foss., p. 15. 

1867. McCuxsnny; Trans. Chic. Acad. Sci., Vol. I., p. 11, Plate 5, Fig. 1. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 146. 

Syn. Actinocrinus chloris Haut — 1861; Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL., p. 275. 

A moderately small species, which, in the delicacy of the plates of the 

calyx, the beauty of their ornamentation, the spiniferous character of the 

plates in the tegmen, and the long hooks upon the pinnule joints, reminds 

us of certain forms for which we have proposed the genus Cactocrinus. The 

calyx, however, is distinctly lobed, and the arms are arranged in clusters, 

which are separated by wide and deep depressions or grooves extending far 

up into the ventral disk, and the upper bifurcations of the ray take place 

from two successive palmars. Dorsal cup semiglobose, truncate at the base, 

with a small rim around the lower margin, the sides convex to the top of 

the distichals, thence slightly more spreading to the arm bases. Tegmen 

almost as high as the dorsal cup, subpyramidal; cross-section at the arm bases 

broadly quinquelobate. Plates of the dorsal cup slightly tumid, covered 

by radiating ridges with undulated edges, wider at the middle of the plates 

than at their margins. The ridges passing up and down the radials and 

brachials considerably the strongest, dividing the surface of the calyx into 

five well defined fields, which extend from the basal ring to the bases of the 

free arms, and enclose a well marked star at the four regular sides, while the 

anal side contains two somewhat smaller stars with seven rays. 

Basals short, the projecting rim subcircular or obscurely trilobate, accord- 

ing to the greater or less depth of the sutural depression. Radials from 

one fifth to one third wider than long. First costals half the size of the 

radials, quadrangular, and nearly twice as wide as long; the second hep- 

tangular, wider and longer in proportion, obtusely angular above. Distichals 

rather small, all axillary, giving off an arm to the outer side, and two small 

palmars which support two arms to the other. Arm facets small, but the 

ambulacral openings comparatively large. Arms six to the ray, slightly 

angular below, gradually flattening above; the tips incurving. The four 

proximal arm joints are in single series, as long as wide, and even longer; 

they are cuneate, and each one has at its upper end from its longer side 
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a lateral projection, or sort of elongate node, which stands obliquely up- 

ward, and gives to the lower part of the arms a zigzag outline. The 

succeeding plates are biserial, and of these the three or four lower ones 

are considerably higher than those above. The upper margins of the arm 

pieces project slightly over the lower margins of the succeeding ones, the 

sides are serrated, and the lines of union between them somewhat waving. 

The three or four proximal pinnule joints are provided with moderately long 

hooks. Regular interbrachials : 1, 2, 2; the first very large, rising to the 

middle of the second costals, the two of the upper row quite minute. Anal 

plate as long as, but narrower than the radials, followed by 2, 3, and 3 pieces. 

Interdistichals one. The grooves between the rays extend up almost verti- 

eally to one half the height of the tegmen, and are paved by rather large, 

flat pieces; while the orals and ambulacral plates are spiniform. Orals 

pushed out far to the anterior side; they are comparatively small and in 

close contact ; the ambulacral plates arranged in alternate rows. Anal tube 

nearly central, moderately large, and composed of spinous plates. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

Sedalia, Mo., and Lake Valley, New Mexico. 

Actinocrinus gracilis W. and Sp. (moy. spec.). 

Plate LVI. Fig. 11. 

Approaching 4. tenwisculptus, but a smaller species, and having a much 

larger number of arms ; also the ornamentation of the plates more obscure. 

Dorsal cup bowl-shaped, the sides to the top of the distichals slightly convex, 

then bending abruptly outward ; the plates a little tumid, covered by faint 

radiating striz and well defined ridges, the latter following the rays, and 

forming deep depressions at the interdistichal spaces. 

Basals small, with a slightly projecting rim. Radials one third larger 

than the costals, and both wider than long. Distichals 2 X 10. Three bifur- 

cations occur in the calyx, and one or two in the arms, all taking place from 

the second plate, and all above the first axillary from one side only, the oppo- 

site sides giving off a free arm. Arms from eight to ten to the ray, quite 

slender, a little wider at the upper end than at the lower; the three or four 

proximal plates of each arm long and cuneate, and their widest sides, toward 

the upper end, provided with a short lateral node, which gives to the lower 
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part of the arm a zigzag outline. The upper parts of the arms have serrated 

sides, and are composed of two series of moderately long pieces. Regular 

interbrachials: 1, 2, 2; the anal plate followed by 2, 3, and 3 plates. Inter- 

distichals one, large. Ventral disk not visible in the specimens. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy, and in the collection of 

Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Actinocrinus tuberculosus W. and Sp. (mov. spec.). 

Plate LIL. Figs. Sa, 0, ¢. 

Of the type of A. tenwisculptus, but somewhat larger. Calyx a little 

higher than wide, the dorsal cup considerably shorter than the tegmen. 

Plates rather thin, the surface slightly convex, and ornamented by series 

of isolated nodes of various forms. The middle of the plates is occupied 

by a conical, sometimes rounded tubercle, which is surrounded by elon- 

gate nodes, directed one to each side, with their longer diameter toward 

the margins of the plates. From the middle of the second costals up- 

ward, sometimes even from the radials, the nodes are set close together 

i rows, and form high and sharp knife-like ridges with serrated edges, 

running to the bases of the free arms. 

Basals short, wider at the lower margin than at the upper, at the latter 

surrounded either by a thickened collar, or by a row of conspicuous nodes, 

of which there are generally three to each plate. Radials one third wider 

than long. First costals half the size of the radials, and quadrangular ; the 

second a little wider than the first, and heptangular. Distichals and_pal- 

mars keel-shaped ; the former smaller than the costals, and once and a half 

as wide as long; the latter still smaller, and the angularity extending over 

the entire width of the plates. Arms three to each main division of the 

ray, or thirty in all, given off in the usual way; the proximal one from the 

outer sides of the distichals, the two others from the second palmars; they 

are long, flat, wider in the upper part than at their bases; the lateral mar- 

gins serrated. The four proximal arm plates are single, very high and cu- 

neate, a thorn-like projection extending out from their longer sides. The 

plates, as the arms become biserial, are short, and each one is covered with 

a transverse row of small pustules. Pinnules long, and to one half their 
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length provided with short hooks. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 3; the 

first almost as large as the radials; the plates of the upper row interlock- 

ing with those from the tegmen. The anal piece is followed by 2, 3, and 

4 plates. Interdistichals one. Tegmen short, the interambulacral plates 

and orals flat, all of nearly the same size ; the ambulacral pieces the smaller, 

a little convex and formed into ridges. Anal tube of medium size, the plates 

covered with a minute central tubercle. Column moderately large, the nodal 

joints widest, their edges convex, and bordered by small nodes. 

Horizon and Locality. —Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington and 

Pleasant Grove, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species differs from A. tenwisculptus, with which it has 

its closest affinities, in the mode of ornamentation of the dorsal cup, the 

wider interspaces between the rays at the arm regions, and in having flat 

instead of spiniferous plates in the tegmen. It also occurs at a different 

geological horizon. 

Actinocrinus daphne Hatt. 

Plate LVI. Fig. 1. 

1864. Hatz; 17th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 52. 

1875. Hatz; Geol. Surv. Ohio, Paleont., Vol. I1., Part I1., p. 162, Plate 11, Fig. 11. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 143. 

Calyx of medium size, its exact form indeterminable owing to the crushed 

condition of the specimens; the base truncated only to the width of the 

column; the rays but slightly lobed; the arms given off in clusters as in 

A. tenuisculptus, with moderately wide interspaces between the rays. Plates 

rather delicate ; their surface marked by radiating ridges running from the 

centre of the plates to their margins, where they meet those of adjoining 

plates. The ridges passing up the radials and brachials, and down to the 

basals, somewhat more prominent. 

Basals rather large, forming a spreading cup with a slightly projecting, 

narrow rim around the lower margin, which is readily taken for the upper 

stem joint; interbasal sutures indistinct. Radials longer than wide; the 

costals wider than long; the first hexagonal, smaller than the second, and 

less than two thirds the size of the radials. Distichals smaller than the first 

costals, supporting at one side an arm, at the other two palmars with two 
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arms from the axillary. Arms six to the ray, rounded on the back* and 

slightly tapering, biserial from the third plate up. Pinnules extremely long, 

and to nearly their full length provided with small hooks, which slightly 

overlap the adjoining pinnule above. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2,2; the 

anal plate followed by 2, 3, and 3 plates. Structure of the ventral disk un- 

known. Anal tube long, slender in the upper part, and composed of small 

convex pieces. Column of more than average size; the nodal joints pro- 

jecting, and rounded at their outer margins. 

Horizon and Locality. — Waverly group ; Richfield, Ohio. 

Types in the New York State Cabinet at Albany, N. Y. 

femarks. — This and the two preceding species form a little group by 

themselves, approaching in some of their characters Cactocrinus ; but they 

must be referred to Actinocrinus, as the arms of the different rays are 

arranged in groups, which are separated by a number of interbrachial 

plates, and the bifurcations above the distichals take place from the sec- 

ond plate of each order, and not from the first as in that genus. 

Actinocrinus asperrimus (M. and W,). 

Plate LX. Figs. & and 6. 

1869. Strotocrinus (?) asperrimus — Mrrx and WortuEn; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila, p. 160. Also 
Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. V., p. 349, Plate 8, Fig. 3. 

1881. <Actinocrinus asperrimus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 142. 

Calyx of medium size, urn-shaped, its width at the arm bases equal to its 

length. Dorsal cup obconical to the top of the costals; the distichals and 

the succeeding fixed brachials spreading horizontally, but without forming a 

continuous rim, there being deep interradial grooves, and smaller ones be- 

tween the main branches of the rays. Plates almost flat to strongly convex, 

their ornamentation somewhat variable, Figs. 5 and 6 representing the ex- 

tremes, and the type figured by Meek and Worthen an intermediate form. 

In all these specimens, however, there are ridges radiating from the centres 

of the plates to adjoining ones, three generally between the radials and 

basals, and one between the other plates. 

Basals three times as wide as high, deeply grooved along the sutures, 

and distinctly lobed from a dorsal aspect; the lower edges scalloped and 

* A flattening of the arms, as described by Hall, does not exist in any of our specimens. 
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slightly projecting outward ; axial canal very small. Radials and anal plate 

nearly or fully as long as wide. First costals one third smaller than the 

radials; the second costals narrower than the first, and smaller generally. 

Higher brachials gradually decreasing in size upward, each one support- 

ing an arm at one side, and the upper one two arms. Arms normally 

eight to the ray; small, to judge from the size of their facets) Regular 

interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, against 2, 3, 2 at the anal side, followed by two 

very small pieces between the lobes. Interaxillaries one, which, like the 

interbrachials, meets with the plates of the tegmen. Ventral disk less than 

one third the height of the calyx, depressed conical, deeply grooved toward 

the margin. The plates are quite small, scale-like, slighfly convex, and of 

nearly uniform size. Orals indeterminable, but there are along the line of 

the ambulacra, over each ray, three plates somewhat larger than the others, 

which may represent radial dome plates of a first and second order. Anal 

tube almost central, small for the genus. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Illinois State Collection at Springfield. 

Remarks. — This species, which represents a transition toward Teleio- 

crinus, is readily distinguished by the depressed form of the disk, and the 

scale-like plates of which it is composed. 

Actinocrinus trijugis (S. A. Minter). 

Plate LIV. Figs. La, b. 

1891. Blairocrinus trijugis—S. A. Mitten; Ady. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 69, Plate 11, 
Figs. 1, 2, 3. 

A small species of the type of A. ¢enwisculptus. Calyx wider than high, 

distinctly lobed between the arm bases. Dorsal cup low cup-shaped, about 

twice as wide as high, the sides rapidly spreading and convex. Surface of 

plates covered with angular radiating ridges, which meet in a small node at 

the centre of the plates; there being one ridge to each side except from the 

antero-lateral radials and anal plate, whence two ridges pass to the basals. 

The ridges passing up the radials and brachials somewhat the strongest. 

Basals small, forming an almost flat hexagonal disk, which is but little 

larger than the column, and has a small, pentangular axial canal. Radials 

large, nearly as long as wide. First costals quadrangular, twice as wide as 

long; the second a little larger and pentangular. Distichals moderately 
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large and axillary. Of the palmars only one plate is preserved, and so the 
number of arms cannot be accurately ascertained from the specimen; but to 
judge from the size of the arm openings, it is quite probable that it had an 
additional bifurcation, and the species had six arms to the ray, but not eight 
as suggested by Miller. Arm facets directed horizontally. Regular inter- 
brachials: 1, 2, 2; the first very large, rising to the top of the second cos- 
tals; those of the third range meeting the interambulacrals. Anal plate 
smaller than the radials, followed by 2, 2, and 2 plates. Ventral disk con- 
vex, composed of but few plates. The ambulacrals, which are represented 
by three large pieces over each ray, are spinous; while the orals are almost 
flat. Anal tube stout at the base, but rapidly increasing in size upwards. 

Horizon and Locality. — Choutéau limestone ; near Sedalia, Pettis Co., Mo. 

Type in the collection of S. A. Miller. 

Actinocrinus arrosus (S. A. Mitre). 

Plate LV. Figs. 7, and Sa, }, e. 

1892. Blatrocrinus arrosus —8. A. Mirren; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p: 41, Plate 7, 
Figs. 1 to 5. 

Syn. Blatrocrinus bullatus 8. A. Miter; ibid., p. 41, Plate 7, Figs. 6 and 7. 

Of medium size. Calyx distinctly quinquelobate, its height equal to three 
fourths its width in well preserved specimens. Dorsal cup saucer-shaped, its 
height less than half that of the ventral disk ; the surface deeply sculptured ; 
the radial plates beg strongly keel-shaped, the interradial ones provided 
with a sharp central node, leaving deep, pit-like depressions between the 

nodes and the ridges. Suture lines indistinct. 

Basal cup small, projecting but little beyond the column, and only the 
angles of the plates bending upwards; it is notched at the sutures, and tri- 
lobate in outline. Radials a little wider than long, covered with a transverse 
node. Costals as wide as the radials, but only half as long; the first quad- 
rangular ; the second pentangular and generally a little larger than the first. 
Distichals one, small, axillary, supporting apparently a single palmar. Arm 
openings twenty, arranged in pairs, and directed horizontally or slightly 
downward. The number of arms unknown. Interradial spaces subovate, 

composed at the regular sides of three plates, of which the two upper are 
quite small, and placed level with the arm openings. The anal plate as 
large as the radials, and similarly sculptured ; it supports two plates in the 

73 
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first, and two in the second row. Ventral disk highly elevated and bulging 

at the outer margins, where the plates stand erect. Orals nodose, pushed 

over to the anterior side, and in the larger specimens separated by accessory 

pieces. Radial dome plates as large as the orals, strongly nodose and some- 

times subspinous. The interambulacral plates in contact with the inter- 

brachials. Anal tube subcentral, rather large at the base. 

Horizon and Locality. — Chouteau limestone ; Sedalia, Mo. 

Types in the collection of F. A. Sampson, Sedalia. 

Remarks. — This species is closely related to Actinocrinus (Blairocrinus) 

tryjugis, 1f not identical with it. Miller claims the latter species has eight 

arms to the ray, and the other but four, neither of which is clearly shown 

by the specimens. However, there can be no doubt that Miller’s “ Blairo- 

crinus” bullatus is identical with this species. We examined a number of 

specimens from the collection of Mr. Sampson, some of which were labeled 

by Miller B. arrosus, others B. bullatus, and found that he had described the 

plumper specimens as B. bullatus and the crushed ones as B. arrosus. We 

also became convinced that the anus of this species is not so excentric as it 

appears in Miller’s figures, which represent it when pushed out of place 

by oblique pressure, but that its position is almost central. This is clearly 

shown by Mr. Sampson’s beautiful specimen, of which we give three figures 

on Plate LV., Figs. 8a, 0, ec. 

STEGANOCRINUS Meex and Wortnen. 

1866. Merk and Worruen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 195, also ibid. Vol. IIL, p. 474. 

1879. Zrrren (subgenus of Actinocrinus) ; Handb. d. Paleont., Vol. I., p. 370. 

1881. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 149(Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 323). 

1889. 8S. A. Mitrex; N. Amer. Geol. and Palxont., p. 282. 
Syn. dctinocrinus ; SHumARD, 1855; Hatz, 1860; Merk and Wortnen, 1860. 

Tn its general structure resembling Actiocrinus, but the rays, instead of 

being produced into mere lobes, are formed into arm-like, tubular extensions 

or trunks, which rise to the full length of the crown, giving off armlets alter- 

nately from opposite sides. There are either one or two of these brachial 

trunks to the ray, according to species, depending on whether they take 

their origin from the costals or distichals; they were apparently rigid, and 

movable, if at all, only asa whole. The dorsal side of these appendages is 

formed by a longitudinal row of axillaries, or by a succession of syzygies, in 

which latter case the second plate of the various orders is arm-bearing. 
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They are closed ventrally by two rows of small, irregular side-pieces, which 
rest upon the inflected edges of the brachials, and enclose a single row of 
rather large, cuneate, spinous covering pieces, alternately arranged. The 
upper angle of the brachials is irregular in position, the side bearing the arm 
considerably shorter and distinctly sloping, the other one, supporting the 
next brachial, horizontal. The arms are given off at the sides, the proximal 
joint resting upon the axillary below, and against the truncated lower face 
of the plate above; they are much smaller than the trunks, biserial, and 
pinnule-bearing. In all other points the genus resembles Actinocrinus. 

Lnstribution. —Known only from America, and here only from the Kin- 
derhook group and Burlington limestone. 

Type of the genus: Steganocrinus pentagonus. 

Steganocrinus pentagonus (Hatz). 

Plate LXTI. Figs. 8a to e; and La, b. 

1858. Actinocrinus pentagonus —Ha11; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 577, Plate 10, Figs. 6a, b. 
1866. Steganocrinus pentagonus —Mxrxx and WortuxN; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IT., p- 196. 
1868. Steganocrinus pentagonus —Munx and WortueEn; ibid., Vol. IIL., p. 474, Plate 16, Fig. 8. 
1881. Steganocrinus pentagonus —W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr , Part IL., p. 151. 

Calyx of medium size, wider than high, distinctly pentangular in its 
dorsal and ventral aspect. Dorsal cup nearly twice as high as the tegmen, 
its sides slightly convex to the top of the first costals, the second costals and 
distichals bent abruptly outward, the latter to a horizontal position, forming 
five calycine extensions, which bifurcate from the second costals into two 
free trunks, which bear arms alternately from each side. Plates of the cup 
thin and but very little convex; their surfaces marked by radiating ridges, 
which meet in the centre of the plates, where they form small nodes. The 
ridges are in single series, except between the radials and basals, where 
there are two. 

Basals rather small, forming a short, rapidly spreading cup without pro- 
jecting marginal rim; the suture lines slightly grooved. Radials and first 
costals proportionally large, about as long as wide, the latter a little the 
smaller, and their sides inflected at the upper end to receive the second 
costals, which are small and distinctly rounded on the back. Distichals 2 X 2, 
connected laterally, about half the size of the upper costals, and twice as 
wide as Jong, each giving off an arm laterally, one from the one side, the 
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other from the opposite. The second distichals are cuneate, so that the 

sloping upper faces of both together serve as an axillary, from which 

are given off the free arm trunks. Each succeeding order of brachials in 

these branches consists of a single plate, which in form and size resembles 

the arm-bearing distichals, and each one is irregularly axillary, supporting 

upon its shorter sloping side an arm, upon the longer upper side a brachial 

of a higher order. The exact number of successive bifurcations cannot be 

ascertained, but there were not less than forty from each appendage in full 

grown specimens. The upper and lower faces of the brachials are parallel, 

their dorsal or outer surfaces somewhat convex or transversely angular. The 

trunks are nearly three times as thick as the arms, and taper but slightly. 

Their inner cavity, which is oval in outline, is roofed over ventrally by two 

series of side pieces, which enclose a row of large, distinctly cuneate cover- 

ing plates, alternately arranged, and extended into long, upright spines. 

The apposed faces of the lower brachials, from the costals up, have a perfo- 

rate transverse ridge, and the facets of the proximal arm joints also are per- 

forated, but have in place of a ridge a concave surface. From the rigid ventral 

structure of these appendages, it seems impossible that there could have 

been any mobility between the brachials, but there was evidently some sort 

of articulation at the base of the arms. Arms very short and of equal length. 

They are given off at almost right angles, are biserial, somewhat flattened, 

and every arm joint on either side is produced laterally into a prominent 

spine. At the side of each arm, close to the base, there is a small respiratory 

pore. First interbrachials larger than the first costals, followed by four plates, 

which are placed on a level with the arm trunks, the two outer ones, which 

are somewhat smaller, being in part interambulacral; they bend outward, 

and help to form the trunks. The anal plate is smaller than the radials, and 

supports two plates in the first row and five in the second, the latter arranged 

like the corresponding plates of the regular sides. Tegmen depressed, sur- 

mounted by a moderately large anal tube, rising abruptly from the summit ; 

the plates are large, almost flat, and either perfectly smooth, or crowned by 

a small central tubercle. Orals in lateral contact; the posterior one unusu- 

ally small and lunate, its place being largely taken up by the tube. The 

ambulacral plates elevated, alternately arranged in two rows; the axillary 

plate spinous. The plates of the anal tube strongly nodose. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

Sedalia, Mo., and Lake Valley, New Mexico. 
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Type in the (Worthen) Mlinois State collection, Springfield. 
Remarks. — In the specimens from New Mexico, the entire surface of the 

calyx is covered with numerous irregular pustules, which are not represented 
in specimens from the eastern localities, 

Steganocrinus araneolus Merk and WortuHen. 

Plate LXTI. Figs. 2a, b. 

1860. Actinocrinus araneolus —M. and W.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 387. 
1866. Steganocrinus araneolus —M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p- 198, Plate 15, Figs. 1a, B. 
1881. Steganocrinus araneolus — W. and Sp.; Revision Palxocr., Part II., p. 151. 

This form in its general structure agrees so closely with the preceding 
one, that the question arises whether it is not a mere variety of that species, 
or perhaps its young stage. But the differences, such as they are, are so 
constant among a large number of specimens, that it has been deemed safer 
to treat it as a full species. It is not necessary, however, to give a repeti- 
tion of the general structure, but it will suffice to point out the special 
characters in which the two forms differ. 

Calyx from one half to one fourth the average size of S. pentagonus, and 
proportionally more depressed, its width to the top of the first costals equal 
to once and a half its height. The plates of the dorsal cup more tumid, and 
the ridges more prominent; those of the tegmen more evenly nodose. The 
basals are shorter, and almost invisible from a side view. It has but one row 
of distichals instead of two, and only the plate at one side of the ray 1s arm- 
bearing. There are, as in the other species, two brachial trunks from each 
ray, which stand out horizontally from the calyx, both arm-bearing, and each 
one giving off from twelve to fifteen armlets. The pulmars of both ray 
divisions support an arm at the inner side of the ray, the post-palmars at the 
outer, and so on from alternate sides. As a rule, each successive order 
consists of a single plate, but there are occasionally syzygies, at which the 
arms are given off from the second plate, a fact which has never been 
observed in the other species. The arms are short, and their joints are not 
alternately spinous, but have serrated edges. In all other points this species 
agrees with the preceding. 

Horizon and Locality. —Same as last. 
_ Lype in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection at Springfield. 
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Steganocrinus concinnus (Saumsrp). 

Plate LXT. Figs. 5a, b. 

1855. Actinocrinus concinnus—Suvm.; Geol. Surv. Missouri by Swallow, Part II., p. 189, Plate 4, Fig. 5. 

1866. Actinocrinus concinnus—MeEEK and WortuEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. Il., p. 200, Plate 15, 

Figs. 9a, 6. 
1881. Steyanocrinus concinnus— W. and Sp-; Revision Paleoer., Part IL, p, 151. 

Syn. Actinocrinus validus — Merx and WortuEn; 1860, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 384. 

Another species closely related to S. pentagonus, but larger, the plates 

more robust and of different proportions, the first costals comparatively 

smaller, the second much shorter and smaller generally, the basal cup deeper. 

Calyx nearly as high as wide, convex at the sides, distinctly lobed at the 

top of the first costals, the interradial spaces between the brachial trunks 

extremely wide and depressed, the marginal part of the ventral disk con- 

stricted, the middle to the base of the anal tube almost flat. Dorsal cup 

decidedly convex, thick and heavy in the middle portions, thinning out 

toward the margins. The edges of the plates marked by low, rounded 

ridges, which either in single series or in groups of two or four traverse the 

suture lines, and proceed to the margins of adjoining plates, leaving the 

greater part of the plates perfectly smooth. The ridges are not only surface 

elevations, but originate in part from a folding of the plates themselves; 

they extend only to the centre of the first costals and second interbrachials, 

not to the upper portions of these plates, nor to any of the plates above. 

Basals large, forming a spreading cup, with well defined suture lines, and 

sharply angular lower margins. Radials about as wide as high, considerably 

larger than both costals together. First costals generally about half the size 

of the radials, hexangular, the sides inflected at the upper end, the upper 

lateral faces longer than the lower, the upper faces narrow, semicircular, 

concave, and perforated. Second costals hexangular, very short, curved like 

arm plates, their upper angles obtuse. The higher brachials are not pre- 

served in the specimens, but the general structure indicates that they formed 

two trunks from each ray with an oval cavity. First interbrachial as large 

as, or larger than, the first costals, followed by four plates, which are about 

level with the appendages; the two outer ones a little the smaller, bending 

outward, and in part interambulacral. Anal plate smaller than the radials, 

supporting two plates in the first, and five in the second range. Ventral 

disk very slightly elevated, the plates convex, the anal tube somewhat excen- 
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tric. The ambulacra roofed by two rows of large covering pieces, which are 

more regularly arranged in young specimens (Fig. 5d), in which the inter- 

ambulacrals are less numerous. The same is the case with the orals, which 

in the smaller specimens are in contact, but separated by perisomic plates 

in larger ones. 

Horizon and Locality. — Only found in the upper part of the Upper Bur- 

lington limestone; Burligton and Pleasant Grove, Iowa, and Marion 

Co., Mo. 

Type in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection at Springfield. 

Remarks. — Specimens of this and the two preceding species are most 

commonly found with the axillary costals and all succeeding plates broken 

off, which might give the impression, to a person judging by such a specimen 

alone, that the calyx contained only one plate above the radials. 

Steganocrinus sculptus (H4z1). 

Plate LXI, Figs. 1a to f. 

1858. Actinocrinus sculptus —Haut; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 582, Plate 10, Figs. 11a, b. 

1866. Stegunoerinus sculptus —Merx and WortueEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL., p. 197. 

1881. Steganocrinus sculptus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL. p. 151. 

Calyx rather large, biturbinate, somewhat higher than wide, the dorsal 

cup but little higher than the ventral disk, its sides convex to the top of the 

costals. The higher brachials bend obliquely outward, and their sides up- 

ward, so as to form with the ambulacral plates above five long tubular 

appendages, one to each ray, from which the arms are given off alternately 

from every second plate at opposite sides. Plates thin, highly ornamented 

with series of well defined angular ridges passing from plate to plate. From 

the middle of the radials and anal plate, three to five of these ridges proceed 

to the basals, three to the first costals, and 1, 2, or 3 to adjacent radials and 

first interbrachials ; while there is generally but one ridge between the other 

plates, of which that between the costals is decidedly the heavier and rounded 

on the back. 

Basals moderately large, forming a spreading cup, with slightly angular 

lower margin ; the interbasal sutures distinct but not grooved; axial canal 

large, and apparently circular. Radials about as wide as long. First costals 

nearly one half smaller than the radials, slightly wider than long, and hex- 

angular. The second costals much smaller than the first, and irregularly 

axillary; one of their upper faces short and distinctly sloping, the other 
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almost horizontal; the former supporting an arm, which is free from the 

second plate, the latter two distichals. The succeeding arms are given off 

in exactly the same manner as the first; every second brachial is axillary 

and supports on its shorter sloping side an arm, and on the opposite side 

two brachials of a higher order, until finally near the tips of the arms the 

last axillary gives origin to two arms. In large specimens there are not less 

than fifty orders of brachials to each ray —a very young specimen before 

us has but fifteen, and a somewhat larger one twenty-two — and these form 

straight, arm-like, apparently inflexible trunks, which at the proximal ends 

are four or five times as heavy as the armlets. The plates of which they are 

composed are short, three or four times as wide as long, with crenulated 

apposed faces, the armlets resting against both plates. The inner cavity 

of the appendages. is quite large, suboval in outline, the longer diameter 

directed dorsally and ventrally, and the tubes themselves taper but little 

upward. ‘Their ventral side is roofed by a simple row of large, spinous cov- 

ering pieces, somewhat wedge-shaped and alternately arranged, together 

with small, triangular side-pieces, which are united with the brachials and 

covering plates by close suture. First interbrachial as large as the first 

costals, the two plates of the second range but very little smaller, those 

above much smaller and irregularly arranged, varying in the third row from 

three to five, and in the fourth from five to seven, the latter meeting the 

tegminal plates. Tegmen high, contracted in the lower part, then rising 

almost vertically, and rounded near the summit; it is composed throughout 

of small, spinous pieces, sharply pointed at the upper end, and so irregular 

in their arrangement that neither the orals nor any of the other disk plates 

can be identified. At one side of each trunk, and always opposite the first 

arm, within the tegmen, there is a large respiratory pore; and smaller ones 

occur along the appendages aside of every arm. Anal tube rather small and 

nearly central. Column of moderate size, the joints so short that at 30 mm. 

from the calyx it contains sixty joints with fifteen internodes. The nodal 

joints very little wider than the intervening ones. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Lake Valley, New Mexico. 

Type in the collection of Prof. Worthen. 

Remarks. —This species differs from all others in having but five brachial 

trunks in place of ten, and in having the lower brachials much more deeply 

incorporated into the dorsal cup. 
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Steganocrinus globosus W. and Sp. (mov. spec.). 

Plate LXI. Fig. 6. 

Calyx almost perfectly globose ; the distichals a little projecting so as to 

give to the section a very slightly pentangular outline; the interspaces be-_ 

tween the rays wide, but not depressed as usual in this genus; the plates 

nearly flat, and apparently without ornamentation. 

Basals small, disk-like, and following the general curvature of the calyx. 

Radials and costals slightly decreasing in size upward, all one third wider 

than high ; the first costals hexangular; the second generally heptangular. 

Of the distichals only one row is preserved, but its plates not being axillary 

they were followed by another row horizontally disposed, as their facets are 

directed outward. There are two openings above, which apparently represent 

the inner cavity of the two ambulacral appendages; they are large and close 

together. Regular interbrachials : 1, 2, 2, 3, followed by the plates of the 

tegmen. Anal side much wider, the anal plate, which is as large as the 

radials, supporting 2, 3, 6, and 6 or 7 plates above. Ventral disk hemi- 

spherical, as high as the dorsal cup ; composed of numerous almost flat pieces 

of nearly uniform size; the ambulacral pieces arranged in two rows, which 

branch on the disk. Anal tube somewhat excentric and rather small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Oolitic bed of the Kinderhook group; Burling- 

ton, Lowa. 

Type in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — The unique specimen from which this species is described is 

not sufficiently perfect to indicate positively its generic relations. It agrees, 

however, in all essential characters with Steganocrinus, and we regard it as an 

early, not fully developed form of that genus. 
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AMPHORACRINUS Austin. 

1848. Austin; Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., London, Vol. IV., p. 292. 

1855. Rormer; Lethwa Geognostica (Ausg. 3), p. 249 (in part Agaricocrinus). 
1861. Hatt; Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 280 Gn part Agaricocrinus). 
1866. Mrrx and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL., p 209 (in part Doryerinus). 
1879. Zivren; Handb. d. Paleont., Vol. I., p. 370 (subgenus of Actinocrinus). 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 151 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 325). 
1889. S. A. Mirunr; N. Amer. Geol. and Palzont., p. 223. 

Syn. Amphora CUMBERLAND ; 1826, Reliqu. Conserv., p. 36. 
Syn. Actinocrinus Purtxtes, 1836; Portlock, 1843; McCoy, 1844; and Hall, 1860 (Suppl. Geol. 

Rep. Iowa). 

The rays of the calyx, like those of Actinocrinus, extended outward, and 

forming five lobes, which are distinctly separated by the plates of the inter- 

radial areas. In Amphoracrinus, however, the dorsal cup is shorter, either flat 

or saucer-shaped; the proximal part of the brachial lobes projects downward, 

hiding the whole or a part of the cup from a side view. The ventral disk also 

is proportionally much higher, and provided with an excentric, very short 

anal tube, while the tube of Actinocrinus is nearly central and very long. 

In the known species there are never any radiating ridges upon the plates, 

the entire surface of the calyx presenting a rather uniform, granular appear- 

ance, peculiar to this genus, which is difficult to describe. Basals three, short, 

disk-like. The rays free from the top of the second costals or first distichals, 

whence they extend outward and downward. Arms heavy and biserial, either 

branching or simple; in the latter case provided with lateral spines, given off 

at intervals from opposite sides. Anal plate generally smaller than the radi- 

als, and followed either by two or three plates, of which the middle one, 

when present, is cuneate, and wedged in between the other two, often 

barely touching the anal. The second row of interbrachials stands on a 

level with the brachial lobes, and the plates are in part interambulacral. 

Orals large, and always more or less spinous. Ambulacra apparently coy- 

ered by perisomic plates to the base of the free rays. Column round, of 

moderate size, and with a small, pentangular or five-rayed canal. 

Distribution. — Restricted in America, so far as known, to the Waverly 

group and Lower Burlington limestone; in Europe it occurs in the Carbon- 

iferous limestones of Great Britain. Only three species are recognized by 

us in America, and a like number is recorded from Europe. 

Remarks. — Cumberland, in 1826, proposed the name Amphora for two 

species, which he distinguished as No. 1 and No. 2. The former, and the 
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only one to which his description applies, is an Actinocrinus. The other was 

made by Austin in 1848 the type of Amphoracrinus, and is now known as 

Amphoracrinus Gilbertson (Miller) = Actinocrinus amphora Portlock, and 

Melocrinus amphora Goldfuss. 

Roemer and Hall confounded Amphoracrinus with Agaricocrinus, and Meek 

and Worthen at first with Dorycrinus, but afterwards accepted the genus in 

its present form. It differs from both genera essentially in the arm struc- 

ture, as well as in the form and position of the anus; and they have also 

uniformly a second anal plate. 

Amphoracrinus appears to be a somewhat aberrant form, and has quite 

frequently three plates above the anal piece. This, however, is found only 

among the American species, and only in A. divergens and A. viminalis ; 

Amphoracrinus spinobrachiatus and the three English species always having 

the usual two plates. This might seem to indicate that the two former are 

generically distinct, and should be removed to the Batocrinide, if it were 

not for the fact that they also have occasionally but two plates above the 

anal, and that in their arm structure, as well as in other respects, they agree 

most closely —even more than A. spinobrachiatus — with the typical form 

from England, of which we have a most excellent specimen with arms, from 

Waterford, Ireland. To understand the case correctly, it is important to 

note that the middle plate over the anal, when it does occur, is compara- 

tively small and cuneate, often barely touching the anal plate ; and we think 

it not improbable that it really represents a plate of the second row, and is 

not a true homologue of the middle plate in the Batocrinide. On the other 

hand, we must remember that Amphoracrinus is one of the earliest represen- 

tatives of the Actinocrinide ; and it may be possible that it is a transition 

form, in which the Actinocrinoid structure has not been as yet persistently 

established. At any rate, we see no good reason for separating the two 

forms, even subgenerically. 

Worthen, in the Geol. Rep. of Illinois (Vol. VIII., p. 96, Plate 14, Fig. 8), 

described a specimen under the name of Amphoracrinus jerseyensis, which is 

interesting as having but four arm-bearing rays, the free parts of the anterior 

ray evidently having been destroyed during the life of the animal, and the 

break closed by abnormal growth. The specimen is too imperfect for a cor- 

rect diagnosis, and we think it highly probable that it is an Agaricocrinus. 
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Amphoracrinus divergens (Hatt). 

Plate LXII. Figs. 5, 6a, b, Va, b, 8a, b, ¢, 9, 10. 

1860. Actinocrinus divergens — Hai; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 36. 
1881. Amphoracrinus divergens —W. and Sp.; Revision Palzocr., Part IL., p. 155. 
1893. Amphoracrinus divergens — WHITFIELD ; Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, Vol. 1, p. 21, Plate 

9, Figs. 12, 13. 
Syn. Actinocrinus planobasilis Hat; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Towa, p. 19, figured in State Mus. Nat. 

Hist., Bull. I., Plate 4, Figs. 10 and 11= Amphoracrinus planobasilis M. and W. (Geol. Rep. 
Illinois, Vol. V., p. 388). 

Syn. Actinocrinus quadrispinus Wurtz, 1862, Proceed. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IX., p. 15 
= Amphoracrinus quadrispinus W. and M.; 1873, Geol. Rep. Llinois, Vol. V., p. 388. 

Syn. Amphoracrinus divergens, var. multiramosus Murex and Wortuen, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., 

p. 388. 

Of rather large size. Crown in its natural condition, with all the arms 

preserved, as wide as, or wider than, high; the dorsal cup not visible from a 

side view. Calyx subpyramidal, distinctly lobed above the first costals, the 

interradial spaces deeply depressed between the free rays. Dorsal cup about 

one third the height of the ventral disk, saucer-shaped, truncated at the base. 

The rays from the second costals droop downward to the level of the bottom 

of the calyx, and then, at about the top of the first palmars, they bend ab- 

ruptly upward, and fold inward until the tips of the arms encircle the spi- 

niferous summit of the disk, exposing the spines. The entire surface of the 

calyx is covered with irregular granules or vermicular markings. 

Basals forming a slightly projecting, hexagonal disk, extending beyond 

the sides of the column ; the suture lines distinct, but not actually grooved ; 

axial canal small and sharply pentangular. Radials all hexagonal, owing to 

the straightness of the lower margins, and about once and a half as wide as 

long. First costals almost horizontal; wider than the radials and nearly as 

long ; strongly inflected at the sides, and rounded exteriorly ; the upper face 

semicircular in outline, and directed slightly downward. The succeeding 

brachials constitute a part of the free extensions, and face more or less 

downward. The second costals, which are a little smaller than the first, 

are touched by the interbrachials only at their lower ends, the lateral 

upper parts of the plates resting against rigid ambulacral plates. Dis- 

tichals various in number, but as a rule the two posterior rays have one 

plate in each division, both axillary, and about as large as the second cos- 

tals. They support at each side a large quadrangular palmar, which is fol- 

lowed by a smaller cuneate one, and this by two rows of extremely short 
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arm plates. Only the first palmars are in contact laterally, the others being 

free. In the three anterior rays only one of the distichals is axillary; the 

opposite one, being truncated, supports two or three more moderately large 

cuneate distichals, which are followed by the regular arm plates. Some- 

times, but exceptionally, both distichals are truncate, and the ray has but 

two primary arms, while the other rays have three or four. The first branch- 

ing of the arms generally takes place from the ninth to tenth double row of 

joints, the second and third from the tenth to fifteenth above. The bifurca- 

tions are given off at one side of the main arm, which generally has three 

bifurcations, sometimes, however, but two; they are widely divergent, and 

the side-branches rarely bifurcate again. Arms heavy throughout, tapering 

very little upward; at each bifurcation there is a small node, and the arms 

themselves are slightly inflated — a peculiarity by which they are readily 

recognized. Pinnules apparently small, their two or three proximal joints 

provided with small hooks. Anal plate considerably narrower than the radi- 

als. Interbrachials in two ranges; there being one and five at the regular 

sides, and three or two followed by five or six at the anal side. When there 

are three plates in the first row, the middle one is narrow and wedged in 

between the two at the sides, often barely touching the anal piece. The two 

outer plates of the second row at each side of the area curve outward in the 

direction of the free rays, and are largely interambulacral, touching but 

slightly the costals; the extended upper part resting against the covering 

plates of the ambulacra. Ventral disk from the top of the free rays to the 

base of the orals obconical, leaning a little to the anterior side ; broadly coni- 

cal above; the plates irregularly arranged, slightly convex, about equal in 

size. The orals occupy the truncated upper face of the disk; the posterior 

one is located in the centre between the orals at one side and the anal tube 

at the other; it is strongly nodose or subspinous; the other four orals are 

produced into long, very heavy spines, which either gradually taper to their 

extremities, or widen upward and fork at the top. Anal tube very short and 

stout, directed obliquely upward; the opening lateral, and surrounded by 

four or five acute spines of fully one half the length of those surmounting 

the orals. Ambulacra hidden by superimposed plates to the bases of the free 

rays, where those of the first and second order are represented by a single, 

strongly nodose plate. Column moderately strong, the nodal joints consid- 

erably widest, and angular at their margins; while the intervening ones are 

very short. 
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Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Lake Valley, New Mexico. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — With the excellent material before us, we have attempted in 

vain to separate from this species Actinocrinus planobasilis Hall, Actinocrinus 

quadrispinus White, and Amphoracrinus divergens, var. multiramosus M. and W. 

We admit that in some of the specimens the radials and costals are com- 

paratively shorter, the number and branching of the arms slightly different, 

and the surface ornamentation somewhat coarser or almost obsolete ; but 

these characters appear to be independent of each other. Nor can the fork- 

ing of the oral spines, upon which Meek and Worthen proposed a variety, be 

considered a valid distinction, because it occurs as well in the smaller speci- 

mens of the type of A. guadrispinus, as in the typical form of Amphoracrinus 

divergens. 

Amphoracrinus viminalis (Hatt). 

Plate LIV. Fig. 8. 

1863. <Actinocrinus viminalis— Hau; 17th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist., p.54, and 1875, Geol. Surv. 

Ohio, Paleont., Vol. II., p. 165, Plate IT., Figs. 12 to 14. 

1881. Amphoracrinus viminalis—W. and Sv.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 155. 

Below medium size. In the form of the dorsal cup, style of ornamenta- 

tion, as well as the general structure and mode of branching of the arms, 

resembling the preceding species. Dorsal cup depressed turbinate, the sides 

rapidly and uniformly spreading from the truncated base to the top of the 

costals, above which the brachials form free lobes, which droop to about the 

first bifurcation of the arms, leaving only the basals and radials visible from 

aside view. Plates almost flat, except for the general curvature, but owing 

to the rather deep grooves at the sutures they have the appearance of being 

slightly convex; their surface obscurely granulated. 

Basals forming a very short, subhexangular cup, which slightly projects 

over the sides of the column; the interbasal sutures distinct but not grooved. 

Radials two thirds as long as wide, and as large as, or larger than, both cos- 

tals together; the lower sloping sides much longer than the corresponding 

upper ones. First costals quadrangular, three times as wide as long; the 

second smaller than the first, broadly triangular in outline ; they are followed 

by 2X2 short, quadrangular distichals, which are connected laterally by 
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suture, and support the free arms. There are but two primary arms to each 

ray, which branch three or four times at irregular intervals, the first bifurca- 

tion taking place above the fifth to sixteenth double row of ossicles, the last 

a short distance from the tips. Arms divergent, rather stout, and tapering 

very little; they are cylindrical, and above the second plate biserial, the two 

proximal ones of the primary arms being cuneate. First interbrachials of 

moderate size, rising to the height of the second costals; the two plates of 

the second row are to a large extent interambulacral, touching the distichals 

but slightly at their lower ends. Anal plate a little longer than the radials, 

and nearly as wide ; followed by three plates, of which the two outer ones 

are as large as the single plate of the regular sides, the middle one smaller 

and cuneate. The tegmen is not shown in any of the specimens, being cov- 

ered by the arms, but apparently it had no spines, or the points would be 

visible at the ends of the arms. 

Florizon and Locality. — Waverly group; Richfield, Summit Co., Ohio. 

Types in the New York State Cabinet at Albany, N. Y. 

Amphoracrinus spinobrachiatus (Ha11.). 

Plate LXII. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4. 

1860, <Actinocrinus spinobrachiatus — Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 6. 

1878. <Amphoracrinus (2) spinobrachiatus —MeEEK and WortneEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 389, 
Plate 6, Figs. 5a, 4, c. 

1881. <Amphoracrinus spinobrachiatus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 155. 
Syn. Actinocrinus inflatus Hatt; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 20. 

Syn. Amphoracrinus inflatus —Wuttr1eLD ; Mem. Amer. Mus, Nat. Hist. N. York, Vol. I., p. 22, 
Plate 2, Figs. 10, 11 (not Actinocrinus (Amphoracrinus) inflatus Hall, 1861, Boston Soc. Nat. 
Hist., p. 284 Agaricocrinus inflatus). 

Calyx subpyramidal, distinctly lobed; the dorsal cup shallow-saucer- 

shaped ; almost flat, and in specimens with the arms preserved not visible 

from a side view. Ventral disk nearly as high as its width at the arm bases, 

inflated above the food grooves, and the lower part of the interambulacral 

spaces depressed. The plates of the dorsal cup thin, their surface covered 

with irregular, rather prominent rugosities, which are confluent, arranged in 

rows, and form transverse ridges. The ridges upon the radials are crescent 

shaped ; those of the first costals straight, while those of the second costals 

and distichals are angular, their salient angles directed upwards, the ridges 

upon the interbrachials less distinct, and longitudinally arranged. 

Basals forming a hexagonal, slightly projecting disk, which extends but 
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little beyond the sides of the column; column facet concave. Radials once 

and a half as wide as long, the sides rapidly spreading. First costals fully as 

wide as the radials, but considerably shorter, subquadrangular in outline, but 

generally hexangular. Second costals a little longer than the first, and 

directed slightly downward, as also the distichals. Distichals nearly as large 

as the second costals, and all axillary, supporting upon each side two moder- 

ately large palmars, which are laterally connected and support the free arms, 

of which there are four to the ray. Arms simple, long, heavy, rounded in 

the lower portions, flattened and wider in the upper; the tips incurving. 

The two proximal arm plates cuneate, the two rows of ossicles succeeding 

them moderately long, and every sixth one extended into a sharp lateral 

spine. The spines increase in length upwards, commencing as small nodes, 

and attaining at the upper part of the arms a length of 2 or 5 mm., the cor- 

responding ones placed opposite. First interbrachial comparatively small, 

higher than wide, followed by two rather large plates in the second row, and 

one or two smaller interambulacral pieces at each side. Anal plate remark- 

ably small, only half as wide as the radials, supporting two plates, which are 

followed by three large and two smaller ones at the sides, the latter bending 

outward, helping to form the free rays. Plates of the ventral disk slightly 

convex, their surface covered with small pustules without definite arrange- 

ment. Orals a little larger than the other plates, and formed into short 

spines; the posterior one placed at the side of the anal tube. Anal tube 

excentric and very short, directed obliquely upward. No ambulacral plates 

are visible to the base of the free rays, where those of the first and second 

order are represented by single plates. Column composed of rather long 

joints; the nodal ones considerably widest and rounded along the margin; 

the axial canal small and pentagonal. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Lake Valley, New Mexico. 

Remarks. — This species is readily distinguished from all others by its 

arm structure. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection at Springfield. 
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PHYSETOCRINUS M. and W. 

1869. Mrrx and WortseEn (Subgenus of Strotocrinus) ; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 158; also 1873, 
Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 349. ; 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palzocr., Part II., p. 155 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 329). 
1889. §S. A. Minter; North Amer. Geol. and Palzont., p. 269. 

Arrangement of the plates up to the distichals as in Actinocrinus ; but the 

anus located within the tegmen, not at the end of a tube. The calyx dis- 

tinctly lobed. The arms arranged in groups, and given off from the two 

main divisions of the rays alternately from opposite sides. But, contrary to 

the case in Actinocrinus, each order of brachials, from the costals up, consists 

of but a single plate, which is axillary, and supports on one side an arm and 

upon the other a brachial of a higher order. Arms biserial. Interbrachials 

numerous, and in contact with the plates of the disk. Ventral disk depressed 

at the summit, plicated around the margin, and generally composed of small, 

irregular pieces. Anus excentric. Column round. 

Distribution. — Only known from the Burlington group in America, but it 

apparently occurs also in the Mountain limestone of Ireland. 

Type of the genus: Physetocrinus ventricosus. 

Remarks. — Zittel makes Physetocrinus synonymous with Strotocrinus, and 

the latter a subgenus of Actinocrinus. 

Physetocrinus ventricosus (Hatt). 

Plate LXTIT. Fig. 6, and Plate LXIV. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6, 7, and Sa, b. 

1858. Actinocrinus ventricosus — Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II, p. 595, Plate 11, Figs. 6a, 0. 

1873. Physetocrinus ventricosus —Merx and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 349. 
1881. Physetocrinus ventricosus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 157. 

Syn. Actinocrinus subventricosus McCursney; 1860, New Pal. Foss. p. 21 also 1869, Chicago 

Acad. Sci., Vol. I., p. 16, Plate 4, Fig. 6. 
Syn. Physetocrinus subventricosus —Mrrxk and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 349. 
Syn. Actinocrinus ventricosus var. cancellatus, HALL; 1861, Prelim. Descr. Pal. Foss., p. 3. 

Syn. Actinocrinus ventricosus, var. internodius Hatt; 1861 Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 278. 

Syn. Actinocrinus ventricosus, var. reticulatus Hatt; ibid., p. 279. 

Of more than medium size. Calyx generally as wide as high, somewhat 

higher in young specimens. Dorsal cup basin-shaped ; the sides convex below, 

more rapidly spreading from the top of the distichals; the arm bases pro- 

jecting, deeply grooved between the rays and their main divisions, and 

slightly between the individual arms. Ventral disk hemispherical, varying 
75 
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from one third the height of the calyx in large specimens to scarcely one 

fourth in smaller ones. Plates of the cup convex and of rather uniform size ; 

their surface ornamentation exceedingly variable. In most specimens, the 

middle part is bare of all markings, but along the margins of the plates there 

are at each side from one to three elongate processes or short ridges, and 

between them along the suture lines deep pits, which almost penetrate the 

test. In other specimens there are continuous ridges covering the whole 

surface, which give to the plates a reticulate or cancellate appearance ; while 

in still others rows of bead-like elevations take the place of the ridges. 

Basals forming a low, cylindrical cup, which is somewhat grooved at the 

sutures, Radials and costals of nearly the same size, and all as long as wide; the 

first costal a little smaller and hexangular, the second heptangular. Distichals 

1 X 10, about half the size of the axillary costals, and all axillary; the higher 

orders of brachials much smaller, and rounded like arm plates; the bifureation 

being alternately from every successive plate. There are generally two or 

more orders above the palmars, sometimes three, and in young specimens occa- 

sionally but one; the number of arms, therefore, varies from four to six in 

the main branches, and from eight to twelve in the ray. Arms given off alter- 

nately from opposite sides, and the proximal one free above the second plate, 

the others above the first; they are below medium size, long, and rounded 

on the back. Pinnules covered with small hooks. Regular interbrachials from 

eight to ten, in six or seven ranges. Anal plate as large as the radials; 

followed by 2, 3, 3, 8, 4 and two plates. Interdistichals two or three. Inter- 

brachials as well as the interdistichals in contact with the plates of the disk. 

Ventral disk deeply plicated around the margin; the plates small, generally 

smooth, and of nearly the same size and form. Column of nearly uniform 

size to about 6cm. from the distal end, where it gives off strong branches 

at irregular intervals, and tapers gradually to a sharp point. The nodal 

joints are a little the longest and widest near the calyx, but become indeter- 

minable farther down; axial canal of moderate size. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper and Lower Burlington limestone ; Burling- 

ton, Iowa, and at several localities in Missouri. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — This species has been divided up into several varieties, based 

upon certain variations in the ornamentation of the plates, which cannot be 

recognized in large collections; and McChesney described a young specimen 

as a new species. Asa rule, in the smaller specimens the tegmen is more 
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depressed, and the dorsal cup more elongate proportionally. This is also the 

case with the specimens from the Lower Burlington bed, the calyx being one 

fourth higher than wide, and the specimens have but six arms to the ray, 

but are in other respects identical with those from the Upper bed. 

Physetocrinus dilatatus (M. and W.). 

Plate LXIV. Figs. 9, 10. 

1869. Strotocrinus (Physetocrinus) dilatatus —MurKk and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 

p. 162. Also 1873, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 363, Plate 10, Fig. 6. 

1881. Physetocrinus dilatatus —W. and Sp.; Revision Palocr., Part II., p. 157. 

Calyx moderately large, the cup saucer-shaped, rapidly expanding from 

the basals to the top of the distichals, and more rapidly thence to the free 

arms, which at their bases are directed almost vertically, and owing to their 

large size are much crowded. Plates of the dorsal cup slightly convex, with 

shallow indentations at the angles of the plates. 

Basals short, not thickened or expanded below; axial canal large. Radials 

and costals nearly of uniform size, a very little wider than long. Distichals 

almost as large as the costals, and of similar form; they support an arm, 

which is free beyond the second plate, and a palmar, which either supports 

two arms, or a single arm and an axillary post-palmar. The arms thus 

vary from six to eight to the ray; they are very stout, increasing in thick- 

ness from their bases up until their size is almost doubled at about two 

inches from the calyx. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 2,2, 2,1. Anal plate 

a little shorter than the radials; followed by 2, 3, 8, 4 and two plates. In- 

terdistichals two to three. Ventral disk low-hemispherical, slightly plicated 

around the margin; the plates small, irregularly arranged, and of about the 

same size. Anus excentric, at the top of a small protuberance. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zoélogy. 

Remarks. — This species is readily distinguished by the flatness of its 

calyx and its stout arms. 
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Physetocrinus asper (M. and W.). 

Plate LXIIT, Figs. 7a, b. 

1869. Strotocrinus (Physetocrinus) asper —Mxrxk and WortuEn; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 181; 
also Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 351, Plate 7, Figs. 1a, 4. 

1881. Physetocrinus asper — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 157. 

Calyx moderately large, higher than wide. Dorsal cup obconical, with 

nearly straight sides, gradually expanding to the top of the distichals, the 

higher brachials curving obliquely outwards. Ventral disk highly elevated, 

hemispherical, occupying fully one third the height of the calyx. Plates of 

the cup convex, covered with one or more rather large, angular protuber- 

ances of irregular form and size, some of them round, others elongate, and 

some transversely arranged, others longitudinally. 

Basal cup broad, nearly three times as wide as long, not thickened at the 

lower margin, deeply notched at the sutures, and presenting a trilobate out- 

line from a dorsal aspect. Radials wider than long, and as large as the two 
costals together, which are of nearly equal size, and almost twice as wide as 
long. Arms ten to the ray, five from each subdivision; all free above the 

axillaries. Anal plate narrower than the radials, supporting ten or eleven 

plates in five rows. The regular interbrachials consist of about eight pieces, 

which connect with the plates of the disk. Ventral disk inflated ; composed 
of irregular, flat pieces of moderate size. Anus subcentral, at the top of 

a small protuberance. Column small, round, the four or five proximal joints 

subequal. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Ltemarks. — This species differs from all others of the genus in the form 

of the calyx, and its style of ornamentation. 
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Physetocrinus ornatus (Hatz). 

Plate LXILT. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4. 

1858. Actinocrinus ornatus —Hatt, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 583, Plate 10, Fig. 12. 

1873. Physetocrinus ornatus— Merx and Wortnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 349; also W. and 
Se., 1881, Revision Palzoer., Part II., p. 157. 

Syn. Actinocrinus senarius Hatt; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Lowa, p. 25. 

Syn. Actinocrinus Brittsi —S. A. Minter; 1892, Adv. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Sury. Indiana, p. 36, 
Plate 6, Figs. 1-4. 

Calyx of medium size, depressed bowl-shaped to the top of the costals, 

thence spreading abruptly to the arm bases; the distichals and palmars lon- 

gitudinally rounded and laterally inflected so as to form at the arm regions, 

between the rays and their subdivisions as well, deep grooves, which give to 

the calyx, as seen from above or below, a distinctly lobed outline. Ventral 

disk but very slightly convex. Plates exceedingly thin and delicate, beauti- 

fully ornamented with angular, well defined ridges, passing from plate to 

plate and meeting at their centres; those running up and down the radials 

and brachials the strongest, and dividing the surface of the dorsal cup into 

five nearly equal fields. 

Basals very small, represented by a short dentate rim, which slightly 

projects beyond the column. Radials wider than long. First costals hex- 

agonal; the second equal to, or larger than the first. Distichals somewhat 

smaller, the interspaces deeply depressed and occupied by one or two small 

interdistichals ; giving off an arm from one side, which is free from above 

its first plate, and a palmar from the other. The latter supports the second 

arm and a post-palmar, which in turn gives origin to two arms, there being 

four arms in each main division, and eight to each ray. Arms moderately 

thin, somewhat flattened in their upper portions. Pinnules composed of very 

long joints, bearing a small hook near the outer end. Regular interbrachials: 

1, 2, 2, 2; those of the second range almost as large as that of the first row, 

the two upper ones minute and on a level with the arm bases. Anal plate 

a little smaller than the radials, supporting 2, 3, 3, 2 plates. Interbrach- - 

ials at all five sides in contact with the plates of the tegmen, as are also the 

interdistichals. Ventral disk deeply grooved near the arm bases, which 

gives to the surface a plicated aspect; it is composed of very small pieces, 

which are flat and quite irregular at the middle of the disk, but near the 

outer margins, where the small covering pieces of the ambulacra are exposed, 
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their arrangement is regular, and the plates nodose. Orals cannot be recog- 

nized. Anus excentric, slightly raised above the general surface of the disk ; 

the opening directed anteriorly, although occupying the posterior side of the 

disk. Column composed of rather short joits, the nodals a little the widest; 

axial canal moderately small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Sedalia, Mo. 

Remarks. — Actinocrinus senarius was described from a specimen of this 

species in which the last bifurcation in the calyx is broken away, and which 

was supposed to have but six arms to the ray. 

Physetocrinus Copei (S. A. Mmzr). 

Plate LXILI. Fig. 5. 

1881. Actinocrinus Copei—S. A. Miter; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV. (ecbr. number), 

Plate 7, Figs. 2a, 0, ¢. > 

1885. Physetocrinus Copei— W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr. Part III., p. 113. 

Nearest to Physetocrinus ornatus, but with fewer and larger plates, and 

the calyx proportionally higher; height and width as seven to eight. Sides 

of the dorsal cup evenly spreading from the foot of the basals to the top of 

the costals, and thence more rapidly to the arm bases, where the interspaces 

between the rays are deeply depressed. Ventral disk hemispherical, occupy- 

ing about one third the height of the entire calyx. Plates of the dorsal cup 

a little convex, covered with well defined ridges, meeting in the centre of 

the plates and running to adjoining ones. There are three ridges between 

the radials and basals, and two from one radial to another, which together 

form concentric triangles. The ridges between the other plates are single, 

but within the corners of their triangles there are angular nodes, which are 

sometimes connected and also form triangles. 

Basals short, their lower margins somewhat projecting outward and 

crenulated at the edges; interbasal suture lines slightly grooved. Radials as 

long as wide. Costals nearly as wide as the radials, but one third shorter; 

the first hexagonal, the second heptagonal. Distichals and palmars smaller 

in proportion, both angular on the back; the latter supporting the arms, of 

which there are four to the ray. Arm facets large. Regular interbrachials: 

1, 2, 2, 2, very gradually decreasing in size. Anal plate usually a little 

smaller than the radials; followed by 2, 3,3 and 3 plates. Interdistichals 

one, elongate. Ventral disk plicated around the margin; the surface of the 
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plates beautifully granulated. Interambulacral plates flat. Orals crowned 

with a small central tubercle, as are also the plates roofing the ambulacra, 

which are irregularly arranged, and decrease in size as they approach the 

arms. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Lake Valley, New 

Mexico. 

Type in the collection of Prof. Cope. 

Physetocrinus lobatus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXILL. Figs. Sa, b. 

Calyx proportionally higher than in the preceding species, height to 

width as ten to nine; distinctly lobed at the arm regions. Dorsal cup some- 

what bulging, slightly constricted across the distichals. Ventral disk almost 

flat; interradial and interdistichal spaces — the latter from near the summit 

of the disk to the second row of interbrachials — deeply grooved, giving to 

the surface of the teemen, and to the upper part of the cup a sharply lobed 

outline. Ornamentation of the plates similar to that of P. Copei; but the 

ridges, as a rule, more prominent, the inner faces of the triangles deeper, 

and all enclosing a second triangle within the outer one. 

Basals moderately short, forming a cup with slightly projecting lower 

margin, and small notches at the sutures; axial canal small and pentangular. 

Radials and costals as long as wide, or a little longer; the first costal two 

thirds the size of the radials and hexangular, the second somewhat larger 

than the first, and heptangular. Distichals and palmars small, both even 

with the costals, but raised considerably above the interradial spaces. The 

distichals give off an arm to the outer sides of the rays, the palmars two 

arms, making six to the ray. Structure of the arms unknown. Regular 

interbrachials: 1, 2, 2,2; the anal plate followed by 2, 3, 3, 2 plates; the 

upper row at all sides in contact with the plates of the tegmen. Plates of 

the disk almost flat, small, and of uniform size; their arrangement irregular, 

except on approaching the arms, where they become alternate. Orals inde- 

terminable, and probably wanting. Anal regions slightly bulging, the open- 

ing directed anteriorly. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Lake Valley, 

New Mexico. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 
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CACTOCRINUS W and Sp. (nov. gen.). 

(Kaxros a thorny plant, xpwov a lily.) 

Calyx generally longer than wide, the ventral disk high, conical, passing 

gradually into a strong, almost central tube. The plates of the eup orna- 

mented by radiating ridges and nodes. Basals three, comparatively short. 

Costals two, generally hexagonal and heptagonal. Distichals 1 X 10, all 

axillary. The succeeding orders of brachials, when present, also consist of a 

single row of plates, but only one plate at each side of the ray is axillary ; 

the other one is truncated, and gives off an arm which is free from the sec- 

ond or third plate; the axillary supports either two simple arms, or one from 

one side and two from the other, the arms being given off alternately from 

opposite sides like the pinnules. Arms equidistant or nearly so, long, bise- 

rial and infolding ; back and sides generally covered with nodes or thorns, 

and the pinnules with sharply pointed hooks. The pinnules are in close con- 

tact, and those of one side of the arm are placed with their ventral faces 

fronting those from the opposite side. They are composed of numerous 

elongate joints, which, with the exception of the three or four distal ones, 

are produced into sharp, prominent hooks, directed obliquely upward and 

outward, and arranged in rows parallel to the sides of the arms. The hooks 

of one pinnule curve over the back of the adjoining one, so as to give to the 

mass of pinnules, in their dorsal aspect, the appearance of a fine network 

in which their outlines cannot be distinguished. The ventral furrow is cov- 

ered by two rows of side pieces, which enclose two rows of minute covering 

plates. Interbrachials numerous, separated from the interambulacrals by the 

upper row of fixed brachials, which are in contact laterally. The plates of 

the ventral disk are more or less spinous, and so irregular in their arrange- 

ment that it is often difficult to identify the orals and radial dome plates. 

Anal tube very long and almost central. Column large; the axial canal 

pentangular, 

Type of the genus: Oactocrinus proboscidalis (Hall). 

Distribution. — Restricted in America to the age of the Kinderhook group 

and Lower Burlington limestone, with a single aberrant survivor in the 

Upper Burlington beds. The genus may possibly be represented in Europe 

in the Mountain limestone of Ireland; but, so far as we know, not in Bel- 

gium, nor in the Yorkshire beds of England. 
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Remarks. — The various species which we refer to this genus were, with 

a single exception, originally described under Actinocrinus ; but Meek and 

Worthen, as we have already stated, placed them in a section by themselves. 

The arms of these species are given off in a continuous row around the calyx 

proper, and the bifurcation is on successive brachials beyond the distichals ; 

while in Actinocrinus the calyx is more or less distinctly lobed, the arms are 

given off in clusters, with large plates mterposed between the rays, and the 

bifurcation is on every second or third brachial. The structure of the pin- 

nules also is essentially different in the two groups. 

Tn one very frail specimen of Cactocrimus proboscidalis, we were enabled to 

examine the structure of the pinnules on all sides. At some places on the 

ventral side the covering plates and side pieces were removed, and beneath 

was exposed the floor of the food grooves, formed of two rows of small trans- 

verse pieces, alternately arranged, and in a somewhat sloping position. The 

structure is well shown by Mr. Westergren’s excellent figures on Plate 

LVIIL, Figs. 7a, 6, ¢, d. 

McChesney’s Actinocrinus hurdianis and A. Fosteri also belong to this 

genus, but we are unable to identify the species from the descriptions and 

figures. The types were lost in the Chicago fire. 

Cactocrinus proboscidalis (Harr). : 

Plate LVI. Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7a, 0, ¢, d. 

1858. Actinocrinus probosctdalis— Hat; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part Il., p. 584, Plate 10, Fig. 13. 

1881. Actinocrinus proboscidalis —W. and Sv.; Revision Paleoer., Part Il., p. 145. 
Syn. Actinocrinus quaternarius — Hai; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Towa, p. 22, and Whiffield 1893 ; 

Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, p. 7, Plate 1, Figs. 1-3. 

Syn. A. excerptus Harn; 1861, Deser. New Spec. Crin., p. 3; also Boston Journ. Nat. Hist. p. 276. 
Syn. 4. quaternarius, var. spiniferus Haut; 1881, Descr. New Spee. Crin., p. 11. 

Syn. 4. themis Haut; 1861, ibid., p. 11. 
Syn. 4. lagena Hari; 1861, ibid., p. 13. 

Syn. 4. dalyanus 8. A. Mitunr; 1881, Journ. Cincin. Soe. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV., Plate 7, Figs. 1, la. 

Calyx subovate, more or less truncate at the base. Ventral disk almost 

as high as the dorsal cup, very gradually passing into the anal tube. Plates 

of dorsal cup delicate, traversed by a single row of sharp, well defined ridges, 

running from the edges of the plates to the centre, where they form con- 

spicuous nodes, which upon the radials and brachials are transversely elon- 

gate, but upon the interbrachials are subcircular and angular. 

Basal cup short, slightly spreading, excavated at the bottom; the inter- 

basal sutures deeply grooved. Radials larger than the costals, a little wider 
76 
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than long. First costals larger than the second, quadrangular or pentangular; 

the second pentangular or heptangular. Distichals one, axillary, supporting 

within the calyx two single palmars, followed by the free arm plates, which 

from the second piece are arranged in double rows. Arms crowded, long and 

heavy ; their upper ends rapidly tapering to a fine point; the plates some- 

what transversely angular, and the suture lines parallel. Pinnules in close 

contact, composed of about fifteen joints, from two and a half to three times 

as long as wide; all, with the exception of the three upper ones, provided 

with a prominent, sharp hook, directed obliquely upward, and arranged 

longitudinally in rows parallel with the sides of the arms. Regular inter- 

brachials: 1, 2,1; large specimens have an additional row of two plates, 

and the second palmars take part in the calyx; the palmars of adjacent 

rays in contact laterally. The first anal plate is followed by three to five 

interbrachials, there being no higher anals, and the species has no interdis- 

tichals. Ventral disk conical, composed of rather large, spinous or nodose 

plates, separated by small, convex pieces. The plates are irregularly 

arranged, and the orals and radial dome plates are with difficulty recog- 

nized ; the posterior oral is erect, and forms a part of the anal tube. The 

tube, which extends considerably beyond the limits of the arms, is composed 

of convex pieces; it tapers gradually, and is quite slender at the upper 

end. Column strong, composed near the calyx of alternate thick and thin 

joints with rounded edges; the former increase in diameter downwards, 

while the latter grow narrower, gradually become cylindrical, and increase 

in number quite rapidly, there being already seven to the internode at 

90 mm. from the calyx. 

Horizon and Locality.— One of the characteristic fossils of the Lower 

Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, Sedalia, Mo. and Lake Valley, 

New Mexico. 

Remarks. —We regard Hall's Actinoerinus quaternarius and its variety 

spiniferus, his A. exeerptus, A. themis, and A. dagena, as mere variations of this 

species, differing slightly in the matter of ornamentation. They cannot be 

separated in large collections, although they may seem to be quite distinct 

in individual specimens. Our study of the species is based upon over one 

hundred good specimens. 
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Cactocrinus lucina (Hatt). 

Plate LVI. Figs. 8, 9. 

1861. Actinocrinus lucina — Hart; Prelim. Descr. New Paleoz. Crin., p. 11. 
1881. Actinocrinus lucina —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 144. 

Syn. Actinocrinus puteatus Rowixy and Hare; Kansas City Scient., July 1891, p. 101, Plate 2, 
Fig. 16. 

A small species. Calyx biturbimate; the sides to the top of the costals 

very slightly convex, the distichals somewhat spreading. Plates a very little 

elevated, and covered with obscure radiating ridges. 

Basals quite small, barely projecting over the sides of the column; the 

suture lines distinctly grooved. Radials and anal plate very little larger 

than the costals; the latter twice as large as the distichals, which support 

two arms, making four to the ray, with frequently an additional arm in each 

of the posterior rays. Arms delicate, three to four times as long as the 

height of the dorsal cup, uniserial to the fourth or fifth plate, flattening in 

their upper portions, and somewhat wider at midway than at either ex- 

tremity. The distichals apparently consist of two pieces forming a syzygy, 

and another syzygy occurs between the first and second palmar, the lines of 

union at both places being much more obscure than between the other 

plates. The third, fourth, and occasionally the fifth palmar are long and 

cuneate, all above arranged in double rows. ‘The free arm plates are. 

thickened at their upper edges, and the sides distinctly serrated. Inter- 

brachials at the regular sides five to six, at the anal side nine to ten. 

Ventral disk nearly as high as the dorsal cup, the plates very uniformly 

subspinous. 
Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Louisiana, Mo. 

Remarks. — Hall described this species with five arms in the two posterior 

rays. What is supposed to be the type specimen in the Museum of Com- 

parative Zodlogy, and two others, show four arms in all five rays; but in 

others the posterior rays have five. The form is intermediate between 

C. proboscidalis and C. reticulatus, differing from them in the smaller size of 

the arms; very probably it is a young stage of the latter, and should be 

made a synonym. 
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Cactocrinus thalia (Hatz). 

Plate LVI. Fig. 2, and Plate LVII. Figs. 12 and 13. 

1861. <Actinocrinus thalia — Hat; Deser. New Spec. Crin. (Prelim. notice), p. 13. 
1881. Actinocrinus thalia — W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 146. 

Syn. A. infrequens Hatt; 1861, Descr. New Spec. Crin. (Prelim. notice), p. 14. 
Syn. 4. xodosus S. A. Mizuer; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. No. 4, p. 33, Plate 5, Fig. 7. 

Of the type of C. proboscidalis. Dorsal cup obconical, nearly as high as 

wide, somewhat constricted below the arm bases. Plates convex, the surface 

covered with radiating ridges and conspicuous nodes. The ridges, which are 

rounded and not very strongly marked, passing out from near the centre of 

the plates to the sides, where they meet the ridges from adjoining plates. 

Three of the radials have three parallel ridges running toward the basals; 

the two others, those resting both upon a basal and the first anal plate, have 

only two, one toward each basal. The ridges between all other plates are 

single. The nodes, which occupy the middle of the plates, are rounded, 

broad, and heavy, rising abruptly from the general surface; those upon 

radials and brachials transversely arranged. 

Basals moderately large, forming a spreading cup, provided at the lower 

end with a thickened collar. Radials as long as wide, distinctly angular at 

the lower end. Costals of nearly equal size, one third smaller than the radi- 

als, and both hexangular. Distichals and palmars one, about half the size of 

the costals, the plates of the upper row connected laterally. Arms very long 

and slender, four to the ray; composed of short, smooth plates. Inter- 

brachials at the regular sides, 1, 2, 2, 1; at the anal side 2, 3, 3, 2; the anal 

plate as large as the radials. Interdistichals two, longitudinally arranged. 

Construction of ventral disk and form of anus unknown. Column com- 

paratively small; axial canal large and pentangular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Sedalia, Mo. 

Remarks. —This species is most remarkable for the heavy nodes upon 

the calyx plates. It differs from C. proboscidalis in the larger size and more 

conical form of the dorsal cup, the greater number of interbrachials, the 

presence of interdistichals, its longer and more slender arms, the size of the 

column, and the greater width of the axial canal. 
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Cactocrinus reticulatus (H411). 

Plate LVI. Figs. 2a, b. 

1861. <dcetinocrinus reticulatus — Hawi; Deser. New Spec. of Crin. (prelim. notice), p. 2, and Boston 
Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 269. 

1881. Actinocrinis reticulatus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p.145. 

Syn. A. thous Hat; 1861, Descr. New Sp. Crin. (prelim. notice), p. 11. 
Syn. A. Joced/us Hatt; 1861, ibid., p. 15. 

Nearly as large as the preceding species. Calyx sub-ovate ; the dorsal 

cup a little higher than the ventral disk, obconical, spreading uniformly to 

the top of the distichals, thence abruptly to the arm bases; the plates con- 

vex, and ornamented as in C. proboscidalis. Basal cup trilobate, short, thick- 

ened at the lower margin, and projecting downward over the top of the 

column ; interbasal sutures deeply grooved. Radials and costals decreasing 

in size upwards, the radials nearly twice as large as the second costals. Dis- 

tichals and palmars in single rows, the latter projecting outward. Arms four 

to the ray, except in the two posterior ones, in which the palmars next to 

the anal side support two post-palmars, giving to these rays five arms, or 

twenty-two to the species. Arm facets large, subovate. Arms long, heavy, 

and but very slightly tapering; they are cylindrical in the lower portions, but 

flatten toward the tips, and are composed of two series of moderately long 

pieces, united by parallel sutures, and bordered by four longitudinal rows of 

sharp nodes, two of them occupying the sides, the two others the back. 

Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 1; the last, which rests between the pal- 

mars, sometimes unrepresented. Anal plate followed by 2, 3, 2 and 1 plate, 

the upper one separating the post-palmars. Ventral disk sub-conical, cov- 

ered with well defined spines, irregularly arranged, some of them bi- and 

tri-partite, separated by smaller convex pieces. Anal tube central or nearly 

so, of moderate size, its length unknown. Column of medium size, composed 

near the calyx of alternate thick and thin joints, the former with undulating 

edges ; axial canal rather large and pentangular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor. 

Remarks. —This species is readily recognized by its arm formula, its 

heavy and spine-bearing arms, and by the spinous plates of the ventral disk. 

Under the name Actinocrinus locellus, Hall redescribed this species without 

the tegmen, and under A. ¢hoas a specimen with the arms attached. 
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Cactocrinus reticulatus, var. ovatus (Hatt). 

Plate LVIL. Fig. 11. 

~ 1861. <Actinocrinus ovatus —Hawt; Descrip. New Paleoz. Crin., p. 10. 

This form scarcely deserves the rank of variety. It differs from C. reti- 

culatus in the more rounded form of the dorsal cup, and the less expansion of 

the arm bases; in the more depressed form of the ventral disk, its shorter 

spines, and in the ornamentation of the dorsal cup. ‘The radials and cos- 

tals are traversed by three parallel ridges, which pass into the basals, and 

generally terminate in denticulate nodes at their lower margins; the ridges 

between the interbrachials of first and second order, and toward radials and 

costals being double, all others single. 

Horizon and Locality. —Same as last. 

Cactocrinus denticulatus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LVI. Figs. 5a, b. 

Calyx of medium size, abruptly spreading above the distichals; the sur- 

face ornamented by radiating ridges and nodes similar to those of C. reticu- 

latus ; the arms covered profusely with tooth-like projections. 

Basals of moderate size, their lower margins projecting beyond the sides 

of the column. Radials as large as both costals together, wider than long, 

and covered with a conspicuous transverse node, from which the ridges pass 

out to all sides, there being three ridges to the basals and costals, and one to 

each interbrachial. First costals hexangular, smaller than the second, the 

latter heptangular. Distichals a little smaller than the costals. Palmars 

short, and narrower than the breadth of the arms; three of each ray trun- 

cated, giving off simple arms, the fourth axillary and followed by post- 

palmars. Arms crowded and their bases bending outward ; normally five to 

the ray; long, very heavy, infolding, and of uniform thickness throughout, 

but flattening toward the extremities. They are composed from the second 

joint up of two series of moderately long, convex pieces, which are sur- 

mounted by two sharp elongate nodes. The nodes increase in length up- 

ward, arranged in longitudinal rows; two of them running along the sides 

of the arms, and the others alone the middle, on each side of the median 

suture line, giving to the arms a somewhat angular outline. Pinnules pro- 
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vided with sharp spines from 1} to 2 mm. in length. Regular interbrachials: 

1, 2,2, and 1. The first anal plate supports 2, 3, and 3 plates, and probably 

two more in the upper regions. Of the ventral disk little is known, except 

that it was covered by spinous plates. Column preserved only to the extent 

of a few pieces, which show that the nodal joints near the calyx have sharp, 

distinctly crenulated edges, and that the intervening joints are narrow and 

evenly rounded. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Distinguished from @. reticudatus and allied species by the 

arm formula, and the surface structure of the arms. 

Cactocrinus opusculus (Hatt). 

Plate LVI. Figs. da, b. 

1860. Actinocrinus opusculus — Haux; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, Plate 2, Fig. 6 (without description). 
1861. Actinocrinus opusculus — Hatt; Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VII., p. 264. 

1881. Actinocrinus opusculus — W.and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 144. 

1893. Wuutrretp; Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, p. 9, Figs. 6, 7. 

In form and ornamentation closely resembling C. thetis, but the species is 

smaller, and differs essentially in the surface structure of the arms. Calyx 

higher than wide, attaining its greatest width at and above the arm regions; 

truncated at the base. The dorsal cup quite narrow to the top of the dis- 

tichals, then spreading abruptly, and forming a short rim, somewhat similar 

to that of Strotocrinus, from which the ventral disk rises almost vertically to 

one third its height. Surface of plates convex, traversed by narrow ridges, 

which, passing from the centre of the plates, unite at the edges with those 

of adjoining plates. 

Basals short, thickened at the outer margins, and indented at the suture 

lines; the lower surface deeply excavated; surface of the plates covered 

with coarse wrinkles. Radials and costals almost twice as wide as long, the 

former somewhat the larger. Distichals a little smaller than the costals. 

Palmars quite small; the two inner ones of each ray supporting two arms; 

the two outer but one. Arms thirty; long, incurving, rounded at the base, 

but almost perfectly flat above, and somewhat wider, the edges knife-lke 

and distinctly serrated. The arm plates are transversely angular, arranged 

in parallel rows, each plate marked by a small node placed close to the 

median suture line. Pinnules similar to those of C. clarus, but less closely 
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packed, the joints longer, the spines more slender, and directed more nearly 

outward. Interbrachials in three rows; at the regular sides 1, 2, 1; at the 

anal side 2, 3, 2, sometimes with a small plate wedged in between the pal- 

mars, but generally the palmars are in contact laterally all around. Inter- 

distichals 1 or 2, longitudinally arranged. Ventral disk high, convex; the 

orals and radial dome plates, which are represented by plates of a first, 

second, and third order, large and spinous; the interambulacrals not very 

numerous, smaller and convex. Anal tube central, large and long, extend- 

ing beyond the tips of the arms, and composed of irregular scale-like plates. 

Column of medium side; axial canal rather small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor. 

Remarks. —In a very young specimen, evidently of this species, the 

brachials are free from above the distichals; the palmars and post-palmars 

are more elongate in proportion, and uniserial and cuneate to the third plate, 

resembling in their outlines the arm plates of certain Poteriocrinide. The 

biserial plates above are also proportionally larger than in the older speci- 

mens, but have already the characteristic ornamentation of this species. 

Cactocrinus limabrachiatus (Hatt). 

Plate LVITL. Figs. 9 and 10a, b. 

1861. Actinocrinus limabrachiatus —Hatu; Descr. New Spec. Pal. Crin., p. 2; also Boston Journ. Nat. 

Hist., Vol. VII., p. 268. 
1881. <Actinocrinus limabrachiatus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 144. 

Calyx bell-shaped, one third higher than wide, the arm bases slightly 

projecting ; the dorsal cup fully once and a half as high as the ventral disk. 

Surface of plates traversed by single series of angular ridges, continued from 

plate to plate, and meeting at the centres, where they form sharp nodes. 

Only the basals and radials are connected with one another by four or five 

parallel ridges. 

Basals rather large for the genus, forming a spreading cup; the suture 

lines not grooved. Radials a little longer than wide, their siopmg upper 

faces small. First costals short, quadrangular, rarely pentangular, the 

upper and lower margins convex; the second a little larger. Distichals 

and palmars smaller in proportion. Arms six to the ray, given off as in the 

preceding species, distinctly flattened on the back, the three or four proxi- 

mal plates long and cuneate. Higher up, where the arms become biserial, 
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the plates of one series stand obliquely to those of the opposite one, the 

outer ends of the plates directed slightly downward. Each plate, close to 

the upper margin, is marked by a sharp, conspicuous transverse ridge, while 

the lower parts of the plates are beautifully corrugated. The transverse 

ridges, which somewhat resemble the teeth of a file, suggested the specific 

name. Pinnules long; the dorsal side of each joint armed with a sharp, 

curved spine. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 2. Anal plate followed by 

2, 2, 2 plates, and these by two very minute pieces, placed within the arm 

regions. Interdistichals one, large. Ventral disk depressed conical, com- 

posed of comparatively few large plates, the centre of which is produced 

into a small slender spine. Anal tube moderately large, and almost 

central. — 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor. 

Remarks. — Differing from all other Burlington species of this genus in 

the surface markings of the arms. The set of arms figured by Whitfield 

(Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, Plate 1, figs. 8 and 9) as of this species, 

in our opinion belongs to Actinocrinus tenuisculptus McChesney; they do not 

show the sharp filelike ridge of each joint, which is so characteristic of this 

species. 

Cactocrinus longus (Mrrx and Worruey). 

Plate LVII. Fig. &. 

1869. Actinocrinus longus —Menx and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 156. 

1873. <Actinocrinus longus — Merk and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 345, Plate 8, 
Figs. la, 6. 

1881. <Actinocrinus longus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IT., p. 144. 

A large and elongate species. Calyx to the base of the anal tube 

almost once and a half as high as wide. Dorsal cup somewhat shorter than 

its width across the arm bases, the sides a little convex. Plates rather 

thin, very slightly elevated, and in well preserved specimens ornamented 

with very fine, more or less obscure ridges, which in sets of from one to five 

pass from plate to plate. The basals, radials, and costals are traversed by 

five such ridges; five others proceed to adjoining radials and the anal plate, 

but only three from the costals and radials to the lower interbrachials, and 

from the costals to the distichals, while all the remaining plates have single 

ridges. The suture lines, except the basi-radial and interradial ones, rarely 

observed. 

77 
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Basals forming a shallow cup, the sides gradually expanding but not 

thickened; the upper margins distinctly angular. Radials large, fully as 

long as wide. Costals one half smaller, almost as wide as long. Palmars 

quite small, the two inner ones of each ray giving off two arms, the outer 

ones but one. Arm bases a little projecting, the facets moderately large and 

concaye; arm openings arranged in groups, those of adjoining rays twice 

as far apart as those within the ray. Respiratory pores slit-like. Structure 

of the arms unknown. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 1, succeeded by a 

small elongate piece, wedged in between the arm-bearing brachials; the 

first as large as the costals, those of the second row equal in size to the 

distichals. The anal plate, which is as wide at the bottom as near the top, 

is followed by 2, 3, 2, and 2 plates, the latter generally supporting two small 

elongate pieces, which are in contact with the interambulacrals. The 

interdistichal spaces are deeply depressed, and occupied by a single flat 

piece. Ventral disk subconical, gradually passing into the anal tube, which 

is almost central, and very stout. The disk, as well as the tube, is composed 

of an immense number of all sorts of plates; some of them are large and 

take the form of elongate nodes or small spines, others are smaller and have 

rounded nodes; while the smallest ones, which are interspersed profusely 

between the larger, are simply convex. Orals extremely excentric, small, 

and separated by small plates; the posterior one, which stands erect and 

bears a transverse node, takes part in the tube. Radial dome plates sub- 

spinous, irregularly arranged, and placed at some distance from the arm 

bases. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zoblogy. 

Remarks. — Meek and Worthen’s figure in the Illinois Report is some- 

what misleading; the plates of this species are generally less convex, the 

suture lines almost obsolete, and the radiating ridges upon the plates more 

distinct than shown in that figure. 
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Cactocrinus ectypus Merrx and Worruen. 

Plate LVI. Fig. 10. 

1869. Strotocrinus ectypus —M. and W.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 159. 

1873. Strotocrinus ectypus — M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. V., p. 353, Plate 7, Fig. 5. 

1881. <Actinocrinus ectypus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part I1., p. 143. 

Calyx elongate, subovate ; the ventral disk one fourth shorter than the 

dorsal cup. Plates of the cup moderately convex, a little angular in the 

centre, their surface traversed by radiating coste, which in sets of three 

pass from the middle to the sides of the plates, dividing their surface into 

numerous triangles, each of which includes another one, but more obscure. 

Basals forming a slightly spreading cup, more than twice as wide as 

high, and with small nodes at the lower margin, one placed at the termina- 

tion of each of the coste. Radials about as wide as long, and nearly as 

large as both costals together. The second costal smaller than the first, and 

both wider than long. Distichals half the size of the upper costals. The 

outer palmars of each ray support a single arm, the inner ones two. Arms 

three to each main division, or six to the ray; their structure unknown. 

Anal plate longer than wide, followed by eight to ten plates, of which the 

two upper are small, and connected with the interambulacrals. Regular 

interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 2, 1, the upper one separating the upper brachials of 

adjoining rays. Ventral disk subconical, slightly bulging, the summit passing 

gradually into the anal tube ; the plates are rather large, more or less con- 

vex or tumid, and of uniform size. The posterior oral takes part in the anal 

tube, which is large and nearly central. Column apparently large; the nodal 

joints deeply dentate at their outer margins. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Towa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. —The typical figure by Meek and Worthen is quite mislead- 

ing, being made from a crushed and much distorted specimen. In plump 

specimens the calyx is not depressed, as described by those authors, nor do 

the upper rows of brachials curve out horizontally, but lie almost in 

a straight line with the radials and costals. The species has no connection. 

with Strotocrinus, but somewhat approaches Actinocrinus in having the rays 

separated throughout their full length, but they are not lobed as in that 

genus. 
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Cactocrinus clarus Hatt. 

Plate LVI. Figs. 9 and 10, and Plate LVILI. Fig. 1. 

1861. Actinocrinus clarus —Hatt; Descr. New Spec. Crin. (Prelim. notice), p. 2; also Boston Journ. 
Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL, p. 277; N. Y. State Bull. Nat. Hist. (1872), Plate 3.4, Figs. 24 and 25. 

1881. Actinocrinus clarus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 142. 

1893. Wuutrrmip; Mem, Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. York, Vol. I., p.8, Plate 1, Figs. 4 and 5. 

Larger than any of the preceding species. Calyx once and a half as 

wide as high. Dorsal cup depressed subconical, broadly truncate at the base, 

evenly spreading to the top of the costals, and more abruptly thence to the 

arms. Ventral disk as high as the dorsal cup, somewhat expanded above 

the arm bases, giving to the calyx a top-heavy appearance; the anal tube 

rising gradually from the summit. Plates of the dorsal cup heavy, and ele- 

vated into strong angular nodes, which are either smooth or connected with 

each other by short, indistinct ridges, except the palmars and post-palmars, 

which are rounded off toward the sides, and separated laterally by deep 

grooves. Suture lines distinctly grooved. 

Basals broad, rarely thickened at the lower margins, and projecting but 

little beyond the column; interbasal sutures well marked. Radials about 

once and a half as large as the costals, as long as wide. First costals con- 

siderably narrower; either quadrangular, pentangular or hexangular, the 

second often larger than the first. Distichals as wide as the costals, but 

shorter. Palmars a little narrower than the distichals, and twice as wide 

as long, their outer plates supporting a single arm, the inner one two 

with post-palmars, except in the two antero-lateral rays, in which only 

one of the palmars is followed by higher brachials. Arm facets large, 

equidistant, and directed horizontally. Arms twenty-eight, biserial from 

their origin, heavy, long, and in close contact; they bend at first outward, 

then gracefully upward, being rounded on the back, and showing no sign of 

flattening or decrease in width to near the tips, where they rapidly taper to 

a fine point. Arm joints arranged in parallel lines, quite short, and without 

ornamentation. Pinnules long, fringe-like, composed of twelve to fourteen 

joints, each one provided with a long, sharply pointed tooth-like projection, 

directed obtusely upward and outward, which overlaps the corresponding 

joint of the next pinnule above, their teeth forming raised lines parallel to 

the sides of the arms. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 1; the three lower ones 
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of nearly equal size, and as large as the first costals. Occasionally there is 
another small elongate plate between the arm bases, but more frequently 
this is absent, and the palmars are in contact laterally. Anal interradius 
formed of six to seven plates; the upper one very elongate, resting between 
the palmars. Interdistichals one. Ventral disk covered by numerous small 
and extremely irregular pieces, which enclose somewhat larger spinous 
plates, probably representing the orals, and radial dome plates of a first, 
second, and third order. Columm large; axial canal very wide and obtusely 
pentangular ; the joints are long, the third from the calyx wider and longer 
than the surrounding ones, in some specimens almost twice as wide, and 
having a knife-like edge. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 
Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Remarks. — This species is well characterized by the form of the calyx, 
and by the smooth and heavy arms without nodes or spines. It was described 
by Hall as having six arms in each ray, which is certainly incorrect. We 
have examined seven specimens, in all of which the antero-lateral rays have 
but five arms, while the others have six. 

Cactocrinus obesus Keves (MS.). 

Plate LV. Figs. 9a, b. 

A large species of the type of C. clarus, but more elongate, much more 
nodose, and having but four arms to the ray. Calyx once and a half as wide 
as high, broadly and sharply truncated at the base; the plates thick and 
heavy. Dorsal cup gradually expanding to the top of the distichals, then 
bending abruptly outward. The plates of the dorsal cup extremely heavy, 
highly elevated, and produced into rather sharp, round nodes, especially the 
radials, which are decidedly more prominent than the succeeding plates; the 
suture lines traversed by short, obscure ridges. Ventral disk high-conical, 
as high as the dorsal cup, its sides but very slightly convex; orals and first 
radial dome plates wedge-shaped, and produced into very long, sharp, broadly 
transverse tubercles, which stand out conspicuously (5 to 7 mm.) from the 
tegmen. 

Basal cup short but wide, much wider than the column; sub-cylindrical ; 
the lower end abruptly truncated, forming a sharply angular edge at the 
bottom ; the suture lines not grooved. Jadials a little wider than long, 
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once and a half as large as the first costals; the second costals a little 

smaller than the first, both nearly as long as wide; the former hexangular, 

the latter generally pentangular. Distichals nearly as large as the costal 

axillary, but the nodes shorter. Palmars two in the calyx, short, rounded, 

and both wedge-shaped, the narrower ends directed to the inner side of the 

ray. Arm facets very large; the ambulacral passage oblong; the respiratory 

pores proportionally small. Structure of arms not known, but, to judge 

from the size of the facets, as large as those of C. clarus. Anal side not 

observed, being covered by matrix. Plates of the ventral disk greatly vary- 

ing; gradually increasing in size and prominence upwards, those nearest the 

arm bases being the smallest and least conspicuous. Posterior oral very 

large, erect, and forming a part of the base of the anal tube, its wedge- 

shaped prominences directed transversely outward. The four other orals 

a little smaller, and separated from each other, and from the posterior one, 

by small flat pieces. Anal tube extremely large, subcentral; composed at 

the base of very large and smaller pieces, the larger ones produced into 

wedge-shaped nodes, similar to those of the orals, but somewhat smaller, the 

others having a perfectly flat surface. 

Fforizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Hannibal, Missouri. 

Types in the Missouri Survey collection, and that of Wachsmuth and 

Springer. 

Cactocrinus thetis Hat. 

Plate LVI. Figs. 3 and 4. 

1861. <Actinocrinus thetis — Hatt; Descr. New Spec. Crin. (Prelim. notice), p. 11. 
1893. Wuutrierp; Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. Y., Vol. L., p. 6, Plate 1, Fig. 10. 

Syn. Actinocrinus securus Hatt; Descr. New Spec. Crin. (Prelim. notice), p. 14. 

This species is remarkable for the uniformity of its plates, which decrease 

but little upward. It is of the type of C. clarus, but smaller, the plates less 

robust, and it has six arms to each ray in place of five in the antero-lateral 

rays. It also approaches C. opusculus in the calyx, but that differs in having 

flattened and highly ornamented arms. Dorsal cup nearly once and a half 

as wide as high, broadly truncate at the base, uniformly spreading to the 

top of the distichals, and thence abruptly to the arms. Plates slightly 

convex, covered with fine, obscure ridges, with or without central nodes. 

Basals short, their lower margins crenulated, slightly projecting beyond 

the sides of the column; the suture lines distinct but not notched. Radials 

— 
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and costals of nearly the same size, and all a little wider than long; the 

distichals of the same form, and but slightly smaller; the palmars about half 

the size of the distichals. The outer palmars of each ray support an arm, 

the inner ones two small post-palmars and two arms. Arms crowded, long, 

rather heavy throughout, rounded on the back, their upper parts incurving, 

their proximal ends bending almost horizontally outward. Interbrachials 

five at the regular sides: 1, 2, 2; and there are 2, 3, and 2 above the anal 

plate. Some specimens have an additional narrow piece wedged in between 

the palmars. Interdistichals one. Ventral disk conical, slightly expanding 

near the arm bases, then rising evenly, and passing insensibly into the anal 

tube. The plates close to the arm regions are very small and almost flat, 

higher up larger and nodose plates are interposed between smaller ones, and 

at the foot of the anal tube all the plates are large and sharply nodose. 

Anal tube long, extending beyond the arms; composed of rather large, 

convex pieces, which decrease in size with the tube. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Cactocrinus sexarmatus (Hatt). 

Plate LV. Figs. 10 and 11. 

1860. Actinocrinus sexarmatus — Watt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 21 (not Bull. I, N. Y. State Mus. 
Nat. Hist., 1872, Plate 34, Fig. 26 = Cuctocrinus extensus W. and Sp.). 

1881. Actinocrinus sewarmatus —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 145. 

Readily distinguished from the other species of this genus by the form of 

the calyx, which is biturbinate ; the arm bases are not spreading, and the 

arm openings directed obliquely upwards. Dorsal cup deeply bowl-shaped, 

truncate at the base, the sides slightly convex below, and straight above. 

Plates but little elevated, their middle portions flat and perfectly smooth ; 

but they are connected with adjoining pieces by short, prominent ridges, 

which form deep, trigonal pits at the angles of the plates. 

Basals trilobate, short but wide, and somewhat spreading outward; the 

lower surface a little excavated for the reception of the column, which occu- 

pies about half its diameter. Radials very large, nearly as long as wide, 

and nearly as large as both costals together. First costals hexagonal, one 

fourth wider than long; the second about the same size as the first, but 

heptagonal. Distichals, palmars, and post-palmars rapidly decreasing in size 

upward, the first post-palmars elongate and semi-free. Arms six to the ray, 

the outer palmars of the rays being axillary. The structure of the arms is 
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not known, but they must have been quite delicate. Regular interbrachials: 

1,2,2,2,1; the upper one narrow and entering the disk. Anal plate 

narrower than the radials; followed by 2, 3, 3,2, and 2 plates. Interdis- 

tichals one. Ventral disk hemispheric to low-conical; the anal tube sub- 

central, moderately small, rising abruptly from the tegmen. Plates of the 

ventral disk proportionally large, and convex. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State Collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. —The specimen with arms figured by Hall in the Bulletin of 

1872 is totally different from the type in the Worthen collection at Spring- 

field. In the former the arm-bearing plates are horizontal; while in the 

latter they do not expand at all, and the arms were evidently quite delicate. 

Hall describes the anterior side of the type specimen as extending out more 

prominently, and he regards this as possibly of specific value. This promi- 

nence, however, occurs in the left posterior ray, and not in the anterior one, 

and is incidental, and not of structural importance. 

Cactocrinus extensus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LVIL. Figs. 6, 7. 

(Figured by Hall, 1872, in Bull. I., New York State Mus. Nat. Hist., as Actinocrinus sexrarmatus.) 

Closely allied to C. thetis, but smaller and the plates more nodose. 

Dorsal cup gradually spreading to the top of the costals, thence rapidly, 

almost horizontally, to the base of the free arms. The plates of the rays 

rising into transverse, angular tubercles, with obscure striz. Interbrachials 

and interdistichal spaces deeply depressed; the plates of the former coy- 

ered with round nodes. 

Basals short, forming a slightly projecting, trilobate disk, deeply indented 

at the suture lines, and excavated on the bottom; axial canal small and pen- 

tangular. Radials larger and more prominent than the costals, once and a 

half as wide as long. The two costals of equal size, both narrower than the 

radials. Distichals as large as the costals; all axillary. Palmars consider- 

ably smaller, the inner ones axillary and supporting two arms, the outer ones 

a single arm. Arm openings thirty, almost equidistant. Arms rather heavy 

and closely packed; they pass out almost horizontally from the calyx, then 

curve upward, infolding at the tips. Interbrachial spaces: 1,2, 1, and a 

minute piece on a level with the arm bases. , Anal plate succeeded by 2, 2, 
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and 1 plate. Ventral disk conical, almost as high as the dorsal cup ; grad- 

ually passing into the anal tube. The plates of the disk grow smaller as 

they approach the arm bases; the orals and radial dome plates larger and 

strongly nodose; the intervening smaller ones slightly tumid. Anal tube 

stout and long, extending considerably above the tips of the arms, and com- 

posed of small, tumid plates. The jomts of the stem vary considerably in 

width; some of the nodal joints in the upper part are nearly three times as 

wide as the internodals, and are provided with knife-like edges, while the 

edges of the internodals are but very little convex. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Cactocrinus multibrachiatus Hatt. 

Plate LVI. Fig. 6 and 7, and Plate LVIIT. Fig. 8. 

1858. Actinocrinus multibrachiatus — Hati; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 580, Plate 10, Fig. 10. 

1881. Actinocrinus multibrachiatus — W. and Sv.; Revision Palocr., Part I1., p. 144. 

Syn. Actinocrinus multibrachiatus var. echinatus Hatt; Descr. New Spec. Crin., p. 10. 

Calyx gradually and evenly spreading to the bases of the free arms, dis- 

tinctly truncated at the lower end, and slightly depressed between the rays 

at the arm regions. The ventral disk fully one third lower than the dorsal 

cup, and surmounted by a moderately large, almost central tube. Plates of 

the dorsal cup all marked by strong radiating ridges proceeding to the sides 

of the plates, and meeting in the centre, where they form a conspicuous 

angular node, which is transverse upon the radials and costals. The ridges 

passing up and down the radials and brachials are more prominent than any 

of those proceeding to, or coming from, the interbrachials. Between the 

radials and basals there are three such ridges, or four where the former rest 

upon two basals, while the other plates have but one to each side. 

Basals short, their lower margins projecting outward, forming a sharp rim, 

which extends beyond the sides of the column, and is deeply notched at the 

sutures. Radials nearly as long as wide. First costals one third smaller than 

the radials, three of them hexangular, the two posterior ones generally 

pentangular; second costals a little smaller than the first. Distichals still 

smaller, and all axillary ; the outer ones supporting an arm, which is free 

from the second or third plate ; the inner ones two palmars, of which again 

the inner one in both divisions of the ray is axillary, and supports two arms; 

the outer one is truncated, and followed by one arm; all arm-bearing plates 

78 
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slightly projecting outward. Arm openings almost equidistant, the respira- 

tory pores small. Arms eight to the ray, when normally developed, but 

rays with seven or even six arms occur quite frequently ; they are somewhat 

flattened, and composed of two series of transverse, rather short and appar- 

ently smooth pieces. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2,2, 1 in mature speci- 

mens; the first the same size as the first costals, the upper one very narrow, 

and wedged in between the upper row of brachials. Anal plate followed by 

2, 3,2, and 1 plate. Ventral disk depressed conical, the plates near the 

summit rather large and sharply nodose, those near the arm bases somewhat 

smaller. Anal tube long, moderately thick, composed of short, transverse 

pieces, with sharp, projecting edges. Column of medium size, the joints 

rather short, the nodal ones distinctly angular and slightly projecting. 

Forizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Remarks. — Approaching C. celatus in the form and ornamentation of 

the dorsal cup, but the tegmen of that species is comparatively higher, 

more conical, and the plates of the anal tube are larger and more nodose. 

Cactocrinus ccelatus Hatt. 

Plate LIX. Figs. 8, 9. 

1858. Actinocrinus celatus —Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 585, Plate 10, Figs. 14a, 6. 
1881. Actinocrinus celatus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 143. 

Larger than the preceding species. Calyx short-subfusiform and highly 

ornamented. Dorsal cup one fourth wider than high; uniformly spreading 

from the basals to the top of the arm-bearing brachials. Ventral disk sub- 

conical, almost as high as the cup, the upper part drawn out, and passing 

imperceptibly into the anal tube. The cup ornamented as in C. multi- 

brachiatus, except that the costals are connected among themselves and 

with the radials by three parallel ridges, in place of one, as in that 

species. 

Base short; the sides neither spreading upward, nor projecting on the 

lower margin; the lower surface sufficiently excavated to enclose the first 

stem joint ; interbasal sutures distinctly grooved. Radials a little wider than 

long, and much larger than the costals. The higher brachials arranged 

as in C. multibrachiatus. Arms eight to the ray, slender; gently curving at 

their bases outward and upward; the tips, so far as observed, not incurving, 
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but somewhat decreasing in width; moderately flattened on the back, but 

without surface markings; the sides slightly dentate. The spines of the 

pinnules rather short. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 1, the first a little larger 

than the costals. The anal plate, which is generally narrower than the 

radials, supports 2, 3, 2, and 1 piece, the latter followed by a narrow elon- 

gate plate, placed between the arm-bearing brachials. Interdistichal spaces 

deeply depressed, and the centre occupied by a small, nodose plate. Ven- 

tral disk very high, the interambulacral spaces slightly grooved toward the 

arm regions. Plates more or less tumid, irregular in form and size. Orals 

indeterminable, and possibly unrepresented. Covering pieces of first and 

second orders represented by single plates; the succeeding orders by two 

rows of small alternate pieces, which take part in the tegmen. Anal tube 

strong, constructed of similar plates to those of the ventral disk, but some- 

what smaller. Column apparently small; axial canal large for the genus 

and quinquelobate. 

Horizon and Locality. —Same as last. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Cactocrinus celatus var. spinotentaculus Hatt. 

Plate LIX. Fig. 10. 

1860. <Actinocrinus spinotentaculus —HatL; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 86; N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist., 
Bull. I. (1872), Plate 3.4, Figs. 13 to 17. 

1885. Actinocrinus spinotentaculus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 112. 

Agreeing with C. calatus in the number of arms, the arrangement of the 

plates, and their style of ornamentation ; but departing from it in the form 

and proportions of the calyx, which expands abruptly from the distichals, 

and is at the arm bases almost as wide as high.  Actinocrinus spinotenta- 

cwlus iS i our opinion only an extravagant form of Cactocrinus ccelatus, in 

which some of the arm joints, which in the latter are free, were incorpo- 

rated into the calyx; and this, together with a slight increase in the thick- 

ness of the arms, fully explains the modifications above mentioned. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Type in the University Museum, Gottingen, Germany. 
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Cactocrinus fossatus S. A. Mrinizr. 

Plate LV. Fig. 12. 

1892. Actinocrinus fossatus —S. A. Mirter; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Sury. Indiana, p. 40, Plate 6, 
Figs. 11 and 12. 

Calyx moderately large, subovoid. Dorsal cup truncated at the base, the 

sides a little convex; height and width as 3 to 4. Plates rather delicate 

and deeply sculptured. The middle of the plates occupied by a sharp 

angular node, from which angular ridges, one to each side, pass out to 

the margins, where they meet with those of adjoining plates. Angles of 

the plates depressed, the suture lines rather indistinct. 

Base short, projecting laterally, and forming a rim, which expands be- 

yond the column and the lower face of the radials, and is slightly notched at 

the interbasal sutures. Columnar cavity rather shallow. Radials wider than 

long. First costals about two thirds the size of the radials, hexagonal; sec- 

ond costals a little larger than the first, pentagonal or hexagonal. Dis- 

tichals, palmars, and post-palmars all axillary, the post-palmars supporting 

the free arms, of which there are eight to the ray. Ambulacral openings 

almost equidistant, the interspaces between those of adjoining rays a very 

little the widest. Interradial areas arched by the post-palmars ; those of the 

regular sides consisting of five plates: 1, 2,2. Anal plate as large as the 

radials ; followed by 2, 3, and 2 smaller pieces. Ventral disk highly convex, 

only one fourth shorter than the cup; covered with large plates, and each 

of them prolonged into a heavy spine. Orals pushed to the anterior. Anal 

tube almost central. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the collection of S. A. Miller. 

Remarks. — Approaching C. ewlatus in the form and ornamentation of the 

dorsal cup, and also in the number of arms; but differing in the form and 

construction of the ventral disk, which in the latter is higher, and gradually 

tapers to the anal tube, instead of being highly convex as in this species. 

In C. fossatus the disk plates are less numerous, almost of uniform size, and 

each one is extended into a long, heavy spine; while those of C. celutus 

vary considerably in size, the principal ones being slightly nodose, and the 

others almost flat. 
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Cactocrinus ornatissimus W. and Sp. 

Plate LVIL. Fig. 3. 

1887. Actinoerinus ornatissimus— W. aud Sp.; Geol. Rep. Tlinois (1890), Vol. VIII., p. 163, Plate 16, 
Fig. 9 (not Plate 17, Fig. 3). 

1890. <Actinocrinus ornatissinus —S. A. Mirtnr; N. Amer. Geol. and Pal., p. 219. 

Of medium size, specimens of light color. Dorsal cup depressed, 

semiglobose; height equal to half its width; plates delicate and highly 

ornamented, but not convex; suture lines difficult to see. The surface is 

marked by a system of sharply elevated, very prominent rounded ridges, 

passing from plate to plate, and meeting in large stellate clusters in the 

interbrachial spaces; those following the middle of the radial series are 

widest, and pass from the basi-radial suture into the arms; they increase in 

width toward the arm bases, and divide the surface into five well defined 

pentangular fields. Scattered between the ridges there are bead-like nodes, 

and the ridges are more or less undulating. 

Basals short; forming a small rim, which is slightly notched at the 

sutures. Radials and costals decreasing in size in ascending order, all wider 

than long; the first costals quadrangular with convex sides; the second 

generally heptangular. Distichals and palmars one, except in the outer 

divisions of the rays, in which the first palmar is succeeded by two to three 

cuneate plates, which support an arm; while the inner ones are axillary, 

and followed by two post-palmars with two arms; there being normally 

three arms to each main division, and six to the ray. Arms long, moderately 

stout, rounded on the back, their tips curved and folded inward; they are 

composed at their bases of cuneate pieces, which interlock and gradually 

become biserial, every second to fourth joint of both series being long, and 

bearing a conspicuous, tooth-like node. The intervening joints are much 

shorter, and connected longitudinally by waving sutures. Pinnules closely 

packed and contiguous; composed of short joints, and each one armed with 

a short hook. Interbrachials comparatively large, occupying fully one half 

of the whole interbrachial space, and rising to the middle of the second 

costals; there are two plates in the two succeeding ranges, which are fol- 

lowed by the interambulacrals. First anal plate as wide as the radials, 

and often higher, supporting 2, 3, and 2 plates. Interdistichals generally 

three, with frequently a small interpalmar. Ventral disk short hemispheri- 
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cal, paved by small, irregular pieces, interspersed with nodose larger ones. 

Orals proportionally small, as also the radial dome plates. Anal tube 

comparatively small, and apparently short. Column composed of joints 

alternating in size; the internodal joints knife-like, the nodal ones rounded 

at their margins, and slightly:crenulated. A similar crenulation occurs also 

at the rim of the basals, giving it the appearance of a stem joint. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kinderhook group; Le Grand, Marshall Co., 

Towa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species resembles Actinocrinus tenwisculptus in the style 

of ornamentation; but differs from it decidedly in the arm structure, and 

the form of the ventral disk, which is very much lower, and the anal tube 

much smaller. 

Correction. —The specimen represented by figure 3 on Plate 17, Vol. 

VIII. of the Illinois Geological Report, which was referred to this species, 

represents a good example of Cactocrinus Arnoldi. 

Cactocrinus nodobrachiatus W. and Spr. 

Plate LVIL. Figs. 1 and 2. 

1887. Actinocrinus nodobrachiatus —W. and Sp.; Geol. Rep. Illinois (1890), Vol. VIIL., p. 165, Plate 15, 
Fig. 5, Plate 16, Fig. 10. 

1890. Actinocrinus nodobrachiatus —S. A. Miter; N. Amer. Geol. and Palont., p. 219. 

Specimens buff colored with brownish tint. Dorsal cup inverted bell- 

shaped, the sides moderately convex, abruptly spreading below the arm 

bases. Plates decidedly convex, deeply pitted at their angles, and covered 

with radiating ridges, which, though moderately well defined near the edges 

of the plates, are in the central portions either obsolete or become indistinct, 

even in well preserved specimens, and appear as if they had been worn off 

by attrition. 

Basals short, expanding into a conspicuous rim with a sharp edge, which 

projects beyond the limits of the column ; interbasal sutures deeply notched, 

giving to the base a tripartite outline. Radials and costals decreasing in 

size upwards, the former as long as wide, the latter wider than long. First 

costals hexangular, sometimes pentangular, or even quadrangular when not 

in contact at any side with the interbrachials of the second range; the 

second costals almost twice as wide as high. Distichals one, smaller than 

the costal axillaries. Palmars one, small, the two inner ones axillary and 
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followed by two arms, the two outer supporting one arm each, there being 

normally six arms to the ray, exceptionally five. Arms equidistant, crowded 

at their bases, and bending abruptly outward; they are very long, rounded 

on the back, and tapering; the tips infolded, descending to the top of the 

calyx. The back of the arms covered with two series of rather large nodes, 

whose sharp points are directed upwards. These nodes are larger than 

those of the preceding species, but not so regularly arranged, and are farther 

apart; they are not confined to one plate, but generally extend over two 

or more, sometimes even encroaching upon those of the opposite series. 

Pinnules_ long Oo? 
interbrachials five, the two of the second row almost as large as the first. 

constructed and arranged as in C. ornatissimus. Regular 

Anal plate, which is generally a little narrower than the radials, supports 

2,3, and 2 plates. There is one interdistichal, but no interpalmar. Ven- 

tral disk hemispherical, covered by large spiniferous plates, separated by 

small, almost flat pieces. The posterior oral is erect, and forms a part of 

the ventral tube, which is almost central and comparatively short. Column 

moderately strong, composed of alternate large and small joints, rounded on 

their edges. Ina specimen before us in which the stem is preserved to its 

distal end, it measures nearly 27 cm. The upper half is stouter than the 

lower half, which ultimately terminates in a fine point, and is for some dis- 

tance provided with small branches, too delicate to have served as a means 

for permanent attachment. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Differing from the preceding species in the style of its orna- 

mentation, the abrupt spreading of the calyx near the arm bases, its greater 

length, and in the large, spiniferous plates of the ventral disk. 
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Cactocrinus Arnoldi W. and Se. 

Plate LVII. Figs. 4a, b. 

1887. <Actinocrinus Arnoldi —W. and Sv.; Geol. Rep. of Tllinois (1890), p. 168, Plate 17, Fig. 10, and 
Fig. 3.* 

1890, Actinoerinus Arnoldi 8. A. Mixier; N. Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p: 217. 

Of medium size, with long, slender spreading arms, and fan-like fringes of 

pinnules. Form of calyx subovate, gibbous below, spreading at the arm 

bases. The surface of the plates indented with numerous shallow pits and 

short grooves, whose rims, which are somewhat rounded off, connect with 

each other from plate to plate, and on the same plate in intersecting wrin- 

kles, all of which produces on the surface a somewhat irregular, cancellate 

sculpturing. 

Basals short, without projecting rim; the suture lines not grooved. 

Radials large. First costals hexangular, half the size of the radials; the 

second still smaller and heptangular. Distichals and palmars small. Number 

of arms variable, from four to six to the ray,—six being the exception; they 

are heavier than in the preceding species, less crowded, and composed of 

a double row of very short pieces, united longitudinally by waying sutures ; 

they are ornamented on the back in the upper portions by two rows of 

small nodes, one to each plate, in the lower portions by a more prominent 

node on every sixth or seventh plate. ,Pinnules long and in close contact, 

the proximal eight or nine joints provided with conspicuous hooks, directed 

upward, and forming with corresponding hooks of adjoining pinnules regular 

rows, parallel to the arms. Regular interbrachials six or more; the first 

equal in size to the first costals, the two of the second range to the second 

costals, the upper ones considerably smaller. The anal side consists of about 

eleven plates, the two upper ones resting between the arm bases, and in con- 

tact with the ambulacrals. Ventral disk depressed hemispherical, occupying 

less than one third the height of the calyx. It is composed of numerous 

very small pieces, of irregular arrangement and nearly equal size, most of 

them flat, with a few convex pieces scattered among them. Anal tube 

small, slightly excentric, abruptly rising from the ventral disk. Column 

composed of short joints of nearly uniform width. 

Horizon and Locality.— Same as last. 

* See correction under Cacfocrinus ornatissimus. 
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Type in the collection of Hon. Delos Arnold, Pasadena, California; other 

specimens in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species differs from C. nodobrachiatus in the smaller 

number, and the less spreading of the arms, as well as in the construction 

of the ventral disk; from @. ornatissimus in the form and proportions of the 

dorsal cup, and the ornamentation of the plates. 

Cactocrinus glans Hatt. 

Plate LIV. Figs. 5, 6a, b, 7. 

1860. <Actinocrinus glans — Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 16. 
1881. Actinocrinus glans —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL, p. 143. 

1893. Actinocrinus glans — WuitF1ELD, Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. New York, Vol. I., p. 10, Plate I., 

Figs. 11, 12. 
Syn. Actinocrinus tholus Hatt; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 35. 
Syn. Actinocrinus eryx Hatt; 1861, Descrip. New Pal. Crin., p. 12. 

Syn. Actinocrinus Blairi S. A. Minter; 1892, Ady. Sheets Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 35, Plate 5, 

Figs. 27 and 28. 

A rather large species. Calyx subovate, a little longer than the width 

at the arm bases. Dorsal cup abruptly spreading above the distichals, its 

height fully twice that of the ventral disk. Plates of the dorsal cup from 

almost flat to nodose; the surface smooth, except that the radials occasion- 

ally show faint indications of striz at their lower ends. Suture lines rather 

distinct. 

Basals large, forming a cup, twice as wide as high, a little excavated at 

the lower end, its sides slightly spreading or convex. Radials twice as large 

as the costals, longer than wide, the upper sloping faces much shorter than 

the lateral ones. Costals as wide as long, the first hexagonal, the second 

heptagonal. Palmars in contact laterally, each one supporting an arm, 

which is free from the second plate. Arm facets large, directed obliquely 

upwards, and concave; the respiratory pores placed very close to the ambu- 

lacral openings, and the thin partition walls rarely intact; ambulacral open- 

ings nearly equidistant. Arms twenty, very long, moderately heavy, and 

rounded on the back, the tips not incurving, and the spines of the pinnules 

small. Regular interbrachials from eight to ten: 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1; gradually 

decreasing in size in ascending order. The anal plate in large specimens is 

followed by 2, 3, 4, 3 and 2 plates. Ventral disk regularly convex; com- 

posed of but few, comparatively large, and almost flat pieces, of so irregular 

arrangement that neither the orals nor radial dome plates can be recog- 

79 ; 
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nized. Anal tube very long and slender; composed of small, transverse, 

flat pieces. Column moderately thick; the nodal joints long, a little project- 

ing, and their outer edges slightly convex; the axial canal large and sharply 

pentangular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Ilinois State Collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — This is a variable species, and the only one of the genus 

surviving the Lower Burlington bed. The plates of the calyx vary from 

scarcely convex to highly nodose; specimens having the first kind of plates 

were described as Actinocrinus glans, and those with the latter as A. tholus. 

Under Actinocrinus eryx Hall redescribed a third species, in which the arms 

and anal tube were preserved, but unfortunately, in his photographic plates 

of eleven years later, he confounded the specimen, which we have examined 

in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy, with Periechocrinus Whitei, a species 

with branching arms, and without anal tube. 

TELEIOCRINUS W. and Sp. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 146 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 320). 
1889. S. A. Mituer; North Amer. Geol. and Palxont., p. 286. 

Syn. Culathocrinus Hau.; 1861 (not von Meyer 1848) in part; Descr. New Paleoz. Crin., p, 12. 

Syn. Strotocrinus (Section B) Mrrx and Worrnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL., p. 190. 

A modified and extravagant form of Cactocrinus. Calyx obconical to the 

base of the palmars, then spreading horizontally, and forming a broad and 

continuous rim around the calyx, from the outer margins of which the free 

arms are given off to the sides. Ventral disk short, supporting a long, 

nearly central anal tube. Ornamentation of the dorsal cup similar to that 

of Actinocrinus and Cactocrinus, but somewhat coarser, and the nodes more 

conspicuous than the striations, often obscuring the latter. Basals three, 

large, massive, more or less projecting beyond the sides of the column. 

Radials and costals generally as long as wide or longer, but the costals in 

proportion considerably smaller. Distichals 1 X 10, all axillary, separating 

the rays into two divisions (but not into lobes), which subdivide by alternate 

bifurcation from every successive brachial to the last in the calyx, which 

bears two simple arms. The successive orders of brachials of the two divi- 

sions are very numerous; they invariably consist of a single row of plates, 

and in each order only the plate of one side bifureates again; the opposite 

one is truncate, and is followed by a variable number of other plates of the 
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same order, which become free arm plates at the margin of the rim. The 

various series thus formed are im contact laterally, and united by suture with 

each other; those of adjoining rays, as well as those of the same ray, forming 

together the peculiar rim which surrounds the calyx at the brachial zone. 

The plates of the rim are of nearly the same size; they form longitudinal, 

angular ridges, and from the outer end of each ridge proceeds an arm. Arm 

openings large, all with a small respiratory pore at one side. Arms very 

numerous, moderately long, simple, closely crowded together, and rather 

small in proportion to the large size of the calyx. The pinnules, so far as 

observed, provided with well defined hooks. Interbrachials numerous, separ- 

ated from the interambulacral plates by the higher orders of brachials, 

generally from the palmars up. Interdistichals one or two. Ventral disk 

convex, in form of a ten-rayed star, slightly plicated near the outer margins, 

and composed of a large number of plates, which decrease in size outward. 

The orals, although well defined in young specimens, can scarcely ever be 

identified in older ones. The inner floor of the tegmen is strengthened by 

braces, which increase in thickness as they recede from the centre, and on 

approaching the rim form tunneled passages for the reception of the ambu- 

lacra. The ambulacra follow the inner floor of the disk, being placed at 

a slight distance from it; they are roofed over wholly or in part by super- 

imposed interambulacral pieces, which, together with the radial dome plates, 

if present, form a rigid and independent covering above the food grooves. 

Column covered with rows of angular processes, passing up and down its 

sides at equal distances, giving to the column a highly sculptured, angular 

appearance, especially in its upper portions, where these processes are more 

prominent, and in almost continuous vertical lines. They pass out from the 

nodal joints, but intrude upon the intervening smaller ones, and grow farther 

apart with the increase of internodal joints. 

Distribution. — This genus, like other extravagant forms, has a very 

limited geological and geographical range, being restricted, so far as known, 

to the Burlington group of the Mississippi Valley. 

Type of the genus: TFeleiocrinus umbrosus Hall. 

Remarks. — We have called Teleiocrinus “a modified and extravagant 

form of Cactocrinus” : nevertheless we regard it as a good genus. It is 

evidently the lineal successor of that genus in the Upper Burlington lime- 

stone, having the same mode of bifurcation of the higher brachials, and other 

general similarities. Cactocrinus flourished abundantly in the Lower Burling- 
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ton, and, with the exception of the aberrant and doubtful C. glans, did not 

survive it. Teleiocrinus is represented in the lower beds by a single tramnsi- 

tion form, but became established in the Upper Burlington to the extent of 

five species. The phylogenetic development is apparent: The arms of this 

group became so numerous and crowded that they were naturally pushed 

outward for want of room, and their bases, being in such close contact as to 

be immovable, became united by suture, and thus formed the rim. Other 

modifications took place simultaneously at the inner floor of the disk, where 

tubular passages were formed for the reception of the ambulacra; and the 

column, which in this group is comparatively small, was strengthened by 

longitudinal braces. 

Teleiocrinus umbrosus Hatt. 

Plate LIX. Fig. 7, ond Plate LX., Figs. 2a-d. 

1858.  Actinocrinus umbrosus — Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 590, Plate 11, Figs. 8a, b. 

1866. Strotocrinus umbrosus —Mxrrx and Wortnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL, p. 190; and ibid., 
Vol. V., p. 360, Plate 8, Fig. 5. 

1881. Teleiocrinus wumbrosus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 149. 
1889. Zeleiocrinus umbrosus —S. A. MittER; N. A. Geol. and Paleont., p. 286. 

Syn. Actinocrinus egilops Hatt; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 5. 

Syn. Strotocrinus egilops—Mxzrk and WortnEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 190. 
Syn. Zeletocrinus egilops —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part IL., p. 148. 

Syn. Zeleiocrinus egilops — Wuit¥1ELD; 1893, Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. N. Y., p. 21, Plate 2, 
Figs. 27, 28. 

Syn. Actinocrinus delicatus M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 348, Plate 8, Fig. 2. 

A moderately large species. Calyx about as high as its width at the arm 

bases. Dorsal cup conical to the base of the rim, which rises from above 

the distichals. Ventral disk dome-shaped ; its height equal to one third —or 

less — the height of the dorsal cup. Rim wide, almost horizontal. Plates 

exceedingly variable; in some specimens extremely knobby, with corrugated 

or uneven surfaces, in others merely convex and almost smooth; but most 

generally there are short ridges traversing the sutures, which enter the 

margins of the plates, and the middle part is nodose. The nodes of the 

radials are large and massive, and like those of the costals transversely 

elongate, while those of the interbrachials are round and conical. The plates 

of the rim are ridged longitudinally, and in the specimen look like crowded 

free arms. 

Basals thick, strong, their lower margins extended outward in a thick- 

ened rim, and downward in form of nodes, two to each plate, which project 
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over the sides of the two or three proximal stem joints; the suture lines 

deeply notched, the grooves reaching to the top of the plates. Radials as 

long as wide, and as large as both costals together; the second costals 

smaller than the first. Distichals as large as the axillary costals; the suc- 

ceeding brachials much smaller, giving off the arms in the usual way. Large 

specimens have seven bifurcations in each main division, and hence sixteen 

arms to the ray, smaller ones five to six, with twelve to fourteen arms. 

Arms of moderate length and quite delicate, their lateral margins serrated. 

Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 2, gradually decreasing in size upwards. 

Anal plate generally a little smaller than the radials, followed by 2, 4, 3 and 

2 plates. Ventral disk almost flat at the margin, dome-shaped above. It 

is composed of large and small plates, the former nodose, the latter convex 

and interposed between the larger ones. Anal tube central, stout and long, 

rising above the tips of the arms, and constructed of rather small, convex, 

transversely elongate pieces. Column of less than medium size; the nodal 

joints long, their outer margins crenulated, being covered with numerous 

small, longitudinal processes, which hang down slightly over the intervening 

smaller joints. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 

Quincy, Ill., and other places. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Remarks. — We have examined of this species over one hundred speci- 

mens of all sizes, most of them calyces, but some with the arms attached, 

and find among them considerable variation in the ornamentation (compare 

Plate LX. Fig. 2a¢ with 20), as well as in the number of arm openings, 

without showing any other structural differences; they even agree in the 

peculiar and unique ornamentation of the stem. A careful comparison of 

these specimens has shown us no way by which a separation of them can be 

made upon any constant characters. We have observed that the younger 

specimens have fewer arms than the older ones, and that the number of arm 

openings increased as the rim grew larger, 7. e., extended out farther. We 

also found that the specimens in their earlier phases passed through the 

Cuctocrmus stage, where they had no rim, and in which some of the higher 

bifurcations took place in the free arms (Plate LX., Fig. 2d). Among the 

calyces, the smallest ones have but 4 arm openings to the ray, somewhat 

larger ones 6, others 8, 10, 12, or 14, while in the largest ones there are 16; 

showing again how little reliance, in some groups, can be placed upon the 
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number of arm openings or the number of arms as a specific character, unless 

the relative maturity of the individual is considered. The two figures on 

Plate LX. give the most extreme forms of this species; as a rule, the plates 

are neither so smooth nor so nodose as in those specimens. 

Teleiocrinus rudis Hatt. 

Plate LIX. Figs. 1, 2, 3. 

1860. Actinocrinus rudis —Hati; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 33. 

1873. Strotocrinus rudis — Mrux and WortuEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 349. 

1881. Teleiocrinus rudis, W. and Se.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 149. 

1889. Teleioerinus rudis—S, A. Mitrur; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 286. 
Syn. Actinocrinus clivosus — Hatt; 1861, Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 274. 

Strotocrinus clivosus — Murx and WortuEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 349. 

Teleiocrinus clivosus —W. and Sv. ; Revision Paleoer., Part IL., p. 149. 

Syn. Actinocrinus (Calathocrinus) erodus Haut; 1861, Prelim. Deser. Paleoz. Crin., p. 12. 
Strotocrinus erodus — Merk and WortHEen; 1866, Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. IL., p. 190. 

Teleiocrinus erodus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 149. 

Syn. Actinocrinus (Calathocrinus) insculptus Hatt; 1861, Prelim. Descr. Pal. Crin., p. 12. 
Strotocrinus insculptus — Merk and WortnEen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 349. 

Teleiocrinus insculptus —W. and Sp.; Revision Palxocr., Part II., p. 149. 

A very nodose species, about the size of the preceding. Calyx to the 

base of the tube a little higher than its width at the base of the free arms. 

Dorsal cup obconical to the bottom of the rim, and fully as high; the sides 

almost straight. The rim begins to expand from the top of the distichals; it 

is directed obliquely upward, and is less prominent than usual in this genus. 

Ventral disk depressed-convex, somewhat decagonal in outline. Plates of 

the cup massive and extremely rugose, the surface being full of wrinkles 

and pits, and covered with all kinds of nodes and ridges, which give it a 

corroded appearance. The basi-radial sutures are traversed by several 

ridges, which generally unite at or near the middle of the radials into a 

prominent node, the centre of which is depressed into a deep subcircular pit. 

The middle part of the other plates to the height of the distichals is abruptly 

elevated into a large node, which is transversely elongate upon the brachials, 

and rounded on the interbrachials. The plates of the rim are marked 

by high, angular, zigzag ridges, which follow the different ramifications of 

the rays. 

Basals large, irregularly thickened, their lower ends produced into six 

angular processes, two from each plate, which pass down to the second or third 

stem joint; they are deeply grooved along the sutures, and project in form 

of a tripetalous rim over the column. Radials large, their length and width 

about equal. First costals less than half the size of the radials, hexagonal; 
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the second still smaller, being considerably shorter. The size of the distich- 

als is but little less than that of the upper costals, but the plates of the suc- 

ceeding orders are considerably smaller. There are five bifurcations in each 

main division of the ray, and six arms, or twelve to the ray. Arms moder- 

ately long, much larger than those of the preceding species, laterally com- 

pressed at their lower ends, and distinctly angular on the back throughout. 

The arm joints are transversely angular, and have a small elevation or 

sharp node at each end, giving to the section of the arm a trigonal outline. 

Pinnules provided with long hooks, similar to those of Cactocrinus. Inter- 

brachials: 1, 2, 2,2; the latter on a level with the distichals, and quite 

small; the first as large as the first costals, or larger. Anal plate as large 

as the radials, followed by 2, 3, and about 6 irregularly arranged plates above, 

which are roofed by the palmars. Interdistichals one. Tegmen moderately 

convex, slightly plicated near the outer margins, and composed of large 

plates scattered among smaller ones. The sutures between the plates dis- 

tinctly grooved, but the surface flat, and covered with wrinkles, which give 

it a decidedly granular appearance. Anal tube central, long, rather large 

around the base, but decreasing rapidly to two thirds its largest size, and 

then tapering slightly to the end. The tube consists of short, very wide 

pieces, arranged in transverse rows, and covered with wrinkles like those of 

the tegmen. It is surrounded at half way to the margin of the disk by an 

irregular ring of ten to fifteen large, spinous plates, which sometimes 

bifureate, and rise to a height of from 40 to 80 mm. It is barely possible 

that these plates represent the orals and radial dome plates, or the latter 

only, but if so their arrangement is very irregular. Column beautifully 

sculptured with six rows of large angular processes, longitudinally arranged, 

which give to the stem a distinctly hexangular outline. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower part of Upper Burlington limestone, 

Burlington, Lowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — This species is most nearly related to Teleiocrinus umbrosus 

Hall, but differs in never having more than twelve arms, even in the largest 

specimens; besides the arms are much stronger, and angular on the back 

instead of flattened. It also differs in the shape of the rim, and the aspect of 

the ventral disk, its wrinkled surface, as well as the long spines; and it is 
very distinct in the sculpturing of the column. 

Comparison with the types shows that Actinocrinus clivosus, A. erodus, 
and A. insculptus, all described by Hall, are synonymous with this species. 
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Teleiocrinus althea Hat. 

Plate LX. Fig. 4, and Plate LXIII. Fig. 9. 

1861. Actinocrinus (Calathocrinus) althea —Hatt; Prelim. Descr. New Paleoz. Crin., p. 13 (figured Bull. 
I. N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist., Plate 4, Fig. 13). 

1881. eleiocrinus althea — W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 148. 

A large species, remarkable for the great length of the dorsal cup, and 

the relative shortness of the tegmen; the former being five times the long- 

est. Width of the rim, as compared with the length of the calyx, as seven 

to eight. Sides of the dorsal cup slightly convex to the top of the dis- 

tichals, then curving outward and forming a broad rim, Plates moderately 

convex, covered with broad elongate nodes and interrupted ridges, alternat- 

ing with pits and grooves. The ridges, as a rule, are directed to the middle 

of the plates, but without meeting in the centre, which is occupied by a 

more or less corrugated or pitted elevation. 

Basals large, forming a spreading cup, of which the lower margin pro- 

jects but little beyond the sides of the column. Radials a little longer than 

broad, and more than twice as large as both costals together; the latter 

hexagonal and heptagonal, nearly of equal size. Distichals one third 

smaller than the costals, wider than long. Palmars very much shorter than 

the distichals, twice as wide as long. The succeeding brachials smaller in 

proportion, all much wider than long. There are apparently eight bifur- 

cations up to the edge of the rim, and nine arms to each division, making 

eighteen to the ray, and ninety arms altogether. Structure of the arms un- 

known. Interbrachials generally nine, in five rows, arched over by the post- 

palmars. The anal side contains fourteen to fifteen plates. Ventral disk 

almost flat, rising very slightly ; the plates without definite arrangement, 

slightly convex. Anal tube central, very large at the base. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy, Cambridge. 
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Teleiocrinus liratus Hatt. 

Plate LX. Fig. 3. 

1861. Actinocrinus liratus — Hat; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 1 (figured 1872, Bull. I. N. Y. State Mus. 
Nat. Hist., Plate 4, Fig. 3). 

1861. Strotocrinus liratus —Muvx and WortuEn; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 190, and 1873, ibid., 
Vol. V., p. 355, Plate 7, Figs. 2a, 4, c. 

1881. Zeleiocrinus liratus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 149. 

Syn. dctinocrinus subumbrosus Hatt; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 3. 

Larger than the two preceding species, the calyx more elongate, the teg- 

men higher, the anal tube much heavier, the ornamentation less rugose, and 

the column stronger and circular instead of angular. Calyx urn-shaped, 

elongate-obconical to the base of the rim. Sides of the dorsal cup expand- 

ing gradually from the basals to the top of the distichals; the rim decagonal, 

curving obliquely outward and upward, conspicuous but not broad. Sur- 

face of plates slightly convex, covered with well defined radiating ridges, 

which in parallel sets of three or four unite at the middle of the plates in 

small, transverse or arched, angular nodes, producing a neatly sculptured 

ornamentation. 

Basals forming a broad and deep, gradually expanding cup, slightly thick- 

ened at the lower margins; the interbasal sutures somewhat depressed, but 

not actually grooved. Radials generally a little longer than wide. First 

costals rarely more than one third the size of the radials; the second as 

large as the first, and both as long as wide. Distichals slightly smaller 

than the costals. The branching of the two main divisions takes place 

from opposite sides, as usual in the genus; there being five bifurcations 

in each division, or twelve arms to the ray. Arms of moderate size, some- 

what flattened on the back, and covered with four rows of rather faint 

nodes. Interdistichals generally nine: 1, 2, 2, 2,2, at the regular sides, 

and about thirteen at the anal side. Anal plate as large as the radials. 

Interdistichals one. Ventral disk higher than in the preceding species, 

gently curving upward from the margin of the rim, and gradually pass- 

ing into the anal tube; its outer margin distinctly plicated. It is com- 

posed of numerous irregularly arranged plates, small pieces being interposed 

between larger ones, but, as a rule, the plates decrease in size’ toward the 

arm bases. Orals indeterminable. Anal tube very long and large through- 

out; composed of similar plates to those of the disk, but they are smaller 
80 
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and their surfaces corrugated. Column rounded and stout; the nodal joints 

with undulated edges; the axial canal moderately large and pentangular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Quincy, Ills. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Teleiocrinus tenuiradiatus Hatt. 

Plate LIX. Figs. 5 and 6. 

1861. <Actinocrinus tenuiradiatus — Hatu; Prelim. Deser. New Palwoz. Crin., p. 12. 

1873. Strotocrinus tenuiradiatus — MvEK and WoxrtHEN; Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. V., p. 349. 

1881. eleiocrinus tenuiradiatus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 149. 

A large species, remarkable for its broad rim, the great number. of arms, 

and the flatness of the plates. Calyx urn-shaped, its height about equal to 

its greatest width. Dorsal cup to the base of the rim as long as wide, or 

longer, the sides slightly convex. The rim rapidly spreading from the top 

of the distichals, its outer margin at right angles to the axis of the calyx. 

Arm openings directed somewhat upwards. Plates very little convex, almost 

flat; the suture lines distinctly grooved. The plates are covered with nu- 

merous very fine and delicate striz passing from plate to plate; they are 

strongest at the sutures, where they form small pits at the intervening 

spaces; the plates are without nodes, and the ridges are generally less 

conspicuous toward the middle. 

Basals large, forming a cup, which spreads more rapidly than the radials 

and costals, and at midway is slightly constricted ; the lower margin sharply 

angular, and the bottom concave. Radials a little longer than wide, and 

more than twice as large as the costals, of which the first is hexangular, the 

second a little smaller, and heptangular. Distichals almost as large as the 

second costals. The palmars and succeeding brachials forming the rim grad- 

ually decrease in size upward, all being wider than long, and almost flat. 

There are from seven to eight bifurcations in each main division, or eighty 

to ninety arms to the species; they are very much crowded, and rounded on 

the back near the calyx; upper parts unknown. Regular interradials eleven 

to thirteen in five or six ranges, those of the upper row quite small. Anal 

plate somewhat narrower than the radials, succeeded by fifteen or sixteen 

plates. Ventral disk depressed above the rim, low-conical in the middle 

portions, the sides gradually passing into a large central tube. Plates of 
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the disk and tube quite irregular in form, size, and arrangement, almost 

as flat as those of the cup, and growing smaller as they approach the 

arms. Column apparently stout, the axial canal large and pentangular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy, Cambridge. 

Teleiocrinus adolescens W and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LIX. Fig. 4. 

(?) Syn. Actinocrinus penicillus —Mxrx and WortHen, 1873, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 342, Plate 8, 
Fig. 2. 

Intermediate between Cactocrinus and Teleiocrinus, but nearer the latter. 

Calyx moderately large, the height of the dorsal cup greater than the width 

at the rim, the sides gradually rising to the top of the distichals, then cury- 

ing abruptly outward, forming a rim, which is somewhat interrupted at the 

interradial spaces from the palmars up. Plates thin and slightly convex, 

traversed by angular, well defined ridges passing from plate to plate, and 

forming numerous triangles. The ridges are single, except between the 

basals and radials, which are united by two or three. They meet at the 

middle of the plates in conspicuous tubercles, which are surrounded by 

several small nodes, placed within the corners of the triangles. 

Basals of moderate size, their ridges thickened at the lower end, and 

formed into angular processes, which project downward and rest against the 

margins of the two upper stem joints. Radials larger than both costals 

together, as long as wide or a little longer; the first costal hexagonal, 

the second generally somewhat smaller and heptagonal. Distichals as large 

as the costals; both axillary, giving off from the outer side of the ray 

an arm, which is free from above the second plate, and from the inner the 

second axillary. This is followed by three more axillaries, of which the two 

lower ones, respectively, support again an arm at one side, the upper two 

arms; there being five arms in each main division, and ten to the ray. The 

brachials forming the rim are sharply angular on the back, and separated 

longitudinally by deep grooves. Arms somewhat flattened, quite smooth on 

the outer faces, but their lateral margins slightly serrated. Regular inter- 

brachials: 1, 2, 2, 2, 1; the upper very narrow, and sometimes touching the 

plates of the teemen. Anal plate followed by 2, 3, 3, 3, and 2 plates. Inter- 

distichal areas wide and deeply depressed, occupied by two plates, longitudi- 
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nally arranged. Ventral disk barely rising above the rim, and deeply 

grooved interradially and interdistichally, the middle part conical, passing 

imperceptibly into the anal tube. The tegmen is composed of a large 

number of very small, slightly convex pieces, which enclose a few larger, 

sharply nodose or subspinous plates, among which the orals and radial 

dome plates of a first and second order are readily recognized. Tube 

central, large and long, constructed of irregularly arranged, transversely 

nodose plates. Column slightly hexangular; the axial canal large and 

pentangular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species differs from all preceding ones in haying a less 

number of arms, and deeper interradial sinuses at the rim, which are caused 

by aslight gap between the arms of adjoining rays. 

The small specimen in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, described 

and figured by Meek and Worthen as Actinocrinus penicillus, represents most 

probably a very young stage of this species. If, however, it is an adult 

form, which we think doubtful, it is certainly not a Teleiocrmus, for the 

branches of the rays from above the distichals take the form of free arms, 

although directed almost horizontally and crowded together as in that genus. 

We found also in our own collection two small specimens, evidently of the 

same species as the Cambridge one, and morphologically in the same con- 

dition. In one of them we removed the arms on one side, and exposed 

the tegmen and anal tube, so as to enable us to see the form of the calyx. 

The length of the specimens to the tips of the arms does not exceed the 

height of the conical part of the dorsal cup in Teleiocrinus adolescens, which 

to the top of the arms must have been four times as large as those spcci- 

mens. The latter have but five interbrachials at the regular sides, and 

about eight above the anal plate, against eight and thirteen im the larger 

form. The arms to the fourth or fifth plate are uniserial, the joints long, 

cuneate and zigzag, as usual in very young specimens. The tegmen is 

conical, resembling the part which in the larger specimens lies inside the 

rim; it is composed of comparatively few and large plates, most of them 

spiniferous, but there are no small plates interposed between them. Both 

forms have ten arms to the ray — exceptionally eight or nine — which bifur- 

cate in the same manner. The proportions of the plates, and the surface 

ornamentation as well, are also quite similar. So far as can be ascertained, 
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there is nothing between the two forms that could not be readily explained 

by individual growth, except the great contrast in the size of the specimens, 

which on the one hand are quite large, and on the other very small, the 

intermediate forms being wanting. This in part has led us to propose a new 

name for the larger form; but the principal reason is that it is practically 

impossible to recognize the species, or even the genus, from Meek and 

Worthen’s description. 

STROTOCRINUS M. and W. 

“866. Meek and Wortuen (including Zeletocrinus) ; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. I1., p. 188, and Proc. Acad. 
Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 253. 

1878. Zrrret (including Zeleiocrinus and Physetocrinus) ; Handb. d. Paleont., Vol. I., p. 370. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 158 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 332). 
1889. S. A. Minter; North Amer. Geol. and Palxont. p. 283. 

; Syn. Calathocrinus Hatu (Subgenus of Actinocrinus), 1861; (not von Meyer 1848, Bronn’s Jahr- 

buch, p. 469). 

Strotocrmus holds the same relation toward Physetocrinus that Teleio- 

erinus does toward Cactocrinus ; the first two being distinguished by having 

an anal opening within the disk, while the last two have an anal tube. In 

the construction of the calyx as far as the top of the distichals, all these 

forms differ only immaterially ; but from the palmars up in Sérotocrinus, as 

in Teleiocrinus, owing to the great increase in the number of arms, the 

brachials were crowded outwards and formed a broad, continuous, ten-rayed 

rim, in which not only the lower parts of the arms, but also the lower pin- 

nules, became incorporated. The specimens are of very large size, and the 

number of arms enormous, the disk sometimes attaining a width of 12 cm., 

with as many as fifteen bifurcations in each division, or one hundred and fifty 

arms altogether. The arms are given “off alternately from opposite sides, 

each order consisting of a single axillary plate, which supports at one side an 

arm, a brachial of a higher order at the other, and the uppermost one two 

arms. The arms are thin and comparatively short. Interbrachials not 

numerous, and never extending beyond the palmars. Disk flat or very 

slightly convex ; composed of thousands of minute, irregular plates, which 

decrease in size as they approach the arms. Anal opening excentric, rarely 

rising above the general plane of the disk. 

Distribution. — Restricted, so far as known, to the Upper Burlington lime- 

stone of the Mississippi Valley. 

Type of the genus: Strotocrinus reqalis. 
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Remarks. —We cannot place Strotocriius and Teleiocrinus together in the 

same genus, as was done by Meek and Worthen, for they evidently have 

a different origin, the former being developed from Physetocrimus, the latter 

from Cactocrinus. The modifications that took place in the two forms were 

in the same direction, and this accounts for the resemblance which unques- 

tionably exists between them. A very interesting feature of this genus, 

which has not been observed in Zeleiocrinus, is the incorporation of the 

lower pinnules, the plates of which take the form and office of interbrachial 

and interdistichal plates. 

Strotocrinus regalis Hatt. 

Plate LXV. Figs. 1a, b, ¢, d. 

1860. Actinocrinus regalis —Haut; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 9. 
1866. Strotocrinus regalis —Meex and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 190. 

1873. Strotocrinus perumbrosus— Merk and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. V., p. 357, Plate 8, 

Fig. 4. 
1881. Strotocrinus regalis —W. and Sp.; Revision Palxocr., Part II., p. 160. 

Syn. Actinocrinus perumbrosus — Hatt; 1860, Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 7. 

Syn. Actinocrinus speciosus Merk and WortHEeN; 1860, Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 386. 

Syn. Strotocrinus bloomfieldensis S. A. Mrnuer; 1879, Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Plate 15, 

Fig. 6. 

An extremely large species, the calyx across the rim to the last bifur- 

cation reaching sometimes a diameter of 12 em., and a height from the foot 

of the basals to the base of the rim of 51 cm., and to the tips of the arms 

about 15 cm. Dorsal cup urn-shaped, the sides a little convex; the distichals 

bending abruptly outward, and forming the base of the rim, which slopes 

a little upward. Tegmen almost flat, often depressed in the middle. Plates 

of the cup convex, covered with strong, angular ridges, which rarely meet 

in the centre of the plates, but run to a place near the centre, where they 

leave a small central depression or bare spot; sometimes, however, the 

middle space is occupied by a small transverse node. The ridges are in 

parallel sets of from three to six; there are five to six between the radials 

and basals, and from two to three between the other plates. The surface of 

the brachials in the rim is sharply elevated into angular, longitudinal, zigzag 

ridges, which distinctly mark the lines of bifurcation, and leave between 

them broad shallow grooves, which are paved at the bottom by the plates of 

the fixed pinnules. 

Basals very large, forming a deep cup, the sides of the plates beveled, 
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forming shallow grooves along the sutures, which are in many specimens 

indistinct or concealed from view by the large adherent upper stem joint. 

Radials and anal plate very large, generally longer than wide, their lateral 

faces much larger than the others. First costals of the same form as the 

radials, but a third smaller; the second a little shorter than the first. Suc- 

ceeding brachials to the margin of the rim about as long as wide, gradually 

decreasing upward, each one supporting an arm from one side, and an axil- 

lary of higher rank from the other — except the upper one, which supports 

two arms — the lower arm plates and their pinnules taking part in the rim. 

The arms from the distichals are incorporated to the sixth plate, those from 

the palmars to the fifth, and so on to the last bifurcation; the arms of the 

former being given off toward the outer sides of the rays, those of the latter 

to the inner; the first pinnule of each arm proceeds from the proximal plate. 

There are fourteen bifurcations in each main division of the ray, with as many 

as fifteen arms, or thirty to the ray, and one hundred and fifty to the species. 

But from the eighth bifurcation upwards the arms are semi-free — only the 

proximal plate of each arm being attached — and thus are in a similar con- 

dition to the arms of Steganocrinus (Plate LXV, Fig. 1b). The free arms are 

short, simple, and biserial. Interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1 at the four regular 

sides, and 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1 at the anal interradius; the two upper rows forming 

part of the rim, being arched by the plates of the fixed pinnules of adjoining 

rays. The interdistichals consist of only one plate, which is arched by 

pinnules. Ventral disk covered by many thousands of small irregular pieces, 

which decrease in size as they approach the arms; those occupying the 

middle portions almost flat, those near the outer margins slightly nodose. 

Anus subcentral, small, the opening directed anteriorly. Column large, 

round; the nodal joints but little wider than the intervening ones, their 

edges covered with a row of small nodes. 

Horizon and Locality. —Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

Quincy, Ills., Hannibal, Mo., efe. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — We obtained at Burlington a very large specimen of this 

species, which with stem and portions of the root measures about two feet in 

length; the width of the stem near the calyx is 8 mm.; its greatest width, 

about five inches from the lower end, 12 mm.; the width of the branchlets, 

5mm. From the first branchlet, which is followed in the specimen by nine 

or ten others of nearly the same width, it tapers gradually to 6 mm., from 
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which we infer the root was probably from four to five inches longer. The 

branchlets are irregularly arranged; they were apparently quite long, as 

one of them, which is preserved to the length of 3 cm., retains its full thick- 

ness to the end. 7 

The number of arms probably varies from twenty-four to thirty to the 

ray. The latter number occurs in two of our largest specimens, while 

a smaller one in the M. C. Z., which Meek and Worthen identified as Stroto- 

crinus perumbrosus Hall, has but twenty-five. 

Strotocrinus glyptus Hatt. 

Plate LX. Figs. 1a, b, c, and Plate LXV. Figs. 2a, b. 

1860. Actinocrinus glyptus —Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Towa, p. 2. 
1881. Strotocrinus glyptus— W. and Se. ; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 160. 

A little smaller than the preceding species, the cup comparatively 

shorter, and the tegmen convex instead of flat. Calyx obconical to the top 

of the distichals, then bending abruptly outward and forming a decangular 

rim at right angles to the axis of the calyx; height to width at the rim as 

two to three. Plates convex, covered with radiating ridges, meeting at 

a small node in the centre, and communicating with the ridges from adjoin- 

ing plates. Toward the basals there are four ridges from each antero-lateral 

radial and the anal plate, and three from the anterior and two posterior 

radials; while there is but one between the other plates. Zigzag ridges, as 

in S. regalis, formed by an angular longitudinal elevation on the brachials 

in the rim, follow the lines of bifurcation, and leave angular depressions 

between. 

Basal cup twice as wide as high, the sides almost vertical; grooved 

along the sutures; axial canal moderately large and pentangular. Radials 

as wide as long, and nearly as large as both costals together. First costals 

hexagonal, the second heptagonal, shorter than the first. The brachials 

of the succeeding orders as long as wide, slightly decreasing in size up- 

wards, each one supporting at one side an arm, of which the lower plates 

are incorporated into the rim, at the other a brachial of higher rank, and 

each arm giving off pinnules whose proximal joints also take part in the rim. 

The arms proceeding from the distichals are free above the fifth plate, those 

of the palmars from the fourth. There are eight bifurcations in this species, 

giving origin to nine arms from the main branches, and eighteen from the 
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rays. Arms comparatively short, and rather delicate; slightly flattened at 

the upper ends. Regular interbrachials: 1, 2, 2, followed by 2 and 1 plate 

within the rim; the latter piece arched over by the plates of the proximal 

pinnules of the proximal arms in adjoining rays; the anal interradius con- 

sists of 2, 3, 4, 2 and 2 plates. Interdistichals one, roofed by the incorpor- 

ated lower pinnules of the second arm. Tegmen rising but slightly at the 

top of the rim, the middle portion low dome shaped; the plates very 

numerous, irregularly arranged, nearly flat, gradually decreasing in size 

toward the arm bases. Anus subcentral, at the top of a small protuberance. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa, 

and at several places in Missouri. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Remarks. — This species differs from the preceding one in the smaller 

size, the shortness of the calyx, the less number of arms, and in the convexity 

of the ventral disk. 

81 



PLATYCRINIDA Roemer. 

Monocyctic. BRACHIALS AND INTERBRACHIALS ONLY SLIGHTLY REPRESENTED IN THE 

DORSAL CUP; THE LOWER BRACHIALS TAKING MORE OR LESS THE FORM OF FREE 

ARM PLATES; THE LOWER INTERRADIALS IN PART INTERAMBULACRAL IN POSITION, 

RARELY ENTIRELY INTERBRACHIAL. RADIALS IN CONTACT ALL AROUND, THERE BEING 

NO SPECIAL ANAL PLATE. BASALS FORMING A PENTAGON. 

Analysis of the Genera. 

Basals 3, unequal, frequently anchylosed. 

A. Costas Two. 
1. Column cireular. 

a. Disk almost completely occupied by the orals-; ambulacra 

subtegminal ; orals separated from radials by only one 
ring of interradials. 

Orals symmetric; arms apparently delicate . . . Coccocrinus. 
Orals asymmetric; arms heavy, biserial . .. . Culicocrinus. 

b. Disk composed of numerous plates ;* orals not observed ; 

arms uniserial, or slightly interlocking. .... . Cordylocrinus. 
B. CosTats ONE. 

1. Orals occupying but a small part of the disk, and asymmetri- 

cally arranged ; ambulacra exposed ; arms biserial. 

a. Column circular ; canal large, quinquelobate ; distichals 

one when more than one bifurcation. . . . . . . Warsupiocrinus. 
6. Column elliptic ; canal small, round ; distichals two. 

Arms branching by alternate bifurcation . . . . Platycrinus. 
Rays extended into tubular appendages giving off 
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PLATYCRINIDZ. 

Geological and Geographical Distribution. 

Number of known species. 

(Open figures indicate American ; those marked ( ), European). 
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D.C. Dorsal cup. 

V.D. Ventral disk. 

é. basals. 

R. radials. 

I. costals. 

ir. interradials (in part interbrachial, in 

part interambulaeral). 

wa.  interambulacrals of the regular sides. 

xz.  interambulacrals of anal side. 

0. orals. 

cp. covering plates. 

Platycrinus. 

temarks. — The Platycrinide are the typical family of a sub-group which 

is distinguished from all other families of the Camerata by having the brach- 

ials and interbrachials only slightly represented in the dorsal cup. The 

lower brachials, although incorporated into the calyx, belong in part to the 

cup and in part to the disk, and have more or less the form of free arm 

plates. From this we conclude that the Platycrinide represent phylogenet- 

ically a less developed stage of the Camerate Crinoid, in which the lower 

arm plates remained in an immature condition, their small size giving rise 

to the interposition of three plates to fill up the interradial space in the first 

row, instead of the usual single one. The lower interradials, therefore, are 

for the most part neither strictly interbrachial nor interambulacral, but may 

be considered as belonging to both. This is not invariably the case, however. 

In a remarkable undescribed species of Platycrinus from the Mountain lime- 

stone of England, the costal and the two distichals are connected with those 

of adjoining rays by five or six heavy plates, which are strictly interbrachial 
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in position; and a similar structure, in a less degree, is to be observed in a 

few American species. 

The above general character of this family is shared with it by the Hexa- 

crinidg, which were placed in the same family by all writers on Crinoids up 

to 1885, when we separated them. The two groups, though more closely 

related to each other than to any other family, are nevertheless readily dis- 

tinguished by the form of the base, depending upon the presence or absence 

of an anal plate within the ring of radials. The Platycrinide have no such 

anal plate, the radials being in contact at all sides. The base is therefore 

a pentagon, and is composed invariably of three unequal plates, the sutures 

between them being always directed to the right posterior, anterior, and left 

antero-lateral radials. The interbasal sutures are, however, very often anchy- 

losed and invisible from the exterior. The Hexacrinide, on the other hand, 

have a large anal plate interposed between the two posterior radials, resting 

by its full width upon the edge of the basal cup; they consequently have a 

hexagonal base, which in that family consists either of two or three equal 

plates. 

The Platycrinidee embrace six genera, of which about one hundred and 

eight species have been identified : — seventy-three in America and thirty- 

five in Europe. Although introduced in the upper Silurian, the family was 

not prolific in forms until the age of the Subcarboniferous, when, especially 

in the Lower Burlington limestone, and in their typical genus, Platycrinus, 

they reached their climax ; — abounding in number and variety, and in 

beauty almost surpassing the Crinoids of any other group. 

The modifications which took place in the course of time among the 

Platycrinidx are very slight; and in fact the young Cordylocrinus from the 

Niagara, with its uniserial, sometimes zigzag arms, which it retains during 

life, resembles most remarkably the immature Platycrinus of the Subearboni- 

ferous. Coecocrinus and Culicocrinus also represent stages of the growing 

Platycrinus ; both have unusually large orals, which in the former are 

symmetric, in the latter asymmetric, and there is but a single row of in- 

terradial plates between orals and radials. The case of Mursupiocrinus is 

somewhat different; it has small asymmetrical orals occupying the centre 

of the disk, numerous ambulacral and interambulacral plates, and highly 

developed biserial arms. The genus has all the characteristics of a mature 

Platycrinoid except that it has the round stem of the young Platyerinus, but 

with a large quinquelobate canal ; these are in fact the only characters upon 
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which the two genera can be separated in the fossil state. Hucladocrinus is 

an extravagantly developed Platycrinus, and should perhaps be regarded as 

a subgenus. 

Coccocrinus was placed by Miiller and Roemer among the Platycrinide ; 

by Pictet, Dujardin and Hupé, Zittel, and §. A. Miller, under the Haplo- 

crinidee ; while at the same time the latter authors refer the closely allied 

Culicocrinus to the Platycrinide, which according to our classification would 

place the one among the Larviformia and the other among the Camerata. 

We do not see how this can possibly be the case; we believe that Cocco- 

crinus is a true Camerate Crinoid, which passed the Larviformia stage in early 

life on the introduction of perisomic plates. The genus holds a similar re- 

lation morphologically toward Platycrinus to that of the recent genus Hol- 

pus toward Hyocrinus, whose orals have been carried inward by increased 

perisome. 

In Part II. of the Revision we referred the doubtful genus Cotyledono- 

crinus to the Platycrinide, but have since found it to be identical with 

Dichocrinus. 

In descriptions of the Platycrinidee and Hexacrinide we sometimes use 

the term “ interradials” for the lowest plates between the rays, because, as 

already stated, they are neither exclusively interbrachial nor interambulacral, 

but partake of the character of both; that is, the same plate often belongs 

partly to the dorsal cup and partly to the tegmen. 
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PLATYCRINUS Mutter. 

1821. Platycrinites — Mitten; A History of the Crinoidea, p. 74. 

1833. a (in part) — Gotpruss; Petrefact. Germ., Vol. I., p. 188. 
1835. ce (in part) — Acassiz; Mem. Soc. Neuchat., Vol. I., p. 197. 

1836. Platycrinus —Puriiies; Geology of Yorkshire, Vol. II., p. 204. 

1839. Platycrinites (in part) —Goupruss; Noy. Acta Ac. Leop., Vol. XIX., p. 343. 
1841. Platycrinus (in part) — Jou. Miter; Monatsber. Berl. Akad., p. 207. 

1842. ou —T. Austiy; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. X., p. 109. 

1843. we —T. Austin; Monogr. Rec. and Foss. Crinoids, p. 6. 
1844. a —McCor; Syn. Carb. Limest. Foss. Ireland (ed. 2), p. 175. 

1852. = — D’Orzieny; Cours élément. de Paléont., Vol. II., p, 142. 

1853. 5 —DeKon. and Lr Hon; Recherch. Crin. Belg., p. 155. 

1855. ‘ (in part) —F. Rormer; Lethea Geogn. (Ausg. 3), p. 242. 

1857. ‘ —Picter; Traité de Paléont., Vol. 1V., p. 330. 

1858: pe — Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. L., Part IT., p. 525. 
1862. oe — Dusarpin and Huri; Hist. natur. des Zooph. Echin., p. 151. 

1879. cc —Zirre.; Handb. d. Paleont., Vol. L., p. 364. 

1881. s —W. and Sp. ; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 65 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 

239), and 1890, Proceed. Phila. Acad., pp. 351-353. 

1885. 4 —Qvenstept, Handb. der Petrefactenkunde (Ausg. 3), p. 951. 

1889. kg —S. A. Mitten; N. A. Geol. and Paleont., p. 270. 
Not Purtrirs, 1841; Palwoz. Foss. Cornwall, p. 28 = Hevacrinus. 

Not F. Roemer, 1844; Rhein. Uebergangsg., p. 68 = Coccocrinus. 
Not D’Orsieny, 1850; Prodréme de Paléont., I., p. 103 = Marsupiocrinus. 

Not Hatt, 1861; Paleont. N. York, Vol. IIT., pp. 118-117 = Cordylocrinus and Marsupiocrinus, 
Not Scuvuze, 1866; Hehinod. Wifl. Kalk., p. 68 = Storthingocrinus. 
Not Lyon, 1869; Amer. Philos. Soc., Vol. XIIL., p. 459 = Hewacrinus. 

Syn. Astropodia Ure, 1893, Hist. of Rutherglen. 

Syn. Nave Encrinite Parkinson, 1811; Org. Rem., Vol. II. 
Syn. Hncrinites (in part) ScutoruEm, 1823; Nachtr. zur Petrefactenkunde. 

Syn. Centrocrinus and Pleurocrinus Austin, 1843; Monogr. Crinoids, p. 6. 

Syn. Zdwardsocrinus D’OrzBreny, 1850, Prodréme, Vol. I., p. 156. 

Calyx oblong, globose or pyramidal; the dorsal cup conical, bowl-shaped, 

or discoid. Basals three, large ; two of them equal and twice as large as the 

third; the latter rhomboidal and placed with its upper angle between the 

anterior and the left antero-lateral radials; the plates so closely anchylosed 

that they cannot be separated, often not leaving even a trace of the suture 

line. Radials very large; their upper faces partly excavated, and forming 

a well defined facet for the reception of the brachials; the limbs to both 

"sides of the facets more or less sloping, forming notches which support the 

interradial plates. Costals one, exceptionally two,* united with the radials 

by an almost rigid suture, the plate being often so small as to be buried 

within the facets, so that the distichals touch the radials by their outer 

* P. truncatulus from the Lower Burlington limestone, and P. eriensis from the Hamilton group, have 

two well defined costals in every ray. 
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margins. The distichals, and all the higher orders of brachials to the last 

bifurcation, generally consist of two plates each,* of which the upper one is 

axillary. These plates have the form of free arm plates, being rounded on the 

back, but the lower ones are suturally connected with the plates of the disk, 

and in some species also with the radials, or with their fellows of the 

opposite side of the ray, and are therefore rigid. The rays divide above 

the costals into two branches, which bifurcate independently, the axillaries of 

both branches bearing an arm upon one side, and the next order of brachials 

upon the opposite side, the last axillary supporting two arms. Pinnules 

strong, the first pmnule given off in some species from the first distichal, 

in others from the proximal arm plate. 

Ventral disk pyramidal, convex, or almost flat. Orals slightly excentric, 

and more or less asymmetrical, Ambulacra composed of two series of cover- 

ing pieces, which are exposed upon the disk. The interambulacral plates 

variable in number, except the first row, which in part is interbrachial, and 

always consists of three plates transversely arranged. The middle one of 

these plates is larger than the two at the sides, which are elongate and bend 

outward to form the ambulacral passage. The upper ends of the side plates 

rest against the covering-pieces of the ambulacra, the lower ends against the 

sides of the costals or distichals, as the case may be, and sometimes against 

the palmars. The anal side has also three plates in the first row, of which, 

as a rule, the middle one is widest and sometimes higher than the corre- 

sponding plates of the regular sides; these are followed by numerous small 

plates. Anus excentric, either opening out directly through the disk, or 

located at the top of a protuberance, sometimes at the end of a tube. 

Column of moderate length, the lower end giving off rootlets at irregular 

intervals; the joints elliptic and twisted, the twist being imparted to the 

whole stem, permitting motion in all directions. The articulation between 

the joints bifascial, there being a well defined ridge following the long 

diameter of the joints. Axial canal very small. 

Distribution. — This genus constitutes one of the leading fossils of the 

Subcarboniferous on both sides of the Atlantic. It made its appearance in 

the Hamilton group, and became extinct in the St. Louis, reaching its 

climax in the Lower Burlington limestone, from which horizon we recognize 

twenty-eight species, not counting the numerous synonyms. 

* In P. incomptus, and some others, representing a transition toward Ezcladocrinus, the orders of 
brachials above the palmars consist of three successive plates. 
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Type of the genus: Platycrinus levis Miller. 

Fiemarks. —We have included under Péatycrinus species with an anal 
tube, as well as those in which the anus opens directly through the disk. 
A tube, such as was represented by the Austins, and by de Koninck and 
Le Hon, extending almost to the tips of the arms, has only been observed 
among American species in P. excavatus. Most of them have an excentric, 
mammiform protuberance with a small opening in the middle. The longest 
tube except the above which we have found is that of P. burlingtonensis ; it 
rises but a few millimetres above the general level of the disk, and has 
a small opening at the end, while the end of the tube in some of the 
European species is closed, rounded off, and, according to Austin, valvate. 

The Austins made an unsuccessful attempt to subdivide the genus upon 
the structure of the anus. Under Platycrinus, they proposed to place the 
species with “a central elongated oral tube.” For species with a “ central 
valvate, unobtrusive mouth, or mouth capable of being withdrawn into the 
visceral cup,” they proposed the name “ Céentrocrinus,” and “ Pleurocrinus” for 
those in which the mouth is “placed laterally, or not central.” Some of 
these ideas are altogether fanciful. The so-called “mouth,” for which these 
authors mistook the anus, is always excentric ; and a withdrawal of the anus 
into the body, as they imagined, is incompatible with the construction of the 
ventral side of Camerate Crinoids as now understood. Neither of the pro- 
posed names has been applied to any of the species, not even by the 
Austins; and it seems to us that, for the present at least, any general 
division based upon the structure of the disk and anus, is not practicable 
in a group in which the parts in question are but rarely observed. 

In default of any other characters upon which a generic division could be 
established, we have arranged the species into groups, in accordance with 
certain specific peculiarities, hoping thereby to assist the student in the 
identification of the species. 

Of the one hundred and twenty species of Platycrinus described from 
America, we recognize but sixty. Many are unquestionably synonyms. 
Others were made from such imperfect material, or so insufficiently de- 
scribed, that their identification is absolutely impossible. The outcome may 
be somewhat unsatisfactory, but it is the result of careful study and impartial 
consideration, and if we have erred in this respect it is probably in not 
carrying the process of elimination far enough. It may not be out of place 
to state that we devoted a long time to the revision of Platycrinus, and 

82 
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were enabled, through the liberality of our American Museums and collec- 

tors, to make direct comparison with the types of almost every species, 

except some of those described by S. A. Miller, and Hall’s Richfield speci- 

mens in the New York State Cabinet. 

The eleven groups into which we arrange the species are based variously 

upon the style of ornamentation, the general form of the calyx, the details 

of the arm structure, and other characters, none of which can be regarded as 

of generic importance. Some of these groups are apparently unrepresented 

in Europe. None of the European species known to us are referable to the 

Discoideus group, nor to the Subspinulosus, Saree, or Truncatulus groups. 

The European species, as a rule, are coarser in their ornamentation, the 

slope of the cup more abrupt, the plates heavier, the suture lines and rugosi- 

ties of the plates deeper, the nodes stronger, the ventral disk higher, and 

often surmounted by a large anal tube, somewhat resembling that of 

Actinocrinus and Batocrinus. The facets upon the radials also, as a rule, 

are deeper, and are frequently provided with a transverse ridge, indicating 

that the union with the brachials was not very rigid. 

We have rejected the following species as unrecognizable on account of 

insufficient preservation, or inadequate description. 

absentivus §. A. Minter, Chouteau group, Sedalia, Mo. 
amabilis S, A. MiutEr, Burlington group (?), Loe. (?). 

annosus §. A. Mruter, Chouteau group, Sedalia, Mo. 

altidorsatus Rowiey and Hare, Upper Burlington limestone, Louisiana, Mo. 
bedfordensis Hatt and Wuirr., Waverly group, Bedford, Ohio. 
Blairi 8. A. Mrtter, Burlington group, Sedalia, Mo. 
calyculus Haut, Burlington group, Burlington, Iowa. 

chouteauensis S. A. Mitier, Chouteau group, Sedalia, Mo. 

Colletti S. A. Murter, Chouteau group, Sedalia, Mo. 
. concinnus S. A. Mitter, Burlington group, Sedalia. 
. eboraceus Hatt, Hamilton group, Livingston Co., N. Y. 

. Haydeni Munrx, Subcarboniferous, Montana. 

. marginatus Rowt. and Hare, Upper Burlington group, Pike Co., Mo. 
. pentagonus S. A. Mrmr, Keokuk group, Boonville, Mo. 

P. plano-basalis Rowu. and Hare, Upper Burlington limestone, near Curryyille, Mo. 
P. pumilus Hatt, Warsaw limestone, Warsaw, ls. 

P. vexabilis Wurte, Subcarboniferous, Nevada. 

ty by ty by fy by by by ty fe be ty De ts 

The following species we consider to be synonyms :— 

P. eternalis 8. A. Minter = P. bonoensis Waite. 

P. alabamensis 8. A. MitLER = P. Huntsville Troost. 

P. batiola 8. A. Minter = P. equalis Hatt. 

P. bloomfieldensis S. A. Matter = P. planus O. and Saum 
P. Broadheadi §. A. Mitinr = P. americanus O. and SH. 

P. caducus 8. A. Minter = P. bonoensis WHITE. 

P. carchesium 8. A. Minter = P. pileiformis Hatt. 
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P. clytis Hatu = P. scobina Menx and W. 
P. corrugatus O. and Suum. = P. discoideus O. and Suvm. 

curryvillensis Rowu. and Hare = P. equiternus 8. A. MiutER, 
. exsertus Hat = P. burlingtonensis O. and Suum. 
. Georget Hatt = P. Sare Han. 

richfieldensis Hat and WuitriELp = P. graphicus H. and W. 
inornatus McCu. = P. burlingtonensis O. and Su. 

lautus 8. A. MitLER = P. burlingtonensis O. and Su. 
monroensis WORTHEN = P. Sare Hatt. 

multibrachiatus M. and W.= P. discoideus O. and Su. 

nodobrachiatus Haut 1861 (not 1858) = P. Yandelli, var. perasper. 
- nodosus WIRTGEN and ZEILER = Culicrocrinus nodosus. 

. nodobrachiatus Hatt 1858 (not 1861) = P. burlingtonensis O. and Su. 
. nodulosus Hart (not Gor.) = P. ornigranulus McCu. 

nucleiformis Hatt = P. burlingtonensis O. and Sx. 
olla Hatt 1861 (not DeK. and Le Hon 1853) = P. Halli Suu. 
Owent M. and W.= P. regalis Haut. 

P. parvus Hatt = Cordylocrinus plumosus (Haun). 

P. penicillus M. and W.= P. Huntsville Troost. 

P. plano-basalis Rows. and Harr = P. quinquenodus Wurrn. 

P. planus Hatu (not O. and Sa. 1852) = P. Halli Suv. 

P. plenus M. and W. = P. Huntsville Troost. 

P. pleuroviminus Waite = Lucladocrinus pleurovimineus. 

P. plumosus Hatt = Cordylocrinus plumosus (Hatt). 
P. prematurus Watt = Marsupiocrinus prematurus. 

P. prenuntius W. and Sr. = Lucladocrinus prenuntius. 
P. prattenanus M. and W.= P. Sare Hatt. 

P. pulchellus §. A. Mirtnr = P. discoideus O. and Su. 
ramulosus Hat = Cordylocrinus ramulosus. 
rotundus 8. A. Minter = P. sculptus Hawn. 
shumardianus Hawi = P. discoideus O. and Su. 

. striobrachiatus Hatt = P. discoideus O. and Su. 
. suleatus S. A. MittER = P. excavatus Hatt. 

. tennesseensis ROEMER = Marsupiocrinus tennesseensis. 

tentaculatus Hat = Marsupiocrinus tentaculutus. 

truncatus Haut = P. americanus O. and Su. 

tuberosus Haut = Eucladocrinus tuberosus. 

Rv yh 

Nh hh hhh 

Of the seventeen species in the above list which we have been unable to 
identify, the majority were described either from the basals alone, or these 
with the addition of the radials, and most of them from a single specimen, — 
a practice which cannot be too severely condemned. No paleontologist at 
the present day would undertake to describe an Actinocrinus or Batocrinus 
from a specimen showing nothing but basals and radials; and why should it 

be done with Platycrinus? There is often the greatest difficulty in defining 
the limits of species and varieties with an abundance of the best preserved 
specimens in hand. The variation of surface ornamentation in Platycrinus 
is almost without limit. The detached radials and basal plates, beautifully 
preserved and free from matrix, have been collected by thousands from the 
soft sandy layers of the Lower Burlington limestone, and it would be possible 
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to pick out several score of them, whose surface markings would in no two 

be exactly alike, and which might in sufficiently energetic hands be made 

into as many species. Among the smooth species of the Burlington group 

there are several forms, which it is absolutely impossible to separate from 

the shape and proportions of the dorsal cup alone. The arm structure indi- 

cates that there is more than one species, but unless the arms are attached 

the best Crinologist cannot identify them. Even the number of arms, upon 

which great stress has been laid by some authors, cannot always be depended 

upon unless associated with other characters. Specimens of the same species 

may have four to six arms in one ray, and only two or three in an- 

other. Exceptions to the general rule are nowhere more frequent than in 

Platycrinus. 

All attempts at describing new species will be worse than useless if made 

without at least some reference to the ontogeny of the Crinoids generally, 

and of the particular group in hand. The modifications due to individual 

growth in Platycrinus are particularly well known, and are very striking. 

In the mature specimen the basal cup is proportionally deeper; the radials 

more elongate; the stem joints, which are circular in the young, become 

elliptic; the arms gradually change from uniserial to biserial, and from zig- 

zag to nearly straight; the arm joints are proportionally much longer in the 

young than in the adult; the pinnules much stouter and further apart; and 

the orals grow relatively smaller as they are carried inward by increas- 

ing perisome. Unless all these matters are taken into consideration, the 

describing of species amounts to little more than description of individual 

specimens. This in many cases is not without value in bringing to the 

knowledge of others a really new form, but when carried to excess it is 

the terror of the systematist who has to overhaul the work. Neverthe- 

less, there are writers who go on describing so-called new species upon 

the most imperfect material, from horizons from which numerous species 

of the same genus have been previously described, without comparison 

with the types or with authentic collections of known species. The earlier 

authors, in the infancy of Paleontology, before the great treasures of our 

crinoidal faunze had been brought to light, and without knowledge of the 

embryology of the Crinoids, may readily be excused for describing their 

species from such material as they had. But at the present day the only 

excuse for this class of work that can be found is the desire of the authors 

to see their names appended to the greatest possible number of species. A 
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crowning vice of the descriptions manufactured in this way, and one neces- 

sarily following the methods employed, is the frequent absence of any com- 

parison with other forms. All we have in many cases is the assurance of 

the author that the species is so unlike any other that a comparison is 

unnecessary. We have found in practice that a declaration of this kind 

is a badge of suspicion, and is one of the most common indications of a 

synonym. 

BURLINGTONENSIS GROUP. 

Dorsal cup moderately deep, cup-shaped ; plates rather heavy, and with- 

out ornamentation ; arms long. 

Platycrinus burlingtonensis 0. and Saum. 

Plate LXIX. Figs. 3a, b, c, d, e, f, g; hy, 4. 

1850. Owzw and SHumarp; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. (new series), Vol. II., Part 1, and 1852, U. S. 

Geol. Rep. of Wis., lowa, and Minn., p. 589, Plate 5A, Fig. 5. 

1873. Merk and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 452, Plate 3, Figs. 6a, 4, c. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 70 (Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 244). 

Syn. P. inornatus McCursney; 1859, Description of New Species, p. 6. Figured in the Trans. 
Chicago Acad. Sci., Vol. I., Plate 4, Figs. 3a, 4, as P. burlingtonensis. 

Syn. P. evsertus Hat, 1858; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 539. 

Syn. P. xodobrachiatus Hatr, 1858 (not 1861) ; ibid., p. 542. 
Syn. P. nucleiformis Har, 1858 ; ibid., p. 540. 

Syn. P. dautus 8S. A. Mizier, 1891; Geol. Sury. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 17, Figs. 3 and 4. 

Of medium size or less. Calyx a little higher than wide in the adult, 

width and length about equal in young specimens, the ventral disk oceupy- 

ing one fourth of the height. Dorsal cup bowl-shaped, slightly spreading to 

the arm bases; the base rounded in large specimens, more or less flattened 

and proportionally shorter in smaller ones. Plates moderately thick and 

without ornamentation; the radials toward the facets somewhat thickened 

or longitudinally convex, so as to give to the cup, as seen from below, 

a slightly pentangular outline. Basi-radial and interbasal sutures a. little 

grooved. iL 

Basal cup saucer-shaped, its height equal to half the length of the 

radials; the interbasal sutures rarely visible in the adult; the column facet 

circular and but little impressed. Radials about as long as wide, in large 

specimens somewhat longer, in smaller ones a shade shorter; wider at the 

top than at the bottom, the upper margins slightly incurving, and the 

superior angles truncated, especially at the anal side, where they form a 
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wide and rather deep notch. Facets occupying half the width of the 

plates, semi-circular, only excavated at their outer faces, the inner edges 

of the plates being in a straight line, which is slightly notched for the 

passage of the ambulacral vessels. Costals moderately large, sub-pentagonal; 

their lateral margins very short, directed outward and slightly upward. Dis- 

tichals and palmars once and a half as wide as long, the former giving off 

an arm to one side, and two palmars to the other, the latter two arms, 

making three arms to each subdivision, or six arms to the ray. Arms rather 

slender, very slightly tapering, rounded on the back, their five or six prox- 

imal plates wedge-form and uniserial, the succeeding ones biserial. The 

arm plates are nearly as long as wide, and each one is marked by a small, 

transverse elevation projecting from the sides of the arms. Pinnules nearly, 

or quite, in contact laterally. 

Ventral disk depressed hemispherical; orals large, tuberculous, excen- 

tric, and asymmetrically arranged ; disk ambulacra short and composed of 

few rather large pieces. The interambulacrals consist of a single row of 

three plates, of which the two at the sides are very narrow and bend 

abruptly outward; the middle one large, and resting invariably against the 

orals. The middle plate of the anal side, which is larger and sub-quadrangu- 

lar, is followed by two medium sized plates, and these by numerous smaller 

ones, which together form an elongate protuberance or short anal tube, 5 to 

6 mm. in length, directed upward, and curving slightly inward to the middle 

of the disk ; its lower margin, bordering the posterior oral, slightly truncat- 

ing its outer edge. Column moderately twisted, the joints decidedly elliptic 

in the adult, almost circular in young specimens. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa; 

and found at the same horizon throughout Missouri, and in Southwestern 

New Mexico. 

Remarks. —The subglobose form of the calyx, but still more the con- 

struction of the ventral disk with its incurving anal tube and the large 

interambulacral plates which invariably touch the orals, distinguish this 

species from all others known to us. 

In describing this species we had for comparison over sixty specimens of 

all sizes, from 12 mm., including arms, to 8 em., showing the modifications 

that took place in the growing Crinoid, in the form of the calyx and the 

structure of the arms. The calyx of young specimens is shorter, the base 

more depressed, the arms zigzag, and composed of long wedge-form plates, 
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the pinnules proportionally large and placed wide apart. Mall described a 

rather young specimen, evidently of this species, as P. nucleifornuis, another 

with somewhat deeper suture lines as P. exsertus, and one in which the arms 

are as yet in their embryonic state as P. nodobrachiutus ; while 8. A. Miller 

described as P. lautus a specimen showing the anal tube. 

Platycrinus symmetricus W. and Sp. 

Plate If, Fig. 16; Plate LXIX. Figs. Ta, 6, e. 

1890. W. and Sp.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIII., p. 186, Plate 15, Fig. 8. 

Below medium size; the specimens of light color, in marked contrast to 

Dichocrinus mornatus and other species from the same locality, which are 

dark. Calyx nearly as wide as high, the ventral disk depressed, and occupy- 

ing in adult specimens one third of the total height, a little more in the 

younger ones. Dorsal cup subturbinate, rising gradually from the top of the 

basals to the arm bases; basal cup small and short. Plates moderately 

heavy, almost flat except for the general curvature of the cup; the sur- 

face without ornamentation; the basi-radial and interradial sutures dis- 

tinetly channeled, the interbasal ones invisible. 

Basal cup shallow, rounded; the column facet proportionally large and 

circular. Radials a little longer than wide, increasing in width upwards; 

the limbs slightly curving inward, their upper faces sloping ; the middle por- 

tions of the plates somewhat projecting and thickened toward the facets ; 

the edges rather distinctly beveled. Facets shallow and directed upwards, 

their width equal to one half the diameter of the radials at the upper end. 

Costals trigonal, small, but completely filling the facets. Distichals and pal- 

mars one fourth wider than long, and the lower plates pinnule-bearing. The 

upper plate of the distichals gives off an arm to the outer side and two pal- 

mars with two arms to the. inner side, making six arms to the ray. The two 

proximal arm joints following the bifurcations cuneate and singly arranged, 

the succeeding ones biserial. Ventral disk low-convex, the plates very 

numerous and small. Orals rather symmetrically arranged, the posterior 

one a little larger than the others. The covering plates of the ambulacra 

form narrow ridges composed of two rows of small alternating pieces, which 

bifureate upon the disk, and remain closed to the ends of the distichals. The 

interambulacral spaces are deeply depressed, and at the four regular sides of 

the disk consist in full grown specimens of fifteen or more pieces, of which 
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the middle one of the first row is subtriangular in outline, and as large as 

four or five of the others together. The middle plate of the anal side is 

somewhat smaller, and subquadrangular. It is followed by a very large num- 

ber of minute pieces, which form a circular, well defined, rounded protuber- 

ance, extending from the orals to the large quadrangular plate. In young 

specimens (Plate III, Fig. 16), the orals are as large as in the adult (Plate 

LXIX., Fig. 1c); they are even more regularly arranged, and stand out con- 

spicuously over the surrounding part of the disk ; the ambulacra are shorter, 

and the interambulacral spaces consist of only five or six pieces, of which 

the middle one bears a central node. Column decidedly elliptic, except the 

proximal joints which are circular, and it has a rapid twist. The length of 

the stem, as observed in several specimens, does not exceed 15 cm.; its termi- 

nal part, after giving off a few short lateral cirri, ends in a sharp point. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kinderhook group ; Le Grand, Marshall Co., Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species differs from P. Agassizi of the same horizon, in 

the more spreading calyx, heavier plates, grooved suture lines, and the short 

and rounded basal cup without projecting rim. 

Platycrinus pileiformis Hatt. 

Plate LXIX. Fig. 5, and Plate LXX. Figs. 13a, b. 

1858. Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 529, Plate 8, Figs. 4a, J, c. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL., p. 74(Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila, p. 248). 

Syn. P. carchesium 8. A. Mitier ; Geol. Sury. of Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 23, Plate 4, Figs. 6, 7. 

Of medium size. Dorsal cup deep, about as high as wide, somewhat 

expanding upwards, rounded at the base. Plates rather thin, except the 

radials below the facets; surface smooth. 

Basal cup basin-shaped, evenly rounded, its height fully half the length 

of the radials, the middle portions slightly excavated for the column facet, 

which is circular; interbasal sutures rarely visible. Radials a little longer 

than wide, the sides almost parallel, the upper faces deeply notched, the 

notch of the anal side considerably wider and much deeper, giving to the 

posterior radials an asymmetrical form. Facets semi-circular, less than half 

the width of the plates, their upper margins but slightly excavated. Costals 

triangular in outline, generally occupying the full width of the facets, those 

of the same ray in sutural contact laterally, fully twice as wide as long, and 

giving off two arms each. Arms four to the ray, very heavy, subcylindrical, 
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tapering only near the tips; the two lower arm plates suturally connected 

and quadrangular; the five or six succeeding ones wedge-form and uni- 

serial, those beyond interlocking, and gradually turning into two series of 

transverse pieces with parallel upper and lower faces. Pinnules heavy, 

knife-like, the joints long and thickened at the ends. Ventral disk half the 

height of the dorsal cup, flattened at the summit, the sides steep, almost in 

a vertical line with the radials. The interambulacral spaces at the four regu- 

lar sides generally consist of six pieces, arranged in two rows; the middle 

one of the lower row large, the two at the sides very little curving, the three 

upper ones small. The interambulacrals of the anal side considerably wider, 

the middle plate of the first row shorter and descending to a lower level than 

the corresponding plates of the other sides, its lower faces making a right 

angle; the plates above numerous, forming a small protuberance, which 

opens out laterally, and is separated from the orals by several moderately 

large plates. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 

and Hannibal and Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks.— This species resembles P. burlingtonensis, but differs in the 

more elongate form of the calyx; it has no such anal tube as that species, 

its anus consisting of a simple opening directly through the disk. 

Miller’s P. carchesium, as described from the basals and radials only, can- 

not be separated from P. pileiformis. 

Platycrinus corbuliformis Rowzey and Hare. 

Plate LX XT. Figs. 11a, b. 

1891. Wansas City Scientist, p. 113, Plate 3, Figs. 1 and 2. 

Of the type of P. burlingtonensis, but the plates heavier and more spread- 

ing. Described from specimens in which only the basals, radials and a few 

of the interradial plates are preserved. Dorsal cup basin-shaped, rather 

rapidly spreading, and distinctly quinquelobate at the upper end; the plates 

convex and perfectly smooth; interbasal, basi-radial and interradial suture 

lines rather deeply depressed. 

Basals forming a shallow cup, with a deep circular depression at the 

lower face for the reception of the column, which occupies about one third 

the diameter of the cup; the lower margins a little bulging, and curving 

83 
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gently upward to meet the radials. Radials as wide as long, one fourth 

wider near the top than at the bottom; facets very large, occupying more 

than a third the width of the plates, and reaching down to almost one half 

their length; they are directed obliquely upwards, subcircular, and but 

slightly notched at the upper end; the surface concave, and perfectly 

smooth. The limbs of the radials bend a little inward, their upper faces 

abruptly truncated; they support three rather small interradial plates, of 

which the outer ones face the costals, and are in part interambulacral. 

Horizon and Locality. — Base of the Lower Burlington limestone; Bur- 

lington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Mr. R. R. Rowley of Louisiana, Mo. 

Platycrinus equiternus S. A. Mruuer. 

Plate LX XI. Fig. 12. 

1891. §. A. Miner; Bull. 4, Geol. Surv. Missouri, p. 14, Plate 1, Fig. 18. 
Syn. Platycrinus curryvillensis RowiEY and Hare, 1891; Kansas City Scientist, p. 98, Plate 2, 

Fig. 5. 

A moderately small species of the type of P. pileifornus Hall; described 

from the basals and radials only. Dorsal cup to the top of the radials obcon- 

ical, as wide as high, truncated below, the sides very little convex; cross- 

section somewhat quinquelobate. Plates flat and without ornamentation ; 

suture lines not ‘grooved and rather obscure. 

Basals closely anchylosed, forming a truncated, rapidly expanding basin, 

equal in height to half the length of the radials; the lower face sufficiently 

depressed to contain the proximal stem joint, which is circular and slightly 

serrated around the edge. Radials longer than wide, gradually expanding, 

convex longitudinally, the convexity increasing toward the facets; the slop- 

ing upper faces toward the anal side deeper, and forming a broader notch; 

the facets of the two posterior radials pushed to one side. Facets semi- 

ovoid, slightly concave, the upper edge a little excavated ; they occupy half 

the width of the plates, and nearly one third their length, project abruptly 

outward, and face laterally. 

Horizon and Locality. —Chouteau limestone ; Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. F. A. Sampson, Sedalia. 

- 
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Platycrinus insolens Rowuzey and Hare. 

Plate LXXI. Fig. 15. 

1891. Kansas City Scientist, p. 98, Plate 2, Fie. 4. 

Type of P. burlingtonensis ; described from the basals and radials. These 
plates form a moderately small, spreading cup, with very slightly convex, 

nearly straight sides, and broadly truncated base; cross-section near the 

upper end obscurely pentangular. Plates rather strong. 

Base saucer-shaped ; upper face produced into sharp angles; lower face 

perfectly flat, spreading outward into a short, well defined rim, fully twice 

as wide as the column, and somewhat fluted at the margin; column facet 

round. Interbasal sutures invisible; basi-radial and interradial sutures 

slightly depressed. Radials about one fifth wider at the top than at the 

bottom, their length equal to their greatest width; longitudinally convex, a 

little contracted at the upper end; the faces supporting the interradial pieces 

almost horizontal, and but slightly truncated at the anal side. Articular 

facets occupying one third the width of the plates; directed obliquely upward, 

their surfaces being covered with fine radiating stris and an obscure trans- 

verse ridge, but without perforation. 

Horizon and Locality. — Chouteau limestone; near Curryville, Mo. 

Types in the collection of Mr. Rowley. 

Remarks. — This species resembles P. equiternus Miller; but the latter 

has a more concave base, the facets of the radials are more projecting and 

directed almost horizontally. It also approaches P. Brittsi, but the radial 

facets are much wider and larger generally. 

Platycrinus Britsi S. A. Mixer. 

Plate LXXI. Fig. 10. 

1891. §S. A. Mitrer; Bull. No. 4, Geol. Sury. Missouri, p. 23, Plate 3, Figs. 3 and 4. 

Comparable with P. cquiternus Miller, and P. insolens Rowley and 

Hare. Of medium size. Calyx to the top of the radials cup-shaped, 

wider than high, broadly truncated at the bottom, the sides convex, 

more rapidly expanding at the basals than at the radials, Plates thick, 
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their surface smooth ; basi-radial and interradial suture lines distinct, but not 

grooved. 

Basals forming a low basin, with a short rim extending outward from the 

lower end; the bottom slightly excavated for the reception of the stem; the 

plates closely anchylosed, and interbasal sutures invisible. Column facet 

large, circular, the extreme outer margin striated; axial canal very small. 

Radials as wide as long, a fifth wider near the top than at the bottom, 

thickened around the facets; the sides supporting the interradials very 

short. Facets unusually wide, occupying three fourths the width of the 

plates, directed obliquely upwards, a little concave, and provided with a low 

transverse ridge. The costals occupy the whole width of the facet, are 

extremely short, and very slightly angular; their sloping faces with a trans- 

verse ridge and a shallow fossa to the outer side of it. Structure of all 

other parts unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Chouteau group, at Pin Hook bridge, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. Sampson. 

Platycrinus pisum Rowzey and Harz. 

Plate LXXT. Figs. 13a, 0. 

1891. Kansas City Scientist, p. 113, Plate 3, Fig. 3. 

A very small species. Calyx spherical, about as wide as high, the dorsal - 

cup a little higher than the tegmen, the sides almost at right angles to the 

truncated base. Plates finely granular, the sutures moderately grooved, 

except those between the basals, which are invisible. 

Base disk-like, flat, only the edges curving upwards; the place of attach- 

ment for the column circular, elevated slightly above the plane of the base ; 

its extreme outer margin striated. Radials a little wider than long, the 

sides parallel; facets occupying half the width of the plates, and nearly 

a third of their length, semicircular, having no notch at the upper edge. 

Interradial plates somewhat depressed and directed obliquely upwards, ex- 

cept at the anal side, where they are erect and form the base of a rather 

prominent anal protuberance, composed of minute plates. The orals are 

large and convex; they rest upon the first row of interradials and against 

a large radial dome plate, there being no covering plates in the calyx. 

Structure of arms unknown. 
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Horizon and Locality. — Base of Lower Burlington limestone; Louisi- 
ana, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. Rowley. 

Remarks, — From the small size of the specimen, and the structure of the 
ventral disk, we are inclined to believe that it represents a very young form 
of P. burlingtonensis. 

Platycrinus quinquenodus Wate. 

Plate LXXI. Figs. 14a, b, c. 

1862. .Wutre; Proceed. Boston Society Nat. Hist., p. 18. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 74 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 248). 
Syn. P. planobasalis Rowiey and Harx, 1891; Kansas City Scientist, p. 97, Plate 2, Fig. 1. 

Of moderate size. Calyx rather rapidly and evenly spreading from the 

truncated base to half the height of the ventral disk; the lower brachials 

directed almost horizontally. Ventral disk as high as the cup, distinctly 

convex, extended outward to the top of the distichals, and forming well de- 

fined lobes, which give to the calyx a sharply quinquelobate outline. Plates 

of the dorsal cup heavy and without ornamentation, except that the base is 

marked by five rounded nodes, interradially disposed and directed down- 

ward. Basi-radial and interradial sutures channeled. 

Basal cup deep, fully two thirds the length of the radials, truncated at 

the bottom, the sides gradually spreading. Radials as long as wide, wider 

-above than below, the median portions below the facets much the thickest ; 

the lower faces almost straight, the upper angles deeply truncated and 

forming with the corresponding sides of adjoining plates deep notches; the 

notch of the anal side considerably deeper, extending down to fully one 

third the length of the plates. Facets semicircular, facing almost horizon- 

tally, the upper end not notched, or only a very little. Costals pentangular, 

the upper faces concave. Distichals nearly twice as wide as long, those of 

the same ray in sutural contact laterally, the upper ones axillary. Structure 

of arms unknown. Plates of the disk nodose, except the interambulacrals of 

the anal side, which are barely convex. Orals very large, almost symmettri- 

cally arranged ; the posterior one a little larger and wedged in between the 

others. The plates of the disk ambulacra large and tuberculous, extending 

out to the ends of the distichals and forming rigid tubular extensions. Inter- 

ambulacrals three, the middle one twice as long as the two at the sides, but 

without touching the orals. The middle plate of the anal side considerably 
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smaller than the corresponding plates of the other sides, and placed at 

a higher level than the middle one. The plates surrounding the anal opening 

not projecting; the opening low down, and directed laterally. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zoilogy. 

Remarks. —This species differs from all others of this group in the abrupt 

spreading of the lower brachials, and the quinquelobate outline of the calyx. 

The nodes upon the basals, although quite distinct in the type, are in other 

specimens but faintly represented, and sometimes absent altogether. 

Platycrinus Halli Suum. 

Plate LX XII. Figs. Ga, b, and 7a, b. 

1865. Saumarp; Catal. Paleoz. Foss. North Amer., p. 888 (Trans. Acad. Sci., St. Louis, Vol. IT.). 

1873. Merex and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 454, Plate 3, Figs. 32, 4, c, d. 
Syn. P. planus Har (not O. and Suvm.); Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., Plate 8, Figs. 6a, 4. 
Syn. P. ol/a Haut, 1861 (not De Kontncx and Lenon 1853); Descr. New Spec. Crin., p. 16. 

A rather large species; the calyx large in proportion to the length of 

the arms, one fifth higher than wide; height of the ventral disk, as compared 

with that of the dorsal cup, as two to three, the former hemispherical, the 

latter bell-shaped, widest around the facets. Plates of the dorsal cup slightly 

convex, thickened below the facets, and rather heavy throughout; inter- 

radial sutures somewhat depressed, giving to the cup a slightly pentangular 

outline. 

Height of base- equal to half the length of the radials, the outer surface 

regularly rounded, except beneath the column, which rests within a circular 

depression ; sutures between the plates often visible. Radials a little longer 

than wide, slightly spreading, somewhat irregular in form, especially the 

posterior ones, which are frequently wider than the others and asymmetri- 

cal, owing to the wider and deeper truncation of the upper angles at the 

anal side. Facets rather wide and deep, semicircular to semiovoid, the upper 

edges slightly notched. Costals irregularly pentagonal with concave upper 

faces; rarely trigonal. Distichals, palmars and post-palmars from once and 

a half to twice as wide as long; the distichals of the same ray in sutural 

contact laterally, but among the palmars and post-palmars only the plates 

of the same subdivisions. Arms seven to eight to the ray, quite short and 

moderately heavy, their two or three proximal plates cuneate and alternately 

arranged, the succeeding ones arranged biserially ; the latter rather long, 
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their upper and lower faces parallel, the outer lateral faces provided with a 
sharp projection placed in front of the pinnules. 

Ventral disk convex, gradually curving to the summit, quinquelobate as 

seen from above, the plates slightly convex. Orals rather asymmetrically 

arranged ; the posterior one larger than the other four, and pushed in be- 

tween them. Ambulacral plates of the first order consisting of but few 
large pieces of rather irregular arrangement, those of the second order 
about one half smaller. Interambulacral plates of the regular sides five 
in two rows; the middle one of the first row large, elongate, hexangular, 
much narrower at the top than at the bottom, and deeply wedged in between 
the radials; the two at the sides very narrow, the edges toward the ambu- 

lacra deeply scalloped by adjoining covering-pieces. Anal side considerably 

larger, the notch between the radials deeper ; the middle plate much shorter, 

wider and pentangular, supporting upon its sloping upper faces two smaller 

pieces, which, being at a higher level, form with their lower faces and with 

the sloping lower sides of the middle plate a sharp angle; the plates of the 

first row are followed by numerous smaller ones, which form a large rounded 

protuberance, containing the anus. Column moderately large; the three 

upper joints circular, the lower ones distinctly elliptic. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

fiemarks. —This species resembles P. pileiformis in the form of the calyx ; 

but the plates are heavier, the arms comparatively shorter, not so heavy, and 
much more numerous. 

Platycrinus acclivus S. A. Mitter. 

1891. S. A. Minter; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 4, p- 12, Plate 1, Figs. 9 and 10. 

According to Miller, the dorsal cup somewhat obconoidal, nearly one half 
higher than wide, slightly “ angular in the direction of the arms,” sutures 

distinct but not beveled, surface apparently smooth, but the specimen may 

not have preserved the surface ornamentation. Basals form an obconic, sub- 

pentagonal cup, a little wider than high, and truncated below. Radials a 

little longer than wide, very slightly expanding above, and terminating 
in an upward, central prolongation for the reception of the costals. Facets 
facmg upward; less than one third the width of the plates, subcircular in 
outline, with the exception of a slight truncation at the inner side, and a 
small concave ambulacral furrow. Column round at the proximal end, “the 
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’ 
plates radiately furrowed near the outer margin.” Miller says: “ This species 

need not be mistaken for any other, because in P. planus, and others having 

any resemblance to it, the angularity of the cup follows the radial sutures, 

and there are deep excavations for the insertion of the second radials 

(costals).” 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the collection of S. A. Miller, Cincmnati. 

Remarks. —We do not quite understand what Miller means by “ radial 
? sutures ;”’ whether he alludes to the interbasal sutures which are radially dis- 

posed, or to the inter-radial sutures. The species was described by Miller 

from an imperfect specimen in which, as shown by the figure, only the basals 

and portions of the radials were preserved, and it is possibly identical with 

some other Burlington species. Our description is made after Miller, we 

having no specimens for comparison. 

Platycrinus incomptus Wurtz. 

Plate LXXI. Figs. 1, 2,3; Plate LXVII. Fig. 6. 

1862. Wuuire; Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VII., p. 503. 

1873. Merk and Worrnen ; Geol. Rep. linois, Vol. V., p. 459, Plate 3, Fig. 7. 
1881. W. and Sr.; Revision, Part II., p. 72 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 246). 

Almost as large as P. Halli, and in the form of the calyx often closely 

resembling it, but differing essentially in the branching of the arms. Height 

of dorsal cup compared with the width as four to five in large specimens, 

and as three to four in small ones, the base of the latter being proportion- 

ally shorter, and rather distinctly flattened; the sides somewhat convex. 

Plates moderately heavy, the surface smooth or indistinctly granular, their 

edges slightly beveled, and the basi-radial and interradial suture lines 

depressed or broadly channeled. 

Basals more or less truncated at the bottom; the intervening sutures 

frequently visible in young specimens. Radials about as long as wide, the 

height rarely exceeding the width, a little wider near the top than at the 

bottom ; the median portions of the plates much heavier than their mar- 

gins; the upper faces on either side of the facets sloping and forming a 

notch, of which the one at the anal side is wider and deeper than the others. 

Facets semi-circular to semi-ovoid, facing obliquely upwards, very little ex- 

cavated, their upper edges straight; the ambulacral notch, if represented at 

all, very small. Costals pentagonal or trigonal in the same specimen. When 
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trigonal, the outer end of the first distichal barely touches the radials. Dis- 

tichals placed obliquely, about as long as half their width, the axillary 

obtusely angular above. There are from six to nine higher orders of 

brachials above the costals, of which the proximal ones consist of two 

pieces each, the succeeding ones of three each, all giving off from their 

axillaries at one side an arm, and from the opposite side the next order 

of brachials. The plates of the different orders decrease in width upward, 

but not in length, those of the higher orders being almost as lone as wide, 

while those of the lower orders in large specimens are almost twice as wide 

as long. In young specimens all the brachials are proportionally longer, and 

the bifurcations extend to nearly the full length of the rays; while in the 

adult they rise to only half way up. Arms biserial from the second plate 

after the axillary, short for the size of the calyx, and all rise to the same 

height. They are composed of moderately long joints, and each one has 

a well defined lateral projection for the support of a pinnule. 

Form of the ventral disk unknown; we observed, however, from a 

crushed specimen that it is composed of convex pieces apparently of a simi- 

lar arrangement to that of P. Hail, except that the ambulacral pieces are 

more projecting and comparatively smaller. The large interambulacral plate 

of the first row at the anal side is somewhat bulging outward, and wider than 

long. Column elliptic and twisted, the long diameter of the joints being at 

25 em. from the calyx twice as long as the short one. The joints increase 

gradually downward to three times the length of those at the top, and near 

the base of the stem give off from their sharp ends two rows of small cirri, 

which follow the twist. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Towa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zovlogy. 

Remarks. —In the branching of the arms this species approaches the 

genus Hucladocrinus, but while in the latter the successive orders of brachials 

form tubular appendages of the calyx closed from all sides, in P. incomptus 

they retain the characteristics of arm plates, being provided with open 

furrows. The type specimen shows the bifurcations only to the third axil- 

laries above the costals, and it was supposed the species had but four arms 

to each side of the ray; while in fact it has from seven to ten, or as many 

as twenty arms to the full ray in some specimens. 

84 
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Platycrinus lodensis Hatz and Wuirr. 

Plate LX XI. Fig. 6. 

1875. Hatt and Wurrrimtp; Geol. Rep. Ohio, Vol. II., Part II., p. 168, Plate 11, Fig. 3. 

1881. W.and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 72 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 246). 

Of medium size. Dorsal cup deeply cup-shaped, the sides almost par- 

allel; the plates thin and without ornamentation; the suture lines not 

grooved. 

Basals placed almost horizontally, forming a very shallow, saucer-shaped 

pentangular disk, with a slightly projecting column facet. Radials rather 

large, their height equal to the width or slightly exceeding it; their sides 

almost parallel, thickened toward the facets, the upper faces a little sloping 

at the ends, and forming a small notch. Radial facets deeply excavated to 

fully two thirds the width of the plates. Costals trigonal, the lower face 

distinctly convex. Distichals two; the first resting completely within the 

facet, once and a half as wide as long; the second a little wider, and free at 

the outer side, but suturally connected with its fellow of the same ray; the 

upper angle obtuse, supporting two arms, making four to the ray. Arms 

proportionally long and heavy throughout their full length, rounded on the 

back and sides. They are composed from the second or third plate up of a 

double series of short, transverse pieces. Structure of ventral disk unknown. 

Columnar joints very slightly elliptic. 

Horizon and Locality. — Cuyahoga shales, Waverly group, at Lodi, Medina 

Co., and at Royalton, Ohio. 

Type at Columbia College, New York. 

Remarks. —The form and size of the distichals are not correctly repre- 

sented in Hall and Whitfield’s figure, and were changed in our figure from a 

specimen in our collection. 
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Platycrinus contritus Hatz and Wuarrr. 

Plate LXXTI. Fig. S. 

1863. Hatn and Wuirrietp; 17th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 54; and 1875, Geol. Surv. of 
Ohio, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 166, Plate 11, Fig. 4. 

This species we only know from the description and figure. Dorsal cup 

broad, short, concave at the base for the reception of a large column. Plates 

without ornamentation. Base one third the length of the dorsal cup, form- 

ing a sharp angle at the lower edge, and slightly projecting outward. 

Radials wider than high, somewhat spreading. Costals subpentangular, 

with short lateral faces. The distichals longer than the costals. Arms four 

to five to the ray, short, strong, and biserial.* All other parts unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Shales of the Waverly group at Richfield, Summit 

Co., Ohio. 

Type in the New York State Cabinet at Albany. 

Platycrinus ollicula 8. A. Mrzrer.t 

1891. §. A. Mitter; Geol. Rep. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 19, Plate 2, Figs. 7, 8. 

From medium size to larger. Dorsal cup tub-shaped, having a wide, flat 

bottom, slightly constricted at the top of the basals, whence it expands very 

gradually upwards. Plates thick and convex; sutures beveled; surface 

finely granular. Basals stretched out horizontally, forming a disk of which 

the edges project beyond the lower ends of the radials in the form of a rim, 

the latter being the only part of the base seen in a side view. Radials a 

little longer than wide, slightly spreading, their greatest convexity below 

the facets, the lower face forming a straight line, the upper faces not notched 

at all, or very little. Facets shallow but wide, occupying more than two 

thirds the width of the plates, and facing upwards. All other parts 
unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Chouteau group, at Pin Hook bridge, and at 

Leucke’s quarry, near Sadalia, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. Sampson. 

* The description says four arms in the three anterior rays, and five in the two posterior ones; but if the 
position of the small basal is correctly figured, the five arms do not occur in the posterior, but in the anterior 
rays. 

+ We are unable to give a figure of this species, and the description is made after Miller’s. 
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PLANUS GROUP. 

Calyx elongate ; the plates thin and without ornamentation; upper faces 

of the radials straight, or very little sloping toward the angles. 

Platycrinus planus O. and Su. 

Plate LXIX. Figs. 2a, b, c, d. 

1850. Owen and Suumarp; Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. (new series), Vol. II., Parts I. and II., p. 57; 
also U. S. Geol. Surv. Minn., Iowa, and Wisc., p. 587, Plate 54, Fig. 4a (not 44 = P. 

Pratteni). 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL, p. 74 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 248). (not P. planus 

Hatt, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., Plate 8, Figs. 6, =P. Halli; nor P. planus, Meek 

and Wortuen, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. III, Plate 16, Fig. 6 = P. Prattent). 
Syn. Platyerinus bloomfieldensis S. A. Mituer, 1879; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. II., Plate 

15, Fig. 4. 

A moderately large species. Calyx elongate. Dorsal cup goblet-shaped, 

higher than wide in large specimens, height and width about equal in 

smaller ones; basal cup deep, obconical, slightly truncate at the bottom; 

radials a very little spreading to the facets, the latter projecting so as to 

give to the cup, as seen from above, a slightly pentagonal outline. Plates 

thin and perfectly smooth; the suture lines rather indistinct. 

Basal cup large, obconical, its height equal to two fifths the height of the 

dorsal cup; the lower face slightly truncated but not excavated, obscurely 

elliptic, and covered completely by the column. Radials longer than wide, 

the sides almost parallel; the limbs somewhat inflected and knife-like at 

their superior edges, where they form almost a straight line with those of 

adjoining plates; the median portions of the plates slightly thickened, thin- 

ning out gradually toward the sutures. Width of the facets one third the 

diameter of the plates; horse-shoe-shaped, deeply excavated, and facing up- 

wards. Costals short, trigonal, occupying the whole width of the facets, 

their sloping upper faces concave. Distichals twice as wide as long, and 

as long as the costals; the lower ones of the same ray in sutural contact. 

Palmars and post-palmars three fourths as long as wide, their lower plates 

connected by suture. Arms four to each subdivision; or eight to the ray ; 

very long, rounded on the back, and but very slightly decreasing in width. 

The arm joints moderately short, the intervening suture lines distinctly 

waving. Pinnules long and in close contact laterally. The ventral disk, 

so far as observed from the fragments preserved, extends up almost vertically 
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to near the top of the first row of interradial pieces, which curve abruptly 

inward, so as to form with the other plates a flat surface at the top. The 

summit plates slightly convex. Anus excentric. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and at the same horizon in Hannibal and Sedalia, Mo. 

ftemarks. — This species may be readily recognized by its extremely thin 

plates, conical base, narrow and deep horse-shoe-shaped facets, long, slender 

arms, eight to the ray, and the waving suture lines between the arm plates. 

We regard P. elegans, described by Hall in the Boston “Journal of Natural 

History,” as a young Platycrinus planus; the type has uniserial arms, and 

around stem, which clearly shows that it is an immature specimen. The 

figure which Hall gives of it in Bull. 4 of the N. Y. State Cabinet is crushed 

and somewhat misleading with regard to the form of the dorsal cup, which is 

not turbinate as described, but the sides are almost parallel along the radials, 

and spread upwards but little, if any. We figure on Plate LXIX, Fig. 

2d, a similar specimen, but somewhat more mature, which already has inter- 

locking plates in the upper half of the arms, while in the lower part the arms 

are zigzag, and their joints long and uniserial. The joints of the young stem 
are remarkably long and circular, resembling those of a young Comatula in 

the Pentacrinus stage, being at 3 cm. from the calyx almost as long as wide, 

and there are no internodal joints interposed between them. Another speci- 
men in our collection, which in all other respects agrees with the preceding 

one, has uniserial arms throughout like Hall’s P. elegans. 

Platycrinus Agassizi W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXIX. Fig. 4. 

Syn. = planus (2) W. and Sr. (not Own and Suvum.); Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIIL, p. 188, Plate 16, 
ig. 8. 

Smaller than P. planus. Dorsal cup elongate, the sides along the radials 
almost cylindrical, very slightly expanding at the middle, its lower margin 
produced into a sharply edged projecting rim, which in form resembles an 
upper stem joint, but is larger and tripartite. Plates very thin, without 
ornamentation, and the suture lines without grooves. 

Basals forming a shallow basin, in height from one fourth to one third the 
length of the dorsal cup. Radials quadrangular, a little longer than wide; the 
plates somewhat thickened longitudinally, giving to the facets some promi- 
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nence; their upper angles not truncated, or very slightly, and the superior 

faces of adjoining limbs forming almost a straight line. Radial facets 

rather shallow, facing upwards. Costals short, occupying the full width of 

the facets, subtrigonal, the upper angle obtuse. Distichals and palmars as 

long as the costals, and fully once and a half as wide as long; the lower 

plates of the same ray suturally connected. Arms six to the ray, exception- 

ally two or four in one of the subdivisions; they are long, cylindrical, and 

but slightly tapering. Arm plates placed obliquely, sloping to the sides, the 

lines of union somewhat waving. Pinnules closely packed. The structure 

of the ventral disk has not been observed, being almost completely covered 

by the arms in our specimens; only portions of the middle plate of the first 

interradial row are visible, which at the four regular sides are marked by 

a conspicuous, sharply triangular convexity, while at the anal side the con- 

vexity is quadrangular, and the plate itself bulges outward, indicating the 

presence of some sort of protrusion in connection with the anus. Stem 

distinctly elliptic, the two upper joints circular, and smaller than the dia- 

meter of the basal rim. 

Horizon and Locality. —Kinderhook group; Le Grand, Marshall Co., 

Towa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. —This form was referred by us in 1890 with considerable 

doubt to P. planus O. and Sh. More perfect specimens since obtained show 

that it differs from that species more distinctly than we had supposed, and in 

redescribing it as a new species we name it in memory of Professor Louis 

Agassiz. P. planus is a larger species than P. Agassizi, the base is conical in 

place of rounded, and it has no such rim at the lower end. This rim, which 

is represented in every specimen, is so conspicuous, and resembles so closely 

a stem joint, that we were at first inclined to regard it as such, but on grind- 

ing its surface we discovered plainly the interbasal suture lines. P. planus 

also has a greater number of arms, the arm joints are longer and about 

horizontal, while in P. Agassizi they slope at quite an angle outward. It 

differs from P. Pratteni in the much smaller size of the calyx, and in having 

proportionally much longer arms. 
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Platycrinus Pratteni Worruen. 

Plate LXX. Figs. 11, 12. 

1860. Wortnen; Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, Vol. I., p. 569. 
1881. W.and Sp.; Revision, Part IT., p. 74 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p- 248). 

Syn. P. planus (in part) —Owen and Suumarp; U.S. Geol. Rep. of Minn. Iowa and Wisc., p- 
587, Plate 54, Fig. 4b (not 4c). Also Merx and Worrnen, 1866; Geol. Rep. Llinois, Vol. 
IIL, p. 467, Plate 16, Fig. 6. 

A large species of the type of P. planus. Calyx elongate, very large in 
proportion to the length of the arms. Dorsal cup once and a half as high as 
wide, almost cylindrical along the radials, but rapidly spreading at the basals, 
which form a moderately deep pentangular basin with its upper angles 
slightly curving upwards; the lower margins projecting outward and form- 
ing a conspicuous rim around the edge, which often is twice as wide as the 
column. Plates quite thin and perfectly smooth; the radials slightly thick- 
ened along the median line. 

Height of basal cup almost one half the length of the radials, its upper 
edges very thin, and overlapping the lower edges of the radials; interbasal 
sutures obsolete. Radials about once and a half as long as wide; the sides 
parallel or very slightly constricted at the top and bottom; the lower face 
convex, the upper angles scarcely truncated. The lower faces of the radials 
and the upper faces of the basals in some specimens contain tooth-like pro- 
Jections fitting into each other like interlocking sutures, Radial facets semi- 
circular, occupying nearly half the width of the plates, and filled completely 
by the costals, which are subtrigonal, with concave upper faces. Arms from 
ten to twelve to the ray, comparatively short, rather thin, and very little 
tapering. The arm plates moderately short and slightly waving. Pinnules 
long and in close contact laterally. Of the ventral disk only the middle 
plate of the first interradial row has been observed, which is comparatively 
small and subtrigonal. The two proximal joints of the column circular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 
Type in the Mlinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — This species was confounded by Owen and Shumard, and 
also by Meek, with P. planus, from which it differs in the larger size, the 
proportionally much smaller and thinner arms, the projecting rim of the 
basal cup, and in the undulated basi-radial suture lines. 
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Platycrinus graphicus Hart and Wuirr. 

Plate LXXI. Fig. 7. 

1863. Hatz and Wurrrrerp; 17th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist., p. 55; and 1875, Geol. Sury. Olio 
Vol. IL, Part IL, p. 166, Plate 11, Fig. 2. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 72 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 246). 

Syn. P. richfieldensis Hatt and Wurtr.; 1875, Geol. Surv. of Ohio, Vol. II., Part IL., p. 167, Plate 

11, Fig. 1. 

Below medium size. The known specimens of this species are badly 

crushed, and it is impossible to give the form and proportions of the calyx, 

but probably the dorsal cup was moderately short and rounded at the base. 

The plates are thin and without ornamentation. 

Basal cup apparently deep, its height being probably equal to half the 

length of the radials. Radials wider than long, subquadrangular, thickened 

in the middle, the upper faces of the limbs very slightly sloping, and but 

little excavated for the facet, which faces upwards, and occupies half the 

width of the plate. Costals rather large, the upper angle sharply pointed, 

the upper sloping faces distinctly concave. Distichals free from their origin, 

considerably narrower than the costals, a little longer than wide. Arms four 

to the ray, rather delicate, the four or five lower joints wedge-form and 

alternately arranged, the succeeding ones arranged in two series and sub- 

* quadrangular ; all joints moderately long. The pinnules in adult specimens 

in contact laterally. Structure of ventral disk unknown. Column joints 

nearly circular, angular around their edges. The column is composed of 

rather long joints, which alternate with shorter ones, from which we infer 

that this species possessed internodal joints. 

Horizon and Locality. — Shales of the Waverly group, Richfield, Summit 

Co., Ohio. 

Type in the New York State Cabinet at Albany. 

Remarks.— The specimen figured by Hall and Whitfield as P. richfiel- 

densis undoubtedly represents an immature specimen of P. graphicus. The 

authors admit the strong resemblance of the two forms, but separate them 

upon the arm structure. They described the arms of P. richfieldensis as 

being “composed of a double series of obtusely wedge-form plates in the 

lower [upper] part,* the sharp or narrow edges of which extend nearly 

* The description says “lower part,” which obviously is meant for xpper part, and “upper part” in the 
next line for dower part. 
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across the arm; in the upper [lower] part the arm plates are proportionally 

longer, and extend entirely across, but separating very slightly the two 

adjacent plates on the opposite side, making a single range of plates, with 

their longer faces alternately on opposite sides.” This is exactly the con- 

dition of the arms in every young Platycrinus when it enters the biserial 

stage. 

Platycrinus Sampsoni 8. A. Minter. 

Plate LX X. Fig. 10. 

1891. S, A. Minter; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 13, Plate 1, Fig. ial, 

A large species of a very unusual form. Dorsal cup cylindrical almost 

throughout its full length, perhaps a little narrower at the upper end; the 

base broadly truncated. Plates thin and smooth, the suture lines very 

slightly grooved. The basal cup resembles a very low disk with nearly 

erect sides; it is very broadly truncated at the bottom, the sides slightly 

expanding ; the upper faces form an almost straight line around the cup, 

the angles being so obscure as to be scarcely perceptible ; height of the cup 

equal to a little more than one third the length of the radials; the inter- 

basal suture lines barely visible. Radials of unequal size, some of them 

much wider than others, the widest ones about once and a half as wide as 

long, the narrow ones almost twice as long as wide; the sides parallel. 

Facets surrounded by a projecting rim; they are narrow, moderately deep, 

and directed upwards. All other parts unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 

and Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. Sampson. 

Remarks. — Described by Miller from a natural cast, but the species is so 

remarkable that it is readily identified. We possess of it a nearly perfect 

dorsal cup from which our description was made. 

85 
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Platycrinus equalis Hatt. 

Plate LXXI. Figs. 4a, 6, and 5. 

1861. Hatz; Descr. of New Spec. of Crinoids, p. 17. 

1873. Muprx and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Llinois, Vol. V., p. 456, Plate 3, Fig. 8. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 70 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., p. 244). 

Syn. P. datiola 8. A. Minter; Geol. Sury. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 22, Plate 3, Figs. 1 and 2. 

Calyx of medium size, the arms proportionally long. Dorsal cup bell- 

shaped, rounding below to near the column facet, which is distinctly elliptic 

and somewhat protuberant, giving to the sides of the base just above a 

slightly concave outline; the radials a little convex, and more or less 

spreading to the facets, which are surrounded by a thickened rim. Plates 

a little thicker than in the preceding species, moderately convex, and with- 

out ornamentation. The basi-radial and interbasal suture lines generally 

forming broad, shallow depressions. 

Basal cup deep, its height about two thirds the length of the radials, 

somewhat quinquelobate as seen from below, a little bulging in a radial 

direction, depressed interradially ; the upper margin slightly beveled, pro- 

ducing a moderate constriction along the suture line. Radials quite thin at 

their edges, thickened in the middle, a little longer than wide, and usually 

wider at the upper end than at the lower; the superior angles slightly trun- 

cated. The facets subquadrangular, deep, rather long, their width equal to 

one half the transverse dimension of the plates. Costals trigonal, very small, 

occupying but one third the width of the facets, which enclose one or both 

distichals. Distichals and palmars twice as wide as long, free above their 

first plates. Arms varying from six to ten to the ray; long, widest at the 

middle, gradually tapering to the tips, the dorsal surface somewhat flattened. 

The three or four proximal arm pieces cuneate and singly arranged, the 

biserial ones above shorter and presenting a curious flexure or genicula- 

tion in the middle, so as to give a zigzag appearance to the transverse 

sutures between them. Pinnules in close contact, and composed of joints 

three to four times as long as wide. Ventral disk unknown. Column 

elliptic, the long diameter of the joints more than twice as great as the 

shorter one. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Pleasant Grove, and 

Burlington, Iowa. 
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Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — The peculiar form of the dorsal cup, the elliptic projecting 

column facet, combined with the arm structure, distinguish this species 

readily from all others known to us. 

TRUNCATULUS GROUP. 

Plates without ornamentation ; costals two. 

Platycrinus truncatulus Hatt. 

Plate LXVUI. Figs. 11a, b, and Plate LX XI. Figs. 18a, b. 

1858. Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IT., p. 538. 

1881. W.and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 75 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 249). 

A small species. Dorsal cup basin-shaped, more than once and a half 

as wide as high, broadly truncate at the bottom, the sides slightly convex 

and moderately spreading. Plates heavy, considering the small size of the 

species; surface smooth ; suture lines not grooved and difficult to see. Arms 

unknown. 

Basal cup very shallow, only the upper angles and the extreme upper 

margins of the sides visible in a side view; these curve abruptly upwards by 

a sharp angle; the lower face perfectly flat, except that the column facet 

is surrounded by a small circular ridge; the interbasal suture lines somewhat 

elevated. Radials one fourth wider at the upper end than at the lower, the 

width of the lower face equal to the length of the lateral faces, the upper 

angles distinctly truncated. Facets narrow, semicircular, the excavation 

limited entirely to the outer edges of the plates, the inner edges forming 

a straight line. Costals two, the lower plate shorter than the upper, twice 

as wide as long and quadrangular, the upper one hexagonal, its upper angle 

truncated, and the distichals separated by a wide gap. Distichals two, as 

long as wide, the second axillary indicating another division above. Ventral 

disk slightly convex, the plates almost flat. Orals rather regularly arranged, 

and small. The ambulacral pieces rising above the general level; very 

narrow, small, and as regularly arranged as in any of the recent Crinoids. 

Interambulacral plates numerous; the first of the regular sides very large, 

its sides resting against the first costals, the two at the sides, which in this 

species are extremely small, touch but slightly the second ; the plates above 

very minute. At the anal side there are three plates abreast ; the middle 
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one narrower and shorter than the corresponding plate of the other sides, 

the adjoining ones a little smaller. The succeeding plates are small, and 

form a tubular inflation which contains the anus. Of the column only the 

six proximal joints have been observed, all of which are circular. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — This and the succeeding species differ from all other Platy- 

crivi known to us in having two costals. That this is not an abnormity, but 

a constant character in this species, is proved by the fact that we observed 

the same thing in four specimens and in all the rays. The species also 

departs from others in having but one interradial in contact with the radi- 

als, and the stem joints are apparently circular. Jf we were certain that 

the latter structure also occurred in P. eriensis, we should propose for the 

two species a new generic name. 

Platycrinus eriensis Hatt. 

1862. Hat; 15th Rep. N. Y. State Cab. of Natural History, p. 119, Plate 1, Fig. 1. 

A small species, the dorsal cup scarcely more than 5 mm. in height, the 

arms three times as long. Basals anchylosed, curving gently upwards; the 

column facet comparatively large, bordered by a thickened rim. Radials a 

little wider than long, slightly spreading; the interradial sutures marked 

by a sharp line. The median line of the plates more prominent below the 

facets. Facets nearly one third the width of the plate. Costals two, the 

first quadrangular, the second pentangular, giving off two simple arms. Arm 

joints uniserial, as far as preserved, strong, subangular, thickened at their 

extremities, and supporting strong pinnules. Surface of plates granulose. 

The strong subangular joints of the arms, and the strong pinnules, are 

marked characters. 

Horizon and Locality. — In the shales of the Hamilton group, near Ham- 

burgh, Hrie Co., N. Y. 

Type supposed to be in the N. Y. State Cabinet of Natural History, 

Albany. 

Remarks. — To judge from the arm structure, the description was made 

from a very young specimen ; but it is interesting as having two costals like 

P. truncatulus. Our description is made after Hall. 
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SARA GROUP. 

The plates of the dorsal cup smooth or obscurely granulose ; the inter- 

basal sutures raised into ridges by excessive secretion of calcareous matter 

during anchylosation ; the stem with internodal joints. 

Platycrinus Saree Hatt. 

Plate LXIX. Fig. 7, and Plate LXX. Fig. 1. 

1858. Hawn; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 673, Plate 18, Fig. 4. 

1881. W.and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 74. 
Syn. Platycrinus Georget, Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Towa, p. 82. 
Syn. P. prattenanus M. and W.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 264, Plate 20, Fig. 2. 
Syn. P. monroensis WortHEN; ibid., Vol. VIL. p. 306, Plate 30, Fig. 9. 

Dorsal cup goblet shaped, aibbous in the middle, broadly truncate at the 

base. Surface of plates smooth, or covered with a few obscure ridges passing 

out from the facets to the lower angles of the radials. 

Basals forming a saucer-shaped dish, occupying fully one third the height 

of the dorsal cup; the lower end broadly truncated, the outer margin pro- 

jecting and forming a rim; the lower face a little concave, and wider than 

the upper stem joints. Interbasal sutures distinctly elevated above the gen- 

eral surface, and formed into ridges. Radials quadrangular, as wide as long, 

and as wide at the lower end as at the upper. Facets deeply indented, em- 

bracing the costal and one or both distichals. Costals very small, triangular. 

Distichals once and a half as wide as long, giving off an arm to the outer 

side of the plates, their inner sides two palmars with two arms, making six 

arms to the ray. Arms biserial from the second or third joint, of moderate 

size ; the tips somewhat tapering. Pinnules very long and closely set ; their 

joints more than twice as long as wide. Structure of the ventral disk un- 

known. Column very slightly oval; composed of nodal and internodal 

joints, the former wider and higher than the internodals. Whether the 

upper and lower faces of the joints have transverse ridges could not be 

ascertained from the specimens. 

Horizon and Locality. — St. Louis group; St. Louis, Mo., and Jersey 

Co., Ill. 

Types in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — P. Sare was described from a very large, somewhat crushed 

specimen, showing indistinct traces of ornamentation; P. Georgii from a dis- 
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torted, much smaller specimen, with smooth plates. In the type of P. prat- 

tenanus, which preserved its natural form, the rim around the base projects 

more than in the type of P. Sare as figured by Hall, but the base is not 

correctly represented in that figure. P. monroensis is a very young speci- 

men in which the arms are as yet uniserial, zigzag, and the plates wedge- 

form, with nothing to indicate that it differed from the preceding forms. 

Platycrinus Huntsville Troost MS. 

Plate LXXIIT, Figs. 6, (a, b, &, 9, 10, 11, 12. 

1849. Troost; Proceed. Amer. Ass. Adv. Sci. of 1849, p. 61 (without description). 
Syn. Platycrinus penicillus M. and W., 1860; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 380; also Geol. 

Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 266, Plate 19, Figs. 6a, 4, c. 
Syn. Platycrinus plenus M. and W., 1860; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 880; also Geol. Rep. 

Illinois, Vol. IL., p. 267, Plate 20, Fig. 3. 

Syn. Platycrinus alabamensis S. A. MittER, 1891; Ady. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 50, 

Plate 9, Fig. 5. 

An extremely variable species of the type of P. Sare, varying consid- 

erably in the form and ornamentation of the calyx plates and in the number 

of arms; but readily recognized by the peculiar and unique form of the 

brachials, and the presence of a large pinnule upon the first distichals and 

first palmars. Dorsal cup generally a little wider than high, cup or bowl- 

shaped ; the sides in most of the specimens nearly straight, curved longi- 

tudinally, but sometimes distinctly convex and constricted at the arm 

regions; base of the cup rather broadly truncated. 

Basals forming a short saucer-shaped cup with a flattened or slightly 

concave lower face, which exceeds the width of the stem at the upper end ; 

the interbasal sutures visible by moistening the specimens, their lines highly 

elevated above the surface, and formed into ridges which at the lower edges 

of the cup terminate in small tubercles. Radials subquadrangular, about as 

wide as long in mature specimens, proportionally a little shorter in the 

younger ones; the sides very slightly expanding; the superior lateral angles 

distinctly truncated. Facets directed upward; small, occupying only one third 

the width of the plates, and extending but a short distance downward. Cos- 

tals trigonal, much wider than long, occupying the full width of the facets ; 

the superior faces concave, and indented at the median portions for the 

reception of small processes passing out from the lower edges of the dis- 

tichals, and forming waving sutures, which resemble those of the Ichthyo- 

crinide. Similar suture lines occur between the distichals, palmars, and 
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between the five or six proximal plates of the arms. Distichals two, directed 

upwards, rather large, the first nearly once and a half as wide as long, and 

pinnule-bearing ; the second a little longer and axillary ; their upper angles 

acute. The distichals generally support a single arm on either side ; occa- 

sionally, however, one of the plates—or both of them— gives off an arm 

from its outer side, and two palmars with two arms from the inner one. The 

two palmars, when represented, are as large as the distichals, but proportion- 

ally higher. Arms free above the first distichals, from four to six to the ray, 

the number often varying in the same specimen; rather heavy, especially 

at midway, where in adult specimens they are often twice, and even three 

times, as thick as near the calyx. They are biserial at the upper end, uni- 

serial to the fifth or sixth joint ; the latter plates, which are moderately long 

and wedge-formed, are alternately arranged and gradually interlock. The 

distichals and the cuneate arm pieces are constricted in the middle, and pro- 

vided laterally with sharp, thorn-like projections at their upper and lower 

ends, which sometimes extend to the biserial portions of the arms. Pin- 

nules stout, long, closely packed, and composed of long joints; the one from 

the first distichal stouter than the rest, and less erect. Of the ventral disk 

only the middle plate of the interambulacral series has been observed ; it is 

visible in a side view, and crowned by a small tubercle or short spine. Stem 

joints elliptical and moderately long; the nodal ones at the lower part of the 

stem quite prominent, and their margins in well preserved specimens sur- 

rounded by bead-like nodes or short thorns. 

Horizon and Locality. —St Louis limestone, Huntsville, Ala., and Hardin 

Co., Ill. At Huntsville it is found about sixty feet below the Pentrenvites 

Godoni beds, where it occurs in small pockets in large numbers. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. —The name Platycrinus Huntsville appears in Troost’s List of 

the Crinoidea of Tennessee, published in the Proceedings of the American 

Association for the Advancement of Science, Cambridge meeting, 1849, with- 

out figure or description, and has ever since been applied by palzeontologists 

and collectors to the only form of Platycrinus occurring near Huntsville. 

We are aware that this does not establish Troost’s name. 

In 1860, Meek and Worthen described as P. penicillus and P. plenus two 

specimens from Hardin Co., Ill., both of which we have examined, and which 

we have reason to regard as aberrant forms of P. Huntsville. Looking at 

the two specimens alone, one would say at first sight that they are distinct 
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species, and different from P. Huntsville; but wpon examining the arm 

structure, basals and stem, it will be found that they differ only slightly in 

the form of the calyx and the matter of ornamentation, one being cup-shaped 

and ornamented, the other globular and smooth. On comparing them with 

the specimens from Huntsville, it will be seen that similar variations occur 

among them also, along with all sorts of transition forms. The two forms 

were evidently regarded by Meek and Worthen as specifically distinct from 

P. Huntsville, for the Worthen collection contains a large number of fine 

specimens from Alabama, labeled P. Huntsville. 

In 1861, S. A. Miller described under P. alabamensis a small, crushed 

specimen from Huntsville, but neither figure nor description gives a correct 

idea of the species, and he did not state in which division of the “ Subcar- 

boniferous rocks” it was found. He did not define the peculiarities of the 

arm structure, which are so characteristic of P. Huntsville, and indeed the 

description would apply equally well to other forms. It is very curious that 

Meek and Worthen described the arm structure, but did not represent it in 

their figure ; while on the other hand Miller indicated it in his figure with- 

out mentioning it in the description. Priority would give the first of Meek 

and Worthen’s names to the species, if any of the above descriptions are to 

apply; but this would lead to confusion, and would establish an aberrant 

form for the typical one. Under all the circumstances, we have thought 

best to redescribe the species under Troost’s name, thus giving the credit 

to the pioneer naturalist who discovered, recognized, and called attention 

to the new form. 

For the last ten years one of us has spent a month or two every year at 

Huntsville, and obtained of this species over a thousand specimens, in all 

kinds of preservation, and of all sizes, from 9 mm., including arms, to 

50 mm., and intermediate stages, which give most valuable information 

upon the variability of this species and the Crinoids generally, and also 

upon the changes due to growth. If we were following the practice ot 

some paleontologists, we would be able by picking out individual speci- 

mens to make out of this one species half a dozen or more. In some speci- 

mens the plates appear altogether smooth, without showing in other parts 

any evidence of erosion or weathering; while others have well marked nodes, 

separate or confluent. In still others the proportion of height to width of 

the calyx varies considerably. Al] these specimens, however, are character- 

ized by certain peculiarities by which they can be identified at once as be- 
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longing to one species. In all of them there appear around the stem three 

conspicuous nodes, which are continued to the upper edges of the basal disk ; 

and in all may be seen the unique articulation between the lower brachials 

and arm plates; while the inflation of the arms at their middle portions is a 

frequent character in mature specimens. But far more striking are the dif- 

ferences caused by growth. Comparing the smaller specimens with the 

larger ones, it will be found that the arms in the smallest or youngest ones 

are not only uniserial throughout, but decidedly zigzag, and that their joints 

are proportionally much longer than those of the adult. In more advanced 

specimens the tips of the arms are biserial, and the biserial part extends 

downward, as the specimens grow larger, by the introduction of additional 

joints at the top, and the progressive interlocking of the cuneate plates. 

The modifications here exhibited, and due beyond all question to individual 

growth alone, are so remarkable, that without a knowledge of the ontogeny 

of the Crinoids, the earlier stages of this species might readily be taken as 

representatives not only of different genera, but even of different groups. 

Platycrinus boonvillensis S. A. Minter. 

Plate LX XII. Figs. Sa, b, and 9. 

1891. S. A. Mitrer; Bull. 4, Geol. Surv. Missouri, p. 8, Plate 1, Figs. 1 and 2. 

A rather large species of the type of P. burlingtonensis. Calyx to the 

top of the radials bowl-shaped, wider than high, slightly pentagonal as seen 

from above. Plates moderately heavy, the surface smooth, or nearly so; 

the basi-radial and interradial sutures grooved. Basals closely anchylosed, 

the lines of union elevated into ridges; they form a low, rapidly spreading 

basin, distinctly pentangular at the upper end, broadly truncated at the 

lower, the bottom deeply excavated so as to form a rounded, rugose rim 

around the column. Column facet circular, occupying one half of the width 

of the concavity, its face covered with radiating strie. Radials a little wider 

than long, gradually expanding upwards, slightly more elevated along the g, 

median line, and somewhat beveled toward the sutures. The facets occupy 

less than half the width of the plates; they are shallow, directed upwards, 

and surrounded by a projecting rim. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of Warsaw limestone; Boonville, Mo., 

and Spurgen Hill, Ind. 

Types in the collection of Mr. Sampson. 
86 
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Remarks. — Described from the basals and radials, all the other parts 

being unknown. The interbasal sutures, which are represented in both of 

Miller’s figures, are not visible in the specimens; but the places where they 

should be are indicated by elevated ridges. 

Platycrinus niotensis M. and W. 

Plate LXXI. Fig. 9. 

1865. Mexrx and Worruen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 162; and Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. III. 

os, Tend se ati, Part IL, p. 73 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sol, Phila., p. 247). 

A very small species. Calyx below the summit of the radials cup- 

shaped, the sides distinctly rounded in the type, scarcely convex in other 

specimens ; the base short, basin-shaped, broadly truncated at the bottom. 

Plates smooth and slightly convex, the basi-radial and interradial sutures 

distinct, but not grooved. 

Basals forming a short cup of one third the height of the radials, the 

lower rim somewhat projecting outward, the lateral margins of the plates 

slightly raised toward the suture lines, and forming indistinct ridges and a 

small projection at the lower extremity of each suture. Radials large, as 

long as wide, or a little longer, widening moderately from below upwards; 

subquadrangular, the superior angle slightly truncated by the interradial 

plates. Facets shallow, and occupying about half the width of the plates. 

Costals trigonal, rounded at the lower end, completely filling the facets. Dis- 

tichals two, both one third wider than long. Arms four to the ray, rather 

heavy throughout, and biserial from the second or third plate. Column near 

the base compressed and tortuous, being composed of alternate thick and 

thin elliptic joints. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Niota, Ill., Indian creek and 

Canton, Ind. 

Type in the Illinois State collection. 

Remarks. — The figure of the type specimen in the Illinois Report is 

somewhat misleading; the base is made too high and the radials too short. 

It also appears as if one of the rays had but three arms, while it actually has 

four, like the other rays. The species is closely allied to P. Sare, but is 

considerably smaller, and its arms less numerous and proportionally stronger. 

It resembles still closer P. boncensis, but that has five to six arms to the ray, 

and the arms are shorter. 
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Platycrinus bonoensis Wuirer. 

Plate LXIX. Fig. 6. 

1878. Wuuire; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 80; and 1880, U. S. Geol. Surv. Terr. by Hayden, 

Contr. to Paleont. No. 5, p. 160, Plate 40, Fig. 5. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 70 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sei. Phila., p. 244). 

Syn. P. eternalis S. A. Mitunr, 1891; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 11, Plate 1, Fig. 8. 

Syn. P. caducus 8. A. Minter, 1892; Ady. Sheets 18th Rep. Geol. Surv. of Indiana, p. 18, Plate 

2, Fig. 13. 

Closely allied to the preceding species, but having five to six arms to the 

ray instead of four, and these are proportionally shorter, more closely packed, 

and heavier. Dorsal cup wider than high, bowl-shaped, a little spreading, the 

margins of the plates slightly beveled, giving to the central portions a slight 

convexity. Surface without ornamentation. 

Basals proportionally small, forming a shallow basin, broadly truncated 

below and excavated at the bottom, the sides somewhat constricted so as to 

form a rounded projecting edge around the lower margins; the interbasal 

suture lines slightly elevated. Radials wider than long, gradually expanding 

upwards, the upper angles truncated, deeper at the anal side. Facets from 

one half to two thirds the width of the radials; semicircular. Costals small, 

trigonal, rarely covering the full width of the facets, and the distichals abut 

against the radials. First distichals once and a half as wide as long, the 

axillary one a little wider and somewhat higher. The latter gives off an 

arm to the outer side of the ray, and supports at the inner two palmars with 

two arms, making three arms to each subdivision, or six to the ray, excep- 

tionally five. The arms are stout, especially in the middle, and quite short ; 

they are uniserial to the fourth plate, beyond this biserial. Column slightly 

elliptic, and twisted. 

Florizon and Locality. — Uppermost part of the Keokuk group and lower 

beds of the Warsaw limestone, Bono, Lawrence Co., Ind., and Boonville, Mo. 

Types in the collection of W. F. E. Gurley, and R. A. Blair at Sedalia, Mo. 

SUBSPINULOSUS GROUP. 

Basal cup almost as high as the radials, subcylindrical. Surface of plates 

smooth or ornamented. 
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Platyecrinus subspinulosus Hatt. 

Plate LX VI. Figs. 2a, b, and Plate LXX. Fig. 9. 

1860, Han; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 81, with diagrammatic figure. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL., p. 75 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila,, p. 249). 

Below medium size. Height of dorsal cup about equal to the width at 

the lower edges of the radial facets, where the section is distinctly quinque- 

lobate, owing to a thickening of the radials at the median line toward the 

facets. Plates thin at their edges, but quite heavy at the middle; covered 

with short spines or conspicuous nodes, which upon the basal cup are quite 

irregularly distributed, some of them being thickly set and confluent, others 

dispersed, especially in the upper portions of the cup. The spines upon the 

radials are arranged in three rows, two of them proceeding from the facets 

diagonally to the lower angles of the plates, the other vertically to the basal 

cup. Interradial sutures at the bottom of a shallow angular depression, not 

grooved ; interbasal sutures obsolete. 

Basal cup subcylindrical, a little widest at the upper end; the column 

facet projecting and distinctly elliptic. Radials slightly spreading, nearly 

once and a half as long as wide; the facets horse-shoe shaped, longer than 

wide, profoundly excavated, and having a deep, rounded notch at the upper 

end. Structure of arms and ventral disk unknown. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Illinois State Museum of Natural History. 

Platycrinus Davisi W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXX. Fig. 14. 

Below medium size. Dorsal cup depressed bell-shaped, a little wider 

than high, rounded at the base, the sides concave along the basal cup, con- 

vex along the radials. Plates rather heavy; the suture lines very slightly 

grooved. 

Basal cup deep, wide at the bottom, its height equal to two thirds the 

length of the radials, its lower face quinquelobate, having five short, rounded 

nodes, interradially disposed and extending over the whole width of the 

plates; they are separated by a well defined groove, giving to the base the 

appearance of being quinquepartite. Attachment for the stem circular and 
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slightly depressed. Radials moderately spreading and somewhat irregular 
in form; the two posterior ones fully as wide as long, the others a little 
longer; the median portions of the plates abruptly raised, forming a quad- 
rangular elevation of which the margins are parallel to the edges of the 
plates. Costals subtrigonal, rather short. Ventral disk convex, flattened at 
the summit. The orals very large, the posterior one larger than the four 
others; the latter elongate, at the four regular sides of the calyx resting 
against the first row of interradials, of which the middle one is wedged in 
deeply between the radials. The middle plate of the anal side is much 
wider, and supports a number of small plates which form the anus. Ambu- 
lacral plates few upon the disk. Anal opening excentric, directed upwards. 
Structure of arms unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. —Lower Burlingten limestone, Hannibal, Mo. 
Type in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 
Remarks. — This species resembles P. subspinulosus Hall, but differs in the 

form of the calyx and in the surface markings. 
The specific name is in honor of Rey. John Davis, of Louisiana, Mo., to 

whom we are indebted for the type specimen. 

Platycrinus allophylus 8S. A. Mriter. 

Plate LX XT. Fig. 17. 

1891. §. A. Mitrer; Bull. 4, Geol. Surv. Missouri, p. 9, Plate 1, Figs. 3 and 4, 

A small species, in its form unlike any other Platycrinus. Dorsal cup 
slender, once and a half as high as wide, cylindrical to the top of the basals, 
then expanding gracefully to the arm facets; the lower face broadly truncated. 
Surface of plates apparently smooth; their margins toward the basi-radial 
and interradial sutures slightly beveled; the interbasal sutures rarely visible. 
Basals as long as the radials, forming a cylindrical cup with a short expanded 
rim around the lower end, the bottom truncated, and slightly impressed for 
the reception of the first stem joint, which occupies less than half the dia- 
meter of the lower face. Radials longer than wide, moderately expanding 
above, rounded along the back, depressed at the sides, their facets projecting. 
The latter oceupy fully one half the width of the radials, and more than 
a third their length; they are semicircular, are deeply notched at the upper 
end, and directed outward almost horizontally. Costals short and axillary ; 
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the interradial plates erect. Ventral disk convex; covered with spinous 

plates. Column small, obscurely elliptical. 

Horizon and Locality. —Chouteau limestone; six miles southeast of 

Sedalia, Mo. 

Types in the collection of Mr. Sampson. 

AMERICANUS GROUP. 

Dorsal cup rather short and but slightly spreading; base nearly flat; 

plates ornamented by coarse granules or rows of confluent nodes. 

Platycrinus americanus 0 and Su. 

Plate LXXV. Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13a, b, e. 

1852. Owern and Saumarp; U.S. Geol. Surv. Wise., Iowa and Minn., p. 594, Plate 5B, Figs. 1a, 4. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL, p. 70 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 244). 

Syn. Platyer. truncatus Haut; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. L., Part II., p. 537. 
(2?) Syn. P. Broadheadi 8. A. Mitten; 1891, Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 21, Plate 2, Fig. 15. 

Calyx subglobose, a little higher than wide. Dorsal cup more than once 

and a half as wide as hich, slightly spreading, the base broadly truncated. 

Height of ventral disk about equal to that of the dorsal cup. Plates orna- 

mented by coarse granules or irregular nodes, arranged in concentric lines 

around their margins, covering the entire surface. Edges of the plates 

beveled, and the basi-radial and interradial suture lines channeled. 

Basals forming almost a plane, rarely more than their beveled edges 

visible in a side view; the column facet very slightly depressed ; interbasal 

sutures indeterminable. Radials a little spreading, one fourth wider than 

long; the outer ends of the upper faces moderately sloping, except toward 

the anal side where they form a deep and broad notch. Facet semicircular ; 

the notch at the summit very small, if represented at all. Costals rather 

large, much wider than long; pentangular, Distichals and palmars as long 

as the costals but narrower, a little constricted across the middle. Arms six 

to the ray; of moderate size, biserial above the second or third plate from 

the bifurcation; the joints rather long; the pinnule sockets projecting, 

especially in young specimens, and the pinnules strong and in contact later- 

ally; the proximal one being given off from the first distichals. Ventral 

disk hemispheric, the plates convex. Orals large, rather regularly arranged. 

Ambulacral plates small and not elevated. Interambulacrals three and two; 

the middle one of the first row longer than wide, that of the anal side much 
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larger, and wider than long, followed by numerous small pieces forming 

a protuberance, which is pierced by the anus; the opening directed laterally, 

Column small. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 
Quincy, Ill., and in rocks of the same age throughout Missouri. 

Remarks. — Of this species we obtained several very young specimens 
(Plate LXXV., Fig. 11), in two of which the arms are as yet uniserial 
throughout, in others biserial only at their tips. In these specimens the 
arms have a distinetly waving outline, their joints are proportionally longer, 
shaped like axillary plates, and the sides supporting the pinnules are greatly 
projecting. 

We have examined the type of P. truncatus Hall, in the Illinois State 
collection, and regard the specimen as identical with P. americanus, although 
it has apparently no ornamentation. It agrees with the latter in the form of 
the dorsal cup, the channeled suture lines, the large and deep notch between 
the two posterior radials, as well as in the arm structure. Miller’s P. Broad- 
headi, in all probability, is also identical with this species; it was described 
from an imperfect dorsal cup, and neither figure nor description enables us to 
make a critical comparison. 

Platycrinus tenuibrachiatus M. and W. 

Plate LXX. Figs. 7, 8. 

1869. Mzrx and Wortnen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 168; and 1873, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. 
V., p. 450, Plate 3, Fig. 4a (not 44). 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 75 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p- 249). 

Of medium size. Resembling P. americanus, but the calyx proportionally 
wider, and also more discoid. Dorsal cup basin-shaped, three times as wide 
as high; the base concave, only its upper angles seen in a side view; the 
sides rapidly spreading, very slightly curving; basi-radial and interradial 
suture lines channeled. Surface of plates covered with rugose markings 
or irregular rows of nodular ridges, parallel to the outer margins of the 

plates, and forming concentric lines. 

Base large, rather flat; the median portion decidedly depressed; the 
interbasal sutures grooved. Radials uniformly spreading; the upper end 
nearly one third wider than the lower; the sides a little shorter than the 
width of the lower face; the upper angles truncated, forming a small but 
deep notch, which is filled by a hexangular interradial plate. Facets semi- 
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circular, occupying one third the width of the plates. Costals subtrigonal, 

the sloping upper faces concave, and their angle rather sharp. Distichals 

and palmars once and a half as wide as long. Arms from six to eight to the 

ray, of nearly uniform size throughout, biserial from their fourth or fifth 

plate ; the joints moderately long, united by slightly waving sutures. Pin- 

nules strong, composed of long jomts. Structure of ventral disk unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zoblogy. 

Remarks. —n this species Meek and Worthen included another form, 

which we have described under the name of Platycrinus nodostriatus, and 

which differs essentially in the form of the basal cup, and in the style 

of ornamentation. 

Platycrinus brevinodus Hatt. 

Plate LXX. Figs. 2, 5, Ga, b. 

1861. Hatz; Deser. New Spec. Crin. p. 4, and Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 286; figured 1872, N. Y. State 
Museum, Bull. 1, Plate 2.4, Fig. 5. - 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL, p. 70 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 244). 

A rather small species. Dorsal cup nearly twice as wide as high, slightly 

spreading, broadly truncate at the base. Basals proportionally large, disk- 

like, truncate below, only the extreme upper ends turning upwards, very 

little concave, and the outer margins surrounded by a row of conspicuous 

nodes, directed outward and giving to the edges a crenulated outline; the 

interbasal sutures obsolete. Radials wider than long, a little widest at the 

top; subquadrangular; the outer ends of the upper face but slightly sloping, 

except those of the anal side, which form a distinct notch, and support a 

rather large hexagonal plate. Radial facets shallow, occupying half the 

width of the plates. Basi-radial and interradial suture lines grooved. Cos- 

tals triangular, moderately large, occupying the whole width of the facets. 

Distichals two, free from the costals up, the first once and a half as wide as 

long ; the second as long as wide. Palmars, when present, but little larger 

than the succeeding arm plates. Arms four to six to the ray in the same 

specimen, rather slender and tapering; their proximal ends composed of five 

to six cuneiform pieces, which gradually turn into biserial above. Pinnules 

placed somewhat distant. Structure of ventral disk unknown. 

Horizon and Locality.— Described from the Keokuk group at Keokuk, 

Iowa; but occurring also at the same horizon at Indian creek, Montgomery 

Co., Ind., and in the Burlington and Keokuk transition beds near Burlington. 
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Type specimen in the American Museum of Natural History, New York. 

Remarks. — The Indian creek specimens sometimes have an additional 

row of ridges passing out to the sides, but otherwise agree with those from 

Burlington and Keokuk. Their arms also vary from four to six to the ray. 

Platycrinus canaliculatus Haz. 

Plate LXXV. Figs. 7a, 6. 

1858. Hatz; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 539. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 71 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 245). 

Calyx small, a little higher than wide, widest across the base of the 

radial facets; subovate, slightly truncated at the poles. Dorsal cup once 

and a half as wide as high, the upper edge slightly inflected. Surface of 

plates marked by a few rather conspicuous nodes, of which generally twenty 

occupy the basal disk, two directed to each upper angle of the plate, while 

two others are parallel with the sides; the latter placed so close to the mar- 

gins as to give to the edges a serrated outline. The radials have three pairs 

of nodes passing downward, two of them running obliquely to the lower 

angles of the plates, the other pair vertically, followime the median line. 

Two other nodes are placed close to the upper ends of the plates, one to 

each side. Basi-radial and interradial suture lines canaliculate, and the edges 

of the plates beveled. 

Basals forming a flat disk, of which only the outer edges are seen in a 

side view ; the middle portion has a more or less deep rounded depression, 

wide enough to contain the top stem joint. Radials one fourth wider than 

long, very little spreading; the upper angles slightly truncated ; the facets 

semicircular, occupying nearly one third the width of the plates, thickened 

around the edges. Costals small, trigonal, their upper faces deeply notched. 

Ventral disk as high as the dorsal cup, distinctly stellate as seen from above. 

Orals small, rather regularly arranged, forming an elevated area from which 

the ambulacra pass outward and downward. Covering pieces strongly con- 

vex, and conspicuously elevated over the interambulacral spaces, which slope 

abruptly from the orals at an angle of nearly sixty degrees, and form deep 

trigonal depressions containing three plates each: a very large and nodose 

lower one, and two smaller plates above. The two plates at the sides of 

the larger one are narrow, and curve abruptly outward. Arms and column 

unknown. 
87 
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Fforizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — This species was described from a poor specimen, in which 

only the basals and radials were preserved. The markings of the type speci- 

men are less distinct than in the one we figure, but there can be no doubt 

that both belong to the same species. The form and ornamentation of the 

dorsal cup resemble very closely P. brevinodus Hall, from the Keokuk group, 

and it is doubtful if the two species are not identical. A satisfactory com- 

parison cannot be made as long as nothing is known of the structure of the 

ventral disk of that species, and in this nothing of the arm structure. 

Platycrinus asper M. and W. 

Plate LX VIII. Figs. 9a, b. 

1861. Merk and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 129; also Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II1., 
p. 468, Plate 18, Fig. 9. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL., p. 70 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 244). 

(Not P. asper Goldfuss = Storthingocrinus asper). 

Below medium size. Dorsal cup twice as wide as high, gradually spread- 

ing, the sides nearly straight; the base depressed, and abruptly and deeply 

excavated so as to form a narrow, thickened rim with an undulating or rough- 

ened surface. A similar rugose rim borders the lower and lateral margins 

of the radials, leaving a small quadrangular depression beneath the facets. 

Sides of the basi-radial and interradial sutures broadly beveled ; the inter- 

basal suture lines distinctly grooved. 

Basals rather large, only their outer margins seen in a side view; the 

excavated inner part considerably wider than the diameter of the column. 

Radials wider than long, widening moderately upwards, the lower face 

straight, the outer ends of the upper face slightly sloping; facet semi. 

circular, its width equal to half the width of the plate, and slightly pro- 

jecting. Costals subpentangular, the sloping upper faces concave. Distichals 

once and a half as wide as long, narrower than the costals, and not in con- 

tact laterally. Palmars nearly as large as the distichals and of the same 

general form. Arms of medium size, four to six to the ray —six being 

probably the normal number—composed above the axillaries of sharply 

cuneate pieces, which gradually turn into biserial; the costals, distichals, 

and palmars transversely grooved at the middle. Ventral disk high, bulg- 

ing, composed of rather large, slightly convex pieces ; the ambulacral plates 
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small, slightly projecting near the arm bases. The interambulacral spaces 

are formed of five plates, of which the middle one of the first row is twice 

as large as the others, and hexagonal. The two or three upper stem joints 

circular, the succeeding ones elliptic. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

SCULPTUS GROUP. 

Basals and radials forming a deep cup; the base high and distinctly con- 

vex ; the plates ornamented by transverse lines of confluent nodes following 

the margins of the plates. Radial facets small; arms moderately large. 

Platyerinus sculptus Hatt. 

Plate LXVIIT. Fig. 5, and Plate LX XV. Fig. 8, 9. 

1858. Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL, p. 536, Plate 8, Fig. 11. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 75 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p- 249). 

Syn. Platycrinus rotundus S. A. Mitten; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 20, Plate 2, Figs. 11 
and 12. 

Dorsal cup of medium size, in very mature specimens higher than wide, 

a little wider than high in small ones, growing proportionally higher with age; 

the sides evenly convex from the stem upwards. Surface of plates orna- 

mented with rows of confluent nodes or undulated ridges, the base being 

covered by three to five rows, running parallel to the upper margins of the 

plate ; five others radiate from the column to the upper angles. Similar 

rows, varying from three to six, according to the age of the specimen, fol- 

low the margins of the radials, and three rows proceed from the facets to 

the lower face; two of these directed diagonally to the outer angles, the 

middle one, which is sometimes unrepresented, placed vertically. 

Base from one fourth to one third as high as the dorsal cup, basin- 

shaped ; the median portions slightly truncated and a little excavated ; the 

upper margins of the plate somewhat beveled, giving to the basi-radial 

sutures a slight depression. Radials quadrangular, the lower edge convex, 

the sides very slightly spreading, the upper face but little sloping to the 

angles. Facets small, semicircular, directed obliquely upwards, occupying 

but one third the width of the plates, and only a small portion of their 

height. Costals small, trigonal, sometimes narrower than the facets, so that 

portions of the first distichals come in contact with the radials. First dis- 
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tichals small, twice as wide as long, placed obliquely, the two of the same 

ray connected laterally. Second distichals considerably wider than the first, 

but not longer. Palmars and post-palmars of the form of the distichals, 

but somewhat smaller. Arms eight to the ray; cylindrical, moderately 

strong, biserial from the start; the upper edges of the plates forming a 

small thickened ridge projecting over the lower margin of the succeed- 

ing plate. Structure of ventral disk unknown. Column small for the size 

of the specimens, elliptical and twisted; the transverse articular ridge of 

apposed faces prominent, with a distinct fossa at each side. 

Forizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — The ornamentation in some specimens is more conspicuous 

than in others, The length of the radials and the depth of the basal cup 

are also quite variable. The latter, however, may be understood by consid- 

ering that the rows of nodes surrounding the margins of the plates repre- 

sent lines of growth, and increased in number with age, and as the plates 

grew faster longitudinally than horizontally, they became in the older speci- 

mens proportionally longer. 

This species, with slight modifications, apparently occurred also at Lake 

Valley, New Mexico. A specimen from that locality (Plate LXVIII., Fig. 

5) shows the structure of the ventral disk, which had not been observed in 

any from Burlington, but as the arms are not preserved there is some doubt 

as to its specific identity. It agrees with the Burlington specimens perfectly 

in the ornamentation of the plates, but the second joint of the stem is de- 

cidedly elliptic, the radials somewhat more convex, producing slight angular 

depressions at the basi-radial and interradial sutures, the upper angles of the 

plates are more inflected, and the facets apparently a little deeper. The 

ventral disk is depressed-hemispherical, decidedly flattened at the top, the 

posterior side somewhat bulging, the orals comparatively small and very 

slightly convex, the covering pieces tuberculous. There are but three inter- 

ambulacra! plates to each side, of which the middle one is extremely large, 

and erect except that the upper end curves abruptly inward; those of the 

regular sides are subtrigonal in outline, but actually hexagonal; the anal 

one wider, subquadrangular, and the top slightly excavated to form the 

anal opening, which points upward. 
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Platycrinus glyptus Hatt. 

Plate LXVII. Figs. 4, 5. 

1861. Hat; Descriptions of New Crinoids, p. 16. 
1881. W. and Sp. (var. of P. sewlptus); Revision, Part II., p. 71 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 245). 

As large as the preceding species, and resembling it in the form of the 

calyx and style of ornamentation; but the arms more numerous, more deli- 

cate, and comparatively shorter. Dorsal cup goblet-shaped, height and width 

about equal, in very large specimens the height somewhat greater. Surface 

marked by irregular, undulated ridges or rows of obscure nodes, following 

the margins of the plates, and increasing in number in the growing Crinoid ; 

the radials traversed by two diagonal ridges from the facets to the lower 

angles of the plates. Basi-radial and interbasal sutures canaliculate. 

Basal cup comparatively deep, its height equal to one third the height 

of the calyx to the arm bases, the lower end rather abruptly truncated 

and slightly excavated; interbasal sutures faintly visible. Radials longer 

than wide; the lower faces convex — those meeting the interbasal sutures 

distinctly angular — and slightly beveled along the edges; the sloping upper 

faces forming a rather deep notch, which at the anal side is twice as wide as 

at the other sides, and filled by a rather large, lozenge-shaped plate. Radial 

facets small, occupying scarcely a third of the width of the plates, and ex- 

tending but little downward. Costals subtrigonal, moderately large. Dis- 

tichals twice as wide as long, and not in contact laterally. The higher orderg 

of brachials to the last axillary slightly constricted in the middle, and gradu- 

ally decreasing in width but retaining the same length, so that the upper 

ones are as long as wide, and even longer in young specimens. Arms rather 

delicate and short for the size of the species; they are very numerous, there 

being from six to seven to each division of the ray, or twelve to fourteen to 

the ray, the bifurcations extending to fully one half the length of the arms, 

and above the palmars given off from the third plate. Structure of ventral 

disk and anus unknown. Column rapidly twisting; the two or three prox- 

imal joints circular, the others elliptic, increasing in length downward; the 

long diameter of the joints fully twice the shorter one. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Henderson Co., Ill, 
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Remarks. —This species is apparently a descendant of P. sculptus ; its 

arms, however, are distinct enough for specific separation. It approaches 

Eucladocrinus in the bifurcation of the arms, but the brachials from which 

the arms are given off to one half the length of the free rays are not formed 

into rigid tubes, but retain the character of arm plates. 

Platycrinus Saffordi Hatt. 

Plate LXVIL. Figs. 1, 2, 3. 

1858. Hazt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. L., Part II., p. 635, Plate 18, Figs. 5 and 6. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 74 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 248). 

A large species. Calyx oblong, unusually large in proportion to the 

arms. Dorsal cup urn-shaped, the bottom broadly truncated, the sides 

gradually spreading to the basi-radial suture, and almost cylindrical along 

the radials. Ornamentation of the plates as in the two preceding species, 

but generally somewhat coarser upon the basals, while less distinct at the 

upper portions of the radials. 

Basal cup large and very deep, its height almost equal to three fourths 

the leneth of the radials; the bottom broadly truncated, almost flat; the 

lower edge sharp, with an undulated outline. Radials subquadrangular, 

and in large specimens nearly once and a half as long as wide; the mid- 

dle portions a little elevated, especially toward the facets, the upper angles 

slightly inflected, leaving a shallow angular depression at the suture line; 

the sides of the plates parallel. Facets small, restricted to the extreme 

upper end of the plates, and occupying but one third of their width. Dis- 

tichals and the plates of the higher orders to the uppermost axillary moder- 

ately long, the first plate of each order narrower than the second, and 

all free from the costals up. Arms short and of moderate size, given off 

alternately; biserial from the second plate succeeding the axillaries; there 

are from four to six arms in each subdivision, or as many as twelve to 

the ray. 

Ventral disk depressed hemispherical, the plates more or less convex, 

covered with numerous small pustules, and each one crowned with two or 

three conspicuous nodes. Orals very little larger than the adjoining pieces; 

the ambulacral plates on the same plane with the interambulacrals. The 

latter are arranged: 3, 2, 1; the middle one of the first row large and hex- 

angular, that of the anal side a little wider. Anus excentric and directed 
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laterally. Column observed to a length of 29 cm. without showing cirri. 

The joimts change rapidly from circular to elliptical, and in width from 7 mm, 

to 17 mm. within 40 mm. from the crown, and from 1 mm. to 3 mm. in 

length. Their outer margins are angular, and the middle portions covered 
with a transverse row of ill-defined nodes. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone and Keokuk group ; 
Indian creek, Montgomery Co., Ind.; Keokuk, Iowa, and throughout Ken- 

tucky, Tennessee, Illinois, and Missouri, at the same geological horizons. 

Type in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. —In a paper on “Transition forms in Crinoids” (Proceed. 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1878, p. 244), we made this and the preceding species 
varieties of P. sculptus. They agree so closely in the form of the dorsal cup, 
and in the style of ornamentation, that it is impossible to separate them 
unless the arms are preserved, and even these do not differ essentially except 
in number. We now rank them as full species, but believe that P. glyptus 

and P. Safordi are lineal descendants of P. scudptus. i 

Platycrinus scobina M. and W. 

Plate LX VIIT. Figs. 14a, b. 

1861. Merk and Worruen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila, p. 129; also Geol. Rep. Ilinois, Vol. III., 
p: 466, Plate 16, Fig. 9. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IT, p. 75 (Proceed. Acad. Nat: Sci. Phila., p. 249). 

Syn. Platycrinus clytis— Wart, 1861; Prelim. Descr. New Spee. Crin., p. 4; also Boston Journ. 

Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL., p. 286; figured 1872, N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist., Bull. 1, Plate 24, 

Fig. 4, and Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. I., Part I., p. 2, Plate 3, Fig. 6. \ 

A small species. Dorsal cup basin-shaped, more than once and a half as 
wide as high, the radials slightly convex, especially below the facets, giving 
to the transverse section of the cup an obscurely pentangular outline, and to 
the interradial sutures a shallow angular depression. Surface of cup orna- 

mented with numerous small nodes or coarse granules, rather sharply 

elevated, closely set, and irregularly arranged, which produce a rasp-like 

appearance. 

Basals closely anchylosed, leaving no- groove or mark; they form a 

rounded basin, which rises to two fifths the height of the dorsal cup; the 
column facet small, and almost on a level with the truncated lower face. 
Radials a little broader than long, widening somewhat upwards, and present- 
ing a subquadrangular outline; the superior faces almost straight, their 
outer ends being but very slightly truncated. Radial facets small, occupying 
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scarcely one third the width of the plates, and extending but little inward. 

Costals subtriangular, the sloping upper faces concave, the angle sharp. 

Distichals nearly as long as wide, not in contact laterally, each one giving 

off two arms. Arms four to the ray, rather delicate from their origin, com- 

posed of cuneate pieces, which interlock from the fourth or fifth piece and 

become biserial; their joints are long, and all more or less constricted across 

the middle. Ventral disk moderately high, hemispheric; its plates numer- 

ous. The interambulacral pieces of the regular sides consist of three and 

two plates, so far as observed, of which the middle one of the first row is 

large; the anal side has five in the first range, followed by numerous very 

small, convex pieces, forming a large, well defined protuberance, which 

encloses the anus. Orals and ambulacral plates not visible in the specimens. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, lowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — Hall’s P. clytis is a young specimen of P. scobina M. and W., 

and the former name should have priority if the form had been satisfactorily 

described; but unfortunately the short preliminary notice of it which Hall 

gave is insufficient for specific identification, and we must in justice to Meek 

and Worthen accept their name. Hiall’s more elaborate description, which 

appeared in 1862, is misleading, for he describes the species as having only 

three arms to the ray, in which it would be unique among all Platyerinidee. 

Hall’s type was imperfect, and the arms, according to the figure, are umi- 

serial throughout, as in all young specimens of Platycrinus. 

Platycrinus parvinodus Hatt. 

Plate LX VIII. Figs. 6a, b. 

1861. azz; Descr. New Spec. of Crinoids, p. 17. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part ID., p. 73 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 247). 

A small species. Dorsal cup wider than high, broadly caliculate, slightly 

obconical at the lower end, the sides evenly convex. Plates extremely thin, 

marked by irregular lines of sharp, very small nodes, passing from the radial 

facets to the lower angles of the plates, and from the columnar facet to the 

upper angles of the basal cup, with a few similar nodes irregularly scattered 

upon the surface. The nodes in some specimens are only visible with 

a magnifier. Basi-radial and interradial sutures on a level with the general 

surface of the plates. 
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Basal cup somewhat obconical, with a slight truncation at the lower end, 

surrounded by a small circular ridge ; height equal to one half the length of 

the radials; interbasal sutures obsolete. Radials longer than wide in the 

adult, a little wider in young specimens; the lower face rounded at the 

margin; the sides slightly curving inward near the tops the upper face 

almost straight, sloping very little at the outer ends; the outer face ab- 

ruptly elevated beneath the facet, forming a prominence or node about 

equal in size to the costal. Facets very small, directed upwards, occupying 

rarely more than one fourth the width of the radials, and not entering 

the body of the plate, or only very slightly. Costals irregularly pentangu- 

lar, the slopig upper faces concave, the angle sharp. Distichals two, as 

long as wide, giving off two arms from each side, which remain simple. 

Arms rather small, composed of moderately long, cuneate pieces, which 

gradually interlock, and from the radials up are constricted at the middle ; 

the sockets for the attachment of the pinnules projecting. Pinnules not in 

contact, rather large. Interradial plates erect, five so far as observed; the 

middle one large, subquadrangular— that of the anal side widest —it is 

flanked at each side by two small pieces, which together rarely reach the 

height of the middle one, and both are in sutural contact with the distichals, 

thus being strictly interbrachial in position. All other parts of the teemen 

unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — This species resembles P. scobina M. and W.; but is readily 

distinguished by its much smaller and sharper nodes, which are sparingly 

scattered upon the surface ; while those of that species are densely crowded. 

It is also remarkable for the abrupt elevation beneath the radial facet, which 

appears almost as if constituting a part of the costals. 

Platycrinus geometricus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXVIL. Fig. 10, and Plate LXVIII. Fig. 8. 

A small species somewhat resembling P. scodina, from which it differs in 

the greater height of the dorsal cup, in the ornamentation, and in the pecu- 

liar form of the arm plates. Dorsal cup bell-shaped, about as high as wide, 

slightly spreading upwards. Surface of plates covered with kmnife-like, con- 

spicuous, undulated ridges or rows of sharp, confluent nodes, passing out 

88 
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from the arm bases to the lower angles of the radials, where they meet with 

other ridges radiating from the column facet, with which together they form 

well defined rhombs. Similar ridges proceed horizontally from the radial 

facets to the sides of the plates, constituting a ring around the upper end of 

the cup. Each rhomb encloses about twelve prominent, densely arranged 

nodes, and other nodes fill the triangular spaces between the rhombs. Basi- 

radial and interradial suture lines not grooved, the interbasal ones obsolete. 

Basal cup broadly obconical, its height equal to half the leneth of the 

radials; the column facet narrow. Radials slightly spreading, subquadrangu- 

lar, three fourths as long as wide ; the lower face equal to the lateral ones ; 

the limbs at the sides of the facets a little sloping, supporting a very large 

interradial plate; the facets extremely small, occupying less than one fourth 

the width of the plates, and entering but slightly the upper margins. Cos- 

tals pentangular, as long as wide, sharply angular at the top; the distichals 

as long, but a little narrower. Arms four to six to the ray, quite delicate, and 

composed of long, cuneate pieces which gradually interlock. The brachials, 

from the radials up, provided with well defined sharp projections at both the 

upper and lower ends; the middle portions deeply constricted, producing a 

somewhat zigzag appearance; the lines of union rather gaping. Pinnules 

moderately strong, and not in contact. The ventral disk is covered by the 

arms in the two specimens examined, with the exception of the interradials 

of the first row, the middle one of which is proportionally large and covered 

with nodes similar to those upon the radials, the two at the sides bemg nar- 

row and without ornamentation. Proximal stem joints circular, with small 

nodes surrounding their margins. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, lowa. 

Types in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Platycrinus nodo-striatus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LX VI. Figs. 5a,b; Plate LXX. Figs. 3, 4a, b, c. 

Of medium size. Calyx globular, about as wide as high, rounded at both 

ends. Width of dorsal cup once and a half to twice its length, the entire 

surface of the plates densely covered with more or less confluent nodes, 

arranged in concentric lines around their margins, and traversed by two weil 

defined ridges or rows of nodes passing out from the facets to the lower 

angles of the plates. The nodes surrounding the column facet more promi- 
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nent and larger, forming a sort of rim around the stem. Suture lines slightly 

grooved, except the interbasal ones, which are invisible. 

Basal cup moderately deep, its height equal to almost one half the length 

of the radials; the bottom slightly truncated, and having a circular depres- 

sion wide enough for the reception of the proximal stem joint. Radials a 

little wider than long, slightly spreading upwards, the outer ends of the 

upper face distinctly truncated; the facet semicircular, deep but rather 

narrow, directed obliquely upwards, slightly notched at the top. Costals 

small, sometimes not occupying the full width of the facet. Distichals twice 

as wide-as long, free above the costals. Palmars as long as, but narrower 

than, the distichals. Arms six to eight to the ray, rather long, the three or 

four proximal plates above the axillary cuneate and uniserial, those beyond 

gradually passing into biserial. Ventral disk one third shorter than the 

dorsal cup, sub-pyramidal, the plates convex. Posterior oral larger and 

more prominent than the others, the latter twice as large as the adjoin- 

ing covering pieces. Ambulacra almost on a level with the general surface, 

dividing upon the disk. Interambulacral plates 3 and 2, those of the first 

row in part interbrachial and almost flat; the middle one hexagonal and 

longer than wide; the two at the sides scarcely bending outward. The 

middle plate of the anal side projecting and forming with the plates above, 

which are quite small and very numerous, a low ridge following the median 

line. Anus low down, directed almost horizontally. Column facet circular ; 

the stem joints elliptic and twisted, those close to the root nearly three times 

as wide as the proximal ones. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Towa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Meek and Worthen have referred this form to P. tenwi- 

brachiatus, as their figure 4b on Plate 3, Vol. V. of the Illimois Report 

evidently represents this species, the ornamentation not being correctly — 

given in the figure. It differs from that species in the more elongate 

form of the dorsal cup, the much deeper base, and the surface markings. 

Specimens of this type exhibit much variation in number of arms, nine 

arms to the ray being sometimes found. Figs. 5a, b, on Plate LXVI., repre- 

sent a variety from the Lower Burlington, which we cannot distinguish from 

this species. 
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'Platycrinus peculiaris W. and Sp. (mov. spec.). 

Plate LXVIIT. Figs. 7a, 0. 

Of medium size. Calyx one third higher than wide; the dorsal cup 

about as wide as high, obconical at the base, cylindrical along the radials ; 

the plates rather thin. The ornamentation of the plates cannot be accu- 

rately ascertained in the specimens, but the surface shows traces of obscure 

ridges passing down diagonally from the radial facets to the lower angles of 

the radials, and from the column up to the angles of the basal cup, which 

suggests that the surface was marked in a similar manner as in P. sculptus, 

but perhaps less distinctly. The sutures slightly grooved. 

Basal cup basin-shaped, its height equal to one-half the length of the 

radials, gradually expanding upwards, and slightly beveled around the upper 

margins; the column facet small, somewhat projecting, and the interbasal 

suture lines distinct. Radials subquadrangular, nearly as wide as long, the 

median line sometimes a little elevated, the lower faces very slightly convex; 

the lateral faces almost parallel, the sloping upper faces wide and forming 

broad interradial notches, of which that at the anal side is deeper than the 

others. Facets extremely small, not occupying more than one fourth the 

width of the plates, and often considerably less. Costals small, as long as 

wide, occupying the entire facet. Distichals narrow, almost as long as wide, 

all in sutural contact with adjoining interradial plates, and as such constitut- 

ing a part of the calyx, although having the form of free arm plates. Ven- 

tral disk hemispheric, slightly bulging at the anal side, studded with numerous 

small, nodose pieces, of very nearly equal size. The orals unusually small ; 

the ambulacral pieces on a level with the other disk plates, and of the same 

size; they are very regularly arranged, and branch upon the disk. The 

interradial plates consist of three rows of three each; those of the first row 

are perfectly flat, and interbrachial in position, the others being nodose and 

interambulacral; the middle plate of the first row very large, oblong and 

heptagonal, the two at the sides as long, but very much narrower. Anus 

excentric, at the top of a small protuberance. Number of arms unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Lake Valley, New 

Mexico. 

Type in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 
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Remarks. — Resembling P. parvinodus in its general structure, but differ- 
ing in the details. It is readily distinguished by its more elongate form, and 
having the lower brachials to the top of the distichals always preserved in 
the specimens by reason of their sutural union with the interradial plates. 

ORNIGRANULUS GROUP. 

Basals and radials forming a cup with moderately spreading sides, the 
radial facets deep and wide; arms short and very heavy throughout; the 
plates covered with coarse granules or irregular nodes. 

Platycrinus ornigranulus McCursney. 

Plate LX VI. Fig. 8, and Plate LX VIII. Figs. 10a, 6, c, 11a, b, and 12a, b. 

1860. McCursnry; Deser. New Paleoz. Foss., p. 5; and Trans. Chicago Acad. of Sci., p. 3, Plate 5, 

ie Wate ; Revision, Part. IL, p. 73 (Proceed Acad. Nat. Sci, Phila., p. 247). 
Syn. Platycrinus nodulosus Hatt, 1853 (not Goldfuss, 1853); Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., 

p- 541. 

Calyx of medium size, cup-shaped, moderately spreading ; the base but 
slightly convex, the lower part truncated, and the median portions abruptly 
depressed for the reception of the column. Surface of plates entirely and 
closely covered by small granules of irregular size and form, those nearest 
the margins smaller and more closely arranged, those surrounding the col- 
umn facet confluent and more or less ill-defined. Similar granules, but 
smaller, cover the arms, each plate generally having two rows, transversely 
arranged. 

Basals forming a very shallow saucer, of which the bottom is flattened 
and only the outer margin is visible in a side view; the columnar attach- 
ment circular, and marked by distinct radiating strie; interbasal sutures 
altogether obsolete ; basi-radial and interradial sutures slightly grooved. 
Radials about as wide as long, the sides nearly straight, the width of the 
lower face nearly equal to the length of the lateral ones, the upper faces at 
the sides of the facets deeply notched. Facets large, occupying nearly one 
half of the width, and fully two fifths the length of the plates; shightly 
thickened around the edges; concave; directed outward; the margin of the 
face crenulated. Costals triangular, short but wide, covering the whole 
facet; their sloping upper faces concave. Distichals two, the upper one 
larger than the lower, the latter giving off an arm to the outer side, and 
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two palmars with two arms to the inner. Arms cylindrical, very stout for 

the size of the species, and not tapering except at the tips; their plates 

short. Pinnules strong and closely set, the joints three to four times as long 

as wide. Structure of the ventral disk unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type destroyed in the great Chicago fire. 

Remarks. —The ornamentation of this species is very variable, as shown 

by the illustrations. In some specimens the entire surface of the plates is 

covered with small but distinct nodules, in others the nodules are confluent 

and the surface appears to be coarsely granulated ; still others have irregu- 

lar larger nodes at the median portion of the radials. The basal disk is also 

flatter in some specimens than in others. 

Platycrinus Wortheni Haxt. 

Plate LX VIL. Fig. 9. 

1858. Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 530, Plate 8, Fig. 4. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part I., p. 76 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 250). 

Of medium size. The species is of the type of P. perasper, and has a 

similar ornamentation ; but the dorsal cup is more elongate, the nodes upon 

the plates are less regular, and angular instead of rounded ; also the basal 

disk is proportionally larger, the radials longer and more erect, and each 

half of the rays has four to five arms instead of three. Dorsal cup cup-shaped, 

angular along the interradial sutures, and truncate at the base ; its whole 

surface densely covered by prominent granules or subspiniform nodes. 

Basal disk concave; sharply pentagonal; the extreme outer margins on a 

level with the lower edges of the radials; the proximal stem joints circular. 

Radials as long as wide at the upper end, subquadrangular, the lower faces 

truncated, the sides very little expanding upwards. Facets wide and deep, 

surrounded by a projecting rim, the upper margin broadly excavated. Basi- 

radial and interradial sutures slightly grooved, the interbasal sutures obso- 

lete. Costals small, trigonal, wider than long. Distichals short, more than 

twice as wide as long, and the first, as well as the second, resting within the 

facets, their inner faces suturally united, as also those of the palmars. The 

plates of the two succeeding orders of brachials are but slightly smaller than 

the distichals, and the second plate of each order, as in the case of the dis- 

tichals, is wider than the first. Arms eight to ten to the ray, rather stout, 
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very gradually tapering upward, and covered throughout their full length 

with granules, similar to those upon the dorsal cup, but smaller. Structure 

of the ventral disk unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

HEMISPHERICUS GROUP. 

Calyx to the arm bases more or less cup-shaped; the sides slightly 

spreading ; the plates covered with distinct nodes. Arms of moderate size. 

Platycrinus hemisphericus M. and W. 

Plate LX VI. Figs. La, b, ¢, d. 

1865. Merk and Wortuen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 162; also 1866, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. 
TIL., p. 511, Plate 20, Figs. 2a, d. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 72 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 246). 

Calyx subglobose, rather large in proportion to the arms. Dorsal cup 

bowl-shaped, twice as wide as high, the bottom excavated for the reception 

of the column. Basi-radial and interradial sutures slightly depressed but 

not grooved. Surface of plates covered with rounded, rather large and 

prominent nodes. There are generally five rows of such nodes at the. 

-base, three or four to each row, which pass out from the column facet 

to the upper angles of the plate, forming triangles, which are filled by 

additional nodes. From the radial facets two other rows of nodes pro- 

ceed to the lower angles of the radials, which are triangularly arranged 

like those upon the base, and these also enclose a variable number of 

similar nodes. The sides of the plates are covered with smaller nodes of 

irregular arrangement. 

Basals forming a shallow basin with a slight depression at the lower end ; 

the interbasal sutures indeterminable. Radials subquadrangular, wider than 

long, moderately expanding in width upwards; the upper faces at the sides 

of the facets very slightly sloping, except at the anal side where they form 

a broad and deep notch. Facets horse-shoe shaped, occupying one third the 

width and height of the plates; directed obliquely upward; the face con- 

cave ; the upper end deeply notched. Costals very small, trigonal. Dis- 

tichals free above the first, which is very short; the second a little longer. 

Palmars, and post-palmars when present, as long as, or longer than, the 
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distichals. Arms from six to eight to the ray, given off alternately from 

opposite sides; comparatively thin, and gradually tapering to a sharp point. 

They are even in the most adult specimens uniserial at the proximal end, 

being composed of cuneate pieces to the fifth or sixth plate above the bifur- 

cation. The interlocking of the plates evidently took place in this species at 

a late period in the growth of the individual, for in a specimen in which the 

crown measures 22 mm., they are still uniserial to the very tips. The joints 

are rather long, and their surface is covered by small granules, so minute 

that they are visible only with the help of a magnifier. The edges of ap- 

posed faces, from the costals up, are distinctly serrated, and the median por- 

tions of the lower brachials are provided with a small transverse ridge. 

Pinnules closely arranged in the adult, separated in young specimens; the 

joints very long. 

Ventral disk hemispherical, slightly bulging at the sides, the plates tuber- 

culous, large, and nearly of equal size. In some specimens the orals are some- 

what larger, and the posterior one sometimes bears two or three nodes 

instead of one. The covering plates are arranged in rows, and pass out 

from the orals. Interambulacral pieces apparently four. The anus is located 

low down at the side, and is very rarely seen, bemg most generally covered 

by a Capula. 

Stem moderately large, circular at the extreme upper end, then turning 

to elliptical. The joints gradually increase in length, until they are at the- 

lower end of the stem three times as long as at the upper. The outer mar- 

gin of the upper ones is surrounded by a row of small nodes placed at equal 

distances, but on approaching the lateral appendages there are but two, 

which are larger and placed at the long diameter of the joints. Length of 

the stem not exceeding 25 cm., but generally shorter, terminating in a sharp 

point. Lateral cirri short and circular. 

Horizon and Locality.— Keokuk group. Found in large quantities and 

excellent preservation at Crawfordsville, Ind.; rare at Keokuk, Iowa. 

Type in the Illinois State collection, Springfield. 
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Platycrinus verrucosus Wuirr. 

Plate LXVI. Figs. 3a, b, and Plate LX VILL. Figs. 1a, b, ¢, d. 

1862. Wurtr; Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. Walk, BOP, 

Of medium size. Calyx below the arms deeply cup-shaped, about as 
wide as high; the sides almost straight, and the suture lines not grooved. 
Surface of the cup marked by somewhat scattered, very prominent, wart- 
like nodes, elevated abruptly. They are irregularly distributed, except upon 
the basals, where a row of ten large elongate nodes surround the column 
facet, their sharper ends pointing to the column, the thicker and wider ends 
directed outward ; these are enclosed by an irregular row of somewhat 
smaller, rounded nodes. Surface of the arms not ornamented. 

Basal cup large, saucer-shaped, pentangular in outline, the angles point- 
ing upward ; flat at the bottom, the column facet circular, moderately large 
and but slightly depressed ; the interbasal suture lines indeterminable. Ra- 
dials sometimes a little longer than wide, the lateral faces straight and nearly 
parallel, the lower faces convex, the upper faces at the sides of the facet 
short and but slightly sloping. Radial facets less than half the width ot 
the plates, and occupying but a small portion of their length. Costals small, 
trigonal. Distichals of the same ray in contact laterally; the first very 
small, the second somewhat larger. Palmars larger than the distichals. 
Arms four to six to the ray; smooth, rather long, moderately heavy at 
the proximal end, but tapering slightly upward. They are composed of 
rather long pieces, which become biserial above the third plate. Pinnules 
long. Structure of the ventral disk and column unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 
Type in the Museum of Comparative Zoélogy. 

89 
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Platycrinus pocilliformis Hatt. 

Plate LX VILL, Figs. 2a, b. 

1858. Hat; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p. 528, Plate 8, Figs. 2a, b. 

1881. W-.and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 74 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 248). 

A little shorter than the preceding species. Calyx to the top of the 

radials cup-shaped, wider than high; the height of the basals equal to nearly 

one third the length of the cup; the sides very slightly expanding to the 

middle, the upper ends at right angles to the base of the cup; the suture 

lines not grooved. Surface of plates marked by rather short, rounded 

nodes, which upon the basals are arranged in double or triple rows, a row 

of three extending from the column facet to the upper angles. The radials 

generally have a row of four or five nodes running from the radial facet 

to the lower angles of the plates, which enclose four or five others, and there 

are three or four at each side. 

Basals forming a flat, pentagonal cup; the column facet small and barely 

impressed; the interbasal suture lines indistinguishable. Radials a little 

wider than long, quadrangular, the upper face constituting an almost 

straight line; facets small, directed obliquely upward, restricted to the 

upper ends of the plates, and occupying but one third their width, 

Arms apparently five to the ray, and ornamented with small nodes. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — Differing from P. verrucosus in the shorter calyx, in having 

less prominent, and differently arranged nodes, and in the ornamentation of 

the arms. 

Platycrinus Yandelli 0. and Su. (typical form). 

Plate LXVI. Figs. Ga, b, c; and Plate LX VIII. Figs. 3a, 6, ec. 

1852. Owen and Suumarp; U.S. Geol. Rep. Wisc., Iowa and Minn., p. 587, Plate 54, Figs. 62, 4, ¢. 

1881. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 76 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 250). 

Of medium size. Dorsal cup low cup-shaped, obscurely pentangular from 

a dorsal view, the interradial suture lines forming the angles; the sides 

nearly straight, slightly expanding. The radial facets almost in the same 

plane with the surface of the plates, and unusually large, occupying fully 

half the length of the plates and two thirds their width. Surface of basals 
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and radials covered with comparatively few, irregularly distributed, rather 

large and prominent nodes, which sometimes almost take the character of 

spines. The costals, distichals, and lower palmars have from two to three 

nodes, which are somewhat smaller than those of the calyx, and transversely 

arranged, while the biserial arm plates have but one, placed near the inner 

end, forming together with adjoining ones two rows along the back of 

the arm. 

Basals forming a pentagon, with a circular, rather deep concavity, wide 

enough to admit the two upper stem joints. Interbasal sutures frequently 

invisible; the basi-radial and interradial suture lines slightly grooved. Radi- 

als hexangular, the upper ends of the plates one third wider than the lower. 

Facets very large, facing outward, shallow, transversely elliptical; the upper 

end slightly excavated for the ambulacral passage. Costals large, triangular, 

occupying the full width of the facet. There are normally five arms to the 

ray (exceptionally four or six), one division with three arms, the other with 

two, the former having two distichals to the inner side; arms of moderate 

size, their lower ends curving slightly downward; the arm joints rather long. 

Ventral disk from a third to a half higher than the dorsal cup; the outer 

ends of the ambulacra slightly protruding; the plates highly elevated, their 

summits crowned by two or three sharp tubercles. -Orals large; the posterior 

one pushed to the anterior far enough to be in a straight line with the two 

postero-lateral ones. Ambulacral plates large, arranged quite regularly in 

two rows. Interambulacral plates from four to five, except at the anal side 

where the middle one of the first row is much larger than the corresponding 

plate of the other sides, and followed by a great number of small tumid 

pieces, which form a large, conspicuous, subcentral protuberance containing 

the anus. The two plates at the sides are twice as long as wide, and longer 

than the middle one. Column distinctly twisted; the joints slightly angular 

around the margin; their long diameter equal to twice the shorter one. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Remarks. — The dorsal cup of this species is less discoid than it appears 

in specimens with the arms preserved. The arm facets enter deeply upon 

the plates, and the lower parts of the arms are directed horizontally, often 

with a downward tendency. 
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Platycrinus Yandelli, var. perasper Suum. 

Plate LX VIL. Figs. La, b. 

1865. P. perasper —Suumarp; Catal. Paleoz. Foss. of North Amer., p. 389. 

1881. P. perasper—W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL, p. 73 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 247). 
Syn. P. xodobrachiatus Hatt, 1861 (not 1858); Descr. New Spec. of Crin., p. 17. 

In the form of the dorsal cup, the proportions of its plates, and the size 

of the arms, closely resembling P. Yandelli, but the nodes covering the sur- 

face much more numerous; they are placed close together without being 

confluent, are very prominent, and cover the dorsal surface of the arms. 

Those upon the brachials to the last axillary, although smaller, are equally 

well defined, and are arranged transversely in two rows of from four to five 

nodes to each row, those upon the biserial arm plates in only one row. The 

latter are more or less ‘confluent, and form an undulated ridge at the upper 

edge of the plates, which gives to the transverse sutures a waving outline. 

This variety generally has six arms to the ray, which are slightly flattened 

on the back and obscurely grooved along the median line. The stem twists 

rapidly, and is composed at its proximal end of short elliptic joints. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Platycrinus spinifer W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXVI. Fig. 7. 

Closely resembling P. Vandelli, but somewhat larger. Dorsal cup saucer- 

shaped, the basals proportionally large, the radials distinctly curving, their 

facets projecting outward. Plates thin, covered with large, rather sharp 

nodes, placed in concentric lines parallel to their margins; there being gen- 

erally three such lines upon the basals, and two or three upon the radials, 

the latter arranged so as to form a diagonal line from the facet to each 

lower angle of the plates. Similar nodes, but somewhat smaller, cover the 

arms, every plate above the costals having three nodes— the costals four to 

five — transversely arranged, and occupying the median line of the plates; - 

sometimes, however, in the upper part of the arms, the nodes become 

confluent and form undulated ridges. 

Basals large, slightly convex except the middle part, which is abruptly 
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depressed for the reception of the column. The interbasal suture lines 
indeterminable ; the basi-radial and interradial sutures on a level with 
the plates. Radials rapidly spreading, considerably wider than long; the 
length of the lateral faces less than the width of the lower one; the limbs 
incurving, sloping outward and forming wide and deep notches between 
the plates; their upper ends sharply angular and higher than the upper part 
of the facet. Facets large, occupying half the width and fully one third 
the length of the plates; deeply and broadly excavated at the upper end. 
Costals broadly triangular, rapidly sloping at the middle, their lateral exten- 
sions knife-like. First distichal placed obliquely, the second wider and 
higher than the first, and overlapping it laterally so as to touch the costals. 
Palmars of the same proportions as the distichals. Arms generally five to 
the ray, exceptionally six; cylindrical, very heavy and proportionally short. 
The ventral disk of this species was high, as indicated from fragmentary 
parts preserved in one of the specimens. The interambulacral regions appar- 
ently consisted of five plates, of which the middle one of the first row is very 
large, and nearly twice as wide as high, the two at the sides as long but 
narrower; the former having a central spine. Column distinctly elliptic, 
the edges of the joints studded with numerous small nodes. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 
Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 
Remarks. — We were at first inclined to regard this form as a variety of 

P. Yandelli ; but the differences in the size of the basal disk and the propor- 
tions of the arms, as well as in the form of the dorsal cup, are so remarkable 
that we concluded eventually to treat it as a full species. It agrees in the 
form of the dorsal cup with the Discoideus group, but in the ornamentation 
and arm structure it is nearer P. Yandelli, P. verrucosus, and P. hemisphericus, 
and it doubtless represents a transition form. 

Platycrinus spinifer var. elongatus W. and Sp. (ov. var.). 

Plate LXVII. Fig. 7. 

Very closely allied to P. spinifer ; the dorsal cup deeper, but very little 
expanding, the basal disk larger and almost flat. The radials rest upon the 
inner edges of the basals, and are as long as wide; their facets much wider 
than high, directed obliquely upwards; they extend to less than one third 
the length of the plates, but occupy half their width. Costals trigonal, 
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not taking up the full width of the facets. Arms five to six, arranged as in 

P. spinifer, and covered by similar nodes, as also the plates of the dorsal eup. 

Ventral disk high; the orals large, with a highly elevated central node, 

which at the top divides into two or three sharp processes. The interambu- 

lacral plates flat and erect; the middle one of the first row sharply hexan- 

gular, and bearing a small central tubercle. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Most of the specimens of this species agree in the form of 

the dorsal cup with the Discoideus group, but in the ornamentation and arm 

structure resemble P. verrucosus, P. hemisphericus, and P. Yandelli. There 

are other specimens, however, in all essential points agreeing with the 

former, in which the cup is deep and oblong, for which the name P. spinifer, 

var. elongatus is proposed. 

REGALIS GROUP. 

Calyx cup-shaped, the plates indistinctly ornamented ; the arms curving 

outward, and very heavy throughout. 

Platycrinus regalis Hatt. 

Plate LX XII. Figs. 1, 2. 

1861. Hatz; Descr. of New Spec. of Crinoids, p. 16; figured 1872, New York State Mus. of Nat. Hist., 
Plate 24, Fig. 6. 

1881. W.and Sp.; Revision, Part IT., p. 74 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 248). 
Syn. P. Oweni Merx and WortHen ; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 129. 

A rather large species. Calyx broadly cup-shaped, and but slightly 

spreading; base large, rounded below; radial facets greatly projecting. 

Arms at first directed outward, in some specimens spreading horizontally to 

almost one third their length, the upper ends curving inward until the tips 

rest upon the ventral disk. Surface of the plates marked by two or three 

undulated ridges or rows of indistinct nodes, parallel to the upper margins of 

the plates, and similar ridges, but narrower, surround the edges, giving to 

the sides of the plates a somewhat beveled appearance. 

Basal cup unusually large, pentagonal, its inner edges resting against the 

lower faces of the radials, sometimes overlapping them; the interbasal sutures 

distinctly grooved. Radials generally a little longer than wide, slightly 

expanding, the lower faces convex, the upper faces at the sides of the facets 
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distinctly sloping, and those toward the anal side considerably widest, giving to the facets of the posterior rays an excentric position. Facets occupying one third the width of the plates, abruptly projecting, the faces slightly con- vex, the outer margin crenulated, and the median portions provided with an obscure transverse ridge, Costals moderately large, pentangular, rounded on the back, the upper angle obtuse, the upper sloping faces concave, some- times represented by two plates. Distichals two, as large as the costals, and the upper plate larger than the lower. They give off an arm from the outer side, and two palmars from the inner, which latter support an arm at the one side, and two post-palmars with two arms at the other ; frequently, how- ever, there is no further division above the palmars. The number of arms varies from six to nine to the ray, and often in the same specimen ; the arms are very stout, and taper but slightly ; their plates up to the last bifurcation are constricted in the middle, and the ridges above and below in well pre- served specimens are obscurely nodose, those of the biserial upper part slightly convex. Structure of the ventral disk unknown. 
Column gradually increasing in width to about 70 mm. from the end, whence it tapers rapidly to a point. Its entire length, as presented in a moderately large specimen (Plate LXXIL, Fig. 1), is about two feet from the crown to the filiform ends of the root. It has unusually long twists, and the joints increase continually in length as they grow wider; they are oval, ex- cept the two or three proximal ones, which are circular. The lower end of the stem is provided with cirri, the upper of which have a width of 3 mm., the lower ones of 2 mm. at their proximal ends. The latter, which grow very slender, are preserved in the specimen to a length of 40 mm., but were evidently longer. 

Forizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 
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Platycrinus eminulus Hatz. 

Plate LX VILL. Figs. 134, b, e. 
1861. Hatx; Deser. New Spec. of Crinoids, p. 17. 

A smaller species than P. regahs ; the dorsal cup more spreading, and 

more distinctly pentangular; the base proportionally smaller and flatter, 

either smooth or marked by obscure concentric bands parallel to the mar- 

gins of the plates, sometimes separating into distinct lachrymose nodes. 

Basi-radial and interradial sutures deeply grooved, and the margins of ad- 

jacent plates thickened and highly beveled. 

Basals forming a shallow basin, of which the median portions are rather 

deeply depressed, and only the beveled outer margin is visible from a side 

view; interbasal sutures rather distinct. Radials forming an angle of about 

45° with the bottom of the cup; once and a half—or less 

long, and not quite one half wider at the top than at the bottom. The 

notches toward the regular interradial spaces shallow, that at the anal side 

considerably deeper; the median portions strongly thickened to form the 

facet, which occupies about one third the width of the upper face. The 

facet is semi-ovate, deeply notched at the upper end, the surface perfectly 

flat and directed horizontally. Costals almost as long as wide, wider at the 

top than at the bottom, the upper angle obtuse. Distichals, palmars, and 

post-palmars, two to each order; the plates wider than long, gradually 

decreasing in size; but the upper one of each order larger than the lower, 

wider and also higher. Arms eight to the ray, given off as in the preced- 

ing species ; quite heavy, very little tapering, and curving outward. Ventral 

disk of about the same height as the dorsal cup ; composed of a few large 

plates. The orals sharply tumid; the posterior one resting between the 

other four, somewhat larger, and provided with a stronger node. The 

ambulacral plates large, but smaller than the orals, arranged quite regularly 

in two rows. The interambulacral spaces depressed, formed of three trans- 

versely arranged pieces, of which the middle one is as large as the orals, but 

perfectly flat; that on the anal side larger and curving longitudinally ; the 

opening located in the middle of a small, rounded protuberance, composed 

of small pieces. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

as wide as 
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DISCOIDEUS GROUP. 

Dorsal cup low basin-shaped, the radials and arms spreading almost 
horizontally outward; the arms recurving over the disk. 

Platycrinus discoideus 0. and Suvum. 

Plate III. Fig. 17, and Plate LXVI. Figs. 10a, b, ec. 

1852. Owen and Snumarp; U.S. Geol. Surv. Wisc., Iowa and Minn., p: 588, Plate 5.4, Figs. 1a, d. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 71 (Proceed. Acad. Nat, Sci. Phila., 245), 

Syn. P. corrugatus O. and Suum., 1852; U.S. Geol. Surv. Towa, Wisc. and Minn., p. 589, Plate 
54, Figs. Qa-e. 

(not PZ. discoideus Haut, 1858 ; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL, p. 535, Plate 8, Figs. 8c, = 
Eucladocrinus pleuroviminus White). 

Syn. P. striobrachiatus Hat, 1861; Descr. New Spee. Crin., p. 4; also Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., 
p. 287 (figured 1872 in Bull. N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist., Plate 2, Figs. 2 and 3 (Type in collec- 
tion of W. and Sp.). Whitfield; Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. I., Part I., p: 4, Plate 
3, Figs. 2 to 4. 

Syn. P. multibrachiatus Merk and Wortuen, 1861; Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 134. 
Syn. P. shumardianus Hawn, 1858; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., p- 582, Plate 8, Fig. 5. 
Syn. P. pulehellus S. A. Minter, 1891; Geol. Rep. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 11, Plate 1, Fig. 7. 

Calyx pyramidal, wider than high; the dorsal cup discoid, almost flat 
to the middle of the radials, then curving rapidly upwards until the limbs, 
which rise far above the top of the facets, stand at right angles to the plane 
of the base. Plates covered by well defined corrugations, which in some 
specimens are gathered into imbricating folds covering the whole surface ; 
in others arranged in concentric lines conformable to the sides of the plates. 
Base pentagonal, with a deep concavity in the centre, slightly convex toward 
the outer margins. Column facet circular; the interbasal sutures invisible. 
Radials almost as long as wide, allowing for the curvature, and near the sum- 
mit almost twice as wide as at the base. Radial facets large, lyre-shaped, the 
vertical diameter equal to one half the length of the plates; the lower rim 
projecting and on a level with the basals. The surface of the facets concave, 
and covered with fine radiating strise without other markings. Basi-radial 
and interradial sutures deeply grooved, the edges of the plates strongly 
beveled. Costals triangular, occupying the full width of the facet. Dis- 
tichals and palmars twice as wide as high. Arms from six to eight to 
the ray; one subdivision in the same specimen may have but three arms, 
the other four and exceptionally five. The arms are rather stout, simple 
and biserial, and are finely striated longitudinally. Disk almost three times 

90 
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as high as the dorsal cup. Ambulacra highly elevated, forming broad ridges 

composed of two series of large spiniform plates alternately arranged, which 

pass out from between adjoining orals. Orals spine-bearing, and larger than 

the covering pieces; the posterior one larger than the other four. Inter- 

radial spaces depressed, composed of five nearly flat pieces, arranged in two 

rows, all of which are interambulacral. The middle plate of the first row 

very large; the two at the sides as long as the other, but much narrower. 

Anus at the summit of a short protuberance, opening out laterally, and 

placed between the plates of the first and second row, which together with 

the four smaller orals and the upper plate of the two posterior ambulacra 

form a ring around the larger orals, giving to the latter a strictly central 

position. Column twisted; the proximal joint circular, the succeeding ones 

elliptic ; and increasing in length downward. 

Florizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Lowa, 

and at the same horizon in New Mexico and Missouri. 

Remarks. — This species, although well characterized, is quite variable in 

details of structure, and has been described under several names. In some 

specimens, the corrugations upon the plates are more distinct and coarser 

than in others, and sometimes are obsolete near the facet. The form of the 

dorsal cup also varies considerably, being in some specimens much deeper 

than in others, and the outer edges of the basals rise slightly above the 

plane of the radials. Owen and Shumard’s figure of P. discoideus repre- 

sents an extremely flat specimen, and its corrugations are very coarse. In 

their P. corrugatus, on the other hand, the markings are fine, and the dorsal 

cup considerably deeper, the two representing the extremes of the species. 

Hall’s type of P. striobrachiatus, which has the arms preserved, has the orna- 

mentation of P. corrugatus, but the form of P. discoideus. In Hall’s P. shu- 

mardianus the corrugations are less confluent, and take almost the form of 

granules or nodes, less marked, however, than indicated by the figure. In 

P. multibrachiatus M. and W., the corrugations do not extend to the median 

portions of the radials. P. pulchellus is a young specimen of the type of 
P. striobrachiatus. 

The type of P. shumardianus is in the Mlinois State collection, Springfield, 

those of P. striobrachiatus and P. multibrachiatus in the Museum of Com- 

parative Zodlogy; the fate of those of P. discoideus and P. corrugatus is 

unknown. 
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Platycrinus cavus Hatt. 

Plate LX VII. Figs. Sa, b. 

1858. Hatt; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 527, Plate 8, Figs. la, b. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 71 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 245). 

Of medium size. Dorsal cup saucer-shaped; the basal disk slightly pro- 

jecting below the lower margins of the radials; the latter curving gently 

upwards. The facets face somewhat outward, and have a slight depres- 

sion around their lower margins. Surface marked by concentric lines of 

nodes or granules, which are sometimes confluent. There are two or three 

ranges of these nodes parallel to the margins of the basal disk, and similar 

ranges of nodes surround the radials, leaving a plane space equal to the 

granulate portions between the latter and the edges of the facets. Basi- 

radial and interradial sutures channeled, and the sides of the plates slightly 

beveled. Ventral disk high, pyramidal; the plates moderately convex. 

Basal disk rather large, concave in the middle to the width of the stem ; 

the interbasal suture lines grooved, but the sutures invisible. Width and 

length of the projecting radials as four to three. Facets projecting, semi- 

circular; slightly notched at the upper end; the surface concave. Costals 

subtrigonal, moderately large, occupying the full width of the facets; much 

wider than high. Distichals rather short; placed obliquely against the cos- 

tals, and directed outward. The higher orders of brachials are not preserved 

in the specimen, but portions of the arms indicate that the species had from 

six to eight arms to the ray, which were comparatively delicate. Ventral 

disk twice as high as the dorsal cup; the interambulacral spaces depressed, 

the ambulacra rising abruptly above the general surface of the disk. Orals 

incompletely visible in the specimen, so that their arrangement could not be 

ascertained, but the plates are large. Covering pieces alternately arranged 

in two rows; all equal in size. Interambulacral plates 3 and 2; the two 

outer ones of the first row curving outward, and the middle one larger than 

the others. The middle plate of the anal side somewhat the widest and 

shortest, and its upper margin slightly furrowed by the anus, which is placed 

low down upon the disk and directed laterally. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of Upper Burlington limestone ; 

Burlington, Lowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection at Springfield. 
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Remarks. — This species is of the type of P. discoideus, but the dorsal cup 

is deeper, the facets shorter, semi-circular instead of lyre-shaped, and the 

limbs do not extend above the height of the facets. It also departs from 

that species in the ornamentation, and comes from a higher horizon. The 

description is made from the type specimen shown in the Iowa Report, Plate 

8, Fig. la, which is somewhat crushed at the base ; figure 1b, on the same 

plate, is from a different specimen, which may be of another species. 

Platycrinus Gorbyi S$. A. Mitrer. 

Plate LXVILL. Fig. 15. 

1891. S.A. Miter; Geological Survey of Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 15, Plate I., Fig. 14. 

In the form of the dorsal cup and the proportions of the plates closely 

resembling P. cavus ; but the ornamentation is coarser, and the radial facets 

smaller, more projecting, and their faces flat instead of concave. 

Dorsal cup decagonal in a dorsal aspect; the basal disk projecting dis- 

tinctly below the lower margins of the radials; the sides of the latter ex- 

panding rapidly so as to form a flat, spreading cup. The plates moderately 

strong; their surface covered with two irregular rows of rather large nodes, 

of which the outer ones are frequently confluent, and form an undulated 

ridge around the beyeled edges of the plates. The basi-radial and inter- 

radial sutures deeply channeled. Basal disk regularly pentagonal, flat around 

the margin, with a slight funnel-shaped depression in the middle; the proxi- 

mal stem joint circular; interbasal sutures obsolete. Radials one third 

wider than long; the ends of their limbs almost on a level with the upper 

ends of the facets. The facets semi-ovate, and but slightly notched at the 

upper end; they occupy about a third of the width of the plates, and not 

quite one half their length. All other parts of the species unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 

and Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. R. A. Blair of Sedalia. 
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Platycrinus subspinosus Hatt. 

Plate LXVTI. Figs. 9a, 6. 

1858. Harn; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IT., p. 536, Plate 8, Figs. 9 and 10. 
1866. Merk and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. II., p. 173, Plate 15, Fig. 6. 

Smaller than P. discoideus ; its dorsal cup has a similar form, but the 

surface of the plates is smooth or very obscurely corrugated; the ventral 

disk shorter, convex instead of pyramidal, and composed of but few large 

plates; the arms heavier, shorter, and without strive. 

Basal disk rather small, broadly and deeply funnel-shaped, the excava- 

tions extending almost to the outer margins. The interbasal sutures very 

slightly grooved, but the basi-radial and interradial sutures deep, and the 

edges of the plates strongly beveled. Radials about once and a half as wide 

as long, and nearly twice as wide at the upper end as at the lower, rising 

very gradually to the facets, which project distinctly outward; the limbs 

curving rapidly upward and slightly inward. The facets, which are not 

thickened around the edges, are directed horizontally, and their faces are 

perfectly flat; they are wider than high and rather large, occupying nearly 

two thirds the width of the plates. Costals very large for the genus, and 

comparatively long; pentagonal; directed outward and slightly downward, 

so that the succeeding distichals are sometimes at a lower level in the speci- 

men than either radials or basals; the upper angle quite obtuse. Distichals 

two; the first quadrangular; the second pentangular; but little smaller 

than the costals, giving off an arm to the outer side of the ray, and two 

palmars to the imner side; the latter supporting an arm to the inner side, 

and two post-palmars to the outer, there being normally four arms to each 

main division and eight to the ray, exceptionally six or seven. Arms heavy, 

moderately short, rounded on the back; composed of rather long, slightly 

convex pieces. They are generally outstretched to about half their length, 

then curve rapidly inward until their tips rest upon the outer margins of 

the tegmen. Disk decidedly quinquelobate, higher than the dorsal cup; 

the ambulacra highly elevated into ridges. Orals very large, subspinous, 

occupying one half of the ventral surface; rather regular in their arrange- 

ment. Disk ambulacra short, composed of but few tumid pieces. The inter- 

ambulacral spaces small, sometimes formed of a single row of three plates, of 

which the middle one is quite large, the outer ones as long but narrower. 
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The latter curve outward to the costals, and meet the covering pieces. 

When there are more than three plates, the upper ones are very small. 

Anus placed between the two posterior orals, the opening directed laterally. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and Lake Valley, New Mexico. 

Type in the (Worthen) Ilinois State collection (a rather poor specimen). 

Remarks. —In a very fine specimen, evidently of this species, Plate 

LXVI., Fig. 9a, there is an indistinct node within the five angles of the basal 

disk, and three others, even more obscure, upon the beveled edges at the 

lower end of the radials. 

Platycrinus excavatus Hatt. 

Plate LX VI. Hig. 4. 

1861. Hat; Descr. New Species Crin., p. 4; also Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL. p. 286 (figured 

1872 N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist., Bull. I., Plate 2.4, Fig. 1). 

1893 Wuutrmerp; Mem. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., Vol. I, Part L., p. 3, Plate III., Fig. 5. 

Syn. Platycrinus sulcatus MitiEr, 1891; Geol. Sury. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 16, Plate 2, Fig. 2. 

A rather robust species, not above medium size. Dorsal cup discoid, 

forming a flat basin. Only the extreme outer margin of the basal disk 

projecting below the margin of the radials, the inner portions deeply de- 

pressed so as to embrace the three or four proximal stem joints, which do 

not, however, touch the sides of the concavity. The radials expand very 

rapidly, curving but little; their upper faces twice as wide as the lower ones; 

the facets subcircular, somewhat concave, and directed outward and slightly 

downward. Interbasal sutures obscure, the basi-radial and interradial ones 

profoundly and widely channeled; the sides of the basal disk and radials 

beveled. Outer margins of radials surrounded by a thickened rim or rugose 

swelling, and the facets by a slight ridge, producing a rather abrupt depres- 

sion in the median portions of the plates. Surface of basals smooth. Costals 

triangular, frequently not occupying the full width of the facet; the distichals 

then touching the radials, and their sloping upper faces making a right 

angle. Distichals two; the lower one twice as wide as long; the upper 

wider than the lower, the upper angle obtuse. Arms four to the ray, very 

stout and short, slightly tapering at the tips. Structure of the ventral disk 

unknown, except that the anus was at the end of a tube which extended to 

the full height of the arms, and was composed of spiniform plates. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 
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Original type said to be in the White collection at Ann Arbor, Mich., but 

not certainly identified. 

Remarks. — Our description was made from the quite perfect specimen 

figured on Plate LXVI., Fig. 4, which we have identified as belonging to this 

species, although much smaller than Hall’s type, and the specimen figured 

by Miller as the type of P. sulcatus. The specimen figured by Whitfield as 

Hall’s type is somewhat imperfect in the basal disk ; the very large pentapet- 

alous opening in the centre is due to accident, as no Platycrinus in its 

normal condition had an opening in the base for the central canal of any 

such size or shape as the figure shows. ‘The species is interesting as being 

the first authentic Platycrinus in America in which a long anal tube has 

been observed. It is plainly shown in our specimen, but is broken off just 

within the tips of the arms, and does not appear from the view given in 

our figure. 

EUCLADOCRINUS Merk (emended W. and Svr,). 

1871. Meex; U. S. Geol. Survey of Montana by Hayden, p. 373. 
1878. W. and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 243, and 1881, Revision, Part II., p. 76 (Proceed. 

Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 250). 
1890. S. A. Mrtter; North Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 244. 

Syn. Platycrinus (in part) Harn 1858; Ware 1862. 

Construction of the dorsal cup, ventral disk and column, as in Platycrinus, 

but the brachials extended outward and forming large tubular appendages 

or arm trunks, which pass out from the calyx, and give off the arms alter- 

nately from opposite sides. These trunks are extensions of the calyx, com- 

posed of a greater or less number of successive orders of brachials, of two 

plates to each order; they are roofed over by large, rigid, or nearly rigid, 

covering plates throughout their whole length, forming a good sized tubular 

passage underneath, which communicates with the inner part of the calyx. 

There are generally two such trunks to the ray, which are in contact to near 

the top of the palmars, and support a single arm from every axillary. Some 

species, however, have but one appendage to the ray, and their arms are 

given off in clusters of four or more from every second brachial. The arms 

are of moderate size, biserial and pinnule-bearing, but were apparently short, 

and the lower ones did not rise to the top of the crown. 

Distribution. — Restricted, so far as known, to the upper part of the 

Burlington and the lower beds of the Keokuk groups of America. 

Type of the genus: Hucladocrinus montanensis Meek. 
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Remarks. — This genus bears the same relation to Platycrinus that Stega- 

nocrinus does to Actinocrinus. In both groups the rays branch in their free 

state; but while in Platycrinus and Actinocrinus the covering plates are 

movable from the costals up, they are in sutural contact in Hucladocrinus and 

Steganocrinus to the end of the appendages, and the latter practically form 

extensions of the calyx. 

In Part II. of the Revision we placed under this genus only those species 

in which the arm trunks extend to the full height of the crown, and in which 

the arms are given off singly from opposite sides. This excluded such 

forms as “ Platycrinus” prenuntius and “ Platycrinus” tuberosus, which have 

unquestionably the characteristics of Hucladocrinus, but less completely 

developed. 

Eucladocrinus millebrachiatus W. and Sp. 

Plate LX XII. Fig. 1, and Plate LX XIV. Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, &, 9. 

1878. W. and Sp. ; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 245, and 1881, Revision, Part II., p. 77 (Proceed. 
‘Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 251). 

A rather large species, resembling Platycrinus glyptus in the form of the 

calyx and style of ornamentation. Dorsal cup bell-shaped, a little higher 

than wide, the rays extended outward and forming above the distichals ten 

ponderous tubular appendages, two to the ray, which, curving downward, 

expose the ventral surface, and give off simple arms to nearly the full height 

of the crown. Ventral disk very short and flattened on the top. Surface 

of basals and radials marked by rows of small nodes and rugose ridges, 

arranged parallel to the margins of the plates, and radiating to their angles. 

Basals forming a saucer-shaped dish, equal in height to one third the 

length of the dorsal cup, truncated at the bottom, the middle portions de- 

pressed to the width of the column; the interbasal sutures invisible. Radials 

longer than wide, very slightly increasing in width upward, a little gibbous 

in the middle, and swelling toward the facets; the edges of the plates not 

beveled, and the interradial suture lines ill-defined. Facets large, semi- 

circular, facing almost horizontally outward, occupying two thirds the width 

of the plates and nearly one third their height; the surface slightly pitted 

in the middle. Costals very short but wide, filling the entire surface of the 

facets, and abutting against the lower end of the interradial plates; the 

distal faces, although the plates are axillary, almost parallel with the proxi- 
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mal face, having only a small angular- projection at the median line. Dis- 

tichals two, short, four times as wide as high, those of the same ray 

suturally connected as far as the middle of the second plate, which latter 

gives off an arm to the outer side of the ray. The succeeding orders of 

brachials form the dorsal side of the appendages; they are composed of an 

indefinite number of successive orders of two plates each, of which every 

second plate is an axillary, thus giving off alternately from the one side an 

arm, and from the other the next order of brachials. The arm-bearing faces 

are much the shortest, and slope abruptly downward; the others form a 

nearly horizontal line, so that the plates of the appendages are transverse 

but not exactly parallel, as the axillaries are slightly cuneate. The trunks 

are three to four times thicker than the arms; they decrease but little in 

size upwards, and terminate in two short arms; the plates are of nearly the 

same length, about three times as wide as long, rounded on the back, and 

transversely angular at the outer faces. The length of the arms cannot be 

accurately ascertained from the specimens, but it appears as if the proximal 

ones did not rise to the top of the crown; they are biserial, of moderate 

size, pinnule-bearing, and they decrease slightly in width upwards. The 

proximal arm plates are rather deeply set into the ray, and while they rest 

chiefly upon the eumeate axillary, they abut also against the adjoining plates 

above and below, which are truncated for their reception. In one of the 

specimens, the arms near the calyx touch five plates, but higher up only 

four, which is the general rule. The arms are very numerous; in a speci- 

men of medium size we counted twenty-four arms to one branch, but the 

extreme end is not preserved; and we have reason to believe that they 

averaged in large specimens at least ten more, which would make about 

thirty-five to the half ray, or three hundred and fifty to the individual. 

Beneath each arm, within the appendages, there are two well defined respi- 

ratory pores, one piercing the upper edge of the arm facet and lower end of 

the node-bearing plate above, the other placed at the angle formed by the 

same plate and two adjoining brachials. 

Ventral disk depressed, the orals moderately large, almost central, and 

the middle part of the plates elevated into rounded, papillate nodes with 

roughened or wrinkled surfaces; the node of the posterior oral largest. 

Interambulacral plates flat and without surface markings; they generally 

consist of four oblong plates, of which the three of the first row are exposed 

in a side view, only their upper ends, which bend abruptly inward, being 
91 
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hidden. The covering plates of the ambulacra proceed from the outer sides 

of the orals to the ends of the appendages; they are suturally connected 

throughout their full length, and form, together with the plates of the dorsal 

side, almost rigid tubes. Those of the disk are large, as long as wide, and 

their surfaces flat; those of the appendages in part are covered with strong 

nodes. The plate overlying the costals, from which the bifurcation of the 

ambulacra takes place, is large and nodose. It is succeeded by two rows of 

transverse plates of irregular size, of which the larger ones are crowned by 

nodes similar to those upon the orals, but more prominent, and with coarser 

markings; they are arranged transversely, like the plates bearing them. 

The larger plates are so disposed that there is one at the base of each 

arm, and by counting the nodes the number of the arms can be ascertained 

from them as readily as from the brachials. Between every two nodal plates 

are two or three smaller ones, which are flat, except for the general curva- 

ture. Anus low down, facing laterally. Column large and long, rapidly 

twisting ; the proximal joint circular, the succeeding ones turning abruptly 

into elongate-elliptic — the long diameter twice the shorter one — and their 

longitudinal thickness increasing as they recede from the calyx. Hach joint 

is twisted so that the long axes of its reverse faces make a considerable 

angle with each other; the other rim is beveled to an edge, from which 

small tooth-like spines proceed outward. The articular ridge well defined, 

and bordered at the sides by deep fosse. Axial canal extremely small. 

Horizon and Locality.— Transition bed between the Upper Burlington 

and Keokuk beds; near Burlington and at Pleasant Grove, Iowa. Also in 

the lower part of the Keokuk proper at Niota and Nauvoo, Ill. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eucladocrinus millebrachiatus var. immaturus W and Sp. 

Plate LX XII. Figs. 2, 3. 

There occur at Burlington in the same bed with Lucladocrinus mille- 

brachiatus very much smaller specimens, which are so closely similar to that 

species that they may represent its younger form; but as no intermediate 

stages have been discovered, and the gap is rather wide, we deem it advis- 

able to place them at present as a variety under that species. The calyx in 

these specimens, of which we obtained five examples in excellent preserva- 

tion, is much shorter than wide, the dorsal cup saucer-shaped, the basal disk 
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almost flat, and covered with indistinct nodes; while the radials, which are 
wider than long, are entirely smooth. The calycine appendages, which in 
one of them are preserved to the distal end, bear but thirteen arms in the 
largest specimen, which are proportionally rather widely separated. In all 
other respects, the form in question agrees with Z. nullebrachiatus, to which 
it bears about the same relation as Sleyanocrinus araneolus to S. pentagonus. 

Forizon and Locality. — Burlington and Keokuk Transition bed, near 
Burlington, Towa, 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Eucladocrinus montanensis Mees. 

Plate LX XII, Fig. 5. 

1871. Merk; Hayden’s Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv. of Montana, p. 373. 

Dorsal cup apparently subovoid, a little higher than wide, widest at the 
arm bases. Surface of plates smooth. Base basin-shaped, forming nearly one 
third the height of the dorsal cup. Radials subquadrangular, a little longer 
than wide, slightly spreading; the lower face a little convex; the upper 
angles somewhat truncated. Facets moderately deep, their width about 
equal to the width of the radials. Costals very short, supporting two rather 
slender appendages, composed of numerous brachials of successive orders, 
of two plates each, which from the second plate respectively give off the 
arms. Arms rounded at the dorsal side, biserial and pinnule-bearing. All 
other parts of the species unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. —Subcarboniferous ; Montana (the exact locality 
not being given). 

Type in the Smithsonian Institution, No. 7805. 
Remarks. — This species probably resembles Lucladocrinus millebrachiatus 

W. and Sp.; but the plates are not ornamented, the appendages seem to 
have been more slender and erect. It was described from a single very 
imperfect specimen, in which the base is badly distorted, and only small 
portions of the calycine appendages are preserved; these, however, show the 
structural peculiarities of the genus, while the specimen is too imperfect to 
admit of an accurate specific description. 
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Eucladocrinus pleuroviminus Ware. 

Plate LX XII. Fig. 4, Plate LX XIV. Fig. 1. 

1862. Platycrinus pleurovininus —WuitE; Proceed. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. IV., p. 17. 

1878. Lucladocrinus pleuroviminus —W. and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 244, and 1881, Re- 
vision, Part II., p. 77. 

Syn. Platycrinus discoideus Hatu; 1858 (not Owen and Saum. 1852); Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. L., 

Part IL., p. 535, Plate 8, Figs. 8a, d. 

A very large species; the calyx sometimes reaching a width of 60 mm. 

The form of the dorsal cup extremely variable, from discoid to low cup- 

shaped, and from distinctly decangular in its dorsal aspect to almost circular ; 

its height in some of the specimens scarcely a third of the width, in others 

equal to one half. Plates of the cup very heavy, and frequently highly orna- 

mented over the whole surface, sometimes only around the margins; while in 

some cases they are almost devoid of any surface markings whatever. In 

most of the specimens, however, the surface is covered by irregular wrinkles 

and rugose ridges parallel to the margins of the plates, and similar ridges pass 

from the lower edge of the radial facets to the inferior angles of the radials, 

and from the column to the upper angles of the basals. Other specimens 

have a broad, roughened single ridge at some distance from the margins of 

the plates, and deep grooves at either side of it; but in all of them the 

edges of the plates are distinctly beveled, and the basi-radial and interradial 

suture lines channeled. Ventral disk as high as the dorsal cup, and some- 

times a little higher, its outer margin rising almost vertically from the upper 

edges of the radials; the median portions depressed. The species has ten 

arm trunks given off from the radials almost horizontally, those of the same 

ray being in sutural contact to the top of the first palmars; they are quite 

heavy at the proximal end, but taper gradually upward, and curve gently 

from above the palmars upwards and inwards, supporting from the side of 

every second plate a simple arm. 

Base pentagonal, with a funnel-shaped depression occupying two thirds 

the diameter of the plate, the margin convex and on a level with the beveled 

lower end of the radials. The interbasal suture lines more or less deeply 

grooved, the basi-radial and interradial ones at the bottom of a broad, shal- 

low channel. Radials moderately spreading, the lower face wider than the 

lateral ones, the upper end slightly inflected to meet the interambulacral 

plates, and the angles broadly truncated for their reception; the plates 
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are thickened around the facets, which project considerably and face almost 
horizontally. Facets concave, semicircular, the surface crenulated at the 
margin, their middle portions distinctly granular, the upper end provided 
with shallow fossxe ; the distal faces directed obliquely outward and support- 
ing a large covering plate at each side of the ambulacral passage. Costals 
depressed pentagonal, five to six times as wide as long, the upper angles 
obtuse. Distichals as long as the costals at the median line, those of the same 
ray interlocking laterally with each other and with the palmars above ; the 
axillary rhomboidal, the arm-bearing face directed obliquely to the side, the 
opposite one horizontally. The palmars have the same form as the dis- 
tichals, but are a little shorter. Plates of the succeeding orders more cuneate 
and less regular in their arrangement; the axillaries upwards from the 
fourth or fifth order decidedly triangular, while the plate below is but 
little higher at one side than at the other, an arrangement which gives 
to the upper part of the trunks a waving outline. The arms are set deeply 
into the trunks, and their two or three proximal plates actually form part of 
them, being suturally attached to the sides of four or five brachials, which 
are truncated for their reception. The arms are directed obliquely upwards, 
are biserial from the second plate, thicker at the proximal ends than at the 
distal, and they are not very long, the lower ones not rising to the top of 
the crown. The ventral covering of the appendages has not been observed 
in this species, being hidden by the arms, but the transverse section shows 
that it was similar to that of Z. millebrachiatus. 

Ventral disk composed of comparatively few, large, very heavy and con- 
vex plates, among which the posterior oral occupies the central part. This 
is surrounded by eight plates of nearly the same size, viz., the four other 
orals, the proximal covering pieces of the posterior ambulacra, and two 
plates, which, together with two others of equal size, form a protuberance 
enclosing the anal opening. The covering pieces are large, but decrease 
somewhat in size as they approach the appendages. There are but three 
interambulacral plates in this species, transversely arranged, of which the 
middle one, although less convex than the other disk plates, is larger than 
any of them ; it is hexagonal, somewhat elongate, concave at the sides, and 
it stands erect, being completely visible in a side view. 

Column similar to that of Z. millebrachiatus, but without nodes ; the long 
diameter of the joints proportionally greater, and the twist more rapid than 
in that species. The joints increase in length rather rapidly near the calyx, 
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but less so toward the root, and from stem fragments we have seen we judge 

that the stem must have been quite long. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington and 

Augusta, Iowa. 

Type in the White collection at Ann Arbor, Mich. 

Remarks. —This is one of the most magnificent known species of Camer- 

ate Crinoids, and one of the two finest specimens of it ever found at Bur- 

lington is in the British Museum. 

Eucladocrinus prenuntius W. and Sp. 

Plate LXXILI. Fig. 5. 

1878. Platycrinus prenuntius —W. and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 249, Plate 2, Figs. 1 and 
2; also Revision, Part II., p. 74. 

Of the type of Hucladocrinus pleuroviminus, but smaller, the tubular 

extensions from the calyx much shorter, and giving off Jess than half the 

number of arms. Dorsal cup saucer-shaped, its sides sharply angular. The 

lower part of the radials projecting over the deeply excavated basal disk, 

and not visible in a side view, or only the points of the angles visible, which 

are thickened and formed into rounded nodes. The margins of the radials 

are surrounded by a broad, thickened, rugose rim; while the space around 

the facets is depressed and without markings. The edges of the plates are 

profoundly beveled, producing deep channels all along the basi-radial and 

interradial sutures. 

Basal disk pentangular, very deeply funnel-shaped below; the sides 

slightly concave ; suture lines invisible. Radials rapidly spreading, twice as 

wide as long, moderately curving; the truncated upper faces but little slop- 

ing toward the regular interradial spaces, rather deeply at the anal side. 

Facet projecting, facing outward, semicircular, concave, very slightly notched 

at the upper end; the extreme outer margins striated. Costals wedge-shaped, 

not extending to the full depth of the facet. Distichals two, both quad- 

rangular ; the second narrower on top than at the bottom, its lateral outer 

face giving off an arm to the side, the lateral inner face suturally united with 

that of its fellow of the adjoining division. The horizontal upper face sup- 

ports four or five successive orders of brachials, each one consisting of two 

rather large pieces, and the upper one irregularly axillary ; one of the sides 

sloping and giving off an arm, the upper face the next order of brachials. 
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Arms from six to seven to each main division, or twelve to fourteen to the 

ray; they stretch outward to the length of the palmars, and then bend 

upward and inward, being rounded on the back, flattened at the sides, and 

biserial from the second joint. 

Ventral disk fully twice as high as the dorsal cup, rather bulging; the 

plates large, heavy, and highly convex. Orals in contact laterally ; the 

posterior one central in position and larger than the others, which are oblong 

and pushed to the anterior side. The fixed covering plates of the ambulacra 

extend out from the orals beyond the limits of the calyx to about one half 

the length of the arms, and form together with the different orders of 

brachials large, tapering, tubular trunks, from which the arms are given 

off alternately at the sides. Interambulacral plates: 3, 2, 1, all large, but 

especially the middle one of the first row. At the anal side the middle plate 

is still larger, and is followed by nine or ten small plates, which take the 

place of the second row of plates at the other sides, and form a small pro- 

tuberance enclosing the anus. Above these plates there are two larger 

ones, which, together with the smaller orals, form a ring around the pos- 

terior one. Anal opening directed laterally. Stem elliptical, rapidly twist- 

ing, its long diameter nearly three times the shorter one; the joints slightly 

increasing in width, and their proximal and distal faces provided with a well 

defined ridge. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of the Upper Burlington limestone, 

Burlington, Iowa, and several places in Missouri. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This and the next species have the characters of the genus 

less pronounced than in the typical forms, and they represent transition 

forms in different degrees from Platycrinus. 
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Eucladocrinus tuberosus (Hatt). 

Plate LXXITI. Figs. 3, 4 a, b, ¢. 

1858. Platycrinus tuberosus — Wau; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part Il., p. 534, Plate 8, Figs. 7a, 0. 

1881. Platycrinus tuberosus— W. and SP. ; Revision, Part II., p. 76 (Proc. Acad. Nat Sci. Phil., p. 250). 

Syn. Platycrinus occidentalis 8. A. Minusr, 1891; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 10, Plate 1, 

Figs. 5, 6. 

Calyx wider than high, hemispheric to subpyramidal, slightly pentangular 

in outline. Dorsal cup discoid and very short, resting on the projecting 

margins of the radial facets; the lower edges of the facets directed slightly 

downward, the limbs bending upward at a right angle. Ventral disk some- 

what bulging at the posterior side, and portions of the interambulacral 

plates visible from a dorsal aspect. Plates thin, without ornamentation, and 

very little elevated; the sutures slightly grooved. This species, in the form 

of its brachial trunks, of which there is but one to the ray, and in the 

arrangement of its arms, which are extremely short and given off in clusters 

from the sides of the trunks, resembles certain species of Onychocrinus. 

Basal disk proportionally small, with a small depression in the middle for 

the proximal column joint. Interbasal sutures obsolete. Radials subhex- 

agonal, lying horizontally to near the facets, where they are twice as wide as 

at the bottom. The facets occupy less than half the width of the plates; 

they are semi-elliptical, greatly projecting, directed more or less obliquely 

downward; they are deeper excavated in the middle, and the margin is 

obscurely striated. Calycine appendages heavy but short, their transverse 

section oblong. They are directed obliquely downward to their full length, 

and are composed of five successive orders of brachials, which give off arms 

from the outer sides. The different orders, except the costals, consist of two 

plates each, and are roofed by two series of rigid, very large covering pieces. 

Costals extremely large, reaching a length of 6 to 7mm.; they are rounded 

on the back, the sides abruptly curving inward, and the distal faces, although 

axillary, almost straight. Distichals 2 x 2, a little wider than long and 

quadrangular; the second pentangular and irregularly axillary. The latter 

plates give off 2 x 2 X 2 palmars, of which the outer ones support a cluster 

of arms; while the inner ones take part in the calycine appendages. The 

lower plates of the outer series are trigonal, and rest upon the sloping upper 

faces of the distichals and against the sloping lower faces of the inner palmars 
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in such a manner, that the direction of the arms is at right angles to the 
trunks, The second palmars of the inner sides support two orders of post- 
palmars, the lower one giving off one arm, the upper two. One of the latter 
arms branches again in its biserial stage so that there are four arms to each 
cluster. Similar sets of arms are given off from the fourth order of brachials 
at both sides of the trunks, and also from the distal end. 

The plates of the ventral disk are comparatively large and rather promi- 
nent; the posterior oral more elevated than any of the rest, and slightly 
excentric, leaning to the posterior-side; the four others somewhat smaller ; 
all sharply angular and sometimes spiniferous at their summits. The cover- 
ing pieces of the disk are quite regularly arranged in two rows. Interambu- 
lacral plates: 3, 2,1; the middle one of the first range almost as large as 
the posterior oral, and the corresponding plate of the anal side even larger. 
Column rather small for the species, the long diameter of the joints not 
more than once and a half that of the shorter one; the proximal joint cir- 
cular, and those succeeding it increasing moderately in length. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa, 
and Sedalia, Mo. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 
Remarks. — This species departs in its arm structure from all other 

known Platyerinoids, and also is readily identified by the form of the dorsal 
cup. There is no other species known from the Burlington limestone in 
which the arm facets are directed downward, and in which the calyx rests 
upon the projecting edges of the radial facets; nor any in which the basal 
disk is so small proportionally as in this species. It is extremely rare, and 
was always recognized with ease by the Burlington collectors; but one 
specimen has ever been found showing the structure of the arms, and that is 
the crushed specimen in our own collection, which we have figured. 
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MARSUPIOCRINUS Putt. 

(Not Marsupicrinites Buatnvitis = Marsupites Mant., nor Marsupiocrinites Hatin = Lyriocrinus). 
1839. Putters apud Murcutson; Silur. System, p. 672. 

1842. Austin; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. X., p. 109. 

1857. Prcrer; Traité de Paléont., Vol. IV., p. 332. 

1860. Dusarpry and Huré; Hist. naturelle des Zoophytes, p. 149. 
1878. Anceuin; Icon. Crinoid. Suec., p. 2. 
1879. Zirrei; Handb. der Paleont., Vol. I., p. 365. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL., p. 62 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 236). 

1890. §. A. Minter; North Amer. Geol. and Palwont., p. 260. 

Syn. Platycrinus (in part) — F. Rormer, 1860; Silur. Fauna West. Tenn., p. 35. 
Syn. Cupellecrinus —Troost; 1850, List Crin. Tenn., p. 61; described by Shum. 1866; Cat. 

Palsoz. Fossils (Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. IL., p. 861). 

Closely related to Platycrinus, but the lower brachials and the first plate 

of the interradial series entering rather more into the dorsal cup; the radial 

facets, instead of being excavated, are nearly straight; the column circular 

instead of elliptic; and the axial canal very much larger and pentagonal. 

Basals arranged as in Platycrinus, and similarly anchylosed. Radials 

large, hexagonal in outline; the upper face supports not only the costals 

but also the distichals ; it is straight, or slightly indented for the reception of 

each plate. Costals one, very small and trigonal. Distichals one when there 

is another bifurcation above; they are small, resting with their lower faces 

upon the radials, with one of their lateral faces against a large interbrachial 

plate, and at the opposite side against the adjoining distichal of the same 

ray. Arms from two to four to the ray, rather stout and biserial; the 

pinnules large. Ventral disk hemispheric; the orals rather small, pushed 

anteriorly, and quite asymmetrically arranged. The ambulacral plates con- 

sist of regular rows of covering pieces, which branch upon the disk, and are 

separated from those of adjoining rays by rather large interambulacral plates, 

and the branches from one another by one or two interaxillaries. Column 

of uniform size throughout, and, so far as observed, without cirri, except 

perhaps at the extreme end. The joints circular, each pair of nodal joints 

enclosing an internodal; the axial canal moderately large and pentagonal. 

Distribution. —The genus occurs in Europe as well as America, and is 

restricted to the upper Silurian. 

Type of the genus: Marsupiocrinus celatus Phill. 

Remarks. — Among his list of the Crinoidea of Tennessee, Troost gives 

under Cupellecrinus the following species: Cupellecrinus Buchi, C. corrugatus, 
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C. inflatus, C. levis, C. magnificus, C. pentagonalis, C. roseformis, C. stellatus, 
and C. striatus, — all from Decatur Co., Western Tennessee — which in all 
probability are mere varieties of Marsupiocrinus tennesseensis (Roemer). A 

figure of the ventral side of J. depressus Ang., from the Upper Silurian of 

Gotland, Sweden, is given on Plate III., Fig. 23. 

Marsupiocrinus tennesseensis (Roemer). 

Plate LXXV. Figs. 16a, b. 

1860. Platycrinus tennesseensis — RormeR; Silur. Fauna West. Tenn., p. 35, Plate 3, Figs. 4a, 4, c, 

1881. oe as tennesseensis —W. and Sr.; Revision., Part II., p. 65 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 
Phila., p. 239). 

A rather large species. Calyx greatly depressed, its width about twice 

its height, the latter equally divided between cup and tegmen. Dorsal cup 

saucer-shaped, the base flat, the sides slightly convex, rapidly spreading. 

Plates moderately thin and flat, the ornamentation somewhat variable. In 

the majority of specimens the surface of the plates densely covered with 

somewhat irregular, very fine, closely arranged, longitudinal and transverse 

striz ; the longitudinal ones running in almost parallel lines from the upper 

edges of the radials to the foot of the basals; the transverse ones, which are 

restricted to the lateral margins of the radials, traverse the sutures, and meet 

the longitudinal ones at an angle; the successive angles, as they follow the 

plates, formmg an oblique line from the top of the radials to their lower 

angles. In other specimens the strie are broken up into rows of small 

nodes, some of which are round, but most of them elongate, giving to the 

surface a peculiar rugose appearance. Sutures not grooved, and often 

difficult to see. 

Basals spreading horizontally, forming a flat, sharply pentangular disk; 

the column facet surrounded by a small, circular ridge, and the space within 

slightly excavated; the axial canal rather large and pentagonal. Radials 

hexagonal ; greatest width to length as seven to four, rapidly spreading to 

two thirds their height, the upper faces almost straight, bemge but very 

slightly indented for the reception of the costals; the sloping upper faces 

forming a deep notch with corresponding faces of adjoining plates. Costals 

extremely small even for the genus, trigonal, a little wider than long. 

Distichals two, quite unlike in form and size; the first rather large and sub- 

lunate, one of its sides abutting against the costals and meeting above with 
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its fellow of the same ray, the opposite side against the large interradial 

plate, the lower face resting upon the radials. The second distichal trigonal, 

very small, not larger than the costals, the two of the same ray together 

forming a triangle, from the sloping sides of which the arms are given off, the 

lower arm plates resting partly upon the distichals. Arms two to the ray, 

divergent, rapidly tapering at the base, and rather slender above; they are 

biserial from their origin, and the proximal row of arm plates takes part in 

the calyx. First plate of the interradial series very large, its lower portion 

constituting a part of the dorsal cup, the upper part entering into the 

ventral disk; it bends abruptly inward at two thirds its height, forming 

a sharp edge along the margin. The lower end of the plate deeply wedged 

in between the radials, the middle portion resting against the sides of the 

distichals, the inflected upper end against the covering plates of the ambu- 

lacra. This plate at the four regular sides is followed by two rows of inter- 

ambulacral plates, generally arranged three and two, of which the upper 

row abuts against the orals. The anal side has from ten to twelve plates 

of irregular arrangement. Ventral disk depressed hemispheric, the plates 

tumid, with a small tubercle in the middle. Orals excentric and asymmetrical, 

the posterior one wider than long, but not larger than the others. Ambu- 

lacral plates much smaller than the surrounding plates; the primary ambu- 

lacra roofed by three series of plates, the two outer ones consisting of short, 

transverse pieces, separated by a few elongate plates. The covering pieces 

of the secondary ambulacra much smaller, and separated by one or two 

large interaxillary pieces; they are composed of two rows of regularly alter- 

nating plates. Anus almost central. Column round, so far as observed ; 

the axial canal pentagonal. 
Horizon and Locality. — Niagara group; Decatur and Wayne Cos., Tenn. 

Types in the Mineralogical Museum at Breslau, Germany. 

Marsupiocrinus striatus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXV. Figs. 17, 18. 

A little larger than the preceding species, sometimes attaining a width of 

6cm. Calyx twice as wide as high, height of the dorsal cup about equal to 

that of the disk. Dorsal cup truncated to near the middle of the radials, 

then abruptly spreading upwards, the upper end slightly curving inward. 

Plates densely covered by fine strize passing from the radial facets out to the 
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interradial and basi-radial sutures, and from the Jatter to the column. Suture 
lines faintly grooved, except the interbasal ones, which are obsolete. Ventral 
disk low hemispherical, the plates convex. 

Basal disk a little concave, large, decagonal in outline, the faces meeting 
the radials being more or less distinctly angular. Column facet small, cir- 
cular, slightly excavated, and surrounded by a faint ridge; the axial canal 
large and obscurely pentagonal. Radials at their widest place twice as 
wide as long. Costals extremely small. Distichals large, their outer lateral 
faces longer than those meeting the costals, their lower faces resting upon the 
radials. Interradial plate large, placed vertically ; the extreme upper end 
slightly incurving; its lower faces rest between two of the radials, the lateral 
ones between the second costals, and the three upper support three interam- 
bulacrals, which are followed by two others in the next row, and these by 
the orals. Orals quite asymmetrical and small. Ambulacra exposed at 
the disk, the covering pieces very regularly arranged; composed of rather 
short, transverse pieces alternately disposed. 

Horizon and Locality. — Niagara group ; Decatur Co., West. Tennessee. 
Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 
Remarks. — This species differs from WM. tenneseensis in the very much 

larger basal disk, which in this species is generally decagonal. The differ- 
ences in the ventral disk are also quite marked, the ambulacral plates 
especially being much larger. 

Marsupiocrinus tentaculatus* (Hatz). 

Plate LXXV. Figs. 19a, b. 

1858. Platyerinus tentaculatus —Hauu; Paleont. N. York, Vol. III., p. 116, Plate 5, Figs. 1-4. 
1881. Mursupiocrinus tentaculatus —W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 65 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 239). 

A much smaller species than the preceding one, and having twice as 
many arms. Dorsal cup short, bowl-shaped, slightly lobed at the top. 
Surface of plates ornamented by radiating ridges, of which seven or eight 
proceed from the lower edge of the costals to the basi-radial and interradial 
sutures, and to the basals, where they end in a circular rim surrounding the 
column facet. 

* The specific name has reference to the large pinnules, which by some of the earlier writers were 
called tentacles. 
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Basals short, the sutures visible. Radials not quite as wide as long, hex- 

angular; the upper face for the reception of the costals and distichals a little 

concave; the sloping upper faces forming a deep notch for the reception of 

a large interbrachial plate. Costals moderately large for the genus, trigonal, 

wider than high. Distichals a little larger than the costals; pentagonal and 

axillary. They rest with their lower faces upon the radials, and with one 

of their lateral ones against each other, with the opposite one against a large 

interbrachial, which rises to the top of the first arm plate, incorporating this 

with the calyx. Arms four to the ray; the five or six proximal arm plates 

wedge-form, and arranged in a single series; the succeeding ones gradually 

changing from cuneate to pentangular, and disposed in two rows; the sur- 

face of the plates somewhat convex and thickened in the direction of the 

pinnules. Pinnules heavy, composed of long joints, thickened at the ex- 

tremities, and slightly constricted along the middle. The proximal pinnule 

of the two inner arms of the ray is given off from the inner side, that of the 

two outer arms from the outer side of the ray. Structure of ventral disk 

unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Helderberg group; Schoharie, New York. 

(?) Marsupiocrinus prematurus (Hat and Wurtr.). 

Plate LX XII. Figs. 11a, b. 

1875. Platycrinus prematurus — Hatt and Wuitrretp: Geol. Surv. Ohio, Vol. IL, p. 124, Plate 6, 
Figs. 3 to 6. 

1885. Warsupiocrinus prematurus — W.and Sr.; Revision, Part III, p. 115 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 337). 

Of medium size. Dorsal cup not as high as wide, strongly quinquelobate 

in a dorsal aspect, owing to the thickened, tumid character of the radials, 

which form the widest part of the calyx; the sides of the cup rapidly 

contracting to both ends. Plates heavy and strongly convex; the surface 

smooth. 

Basals moderately large, constituting only a small proportion of the 

height of the dorsal cup; their centres tumid, and projecting downward in 

the form of three strong, rounded nodes; the inner portion of the plates, 

which forms the columnar attachment, deeply concave. The interbasal sutures 

distinctly grooved. Radials large, more than once and a half as wide as long, 

the facet for the reception of the costals and distichals somewhat indented, 
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the outer ends to the sides of the facets slightly truncated by the first inter- 
radial plate, which is strictly interbrachial, rising only to the top of the first 
distichals. Costals small, as long as wide, trigonal, the sides convex; they 
oceupy a third of the radial facets, the other two thirds being occupied by 
the distichals. Distichals two; the first a little larger than the costals, 
those of the same ray meeting above the latter. Second distichals sub- 
quadrangular, separated from the first by a deep groove ; their outer edges 
distinctly excavated at the upper end, forming a well defined, semicircular 
facet for the reception of the arms, which face nearly horizontal. Second 
distichals separated interradially by two very small interbrachial plates. 
Arms two to the ray; their structure and that of the ventral disk unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Niagara group ; near Greenville, Darke Co., and 
at Cedarville, Greene Co., Ohio. 

Type in the collection of Rev. H. Hertzer of Berea, Ohio. 
femarks. — The description and figure were made by Hall from a gutta 

percha impression of a natural mould in the rock. The specimen figured 
on Plate LXXV., Fig. 14, may represent a Marsupiocrinus, but is more 
probably, we think, a Culicocrinus. It was found in the Niagara at Maquo- 
keta, Lowa. 

CORDYLOCRINUS Avnet. 

1878. Ancxttn; Iconogr. Crinoideorum Suecie, p. 3. 
1879. Zirre.; Handb. der Paleontologie, Vol. I., p- 365. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IL., p- 60 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p- 284). 

Syn. Platyerinus (in part) — Puittres; Murchison’s Siluria, 2d ed., Plate 14, Fig. 9. 

Angelin defines this genus as follows: “ Basalia tria, connata. Radialia 
primaria permaxima, cetera magnitudine multoties superantia ; secundaria 
et tertiaria transyersa. Interradialia in tribus verticillis. Brachia quin- 
que bidigitata, pinnulew longissime.” He places the genus under the 
Platycrinide, and refers to it a single species from Gotland, of which 
he gives a figure. This species has close affinities with the three Amer- 
ican species which Hall (Paleontology New York, Vol. II., pp. 113 to 
116) described as Platycrinus plumosus, P. parvus, and P. ramulosus. 
The latter undoubtedly are generically identical with a small form from 
the Wenlock group of Dudley, known under the name of Platycrinus 
retiarius Phill., and with two other undescribed species which also occur 
in the neighborhood of Dudley: one with four arms to the ray, the other 
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, somewhat larger, with only two arms like “ Platycrinus”’ retiarius, but 

these beautifully sculptured. All these species, including Cordylocrinus com- 

tus, agree in the basals and radials with Platycrinus, but have two costals 

instead of one, and their arms are uniserial as in the young Platycrinus, their 

pinnules large and not in contact laterally. The only point of doubt, and 

upon which possibly a generic separation from the Gotland form might be 

justified, is that the American and Dudley specimens have whorls of cirri 

from all their nodal joints, which are not indicated in the Swedish Cordyl- 

erinus comtus. However, cirri may have been represented also in that 

species, and until their absence is satisfactorily proved, we must refer all the 

above forms to that genus. The interradial plates, which Angelin described 

as distributed in three series, in all those species form-a part of the disk, 

only the lower one resting between the brachials. Hall describes a “ probos- 

cis” in “ Platycrinus” plumosus, which is imperfectly shown in the specimen, 

and it is possible that the other species have a similar structure. We propose 

the following generic diagnosis : — 

Basals and radials as in Platycrinus. Costals two, narrow, attached to a 

small facet. Arms from two to four to the ray. When four, the last bifur- 

cation takes place from the sixth, or as high as the ninth distichal. The 

arms are long and uniserial; composed either of wedge-form plates alter- 

nately arranged, or of quadrangular, transverse pieces. Pinnules stout and 

long, not in contact. The first interradial plates resting against the costals. 

Column round, with numerous internodal joints, and cirrus-bearmg. The 

cirri very long, directed upward, the upper ones rising to almost half the 

height of the crown, and arranged in whorls of three to four to the arm 

joint. 

Distribution. — This genus is restricted to the Wenlock group in England 

and Sweden, and to the Upper Helderberg in America. . 

Type of the genus: Cordylocrinus comtus Ang}. 
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Cordylocrinus plumosus (Hatz). 

Plate LXXV. Fig. 20. 

1859. Platycrinus plumosus — Hatt; Paleont. New York, Vol. III., p. 113, Plate 4, Figs. 1 to 5. 
1881. Cordylocrinus plumosus —W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II., p. 60 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 

Syn. eae parvus — Hat; Paleont. New York, Vol. III., p. 114, Plate 4, Figs. 6 to 9. 

Syn. Cordylocrinus parvus — W. and Sr.; Revision, Part II., p. 60. 

A small species. Dorsal cup subpentangular, expanding to the arm 

bases; surface of plates finely granulated. Basals very thin, wider than 

long, the column facet small. Radials excavated for the reception of the 

costals. The three radials meeting an interbasal suture distinctly angular 

at the lower end, the two others nearly straight. The upper faces of those 

adjoining the anal side forming a deep notch, occupied by a large pentan- 

gular plate, which is succeeded by a smaller plate forming the base of a 

proboscidiform tube (Hall, Plate 4, Fig. 3). Costals two. Arms two to the 

ray, composed of transverse, slightly wedge-form pieces, giving off large 

pinnules, which are not in contact laterally. Column composed of nodal 

and internodal joints, the latter rapidly increasing in number, the nodal 

joints giving off whorls of cirri, one to each side, interradially arranged. The 

cirri are formed of short pieces; they are filiform and directed upwards, 

often so long that the tips of the proximal ones pass up to the top of the 

arms. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower Helderberg group; Schoharie, Herkimer 

ComsNenye 

Remarks. —We have not examined Hall’s types, but doubt if they show 

much more of the structure. The form which Hall described as Platycrinus 

porvus is in our opinion a younger form of Cordylocrinus plumosus. 

(?) Cordylocrinus ramulosus (Hatt).* 

1858. Platycrinus ramulosus —Haut; Paleont. New York, Vol. III., p. 115, Plate 4, Figs. 10 to 13. 

1881. Cordylocrinus ramulosus — W. and Sv.; Revision, Part IL., p. 60 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 
p- 234). 

Dorsal cup small. Basals wider than long. Radials comparatively large, 

wider than long, very prominent below the facets, and contracted toward 

the upper lateral angles. Costals two, very small. Arms bifurcating from 

* This species may belong to a very different group. It was apparently described from very imperfect 
specimens, and not having seen the types, we give Hall’s description with our terminology. 
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the second costals, and again from the tenth distichal. Arm joints wider 

than long, rounded on the back, and with strong pinnules composed of joints 

a little longer than wide. Column round, rather large, the joints growing 

thicker downward. Cirri have not been observed. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Helderberg group; Schoharie, Herkimer 

CompNenye 

COCCOCRINUS Mi ter. 

1855. Jou. Mitten; Verh. Naturhist. Verein Rheinlande, Vol. XII., p. 20. 

1857. Prover; Traité de Paléont., Vol. IV., p. 310, Plate 100, Fig. 3. 

1860. IF’. Rormer; Foss. Fauna West. Tennessee, p. 51. 

1862. Dusarpin and Hurt; Hist. Natur. des Zoophytes, p. 107. 

1879. Zirrer; Handb. der Paleont., Vol. L., p. 347. 

1881. W. and Sp., Revision, Part IT., p. 58 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 232). 

1844. P. Hers. Carrenter; Challenger Rep. of the Stalked Crinoids, pp. 160 to 163. 

1885. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part IIT., p. 114 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 336). 

1887. W. and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 22. 

1889. Neromayr; Stamme des Thierreiches, p. 470. 

1890. S. A. Mitrer; North Amer. Geol. and Palont., p. 232. 

Syn. Platycrinus (in part) RormER; Rhein. Uebergangsgeb., p. 63, Plate 3, Fig. 3. 

Coccocrinus is the simplest possible form of the Camerata, the calyx 

consisting only of three basals, five radials, two costals, five small inter- 

brachials and five orals. As in Platycrinus, two of the basals are larger and 

equal, and the third, which is but half the size of the others, has the same 

orientation as in that genus. The radials are large, as in all Platycrinide, 

and excavated at the upper end to form a facet for the reception of the 

costals, which consist of two short, transverse plates (not of one as here- 

tofore supposed). The upper costal is axillary, and supports two arms, 

which apparently were delicate. The interbrachials rest at all sides upon 

the truncated upper angles of the radials, and against both costals. The 

ventral disk is covered entirely by five large orals which slightly touch the 

radials; they meet in the centre, but are parted on approaching the arm 

bases, where they leave narrow slits, at the bottom of which small portions 

of the disk ambulacra make their appearance; while they are at the upper 

end altogether subtegminal. The lower margin of the posterior oral, and 

the upper of the interbrachial plate below, are deeply excavated, and form 

a large, circular anal opening. Column round. 

Distribution. —Two species have been described, one from the Niagara 

group of Western Tennessee, the other from the Middle Devonian of the 

Eifel, Germany. 
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Type of the genus: Coccocrinus rosaceus (Roemer). 
Remarks.— Coccocrinus has close affinities with Culiococrinus Miiller, closer 

even than has been generally supposed. The former was described by 
Miiller as having only one costal, while he recognized two in the latter, and 
made this the principal distinction between the two genera. Specimens in 
our collection show conclusively that not only O. bacca, but also C. rosaceus, 
has two costals. The only difference in the calyx upon which a generic 
separation might be upheld, is that in Qudicocrinus the disk ambulacra are 
completely subtegminal, while those of Coccocrinus are partly exposed. The 
disk ambulacra, which are indicated in our specimen of C’. rosaceus, are very 
narrow, and composed of minute alternating pieces, but too small to be 
satisfactorily represented in our figure 14 on Plate III. 

Coccocrinus bacca Roemer. 

Plate LXXV. Fig. 15. 

1860. F. Rormer; Silur. Fauna des Westl. Tenn., p. 51, Plate 4, Figs. 5a, 3, ¢. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Part II. p. 60 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. » p. 234). 

A small species. Dorsal cup bowl-shaped, wider than high, subpentan- 
gular from a basal aspect, and somewhat asymmetrical in its general form. 
Plates smooth ; the suture lines not grooved and frequently invisible. 

Basals large, forming a low, rounded, pentangular basin, provided with 
a small, circular facet for the reception of the column. Radials a little 
wider than long, the sides nearly parallel, the median portions slightly 
curved longitudinally and projecting outward. Three of the radials of 
similar form and symmetrical, the two posterior ones of irregular outline: 
the limbs toward the anal side rising considerably above the level of those 
of the opposite side; radial facets occupying two thirds the width of the 
plates. Costals two, very short; the upper one axillary with obtuse upper 
angle. The interbrachial pieces as large as the two costals together; their 
lower ends resting within a small notch formed by the radials, the sides 
against both costals, and against the ambulacra, the truncated upper face 
against the orals. Four of the plates are equal and stand at the same level, 
their upper ends inflected; the posterior one is erect and elevated above 
the others. Anus excentric, at the top of the posterior interbrachial, which 
at its upper end bends longitudinally inward so that its sides meet and form 
asmall tube. The orals unknown. 
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Horizon and Locality. — Niagara group; Perry Co., Tenn. 

Types in the Mineralogical Museum at Breslau, Germany. 

Remarks. — Roemer’s figures are misleading. The calyx is not symmet- 

vical, as he represented it, and the interbrachial pieces bend but slightly 

inward, even at the four regular sides. Neither do we find the small plates 

at their sides, nor the linear ambulacral slits; the spaces between the upper 

ends of the interbrachial plates are occupied by several small pieces, which 

are probably covering plates of the ambulacra. He also fails to represent 

the costals; they are plainly seen in two of the four specimens in our collec- 

tion occupying the part which in Roemer’s figure appears as if constituting 

a projection of the radials, 
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HEXACRINIDAG W. and Sp. 

RADIALS IN CONTACT EXCEPT AT THE POSTERIOR SIDE, WHERE THEY ARE 

SEPARATED BY AN ANAL PLATE. BASALS FORMING A HEXAGON. STRUCTURE OTHER- 

WISE AS IN THE PLATYCRINIDA. 

Analysis of the Genera. 

BASALS 3. 

1. Costals 1 or 2. 

Arms in form of main trunks giving off lateral branches; uni- 

gel oo 6 0 0090 6 6 6 9 8 6 9 88 8 OO 

Arms branching, biserial. Plates of the calyx, and some 

of the free brachials, covered with movable spines 

Basats 2. 

1. Costals 2, forming a syzygy. 

Mkieas Wain, Colum WoL, 5 5 56 o o o © 

Column crescent-shaped, giving off two rows of long cirri . 

2. Costals 1 ; trigonal, very small, sometimes hidden by the distichals, 

with first palmars touching the radials ; arms biserial. 

Plates thick; anal plate in form and size resembling the 

aniemor mela 5 5 co o 5 090 00056 0 

Anal plate much smaller than the radials; radial dome plates 

produced into wing-like appendages ... . 

Hexacrinus. 

Arthracantha. 

Dichocrinus. 

Camptocrinus. 

Talarocrinus. 

Pterotocrinus, 
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Geological and Geographical Distribution. 

Number of known species, 

(Open figures indicate American; those marked (), European). 
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Fig. 22. 

Fig. 20. 

6=basals; R=radials; «= special anal plate; s =syzygy. 

Remarks. — The Hexacrinide are closely allied in general structure and 

habitus to the Platycrinide, but are at once distinguished, as already pointed 

out in the remarks upon that family, by having a large anal plate between 

the two posterior radials, and a hexagonal base, the basals thus supporting 

six plates, instead of five. The base of the Hexacrinidee may be composed 

either of three plates, or only two; but in either case the plates are sub- 

stantially equal, and form a cup with six salient angles, and either two 

or three re-entering angles at the upper margin. When the base is bipar- 

tite, the suture runs from the anal plate to the anterior radial; but when it 

is tripartite, the sutures are directed to the anal plate and the right and left 

antero-lateral radials. In either case, therefore, there is always an interbasal 

suture running to the middle of the anal side, whereas in the Platycrinidx 

the nearest interbasal suture to the anal side runs to the middle of the right 

posterior radial. 

The genera which we refer to the Hexacrinide were always placed 

among the Platycrinide until we separated the two families,* and further 

investigation only confirms the validity of their separation. It is based on 

a fundamental structural modification, for which we find an exact parallel 

* Revision, Part III., p. 93. 
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in the typical section of the Camerata between the Melocrinidz and Bato- 

crinide. In both cases the group with pentagonal base, and in which the 

anal is unrepresented, is the earliest in geological sequence. 

The Hexacrinidx have not been discovered in any formation older than 

the Devonian; but there they occur abundantly in the Eifel limestones, 

from which twenty-four species have been described. They range through 

the different divisions of the Subcarboniferous, and are represented in the 

last member of that system, the Kaskaskia group, by twelve species. Beyond 

that they are not known; but we shall not be surprised to hear of a Hexa- 

crinoid being found in the Carboniferous. 

The Hexacrinidx are the only Camerata in which the arms are uniserial 

throughout the Devonian; they gradually become biserial in the Subearbo- 

niferous, in the lower part of which all gradations, from uniserial to strictly 

biserial, are found together in the same genus. 

The family consists of six genera and eighty-five species: fifty-two from 

America, and thirty-three from Europe. 

HEXACRINUS Avsriy. 

1843. Austin; Monogr. Ree. and Foss. Crinoids, p. 48. 
1853. D»Konincx and Le Hon; Recher. Crin. Carb. Belg. p. 160. 
1855. EF. Rormer; Lethea Geog. (Ausg. 3), p. 244. 

1857. Jou. Miter; Neue Echinod. Hifl. Kalk., p. 247. 

1857. Prcrer; Traité de Paléont., Vol. IV., p. 332- 

1862. Dusarptn and Hur; Hist. natur. des Zodphytes Wehinod., p. 155. 

1867. Scuvnrzr; Monogr. Bchinod. Hifl. Kalk., p. 71. 
1879. W. and Sp.; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 252. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., II., p. 79. 

1881, W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., III., p. 116 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 338). 

Syn. Platycrinus — Puruies, 1841 (not 1836); Palseoz. Poss. Cornw., p. 28. 

Syn. Platycrinus — Goupruss (in part); 1838, Nova Acta Ac. Leopold. XIX., p. 343. 
Syn. Platycrinus — Acassiz (in part); 1835, Mem. Soc. Neuchat. I., p. 197. 

Syn. Platycrinus — Austin (in part); 1842, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., Vol. X., p. 109. 

Syn. Platyerinus —C. F. Rormer ; 1843, Verstein des Harzgebirges, p. 9. 
Syn. Platycrinus —¥. A. Rozen; 1844, Rheinish. Uebergangsgebirge, p. 63. 

Syn. Platycrinus—¥. A. Roemer; 1851, Verhandl. naturh. Vereins f- Rheinlande, p. 362. 

Syn. Platycrinus — Lyon ; 1860, Trans. Amer. Philos. Soc., Vol. XII, p. 459. 

The dorsal cup composed almost exclusively of basals and radials; the 

latter enclosing a large anal plate. The basals consist of three subequal 

pieces, forming together a rather large, more or less deep cup or basin, 

hexagonal in outline. Radials large, subquadrangular; their superior faces 

excavated so as to form a facet for the reception of the costals; the limbs 

slightly truncated to receive the first row of interradials. The intervening 
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anal plate is generally of the same size as the radials, but obtusely angular 

at the lower face, and broadly truncate at the upper. Costals one or two; 

very small, in most cases not filling the whole width of the facet. When 

two costals are represented, the plates are closely united, and form a syzygy. 

Arms, so far as known, consisting of ten stout main trunks, with armlets 

from one or both sides at intervals. Main arms as well as armlets composed 

of quadrangular, single joints, and the plates of both pinnule-bearing, except 

the axillary ones. The pinnules are given off, so far as observed, from 

one side of the arms only, not alternately from opposite sides. 

The first interradial row of plates consists of one or three pieces, which 

are in contact with the lower brachials, and occupy the peripheral portions of 

the calyx. They are followed by inter-ambulacrals which enclose the orals. 

Ventral disk from low-convex to hemispherical; the plates more or less 

nodose. Orals generally well defined; the posterior one largest, almost 

central, and pushed in between the other four. The plates covering the 

food-grooves consist either of a few large plates, or of two rows of small 

pieces, alternately arranged. 

Column round; axial canal small and circular. 

Distribution. — Hexacrinus is restricted to the Devonian. From America 

only two species are known, both from the Hamilton group, and of these 

but one or two specimens have been obtained; while in Europe the genus is 

represented by many species, and specimens are quite abundant. 

Type of the genus: Hexacrinus melo Austin. 

Remarks. — It is worthy of note that the two American species of Heaa- 

erinus have two costals, while the European, so far as known without excep- 

tion, have but one. They agree, however, in other respects so closely that 

we doubt the propriety of making this a generic distinction, especially as the 

two plates obviously form a syzygy, and take the place of one. 

Hexacrinus occidentalis W. and Sp. (noy. spec.). 

Plate LXX VILL. Fig. 10. 

A small species. Dorsal cup higher than wide, broadly truncate at the 

base, very gradually spreading to the arm bases; the sides a little convex; 

the plates moderately thick and without ornamentation; the suture lines 

indistinct. 
94 
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Basal cup projecting laterally in form of a rim; its lower face slightly 

excavated for the reception of a large stem. Radials about one third longer 

than wide, a little wider at the top than at the bottom; facets for the recep- 

tion of the costals about two-thirds the width of the plates; semicircular, 

and somewhat thickened at the lower margin; the limbs but slightly trun- 

cated. Costals two, forming a syzygy, the lines of union obscure; the 

hypozygal joints very short and subquadrangular, the epizygal, of which the 

lower part is placed within the facet, considerably longer and pentangular. 

Arms ten; stout, cylindrical, composed throughout of rather long, single 

joints, of which the upper and lower faces are parallel; the main trunks 

giving off armlets, one from each fifth or sixth joint, the intervening joints 

pinnule-bearing. The armlets extend to the same height as the main arms, 

but have only half their width. Both are composed of quadrangular joints, 

which are somewhat shorter than wide; while the pinnules are short, and 

their jomts fully twice as long as wide. Armlets and pinnules are borne 

only on one side of the arms: in the anterior ray from the inner side, in the 

lateral rays from the outer one. There is but one interbrachial plate, but 

this was apparently followed by several rows of small, nodose, interambu- 

lacral pieces. Form and position of anus unknown. Column round; the 

nodal joints considerably widest, and distinctly rounded at their edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group, near Davenport, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of the Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences. 

Remarks. — This species is peculiar for its arm structure, but still more 

for the arrangement of the pinnules. In the latter point it approaches 

Anomalocrinus caponiformis ; but while in that species the position of the 

pinnules changes from one side to the other after each bifurcation, in this 

they are apparently given off from the same side throughout the full length 

of the arm. 

Hexacrinus Leai (Lyon). 

Plate LX X VIII. Figs. 12a, b. 

1869. Platycrinus Leai— Lyon; Trans. Amer. Phil. Soe. Phila., Vol. XIIL., p. 459, Plate 24, Figs, g. g/. 

1881. Hexacrinus Leai— W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part IL, p. 80. 

1889. Platycrinus Leai—S. A. Minter; N. Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 271. 

Of moderately large size. Dorsal side of the calyx semi-ovate; plates 

thin and without ornamentation; the suture lines not grooved and rather 

obscure. 
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Basal cup large, broadly obconical, its height about three eighths the 
length of the calyx to the arms, its lower end slightly projecting and trun- 
cated, the truncated part completely occupied by the large upper stem joint. 
Radials gradually spreading, their upper faces nearly one-third wider than 
the lower, and equal to the length of the plates ; the lower faces in three of 
the plates a little convex, in the two meeting the interbasal sutures slightly 
angular; facets deep, semicircular. The outer surface of the radials is 
marked by a median ridge, rather faint at the lower end, but growing wider 
and quite prominent upward. Costals two, short, twice as wide as long, 
rounded on the back. Of the distichals only two single plates are preserved ; 
they are as wide as, but shorter than, the costals, and are connected laterally. 
All other parts wanting in the two type specimens, with the exception of 
a few joints of the stem, which are round and extremely short. The nodal 
joints are very much the widest, their projecting edges exceedingly thin and 

knife-like ; while the edges of the internodal joints are rounded. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower part of Hamilton group; Louisville, Ky. 

Type in the collection of the late Major S. 8. Lyon. 

ARTHRACANTHA Witttams. 

1883. H.8. Wittrams; Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc. (April), p. 84. 
1885. W.and Sp.; Revision, Paleocr., Part III., p. 116 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 338). 
1887. Wuiteaves; Contr. to Canad. Paleont., Vol. L., p. 96. 

1889. S. A. Miter; N. Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 225. 

Syn. Hystricrinus Hinpe; 1885, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., p. 158. 

Plates arranged as in Hexacrinus, but covered with numerous tubercles, 

each of them having a small pit for the reception of a movable spine. Basals 

three, large, subequal, and pentangular. Radials and anal plate as in Hexa- 

ermus. Costals two, comparatively large, and forming part of the dorsal 

cup. Distichals three to four, small, curved like arm plates and directed 

outward; those of the same ray separated by interaxillaries or in contact 

laterally. Arms branching, biserial ; pinnules of moderate size. 

Interradial plates numerous, covered like the plates of the dorsal cup, 

with irregularly arranged, spine-bearing tubercles. Anal opening excentric. 

Column round. 

Distribution. — Upper Devonian, and only found in the neighborhood of 

Lake Ontario. 

Type of the genus: Arthracantha ithacensis Williams. 
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Remarks. — The form under consideration was defined in 1883 by 

Williams as Arthroacantha, but the name was afterwards changed by Hinde 

to Hystricrinus, because it was, as he maintained, incorrectly formed, and 

a name too similar to Arthracanthus, previously employed by Schmarda 

for a genus of Rotatoria. We have formerly in Part III. of the Revision 

expressed the opinion that according to the rules of nomenclature Williams’ 

name would have to be retained, as it was sufficiently distinct from the 

other, even if changed to Arthracantha. The same view of the case was 

taken by Professor Whiteaves and Mr. S. A. Miller, both accepting Williams’ 

name. If the question were to be decided by some authoritative body of 

naturalists, we should vote in favor of suppressing Arthroacantha and legi- 

timizing Hinde’s name, on the ground that no author should be permitted, 

at this day, to establish a genus of Crinoids under any name which does not 

end with the recognized termination — “ crinus.” As it is, we have con- 

cluded, though with much reluctance, to retain the name proposed by 

Williams, but writing it Arthracantha. 

Arthracantha is closely allied to Hexacrinus, from which it differs in having 

biserial arms, and movable spines upon the calyx and arms. The spines 

were probably attached to the plates by elastic ligaments, so as to yield 

when accidentally brought in contact with other objects; but we doubt if 

they represent either functionally or structurally the spies of the Echini. 

In this we differ from Williams, who thought that this structure establishes 

a relationship between Crinoids and Perischcechinoidea. He compares them 

with the spine-bearing plates of Lepidocentrus eifelianus Miller, and is led to 

believe that these were probably plates in the “vault” of a true Crinoid 

like -Arthracantha. We can see nothing to support this view; the Eifel 

species is undoubtedly an Echinoid, and the plates of the two forms have 

a superficial resemblance, but are not homologous. The movable spines of 

Arthracantha, in our opinion, represent the sharp point of an ordinary spini- 

ferous Crinoid plate, united with the basal portion by ligaments, and as 

such are of but little importance in classification. We therefore consider 

the mobility of the spines of only generic importance, differmg therein 

from Williams and Hinde, who were inclined to make Arthracantha the 

type of a distinct family. 
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Arthracantha ithacensis Wittiams. 

Plate LXXVI. Figs. 1a, b, ¢. 

1883. Witxiramus; Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., p. 85, with a plate. 

1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paloer., Part III., p. 119. 

Specimens rather below medium size. Calyx obconical, more rapidly 

spreading to the basi-radial suture than from there upwards. The dorsal 

cup as wide as high; the ventral disk flat, a little depressed in the middle. 

Basals forming a low, obconical cup, with six well defined salient and 

three re-entering angles; the latter facing the distal ends of the interbasal 

sutures. Suture lines faintly grooved; the column facet small and round. 

Radials rapidly spreading; their upper faces one third wider than the lower, 

and about equal to the length of the plates; facets somewhat projecting and 

occupying from one third to one half the width of the upper faces; the limbs 

at both sides slightly inflected. Costals two, fully twice as wide as long; 

the upper one sharply angular above, its sloping upper faces concave. Arms 

free beyond the first distichals ; branching, divergent, bifurcating at least 

twice ; composed of two series of deeply interlocking plates, from which 

at both sides are given off delicate thread-like pinnules. The anal plate has 

the same form as the antero-lateral radials, all being slightly angular below. 

The arrangement of the plates in the ventral disk is not satisfactorily shown 

in the speciméns; enough is seen, however, to show that there are five sets 

of rigid covering pieces above the food grooves, which branch close to the 

arm bases, each set composed of two rows of plates alternately arranged. 

The covering pieces are formed into rounded ridges, which grow more prom- 

inent as they approach the arms. The interbrachials consist of three plates, 

followed by several rows of interambulacral pieces, and these by the orals. 

The anus is excentric, surrounded by a number of moderately small, slightly 

convex pieces, which form a little rounded protuberance near the outer 

margin of the disk. Calyx and arm plates profusely covered with spine- 

bearing tubercles, of which there are thirty to thirty-five upon each radial, 

and a proportionate number upon the basals; the costals apparently have 

two, the free arm plates and the covering pieces one each. The tubercles 

are wanting, so far as observed, on the interambulacral plates, except upon 

the anal side. The tubercles are of nearly uniform size; circular, rounded 

and narrower at the top, and pitted at the apex for the reception of the 
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spine. The spines, which bristle upward and outward, are acicular, very 

long and slender, varying in length from ten to twelve mm., somewhat 

thicker near the proximal end, and slightly pitted at the bottom. Column 

round and comparatively thin. 

Horizon and Locality. — Chemung group, Ithaca division; Ithaca, N. Y. 

Types in the collection of Prof. Henry S. Williams at Cornell University. 

Remarks. — The description was made from natural moulds formed in 

the rock after disintegration of the calcareous test, and from gutta percha 

casts therefrom. 

Arthracantha punctobrachiata Wi114Ms. 

Plate LXXVI. Figs. 2a, b. 

1883. Wuituiams; Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soe. (April), pp. 83 and 86. 
1885. W.and Sp.; Revision, Paleocr., Part III., p. 119. 

1887. Wuuteaves; Contr. to Canad. Paleont., Vol. I., p. 98, Plate 13, Figs. 1, 1a. 

Syn. Platycrinus (2) punctobrachiatus Haun (figured by Hall 1872, in Bull. I. N. Y. State Museum 

Nat. Hist.). 
Syn. Hystricrinus Carpenteri Hinpe, 1885; Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., p. 162, Plate 4. 

Dorsal cup obconical ; more rapidly spreading at the basals than at the 

radials; the latter somewhat inflected at the upper ends. Ventral disk 

hemispherical, flattened in the central part. Plates without ornamentation, 

but thickly covered by minute spine-bearing tubercles, which, when well 

preserved, resemble small cones truncated at the upper end. The spines 

are elongate, cylindrical, and measure from fifteen to thirty-five mm. in 

length; they have a short neck at the proximal end, and taper distally. 

The distribution and arrangement of the tubercles is quite irregular; they 

are, as a rule, more numerous upon the basals and radials, but the number 

varies even among corresponding plates of the same individual. There are 

but very few upon the distichals and interbrachials, but they are crowded 

along the median portions of the disk, where, according to Hinde, they are 

shorter and comparatively thicker than at the arms. 

Basals large, almost of uniform size; the suture lines indistinct; the 

lower end truncated to the width of the column. Radials somewhat irregular 

in form, the two facing the anal plate ‘narrower at the lower face than at the 

upper, and narrower throughout, the others almost rectangular, and nearly 

as long as wide. The upper faces are straight, except the median part, 

which is slightly excavated for the reception of the costals; the outer faces 
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angular along the median line. Costals two; the first narrow and very 
short; the second sharply angular above; its sloping upper faces concave. 
Distichals three in the calyx; those of the same ray in contact laterally, or 
separated by an interdistichal. Arms biserial, generally from the first free 
plate. There are three interbrachials to each regular interradius, of which 
the inner one is larger than the two outer, the latter curving outward so 
as to meet the distichals. The interbrachials are followed by numerous rows 
of small, rigid interambulacral pieces, of which the upper ones from each 
side meet in the summit, there being apparently no orals. The first anal 
plate is narrower than the radials; it is succeeded by five plates, of which 
the middle one is larger and somewhat bulging. Anus excentric, placed 
within a small protuberance. Column round, formed at its upper end of 
short joints with sharp, knife-like edges. 

Horizon and Locality. — Hamilton group; Arcona and Bartlett’s Mill, 
Ontario, Canada. 

Remarks. — Dr. G. J. Hinde described this species as Hystricrinus Carpen- 
teri. We have heretofore, in Part III. of the Revision, stated that in our 
opinion Williams’ prior name should be retained. Williams’ description, 
although merely comparative, is amply sufficient for the identification of the 
species; this view is also held by Professor Whiteaves and Mr. §. A. Miller. 

Arthracantha depressa W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXVI. Figs. 8a, b 

Dorsal cup short, twice as wide as high. Basals so closely anchylosed 
that the lines of union are rarely seen; they forma very shallow, hexagonal 
basin, which near its outer margin is surrounded by two indistinct corrugated 
ridges. A single ridge, even more obscure, follows the lower mar gins of the 
radials, parallel to the basi-radial sutures. Radials once and a half as wide as 
long, their lower faces nearly straight, the upper ones to fully one half their 
width deeply excavated, their outer ends truncated and distinctly sloping. 
Costals two, on the same plane with the radials, unusually large for the 
genus, both of them constituting a part of the dorsal cup; they are three 
times as wide as long, and of a similar form, except that the first is angular 
below, the second angular above. Of the distichals only the two lower ones 
take part in the calyx; they are quadrilateral, and twice as wide as the 
succeeding ones. The free distichals are cuneate to the second or third 
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plate, above which the arms are biserial and widely divergent. Whether 

they branch again is not known. ‘There is but one interbrachial at the four 

regular sides, which is located within the dorsal cup; it is wider than long, 

very large, and extends to the full height of the distichals. The ventral 

disk is quite low, and depressed in the central portions, the ambulacra con- 

spicuously projecting, especially on approaching the arms. The posterior 

area is wide, bulging, and composed of a great number of plates, which form 

a large, rounded protuberance containing the anal opening, which is directed 

upward and surrounded by very minute pieces. Orals arranged in the usual 

way; the posterior one large, its diameter shorter from the anterior to the 

posterior side. The plates covering the food-grooves rather large; consisting 

of two rows of pieces alternately arranged. The sockets for the reception of 

the spines rather irregularly distributed and far apart; they are large and 

circular, and have a shallow pit at the upper face. The form of the spines 

is not known, but they were evidently large. 

Florizon and Locality. — Lower Chemung group; Steuben Co., N. Y. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species is known only from natural moulds and gutta 

percha casts. We had for description two specimens, one showing the dorsal 

cup, the other the ventral disk, both presented to us by Prof. J. M. Clarke 

of Albany. The species is readily distinguished from Arthracantha puncto- 

brachiata Williams by the more depressed form of the calyx, the greater 

width of the costals, the presence of but one interbrachial piece and the fact 

that this is located almost entirely in the dorsal cup, and by the less number 

and greater width of the spine-bearing sockets. 
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DICHOCRINUS Minster. 

1838. Minster; Beitr. zur Petrefactenkunde, I., p. 2. 

1843. Austr; Monogr. Rec. and Foss. Crinoids, p. 45. 

1850. D’Orsieny; Prodr. de Paléont., I., p. 156. 

1852. Owxrn and SHumarp; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Wisc., and Minnesota, p. 589. 

1853. Dr Konrnex and Le Hon; Rech. Crin. Carb. Belg., p. 146. 
1857. Picrer; Traité de Paléont., Vol. IV., p. 333. 

1860. Merx and Wortnen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 381. 

1860. Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 83. 

1860. Cassepay and Lyon (in part); Proceed. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. V., p. 16. 
1861. Hatt; Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. XII, p. 288. 

1862. Duzsarpiy and Hues; Hist. naturelle des Zoophytes Echin., p, 155. 
1862. Wuire; Proceed. Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. IX., p. 19. 

1866. Mesx and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL., pp. 167 and 263. 
1879. Zrrrvn; Handb. der Palaeontologie, Vol. I., p. 365. 

1881. W. andSp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 81. 

1882. De Lorton; Paléont. Francaise, Crinoides, Part I., p. 33. 
1883. Worrtnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VII., p. 313. 
1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleoer., Part IIT., p. 119 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 341). 
1890. W. and Sp.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIII., p. 190. 
1890. S.A. Minter; North Amer. Geology and Paleontology, p. 239. ; 

Not Hall 1858; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part IL., pp. 654 and 689; nor Shumard 1857; Trans. 
St. Louis Acad. Nat. Hist., Vol. I., 195 Bo 

Syn. Platyerinus (in part) — Purniirs; Geol. of Yorkshire, Vol. II., Plate 3, Figs. 24 and 26. 
Syn. Cotyledonocrinus— Cass. and Lyon. 1860, Proc. Am. Ac. Arts and Sci., V., p. 26. 

Calyx oblong, conical to almost cylindrical. The dorsal cup consists 
almost exclusively of basals, radials, and a large anal plate. The costals and 
distichals, although laterally connected by interbrachials, and taking part in 
the composition of the calyx, more or less, retain the form of arm plates. 

Plates delicate; their surfaces smooth, or covered with longitudinal strie or 
rows of small tubercles. Basals two, the suture line running from the anal 
plate to the anterior radial. They form together a deep obconical or rounded 
cup, which in height often equals the length of the radials. Radials large, 
subquadrangular, except the anterior one, which is pentangular; their upper 
faces excavated for the reception of the brachials. Costals two, very short 
and narrow. In some species the axillary costals support the arms, in others 
those of the distichals or palmars, and the first and second plate of each 
order are united by syzygy. Arms thin, either uniserial or biserial, some- 
times pendent. Pinnules unusually long and rather stout. Interbrachials 
three, arranged transversely ; they rest upon the upper faces of the radials 
and are succeeded by a number of interambulacral pieces. The covering 
plates of the ambulacra generally exposed and forming continuous rows. 

Anal plate frequently a little smaller than the radials, pentangular, narrower 

at the upper end than at the lower. Anus excentric, placed within a wart- 
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like protuberance, or at the outer end of a short conical tube. Column 

round; axial canal minute. 

Distribution. — This genus is largely represented in, and nearly to the 

close of, the Carboniferous, both in America and Europe; but not a solitary 

species is known from the Devonian, nor from the Coal measures. 

Type of the genus: Dichocrinus radiatus Minster. 

Remarks. — There has been some difference of opinion as to the number 

of “ primary radials” in Dichocrinus. The Austins represent their D. fusi- 

formis* with three costals, and De Koninck and Le Hon, in their generic 

formula, fix the number of “primary radials” at four, on the strength of 

Austin’s figure. Shumard, on the other hand, describes two of his species, 

D. cornigerus and D. sexlobatus, with a single large radial followed directly 

by the distichals. Casseday and Lyon give the number of “radials” as one 

to three, and with this Meek and Worthen agree. 

From a careful examination of extensive material, we are convinced that 

all species of Dichocrinus have three so-called radials, 7. e. two small costals 

above the radial, united by syzygy; but that D. cornigerus, D. sexlobatus, 

and the other species for which we proposed the genus Tularocrinus, have 

but one, and this so extremely small that it was overlooked by Shumard. 

The genus Cotyledonocrinus Casseday and Lyon is based on incorrect 

observation. Examination of the type specimens shows that C. pentalobus, 

the type of the genus, has two basals, followed by a ring of six plates, and 

not by five as described by the authors. 

Dichocrinus lachrymosus Hatt. 

Plate LXX VII. Figs. 2a, 6, ¢. 

1859. Dichocrinus lachrymosus — Hatt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 84; figured Bull. I. N. Y. State 
Museum of Nat. Hist., Plate 2A, Fig. 11. 

1881. Platyerinus subspinulosus — W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 75+ 

1885. Dichocrinus lachrymosus — W. and Sv.; ibid., Part IIL., p. 119. 

A rather large and grotesquely ornamented species. Calyx large in 

proportion to the size of the arms, broadly conical, as wide as high; sides 

rapidly and uniformly spreading from the base of the basal cup to the base 

of the brachials; the radials rounded on the back, producing angular depres- 

sions along the suture lines. Surface of plates covered by series of prominent 

wart-like processes of abrupt and irregular form, those of the same plate 

being generally confluent. On the basal cup, these processes occupy the 

lower end, there being two or three of them to each basal, each set separated 

* Rec. and Foss. Crin., Plate 5, Fig. 62. 
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by an obscure groove, and similar grooves, but deeper, mark the interbasal 

suture lines. The processes upon the radials occupy the upper two thirds of 

the plates, leaving their lower ends and the upper portions of the basals 

almost free from ornamentation. The facet which supports the costals is 

surrounded by a thickened collar, from which three — exceptionally two — 

ridges or series of nodes pass downward; the two outer ones in the direction 

of the lower angles of the plates, the other following the median line. 

Basal cup large, occupying over two fifths the height of the calyx. 

Radials considerably wider above than below, their length about equal to 

their width at the upper end; the lower faces very little convex, the upper 

slightly excavated; the facet directed upwards, occupying one third the 

width of the plates; the limbs somewhat inflected but not notched. Costals 

two, rounded on the back, the lower very short and linear; the second 

a little longer and axillary, its sloping upper faces at right angles. Dis- 

tichals three, narrower than the costals; the two lower ones combined but 

little longer than the third, and united by syzygy, the second giving off a 

strong pinnule to the outer sides of the rays; the third axillary. Arms gener- 

ally four to the ray, occasionally five to six in one of the three anterior rays, 

or in all of them; they are widely divergent, comparatively thin, rather 

short, and composed of a single series of cuneate pieces alternately arranged. 

Ventral disk depressed-convex, the median portions flattened and occupied 

by five, small but well defined orals, from which five rows of comparatively 

wide but short covering pieces pass out to the arms. The three interbrachial 

plates are followed by eight to ten interambulacral pieces, distributed in four 

ranges. Anal plate a little narrower at the top than below, succeeded by 

five small pieces transversely arranged, which in turn are followed by numer- 

ous smaller plates forming a protuberance which contains the anal opening. 

The anus is almost marginal and opens out laterally. Column small, round ; 

the joints short, the nodal ones somewhat projecting. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection. 

Remarks. — This species is readily distinguished from any other of this 

genus by its peculiar style of ornamentation, in which, however, it closely re- 

sembles Platycrinus subspinulosus Hall, to which we erroneously referred it in 

Part II. of the Revision. The type specimen, which we had examined, was im- 

perfect, showing neither the anal plate nor the form of the calyx. Fine speci- 

mens since obtained by us in considerable number leave no doubt that it is an 

exceedingly well marked species, and was correctly described as a Dichocrinus. 
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Dichocrinus polydactylus Cassrpay and Lyon. 

Plate LX XVII. Figs. 1a, b. 

1860. Cassrpay and Lyon; Proceed. Amer. Acad. of Arts and Sci., Vol. V., p. 18. 
1881. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 84. 

Syn. Dichocrinus expansus Muex and WoxrrHen (not De Koninck and Le Hon 1853); Proceed. 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 344; also Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 500, Plate 14, Fig. 1. 

Of the type of D. lachrymosus. Calyx expanding rather rapidly along the 

basals, thence more abruptly to the top of the radials, where its width is once 

and a half its height. The calyx in a dorsal aspect is sharply hexagonal, 

owing to the convexity of the radials and anal plate, especially in the upper 

parts where the median portions are conspicuously gibbous, producing an 

angular depression along the interradial sutures. The basi-radial and inter- 

basal sutures are also slightly grooved, and the margins of the plates some- 

what beveled. Surface of plates ornamented with scattered, irregular, 

wart-like nodes, which show a tendency to form vertical rows. Similar 

markings occur upon the radials, where they start from the projecting 

upper rim and run to the lower end of the plates. 

Base large, its height almost one half that of the entire cup; its lower 

face surrounded by conspicuous nodes, which are sometimes confluent and 

form arim around the lower margin. Radials nearly twice as wide at the 

upper end as at the lower, the upper face almost equal to the length of the 

plates; the facet bounded by a heavy, thickened rim. Anal plate wider and 

longer than the radials, strongly convex in the middle, somewhat inflected 

at the top. Costals two, twice as wide as long. Distichals three; the first 

and second, like the first and second costals generally united by syzygy, 

their suture lines being less distinct than those between the other brachials ; 

the third distichal largest and axillary ; it supports on its outer face a simple 

arm, which slopes obliquely upward, and on the inner face two palmars 

arranged almost in vertical line with the distichals, and resembling them in 

form and size. The second palmar bifureates again, giving off in the same 

manner as the preceding axillary an arm from the outer side, and from the 

inner two or three post-palmars, which support two simple arms, making 

four arms from each main division, or eight from each ray. Arms biserial 

from the fourth or fifth plate; they are long, rounded on the back, and 

taper very slightly; pinnules closely set and of moderate length. Ventral 

disk higher than the dorsal cup, composed of comparatively large plates ; 
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the summit somewhat flattened and covered by large orals, from which two 

rows of tuberculous covering pieces pass out to the arms. Interradial spaces 

slightly depressed and paved by numerous rather large plates, all having 

asmall tubercle in the centre; the anal interradius has five plates in the 

first row as against three at the other sides, and is very wide and bulging, 

the plates throughout being large, except those immediately surrounding the 

anus. The anal opening is placed near the summit in close proximity to the 

posterior oral. Column round, of moderate size, slightly tapermg downward, 

the nodal joimts but little wider than the internodals. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk limestone; Crawfordsville, Ind. 

Types in the collection of the late Major Sidney 8. Lyon, Jefferson- 

ville, Ind. 

Remarks.— Dichocrinus expansus Meek and Worthen is undoubtedly iden- 

tical with this species, although the specimen figured has only six arms to 

the ray. Moreover, that name was pre-occupied by De Koninck and Le 

Hon in 1853. 

Dichocrinus striatus 0, and Suum. 

Plate LXX VI. Figs. 11a, b. 

1852. Owen and Suumarp; U.S. Geol. Rep. Wisc., Iowa, and Minn., p. 590, Plate 5.4, Figs. 10a, &. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 85. 

Calyx subglobose, widest at the basi-radial suture; composed of thin 

plates, which are thickly covered with conspicuous, abruptly elevated, longi- 

tudinal ridges. These ridges form around the calyx six well defined rhombs, 

which meet interradially at the basi-radial suture, the acute upper angles of 

five of them reaching to the radial facets, that of the sixth to the upper part 

of the anal plate, and their lower angles to the lower ends of the basals. 

The rhombs are subdivided into two triangles by the basi-radial suture, and 

the included spaces are occupied by three or four vertical ridges, often with 

smaller ones between, which all cross the suture lme unbroken. Other 

ridges, but less distinct and easily overlooked, fill the triangles formed 

between the upper sides of adjoining rhombs, and these as well as those 

within the rhombs, when examined under a lens, have an undulated outline. 

Basal cup hemispherical, slightly truncated at the lower end; column 

facet well defined and bordered by the lower ends of the ridges; height equal 

to that of the radials; superior margin distinctly hexangular. Radials quadri- 

lateral, narrower at the top than at the bottom; the width at the lower faces 
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equal to, or greater than the length; their upper faces one third narrower ; 

facets semicircular, directed upward, and occupying one half the width of the 

plates. Anal plate of a similar form to the radials, but narrower at the top, 

the upper portion somewhat bulging. Costals two, very short. Arms two 

from each ray, rather strong, biserial from the fifth plate; flattened on the 

back. Arm joints twice as wide as long. Pinnules heavy and unusually 

long even for this genus, Column small; the nodal joints considerably 

widest, and their edges knife-lke and serrated. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa, 

and several places in western I]linois and Missouri. 

Dichocrinus plicatus Hatt. 

Plate LXXVII. Figs. da, b. 

1861. Hatz; Boston Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VII, p. 288. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 84 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 258). 

Of the type of D. striatus, which it resembles in the style of ornamenta- 

tion; but the plates are thicker, the ridges upon the plates comparatively 

larger, less in number, and the species is smaller throughout. Calyx globu- 

lar, slightly conical at the lower end; greatest diameter at the lower part of 

the radials, the wpper part curving gradually inward. The ribs or ridges 

covering the surface are undulated and very strong, the intervening grooves 

deep and wider in the middle than at the ends. They form six well defined 

rhombs, distributed around the calyx in a similar manner as those in the 

preceding species; but their inner spaces are occupied by one or two in 

place of three to four ridges, and the triangles at each side of the rhombs, 

which are longitudinally divided by the interradial sutures, are smooth or 

only occupied by low pustules. 

Basals longer than the radials, forming a deep cup with rounded sides 

and slightly truncated lower end. Radials subquadrangular, widest at the 

lower margin; facets wide, occupying two thirds the width of the plate, and 

directed upward. Anal plate generally a little narrower than the radials. 

Costals two, small, supporting two arms. Arms thin, long; composed of 

rather long cuneate pieces, which interlock from the fourth or fifth plate. 

Pinnules stout and very long, the joints three times longer than wide. 

Column small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 
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Dichocrinus oblongus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXVIL. Fig. 9. 

Tn the style of ornamentation resembling D. striatus, from which it differs 

essentially in its very elongate calyx, and in the proportions of the plates. 

Calyx almost twice as high as wide, obconical, not contracted at the upper 

end; the sides convex. Surface covered by six sets of from five to six rather 

prominent, longitudinal ridges, which in gentle curves pass from the facets 

of the radials and top of the anal plate to the foot of the basals. These 

ridges do not cover the entire surface of the calyx, but leave upon the lateral 

margins of adjoining radials a trigonal space, divided by the interradial 

suture, and covered by obscure, longitudinal ridges, which rest obliquely 

against the other ridges. 

Basal cup conical, almost as high as the radials, and nearly as high as 

wide ; slightly truncated at the bottom; the upper face but little excavated. 

Radials once and a half as long as the width ot the lower end, a little wider 

above than below, the lower face almost straight; facets narrow, a little 

concave, and slightly protruding outward. Structure of arms and ventral 

disk not known. 

Horizon and Locality, — Warsaw limestone, near Bloomington, Ind. 

Type in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Dichocrinus liratus Hatt. : 

Plate LX XVII. Figs. 3a, b, and Plate LX XVI. Fig. 8. 

1860. Hazn; Prelim. Deser. of New Paleoz. Crin., p. 5. 
1861. Hatn; Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., Vol. VIL., p. 290. 

1872. Haun; N. Y. State Mus. Nat. Hist. (Bull. 1.), Plate 2.4, Figs. 7, 8. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 84. 

Of the type of D. polydactylus and D. lachrymosus, differing from the 

former in having four or five instead of six to eight arms to the ray, and 

showing a tendency toward the rhombic sculpturing of D. striatus. Calyx 

abruptly spreading to the basi-radial suture, and more moderately from 

there to the arm bases, at which the width is about equal to the length. 

Surface marked by a few strong radiating ridges, somewhat tending to form 

triangles or rhombs, modified by transverse lines; composed of small, closely 
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set, bead-like processes, which give to the ridges a somewhat serrated aspect. 

Suture lines obscure. 

Basals large, occupying two fifths to one half the height of the dorsal 

cup, their lower ends projecting into a salient margin; their surface covered 

with eight ridges, six of them radiating from the column to the six salient 

angles which form the upper margin of the dorsal cup; the two others 

follow the interbasal suture. Radials as long as their width at the top, the 

median portions obtusely angular, projecting outward, especially in the 

upper part, where the outer margins of the plates form a depression or 

groove along the interradial sutures; the outer edges of the facets sur- 

rounded by a large, quite prominent, thickened rim, from which two ridges 

pass out to the lower angles of the plates. The spaces between these ridges 

and those of the basals are marked with a few small nodes, which below the 

basi-radial suture are arranged in transverse lines. The upper lateral angles 

of the radials are not truncated, and the facets are shallow. Anal plate 

similar in form to the radials, but narrower and angular at the top. Costals 

two, short, and closely united. Distichals three; the length of the two 

lower plates torether about equal to that of the third. Arms four to the 

ray, subcylindrical, very little tapering; composed of two rows of rather 

large interlocking pieces. Pinnules long. Structure of the disk not known. 

Column round and of moderate thickness; the joints very even and short 

near the calyx, but growing longer downward, and the nodal joints project- 

ing above the internodals. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the University Museum at Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Dichocrinus ovatus 0. and Saum. 

Plate LXXVI. Fig. 7, and Plate LX XVII. Figs. 8a, 6. 

1852. Owen and Saumarp; U.S. Geol. Rep. Wisc., Iowa and Minn., Part II., p. 590, Plate 54, Figs. 

9a, 4, c. 

18$1. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IT., p. 84. 

Form of calyx ovoid, higher than wide, widest across the middle of the 

radials; the edges of the plates slightly beveled, and the suture lines well 

defined; plates strong. The basals form a rounded, somewhat conical cup, 

which at its lower end is truncated and slightly excavated. The truncated 

part is completely filled by the upper face of the column, and there is around 

its edge a ring of well defined spinous nodes. The sides of the cup are 

a i a a ll 
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densely covered by small granules arranged in rows, some of which run from 

the truncated lower part to the upper faces, and a somewhat stronger one to 

each angle; others run parallel to the undulating upper margin. 

Basals large, occupying more than three eighths the height of the calyx. 

Radials variable in form, but always longer than wide, and narrower at the 

upper face than at the lower; their ornamentation is similar to that of the 

basals, consisting of narrow rows of granules passing up and down the plates, 

and others crossing them transversely; facets occupying about one half the 

width of the radials at their upper end, shallow, and directed upwards. Anal 

plate generally wider at the bottom than the radials, and narrower above ; 

the lower faces distinctly angular. Costals two; the first shorter than the 

bifurcating second. Arms ten, strong, slightly tapering upward, and biserial. 

Pinnules very long and closely packed; composed of six or seven joints, 

each one about eight times as long as wide. Structure of the ventral disk, 

and form and position of the anus unknown. Column round, the nodal joints 

larger and rounded at their edges, the internodals quite short. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Dichocrinus lineatus Mzex and Worrtuen. 

Plate LXXVI. Figs. 4a, b, ¢. 

1869. Merk and WortHen; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 69. 

1873. Merk and Worruen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 440, Plate 8, Figs. la, 8, c. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palocr., Part II., p. 84. 

A large species, intermediate between D. ovatus and D. piswm, with 

delicate longitudinally striate ornamentation. Calyx pyriform, about as 

wide as high, not rounded at the base as in the former, nor flattened as in 

the latter; it is widest at midway, and contracts but little at the upper end. 

Surface densely and uniformly covered with minute, closely arranged longi- 

tudinal ridges, proceeding in parallel lines from the upper part of the radials 

downward ; those following the median portions of the plates continuous to 

the foot of the basal cup, the outer ones meeting at acute angles with 

corresponding ridges from adjacent radials. On the anal plate, in which the 

upper face is much narrower than the lower, the ridges run parallel to the 

lateral margins of the plate, and meet the inner ridges at acute angles in 

a similar manner to those upon the basals. 

Basal cup conical, with slightly curving sides; its height equal to the 

length of the radials. Basi-radial and interradial sutures rather well defined. 
96 
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Radials a little longer than wide; the lower faces moderately convex; the 

lateral ones parallel; the upper nearly straight, not sloped at the outer ends, 

and but little impressed at the facet, which is narrow and somewhat thick- 

ened around the margin. Anal plate generally wider at the lower end than 

the radials, and one fourth narrower at the top; its lower face obtusely 

angular. All parts above the radials unknown. Column round and small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Dichocrinus ornatus W. and Sp. 

Plate LXXVII. Fig. 6. 
1881. Dichocrinus ornatus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleoer., Part II., p. 84. 

Syn. Dichocrinus sculptus —Cassrpay and Lyon (not De Koninck and Le Hon, 1853); Proceed. 
Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. V., p. 25. 

A very small species. Calyx to the top of the radials about as wide as 

high; regularly cup-shaped; broadly truncated at the lower end; the sides 

a little convex; the upper margin slightly contracting. Plates covered 

by conspicuous, irregular, undulating ridges, two of which descend from the 

top of the dorsal cup to the foot of the basals, two others obliquely in the 

direction of the lower lateral angles of the radials, touching slightly the 

upper end of the basals, and two shorter ones pass out to the lateral faces of 

the radials. 

Basal cup saucer-shaped, occupying two fifths the height of the calyx; 

the truncated lower face surrounded by a well defined undulating rim. 

Radials a little longer than wide, widest at the top; facets small and pro- 

jecting outward. Anal plate almost as large as the radials, narrowest above. 

Costals two, short; occupying less than one half the width of the radials. 

Distichals two or three. Arms four to the ray, slender; composed of long 

cuneate joints which gradually interlock without being truly biserial. Pin- 

nules long. The arms in most of the specimens are spread out horizontally. 

Ventral disk low-convex ; anus directed laterally. Column round; the nodal 

joints projecting and provided with one or two long cirri. 

Horizon and Locality. —St. Louis group; the type specimen in the 

collection of Major 8. 8. Lyon came from Hardin County, Ky., that figured 

by us from near Mt, Pleasant, Iowa. 

Remarks. — This is the smallest known species of Dichocrinus, and is 

readily recognized by the spreading arms, long pinnules, and the striz 

along the calyx plates. 
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Dichocrinus coxanus Worrnen. 

Plate LXXVI. Fig. 9. 

1883. Wortnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIL., p. 318, Plate 27, Figs. 7. 
1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IIL., p. 120 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 342). 

A very small and slender species of the type of D. ornatus. Calyx ovate, 
almost pointed at the lower end, constricted across the costals; greatest dia- 
meter a little above the basi-radial suture. Surface of the plates covered 
with irregular longitudinal ridges, from three to four to each plate, which run 
parallel to the lateral borders of the radials, and are continued along the 
basals to the column. 

Basals as long as the radials; forming a rather high, obconical cup, with 
a very narrow columnar attachment. Radials longer than wide, their lower 
faces moderately convex, the lateral faces nearly parallel, the upper margins 
constricted and to nearly one half their width excavated for the facets. 
Costals two, very short, forming asyzygy. Arms ten, slender, rounded on 
the back; composed of slightly cuneate pieces. Pinnules long. All other 
parts unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Keokuk limestone (Crawfordsville 
division), Hamilton, Illinois. 

Type in the collection of Mr. L. A. Cox, Keokuk, Iowa. 
Remarks. — Dichocrinus ornatus, with which this species has the closest 

affinities, has twenty arms instead of ten, the calyx is less contracted at the 
arm bases, broadly truncated at the lower end, and it comes from a different 
horizon. 

Dichocrinus pisum Meer and Worruen. 

Plate LXXVI. Fig. 5, and Plate LXXVII. Fig. 10. 

1869. Merk and Worturn; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 69. 
1873. Merk and WorruEy; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 441, Plate 3, Figs. 2a, 3, c. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr. Part IT., p. 84 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 258). 

Of the type of D. plicatus, but the calyx, instead of globular, subquadran- 
gular in outline, the basal portions more or less flattened, and the sides along 
the radials but very slightly convex. It also resembles D. ineatus in the 
style of ornamentation, but the ridges are coarser and more prominent, and 
the basal cup proportionally smaller and less conical. Height one fourth 
less than the width. Plates thin; the radials covered by from six to eight 
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striz vertically arranged, and all continued to the basals, where the corre- 

sponding ones meet with those from adjoining radials at acute angles; the 

strize in well preserved specimens showing a rhombic arrangement. 

Basal cup rather flat, presenting a shallow basin; the columnar attach- - 

ment very small. Radials a little longer than wide; the lower faces a little 

convex; facets shallow, occupying about one half the width of the plates. 

Structure of the disk and arms unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Dichocrinus cinctus Mitter and Guriey. 

Plate LXXV. Fig. 5, and Plate LXXVII. Figs. 4a, }, e. 

1890. Mutter and Guriey; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. XIII, p. 21, Plate 4, Figs. 10 to 12. 

A small and slender species. Calyx fusiform, widest across the middle 

of the radials, whence it tapers both ways; cross section circular; suture 

lines indistinct; surface of plates highly ornamented. The radials are 

covered with five or six longitudinal ridges, which follow the median 

portions of the plates to near the foot of the basals. The ridges do not 

quite reach the top of the radials, and their upper ends are rather obscure ; 

but toward the lower end, and especially upon the basals, they grow quite 

prominent, and terminate ina sort of thickened collar around the column 

facet, giving to the specimens an-appearance as if the inner part of the 

base consisted of an independent set of plates. The longitudinal ridges 

are faced laterally by horizontal ones, which traverse the interradial sutures, 

and enter the margin of the adjoining plate. 

Basal cup obconical, rising to two fifths the height of the calyx, the 

upper angles slightly bending inward; radials somewhat projecting next to 

the facet into a lip; facets directed upward. not occupying more than one 

third the width of the plates. Costals short, very closely united. Arms free 

after the first bifurcation ; simple, slender, long, and uniserial throughout ; 

joints convex, slightly cuneate, and very short; the two proximal ones 

united by syzygy, with striated, apposed faces (Plate LXXVIL, Fig. 4c). 

Pinnules in close contact, and of moderate length and width. Anal plate 

longer than the radials, and more inflected at the upper end. It supports 

a number of small irregular plates, which form a small protuberance enclos- 

ing the anus; the latter opening out laterally. Ventral disk low-pyramidal ; 
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the summit covered by a large, single oral plate, from the sides of which the 

covering pieces pass out to the arms. Column large compared to the size of 

the species; composed of high joints with serrated edges. 

Ehrizon and Locality. — Kinderhook group, Le Grand, Marshall Co., 

Towa. 

Types in the collection of Mr. Win. F. E. Gurley, Danville, Ills. 

Dichocrinus levis Hatt. 

Plate LX XVII. Figs. 7a, b, ec. 

1859. Haz; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., p. 83. 
1881. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 84. ~ 

A beautiful little species. Calyx goblet-shaped, obconical to the basi- 

radial suture, not expanding above; the cross section slightly hexagonal. 

Plates remarkably thin and flat, their surfaces thickly covered with small 

granules. 

Basals forming a small obconical cup, which extends to about one third 

the height of the calyx, and sometimes a little higher. Radials nearly as 

long as wide; the sides parallel, except in the two posterior rays, where they 

are wider above; the lower faces moderately convex; the upper almost 

straight ; facets small, occupying but one third the width of the plates; 

their lower margins slightly thickened. Costals two, a little wider than 

long; the second sharply pentangular. Distichals almost as wide as the 

costals, the line of union between the first and second less distinct than that 

between the succeeding joints; the second giving off either a very large” 

pinnule or an arm; in the former case sometimes another bifurcation takes 

place higher up. Arms uniserial, long, rather stout, very little tapering ; 

composed of cuneate joints alternately arranged, which at the tips do not 

touch the opposite side of the arm. Pinnules long, very stout, and not in 

contact; the joints as wide as long. Interradials not visible from a side 

view. Anal plate a little higher than the radials, narrowest at the upper 

end, and distinctly angular at the basi-radial suture. Anus placed near the 

margin of the ventral disk, in the middle of a small protuberance. Column 

round, small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

The specimens figured are in the collection of Mr. F. M. Fultz, of Bur. 

lington, Iowa. 
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Dichocrinus delicatus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXVIL. Fig. 13. 

Of the type of D. devis, but smaller; the calyx more elongate, its height 

twice its width; cross section circular; plates thin and apparently without 

ornamentation ; suture lines indistinct. 

Basals occupying two fifths the height of the dorsal cup, the sides a little 

convex. Radials fully twice as long as wide; the lateral faces about parallel; 

the upper face nearly straight, not sloping at the sides; the facet for the 

reception of the brachials slightly indented, occupying less than one half the 

width of the plates. Primary brachials two, short, of equal width; the sec- 

ond a little longer, its upper sides forming an obtuse angle, and giving off 

two arms which remain simple throughout. Arms long, cylindrical, but little 

tapering ; uniserial, composed of very short quadrangular joints; their upper 

and lower faces almost parallel; the pinnules in rather close contact, long, 

slender. Anal plate of equal length with the radials, the upper end narrower 

than the lower. Ventral disk and anal opening not visible in the specimens. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kinderhook group of Marshall Co., Iowa, and 

Lower Burlington limestone of Burlington. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Dichocrinus delicatus made its appearance before D. cevis, and 

may be regarded in a phylogenetic sense as the earlier stage of that species, 

as indicated by the arm structure; the arm joints are quadrangular in the 

several specimens found, while in that species they are cuneate and inter- 

locking at the tips of the arms. Besides, this has invariably two arms to the 

ray instead of four as in D. levis, and the specimens are generally smaller. 

Dichocrinus superstes W. and Spr. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXVI. Fig. 12. 

A small species of the type of D. delicatus. Dorsal cup obconical, higher 

than wide, spreading more rapidly at the basal cup than from there upwards. 

Cross section hexangular, owing to an angularity passing from the radial 

facets and upper part of the anal plate to the lower ends of the basals. 

Plates without ornamentation, thick, and the sutures obscure, except the 

interradial, which are somewhat grooved at the upper end. 
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Basal cup about two thirds as high as the radials; the salient angles 

obtuse and the intervening spaces very little concave; column facet small. 

Radials from one third to one half longer than wide; irregular in form, some 

of them much wider above than below, others of nearly equal width through- 

out; the upper faces distinctly sloping at the sides, forming rather deep 

notches for the reception of the interbrachials; facets but slightly excavated, 

occupying a little more than one third the width of the plates. Anal plate 

generally narrower than the radials. Costals two, comparatively large, 

supporting two simple arms, which from the third or fourth plate up are 

composed of two series of transverse pieces alternately arranged. The arms 

are heavy throughout, biserial, and rounded on the back. Pinnules cylin- 

drical, very long and stout. All other parts unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Pulaski Co., Ky., and Hunts- 

ville, Ala. 

Type in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. — 

Remarks. — The form of the calyx, thickness of plates, deep notches for 

the reception of the interradials, and the stoutness of the arms, are characters 

which distinguish this species readily from D. delicatus. 

Dichocrinus scitulus Hatt. 

Plate LXXVIII. Figs. 13a, b, and 14. 

1861. Hat; Journ. Bost. Soe. Nat. Hist., p. 289. 

1872. Hatt; N. Y. State Museum Nat. Hist., Bull. I., Plate 2.4, Figs. 12 and 13. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 84. 

Syn. Dichocrinus pocillum Hatt, 1861; Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., p. 291; figured Bull. I. N. Y. 
State Mus. Nat. Hist., Plate 24, Figs. 16 and 17 (not 14 = D. Jevis). 

Larger than the two preceding species, the calyx more conical, the radials 

comparatively shorter. Calyx obconical, less rapidly spreading at the radials 

than along the basals. Plates thin; their surface smooth or finely corrugated. 

Basal cup nearly one half the height of the calyx to the arm bases; 

column facet small, circular, slightly projecting. Radials a little wider than 

long, narrowest at the lower end, the upper face but little sloping at the 

sides ; somewhat elevated longitudinally in the middle, forming an obscure 

ridge, which disappears before reaching the basals ; facets semi-circular, nar- 

row, occupying less than one-third the width of the plates at the top. 

Costals small, bending outward; the first very short, linear; the second 

depressed pentagonal, sharply angular at the top. Distichals divergent, as 

long as wide, and almost as wide as the costals; the second one axillary, 
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supporting two arms from each division, or four to the ray. Arms divergent, 

long and rather slender; composed of moderately long cuneate pieces, which 

gradually interlock, and from about the eighth plate are strictly biserial. 

Anal plate narrower than the radials, its sides almost parallel. Form and 

position of the anus unknown. Column round and small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper and Lower Burlington limestone ; Burling- 

ton, Iowa. 

The specimens figured are in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Hall's D. pocillum, Bull. I. N. Y. State Museum, Plate 2.4, 

Figs. 16 and 17, is a large example of this species, and his figure 14 on 

the same plate is probably D. levis. 

Dichocrinus angustus Waite. 

Plate LX XVI. Fig. 11. 

1862. Waite; Proceed. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., p. 19. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 83. 

A small and slender species. Calyx nearly twice as high as wide ; sub- 

ovoid; very little spreading above the basals, the upper end slightly con- 

tracting. Plates without ornamentation or convexity beyond their general 

curvature. Suture lines not grooved or indented. 

Basals forming a cup with rounded sides; the face for the attachment of 

the column not protuberant; it is circular and proportionally larger than in 

the preceding species. Radials almost twice as long as their width at the 

basi-radial suture ; facets wide, but shallow, and pointing upward. Costals 

two, forming a syzygy, each plate marked by two small nodes. Distichals 

three; the two lower, which form a second syzygy, together but little larger 

than the third, or axillary. Arms four to the ray, composed of a single row 

of slightly wedge-shaped plates. Pinnules long. Anal plate a little wider 

below than at the top. All other parts unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; near Burlington, 

Towa. 

Types in the Museum of Comparative Zodlogy. 

Remarks. — This species is so closely allied to D. devis Hall from the 

Lower Burlington limestone, that there is reason to doubt whether it is 

a good species; however, as a rule, the specimens from the upper bed are 

smaller, the arm plates less cuneate, and there are, so far as observed, always 

four arms to the ray, which are invariably given off from the third distichal. 
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Dichocrinus crassitestus Wurrte. 

Plate LX XVI. Figs. Ga, 6, c. 

1862. Wuutre; Proceed. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., p. 19. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Paleocr., Part IL., p. 83. 

Of moderate size. Calyx up to the arm bases once and a half as high 

as wide; cylindrical along the radials, obconical below; the posterior side 

extended into a short conical tube, supported by the large anal plate ; 

ventral disk depressed-convex; plates perfectly smooth; the suture lines 

rather obscure. 

Basal cup fully one third the length of the calyx; conical, the sides 

straight, the lower end sufficiently truncated to form the columnar attach- 

ment. Radials twice as long as wide, the sides parallel or nearly so, the 

lower margins convex (at the anterior plate obtusely angular); the upper 

faces excavated to three fourths their width, slightly sloping at the ends. 

Costals two, linear, their combined length less than their width, and so 

closely anchylosed that the lines of union are seen with difficulty ; upper 

face of the second plate very obtusely angular. Distichals 2 x 10, nearly 

one half narrower than the costals, equally short, and anchylosed in a similar 

manner. Arms four to the ray, rather delicate, twice as long as the calyx; 

composed throughout of a single series of short joints, united by parallel 

sutures. Pinnules of moderate size. Anal plate of the same width as the 

radials, but considerably longer; its lower face distinctly angular, the upper 

truncated, slightly sloping to the sides, and supported by three medium-sized 

plates, which form the base of an anal tube. The tube is rather short, 

conical, placed at the margin of the disk, but bending inward to a position 

between the arms. The plates of the interradial series are not numerous ; 

the three in contact with the radials are followed by two interambulacrals, 

and these by a third. Column small, composed of circular joints, which 

increase in length downward, the nodal joints longest and widest. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone ; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Museum of Comparative Zoilogy. 

Remarks. — This species differs from all others heretofore described in 

the form of the costals and distichals, and in having an anal tube. 
97 
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Dichocrinus conus Meek and WortHen. 

Plate LX XV. Fig. 6. 

1860. Merk and Wortuxn; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 381; and Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IT., 

p- 169, Plate 16, Figs. 5a, b. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 83. 

Large for this genus. Calyx obconical; width and length as four to 

five; constricted at the upper end; distinctly hexagonal in outline, a keel- 

like angularity proceeding from the radial facet all the way to the lower 

end of the basals. Plates thin, without ornamentation, and united by closely 

fitting linear sutures. 

Basal cup obconical, nearly as high as the radials, the sides perfectly 

straight ; the basal concavity unusually small, being not larger than the 

width of the column; the re-entering angles at the upper face deep. Radials 

varying in size, their length from once and a half to twice their width, 

the antero-lateral ones wider than the others, but all increasing in width 

upwards; facets surrounded by a thickened angular rim, occupying nearly 

one third the width of the plates, and extending down to about one fifth 

their length, forming large limbs at the sides, which bend decidedly in- 

ward. Anal plate narrower than the radials, hexangular, fully twice as 

long as wide; the sides nearly parallel. All other parts of the species 

unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Type in the Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Remarks. — Differmg from all other species in the larger size, the angu- 

larities which extend to the whole length of the cup, the constriction of the 

cup at the upper end, and the great depth of the radial facets, with well 

defined limbs at the sides. 

Dichocrinus inornatus W. and Sp. 

Plate LX XVII. Figs. 12a, b. 

1890. W. and Sp.; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIIL., p. 190, Plate 16, Figs. 1 and 2. 

Not above medium size. Calyx subovoid; the sides uniformly curving 
from the column to the arm bases; the ventral disk almost flat. Surface of 

plates devoid of ornamentation or other markings, except a faint longitu- 
dinal angularity along the middle of the radials. 
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Basals large, occupying fully one third the height of the calyx, and form- 

ing a rounded cup with obtuse angles upon the upper face; the column facet 

circular and slightly projecting. Radials one quarter to one half longer than 

wide, a little contracted at their lower ends, somewhat bulging at the middle 

portions, and abruptly inflected at the upper; facets less than half the width 

of the plates. Anal piece about the size of the radials, but narrower at the 

top and more distinctly bulging. Costals two, small; the first quadrangular, 

twice as wide as long; the second a little larger and triangular, the upper 

angle rather sharply pointed and bending inward, its sloping sides concave. 

The line of union between the two costals, compared with those above and 

below, quite obscure, constituting a syzygy, the epizygal joint supporting an 

arm. A second syzygy unites the two proximal arm plates, with a pinnule 

given off from the second. Arms two to the ray, twice or three times as 

long as the calyx, comparatively stout, tapering to the tips, and biserial from 

the third plate up. Arm plates of moderate length, with faces transversely 

parallel; the two series united by a zigzag suture. Pinnules extremely long, 

rather stout and closely packed; they are composed of from ten to fourteen 

joints, about three times as long as wide. Plates of the regular interradial 

series three and two, all forming a part of the ventral disk. The anal side 

has five plates in the lower range. Orals arranged in the usual way; the 

posterior one largest and pushed in between the other four. They form 

a slight elevation, from which six well defined ridges pass out to the margin, 

five of them ambulacral, which divide and follow the arms; the sixth con- 

nects with the anus; the ambulacral ridges are composed of two rows of 

irregular pieces. The column in several perfect specimens averages eight 

to nine inches in length; it terminates in a fine point, and gives off at inter- 

vals, one by one, short cirri. All stem joints, except close to the calyx, are 

of equal length, and the older or nodal joints cannot be distinguished from 

the intervening younger ones. Axial canal minute. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kinderhook group; Le Grand, Marshall Co., 

Towa, where it is one of the most abundant species. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 
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Dichocrinus Ulrichi Mitier and Gurtey. 

1890. Journ. Cincin, Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. XIII. (Author’s Ed., p. 48), Plate 8, Figs. 12 and 13. 

A small species. Calyx subovoid, once and a half as high as wide, 

somewhat constricted at the upper end, pointed at the lower; the plates 

smooth. Basals large, forming a high obconical cup, with a deep notch at 

the anal side; the column facet small. Radials nearly twice as long as wide, 

spreading upwards, reaching their greatest width at three fourths their 

height, contracting at the upper end; the sides slightly depressed, leaving 

the sutures rather distinct; facets narrow, and occupying but one third the 

width of the radials. Costals two, apparently united by syzygy, as well as 

the two proximal distichals, both being so closely united that the lines are 

frequently invisible. Arms two to the ray, rather long and comparatively 

stout; they are composed of single joints, of which the upper and lower 

edges are almost parallel, and not so decidedly cuneate as figured by Miller 

and Gurley. Pinnules coarse, long, and closely packed. First interbrachial 

plates visible in a side view. Anal plate a little longer and narrower than 

the radials. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of the Keokuk group; Bono, Law- 

rence Co., Ind. 

Type in the collection of Wm. F. E. Gurley. 

Remarks. — This species resembles so closely Dichocrinus scitulus from 

the Upper Burlington limestone, that we doubt if the two forms represent 

different species. We find it impossible to separate them in our collection, 

in which we have specimens from both horizons. 

Dichocrinus Hamiltonensis Worruen. 

Plate LX XVI. Fig. 10. 

1882. Bulletin I., Mlinois State Museum Nat. History, p. 35. 
1883. Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIL, p. 313, Plate 27, Fig. 10. 

A little larger than the preceding species. The specimen from which the 

description was made, and the only one known to us, is badly crushed, and 

the exact proportions of the calyx cannot be given. From its appearance, 

however, we take the length of the dorsal cup to be about equal to its width, 

and the height of the basals about half that of the radials. The latter are 
subquadrangular, narrower at the lower end, the length equal to their 
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greatest width, the sides straight, the facet for the reception of the costals 

narrow and but slightly excavated. Costals two, apparently followed by 

a single distichal, no line of division being visible in the specimen. Arms 

four to the ray; of medium length, rather strong, and composed of long, 

cuneate plates, which slightly interlock. Pinnules stout, long, and not in 

contact. Anal plate narrower than the radials, but longer and rather dis- 

tinctly angular at the lower end. Structure of the.ventral disk unknown. 

Plates of the calyx without ornamentation. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of Keokuk group; Hamilton, Ills. 

Remarks. — Professor Worthen described this species as having probably 

two arms to the ray, which is certainly incorrect. It is clearly shown from 

the type specimen in the collection of Mr. Lisbon A. Cox, which we have 

figured, that it has four arms, and but two costals followed by a distichal, 

instead of three costals, as he supposed. 

Dichocrinus Huntsville W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXV. Fig. 4. 

Syn. Platyerinus parcvlus Merx and WortHEen; 1865, Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 555, Plate 20, 

Fig. 7. 

Of very small size. Dorsal cup gradually spreading to the top of the 

basals, the sides along the radials almost parallel. Plates delicate and per- 

fectly smooth, the suture lines indistinct. Basals forming an obconical cup, 

of which the height is equal to two fifths the length of the calyx to the arm 

bases. Radials twice as long as wide; the two posterior ones considerably 

wider above than below, the sides of the three anterior ones almost parallel ; 

the upper faces nearly straight, their median portions but slightly excavated, 

and the sides but little sloping. The anal plate narrower at the top than the 

radials, but wider at the lower end. Costals two, more than twice as wide 

as long and about half the width of the radials; the upper faces of the axil- 

lary somewhat concave. Distichals two, frequently as large as the costals, 

the first sometimes a little narrower. Arms four to the ray, small, rounded 

on the back. They are composed of a few transverse single pieces, followed 

by cuneate ones, which gradually interlock, but the smaller ends do not 

reach the sides of the arm. Pinnules long and stout. Structure of ventral 

disk not known. 

Horizon and Locality.—St. Louis group; Huntsville and Whitesburg, Ala. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 
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Dichecrinus pendens W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LX XVIII. Fig. 15. 

Of medium size. Calyx apparently subovoid, a little higher than wide; 

the plates very delicate and without ornamentation; the suture lines not 

grooved; the arms pendent. 

Basal cup bowl-shaped, the plates a little shorter than the radials. Radi- 

als nearly once and a half as wide as long, widest at one third their height, 

the sides being distinctly convex; radial facets directed upwards, rather 

shallow, but wide, and occupying four fifths the width of the plates at the 

upper end. Costals two, short, the upper wider than the lower. Distichals 

two, axillary, giving off four arms to the ray. The arms from the fourth or 

fifth palmars curve abruptly downward in such a manner as to envelope the 

calyx and the upper part of the stem, exposing the ventral furrows of arms 

and pinnules. Arms ten, biserial at the upper ends, the lower arm joints 

cuneate, alternately arranged. Pinnules stout, long, and flattened. Column 

round; the nodal joints wider and longer than the internodals, the latter, 

so far as observed, consisting of a single ossicle to the internode. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper Burlington limestone; Burlington, Iowa. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — Distinguished from all preceding species by the pendent 

arms, which is a constant feature in half a dozen specimens. 

Dichocrinus ficus Cass. and Lyon. 

Plate LX XVIII. Figs. 16a, b. 

1860. Cassepay and Lyon; Proceed. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. V., p. 24. 

1873. Merk and Wortuen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 502, Plate 14, Figs. 5a, 6 (not ibid., Vol. VL. 
Plate 29, Fig. 7). 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr. Part II., p. 83. 

A small and very slender species. Calyx ovate, twice as long as wide, 

widest near the middle of the radials, whence it curves gradually and evenly 

to the end of the basals, and somewhat more rapidly to the arm bases. 

Plates smooth, without markings, except a small angularity following up and 

clown the median portions of the radials. 

Basals formed into a deep, obconical cup, about as high as wide; only 

truncated for the reception of the column, the lower face slightly concave. 
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Radials once and a half as long as wide, widest across the middle; the upper 

faces deeply excavated to more than one half the width of the plates. Costals 

two, closely anchylosed and very short, their combined length less than their 

width ; the lower plate, and partly the upper, resting completely within the 

facet, the distal faces of the upper but slightly angular. Distichals three; 

the two lower plates so closely anchylosed that the suture line is frequently 

obsolete. The costals and distichals, in place of taking the usual outward 

curve, bend slightly inward, so as to make the width of the specimen directly 

above the radials less than the width of the cup. Arms twenty (not twelve, 

as stated by Casseday and Lyon), closely folded at their proximal ends, 

recurving above the second bifurcation, and the tips hanging downward, 

exposing the ambulacra. Pinnules long. Anal plate of the same width as 

the radials, but the lower margin distinctly angular, and the upper concave ; 

it is followed by numerous small plates forming a small, rounded protuber- 

ance. Position of the anus almost marginal. Column round. 

Fflorizon and Locality. — Keokuk limestone; Crawfordsville, Ind., and 

Hardin Co., Ky. 

Types in the collection of the late Major Lyon at Jeffersonville, Ind. 

Remarks. — The specimen which Professor Worthen erroneously figured 

in the Illinois Geul. Report of 1876 under this name has but ten arms, while 

D. ficus has twenty. Besides, it differs quite essentially in the form of the 

calyx. Curiously enough, Worthen described his specimen as having five 

radials and six costals, evidently supposing, as Casseday and Lyon did, that 

the anal plate supported two arms. 

This species approaches D. pendens in its tendency to pendent arms; but 

the latter is larger, the dorsal cup proportionally wider, the baso shorter, and 

bowl-shaped instead of obconical. 

Dichocrinus pentalobus (Cass. and Lyon). 

Plate LX XVIII. Figs. 11a, b, c. 

1860. Cotyledonocrinus pentalobus —Cassnpay and Lyon; Proceed. Amer. Acad. of Arts and Sci., Vol. 
V., p. 26. 

1865. (°) Cotyledonocrinus pentalobus — Suvmard; Catal. Paleoz. Foss. N. Amer., p. 360. 
1877. Cotyledonocrinus pentalobus —S. A. Mitten; Catal. Amer. Paleoz., Foss., p. 92. 
1881. (?) Cotyledonocrinus pentalobus — Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 78. 

Calyx elongate; plates thin and without ornamentation. Basals large, 

forming a sub-ovoid cup with a thickened rim around the lower margin; 

bottom but partly occupied by the column. Radials gradually increasing in 
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width, widest at two thirds their height; slightly contracted at the top and 

twice as long as their width at the bottom; the outer surface a little convex, 

and somewhat angular along the median line; facets deeply excavated to 

almost the full width of the plate, leaving a slight truncation at each side. 

Costals and distichals two each, united by syzygy, their combined length about 

equal to the width; both costals and the lower distichal completely resting 

within the radial facet. Lines of union between the hypozygal and epizygal 

joints straight, but those between the costals and distichals, and between the 

distichals and palmars, decidedly waving and much more distinct. The upper 

faces of the epizygal joints provided with tongue-like processes, which enter 

corresponding recesses upon the lower faces of the plates of the succeeding 

order. First palmar deeply excavated along the upper face, and constituting 

a part of the calyx; the succeeding ones are free arm plates, and bend ab- 

ruptly outward. Arms twenty, strong, simple, biserial and pendent, resting 

by their dorsal surfaces upon the radials and anal plate, which are slightly 

impressed thereby. Pinnules stout and long; their ambulacral furrows wide, 

and roofed over by small covering plates. Ventral disk slightly convex, 

almost flat, the ambulacra exposed to view. Four of the interradii have but 

one plate in contact with the radials, while the anal plate supports three, the 

former as well as the latter abutting against the second distichals, but not 

against the first, nor against the costals, which rest within the radial facet. 

Anal opening subcentral, passing through the flat surface of the disk. Column 

round and small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Grayson Springs, Grayson Co., 

Ky., and Sloans Valley, Pulaski Co., Ky. 

Types in the Major Lyon collection, Jeffersonville, Ind. 

Remarks. — A strict enforcement of the rules of nomenclature would, 

according to some opinions, require the above specific name to be rejected 

on account of erroneous composition. After being so Jong recognized in 

scientific literature we prefer not to change it, —at least not until greater 

necessity appears for doing so. 
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Dichocrinus dichotomus Hatt. 

1859. Hawt; Suppl. Geol. Rep. Iowa, p. 85 (diagram Plate 1, Fig. 5). 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision, Paleocr., Part II., p. 83. t 

According to Hall, the calyx is shallow cup-form, the basals occupying 

one third its height. Radials wider than long, the lower margin of the facet 

slightly thickened. Costals extremely short and narrow, occupying scarcely 

the fifth part of the width of the radials at the top. Arms dichotomizing 

twice or oftener, uniserial in the lower portions; composed of cuneate plates, 

which gradually interlock upward. Surface of plates “punctate or marked 

by slight rounded depressions, separated by narrow, elevated lines.” 

Horizon and Locality. — Warsaw limestone, Warsaw, IIl. 

Remarks. — This species was described from a crushed specimen in the 

collection of the late Professor Worthen, from which the characters cannot 

be satisfactorily ascertained. 

Dichocrinus Humburgi S$. A. Mitter. 

1891. S. A. Minter; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 26, Plate 3, Figs. 9 and 10, and Ady. Sheets 

17th Rep. Geol. Surv. Indiana, p. 36, Plate 6, Fig. 38. 

Described from two specimens, which are only preserved to the second 

palmars, and, according to Miller, “show considerable variation in size and 

relative proportions,” the radials of the one “only about one half longer 

than wide,” in the other “twice as long as wide.” Basal cup a little less 

than half the length of the calyx, obconical, truncated, and slightly concave 

at the bottom, the column not filling the lower concavity, the re-entering 

angles “hardly discernible on either side.” Radials expanding but little, 

the facets occupying nearly the entire width of the plates. Costals “one,” 

thin and axillary. Distichals two. Arms twenty, uniserial so far as observed. 

Anal plate a very little smaller than the radials, the upper end contracting. 

Surface of plates smooth. 

Horizon and Locality. — Lower part of Warsaw limestone ; Boonville, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. R. A. Blair, of Sedalia, Mo. 

Remaris. The two specimens alluded to above not only differ in the 

proportions of the plates, but also the re-entering angles meeting the basi- 

radial suture, which in the one were said to be “hardly discernible,” are in 

the other, according to figure, unusually deep. The specimens evidently 
98 
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have two costals, as all other Dichocrini, and Miller overlooked the syzygial 

suture, which is often quite obscure in this genus. This form should be 

compared with D. ficus, with which it is probably synonymous. 

Dichocrinus parvulus S. A. Miter. 

1891. S. A. Mitten; Geol. Surv. Missouri, Bull. 4, p. 27, Plate 4, Figs. 7, 8. 

Calyx small. Dorsal cup higher than wide, somewhat obconical ; sutures 

slightly depressed, giving a little convexity to the plates; surface granular. 

Basals forming a short obconical cup, twice as wide as high, pointed to the 

small column below; the re-entering angles toward the basi-radial suture 

deeper at the posterior side than at the anterior. Radials one half longer 

than wide; their width increasing upwards; the facet broad and but slightly 

excavated. Costals one — according to Miller, but probably two —a little 

wider than long, and occupying three fourths of the width of the radials. 

Arms ten, rounded on the back, and composed of a single series of short 

cuneate pieces. Pinnules heavy and closely packed. Anal plate a little 

narrower than the radials. Column round. 

Horizon and Locality.— Lower part of Warsaw limestone; Boonville, Mo. 

Type in the collection of Mr. R. A. Blair, Sedalia. 

Dichocrinus Blairi 8. A. Miztrr. 

Plate LXXV. Fig. 3. 

1891. S.A. Minter; Adv. Sheets 17th Rep. Geol. Sury. Indiana, p. 36, Plate 8, Fig. 12. 

Calyx short, obconoidal or subturbinate; plates thin; surface granular. 

Basal cup a little more than one third the length of the calyx to the top 

of the radials; the re-entering angles rather deep. MRadials slightly ex- 

panding, twice as long as wide, longitudinally convex, and projecting at 

the facets, which occupy half the width of the plates, and slope downward. 

Costals two, supporting 2 X 2 distichals, which apparently are free from the 

costal axillary. Arms four to the ray, large, long, and composed of a single 

series of short, cuneiform pieces. Pinnules long and heavy. Column round, 

composed of short pieces; the nodal ones somewhat projecting. 

Horizon and Locality. — Same as last. 

Type in the collection of Mr. R. A. Blair. 

Remarks. — The calyx of the type specimen is much flattened, and it is 
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difficult to make comparison with allied forms. The descriptions of this and 

the two preceding species are made after Miller, we having no authentic 

specimens for comparison. 

CAMPTOCRINUS W. and Sp. (nov. subgen.). 

(kaprrds pliant, xpivor a lily.) 

In the construction of the calyx and arms identical with Dichocrinus, but 

differing in the structure of the stem, which in all the specimens in which 

we observed it is curled around the crown. The stem joints are circular 

near the calyx, but at some distance off gradually turn into crescent-shaped, 

and the two horns of the crescent give off long, stout, and pliant cirri from 

every joint. The stem coils to the concave side. 

The structure of this stem reminds us of Hall’s genus Myelodactylus * of 

the Niagara group; and similar stems occur in the Wenlock limestone of 

Dudley, England, and Gotland, Sweden, which have been referred by Angelin, 

and also by Bather, to the inadunate genus Herpetocrinus Salter, a genus 

with close affinities to Heterocrinus. Such stems are also found among the 

Poteriocrinide of the Kaskaskia group, showing that they occur not only at 

various horizons, but also in very different groups; and we doubt if this 

structure is of much importance for classification. We therefore place Camp- 

tocrinus subgenerically under Dichocrinus. 

Distribution. — Found from the Keokuk limestone to the Kaskaskia group, 

and apparently restricted to America. 

Type. — Camptocrinus myelodactylus. 

Camptocrinus myelodactylus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXV. Figs. 1, 2a, b. 

A small species with curving stem and long paired cirri, which are given 

off in longitudinal rows on the concave side, as in Hall’s Myelodactylus. Calyx 

elongate, slightly spreading; the plates smooth; the suture lines indistinct. 

Base one third the height of the dorsal cup, its sides convex. Radials twice 

as long as wide; the facets not excavated, and the costals resting upon the 

straight upper faces, occupying three fourths their width. Costals two, very 

short; the second obtusely angular above. Arms two to the ray, in close 

contact laterally, twice and a half as long as the calyx, and composed of 

* Paleont. N. York, Vol. IT., p. 232, Plate 42, Figs. 5, 6, and Plate 45, Figs. 7, 8, 9. 
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rather long quadrangular pieces. Pinnules long. Anal plate in size and 

form resembling the radials. Anus and ventral disk not visible in the 

specimens. 

Column near the calyx straight, but at 5mm. from the calyx it curves 

abruptly back upon the crown, then it enlarges, and by a reverse curve coils 

upon itself and the included calyx and arms, giving off from alternate joints 

at the concave side two rows of long cirri, which sometimes completely 

envelope and conceal the crown. Near the calyx, the stem joints are short 

and circular, but they gradually grow longer and crescent-shaped, their 

width increasing from 2 to 3mm. ‘The cirri are very long and stout at their 

proximal ends, but terminate in a sharp point. They are composed of about 

sixteen to eighteen joints, which are as wide as long, and radiate from the 

centre of the spiral curvature of the stem. 

Horizon and Locality. — Keokuk group; Indian creek, Montgomery 

Co., Ind. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Camptocrinus cirrifer W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LX XVI. Figs. 13a, b, c. 

In its general aspect closely resembling the preceding species, the calyx, 

however, shorter, especially the basal part, which occupies only one third 

the length of the dorsal cup, being but slightly convex at the bottom, and 

rather deeply depressed in the centre for the reception of the column. Radi- 

als once and a half as long as wide, the sides nearly parallel, the upper faces 

slightly excavated to one half their width. Costals two, very short, the 

intervening suture lines obscure; the first linear, the second subtrigonal, its 

sloping upper faces at right angles. Arms two to the ray, simple, slender, 

divergent, thread-like in the upper portions, and composed of long, quadran- 

gular joints, Pinnules of moderate length and not in contact. All plates 

perfectly smooth. Structure of ventral disk and anus unknown. 

The column is narrow in the upper portions, but gradually increases in 

width downward, until at an inch and a half from the basals it is twice as 

wide as at the top. Close to the calyx it bends abruptly upward to a level 

with the top of the radials, then reversing it curves downward, either gently 

to the end, or — more generally — forming a coil around the crown. The 

stem joints are short and circular near the calyx, but soon grow longer, and 

the section becomes oval and gradually crescent-shaped with the concave 
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side inward. Both horns of the crescent give off cirri from alternate plates, 

communicating with the axial canal of the stem, which is oval, its long dia- 

meter at right angles to the curvature of the column. There are no cirri in 

the upper part of the stem; they commence at some distance from the calyx, 

and are restricted to the convoluted part. In specimens with a closely coiled 

stem, the ends of the cirri meet in the centre, and resemble the spokes of a 

wheel; they are stout at the proximal end and extremely long, being com- 

posed of thirty or more pieces, of which the five proximal ones are longer 

than wide, the upper somewhat shorter. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group, near Sloans Valley, Pulaski 

Co., Ky. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

TALAROCRINUS W. and Sp. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palroer., Part II., p. 85 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 259). 
1883. S. A. Miter; Catal. Amer. Paleeoz. Foss. (Second Edit.), 288. 

1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 120 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 342). 

1889. S.A. Mruter; N. Amer. Geol. and Paleont., p. 285. 

Syn. Dichocrinus (in part) —Suumarp; Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. L., p. 71. 

Syn. Dichocrinus (in part) —Cass. and Lyon; Proceed. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., pp. 16-23. 

Syn. Pterotocrinus (in part) —S. A. Mirren; Catal. Amer. Palsoz. Foss. (First Hdit.), p. 89. 

Specimens small. Calyx, as a rule, higher than wide; the ventral disk 

as high as the dorsal cup; the plates thick and devoid of ornamentation. 

Basals two, of equal size and similar form, the suture between them 

passing from the anal plate to the anterior radial; they form together 

a shallow cup, which is more or less transversely elongate, and somewhat 

excavated at the bottom; the superior margin of the cup octagonal, six 

anvles being salient and two retreating, the latter directed to the sides 

which correspond to the longer diameter of the base. 

Radials five, enclosing an anal plate of the same size or even larger; four 

of them having slightly convex lower faces; while the anterior one is angular 

below. The upper faces are somewhat excavated in the middle, and trun- 

cated at the outer ends. Costals one, very small, often completely hidden 

from view by the distichals ; when visible, triangular in outline. Distichals 

one or two, small; their lower faces resting obliquely against the costals; 

their sides touching the radials. The third order of brachials supports the 

free arms, of which there are four to the ray. The arms, so far as observed, 

are simple and biserial. 
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Interradials one or three in the first row, followed by one or two in the 

second, all forming a part of the ventral disk. The large anal plate of the 

dorsal cup is generally followed at the tegmen by two rows of three plates 

each, and these by a large number of minute pieces, which enclose the anus. 

The anal opening is directed laterally and placed near the upper end of the 

anal area. The posterior oral occupies a central — or nearly central — posi- 

tion; it is highly protuberant, and very large compared with the other four, 

which are small, scarcely convex, and pushed to the anterior side; but 

sometimes they may be unrepresented altogether. In this case, small cover- 

ing pieces follow the sides of the posterior oral; but when all the orals are 

represented, generally large radial dome plates of a first and second order 

take the place of the covering plates. 

Column round, small; axial canal minute. 

Distribution. — Probably restricted to the age of the Warsaw and St. Louis 

groups. 

Type of the genus: Talarocrinus cornigerus (Shumard). 

Remarks. — Talarocrinus forms a transition between Dichocrinus and Ptero- 

tocrinus. It preceded Pterotocrinus in geological time, while Dichocrinus, 

although surviving Talarocrinus, reached its climax before the latter was 

introduced. The species upon which the genus was founded were originally 

described by Shumard and Casseday and Lyon under Dichocrinus, whence 

§. A. Miller removed them to Péerotocrinus. 

Tularocrinus differs from Dichocrinus in the more massive plates, and in 

having but one costal to the ray. The latter is the case also in Péerotocrinus, 

but the distichals in that genus are comparatively large, and form.an import- 

ant part of the calyx; while those of Zalarocrinus are small, and retain the 

form of free arm plates. Besides, Pferotocrinus has large, wing-like appendages 

fastened to the surface of the test, like which nothing is found in Za/aro- 

crinus ; the corresponding plates of the latter are much smaller and are 

inserted between the other plates, instead of resting against their beveled 

outer edges. 
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Talarocrinus cornigerus (Suvm.). 

Plate LX XVIII. Figs. 6a, b, and Va, b. 

1856. Dichocrinus cornigerus —SuumaRp; Trans, St. Louis Acad. Sci. Vol. L, p. 72, Plate 1, Figs. 

1865. pone cornigerus — SHumMaRD; Catal. Paleoz. Foss. N. Amer., p. 393. 
1877. Pterotocrinus cornigerus — 8. A. Miter; Catal. Amer. Paloz. Foss. (1st Hdit.), p. 89. 
1881. Lalarocrinus cornigerus —W. and Sp.; Revision Palieocr., Part IL., p. 87. 
1883. Tularocrinus cornigerus —S. A. Mitten; Catal. Amer. Paleoz. Foss, (2d Edit.), p. 288. 

Calyx ovate, the base slightly truncated and excavated at the bottom. 
Dorsal cup a little lower than the ventral disk, and somewhat shorter than 
wide; the plates strong, moderately convex, but without other markings ; 
suture lines distinctly grooved. 

Basals forming a shallow cup, which is transversely elongated, and occu- 
pies about one third the height of the dorsal cup; it is concave at the lower 
face, and the cavity is only partly filled by the column. Radials sub- 
quadrangular, slightly increasing in width upward, their length equal to the 
greatest width; the plates are a little tumid, the greatest convexity being at 
two thirds their height, whence they slope considerably to the upper margin, 
producing a moderate depression or constriction beneath the arm regions. 
Anal plate considerably longer than the radials, its upper face ona level with 
the top of the distichals, its lower face angular, the lateral faces parallel. 
Costals and distichals very small, the former trigonal, often not visible 
externally, and the distichals appear as if they rested upon the radials, as 
described by Shumard; they bend slightly outward, and are wider than 
high, their upper faces concave, forming a sharp angle. First palmars 
narrower and shorter than the distichals, rounded like arm plates; the two 
outer ones touching the radials. Arm openings four to the ray. The arms 

are not preserved in any of the specimens. Ventral disk highly elevated 

and bulging; the interambulacral spaces depressed, and the plates flat. 
The radial dome plates strongly tuberculous, the other disk plates con- 
vex. Posterior oral strictly central and of extreme size, forming a large 
ovate tubercle, the shorter diameter facing the posterior and anterior 
sides. The other orals quite small and scarcely convex. Four of the 
interambulacral spaces narrow, and the plates elongate; arranged 1, 2, 2, 
with sometimes one or two small accessory pieces interposed between them. 
The posterior interradius is wide, being composed above the anal plate 
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of four or five moderate sized plates, followed by a very large number 

of small pieces, forming an elongate, convex area, which rises from the 

large anal plate, and extends to the posterior oral, being surrounded on all 

sides by a shallow groove. The plates of the area, although irregular in 

form, are arranged with a certain regularity, and the lower ones are con- 

siderably larger than those surrounding the anal opening, which are very 

minute. The anus is located in the upper part of the area, and opens out 

laterally. Column small and round. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of St. Louis group; Franklin Co., 

Ala., and Tateville, Pulaski Co., Ky. 

Type in the Shumard collection at the Museum of Washington University, 

St. Louis. 

Talarocrinus sexlobatus (Suvi). 

Plate LX XVIIT. Figs. La, 6, c. 

1856. Dichocrinus seclobutus —Savmarp; Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. L., p. 73, Figs. 3, 3a-c. 

1865. Pterotocrinus sexlobatus —SuumMarp; Catal. Paleoz. Foss. N. Amer. p. 394. 
1867. Pterotocrinus sexlobatus —S. A. Mister; Catal. Amer. Paleoz. Foss. (1st Edit.), p. 89. 

1881. Tularocrinus sexlobatus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 87. 
1883. Zularocrinus sexlobatus —S. A. Mittzr; Catal. Amer. Paleoz. Foss. (2d Edit.), p. 288. 

Calyx a little higher than wide, constricted at the arm regions, and 

surmounted by five short heavy spines. Dorsal cup more depressed than 

in the preceding species, the plates more rapidly spreading and more tumid, 

making the outline of the cup, as seen from below, quite distinctly six-lobed. 

The plates devoid of ornamentation. 

Basal cup shallow, its height from a side view less than one fourth the 

length of the radials; the salient angles at the upper margin very obtuse, 

as are also the re-entering angles toward the anal plate and anterior radial; 

the centre slightly excavated for the reception of the column. Radials about 

as wide as long, widest at two thirds their height, very thick and tumid in 

the middle; their greatest convexity is near the upper end, whence they 

slope rapidly to the arm bases, forming a rounded, transverse node. The 

lower faces in four of the radials are straight, or nearly so, in the anterior 

one obtusely angular; all the superior faces are deeply excavated, and their 

outer ends project somewhat like the limbs of the radials in Blastoids. The 

anal plate is longer than the radials, and, like them, tumid near the top and 

widest across the middle. Costals very small, not visible externally, being 

perfectly covered by the distichals. Distichals comparatively large, resting 
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completely within the radial facets; wider than long, sharply angular at the 

top, their sloping upper faces concave. Arms four to the ray, their structure 

unknown. Ventral disk highly elevated, resting upon the inflected upper 

ends of the radials and anal plate, and hence narrower than the dorsal cup; 

the sides almost vertical, and the summit flat. The posterior oral, which is 

subcentral, is large and strongly convex, the four others considerably nar- 

rower and almost flat; the outer ends of the latter curve abruptly down- 

ward, and take part in the sides of the disk. The radial dome plates rest 

at right angles between two orals; they are quite large, and are extended 

into short, heavy obliquely directed spines. The first range of interradials 

consists of three pieces, of which the two outer ones are very narrow and do 

not touch the radials; they are followed by two small interambulacrals, and 

these by the orals. The anal plate supports upon its truncate upper face 

a rather large quadrangular piece, and upon its upper sloping faces an elon- 

gate narrow one, followed by other rows of three plates of smaller size, and 

by a moderate number of other pieces, which form a small protuberance 

containing the anus. Anal opening on a level with the posterior radial 

dome plates. 

Horizon and Locality.— Upper part of St. Louis group; Russellville, Ky.; 

Logan Co., Ky., and Flagpont, Va. 

The type specimen, formerly in Dr. Shumard’s collection, could not be 

found in the Museum of Washington University at St. Louis, and is probably 

lost. The specimens figured are from the collection of Wachsmuth and 

Springer. 

Remarks. —This species is readily distinguished from 7. cornigerus by the 

greater depression and tumidity of the dorsal cup, the constriction at the 

arm bases, the erect form of the disk, the narrowness of the anal interradius, 

and the comparatively small number of disk plates. 
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Talarocrinus symmetricus Cass. and Iivon. 

Plate LXX VIII. Figs. 4a, b, and 5. 

1860. Dichocrinus symmetricus —CassEDAy and Lyon; Proceed. Amer. Acad, Arts and Sci., Vol. V., p. 21. 
1866. Dichocrinus symmetricus —SuuManp; Catal. Paleoz. Foss. N. Amer., p. 367. 

1877. Dichocrinus symmetricus —S. A. Miter; Catal. Paloz. Foss. Amer. (1st Hdit.), p. 76. 

1881. Talarocrinus symmetricus —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 87. 

1883. Zalarocrinus symmetricus —S. A. Miter; Catal. Pal. Foss. Amer. (2d Hdit.), p. 288. 
Syn. Dichocrinus eleyans — lyon and Cass.; Proceed. Amer. Acad. Arts and Sci., Vol. V., p. 22. 

Syn. Tularocrinus elegans —W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II. p. 87. 

This species is closely allied to the preceding one, but somewhat smaller ; 

the dorsal cup is more depressed, the form of the ventral disk more conical, 

less contracted at the periphery, and tlie anal area wider. Dorsal cup semi- 

globose, slightly lobed as seen from above or below, the plates without 

ornamentation ; suture lines distinctly grooved. 

Basal cup quite shallow, widest at right angles to the interbasal suture. 

Radials spreading rapidly to the middle, less rapidly in the upper portions ; 

the superior faces a little excavated, and their outer edges slightly truncated. 

Anal plate longer than the radials, widest im the middle, the upper end 

inflected, making the lateral faces convex. Costals and distichals very small ; 

not exposed upon the surface; they are hidden by the two inner palmars of 

the first row, which overlap them. The two outer palmars of the first row 

rest upon the radials, their lateral faces support an interbrachial, which 

also slightly touches the radials. Palmars four in the calyx, in contact later- 

ally, short and rather deeply excavated for the reception of the higher 

brachials, which are not preserved in the specimens. The arms of the same 

ray are equidistant, while those of different rays are farther apart and sepa- 

rated by a shallow groove. Ventral disk higher than the dorsal cup. The 

interambulacral spaces filled by one and two narrow plates followed by the 

orals; the first radial dome plate is conical. The large anal plate supports 

three plates, of which the middle one is considerably wider than high and 

somewhat depressed, the two others quite narrow. The second row also con- 

sists of three pieces, and these are succeeded by numerous smaller ones, 

which form an elongate rounded ridge containing the anus. This ridge, 

which is bounded laterally by a shallow groove, extends to the posterior oral 

in an almost vertical line. The primary radial dome plates alternate with 

the orals; they are large and either spinous or strongly tuberculous. The 

secondary radial dome plates are elongate and enclose a large interdistichal. 
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Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of St. Louis limestone; Grayson, 
Edmondson, and Pulaski Cos., Ky. 

Ltemarks. —The type specimen, which is figured on Plate LXXVIII., 
Fig. 5, is in the Lyon collection; that of Figs. 4a, 4 on the same plate is in 
the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer, 

Dichocrinus elegans Cass. and Lyon, in our opinion, belongs to this species. 
The type specimen, which is badly crushed, is possibly a little more lobed at 
the ventral disk, but that alone is not sufficient to make it a different species. 
The differences to which the authors refer are not borne out by the facts. 
Talarocrinus symmetricus, like T. elegans, has four arms to the ray, and not 
two, as stated in the description. 

Talarocrinus ovatus Worruen. 

Plate LX XVIII. Figs. 2a, b, 

1882. Worrnen; Bulletin I., Illinois State Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 36. 
1883. Worrnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIL., p. 314, Plate 29, Fig. 11. 
1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 120. 

Calyx more elongate than in the preceding species, ovate in its general 
outline, the dorsal cup proportionately higher and less spreading, the radials 
more evenly convex, and not tumid at the upper end. Basal cup compara- 
tively large and deep, truncate at the bottom, and slightly excavated for the 
reception of the column; the sides but little expanding. Radials somewhat 
longer than wide, a little wider above than below, slightly inflected at the 
upper end; their lower faces straight, except at the anterior plate where 
they are distinctly angular; the upper deeply excavated to about one half 
their width, and the facet directed obliquely outward. Anal plate longer 
than the radials and heptagonal. The costals rest obliquely upon the radials, 
and are larger than usual in this genus, forming a small triangle with con- 
cave sides. Of the distichals only one row of plates is visible, which are 
short and excavated at the upper face. This may have been followed 
by an axillary distichal, or have directly supported the arms. The number 
and structure of the arms unknown. Ventral disk highly elevated, the 
interambulacral spaces depressed, especially near the arm bases. Anal area 
projecting, giving to the ventral disk, as seen from the summit, a distinctly 
hexagonal outline. Interradial plates three and one; the middle plate of 
the first range, and the upper, very large, the two at the sides small, about 
half as long as the middle one and considerably narrower, Anal area elon- 
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gate convex and bordered by a groove; it has three rather large plates in the 

first row, and three in the second, followed by a moderate number of smaller 

pieces; the opening is directed obliquely upward. Posterior oral twice the 

size of the other four and spinous, while the latter are slightly convex. 

Radial dome plates large and tuberculous. The arrangement of the other 

disk plates is similar to that of the preceding species. 

Horizon and Locality. — (?) Kaskaskia group; Monroe Co., Ills. 

The type and only known specimen is in the Illinois State collection. 

Remarks. — Professor Worthen gives the horizon of this species as 

“Chester limestone,’ which probably should be changed into upper part of 

St. Louis group. We infer this from the preservation of the specimen, and 

the fact that all the other species come from that horizon. 

Talarocrinus decornis W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LX XVIII. Figs. 3a, }, ¢. 

(2) Syn. Dichocrinus constrictus M. and W; 1869, Geol. Rep. Ills., p. 263, Vol. I., Plate 19, Figs. 2a, 4, c. 

Smaller than any of the preceding species. Calyx once and a half as 

wide as high, elliptical in outline, the arm bases projecting, the interradial 

‘spaces depressed. Dorsal cup higher than the ventral disk; the plates con- 

vex and without ornamentation; suture lines slightly grooved. 

Basals large, forming a rounded cup, which, viewed in profile, has about 

half the height of the radials; lower face of the cup a little concave. Radials 

erect, a shade wider at the top than at the bottom, about as wide as long; 

their lower faces nearly straight, the upper excavated to one half their 

width at the middle, and the outer ends distinctly truncated for the reception 

of a small interbrachial. Anal plate a little longer than the anterior radial, 

the upper end somewhat inflected sé as to form a well defined depression at 

the upper end. Distichals two; the lower one quite short, resting completely 

within the radial facets, and not coming in contact with the interbrachial 

plate. Second distichals much larger, sharply angular above, and directed 

slightly outward. The first palmars take part in the calyx; the others are 

free. Arms four to the ray, biserial above the third or fourth plate; they 

are rather stout, rounded on the back, and composed of moderately long, 

slightly convex pieces, which interlock by a zigzag suture line. Ventral disk 

highly convex; the summit surmounted by an immense nodose plate. Inter- 

ambulacral spaces narrow, deeply depressed, having a single elongate plate 
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in the first row, which is followed by a smaller one. The anal interradius, 

which is much the widest, has one plate in the two proximal rows, followed 

by small pieces forming a little protuberance around the anus. Orals repre- 

sented by a single piece, from the sides of which the covering plates of the 

ambulacra pass out to the arms; the plate is highly convex or nodose, and 

as large as the five orals in other species. Ambulacra projecting, the cover- 

ing plates consisting of two rows of small pieces, which are alternately 

arranged; they bifurcate on a rather large axillary, and the two branches 

are separated by a large interdistichal. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of St. Louis group; Tateville, 

Pulaski Co., Ky. 

Types i the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species is remarkable for having but a single oral plate ; 

the other four orals are either undeveloped, or, more probably, were resorbed 

in the growing crimoid. Another peculiarity of this species is the absence of 

spines, and the presence of regular covering pieces in the disk. 

Meek and Worthen’s Dichocrinus constrictus may possibly be identical 

with this species, but as only the basals and radials are known no satis- 

factory comparison can be made. 

Talarocrinus subglobosus W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXIX. Figs. 1a, b. 

A small species. Calyx proportionally shorter than in 7. decornis, and 

subglobose instead of ovate; the interradial spaces depressed at the arm 

regions; plates of the dorsal cup rounded and a little convex; suture lines 

somewhat grooved. 

Basal cup small and quite shallow ; widest at right aneles to the suture 

line; the lower face slightly excavated. Radials about as wide as long, 

rapidly spreading from the base upward, tumid, and a little inflected at the 

upper part; radial facets broadly excavated, and the limbs slightly truncated 

for the reception of the interbrachials. Anal plate larger than the radials 

and considerably widest across the middle. Costals quite large for the genus, 

filling almost the entire width of the facets in which they rest. Distichals. 

2X 2, short, those of the first range slightly touching the radials, and all, 

together with the costals, facing outward. Arms four to the ray, free above 

the distichals. Ventral disk subpyramidal, a little shorter than the dorsal 
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cup; the interradial spaces depressed and wider than usual in this genus; 

they are composed of four plates, of which the three of the first row rest 

upon the radials, their sides touching the distichals, the other being much 

larger and interposed between the radial dome plates. Orals very irregular 

in their arrangement; the posterior one strictly central, very large and 

spinous; the others nearly flat, the position of the anterior one strictly inter- 

radial, while that of the two antero-lateral ones appears to be almost radial. 

The covering pieces enter the calyx after the first division of the ambulacra, 

and the two branches are separated by a rather large plate. The anal open- 

ing occupies the upper part of a well defined protuberance, a sort of rounded 

vertical ridge, which extends from the special anal plate to the posterior 

oral, and is surrounded by a deep groove. 

Horizon and Locality. — Upper part of the St. Louis group, at Tateville, 

Pulaski Co., Ky., associated with the preceding species. 

Zypes in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Talarocrinus simplex (Suvum.). 

Plate LX XVIII. Figs. Sa, 6. 

1857. Dichocrinus simplec —Suumanrp; Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., p. 74, Plate 1, Figs. 2a, 4. 
1858. Dichocrinus simpler — Hawi; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 654, Plate 22, Figs. 12a, 6. 

1882. Dichocrinus simplec —W. and Sp.; Revision Palxoer., Part IL., p. 84. 

A small species, the width of the calyx varying from 5 to 9mm. Dorsal 

cup generally a little higher than wide, widest at the basi-radial suture or 

a little above, somewhat cylindrical along the median portions, and gradually 

contracting toward the arm bases. Plates thick, and without ornamentation 

or other markings; suture lines distinct, but not grooved. 

Basal cup large, semiglobose, extending to fully one half the height of 

the calyx; the lower end slightly flattened, the central part excavated, 

forming a narrow circular pit of considerable depth; the salient angles at the 

upper margin quite obtuse, the re-entering angles toward the anal plate and 

anterior radial comparatively sharp. Radials slightly differing in form, some 

being wider than others, but all, as a rule, longer than wide and narrowest 

at the top. The superior faces of the plates are directed obliquely inward, 

and the ends are but slightly truncated; they are excavated to one half 

their width by the facets which contain the costals and distichals. Anal plate 

generally wider at the bottom than the radials, but narrower at the top. 
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Costals very minute. Distichals 1 x 10 in the calyx; of the same proportions 

as the overlying arm plates. Arms apparently ten, their structure and that 

of the ventral disk unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Warsaw limestone. Found at Spergen Hill, Ind., 

Genevieve Co., Mo., and in many places in Kentucky and Tennessee. 

femarks. — This species has been heretofore referred to Dichocrinus, with 

which, no doubt, it has some affinities; the presence, however, of a single 

very minute costal, the form and arrangement of the distichals and succeed- 
ing brachials, show distinctly its close relations with Talarocrinus. The 

specimens vary considerably in size and somewhat in form; in most of 

them the sides of the calyx are evenly rounded, while in others they are 

contracted along the basi-radial suture. Meek and Worthen described a 

specimen of this kind as a distinct species under the name D. constrictus. 

PTEROTOCRINUS Lyon and Cass. 

1859. yon and Cass.; Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXIX., p. 68. 

1866. Merk and Wortnen; Geol. Rep. Llinois, Vol. IL., p. 288. 

1866. Suumarp; Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. II., p. 394. 

1879. Wernrrsy; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. II. (April number). 

1879. Werurrpy; zé¢d. (October number). 

1879. Zivrez; Handb. der Palzont., Vol. I., p. 365. 
1881. W. and Spe.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 87. 

1885. W. and Sp.; zb¢d., Part III, p. 120. 

1889. S. A. Mizter; N. Amer. Geology and Paleont., p. 276. 

Syn. Asterocrinus Lyon (not Miinster 1839); Geol. Rep. Kentucky, Vol. III., p. 472. 

Calyx more or less turbinate; the plates heavy and without ornamen- 

tation. Dorsal cup saucer-shaped, wider than high; the ventral disk py- 

ramidal, higher than the cup. The disk has five very large conspicuous 

plates or processes disposed radially, which in the form of wings or horns 

pass out from between the arms. 

Basals two, both pentagonal; the suture passing from the posterior to 

the anterior side of the calyx. Basal cup shallow, and upon the posterior 

and anterior sides angularly excavated for the reception of the anal plate 

and the anterior radial. Radials wider than long, rapidly increasing in 

width upwards; subquadrangular in outline, except the anterior one, which 

is angular below, while the others are truncate; the superior faces slightly 

undulated. Costals but one to the ray, which is often hidden from view, and 

is always minute and triangular. It supports two distichals, both axillary, 

which meet over the apex of the costal, their lateral faces resting upon the 
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radials, their sloping upper faces supporting from 1 to 3 X 4 fixed palmars, 

of which the proximal ones touch with their outer faces the radials. There 

are no interradials nor interaxillaries within the dorsal cup, and, as a rule, 

there is but one anal plate,* which is elongate-subtriangular, and always 

considerably smaller than the radials. The plate generally rises to the 

height of the radials and sometimes beyond them, but occasionally is shorter, 

and the two posterior radials meet over its apex. Arms twenty, short, bise- 

rial, simple, arranged in groups of four, separated by the appendages, so as 

to divide the arms of the same ray among two compartments. Pinnules 

short; in close contact. Tegmen highly elevated, pyramidal, pentagonal in 

outline; the sides of the pyramid interradially disposed, and longitudinally 

depressed so as to form niches for the reception of the arms; the angles are 

excavated or pierced, and support the large radial processes, which do not 

necessarily pierce.the test. Four of the interradial spaces are of similar size, 

and composed of three to six oblong plates; the posterior one is widest, and 

its plates are most numerous. The first interambulacral rests upon the 

sloping outer ends of two adjoining palmars, and between two secondary 

radial dome plates; it is followed by others, which are distributed around 

the bases of the wing-like appendages. The anus is almost central, and 

surrounded by a large number of minute pieces, which form a little cone, 

or, more frequently, a sort of mammiform protuberance. Orals large, resting 

directly upon the interambulacrals ; the posterior one wedged in between 

the other four. 

The wing-like appendages, which probably represent the first radial dome 

plates, form the most characteristic feature of this genus. Their form is very 

variable, being in some species spatulate, in others claviform or cuneiform ; 

in some thin and knife-like, in others thick and rounded, while they bifurcate 

in still others. The plates rise to the full height of the disk, and extend later- 

ally far beyond it and beyond the arms; they generally rest upon the surface 

of the disk, within pits or grooves formed by the bevelled or inclined lateral 

edges of the interradial and oral plates. Beneath them there are over each 

ray two smaller radial dome plates of a second order, which rest against the 

plates of the dorsal cup, and enclose a large interambulacral plate. The 

upper edges of the latter plate are excavated, and form the lower ends of 

the sockets for the appendages. Ambulacra subtegminal. Column round ; 

axial canal small. 

* Tn one specimen we observed a small triangular piece above the regular anal plate, which we regard 
as incidental, and not of structural value. 
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Distribution. — Restricted, so far as known, to the Kaskaskia group of 

North America. Detached appendages are found in large numbers in certain 

localities of Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Illinois, but perfect speci- 

mens are extremely rare. 

Type of the genus: Pterotocrinus capitalis (Lyon). 

Remarks. — This genus was originally described by Lyon under Astero- 

erinus, & name preoccupied by Miinster. Meek and Worthen, in 1866, in 

revising the genus, stated that in some species the interradials rest upon the 

superior lateral faces of the radials, which is the case in the allied Talarocrinus, 

but not in Pterotocrinus. Wetherby regarded the small trigonal costals, 

which Meek and Worthen identified as “second radials,’ and which Lyon 

and Casseday had overlooked entirely, as accessory pieces. These plates, 

although present in every specimen, are in some cases completely covered 

by the distichals. 

Cyathocrinus protuberans Hall very probably belongs to this genus, but as 

only the basals and portions of radials are known, we are unable to describe 

it satisfactorily. 

It is very interesting that the anus in almost every specimen of this 

genus is covered with a Platyceras, and in every case the anterior margin 

of the shell is directed to the posterior side of the crinoid, contrary to the 

cases of Platycrinus hemisphericus and Giilbertsocrinus tuberosus, in which the 

auterior margin of the shell lies to the anterior side of the crinoid.* That 

the Gasteropod invariably occupies the same position proves, we think, that 

its presence there is the result of habit and not of accident. In Péerotocrinus 

it could not have been washed in by the currents of the arms, as suggested 

by Meek and Worthen in the case of Platycrinus hemisphericus, for the arms 

in some species of Péerotociinus are so short that they do not reach the sum- 

mit of the calyx. 

Pterotocrinus is an aberrant and highly differentiated form. It approaches 

the typical form of the Camerata in the comparatively large size of the fixed 

brachials, which to the third order, contrary to what is the case in all typical 

Hexacrinidse, constitute a part of the calyx proper. The genus has its closest 

affinities with Zalarocrinus, which precedes it in time, and is doubtless its 

ancestral type. Their structural peculiarities tend in the same direction; 

but while feebly indicated in the latter form, they attain in Pterotocrinus the 

climax of extravagant development. Pterotocrinus, so far as we know, is the 

* To this fact Mr. Charles R. Keyes directed attention in his interesting paper, On the Attachment 
of Platyceras to Palwocrinoids (Proceed. Amer. Philos. Soc., Vol. XXV., p. 237). 

100 
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last surviving venus of the Hexacrinide ; and it is most interesting to find 

here again emphasized the truth which Palzeontology teaches us by so many 

examples, that extravagance of form and rank development in any group is 

the signal for its speedy extinction. 

Pterotocrinus capitalis (Lyoy). 

Plate LXXIX. Figs. 6a, b. 

1857. Asterocrinus capitalis — Lyon; Geol. Rep. Kentucky, Vol. III., p. 472, Plate 3, Figs. 1, la-#. 

1859. Pterotocrinus cupitalis — Lyon and Cassrpay; Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXIX., p. 68. 

1881. Péterotocrinus capitalis— W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part IL., p. 91. 

Crown as viewed from above irregularly star-shaped, in profile resembling 

the form of a Corinthian capital. “Dorsal cup about as wide as high, the 

plates heavy and without ornamentation. 

Basals proportionally larger than in any other known species of the 

genus, forming a rather deep basin, almost as large as the remaining portions 

of the dorsal cup together; the sides rounded, contracting at the upper end, 

and somewhat flattened at the bottom; the median portions slightly concave, 

with a deep pit in the centre, completely filled by the column. The upper 

margin of the basal cup is indented for the reception of the radials, and 

deeply notched for the anal plate. The latter extends to the full height of 

the radials, but is considerably narrower; it is trapezoidal, the upper angle 

being acute, the lower one obtuse. Radials very short, their width almost 

four times their height ; the lower face convex, the upper excavated by the 

radial facets. Costals larger than usual in the genus, wider than long, trian- 

gular; the lateral faces a little concave. Distichals twice the size of the 

costals, wider than long, the upper angles obtuse. Fixed palmars 1 X 4, in 

contact laterally; the two outer ones resting with one of their lower faces 

upon the radials, with the other against the distichals; the two inner plates 

of the rays supported exclusively by the distichals; all succeeding brachials 

free. Arms four to the ray, short, rather strong, tapering to the tips, and 

incurving. They are biserial from the second plate, and the two series are 

united by a zigzag suture. Structure of the greater part of the ventral disk 

not known. ‘The orals, of which portions are exposed, are elongate and 

almost —some of them completely — separated by the wing-like appendages. 

The latter, as viewed from the side, are elongate subtrigonal, with rounded 

outer angles; they are massive, deep, and flattened at the sides, thicker at 
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the upper end than at the lower, and stouter in the middle than along the 
margins. The sockets in which they rest have not been observed, but must 
have been large, and probably extended to near the arm bases. Anus sub- 
central. Column round and small. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Crittenden Co., Ky. 
Type in the Lyon collection. 

Remarks. — Lyon described this species as having but one “primary 
radial,” and two series of “ secondary radials,’ of which the first series is 

said to consist of two, the other of four plates. He overlooked the small 
costal, and regarded the two succeeding rows, which are partly distichals 
and partly palmars, as “secondary radials.” He further supposed the wing- 
like appendages to be composed of three pieces; but the fact is that the 
suture lines indicated in his Figure 10 on Plate 3 are cracks in the specimen, 
and that plate evidently does not belong to this species. 

Pterotocrinus coronarius Lyon. 

Plate LXXIX. Figs. 7a, b. 

1857. Asterocrinus (?) coronarius — Lyon ; Geol. Rep. Kentucky, Vol. III., p- 476, Plate 1, Figs. 1, la. 
1859. Pterotocrinus coronarivs — Lyon and Cass., Syn. List Palwoz. Wehinod. (Proceed. Amer. Acad. 

Arts and Sci., Vol. IV., p. 302). 
1881. Pterotocrinus coronatus — W. and Sp.; Revision Paloer., Part II., p- 91 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. 

Phila., p. 265). 

The structure of the dorsal cup is not known,* but the parts preserved 
are so characteristic of the genus, and again differ so essentially from the 
same parts of all other known species, that there can be no doubt that they 
belong to a distinct species. The tegmen is remarkable for the extravagance 
of its winged processes, which project out almost horizontally from the calyx, 
and form with it, as seen from above, a five-rayed petaloid star. The petals, 
viewed from above, are broad, narrowest at the extremities and slightly 
bending downward ; the margins of the upper face curve upward and form 
a well defined rim around the median portions. The appendages are massive 

* This species was described by Lyon from a single “unique crinoidal fragment,” having, as he said, 
“neither basal, radial, nor arm plates.” ‘This is the type specimen which we have figured, and no other 
is known to have been discovered. Yet it isa singular fact that there is in the Museum of Comparative 
Zodlogy at Cambridge a lead cast of what seems to have been the same specimen, but having the missing 
dorsal portion of the calyx intact and showing all the characters of the genus. This cast is supposed to have 
been given to Professor L. Agassiz about 1850; but whether it was made froma partial restoration of the 
specimen which afterwards became Lyon’s type, or from another almost duplicate specimen, or whether the 
type was complete as originally found, and the dorsal cup broken off and lost before Lyon’s description was 
made, can only be conjectured. ‘ 
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and form irregular trihedrons with undulating faces and rounded angles, the 

side by which they are attached to the calyx touching with one end the 

orals, and with the other the plates of the dorsal cup. The median part of 

the tegmen (the nucleus of the star) is concave, except its posterior side, 

which is slightly raised by the anal structures, which occupy fully one third 

of the central space. Anal opening subcentral; surrounded by numerous 

small plates, which are enclosed by larger ones of irregular arrangement. 

The orals vary in size as well as in form; the posterior one, which is wedged 

in between the others, is pushed over to the anterior side; it is rather small, 

slightly convex, and subtrigonal in outline, though actually pentagonal; the 

two anterior orals are larger than the lateral ones. The extreme outer ends 

of the orals are bent abruptly downward so as to produce, together with the 

depressed inner ends, sharp edges, which connect with the projecting mar- 

gins following the appendages, forming with them a well defined rim around 

the whole upper surface of the calyx. The spaces between the appendages 

are placed at right angles to the upper face; they are subtriangular in out- 

line, and distinctly grooved for the reception of each separate arm. At the 

four regular sides there are apparently six interambulacral pieces, and prob- 

ably eight at the anal side. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Crittenden Co., Ky. 

Type in the Lyon collection, Jeffersonville, Ind. 

Pterotocrinus depressus Lyon and Cass, 

Plate LX XIX. Figs. 2a, b, ¢, d, e. 

1859. Lyon and Cassepay; Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXIX., p. 68. 

1866. Suumarp; Trans. St. Louis Acad. of Sci., Vol. IL, p. 394. 

1873. Mxrxrx and Wortnen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. V., p. 559, Plate 21, Figs. 13, 13a-c. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr. Part I1., p. 91. 

This species is distinguished from all others by its enormous, flat, knife- 

like appendages, and by the position of the anus, which occupies the top of 

a central slender cone. Calyx a little higher than wide; the dorsal cup 

shorter than the ventral disk, depressed bowl-shaped; the sides straight or 

slightly convex ; the lower portions rounded. Plates smooth and the suture 

lines rather indistinct. 

Basals of moderate size, but very slightly projecting, with a shallow con- 

cavity at the bottom, which is completely filled by the column. Radials 

irregularly pentagonal, the sides rapidly spreading, especially those facing 
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the anal plate; the upper faces at both ends are slightly excavated for the 

reception of the two outer palmars of the proximal row, and there are similar 

excavations at the middle portions for the costals and distichals. The anal 

plate, which is placed within a notch formed by the basals, is either pentan- 

gular or triangular; when pentangular, its lower part rests between the 

radials, the upper between two of the palmars; when triangular, the two 

posterior radials meet over its apex. Costals small, trigonal. Distichals as 

Jarge as the fixed palmars. The latter, of which there are three plates to 

each series, are wider than high, and quadrangular, except the outer ones 

of the first row, which are either pentagonal or hexagonal. Arms short, 

slightly tapering, flattened on the back, and biserial from the fourth or fifth 

plate. They are composed of very short transverse pieces, which are united 

laterally by a sharply zigzag suture. Pinnules strong and closely packed. 

Ventral disk conical, once and a half as high as the dorsal cup; the plates 

arranged similarly to those of P. pyramidalis ; but the posterior oral, instead 

of being central, is pushed completely to the anterior side by the anus. The 

anal opening is located at the top of a small elongate cone or short tube, 

which occupies almost the centre of the disk. The interradial spaces are lon- 

gitudinally grooved to their full length. Those of the four regular sides are 

constructed of three good-sized interambulacral pieces, succeeded by the oral 

plates. The posterior side has 2, 3, and 4 pieces, followed by numerous 

smaller ones, which support the anal tube. The sockets for the reception of 

the winged appendages are narrow, the appendages leaf-like, perfectly flat on 

their lateral faces, and thickest at the place of attachment, whence they thin 

out gradually into a sharp, knife-like edge. As seen in the specimen, they 

look like five immense blades, which project out in all directions far beyond 

the limits of the arms. The interdistichals and secondary radial dome plates 

are comparatively small, the former less protuberant than in the preceding 

species. : 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Grayson, Edmonson and Pu- 

laski Cos., Ky. 

Types in the Lyon collection. 
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Pterotocrinus pyramidalis Lyon and Cass. 

Plate LXXIX. Figs. 4a, b. 

1859. Lyon and Cassepay; Amer. Journ. Sci., Vol. XXIX., p. 69. 

1866. Snumarp; Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. IL, p. 394. 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 91. 

A little larger than the preceding species. Dorsal cup saucer-shaped, 

broadly truncate at the lower end; the sides rapidly spreading, especially 

from the top of the radials upward, bringing the upper portions into a nearly 

horizontal position. Plates thick and without ornamentation. 

Basal cup very short, a little projecting laterally; oblong, the longer 

diameter transverse to the suture; the upper margin distinctly notched for 

the reception of the anal plate, and somewhat less toward the anterior radial. 

Radials subquadrangular, rapidly spreading, fully one third wider at the 

upper end than at the lower; the median portions of the upper faces slightly 

excavated for the reception of the distichals and the middle part for the 

costals. Costals very small, trigonal. Distichals smaller than the palmars. 

The first and second palmars larger than the third, and forming part of the 

calyx; the third partly free. The first palmars of the two outer divisions of 

the ray are pentangular, and rest with their lower faces against the sloping 

upper faces of the distichals, with one of their lateral faces upon the radials, 

and the other against the first palmar of the inner division. The second 

palmars are supported by the first, and rest at one side against the second 

and third of the two inner divisions, and at the opposite side against the 

palmars of adjacent rays. The three palmars of the two inner divisions thus 

meet laterally, and interlock with those of the outer divisions. Arms four to 

the ray, short, biserial above the third palmar. Anal plate lozenge-shaped, 

large, its upper end inflected and not seen in a side view. Ventral disk, the 

appendages removed, pyramidal, the sides flattened or slightly concave, coy- 

ered with longitudinal grooves for the reception of the arms. The interam- 

bulacrals at the four regular sides consist of three plates in two rows; they 

are of about equal size, and all longer than wide; the first, which is flanked 

by two secondary radial dome plates, is hexagonal, the two succeeding ones 

pentagonal and in contact laterally with those of adjacent sides. The latter 

plates, as also the orals, are bevelled off at one side to a third of their width, 

and the depressions thereby produced form the sockets for the appendages, 
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which in this species do not penetrate the test, but rest exclusively against 
the sloping faces of adjoining plates. The anal side has two interambulacral 
pieces in the first row, and three in the second, which latter are followed by 
numerous smaller plates. Anal opening subcentral, directed obliquely up- 
wards. The posterior oral occupies a central position, being pushed in 
between the other four; the latter rest against the interambulacral plates. 
The form of the appendages is not definitely known, but we judge from the 
form of the sockets, which are narrow and elongate, and from fragments in 
contact with the specimen, that they were probably similar in form to those 
figured _by Lyon (Geol. Rep. Kentucky, Vol. III., Plate IIL, Figs. la, 4) 
which he mistook for the appendages of P. capitalis. The interdistichal 

? 

plates are large, greatly projecting and angular in the lower portions, while 
they form deep grooves in the upper. Arms unknown. Column round, 
narrower than the concavity which it occupies. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Edmonson, Grayson, and 
Breckenridge Cos., Ky., and Morton Co., Ind. 

Type in the Lyon collection. 

Pterotocrinus acutus Werurrey,. 

Plate LX XIX. Figs. 3a, b, ¢, d, e, f, g. 

1879. Weruersy; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. II. (October No.), Plate 11, Figs. Qa-c. 
1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Palocr., Part IL., p. 91. 

Syn. Plerotocrinus spatulatus —WetueErsy ; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. II. (October No.), 
Plate 11, Figs. 3a-c. 

Syn. (¢) Plerotocrinus rugosus — Lyon and Cass., 1859; Amer. Journ, Sci., Vol. XXIX., p. 71. 

Of the type of P. pyramidalis Lyon and Cass.; but the basal cup much 

smaller and the bottom less deeply excavated than in that species, the radials 

proportionally longer, the anal plate smaller, and the sockets for the recep- 

tion of the radial appendages wider. The appendages have the shape of a 

horn terminating in a point instead of an edge. Dorsal cup low basin-shaped, 

the upper portions flanging outward ; pentangular across the arm bases. 

Basal disk very shallow, rounded at the outer face, not truncate at the 

bottom, and but slightly excavated. Neither the interbasal nor basi-radial 

sutures are grooved. Radials short, somewhat irregular in form; their upper 

faces moderately concave ; once and a half as wide at the top as at the bot- 

tom, and twice as wide as long. Anal plate lozenge-shaped, the acute upper 

angle wedged in between the radials, the obtuse lower angle resting upon the 
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basals. The costals very minute, sometimes completely covered by the dis- 

tichals, which are a little larger than the palmars. The latter, to the height 

of the third plate, consist of short, transverse, single pieces, the plates of the 

two lower rows being included in the calyx; while those of the third row, 

which are surmounted on the back by a small spine or elongate node, are 

free. Arms biserial from the fourth plate, and composed of two rows of very 

short pieces, which are united laterally by a zigzag suture. The arms are flat, 

tapering, and so short that their ends do not meet upon the summit. Ven- 

tral disk pyramidal, a little shorter than wide. Interambulacral spaces trian- 

gular, and to their full height covered with small longitudinal grooves in 

which the arms rest. At the four regular sides there are four plates, three 

of them interambulacral, arranged: 1 and 2, followed by an oral plate. The 

two upper interambulacral pieces and the orals are strongly bevelled at one 

side to form the sockets for the appendages. The upper parts of the four 

smaller orals bend abruptly inward, and form a sort of platform, which is 

almost invariably occupied by a specimen of Platyceras chesterense, so as to 

cover the anal opening and the posterior oral. Anal interradius a little the 

widest, and composed of a much larger number of plates. It has also only 

one plate between the arm bases, but this is followed by three or four pieces, 

and numerous others which gradually decrease in size upwards. The pos- 

terior oral is convex and semilunate, one of its sides being excavated by the 

anal opening, which is almost central. The sockets for the appendages are 

widest at the top, whence they taper gradually downward, and form a sharp 

angle which enters the upper end of the interdistichal below. The appen- 

dages are long and somewhat variable in form; as a rule, they are wider on 

top than at the bottom, a little deeper than wide, deepest at the proximal 

ends, and they terminate either in a sharp point or a transverse edge. 

Column small and round. 

Horizon and Locality.— Kaskaskia group; Sloans Valley, Pulaski Co., Ky. 

Types in the collection of Professor Wetherby. 

Remarks. — We regard Pterotocrinus spatulatus Wetherby as identical 

with the above species. The two were said to differ in the form of their 

appendages, the one being awl-shaped at the distal end, the other more 

spatulate. Comparing the figures of the type specimens, the difference is 

very slight, and a comparison of a large number of spines collected from the 

dumps of the Sloans Valley tunnel shows conclusively that there are within 

the limits of this species even greater variations than those referred to. 
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Lyon’s Pterotocrinus rugosus is probably also identical with this species, 

but as the type specimen is fragmentary and badly crushed, no critical com- 

parison is possible, and we think it advisable to accept Wetherby’s name. 

Pterotocrinus acutus, var. bifurcatus (WerHERsy). 

Plate LX XIX. Figs. 9a, b. 

1879. Weruersy ; Journ. Cincin. Soc. Nat. Hist. (October No.), Plate 11, Figs. la, J, c- 

1881. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 91 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 265). 

This variety agrees in the general arrangement of its plates with P. acu- 

tus, but differs from it in the form of the dorsal cup and the form of the 

appendages. The cup is higher and more conical; the basals proportion- 

ally deeper, their lower faces distinctly excavated, and sharply edged around 

the margin. The appendages are long and extremely heavy throughout; 

they bifurcate widely, in such a way that the divisions from adjoining rays 

meet at their ends and sometimes overlap each other. Column small, filling 

scarcely one half of the basal cavity. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Sloans Valley, Pulaski Co., Ky. 

Type in the collection of Prof. A. G. Wetherby. 

Pterotocrinus crassus Merk and WorrtHen. 

Plate LXXIX. Fig. 8. 

1860. Dichocrinus (Pterotocrinus) crassus— Merk and WortHEn; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 382. 
1860. Péerotocrinus crassus — Merk and Worturn; Geol. Rep. Ilimois, Vol. IL, p. 290, Plate 23, 

Figs. 2a, 6. 
1881. Pterotocrinus crassus— W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part II., p. 91. 

This species has its closest affinities with P. pyramidalis Lyon and Cass., 

but is somewhat larger, the basal cup deeper, the arms longer and heavier. 

Dorsal cup basin-shaped, more than twice as wide as high, very broad at the 

base, the sides less spreading than in any of the preceding species, and some- 

what constricted at the basi-radial suture. 

Basals very large, forming a rounded shallow cup, distinctly concave 

below, and widening gradually from the rounded lower margin to the con- 

stricted upper face. Radials a little convex, broader than long, considerably 

wider above than below; their upper faces slightly concave, supporting the 

costals, distichals, and the outer palmars of the first row. Anal plate sub- 

quadrangular, contracted above, the upper end inflected. Costals very small, 
101 
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often altogether hidden from view. Distichals and lower arm plates nearly 
of equal size. The arms free from the second plate, and biserial from the 
fourth ; they are unusually strong, rounded at the back, and composed of 
two rows of short, transverse pieces. Pinnules slender and closely arranged. 
The appendages are thin and knifelike at their upper edges, much thicker 
below (Meek and Worthen) than above. Construction of the ventral disk 
unknown. Column round, occupying about one fourth of the basal concavity. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Hardin Co., Ills. 
Type in the Illinois State collection, Springfield. 

Pterotocrinus chesterensis Mrrx and Worruen. 

Plate LX XIX. Figs. 5a, b. 

1860. Dichocrinus (Pterotocrinus) chesterensis —Mxrrx and WortHEn; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 

p. 3883, 

1866. Péerotocrinus chesterensis —MerK and WortHen; Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. IL., p. 292, Plate 23, 
Figs. la, 6, c. 

1881. Pterotocrinus chesterensis —W. and Sr.; Revision Paleocr., Part I1., p. 91. 

The smallest known species of the genus. Sides of the dorsal cup dis- 

tinctly concave, rapidly spreading upwards; the base truncated, and its lower 

margin projecting; the plates without ornamentation, and the suture lines 

not grooved. 

Basal cup about one third the width of the calyx at the arm bases, and 

about three times as wide as high, truncated and concave below, the concay- 

ity surrounded by an angular rim. Radials not quite twice as wide as long, 

widening rather rapidly from below, the superior faces a little excavated 

except the outer ends, which are slightly truncated. Costals small, trian- 

gular. Distichals irregularly pentagonal. Fixed palmars four; the two 

outer ones in the same line with the distichals, and like them reposing upon 

the radials. Anal piece subovoid, its broadest end about as wide as the 

radials at their lower faces, the upper end angular. Arms biserial from the 

third plate up, small, and rounded on the back. Structure of ventral disk 

and form of the appendages unknown. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Hardin Co., Ills. 

Type in the (Worthen) Illinois State collection, Springfield. 



ACROCRINIDAX W. and Sp. (1885). 

Monocycuic. BaAsSALS SEPARATED FROM THE RADIALS BY A LARGE BELT OF ACCESSORY 

PIECES. RADIALS IN CONTACT EXCEPT AT THE POSTERIOR SIDE, WHERE THEY ARE 

SEPARATED BY AN ANAL PLATE, STRUCTURE OTHERWISE AS IN THE HEXACRINIDA. 

Geological and Geographical Distribution. 

Number of known species. 

ForMATION. ACROCRINUS. 

Carboniferous. Coal Measures. 1 

Kaskaskia group. 1 

Subcarboniferous. 

St. Louis group. 1 

Total species 3 

Remarks. — This family consists of the single genus Acrocrinus, which is 

only known from America, where three species have been found: one in 

each of the upper members of the Subcarboniferous, and one in the Coal 

Measures. It represents, therefore, the end of the Camerata, so far as our 

present knowlege goes. It appeared after all the other families were extinct, 

except a small remnant of the Platycrinide represented by a small but very 

prevalent species, and the Hexacrinide, from which its derivation is very 

apparent. It survived in the Carboniferous, from which a single very small 

specimen is known. 

In the interposition of accessory pieces between the primary plates of the 

calyx, the Acrocrinidz approach the Reteocrinide; but the two families 
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differ essentially in other respects. In the Reteocrinide these pieces are 

introduced along the sides of the radials and the lower brachials, and between 

the primary interbrachials, but in the Acrocrinidee below the radials and 

between them and the basals. In the one group the basals are in contact 

with the radials, and the radials are separated all around, while in the other 

the radials are in contact except at the anal side, but are widely separated 

from the basals by a new set of plates, for which the term “ subradials,”’ if it 

had not been otherwise used, would be appropriate. 

Fig. 21. Acrocrinus. 

6=basals; R—radials; Y=costals; x—special anal plate. All the other plates are supplementary pieces. 

The Acrocrinide are undoubtedly closely related to the Hexacrinide ; in 

fact the introduction of a narrow belt of supplementary pieces between the 

basals and radials would be sufficient to transform any Dichocrinus into an 

Acrocrinus. In both genera there are two equal basals, the radials of both 

enclose an anal plate, in both of them the arms are sometimes pendent, and 

neither one has interbrachials entirely within the dorsal cup. Considering 

that the number of these supplementary pieces increases with the growth of 

the crinoid, as is shown conclusively from the specimens, it seems to us more 
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than probable that Acrocrinus represents phylogenetically a highly differen- 

tiated form of Dichocrinus. This is further confirmed by the fact that 

Acrocrinus, while in part contemporaneous with Dichocrinus, is, so far as 

known, the last surviving genus of the Camerata. 

ACROCRINUS Yanpett. 

1855. Yanperi; Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, Vol. XX. (new ser.), p. 135. 
1858. Haun; Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 589. 

1882. WacusmutH; Bull. I. [lois State Museum, p. 41; and Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIL., p. 343, 
Plate 30, Fig. 13. 

1885. W.and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IIL, p. 124 (Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 346). 

Calyx amphora- or urn-shaped, longer than wide. Basals two, equal, 

forming a low basin or flat disk; the suture line passing from the anterior ‘to 

the posterior side; the upper face straight. Radials separated from the 

basals by an indefinite number of supplementary pieces placed in rows, alter- 

nately arranged, except those supporting the anal plate and anterior radial ; 

those of every succeeding row are somewhat larger. The plates are in part 

radial and in part interradial, the latter considerably the most numerous at 

the posterior side; the uppermost row supports the radials, which are moder- 

ately large and enclose an anal plate. Radials at their upper faces broadly 

and deeply excavated for the reception of the costals and distichals. Costals 

very small, subtrigonal. Distichals two, the lower one placed against the 

sloping faces of the costals and upon the radials. Palmars two if there is 

another bifurcation. Arms biserial, either erect or pendent; in the latter 

case the ambulacra exposed. Pinnules long and closely packed. Ventral 

disk flat, composed of small plates. Anal opening eccentric, near the margin 

of the disk. 

Distribution. — Acrocrinus, the only genus of the Acrocrinide, is repre- 

sented, so far as known, only in America, and there only by three species, 

which range from the St. Louis group to the Coal Measures. 

Type of the genus: Acrocrinus Shumardi. 

Remarks. — In the Revision, Part IlI., we described this genus as having 

“three radials,’ or, as we would say now, a radial and two costals. Since 

then we have obtained very much better specimens than were ever known 

before, and these prove conclusively that the so-called first radial is merely 

an accessory piece, and that the plate above it is the true radial. Our 

interpretation seemed to be quite reasonable in the case of A. Wortheni, 

in which the lower face of the radials rests upon a single plate, which natu- 
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rally occupies a radial position; but it does not agree with A. Shumardi. In 
this species there are only two plates in radial succession; the plate which 

we described as the “second” radial rests upon two contiguous plates, which 

are both interradial. 

The accessory pieces were multiplied by the addition of new rings above 
the basals. This is well shown by the small specimen of A. Wortheni, and 
by some of the smaller specimens of A. amphora, in which the plates of the 

last ring are yet trigonal, while in the larger specimens, with additional 

rings, they are heptagonal. 

Acrocrinus Shumardi Yanpetr. 

Plate LXXX. Figs. 1, 2, 3. 

1847. Yanpett and Saumanrp; Contributions Geology Kentucky, Plate 1, Fig. 3 (figured without descrip- 
tion or name). 

1855. Yanperi; Amer. Journ. Sci. and Arts, Vol. XX. (new ser.), p. 135 (with figure). 
1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part IIT., p. 122. 

Syn. Acrocrinus urneformis— atx; 1858, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. I., Part II., p. 690, Plate 25, 
Figs. 9a, 6. 

A large species: Calyx urn-shaped, apparently more than twice as long 

as wide; the plates thin, almost flat, and without ornamentation. 

Basals forming a large basin; the lower face rather broadly truncated, 

and extended outward into a small rim; the interbasal suture slightly 

grooved. The plates separating the basals from the radials arranged in 

fourteen to twenty rings, more or less, each ring containing from twenty-five 

to thirty plates, except the upper one which has but eighteen. They are 

arranged in a similar manner as in A. Wortheni, gradually increasing in size 

upward, and the lower ones longer than wide, the upper as wide as long. 

Radials irregularly heptagonal, larger than any of the preceding plates, short 

but extremely wide, their width being three to four times their height; the 

upper face of the radials is excavated to fully three fourths its width, form- 

ing a deep, rounded facet, which encloses the costals and both distichals. 

Anal plate a little longer than the radials, and like these supported by four 

plates. Costals one, minute, trigonal, occupying about one tenth the width 

of the facet. Distichals and palmars two, transversely linear ; the latter but 

half the width of the distichals. Arms apparently eight to the ray, erect and 

biserial. The structure of the disk has not been observed, but it was doubt- 

less flat, and the anal opening, as shown by the specimens, frequently was 

covered by a Gasteropod. Column of moderate size, composed of rather 
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short joints, which near the calyx, at intervals of five to six, are interrupted 

by longer and somewhat wider plates. 

Horizon and Locality. — Kaskaskia group; Grayson and Pulaski Cos., Ky. 

Type in the Yandell collection at Louisville. 

Remarks. — The fragmentary specimen from the same horizon of Pope 

Co., Ills., for which Hall proposed the name Acrocrinus urneeformis, is in all 

probability identical with this species. It has preserved only the basals and 

a few rings of the intercalated plates, which are not sufficient for accurate 

comparison. 

Acrocrinus Wortheni Wacusmuta. 

Plate LX XX. Figs. 10a, b. 

1882. WacusmutH-; Bull. I. Illinois State Museum Nat. Hist., p. 41; and Geol. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VIL., 

p. 343 (with diagram). 
1885. W. and Sp.; Revision Paleocr., Part III., p. 124. 

This species was described from a single specimen, of which only the 

dorsal cup is preserved. This, however, is in excellent preservation, and, 

notwithstanding its small size, every plate can be readily traced. The cup is 

calyculate, broadly truncate at the bottom, whence it curves rather abruptly 

upward, its width slightly decreasing to the upperend. The entire length 

of the specimen is but 5 mm. by 44 mm., its greatest width, and 4 mm. across 

the top of the radials. The surface of the plates is without ornamentation, 

but sufficiently convex to bring out the suture lines. 

Basals comparatively large, restricted to the truncated lower face of the 

calyx, and not visible from a side view; they are separated from the radials 

by six rings of plates, which increase in size upward. There are twelve 

plates in the first ring, triangular in outline, which are so minute that it 

requires a good magnifier to discover them. Another row of twelve some- 

what larger plates constitutes the second ring. The latter are joined by 

their lateral faces, the lower angles resting between the sides of the preced- 

ing plates. Five of them are placed radially, seven interradially, one at each 

regular interradial side, and three at the anal side. Ten of the plates are 

hexagonal, the middle one of the anal side and the anterior radial one hep- 

tagonal and truncated above. The third ring consists of fourteen pieces, 

larger than the preceding ones, but less regular in their arrangement ; 

twelve of them alternate with the plates of the second ring, and the two 

others rest upon the truncated upper faces of the two larger heptagonal 
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pieces of the anterior and posterior sides; by this arrangement the piece 

directed anteriorly is the only radial plate of this ring; five plates occupy 

the anal interradius, and the four other sides each have two. The fourth 

ring has sixteen plates; some hexangular, others pentangular, five of them 

radial, the others interradial; of the latter, five occupy the posterior side, 

one the postero-lateral sides, and two the antero-lateral ones. The fifth 

ring contains twelve plates, all of which are interradial and arranged in 

groups of 4, 2, 2,2, 2. At four sides, the two adjoining plates of different 

interradii meet radially by their lateral angles; but at the posterior side, 

which has four plates, the two middle ones are separated by plates from the 

fourth and sixth rings, which meet between them. Of the sixth ring, which 

is followed by the radials, five of the plates are radial, seven interradial ; 

three of the latter occupy the anal side, two the regular sides. There are in 

all seventy-eight accessory pieces, of which sixteen are radially disposed, the 

others interradially. The radial plates of the anterior side, and the plates of 

adjoining interradii together, are arranged exactly like the plates of the 

posterior side, there being in either case an uninterrupted series of four 

plates arranged longitudinally, and ten plates to each side; but, while the 

one row supports a radial, the other bears an anal plate. The true radials of 

the species are larger than the plates which support them, wider than high, 

and hexangular; their truncated lower faces rest upon the radial plates of 

the preceding ring, the lower sloping faces upon the adjoining interradial 

pieces. The upper faces of the radials are excavated to three fourths their 

width into a rounded facet similar to that of Platycrinus. The anal plate 

is somewhat longer than the radials, but narrower. 

Horizon and Locality. — Coal Measures; Peoria Co., Ills. 

Type in the Mlinois State collection at Springfield. 

Acrocrinus amphora W. and Sp. (nov. spec.). 

Plate LXXX. Figs. 4 to 9. 

Smaller than A. Schwmardi. Calyx urn-shaped, more than twice as 

high as wide, gradually widening from the lower end to the middle, then 

contracting a little to the top of the radials. The plates thin, very slightly 

convex, and without ornamentation. 

Basals small for the genus, forming a rapidly spreading basin with a 

slight truncation at the lower end, corresponding to the width of the column. 
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The basals are followed by from fifteen to twenty rings of accessory pieces — 

the number varying among the specimens— and each ring consists of twenty 

to twenty-four plates, except the two upper rings, which contain but twelve. 

Of the upper ring, seven plates are arranged interradially three occupy 

the anal side and one the regular sides — which alternate with the radial 

pieces. Most of the accessory pieces are hexagonal, and angular at top 

and bottom; but at the anterior and posterior sides those constituting the 

middle series are truncated at both ends. Radials large, one third wider 

than long, deeply excavated at the upper face into a facet which contains 

the costal and both distichals. Anal plate of the same width as the radials 

but considerably longer. It supports several small plates, which project 

outward, and may be readily taken for the base of an arm. Costals wider 

than in the two preceding species, but equally short; the distichals propor- 

tionally longer and narrower, rounded on the back, and distinctly curving 

outward. Palmars free from the second or third plate, curving outward and 

downward, bringing the arms into a pendent position, their backs next to the 

calyx, and the ambulacra and pinnules on the outside. Arms twenty, moder- 

ately long, descending far beyond the basals; they are composed from the 

fourth or fifth plate of two series of rather short joints, and rest, apparently 

immovably, with their backs within deep longitudinal grooves or impressions 

on the surface of the dorsal cup. Pinnules long, closely packed ; composed 

of long joints three times as long as wide, their ventral furrows, like those 

of the arms, lined by two rows of covering pieces. Ventral disk flat, 

the middle portions composed of numerous small perisomic plates, from 

which well defined ambulacral pieces, alternately arranged and suturally 

united, curve downward, and pass out into the arms. Anus eccentric, on 

a level with the upper surface, placed about half way between the centre of 

the disk and its outer margin. Column round, the joints nearly of equal 

size. 

Horizon and Locality. — St. Louis group; near Huntsville, Ala., where 

we obtained a considerable number of specimens. 

Types in the collection of Wachsmuth and Springer. 

Remarks. — This species is readily distinguished from A. Shumardi by 

its smaller size and recumbent arms, and from A. Wortheni by the different 

form of the calyx and the much smaller number of accessory pieces of that 

species. 

The arms of this species were apparently immovable, as is indicated by 
102 
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the structure of the ventral disk, in which the covering plates of the different 

arms for quite a distance are suturally connected, so as to prevent motion. 

It is further shown by the deep impressions upon the surface of the dorsal 

cup, which evidently originated from constant pressure of the arms upon the 

plates in the growing crinoid. 
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Abacocrinus, 363. 

Abactinal System, plates of, 38. 
Abnormal growths, 135, 547. 

9-17.) 
Acacocrinus, 362, 515. 

—— americanus, 516. 

Elrodi, 515. 

Acanthocrinus, 216, 218. 

longispinus, 219. 

Acrocrinide, 52, 83, 105, 163, 170, 803. 

Acrocrinus, 86, 485, 804, 805. 

——amphora, 806, 808. (PI. LXXX, figs. 

4-9.) 
Shumardi, 805, 806, 809. 

figs. 1-3.) 
— urneformis, 806. 

— Wortheni, 165, 806, 807, 809. 

LXXX, figs. 10a, b.) 

Actinal System, plates of, 38, 88. 
Actinocrinide, 79, 86, 165, 170, 550. 

Aectinocrinites, 409, 431, 519. 

Actinocrinus, 13, 69, 83, 85, 120, 121, 129, 

(PI. IV, figs. 

(Pl. LXXX, 

(Pl. 

308, 365, 409, 413, 486, 519, 547, 550, 552, | 
554, 578, 586, 601, 626, 720. 

— abnormis, 546. 

— eegilops, 628. 

——-cequalis, 371. 

ceequibrachiatus, 440. 

var. alatus, 441. 

—— althea, 632. 

— amphora, 587. 

— amplus, 520, 530. 

—— andrewsianus, 433. 

araneolus, 581. 

— Arnoldi, 624. 

—— arrosus, 577. (Pl. LY, figs. 7-8c.) 

Actinocrinus asperrimus, 575. (Pl. LX, figs. 

5, 6.) 

asterias, 558. 

asteriscus, 441. 

— biturbinatus, 427. 

— Blairi, 625. 

— brevicornis, 533, 535. 

— brevis, 511. 

— Brittsi, 597. 

— brontes, 562. 

calyculoides, 395. 

calypso, 483. 

carica, 448 

Caroli, 424. 

—— Cassedayi, 483. 
— cauliculus, 483. 

chloris, 571. 

— chouteauensis, 570. 

1la-b.) 

— Christyi Shum. 409. 

— Christyi Hall, 409. 
clarus, 612. 

clio, 893. 

clivosus, 630. 

clelia, 398. 

clypeatus, 380. 

ceelatus, 618. 

concavus, 482. 

concinnus, 582. 

—— Copei, 598. 
corbulis, 399. 

corniculus, 511. 

cornigerus Hall, 458. 

cornigerus Lyon, 548. 

coronatus, 403. 

Coreyi, 510. 

(Pl. XLVI, figs. 
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Actinocrinus dalyanus, 601. 
—— daphne, 574. (Pl. LVI, fig. 1.) 
—— decornis, 458. 

delicatus, 628. 

desideratus, 463. 

—— discoideus, 369. 

—— divaricatus, 458. 

—— divergens, 588. 

—— dodecadactylus, 452. 

doris, 371. 

—— ectypus, 611. 

—— erodus, 630. 

—— eryx, 625. 

—— eucharis, 549. 

—— euconus, 430. 

—— excerptus, 601. 

Jiscellus, 512. 

Jormosus, 369. 

—— fossatus, 620. 

— Fosteri, 601. 

gemmiformis, 449. 

—— glans, 625. 

—— globosus, 532. 

glyptus, 640. 

—— Gouldi, 456. 

— gracilis, 572. (PI. LVI, fig. 11.) 
—— grandis, 381, 564, 567. 
—— Griffithi, 568. (Pl. LU, fig. 7.) 
—— Hageri, 445. 

—— helice, 481. 

var. eris, 481. 

— Humoboldti, 555. 

—— hurdianus, 601. 

—— icosidactylus, 368. 

—— indianensis, 415. 

—— inflatus, 591. 

—— infrequens, 604. 

inornatus, 380. 

—— insculptus, 630. 
—— Jugosus, 563. (Pl. LIV, fig. 1.) 
— kentuchiensis, 548. 

Fonincki, 447. 

lagena, 601. 

lagunculus, 453. 
— laura, 384. 

lepidus, 372. 

— leucosia, 401. 

—— limabrachiatus, 608. 

— liratus, 633. 

. 

—— lobatus (Hall), 557. (Pl. LI, figs. la, 
b; LIV, fig. 3; LV, figs. 1a, b.) 

Actinocrinus lobatus (Worthen), 567. 
— locellus, 605. 

— longirostris, 442. 

—— longus, 609. 
—— lLowei, 562. (Pl. LIV, fig. 2.) 

lucina, 603. 
—— magunificus, 558, 567. (Pl. LIII, fig. 2.) 
—— matuta, 396. 

var. attenuata, 397. 
—— WMeeki, 290. 

minor, 533, 535. 
—— mississippiensis, var. spiniger, 455. 
—— Missouriensis, 463. 

— moniliformis, 520. 
— multibrachiatus, 617. 

var. echinatus, 617. 
—— mnulticornus, 309. 

3-6.) 

LV, fig. 3.) 

Parasites of, 566. 

mundulus, 382. 

— Nashville, 435. 
—— — var. subtractus, 436. 
—— nodobrachiatus, 622. 

—— nodosus, 604. 

nyssa, 548. 

oblatus, 431. 

—— opusculus, 607. 

ornatissimus, 621. 

—— ornatus, 597. 

—— ovatus, 606. 

—— papillatus, 380. 

—— parvus, 455, 477. 

—— pendens, 468, 470. 

—— penicillus, 635. 

—— pentagonus, 579. 

—— pentaspinus, 309. 

—— pernodosus, 561. (Pl. LY, figs. 2a, b.) 
—— perumbrosus, 638. 

—— pistilliformis, 437. 

—— pistillus, 378. 

planobasilis, 588, 590. 

planodiscus, 411. : 
—— plumosus (detached arms). 

pocillum, 484. 

—— polydactylus (Bonny), 296. 
—— polydactylus (Miller), 296. 
—— precursor, 484. 

—— proboscidalis, 601. 

multiradiatus, 109, 555. (Pl. LII, figs. 

multiramosus, 564. (Pl. LIM, fig. 1; 
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Actinocrinus prumiensis, 470. Actinocrinus tricornis, 468, 470. 

— puteatus, 603. trijugis, 576. (Pl. LIV, figs. 4a, b.) 

—— pyramidatus, 512. || —— trinodus, 467. 

pyriformis, 437. —— tuberculosus, 573. (Pl. LII, figs. 8a-c.) 

— var. rudis, 437. _—— turbinatus, 375. 

—— quadrispinus, 588, 590. — var. elegans, 376. 

—— quaternarius, 601. —— umbrosus, 628. 

var. spiniferus, 601. unicarinatus, 557. 

—— quinquangularis, 118, 120. unicornis, 468. 

—— quinquelobus, 460. —— wunispinus, 467. 

—— ramulosus, 387. urnd, 555. 

—— regalis, 638. —— urneformis, 447. 

validus, 582. — remibrachiatus, 388. 

—— reticulatus, 6095. ventricosus, 593. 

— rotundus, 431. -— var. cancellatus, 593. 

—— rudis, 630. —— —— var. internodius, 593. 

var. reticulatus, 593. —— rusticus, 559. _— 

— scitulus, 559. (PI. LV, figs. 5—6b.) —— verneuilianus, 450. 

— sculptus (Hall), 583. verrucosus, 558, 561. (Pl. LII, figs. 

sculptus (Miller), (detached columns). 2a-Cc.) 

securus, 614. viaticus, 555. 

sedaliensis, 555. ’ viminalis, 590. 

semiradiatus, 289. —— Wachsmuthi ( White, 1862), 559. 

(White, 1880), 381. —— senarius, 597. ; —. 

sexarmatus, 615. —— Whitei, 520, 530. 

— Sillimani, 559. —— Whitfieldi, 522. 

similis, 382. — Yandelli, 441. 

—— sinuosus, 385. Actinoidea, 16. 

—— speciosus, 638. Actinometra, 99, 212. 

— spinobrachiatus, 591. Ad-ambulaeral or side-pieces, 86, 100. 

—— spinosulus, 478. Agaricocrinus, 104, 362, 431, 481, 486, 586. 

—— spinotentaculus, 619. —— americanus, 487, 488, 489. (Pl. XLII, 

—— stellaris, 109. figs. 1a—2b.) 

—— subaculeatus, 476. var. tuberosus, 489. (Pl. XL, fig. 

— suheequalis, 369. 6; XLII, fig. 4.) 

—— subturbinatus, 466. —— bellatrema, 506. (Pl. XLI, figs. 4a-d.) 

—— subumbrosus, 633. — var. major, 507. (Pl. XLI, fig. 5.) 

subventricosus, 593. — Blairi, 503. 

superlatus, 533, 535. brevis, 511. (Pl. XXXVIII, figs. 

—— symmetricus, 477. 2a-e.) 

tenuidiscus, 520, 531. bullatus, 489, 493. (Pl. XLI, figs. 2a—d.) 

tenuiradiatus (Hall, 1861, not 1847), chouteauensis, 505. 

634. — conicus, 501. (Pl. XXXIX, figs. 7, 8.) 

—— tenuisculptus, 555, 571, 574, 609, 622.|— convexus, 508. (Pl. XXXVIII, figs. 

(Pl. LV, figs. 4a, b.) la, b.) 

— thalia, 604. — Coreyi, 510. (Pl. XXXIX, figs. 1a, b.) 

—— themis, 601. —— corrugatus, 512. 

—— thetis, 614. — crassus, 499, 500. (Pl. XXXIX, figs. 

thoas, 605. 2a, b; XL, fig. 4.) 

— tholus, 625. decornis, 503. 

—— triacontadactylus, 555. —— dissimvilis, 488. 

103 
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Agaricocrinus elegans, 500. (Pl. XL, figs. 3a, b.) 

—— eris, 481. 

excavatus, 489, 491. (Pl. XXXIX, 

figs. 3-9.) 

—— fiscellus, 512. (Pl. XXXVIII, figs.’ 

3a-C.) 

— geometricus, 508. 

—— germanus, 50d. 

Gorbyi, 495. 

—— gracilis, 513. 

helice, 481. 

indianensis, 495. 

inflatus, 502. (Pl. XLI, figs. 1a—d.) 

Macadamsi, 498. 

—— nodosus, 489, 493. (Pl. XLII, fig. 9.) 
— nodulosus, 497. (PI. XL, fig. 2; XLII, 

figs. 7a, b.) 
— yar. Macadamsi, 498. (Pl. XX XIX, 

fig. 6.) 
ornotrema, 506. 

—— pentagonus, 493, 495, 509. 

var. convexus, 508. 

—— planoconvexus, 503. 

figs. 6a-c.) 
pyramidatus, 512. 

(Pl. XLI, figs. 3a-c.) 

(Pl. XX XVIII, 

(Pl. XX XVIII, figs. 

4a-5c.) 

Sampsoni, 505. (Pl. XLVI, fig. 5.) 

—— splendens, 495. (Pl. XL, figs. la-c.) 

— Springeri, 510. 
—— stellatus, 508. (Pl. XXXVIII, figs. 

7a-e.) 

tuberosus, 490. 

—— Whitfieldi, 496. (Pl. XLII, fig. 3; 

XLII, figs. 8a, b.) 

— Wortheni, 488, 490, 493. (Pl. IL, fig. 22; 

XXXIX, fig. 9; XL, figs. 5a-d.) 

Agassizocrinus, 17, 45, 59, 145. 

“ Albatross ” dredgings, 28. 

Allagecrinus, 28, 78, 87, 89, 92, 150, 172. 

—— Carpenteri. (PI. VIII, fig. 11.) 

Alloecrinus, 124, 265, 267, 306. 

—— Benedicti, 308. (Pl. XXIV, figs. 8a, b.) 

_— typus, 307. (Pl. XXIV, figs. 7a, b.) 

Alloprosallocrinus, 361, 406, 414, 430. 

—conicus, 407, 431. (Pl. XLII, figs. 
14a-c.) 

depressus, 407. 

—— euconus, 407, 430. 

Gurleyi, 407. 
Alternate arrangement of parts below radials, 

60. 
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Ambulacra, 35,99, 100, 104, 120, 155. 

of Camerata, 100, 107, 114. 

of Fistulata, 99. 

of Ichthyocrinidz, 101, 123. 

— of Larviformia, 101. 

of Recent Crinoids, 101. 

Ambulacral canal, 100. 

Ambulacral plates, 35, 101, 119. 

Ambulacral skeleton. (Pl. IV, fig. 9; Pl. V, 

figs. 1 and 10.) 

Ambulacral vessels, 36. 

Americanus group, 686. 

Amphora, 586. 

Amphoracrinus, 85, 454, 483, 486, 550, 554, 

586. 

—— americanus, 488. 

bellatrema, 506. 

concavus, 482. 

—— divergens, 588. (Pl. LXI, figs. 5-10.) 
var. multiramosus, 588, 590. 

excavatus, 491. 

—— Gilbertsoni, 587. 

—— inflatus (Hall, 1860), 591. 

inflatus (Hall, 1861), 502. 

—— jerseyensis, 587. 

planobasilis, 588. 

-—— planoconveaus, 503. 

—— quadrispinus, 588. 

—— spinobrachiatus, 591. 

1-4.) 

— subturbinatus, 466. 

—— viminalis, 587, 590. (Pl. LIV, fig. 8.) 

Anal plates, 17, 33, 105, 124, 189, 147, 165, 

364. 

development of, 131. 

special or first (Pl. X), 34, 

Anal tube, 35, 134. 

abnormal growths of, 135. 

9-17.) 

An-ambulacral plates, 35. 

Anchylosis, 37. 

Ancyrocrinus, 45, 50. 

Anisocrinus, 77. 
Anomalocrinus, 41, 57, 67, 71, 

158. 

caponiformis, 746. 

Antedon, 82, 147, 153. 

Pentacrinoid larva of, 152. 

13-15.) 

—— regalis, 107. 

—— rosacea, 64. 

(el. LXU, figs. 

125, 147. 

(21. IV, figs. 

78, 116, 130, 

(Pl. VI, figs. 

(Pl. VI, figs. 18, 19.) 
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Anthemocrinus, 77, 215. 

Anus, 21, 35, 124, 134, 139, 155. 

of Carabocrinus, 137. 

—— of Cupressocrinus, 137. 

— of Cyathocrinus, 137. 

— of Haplocrinus, 94, 137. 

of Hyocrinus, 94. 

— of Ichthyocrinus, 138. 

—— of Pisocrinus, 136. 

— of Poteriocrinus, 137. 

— of Symbathocrinus, 137. 
covered by a Gasteropod, 240, 566, 704, 

793. 

Aorocrinus, 362, 470, 487, 547. 

canaliculatus, 475. (Pl. XLV, figs. 

6a, b.) 
Cassedayi, 483. (Pl. XLII, figs. 11a—12.) 

—— concavus, 482. (Pl. XLI, figs. 13a-c.) 

—— elegans, 480. 

—— helice, 481. (Pl. XLV, fig. 

—— immaturus, 471. 

parvibasis, 473, 477. 

3a, b.) 
—— parvus, 477. (Pl. XLV, figs. 11a, b.) 

— radiatus, 472. (Pl. XLV, fig. 1.) 

—— spinosulus, 478, 481. (Pl. XLII, fig. 4; 

' XILIV, figs. 8a, b.) 
—— subaculeatus, 476. (Pl. XLV, figs. 7a, b.) 

Apiocrinide, 53, 59, 65, 117. 

Apiocrinus, 13, 40, 60, 69, 117, 152. 

—— roissyanus, 24, 117. 

Archeocrinus, 119, 175, 215, 249, 253. 

—— desideratus, 257. (Pl. X, figs. 4a, b.) 
—— lacunosus, 254, 255. (Pl. X, fig. 1.) 

marginatus, 275. 

—— microbasalis, 256. (Pl. X, figs. 2a-c.) 

—— priscus, 278. 

— pyriformis, 255. 
sculptus, 251. 

Armlets, 34, 82, 160. 

Arm openings, 36, 86. 

Arm plates, or ‘‘free brachials,” 33, 73. 

Arms, 33, 73, 88, 155. 

—— biserial, 34, 78, 155, 161. 

— uniserial, 34, 78, 155. 

—— paired, 86. 

commence at, 69. 

—— mobility and mode of union, 87, 155. 

—— mode of branching, 75, 78, 86, 155, 161, 

364. 
Arthracantha, 741, 747. 

2, 5.) 

(Pl. XLV, figs. 

(Pl. X. figs. 3a, b.) 
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Arthracantha depressa, 751. 

figs. 3a, b.) 
ithacensis, 747, 749. (Pl. LX XVI, figs. 

la-c.) 

punctobrachiata, 750,752. (Pl. LX XVI, 

figs. 2a, b.) 

Articles brachiaux, 17. 

Articulata (W. and Sp.), 26, 33, 149, 152, 154, 

169. 

—— (J. 8. Miller), 13, 152. 

— (Joh. Miiller), 15, 152. 

—— (Zittel), 23. 

Articulation, 37, 87. 

Articulosa, 153. 

Asteria, 12. 

Asteroblastus, 146. 

Asterocrinus (Minster), 292. 
Asterocrinus (Lyon), 292, 791, 793. 

capitalis, 794. 

coronarius, 795. 

Astracrinoidea, 16. 

Astrocrinites (Cumberland), 292. 

Astrocrinites (Conrad), 292. 

pachydactylus, 296. 

Astrocrinus (Ether. and Carp.), 292. 

Astropodia, 647. 

Astylida, 16. 

Astylocrinus, 17. 
Astylocrinide, 172. 

Asymmetry, 146. 

Atelestocrinus, 132, 148, 159. 

Aulocrinus, 138. 

Agassizi, 138. (Pl. VII, fig. 9.) 

Axial canal, 38, 36, 45, 100, 140. 

Axial cords, 36. 

Axillaries, 34. 

Baerocrinus, 72, 131, 148, 158. 

Balanocrinus, 207. 

sculptus, 208. 

Barrandeocrinus, 362, 484, 485. 

—— sceptrum, 485. (Pl. VIII, fig. 1.) 

Barycrinus, 41, 45, 82, 182, 160. 

Basalia, 15. 

Basals, 15, 17, 27, 33, 52. 

anchylosis of, 57. 
evolution of different, 54-56. 

—— inferior face, 158. 

orientation of, 57, 153. 

orientation in Blastoids, 57, 153. 

outer face, 158. 

upper face, 37. 

(Pl. LXXVI, 
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Base, 33, 52, 66, 152. 

bipartite, 54, 56. 

— hexagonal, 165, 363. 

—— pentagonal, 165, 645. 

—— quadripartite, 54, 56. 

—— tripartite, 54, 6. 

Bathycrinus, 41, 63, 142. 

aldrichensis, 65. (Pl. VI, fig. 10.) 

Batocrinide, 79, 86, 124, 165, 170, 361. 

Batocrinites, 77, 86, 361, 366. 

Batocrinus, 77, 109, 115, 120, 364, 366, 413, 

554. 
— abscissus, 431. 

equabilis, 369. 

equalis, 371. (Pl. XXVIII, figs. 5, 6.) 

cequibrachiatus, 440. 

var. alatus, 441. 

agnatus, 451. 

altiusculus, 409. 

andrewsianus, 433. 

aspratilis, 380. 

asteriscus, 441. 

bisbrachiatus, 409. 

— biturbinatus, 427. 

— Blairi, 401. 

— boonvillensis, 422. 

— bulbosus, 444. 

Calvini, 373. (Pl. XLVI, figs. 8a, b.) 

calyculoides, 399. 

calyculus (indeterminable). 

cantonensis, 383. (Pl. XXVII, figs. 7a, b.) 

carica, 448. 

cassedayanus, 442. 

clavigerus (indeterminable). 

cleelia, 398. 

—— Christyt, 409. 

clypeatus, 380. (Pl. XXVII, figs. 8a-e.) 

comparilis, 380. 

corbulis, 399. 

crawfordsvillensis, 417. 

Dawisi, 424. 

decoris, 420. 

— discoideus, 369. 

— divalis, 425. 

—— dodecadactylus, 432. 

— doris, 371. 

—— euconus, 430. 

— facetus, 418. 

formosus, 369. 

gemmiformis, 449. 

—— Gorbyi, 426. 

eRe eenn 

Seeaeee 

[|| 

Batocrinus grandis, 43, 381. (Pl. XXVII, 

figs. la, b; 2a, b.) 

—— Gurleyi (S. A. Miller), 422. 
— Gurleyi (Rowley and Hare), 428. 

— Hageri, 445. 

—— icosidactylus, 367, 368. (Pl. XXVUI, 

figs. 3a—c.) 

indianensis, 415. 

inflatus, 444. 

inornatus, 380. 

—— irregularis, 369. (Pl. XXVII, figs. 4a-c.) 
jucundus, 451. 

—— Konincki, 447. 

leetus, 375. 

lagunculus, 453. 

laura, var. 135, 384. (Pl. XXIX, figs. 

5a-d.) 

— lepidus, 372. (Pl. XXVIII, figs. 2, 3.) 

leucosia, 401. 

— longirostris, 135, 442. 

—— Lovei, 412. 
—— lyonanus, 427. 

—— Macbridei, 376, 378. 

—— marinus, 439. 

—— matuta, 396. 

mediocris, 422. 

—— montgomeryensis, 428. 

— mundulus, 382. 
Nashville, 435. 

var. subtractus, 436. 

neglectus, 394. 

oblatus, 431. 

— papillatus, 380. 

— pistilliformis, 437. 
—— pistillus, 378. (Pl. XXXI, figs. 4a, b.) 

planodiscus, 411. 

—— poculum, 378. 
pulchellus, 424. 

pyriformis, 437. 

—— quasillus, 372. (Pl. XXVIII, figs. 4a, b.) 

remibrachiatus, 388. 

rotadentatus, 374. (Pl. XLVI, fig. 7.) 

rotundus, 431. 

scyphus, 384. 

similis, 382. 

sinuosus, 385. 

sinuosus, 385. 

spergenensis, 419. 

subeequalis, 869. (Pl. XXVIII, figs. 

7a-9.) 

— subconicus, 430. 

aaa 
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Batocrinus Sweet, 428. 
trochiscus, 410. 

— tuberculatus, 379. (Pl. XXVIII, figs. 

10a, b.) 
— turbinatus, 375. (Pl. XXVII, figs. 5a-c.) 

var. elegans, 376. (Pl. XXVII, 

figs. 6a, b.) 

unionensis, 424. 

—— venustus, 431. 

—— verneuilianus, 450. 

— Wachsmuthi, 381. 

—— Whitei, 419. 

— Yandeili, 441. 

Belemnocrinus, 44, 57, 82, 172. 

Bilateral symmetry, 134, 148, 165. 

Biserial arms, 34, 78, 155, 161. 

Blairocrinus, 552, 555. 

arrosus, 977. 

— bullatus, 577. 

—— trijugis, 576, 578. 

“Blake,” dredgings, 28. 

Blastoidea, 12, 14, 16, 50, 144, 146, 153. 

Cystidea and Crinoidea, 145. 

Botryocrinus, 82, 132, 160. 

— decadactylus, 160. 

Bourgueticrinus, 48, 63. 

Brachials, 33, 69, 73, 76, 87. 

Brachianal. 

Burlingtonensis group, 653. 

Cacabocrinus, 316. 

glyptus, 317. 

var. intermedius, 317. 

lamellosus, 311, 320. 

— liratus, 319. 

var. multilira, 319. 

speciosus, 323. 

— Troosti, 311, 316. 

Cactocrinus, 85, 101, 107, 120, 550, 555, 575, 

600, 626, 638. 

pinnules of, 601. 

Arnoldi, 622, 624. (Pl. LVII, figs. 
4a, b.) 

clarus, 612. (Pl. LVII, figs. 9, 10; 

LVIII, fig. 1.) 
— celatus, 618, 620. (Pl. LIX, figs. 8, 9.) 

var. spinotentaculus, 619. (Pl. LIX, 
fig. 10.) 

denticulatus, 606. (PI. LVII, figs. 5a, b.) 

—— ectypus, 611. (Pl. LVI, fig. 10.) 

—— extensus, 616. (PI. LVII, figs. 6, 7.) 

—— fossatus, 620. (Pl. LV, fig. 12.) 
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Cactocrinus glans, 102, 625, 628. 

8; LIV, figs. 5-7.) 
— limabrachiatus, 608. 

10b.) 

—— longus, 609. 

— lucina, 603. 

(Pl. IV, fig. 

(Pl. LVIII, figs. 9, 

(Pl. LVII, fig. 8.) 
(Pl. LVI, figs. 8, 9.) 

multibrachiatus, 617, 618. (Pl. LVI, 

figs. 6, 7; LVIII, fig. 8.) 

nodobrachiatus, 622, 625. (Pl. LVI, 

figs. 1, 2.) 

—— obesus, 613. (PI. LV, figs. 9a, b.) 
—— opusculus, 607. (Pl. LVI, figs. 5a, b.) 

—— ornatissimus, 621, 625. (Pl. LVII, fic. 
3.) 

—— proboscidalis, 102, 601, 603. (Pl. LVIII, 

figs. 3—7d.) 

reticulatus, 603, 605, 607. (Pl. LVIII, 

figs. 2a, b.) 

var. ovatus, 606. (Pl. LV, fig. 
11.) 

—— sexarmatus, 615. (PI. LV, figs. 10, 11.) 

—— thalia, 604. (Pl. LVI, fig. 2; LVII, figs. 
12, 13.) 

thetis, 614, 616. (PI. LVI, figs. 3, 4.) 
Calamocrinus, 28, 40, 51, 78, 99, 117. 

Calathocrinus (von Meyer), 626. 
Calathocrinus (Hall), 626, 637. 

althea, 632. 

—— erodus, 630. 

insculptus, 630. 

Calceocrinide, 57, 72, 82, 134, 148, 157, 172. 

Callicrinus, 330, 335, 353. 

—— acanthinus, 356. (Pl. LXXXIII, fig 18.) 
—— Beachleri, 355. (Pl. LXXXIII, figs. 

14a, b.) 

—— cornutus, 357. (Pl. LX XXIII, figs. 15- 
17.) 

var. excavitus, 357. 

— murchisonianus, 358. 

—— ramifer (?), 358. 
Calpiocrinus, 52, 77. 

Calyptocrinide, 43, 165, 170, 3380. 

Calyx, 33. 

Calyx interradialis, 105. 

Camerata, 26, 33, 42, 69, 149, 151, 163. 

analysis of families of, 170. 

distribution of, 171. 

— sections of, 150, 163. 

Camptocrinus, 741, 779. 

— cirrifer, 44, 780. 

138¢.) 
(Pl. LXXVI, figs. 12- 
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Camptocrinus myelodactylus, 44, 779. (Pl. 
LXXV, figs. 1-2b.) 

Canaliculata, 30. 

Canistrocrinus, 174. 

Pattersoni, 174. 

Richardsoni, 174. 

Carabocrinide, 159, 162. 

Carabocrinus, 162. 

Carpocrinus, 315. 

— simplex, 515. 

Caryocrinus, 14, 146. 

Castanocrinus, 292. 

Catillocrinide, 82, 134, 157, 172. 

Catillocrinus, 45, 72, 142. 

Wachsmuthi, 72. (Pl. VIII, fig. 14.) 
Centrocrinus (Austin), 309, 647, 649. 

Centrocrinus (W. and Sp.), 124, 207, 265, 

308. 

— multicornis, 309. 

—— pentaspinus, 309. (Pl. XXV, figs. 10a—c.) 

— tennesseensis, 206, 308. 

Centrodorsal; see Top stem-joint, 33. 

Ceriocrinus, 133, 162. 

‘¢ Challenger” dredgings, 28; Report, 27. 

Chambered organ, 36, 100, 140. 

Characters in classification, 108, 149, 153, 161, 

166. 

Characters, in one group worthless in others, 

156. 

Cheirocrinus clarus, 51. 

Cionacineti, 16. 

Cirri, 32, 41. 

Classification, 144. 

of the Austins, 15. 

—— of P. H. Carpenter, 27. 

— of Chapman, 30. 

—— of J. S. Miller, 13. 

— of Joh. Miiller, 15. 

— of Neumayr, 29. 

—— of Pictet, 17. 

— of Roemer, 16. 

—— of Steinmann, 30. 

— of Wachsmuth and Springer, 25. 

of Zittel, 23. 

Clonocrinus, 292. 

Close suture, 37. 

Coadunata, 13. 

Coccocrinus, 90, 92, 94, 642, 645, 738. 

—— bacea, 739. (Pl. LXXYV, figs. 15a-c.) 
—— rosaceus, 739. (Pl. III, fig. 14.) 

Codaster, 146. 

Codiacrinus, 77. 

Coeliac canal, 100. 

Cceliocrinus ventricosus. (Pl. VII, figs. 10a- 
b.) 

Coelocrinus, 455. 

concavus, 455. 

Color of specimens, 227. 

Column ; see Stem, 32. 

Columnida, 16. 

Comastella, 16. 

Comatule, 12, 14, 17, 50, 53, 59, 65, 70, 
152. 

Compound radials, 71, 158. 

Compsocrinus, 80, 147, 269, 282, 362, 365, 

516. 

—— Harrisi, 517. (Pl. XXI, figs. 8a, b.) 

— miamiensis, 518. (Pl. XXI, figs. 7a, b.) 

Conocrinus (Conocrinites), 406. 
Consolidating apparatus, 114. 

Conyoluted organ, 102, 142. (Pl. V, figs. 
1-12.) 

Cordylocrinus, 79, 642, 645, 647, 735. 

— comtus, 736. 

parvus, 737. 

—— plumosus, 737. (Pl. LXXYV, fig. 20.) 
ramulosus, 737. 

retiarius, 735. 

Corymbocrinus, 264, 282. 

Costals, 18, 34, 71, 73, 77, 154. 

Costata, 15, 23. 

Cotyledonocrinus, 646, 753. 

pentalobus, 754, 775. 

Covering plates of Ambulacra, 36, 100, 108, 

112, 155. 

Crinoidea, 12, 30, 145, 169, 172. 

Cromyocrinus, 80, 123, 162. 

Crotalocrinide, 83, 163, 164, 170. 

Crotalocrinus, 46, 81. 
——pulcher. (PI. VII, fig. 2.) 

—n.sp. (Pl. VII, fig. 3.) 

—rugosus. (Pl. VIII, fig. 4.) 

Crown, 32. 

Ctenocrinus, 282, 286, 292, 294. 

— bainbridgensis, 297. 

—— levis, 301. 

—— ornatus, 286. 

—— typus, 294. 

Culicocrinus, 79, 83, 90, 92, 486, 642, 645, 

735, 739. (Pl. LXXYV, fig. 14.) 

Cupellecrinus, 730. 

Buchi, 730. 
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Cupellecrinus corrugatus, 730. 

— inflatus, 731. 

levis, 731. 

magnificus, 731. 

pentagonalis, 731. 

roseformis, 731. 

stellatus, 731. 

striatus, 731. 

Cupressocrinus, 45, 70, 87, 114, 137, 141, 158, 

172. 

Cupulocrinus, 175. 
Cyathocrinacea, 29. 

Cyathocrinide, 142, 155, 162, 172. 

of Bather, 159. 

of Roemer, 17. 

Cyathocrinus, 13, 17, 45, 77, 95, 98, 101, 111, 

114, 128, 130, 159. 
marginal plates of, 97, 175. 

orals of, 95. 

alutaceus, 96, 

7.) 

brevisacculus, 96, 137. 

VII, figs. 12a, b.) 

Ffasciatus, 288. 

—— Gilesi, 95,97. (€1. III, figs. 1a, b.) 
—— levis. (Pl. III, fig. 8.) 

—— malvaceus, 97. 

— multibrachiatus, 96. 

—— nodosus, 96, 137. 

figs. 11a, b.) 
—— planus, 17. 
— protuberans, 793. 

—— ramosus, 162. 

—— tuberculatus, 17. 
waldronensis, 192. 

Cylicocrinus, 485. 
canaliculatus, 485. 

Cyphocrinus, 200. 
Gorbyi, 201. 

Cystidea, 12, 16, 30, 144, 146, 148. 

Cysts, 43, 502. 

Cytocrinus, 292, 294. 

levis, 301. 

Decadocrinide, 159. 

Decadocrinus grandis, 138. 
4, 5.) : 

Deltoid pieces, 115. 
Dendrocrinide, 159. 

Dendrocrinus, 71, 78, 126, 128, 132, 159. 

—— Casei, 128. 

Desmidocrinus, 79, 280, 362, 515. 

162. (Pl TT, figs. 
6, 

(Pl. I, fig. Q- 
= 4) 

(Pl. IIT, fig. 4.) 
(PL II, fig. 3; VU, 

(Pl. VII, figs. 

Diabolocrinus, 215, 249, 262. 

hieroglyphicus, 252. 
5a-c.) 

—— perplexus, 250. (Pl. XI, figs. 1a, b.) 
—— vesperalis, 251. (PI. XI, figs. 1c, a.) 
Diamenocrinus, 80, 215, 219. 

Gab x, figs. 

-|Dichocrinus, 42, 44, 77, 79, 81, 83, 646, 741, 

758, 779, 781, 804. 
—— angustus, 768. (Pl. LXXVI, fig. 11.) 
—— Blairi, 778. (Pl. LXXV, fig. 3.) 

chesterensis, 802. 

—cinetus, 764. (Pl. 

LXXVII, figs. 4a-c.) 

constrictus, 788, 791. 

— conus, 770. (Pl. LXXYV, fig. 6.) 
cornigerus, 754, 783. 

—— coxanus, 763. (Pl. LXXVI, fig. 9.) 

crassitestus, 769. (Pl. LXXVI, figs. 
6a-c.) 

crassus, 801. 

delicatus, 44, 766, 767. 

fig. 13.) 

dichotomus, 777. 

elegans (Lyon and Cass.), 786. 

expansus (IM. and W.), 756. 

—— ficus, 774. (Pl. LXXVIII, figs. 16a, b.) 
—— fusiformis, 754. 

— hamiltonensis, 772. 

10.) 
—— Humburgi, 777. 
—— Huntsville, 773. (Pl. LXXV, fig. 4) 

inornatus, 44, 377, 770. (Pl. LXXVII, 

figs. 12a, b.) 

lachrymosus, 103, 754. (Pl. LXXVII, 

LXXV, fic. bo) 5; 

(Pl. LXXVIT, 

(Pl. LXXVI, fig. 

figs. 2a—c.) 

levis, 765, 768. (Pl. LXXVII, figs. 
7a-C.) 

lineatus, 761, 763. (Pl. LXXVI, figs. 
4a-c.) 

— liratus, 759. (Pl. LXXVI, fig. 8; 
LXXVIJI, figs. 3a, b.) 

—— oblongus, 759. (Pl. LX XVII, fig. 9.) 

— ornatus, 762, 763. (Pl. LXXVII, fig. 

6.) 
— ovatus, 760. (Pl. LXXVI, fig. 7; 
LXXVII, figs. 8a, b.) 

parvulus, 44, 778. 

—— pendens, 774, 775. (Pl. LXXVII, fig. 
15.) 

—— pentalobus, 775. (Pl. LXXVIII, figs. 
1la-c.) 
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Dichocrinus pisum, 763. 

LXXVII, fig. 10.) 

—— plicatus, 758. 

pocillum, 767. 

—— polydactylus, 103, 756. 

figs. la, b.) 
— radiatus, 754. 

scitulus, 767, 772. 

13a -14.) 

sculptus (Lyon and Cass.), 762. 

sexlobatus, 754, 784. 

simplex, 790. 

—— striatus, 757. (Pl. LX XVII, figs. 11a, b.) 
subspinulosus, 754. 

—— superstes, 766. (Pl. LX XVI, fig. 12.) 
symmetricus, 786. 

Ulrichi, 772. 

Dicyclie, 33. 

Dicyclie Crinoids, 54, 58, 60, 67. 

Dicyclica, 59, 157, 165. 

Dimerocrinus, 189, 190. 

aptilis, 192. 

decadactylus, 191. 

teosidactylus, 191. 

—— liliiformis, 192. 

oligoptilis, 192. 

waldronensis, 192. 

Discoideus group, 710, 718. 

Disk, 29, 35, 105. 

Disk ambulacra, 35, 154. 

Discoveries of specimens, 19. 

Distal, 37. 

Distichals (Distichalia), 15, 34, 71, 78, 97, 

100, 108. 

Distribution, geological and geographical, 171, 

188, 265, 363, 551, 643, 742, 803. 

Dizygocrinus, 362, 367, 374, 413. 

—— andrewsianus, 433. (Pl. XXIX, figs. 

(Pl. LXXVI, fig. 5; 

(Pl. LXXVII, figs. 5a, b.) 

@l. LXXVIT, 

(Pl. LXXVIHI, figs. 

2a-d.) 

biturbinatus, 427, 430. GB SOOO 
fig. 9.) 

cantonensis, 423. (Pl. XXXIII, figs. 
8a, b.) 

crawfordsvillensis, 417. 
—— decoris, 420. (Pl. XXXV, fig. 6.) 
—— dodecadactylus, 432. (Pl. XXIX, figs. 

la-c.) 

——euconus, 413, 480. 

7a, b.) 
@l. XXXV, figs. 

var. abscissus, 431. (Pl. XLVI, 
fig. 9.) 

GENERAL INDEX. 

Dizygocrinus facetus, 418. 
fig. 12.) 

—— Gorbyi, 426. 

—— Gurleyi, 422. (Pl. XXXIV, fig. 19.) 

—— indianensis, 413, 415, 417. (Pl. XX XIII, 

figs. 6a, b; XX XY, fig. 5.) 

var. simplex, 416. 

(Pl. XXXII, 

(PI. XEXCXTII, 
fie. 7.) 

montgomeryensis, 428. (Pl. X XXIII, 

figs. 3, 4; XLVI, fig. 10.) 

var. unibrachiatus, 429. (Pl. 
XXXII, figs. 5a-c.) 

—— mutabilis, 414, 429. (Pl. XXXV, figs. 

8, 9, 10, 11.) 
—— originarius, 414, 421. (Pl. XXXIIJ, 

figs. la, b; XXXYV, figs. 14, 15.) 

var. adultus, 414, 422. 

rotundus, 431, 432. (Pl. XXIX, figs. 
da—-4.) 

—— unionensis, 424. 

20.) 
(Pl. XXXV, figs. 16- 

425. var. divalis, 

figs. 21-24.) 

Whitei, 419, 421. 
10a, b, 11.) 

—— —— didactylus, 420. 

12, 13.) 
Dolatocrinites, 264, 304. 

Dolatocrinus, 77, 122, 124, 265, 307, 310, 311. 

—— canadensis, 315. (Pl. XXV, figs. 7a, b.) 

(Pl. XXXV, 

(Pl. XXXII, figs. 

(Pl. XXXV, figs. 

—— excavatus, 321. (Pl. XXV, fig. 1; 

XXVI, figs. 7, 8.) 

glyptus, 317, 318. (Pl. XXVI, figs. 
2a, b.) 

—— icosidactylus, 319. (Pl. XXVI, figs. 

da-d, ) 

—— lacus, 311. (Pl. XXVI, figs. 6a—c.) 

—— liratus, 319. (Pl. XXVI, fig. 3.) 

—— —— yar. multilira, 319. 

— Lyoni, 314. (Pl. XXV, figs: 6a—d.) 

—— major, 322. (Pl. XXV, fig. 5.) 
— Marshi, 312. (Pl. XXVI, fig. 1a-d.) 

var. hamiltonensis, 314. (Pl. XXV, 

figs. 2a, b.) 

ornatus, 317. 

—— speciosus, 323. 

triadactylus, 

4a-d.) 

tuberculatus, 324. 
Dorsal eup, 33, 150. 

Dorsocentral, 33, 49, 51. 

(Pl. XXV, figs. 4a, b.) 

316. (Pl. XXVI, figs. 

(PL XXV, fig. 3.) 
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Doryecrinus, 102, 107, 121, 362, 414, 454, 484, 

487, 554, 586. (Pl. IV, fig. 5.) 

amenus, 477. 

canaliculatus, 455, 475. 

concavus, 455, 482. 

confragosus, 401. 

—— cornigerus, 458, 460. (Pl. XLII, figs. 
5, 6; XLIM, fic. 5; XLIV, figs. 6, 7.) 

—— desideratus, 463. 

elegans, 480. 

—— Gouldi, 456. 

XLIV, figs. 4, 5.) 

immaturus, 471. — 

inflatus, 468, 470. 

—— intermedius, 461. 

— Kelloggi, 478. 

— lineatus, 468. 

—— mississippiensis, 455. (Pl. III, fig. 20; 

XLII, fig. 1; XLIV, figs. 2, 3.) 

yar. spiniger, 455. 

—— missouriensis, 463. (P]. XLIII, fig. 6; 

XLV, figs. 15a—14.) 

parvibasis, 473. 

— parvus, 477, 479. 

pendens, 468. 

— quinquelobus,460. (Pl. XLII, figs. 7-9.) 
var. intermedius, 461. 

radiatus, 472. 

Roemeri, 464. (Pl. XLV, figs. 15a, b.) 
spinosulus, 478. 

subaculeatus, 476. 

subturbinatus, 466. 

10a, b.) 
tricornis, 468. 

——  unicornis, 468. (Pl. XLV, figs. 8a—10.) 

—— unispina, 467. (Pl. XLV, fig. 12.) 
Ectenocrinus, 41, 129, 133. 

—— simplex, 71. 

Edriocrinus, basals of, 59, 145. 

Edwardsocrinus, 647. 

Eleutherocrinus, 145. 

Emedullata, 30. 

Encrinide, 87, 117, 162. 

Encrinites, 12, 647. 

Encrinus, 11, 14, 63, 69, 80, 127, 133, 152, 

160, 162. 

—— liliiformis, 11, 80, 140. 

—— gracilis, 80. 

Entrochites, 11. 

Epactocrinus grandis, 82. 

Epascocrinoidea, 29, 148. 

(Pl. XLII, figs. 2, 3; 

(Pl. XLIV, fig. 1.) 

XLH, figs. (Pl. 
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Epizygal, 34, 81. 

Eretmocrinus, 361, 367, 375, 380, 385, 414, 

554, 

adultus, 422, 

calyculoides, 395. 
1a-4.) 

—— nodosus, 396. 

carica, 448. 

— clio, 375, 393, 394. (Pl. XXXVI, figs. 

2a, b; XXXVI, figs. 9a, b.) 
elelia, 398. (Pl. XXXVI, figs. 4a, b.) 

— corbulis, 399, 401. (Pl. XXXVI, figs. 

5a-6.) 

— coronatus, 403. 
XXXVII, figs. 7a-c.) 

—— depressus, 392. (Pl. XXXVI, figs. 11a, b.) 
gemmiformis, 449. 

—— granuliferus, 390. 

(Pl. XXXIV, figs. 

(Pl. XXXIV, figs. 6, 7, 8.) 

(Pl. Ill, fig. 18; 

(Pl. XXXIV, figs. 
5a-C.) 

—— intermedius, 404. (PI. XXXIII, figs. 

2a-c.) 
—— Konincki, 447. 

— leucosia, 401. 

lyonanus, 386. 

—— magnificus, 382, 386. 

fig. 3.) 
matuta, 396. (Pl. XXXVII, figs. 6a-c.) 

var. attenuata, 397. 

—— minor, 391. (Pl. XXXVI, figs. 10a, b.) 

—— neglectus, 394. (Pl. XXXVI, fig. 3.) 
originarius, 422. 

—— pregravis, 405. (Pl. XXXIV, figs. 9, 10.) 

(Pl. XXXVI, figs. 7a-c. ) 

(Pl. XXXVI, 

ramulosus, 387, 390. (Pl. XXXVII, 

figs. 4a—5d.) 

remibrachiatus, 388. (Pl. XXXVII, 

figs. 2a, b.) 

var. expansus, 890. (Pl. XXXVI, 

fig. 1; XXXVII, figs. 1a, b; XILIV, fig. 9.) 

rugosus, 402. (Pl. XXXVI, figs. 9a-c.) 
varsoviensis, 421. 

verneuilianus, 450. 

Erisocrinus, 24, 80, 123, 127, 133, 162. 

Eucalyptocrinide, 330. 

Eucalyptocrinus, 209, 330, 382, 353. 
armosus, 335. 

chicagoensis, 342. 

— celatus, 336, 339. 

5-7.) 

ceelatus (Roemer, not Hall), 341. 

conicus, 339. 

constrictus, 342. 

(Pl. LXXXIM, figs. 

104 
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Eucalyptocrinus cornutus, 335, 357. 
crassus, 51, 342, 345. (PI. 

figs. 1-15.) 
decorus (Hall), 336. 

decorus (Phillips), 337. 

LXXXtI, 

(Pl. LXXXI, 
fig. 15.) 

depressus, 349. (Pl. LXXXIII, figs. 

2, 4b.) 
— Egani, 352. (Pl. LX XXII, figs. 11, 12.) 

ellipticus, 339. 

Elrodi, 336, 339, 340. 

figs. 7a-13.) 
excavatus, 335. 

extensus, 330. 

—— gibbosus, 335. 
Goldfusst, 335. 

Gorbyi, 348. 

— inconspectus, 346. 
1, 2:) 

— laevis, 335. 

— Lindahli, 347. 

—— magnus, 348. 
— muralis, 337. 

nashville, 335. 

— obconicus, 353. 

(2, WXOSR, 

(Pl. LXXXIII, figs. 

(Pl. LX XXII, fig. 9.) 
(Pl. LXXXII, figs. 7, 8.) 

(Pl. LX XXII, fig. 13.) 
—— ornatus, 340. (Pl. LX XXII, fig. 10.) 

—— ovalis, 344. (Pl. LX XXII, figs. 1-6.) 

—— ovatus (Hall), 344. 
papulosus, 336. 

— Phillipsi, 335. : 

—— proboscidalis, 352. (Pl. LXXX1I, fig. 14.) 

ramifer, 335, 358. 

— rosaceus, 331, 304, 

— rotundus, 350. 

—— splendidus, 350. 
subglobosus, 339. 

tennesse@, 339. 

—— tuberculatus, 337. (Pl. LX XXIII, figs. 

8-10.) 
turbinatus, 351. 

ventricosus, 336, 341. 
figs. 11, 12.) 

Wortheni, 347. 

Eucladocrinus, 76, 84, 101, 642, 646, 648, 

665, 719. 
—  millebrachiatus, 104, 720, 725. 

LXXII, fig. 1; LXXIV, figs. 2-9.) 
—— yar. immaturus, 722. (Pl. LX XIII, 

figs. 2, 3.) 

montanensis, 719, 723. 

fig. 5.) 

(Pl. LXXXII, fig. 13.) 
(Pl. LXX XI, 

(Pl. 

(Pl. LXXII, 

GENERAL INDEX. 

Eucladocrinus pleuroviminus, 713, 724, 726. 

(Pl. LX XII, fig. 4; LXXIV, fig. 1.) 
—— prenuntius, 726. (Pl. LX XIII, fig. 5.) 

tuberosus, 728. (Pl. LX XII, figs. 3-4c.) 
Eucrinoidea, 23. 

Eucrinus, 189, 192. 

interradialis, 192. 

— levis, 192. 

— minor, 192. 

—— ornatus, 192. 

—— quinquangularis, 192. 
—— speciosus, 192. 

venustus, 192. 

Eugeniacrinide, 24, 54. 

Eugeniacrinites (J. S. Miller), 13. 
Hugeniacrinites (Heisinger), 14. 

Eupachycrinus, 24, 45, 80, 123, 160, 162. 
Huryale, 12. 
Lusptrocrinide, 159. 

Euspirocrinus spiralis, 96, 

fig. 5.) 

Eutrochocrinus, 361, 367, 408, 414. 

Christyi, 409. (Pl. III, fig. 21; IV, 

fig. 7; XXIX, fig. 6; XXXII, figs. la-c.) 

var. trochiscus, 410. (Pl. XXXII, 

132. (Pl. I, 

fig. 3.) 

Lovei, 412. (Pl. XXIX, fig. 7; XXXII, 
figs. 2a, b.) 

— planodiscus, 411. (Pl. XXXII, figs. 
4a, b.) 

Evolution of Crinoids, 166. 

Extracrinus, 53, 61, 63, 65. 

Fistulata (W. and Sp.), 26, 35, 114, 147, 150, 

153, 161, 169. 

Fistulata (Bather), 157. 
Fistulata (Chapman), 30. 

Fixed Brachials, 33. 

Food groove, 36, 100. 

Forbesiocrinus, 77. 

—— Agassizi, 77. 

—— nobilis, 77. 

Prattent, 294. 

Free Brachials, 33. 

Gasterocomide, 141, 157, 172. 

Gaurocrinus, 175, 197. 

angularis, 199. 

cognatus, 180. 

magnificus, 177. 

WNealli, 179. 

splendens, 198. 
Gazacrinus, 202, 204. 

(Pl. VIII, figs. 6a-c.) 
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Gazacrinus tnornatus, 203. 

Genital canal, 36, 100. 

Genneocrinus, 362, 484, 547, 554. 

Cassedayi, 483. 
cornigerus, 549. 

—— eucharis, 549. (Pl. XXXIV, fig. 14.) 
kentuckiensis, 547, 548, 549. (Pl. 

XXXIV, figs. 11, 12, 13. 
Geocrinus, 519. 

Geological and geographical distribution, 171, 

188, 265, 363, 551, 643, 742, 803. 

— of the Camerata, 163. 

Geological range of Palseozoie Crinoids, 172. 

Geological record, 167. 

Gilbertsocrinus, 86, 122, 215, 233. 

—— calearatus, 236. (Pl. XV, fig. 5.) 
—— dispansus, 240. (Pl. XV, figs. 2a-d:) 
—— fiscellus, 235, 238, 245. (Pl. XVII, figs. 

2a-d.) 

obovatus, 238, 241. (Pl. XVII, figs. 
4a, b.) 

reticulatus, 244. (Pl. XVII, figs. 1a, b.) 

spinigerus, 235, 247. (Pl. XV, figs. 
3a-c.) 

stellaris, 219, 236. 

—— tenuiradiatus, 246. 

-—— tuberculosus, 243. 

5a-c.) 

tuberosus, 239, 793. (Pl. XV, figs. la, b; 

XVI, figs. 1-6; XVII, fig. 6.) : 

—— typus, 242. (Pl. XIV, figs. 1, 2, 3; 

XVII, figs. 7a, b.) 

Gissocrinus, 159. 

Glyptaster, 175, 189. 
armosus, 211. 

brachiatus, 191, 195. 

—— Lyani, 192. 

tnornatus, 193. 

occidentalis, 193. 

var. in crebescens, 195. 

— pentangularis, 192. 

Glyptasteride, 189. 

Glyptocrinide, 175, 189, 267. 

Glyptocrinus, 44, 66, 79, 84, 113, 117, 147, 174, 
197, 209, 264, 267, 294, 516, 521. 

angularis, 199, 269. 

argutus, 269, 280. 

armosus, 211, 269. 

—— Baeri, 177, 185, 269. 

basilis, 269. 

Carleyi, 269, 282. 

(Pl. XV, fig. 4.) 
(Pl. XVII, fig. 3.) 
(Pl. XVII, figs. 
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Glyptocrinus cognatus, 177, 269. 

decadactylus, 84, 269, 270. 

figs. 4a—e; XXI, figs. 4a, b.) 

Dyeri, 84, 271. (Pl. XX, figs. la-c; 
XXI, 3a-f, 6.) 

Dyeri, var. subglobosus, 271. 

expansus, 269. 

—— fimbriatus, 269. 

Fornshelli, 45, 66, 175, 267. 

fig. 3; XXI, fig. 5.) 

globularis, 269. 

—— gracilis, 269. 

Harrist, 269, 282, 517. 

lacunosus, 255, 269. 

—— lhibanus, 269. 

—— marginatus, 254, 275. 

miamiensis, 269, 517. 

nobilis, 212, 269. 

Onealli, 177, 179, 269. 

ornatus, 120,274. (Pl. XX, figs. 6a, b.) 
parvus, 175, 199, 269. 

— Pattersoni, 174, 269. 

— plumosus, 269. 

priscus, 198, 269, 278. 

quinquepartitus, 269. 

—— ramulosus, 273. (Pl. XX, figs. 5a, b.) 
—— Richardsoni, 174, 177, 271. 

sculptus, 260, 269. 

Shafferi, 272. 

var. germanus, 272. 

stphonatus, 211, 269. 
—— subglobosus, 174, 271. 

subnodosus, 259, 269. 

Gnorimocrinus, 138. 
Goniasteroidocrinus, 234, 237. 

Jiscellus, 245. 

lyonanus, 240. 

obovatus, 241. 

reticulatus 244. 

spinigerus, 247. 

tenutradiatus, 246 

—— tuberculosus, 2438. 

tuberosus, 239. 

—— typus, 242. 

Graphiocrinus, 44, 60, 80, 128, 130, 133. 

Graphiocrinus encrinoides, 80. 

Growth in Individual, 79, 83, 536, 629, 652, 
654, 680, 804. 

Guettardicrinus, 24, 61, 69, 117. 

Habits of Crinoids, 48, 50. 

Habrocrinus, 79, 362, 515. 

(Pl. XX, 

(Pl. XX, 

(Pl. XX, fig. 2.) 
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Habrocrinus ornatus, 118, 120. 

Hadrocrinus, 77, 265, 267, 827. 

—— discus, 328. (Pl. XXIV, fig. 1.) 

pentagonus, 327. 

—— plenissimus, 328. (Pl. XXIV, figs: 

2a, b.) 
Haplocrinacea, 29. 
Haplocrinus, 29, 72, 89, 91, 95, 97, 187, 

172. 

mespiliformis, 89, 92. (Pl. III, figs. 

12a, b.) 

Hemisphericus group, 703. 

Herpetocrinus, 44, 158. 

Heterocrinide, 82, 172. 

Heterocrinus, 41, 67, 71, 82, 129, 157, 779. 

pellevillensis, 131. 

Hexacrinide, 83, 106, 163, 165, 170, 645, 

741, 742, 803. 
Hexacrinites, see Hexacrinide. 

Hexacrinus, 79, 647, 741, 744, 747. 

—— Leai, 746. (Pl. LX XVIII, figs. 12a, b.) 

—— melo, 745. 

— occidentalis, 745. (Pl. LX XVIII, fig. 10.) 
Hexagonal base, 165, 363. 

Historical, 11. 

Holupus, 14, 94, 142. 

Homocrinus, 45, 78, 131, 159, 161. 

— scoparius, 45. 

Hoplocrinus, 71. 

Hybocrinide, 57, 82, 116, 147, 162, 172. 

Hybocrinus, 67, 71, 129, 133, 162. 

Hybocystis, 71, 146. 

Hydreionocrinus, 80. 

Hyocrinus, 58, 78, 94, 99, 118. 

bethellianus. (Pl. III, fig. 10.) 

Hypanthocrinus, 332, 335. 

decorus, 336. 

Hypascocrinotdea, 29, 148. 

Hyptiocrinus, 188, 200. 

typus, 201. (Pl. XIX, figs. 6a-c.) 

Hypozygal joints, 34, 81. 

Hystricrinus, 747. 
Carpentert, 750. 

Ichthyoerinacea, 29. 

Ichthyocrinide, 40, 58, 64, 87, 113, 125, 152, 

158, 172. 

Ichthyocrinus, 77, 147, 152. 

Icosidactylocrinites, 268. 

Idiocrinus, 188, 202. 

— elongatus, 203, 206. (Pl. XVIII, figs. 
8a-c.) 

Idiocrinus immaturus, 206. (Pl. XVIII, figs. 
10a-c.) 

—— tennesseensis, 206. (Pl. XVIII, fig. 11.) 

—— ventricosus, 203, 205. (Pl. IL, fig. 15; 

XVIII, figs. 9a, b.) 

Impinnata, 152, 169, 172. 

Inadunata, 26, 33, 35, 147, 150, 156, 169. 

Inarticulata, 13. 

Inferradials, 33, 71, 154. 

Infrabasals, 26, 33, 52, 53, 61. 

anchylosis of, 59. 

—— of Agassizocrinus, 59. 

—— of the Apiocrinide, 60. 

— of Comatule, 53, 64. 

— of Cupressocrinus, 59. 
—— of Extracrinus, 53, 61. 

—— of the Fistulata, 58. 

—— of the Ichthyocrinide, 58, 64. 

— of Millericrinus, 53, 61. 

of Stemmatocrinus, 59. 

Inner floor of tegmen. (PI. V, figs. 13-17.) 

Interambulacrals, 34, 36, 105. 

Tnteraxillaries, 35. 

Interbrachials, 34, 105. 

Interdistichals, 15, 35, 105. 

Internal cavity, 106, 120, 140. 

Internodal joints and internodes, 33, 40, 

155. 

Interpalmars, 15, 35, 105. 

Interradial plates, 15, 34, 105, 646. 

of Cyathocrinus, 96, 114. 
—— of the Reteocrinide, 106, 110, 174. 

— of the Rhodocrinide, 106, 217. 

—— of the Platycrinide, 646. 

Tocrinus, 68, 71, 78, 126, 130, 133, 158. 

Lampterocrinus, 175, 188, 207, 211. 

inflatus, 208. 

parvus, 208. 

—— tennesseensis, 208. (Pl. XIII, figs. 10a— 
d.) 

Larva of Comatule, infrabasals in, 64. 

Larviformia, 26, 72, 87, 150, 154, 162, 169. 

Lecanocrinus Billingsi, 139. 

—— macropetalus, 139. 

Lepidocentrus eifelianus, 748. 

Liberia, 16. 

Lobocrinus, 361, 367, 375, 385, 434. 

—— equibrachiatus, 375, 440. (Pl. XXIX, 

figs. 8a, b; XLVI, figs. 6a, b.) 

var. asteriscus, 441. (Pl. XXIX, 
figs. 9a, b.) 
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Lobocrinus Hageri, 445. 
10.) 

— inflatus, 444. 

longirostris, 442. 
la-e.) 

—— Nashville, 435. 

—— —— var. subtractus, 436. 

figs. 2a, b.) 

pyriformis, 437. (Pl. XXXI, figs. 3a-e.) 
—— robustus, 436. (Pl. XXX, figs. 8a, b.) 

—— spiniferus, 439. (Pl. XXX, figs. 11, 12.) 

—— Yandelli, 441. (Pl. XXX, figs. 7a, b.) 
Loose suture, 37. 

Lyriocrinus, 101, 215, 249, 261, 330. 

—— dactylus, 217, 261, 262. (Pl. XI, figs. 
5a—¢. ) 

melissa, 217, 262, 263. 
4a-f.) 

sculptilis (Hall), 251. 
seulptilis (Miller), 251. 

seulptus, 251, 262. 

Macrocrinus, 361, 367, 446. 

— carica, 448. (Pl. XXXVII, fig. 8.) 

—— gemmiformis, 449. (Pl. XXXVI, fig. 8.) 
— Konincki, 447. 
—— jucundus, 451. 

— lagunculus, 453. 

—— verneuilianus, 102, 143,450. (Pl. XXX, 
figs. 15, 16, 17, 18) 

Macrostylocrinus, 264, 285, 521. 

—— fasciatus, 288. (Pl. XXII, fig. 13.) 
—— fusibrachiatus, 291. (Pl. XXII, figs. 9, 

10.) 
granulosus, 289. 

(Pl. XEXX, figs. 9, 

(Pl. XXXIV, figs. 18a, b.) 

(Pl. XXVIII, figs. 

(Pl. XXXI, fig. 1.) 
(Pl. XXXI, 

(Pl. XI, figs. 

(Pl. XXX, figs. 13, 14.) 

(Pl. XXII, figs. 15a, 
b.) 

Meeki, 290. 
ornatus, 286, 288. 

8a-c.) 

striatus, 287, 288. 

14a ¢.) 

(Pl. XXII, figs. 16a, b.) 
(Pl. XXII, figs. 

(Pl. XXII, figs. 

yar. granulosus, 289. 
Madreporite in Cyathocrinidee, 35, 114, 162. 

Mariacrinus, 264, 281, 292, 516. 

—— aureatus, 285. 

— Carleyi, 282. (Pl. XX], figs. 2a-c.) 
— Harrist, 282, 517. 

granulosus, 282. 

— macropetalus, 282. 

nobilissimus, 295. 

obconicus, 302. 

—— pachydactylus, 296. 
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Mariacrinus pauetdactylus, 296. 
—— plumosus, 282, 284. (Pl. XXIII, figs. 

6, 7.) 
—— ramosus, 284. 

stonoliferus, 282. 

Warreni, 283. 
Marsupiocrinites, 730. 
Marsupiocrinus, 41, 79, 103, 111, 118, 261, 

642, 645, 647, 730. 

— celatus, 730. 

—— dactylus, 262. 

—— depressus, 118, 120, 731. 
23.) 

—— prematurus, 734. 

11a, b.) 

—— radiatus, 118. (Pl. VIII, fig. 15.) 

—— striatus, 732. (Pl. LXXII, figs. 17, 18.) 

—— tennesseensis, 731, 733. (Pl. LXXV, 

figs. 16a, b.) e 
tentaculatus, 733. 

19a, b.) 

Marsupites, 12, 14, 17, 63, 145. 

Megistocrinus, 46, 101, 120, 122, 362, 365, 

519, 532, 554. 

—  abnormis, 545, 546. 

la-c.) 
brevicornis, 533. 

—— coneavus, 543. (Pl. XLVIII, figs. 5a-c.) 

depressus, 540, 541. (Pl. XLIX, figs. 2- 
4d.) 

Evansi, 39, 119, 532, 533. 

figs. 1la—5e.) 

—— yar. crassus, 536. 

—— Farnsworthi, 539. (Pl. XLVIII, figs. 

4a, b.) 
infelix, 523, 525. 

— Knappi, 533. 

—— latus, 538. (Pl. XLVIII, figs. 8a, b.) 
marcouanus, 523. 

— multidecoratus, 542. 

necis, 524, 

—— nobilis, 119, 537. 

8b; LI, fig. 8. 

—— nodosus, 641,542. (Pl. XLIX, figs. 5a, b.) 

—— Ontario, 540. 

parvirostris, 533, 536. 

parvus, 537. 

—— pileatus, 544. 

—— plenus, 533, 535. 

—— rugosus, 542, 544. 

6a-c.) 

(Pl. XXII, fig. 1.) 

(Pl. II, fig. 

(Pl. LEXI, fies. 

(Pl. LXXV, figs. 

(Pl. XLIX, figs. 

(Pl. XLVI, 

(Pl. XLIX, fig. 6.) 

(Pl. XLVII, figs. 6- 

(Pl. XLVIII, figs. 
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Megistocrinus spinosulus, 544. (Pl. XLVIII, 

figs. la—2.) 
Whitei, 530. 

Melocrinide, 124, 163, 170, 264. 

Melocrinites, 264, 267. 

Melocrinus, 76, 78, 86, 135, 264, 282, 292. 
—— equalis, 304. 

amphora, 587. 

bainbridgensis, 297. (Pl. XXII, figs. 

4a-c; XXIV, fig. 5.) 

brevidactylus, 294. 

—— Calvini, 300. (Pl. XXII, fig. 6.) 
—— Clarkei, 297. 

— gracilis, 298. (Pl. XXII, fig. 5.) 
—— hieroglyphicus, 293. 

—— laevis (Goldf.), 301. 

— levis (Roemer), 302. 
— nobilissimus, 295. (Pl. XXIII, figs. 1, 

2, 8.) 
nodosus, 294. 

— obconicus, 302. (Pl. XXII, figs. 10a-c.) 
— oblongus, 300, 302. (Pl. XXII, figs. 9, 

12.) 
obpyramidalis, 294. 

—— pachydactylus, 296. (Pl. XXIII, figs. 

4,5; XXIV, figs. 4a, b.) 

—— parvus, 303. (Pl. XXII, fig. 8.) 
paucidactylus, 296. 

—— Prattent, 294. 

—— Remeri, 301. (Pl. XXII, figs. 11a, b.) 

sculptus, 294. 

Tiffanyi, 299. (Pl. XXII, figs. 11a, b.) 
Verneuili (Hall), 294. 

Verneuili (@hlert), 294. 

Merocrinus, 68, 71, 127. 

Mespilocrinus, 41, 77. 

Metacrinus, 49, 65, 67, 70. 

angulatus, 65. (Pl. VI, fig. 9.) 

Millericrinus, 39, 53, 60, 65, 69. 

Carabefi. (Pl. VI, fig. 5.) 
—icaunensis. (Pl. VI, fig. 3.) 
—— Milleri. Pl. VI, figs. 4a, b.) 

——minsterensis. (Pl. VI, fig. 6.) 
—— Orbignyi, 61. (Pl. VI, figs. 1a, b.) 

polydactylus, 61. (Pl. VI, figs. 2a, b.) 

Modifications, paleontological, 61, 98. 

Monocyelic, 33. 

Monoeyclic Crinoids, 54, 60, 165. 

derivation of, 67. 

Monocyelica, 53, 157. 

Morphological part, 38. 

Mouth, 21, 35, 99. 

and Anus, 21. 

discovery of in Taxocrinus, 93. 

Mycocrinus, 142. 

Myelodactylus, 779. 

Myrtillocrinus, 141, 158, 172. 

americanus. (PI. III, fig. 13.) 

Myzostoma cysts, 43, 502. 

Nanocrinus, 159. 

Nave Encrinite, 647. 

Neocrinoidea, 63, 144, 148. 

Nodal joints, 33, 39. 

Ohiocrinus, 41, 71, 158. 

Ollacrinus, 236. 

Jiscellus, 245. 
obovatus, 241. 

reticulatus, 244. 

spinigerus, 247. 

tenuiradiatus, 246. 

tuberculosus, 243. 

tuberosus, 239. 

—— typus, 242. 

Oncocrinus, 132, 160, 162. 

Onychaster attached to Crinoids, 566. 
Onychocrinus, 45, 77,138. (Pl. VI, fig. 17.) 

infrabasals coalesced with top stem joint. 

(Pl. VI, fig. 11.) 

—— diversus, 123. 

Virichi, 123. (Pl. VI, fig. 20.) 

Orals, 26, 30, 36, 88, 155. (Pl. LI, figs. 

2-25.) 

—— of Antedon larva, 89, 99. 

of Cyathocrinus, 95. 

—— of Camerata, 89. 

— of Haplocrinus, 91. 

— of Laryiformia, 89, 92, 98. 

of Taxocrinus, 93. 

Orientation, 37, 57, 153, 364. 

of the axial canals, 60, 64. 

— of the basals, 56, 153. 

—— of the cirri, 43, 60. 

—— of the radii, 37. 

— of the stem, 45, 60, 68. (Pl. VI, figs. 

1-12, 18.) 
Ornigranulus group, 701. 
Orocentral, 90. 

Orophocrinus, 20. 

Ottawacrinus, 68. 

Outer face, 158. 

Ovarian tube, 36. 

Paleocrinoidea, 25, 144, 148. 
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Palseozoic Crinoids, 166. 

Palmars (Palmaria), 15, 34, 71, 73. 

Parabasalia, 53. 

Parisocrinus, 45, 77, 132, 159, 161. 

Parasitic growths. (Pl. IV, figs. 18-20.) 
Patelliocrinus, 79, 124, 265, 307. 

-—— chiastodactylus, 265. 

—— duplicatus, 265. 

—— fulminatus, 265. 

pinnulatus, 265. 
Pelmatozoa, 27, 144. 

Pelvis, 13. 

Pentacrinacea, 30. 

Pentacrinide, 41, 59, 65, 117, 152. 

Pentacrinus, 13, 38, 45, 49, 60, 65, 69, 81, 

141, 152. 

—— asterias, 65. (Pl. VI, fig. 8.) 

—— caput-meduse, 11, 14, 28. 

—— europeus, 14. 

—— naresianus, 51. 

Wyville-Thomsoni, 49. 
Pentagonal base, 165. 

Pentamera, 31. 

Pentamerous symmetry, 147, 165. 

Pentaphyllum, 145. 
Pentremites, 14. 

Periechocrinites, 46, 86, 362, 366, 519. 

Periechocrinus, 46, 362, 365, 519, 520, 554. 
amplus, 530. 

— Christyi, 522. 
— Howardi, 529. 

—— infelix, 525. 

—— marcouanus, 523. 

(Pl. L, figs. 2a—d.) 

(Pl. L, figs. 7a, b; 
LI, fig. 5.) 

— moniliformis, 520. 

—— necis, 524, (Pl. L, figs. 1a, b.) 

—— ornatus, 527. (Pl. L, figs. 3a, b; LI, 

fig. 7.) 

pyriformis, 526. 

—— speciosus, 521, 528. 

—— tennesseensis, 528. 
—— tenuidiscus, 531. 

LI, fig. 6.) 
—— urniformis, 526. 

—— Whitei, 530, 626. 
LI, figs. 9, 10.) 

—— Whitfieldi, 522, 526. (PI. LI, figs. 1-4.) 
Periglyptocrinus, 80, 198, 264, 277. 

—— Billingsi, 277. (Pl. XXI, figs. 1a, b.) 
priscus, 278. (Pl. XXI, fig. 2.) 

Perisomic plates, 36, 118. 

(Pl. L, figs. 6a, b.) 
(Pl. L, fig. 4.) 
(Pl. XLVI, fig. 4; 

(Pl. L, figs. 5a, b.) 

(Pl. XLVI, figs. 1-3; 
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Phialocrinus, 80. 

Phillipsocrinus, 294. 

Phylogenetic history represented in individual 
growth, 104, 166. 

Physetocrinus, 85, 109, 122, 548, 550, 554, 
593, 637. 

—— inner floor of, 120. 

—— asper, 596. (Pl. LXIII, figs. 7a, b.) 
—— Copei, 598. (Pl. LXIII, fig. 5.) 
— dilatatus, 595. (Pl. LXIV, figs. 9, 10.) 
—— lobatus, 599. (Pl. LXIII, figs. 8a, b.) 
—— ornatus, 597. (Pl. IV, fig. 3; LXIII, 

figs. 1-4.) 
subventricosus, 593. 

ventricosus, 593. (Pl. IV, fig. 2; LXIII, 
fig. 6; LXIV, figs. 1-8b.) 

Pinnastella, 16. 

Pinnata, 152, 155, 169. 

Pinnules, 34, 73, 80, 85, 155, 160. 
Pisocrinus, 57, 70, 72, 136, 157, 172, 205. 

(Pl. XI, fig. 10.) 
pilula, 90. 

Planus group, 668. 

Platyceras attached to Crinoids, 240, 566, 793, 
800. 

Platycrinide, 17, 83, 106, 124, 163, 166, 
170, 642, 743, 803. 

distribution of, 643. 

Platycrinites, 647. 
Platycrinus, 13, 41, 46, 48, 57, 77, 79, 83, 91, 

945, 965 102, i, 1135 135, 149, 156, 163, 
642, 644, 647, 719, 730, 738, 744, 750, 753. 
(Pl. IV, fig. 6.) 

absentivus, 650. 

— acclivus, 663. 
—— equalis, 674. (Pl. LXXI, fies. 4a-5.) 

gquiternus, 658, 659. (Pl. LXXI, fig. 
12.) 

@ternalis, 650, 683. 

—— Agassizi, 656, 669. (Pl. LXIX, fig. 4.) 
alabamensis, 650, 678, 680. 

—— allophylus, 685. (Pl. LXXI, fig. 17.) 
amabilis, 650. 

—— americanus, 686. 

13c.) 

annosus, 650. 

altidorsatus, 650. 

asper (Goldf.), 690. 
asper (M. and W.), 690. 

figs. 9a, b.) 

batiola, 650, 674. 

(Pl. LXXV, figs. 10- 

(Pl. LX VIII, 
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Platyerinus Bluiri, 650. 

bedfordensis, 650. 

bloomfieldensis, 650, 668. 

—— bonoensis, 682, 683. (Pl. LXIX, fig. 6.) 
boonvillensis, 681. (Pl. LXXII, figs. 

8a—9.) 

brevinodus, 688, 690. 

2, 5, 6a, b.) 
—— Britsi, 659. (Pl. LXXI, fig. 10.) 

Broadheadi, 650, 686. 

—— burlingtonensis, 103, 649, 653, 657, 661, 

681. (Pl. LXIX, figs. 3a-i.) 

caducus, 650, 683. 

calyculus, 650. 

(Pl. LXX, figs. 

canaliculatus, 689. (Pl. LXXV, figs. 

7a, b.) 

carchesium, 650, 656. 

—— cavus, 715. (Pl. LXVII, figs. 8a, b.) 
clytis, 651, 695. 
chouteauensis, 650. 

Colletti, 650. 

concinnus, 650. 

—— contritus, 667. (Pl. LXXI, fig. 8.) 

corrugatus, 651, 713. 

—— corbuliformis, 657. 

11a, b.) 

curryvillensis, 651, 658. 

—— Davisi, 684. (Pl. LXX, fig. 14.) 
discoideus (O. and Sh.), 103, 713, 716. 

(Pl. IU, fig. 17; LXVI, figs. 10a—c.) 

discoideus (Hall, 1858), 718, 724. 

eboraceus, 650. 

elegans, 669. 

(Pl. LXXI, figs. 
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Platycrinus Huntsville, 84,678. (Pl. LX XII, 

figs. 6-12.) 

incomptus, 648, 664. 

2, 3.) 

insolens, 659. (Pl. LXXI, fig. 15.) 

tnornatus, 651, 653. 

—— levis, 649. 

lautus, 651, 653, 655. 

—— Leat, 746. 

—— lodensis, 666. (Pl. LXXI, fig. 6.) 
marginatus, 650. 

monroensis, 651, 678. 

multibrachiatus, 651, 713. 

—— niotensis, 682. (Pl. LXXI, fig. 9.) 
nodobrachiatus (Hall, 1861), 651, 708. 

nodobrachiatus (Hall, 1858), 651, 653, 655. 

nodostriatus, 688, 698. (Pl. LXVI, figs. 
5a, b; LXX, figs. 3-4e.) 

nodosus, 650. 

nodulosus, 651, 701. 

—— nucleiformis, 651, 653, 655. 

occidentalis, 728. 

olla (Hall, not de Kon.), 651. 

— ollicula, 667. 

—— ornigranulus, 701. (Pl. LXVI, fig. 8; 

LXVIII, figs. 10a-12b; LX XII, fig. 10.) 

—— Ovwent, 651, 710. 

—— parvinodus, 696, 701. 

6a, b.) 

parvulus, 773. 

parevus, 651, 735, 737. 

—— peculiaris, 700. (Pl. LXVIII, figs. 7a, 
b; LXXI, fig. 16.) 

1, 

(Pl. LXXI, figs. 

(Pl. LXVII, figs. 

——eminulus, 712. (Pl. LXVIII, figs. penicillus, 651, 678. 

13a-c.) pentagonus, 690. 

eriensis, 647, 676. —— perasper, 708. 
—— excavatus, 649, 718. (Pl. LXVI, fig planobasalis, 651, 661. 

4.) —— pileiformis, 656, 663. (Pl. LXIX, fig. 

exsertus, 651, 653, 655. 5; LXX, figs. 13a—b.) 

—— geometricus, 697. (Pl. LXVII, fig. 10;|— pisum, 660. (Pl. LXXI, figs. 13a-b.) 
LXVIL, fig. 8.) — planus (Hall), 651, 662, 668. 

Georget, 651, 677. —— planus (0. and Sh.), 668, 670. (Pl. 
—— glyptus, 693, 720. (Pl. LXVII, figs LXIX, figs. 2a—d.) 

4-6.) 
—— Gorbyi, 716. (Pl. LXVII, fig. 15.) 
—— eraphicus, 672. (Pl. LXXI, fig. 7.) 

Halli, 103, 662, 664. (Pl. LX XII, figs. 

Ga-7b.) 
Haydeni, 650. 

—— hemisphericus, 703, 709, 793. (Pl.LXVI, 

figs. la—d.) 

—— plenus, 651, 678. 
—— pleuroviminus, 651, 724. 

—— plumosus, 651, 735. 

— pocilliformis, 706. 

2a, b.) 

prematurus, 651, 734. 

prenuntius, 651, 720. 

prattenanus, 651, 678. 

(Pl. LXVIII, figs. 
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Platycrinus Pratteni, 668, 671. 

figs. 11, 12.) 
pulchellus, 651, 713. 

—— pumilus, 650. 
—— punctobrachiatus, 750. 
—— quinquenodus, 661. 

14a-c.) 
ramulosus, 651, 735, 737. 

regalis, 710,712. (Pl. LX XII, figs. 1, 2.) 

retiarius, 735. 

richfieldensis, 651, 672. 

rotundus, 651, 691. 

-—— Saffordi, 694. (Pl. LXVII, figs. 1-3.) 
— Sampsoni, 673. (Pl. LXX, fig. 10.) 
—— Sare, 84, 677, 682. (Pl. LXIX, fig. 7; 

LXX, fig. 1.) 
— scobina, 695, 697. 

14a, b.) 

sculptus, 691, 693, 695. 
fiz. 5; LXXYV, figs. 8, 9.) 

shumardianus, 651, 713. 

spinifer, 708. (Pl. LXVI, fig. 7.) 

—— yar. elongatus, 709. (Pl. LXVII, 

fig. 7.) 
striobrachiatus, 651, 713. 

subspinosus, 717. (Pl. LXVI, figs. 9a, b.) 
subspinulosus, 684, 685, 754. (Pl. LXVI, 

figs. 2a, b; LXX, fig. 9.) 

sulcatus, 651, 718. 

symmetricus, 103, 118, 655. 

fig. 16; LXIX, figs. la—c.) 

tennesseens?s, 651, 731. 

tentaculatus, 651, 735. 

— tenuibrachiatus, 687, 699. 

figs. 7, 8.) 
—— truncatulus, 647,675. (Pl. LXVII, figs. 

lla, b; LXXI, figs. 18a, b.) 

truncatus, 651, 686. 

tuberosus, 651, 720, 728. 

—— verrucosus, 705, 706, 709. (Pl. LXVI, 

figs. 3a, b; LXVIII, figs. 1a—d.) 

vexabilis, 650. 

— Wortheni, 702. (Pl. LXVII, fig. 9.) 

—— Yandelli, 103, 706, 708. (Pl. LXVI, 

figs. 6a-c; LXVIII, figs. 3a-c.) 
var. perasper, 708. (Pl. LXVIII, 

figs. 4a, b.) 

undescribed species from England, 644. 

Pleurocrinus, 647, 649. 

Plicatocrinide, 30. 

Polycrinides, 18. 

(Pl. LXX, 

(Pl. LXXI, figs. 

(@l. LXVIII, figs. 

(Pl. LX VIII, 

| 

| 

(Pl. IIT, 

(Pl. LXX, 

Polymera, 31. 

Polypeltes, 365. 

Pores in Poteriocrinide, 114, 116. 

figs. 4, 7, 8, 9.) 

Porocrinus, 67, 146. 

Position for figuring, 37. 

Postpalmars, 34, 73, 76. 

Poteriocrinide, 58, 87, 116, 155, 161. 

Poteriocrinus, 13, 87, 127, 159. 

missouriensis, 78. 
Pradocrinus, 519, 521. 

amplus, 530. 

Primary brachials, 34. 

Primary plates, 38. 

Proximal, 37. 

Proximal plates (proximals), 90, 95. 

Proximal ring of base, 54. 

Pseudomonocyclica, 59. 
Pterotocrinus, 77, 79, 83, 112, 741, 781, 791. 

(Pl. LXXIX, fig. 10.) 
—— acutus, 799. (Pl. LXXIX, figs. 3a-g.) 

var. bifurcatus, 801. (Pl. LXXIX, 

figs. 9a, b.) 

capitalis, 793, 794, 799. 

figs. 6a, b.) 

chesterensis, 802. 

5a, b.) 

cornigerus, 783. 

coronarius, 795. (Fl. 

7a, b.) 
—— crassus, 801. (Pl. LXXIX, fig. 8.) 

—— depressus, 796. (Pl. LX XIX, figs. 2a-c.) 

—— pyramidalis, 798. (Pl. LX XIX, figs. 4a, 

b.) 

—— rugosus, 799, 801. 

—— sexlobatus, 784. 

spatulatus, 799. 

Ptychocrinus, 188, 197. 

angularis, 199. 

—— parvus, 177, 199. 

b, 2.) 
priscus, 198. 

splendens, 198. (Pl. XVIII, figs. 3a, b.) 

Pyenocrinidées, 17. ; 
Pycnocrinus, 175, 268, 273. 

Shafferi, 272. 

Pysxidocrinus, 519, 521. 

Quinquelocular or Dorsal organ, 45. 

Radials (Radialia), 15, 33, 68. 

—— compound, 71, 158. 

— limits of, 67. 

(Pl. VO, 

(Pl. LXXIX, 

(Pl. LXXIX, figs. 

LXXIX, figs. 

(Pl. XVI, figs. 1a, 

105 
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Radial dome plates, 36, 103, 104. 

Radial facets, 87, 161. 

Radianal, 35, 72, 126. 

Recuperative power, 135. 

Regalis group, 710. 
Respiratory pores, 35, 122, 238, 311. 

Reteocrinide, 106, 113, 147, 178, 803. 

Reteocrinus, 67, 113, 119, 175, 176. 

——— Beri iitin Looe 

cognatus, 180. 

—— fimbriatus, 177, 179. 

gracilis, 177, 199. 

—— magnificus, 181. (Pl. IX, fig. 2.) 
—— Onealli, 179. (Pl. IX, figs. 1a-f.) 

Pattersont, 177. 

—— Richardsont, 177, 271. 

stellaris, 77, 177, 178. 

3a-c.) 

Rhaphanocrinus, 215, 258. 
— sculptus, 260. (Pl. XI, fig. 3.) 

—— subnodosus, 259. (Pl. XI, fig. 2.) 

— Wachsmuthi, 259. 

Rhizocrinus, 28, 40, 46, 58, 62, 94, 142. 

—— lofotensis, 63, 70. 

—— Rawsoni, 51, 63, 70. 

b.) 
Rhodocrinide, 106, 124, 165, 170, 215, 238. 

Rhodocrinus, 13, 41, 44, 69, 83, 215, 218, 

233, 238, 249, 261. 
asperatus, 204. 

—— Barrisi, 230. 

5a, b.) 

(Pl. IX, fig. 4.) 

(Pl. IX, figs. 

(Pl. VI, figs. 7a, 

(Pl. XII, figs. 3, 4a-d, 

var. divergens, 230. 

var. striatus, 231. 

—— Benedicti, 224. 

—— coxanus, 222. 

celatus, 228. 

gonatodes, 80, 219. 

gracilis, 220. 

Halli, 196, 219. 

Kirbyi, 44, 226, 228, 337. 

figs. la—d.) 
melissa, 219, 263. 

microbasilis, 192, 219, 256. 

nanus, 44, 228. (Pl. XI, figs. 7a, b; 

XII, figs. 2a, b.) 

—— nodulosus, 225. 

—— parvus, 229. 

polydactylus, 222. 

—— pyriformis, 192, 219, 255. 

—— quinquelobus, 192. 

(Pl. XII, fig. 6.) 

(Pl. XIII, figs. 6, 7.) 

(Pl. XII, 

(Pl. XIII, fig. 8.) 

GENERAL INDEX. 

Rhodocrinus rectus, 220. 

sceulptus, 228. 

spinosus, 220. 

stellaris, 219, 236. 

—— truncatus, 231. (Pl. XIII, figs. 2a-f.) 

—— tuberculatus, 232. (Pl. XIII, figs. 3, 4.) 

varsoviensis, 220. 

—— verus, 219. 

vesperalis, 219, 251. 

— Wachsmuthi, 222. 

XV, fig. 7.) 

—— watersianus, 221,229. (Pl. XII, fig. 9.) 

— Whitei, 223. (Pl. III, fig. 24; XIII, 
figs. la-c; XV, figs. 6a, b.) 

var. burlingtonensis, 223. 

Wortheni, 220. (Pl. XI, fig. 6; XII, 
figs. 7a—c.) 

var. urceolatus, 221. 

(PI. XTM, figs. 5a-d ; 

(Pl. XU, figs. 
8a, b.) 

Ripidocrinus, 76, 86, 215, 262. 

Right and left, 37. 

Root, 32, 39. 

Rosette, 54, 141. 

Saccocrinus, 519, 522. 

Benedicti, 527. 

— Christyi, 522, 525. 
— Lgani, 525. 

Gorbyi, 521. 

Howardi, 529. 

infelix, 5205. 

—— marcouanus, 523. 

nects, 524. 

ornatus, 527, 

—— pyriformis, 526. 

semiradiatus, 289. 

speciosus, 521, 528. 

tennesseensis, 528. 

urniformis, 526. 

— Whitfieldi, 522. 

— Whitet, 530. 

Sagenocrinus expansus, 219. 

Sare group, 677. 

Saumplattchen, see covering plates, 36. 
Scaphiocrinus, 44, 159. 

— elegans, 138. (PI. VI, figs. 1a, b.) 
—— unicus, 138. (Pl. VI, fig. 6.) 

Swallovi, 138. (Pl. VI, fig. 8.) 

Scapule, 13. 

Schizocrinus, 77. 

Seulptus group, 691. 

Scyphocrinus, 264. 
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Scytalocrinus, 160. 
—— validus, 138. (Pl. VI, 2a, b, 3.) 

—— =O SOD, (CAL WAL, wile, 70) 

robustus, 566. 

Secondary brachials, 34. 
Side pieces; see Adambulacral plates, 100. 

Siphonocrinus, 120, 122, 188, 209. 

—— armosus, 107, 122, 211. (Pl. XIX, figs 

3a—c.) 
nobilis, 212. 

2a-C.) 
pentagonus, 213. (Pl. XIX, figs. 4a, b.) 

Species, recognition of, 155. 

characters of, 156. 

—— descriptions of, 652. 

Spines, movable, 748, 750. 

Spherocrinus concavus, 482. 

Spheronites, 15. 

Spherotdocrinacea, 29. 
Spheroidocrinide = syn. of Camerata, 25. 

Spyridiocrinus, 365. 

Steganocrinus, 76, 85, 101, 110, 293, 550 

554, 578, 639, 720. 
araneolus, 160, 581, 723. 

figs. 2a, b.) 
Benedicti, 567. 

—— concinnus, 582. (Pl. LXI, figs. 5a, b.) 

—— globosus, 585. (Pl. LXI, fig. 6.) 

(Pl. XIX, figs. la, b 

(Pl. LXI 

5} 

o) 

y) 

—— pentagonus, 110, 142, 579, 723. (PI. 

LXI, figs. 3a—4b.) 
—— sculptus, 78, 86, 160, 293, 583. (PI. 

LXI, figs. 1a-f.) 

Stelidiocrinus, 79, 264, 279. 

—— argutus, 280. (Pl. XXIV, fig 6.) 

—— capitulum, 280. 

— levis, 280. 

— ovalis, 280. 

Stem, 32, 38, 155. : 

figures of; Pl. I and II; VI, figs. 11, 12. 

—— growth of, 39. 

—— divided longitudinally, 41. 

respiratory function of, 47. 

—— semi-free, 49, 51. 

with coalesced infrabasals. (Pl. VI, 
fig. 11.) 

of Barycrinus, 45. 

— of Cupressocrinus, 45. 

— of Megistocrinus, 46. 

— of Platycrinus, 42. 

—— of Rhizocrinus, 63. 

—— of Strotocrinus, 639. 

oO (Su) Or 

Stem joints, 32, 41. 

top joint (centrodorsal) , 33, 59, 61, 

64, 

top joint (youngest joint), 59, 63,65. 

Stemmatocrinus, 59, 80, 127, 133, 160, 162. 

Stephanocrinus, 146. 

—— angulatus. (Pl. VII, figs. 12, 13.) 

Stereocrinus, 77, 124, 265, 324. 

—— Barrisi, 326. (Pl. XXV, figs. 9a, b.) 

triangulatus, 325, 326. (Pl. XXV, figs. 

8a, b.) 
var. liratus, 326. 

Stomatocrinoidea, 25, 148. 

Storthingocrinus, 57, 647. 

asper, 690. 

Strotocrinus, 76, 85,110, 551,554, 626, 687, 638. 

—— asper, 596. 

asperrimus, 575. 
—— aegilops, 628. 

bloomfieldensis, 638. 

clivosus, 630. 

dilatatus, 595. 

ectypus, 611. 

erodus, 630. 

—— glyptus, 640. (Pl. LX, figs. la-c; LXV, 

figs. 2a, b.) 

—— insculptus, 630. 

liratus, 633. 

perumbrosus, 638, 640. 

—— regalis, 39, 638, 640. 

LXV, figs. 1a-d.) 

rudis, 630. 

subumbrosus, 633. 

tenuiradiatus, 634. 

umbrosus, 628. 

Stylida, 17. 

Sub-basals, 66. 

Subradials (sous-radiales), 17, 30. 

Subspinulosus group, 683. 

Subtegminal, 35. 
Subtentacular canal, 36, 100. 

Superimposed plates, 119, 121. 

Super-radials, 33. 

Supplementary plates, 34, 38, 105, 154. 

Suture, 37. 

Symmetry, bilateral, 134, 148. 

irregular, 146. 

pentamerous, 134, 146, 148, 165. 

Symbathocrinus, 57, 87, 91, 136, 157, 172. 

Wachsmuthi. (Pl. III, fig. 25; WII, 

figs. 8, 9.) 

(Pl. IV, fig. 4; 



Symbathocrinus Swallovi. (Pl. VIII, fig. 7.) 

Syzygy, 34, 81. 
Talarocrinus, 79, 741, 781, 782, 793. 

sp.(?) (Pl. LXXVIII, figs: 9a, b.) 

cornigerus, 783, 785. (Pl. LXXVIII, 

figs. 6a—7b. ) 
decornis, 788. (Pl. IL, fig. 19 ; LX XVII, 

figs. 3a—c.) 

elegans, 786. 

—— ovatus, 787. (Pl. LXXVIII, figs. 2a, b.) 
sexlobatus, 784 (Pl. LXXVIU, figs. 

la—c.) 

simplex, 790. (Pl. LX XVIII, figs. 8a, b.) 

subelobosus, 789. (Pl. LXXIX, figs. 

la, b-) 

symmetricus, 786. 

4a-6.) 

Tanaocrinus, 67, 173, 185. 

—— typus, 186. (Pl. IX, figs. 7a-c.) 
Taxocrinus, 17, 28, 43, 70, 93, 118, 138, 149. 

(Pl. VI, fig. 16.) 
—— intermedius, 118. 

VIII, figs. 5a, b.) 

— Thieméi, 139. 

Technocrinus, 264, 304. 

(Pl. LXXVIUI, figs. 

(ab Tit, fe, dite 

—— Andrewsi, 306. (Pl. XXIV, fig. 3.) 

— sculptus, 305. 

—— spinulosus, 305. (Pl. XXII, fig. 3.) 

striatus, 305. 

Tegmen, 33. 

inner floor of, 106. 

of Actinocrinus and Batocrinus, 

121. 

— of Glyptocrinus, 24, 115, 120. 

of Platycrinus, 24, 111. 

Tegminal, 35. 

Teleiocrinus, 85, 102, 121, 143, 550, 554, 576, 

626, 637. (Pl. IV, fig. 1.) 

adolescens, 635, 636. (Pl. LIX, fig. 4.) 

egilops, 628. 

althea, 632. 

fig. 9.) 

clivosus, 630. 

erodus, 630. 

msculptus, 630. 

liratus, 633. (Pl. LX, fig. 3.) 

—— rudis, 680. (PI. LIX, figs. 1-3.) 

—— tenuiradiatus, 634. (Pl. LIX, figs. 5, 6.) 

—  umbrosus, 56, 628, 631. (Pl. LIX, fig. 

7; LX, figs. 2a-d.) 

Terminal plates of stem, 48, 51. 

(Pl. V, figs. 13-17.) 

109, 

(Pl. LX, fig. 4; LXIU, 

GENERAL INDEX. 

Terminology, 32, 76. 

Tessellata, 15, 23. 

Tetramera, 31. 

Thaumatocrinus, 72, 117, 139. 

—— renovatus. (Pl. III, fig. 9.) 

Thylacocrinus, 215, 248. 

— Clarkei, 248. (Pl. XIII, figs. 11a, b.) 

—— Vannioti, 248. 

Thysanocrinide, 72, 124, 165, 170, 188, 217. 

Thysanocrinus, 188, 190. 
aculeatus, 192. 

—— brachiatus, 195. 

canaliculatus, 192. 

—— Halli, 196. (PI. XIII, figs. 9a, b.) 
immaturus, 192, 206. 

inornatus, 191, 193. 

6Ga-d; XIX, fig. 5.) 
liliiformis, 191, 192. 

(Pl. XVII, fig. 7.) 

(Pl. XVII, figs. 

(Pl. XVII, fig. 
4.) 

— occidentalis, 

5a-c.) 

194. (Pl. XVIII, figs. 

yar. increbescens, 195, 

microbasilis, 192, 256. 

—— pyriformis, 192, 255. 

Tiaracrinus, 146. 

Transition forms, 146. 

Trematocrinus, 234. 

Jiscellus, 245. 

papillatus, 242. 
reticulatus, 244. 

robustus, 239. 

spinigerus, 247. 

— tuberculosus, 243. 

typus, 242. 

Triacrinus, 57. 

Tribrachiocrinus, 148, 158. 

Trimera, 31. 

Trochocrinites, 519, 521. 

levis, 521. 

Trochites, 11. 

Truncatulus group, 675. 
Trybliocrinus, 216. 

Turbinocrinites, 292, 294. 

Vintacrinus, 63, 145. 

Ulocrinus, 133. 

Uniserial, 34, 78. 

Uperocrinus, 366, 434. 

pistilliformis, 437. 

pyriformis, 434, 437. 

Upper face, 37. 

“Up” and ‘*‘ down,” 37. 
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Vault, 29, 105, 121, 148. Water pores, 123. 

is a modified disk, 124, 149. Xenocrinus, 67, 173, 175, 182. 

Ventral disk, 33, 35, 95, 118, 121, 150, 154. | —— Baeri, 183. (Pl. IX, figs. 5a-d.) 

(Pl. IU, figs. 1-25; IV, figs. 1-5.) —— penicillus, 183. (Pl. IX, figs. 6a, b.) 
Ventral sac (tube), 35, 114, 123, 157, 161. | Zeacrinus, 52. 

(Pl. VII, figs. 1-12.) Zophocrinus, 146. 
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